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Preface to the First Edition

It is common practice to teach nuclear physics and particle physics together in an intro-
ductory course and it is for such a course that this book has been written. The material
presented is such that different selections can be made for a short course of about 25–30
lectures depending on the lecturer’s preferences and the students’ backgrounds. On the
latter, students should have taken a first course in quantum physics, covering the tradi-
tional topics in non-relativistic quantum mechanics and atomic physics. A few lectures
on relativistic kinematics would also be useful, but this is not essential, as the necessary
background is given in an appendix and is only used in a few places in the book. I have not
tried to be rigorous, or present proofs of all the statements in the text. Rather, I have taken
the view that it is more important that students see an overview of the subject, which for
many, possibly the majority, will be the only time they study nuclear and particle physics.
For future specialists, the details will form part of more advanced courses. Nevertheless,
space restrictions have still meant that it has been necessarily to make a choice of topics
and doubtless other, equally valid, choices could have been made. This is particularly true
in Chapter 8, which deals with applications of nuclear physics, where I have chosen just
three major areas to discuss. Nuclear and particle physics have been, and still are, very
important parts of the entire subject of physics and its practitioners have won an impressive
number of Nobel Prizes. For historical interest, I have noted in the footnotes many of these
awards for work related to the field.

Some parts of the book dealing with particle physics owe much to a previous book,
Particle Physics, written with Graham Shaw of Manchester University, and I am grateful
to him and the publisher, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, for permission to adapt some of that
material for use here. I also thank Colin Wilkin for comments on all the chapters of the
book; to David Miller and Peter Hobson for comments on Chapter 4; and to Bob Speller
for comments on the medical physics section of Chapter 8. If errors or misunderstandings
still remain (and any such are of course due to me alone) I would be grateful to hear about
them. I have set up a website (www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/∼brm/npbook.html) where I will post
any corrections and comments.

Brian R Martin
January 2006
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Preface to the Second Edition

The structure of this edition follows closely that of the first edition. Changes include the
rearrangement of some sections and the rewriting and/or expansion of others where, on
reflection, I think more explanation is required, or where the clarity could be improved;
the inclusion of a number of entirely new sections and two new appendices; modifications
to the notation in places to improve consistency of style through the book; the inclusion
of additional problems; and updating the text, where appropriate. I have also taken the
opportunity to correct misprints and errors that were in the original printing of the first
edition, most of which have already been corrected in later reprints of that edition. I
would like to thank those correspondents who have brought these to my attention, par-
ticularly Roelof Bijker of the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Hans Fynbo
of the University of Aarhus, Denmark and Michael Marx of the Stony Brook campus
of the State University of New York. I will continue to maintain the book’s website,
(www.hep.ucl.ac.uk/∼brm/npbook.html) where any future comments and corrections will
be posted.

Finally, a word about footnotes: readers have always had strong views about these,
(‘Notes are often necessary, but they are necessary evils’ – Samuel Johnson), so in this
book they are designed to provide ‘non-essential’ information only. Thus, for those readers
who prefer not to have the flow disrupted, ignoring the footnotes should not detract from
understanding the text.

Brian R. Martin
November 2008
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Notes

References

References are referred to in the text in the form of a name and date, for example Jones
(1997), with a list of references with full publication details given at the end of the book.

Data

It is common practice for books on nuclear and particle physics to include tables of data
(masses, decay modes, lifetimes etc.) and such a collection is given in Appendix E. Among
other things, they will be useful in solving the problems provided for most chapters.
However, I have kept the tables to a minimum, because very extensive tabulations are now
readily available at the ‘click of a mouse’ from a number of sites and it is educationally
useful for students to get some familiarity with such sources of data.

For particle physics, a comprehensive compilation of data, plus brief critical reviews
of a number of current topics, may be found in the bi-annual publications of the Particle
Data Group (PDG). The 2008 edition of their definitiveReview of Particle Propertiesis
referred to as Amsleret al. (2008) in the references. The PDG Review is available online
at http://pdg.lbl.gov and this site also contains links to other sites where compilations of
particle data may be found.

Data for nuclear physics are available from a number of sources. Examples are: the
Berkeley Laboratory Isotopes Project (http://ie.lbl.gov/education/isotopes.htm); the Na-
tional Nuclear Data Center (NNDC), based at Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA
(http://www.nndc.bnl.gov); the Nuclear Data Centre of the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (http://wwwndc.tokai-sc.jaea.go.jp/NuC); and the Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab-
oratory of the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (http://atom.kaeri.re.kr). All four
sites have links to other data compilations.

Problems

Problems are provided for Chapters 1–8 and some Appendices; their solutions are given in
Appendix F. The problems are an integral part of the text. They are mainly numerical and
require values of physical constants that are given in Appendix E. Some also require data
that may be found in the other tables in Appendix E and in the sites listed above.

xvii
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xviii Notes

Illustrations

Some illustrations in the text have been adapted from, or are based on, diagrams that have
been published elsewhere. In a few cases they have been reproduced exactly as previously
published. I acknowledge, with thanks, permission to use such illustrations from the relevant
copyright holders, as stated in the captions. Full bibliographic details of sources are given
in the list of references on page 437.
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1
Basic Concepts

1.1 History

Although this book will not follow a strictly historical development, to ‘set the scene’ this
first chapter will start with a brief review of the most important discoveries that led to the
separation of nuclear physics from atomic physics as a subject in its own right and later
work that in its turn led to the emergence of particle physics from nuclear physics.1

1.1.1 The Origins of Nuclear Physics

Nuclear physics as a subject distinct from atomic physics could be said to date from 1896,
the year that Becquerel observed that photographic plates were being fogged by an unknown
radiation emanating from uranium ores. He had accidentally discoveredradioactivity: the
fact that some nuclei are unstable and spontaneously decay. The name was coined by Marie
Curie two years later to distinguish this phenomenon from induced forms of radiation. In the
years that followed, radioactivity was extensively investigated, notably by the husband and
wife team of Pierre and Marie Curie, and by Rutherford and his collaborators,2 and it was
established that there were two distinct types of radiation involved, named by Rutherford
α andβ rays. We know now thatα rays are bound states of two protons and two neutrons
(we will see later that they are the nuclei of helium atoms) andβ rays are electrons. In 1900
a third type of decay was discovered by Villard that involved the emission of photons, the
quanta of electromagnetic radiation, referred to in this context asγ rays. These historical
names are still commonly used.

1 An interesting account of the early period, with descriptions of the personalities involved, is given in Segrè (1980). An overview
of the later period is given in Chapter 1 of Griffiths (1987).
2 The 1903 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded jointly to Henri Becquerel for his discovery and to Pierre and Marie Curie for
their subsequent research into radioactivity. Ernest Rutherford had to wait until 1908, when he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for his ‘investigations into the disintegration of the elements and the chemistry of radioactive substances’.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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2 Nuclear and Particle Physics

At about the same time as Becquerel’s discovery, J.J. Thomson was extending the work
of Perrin and others on the radiation that had been observed to occur when an electric
field was established between electrodes in an evacuated glass tube and in 1897 he was
the first to definitively establish the nature of these ‘cathode rays’. We now know the
emanation consists of freeelectrons, (the name ‘electron’ had been coined in 1894 by
Stoney) denotede− (the superscript denotes the electric charge) and Thomson measured
their mass and charge.3 The view of the atom at that time was that it consisted of two
components, with positive and negative electric charges, the latter now being the electrons.
Thomson suggested a model where the electrons were embedded and free to move in a
region of positive charge filling the entire volume of the atom – the so-called ‘plum pudding
model’.

This model could account for the stability of atoms, but could not account for the
discrete wavelengths observed in the spectra of light emitted from excited atoms. Neither
could it explain the results of a classic series of experiments started in 1911 by Rutherford
and continued by his collaborators, Geiger and Marsden. These consisted of scatteringα

particles by very thin gold foils. In the Thomson model, most of theα particles would pass
through the foil, with only a few suffering deflections through small angles. Rutherford
suggested they look for large-angle scattering and indeed they found that some particles
were scattered through very large angles, even greater than 90 degrees. Rutherford showed
that this behaviour was not due to multiple small-angle deflections, but could only be the
result of theα particles encountering a very small positively charged centralnucleus.(The
reason for these two different behaviours is discussed in Appendix C.)

To explain the results of these experiments Rutherford formulated a ‘planetary’ model,
where the atom was likened to a planetary system, with the electrons (the ‘planets’)
occupying discrete orbits about a central positively charged nucleus (the ‘Sun’). Because
photons of a definite energy would be emitted when electrons moved from one orbit
to another, this model could explain the discrete nature of the observed electromagnetic
spectra when excited atoms decayed. In the simplest case of hydrogen, the nucleus is a
single proton (p) with electric charge+e, wheree is the magnitude of the charge on
the electron,4 orbited by a single electron. Heavier atoms were considered to have nuclei
consisting of several protons. This view persisted for a long time and was supported by
the fact that the masses of many naturally occurring elements are integer multiples of a
unit that is about 1 % smaller than the mass of the hydrogen atom. Examples are carbon
and nitrogen, with masses of 12.0 and 14.0 in these units. But it could not explain why
not all atoms obeyed this rule. For example, chlorine has a mass of 35.5 in these units.
However, about the same time, the concept ofisotopism(a name coined by Soddy) was
conceived.Isotopesare atoms whose nuclei have different masses, but the same charge.
Naturally occurring elements were postulated to consist of a mixture of different isotopes,
giving rise to the observed masses.5

3 J.J. Thomson received the 1906 Nobel Prize in Physics for his discovery. A year earlier, Philipp von Lenard had received the
Physics Prize for his work on cathode rays.
4 Why the charge on the proton should have exactly the same magnitude as that on the electron is a puzzle of very long-standing,
the solution to which is suggested by some as yet unproven, but widely believed, theories of particle physics that will be briefly
discussed in Section 9.5.1.
5 Frederick Soddy was awarded the 1921 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his work on isotopes.
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Basic Concepts 3

The explanation of isotopes had to wait twenty years until a classic discovery by
Chadwick in 1932. His work followed earlier experiments by Irène Curie (the daugh-
ter of Pierre and Marie Curie) and her husband Fréd́eric Joliot.6 They had observed that
neutral radiation was emitted whenα particles bombarded beryllium and later work had
studied the energy of protons emitted when paraffin was exposed to this neutral radiation.
Chadwick refined and extended these experiments and demonstrated that they implied the
existence of an electrically neutral particle of approximately the same mass as the proton.
He had discovered theneutron(n) and in so doing had produced almost the final ingredient
for understanding nuclei.7

There remained the problem of reconciling the planetary model with the observation of
stable atoms. In classical physics, the electrons in the planetary model would be constantly
accelerating and would therefore lose energy by radiation, leading to the collapse of the
atom. This problem was solved by Bohr in 1913. He applied the newly emerging quantum
theory and the result was the now well-known Bohr model of the atom. Refined modern
versions of this model, including relativistic effects described by the Dirac equation (the
relativistic analogue of the Schrödinger equation that applies to electrons), are capable of
explaining the phenomena of atomic physics. Later workers, including Heisenberg, another
of the founders of quantum theory, applied quantum mechanics to the nucleus, now viewed
as a collection of neutrons and protons, collectively callednucleons. In this case however,
the force binding the nucleus is not the electromagnetic force that holds electrons in their
orbits, but is a short-range8 force whose magnitude is independent of the type of nucleon,
proton or neutron (i.e. charge-independent). This binding interaction is called thestrong
nuclear force.

These ideas still form the essential framework of our understanding of the nucleus today,
where nuclei are bound states of nucleons held together by a strong charge-independent
short-range force. Nevertheless, there is still no single theory that is capable of explaining
all the data of nuclear physics and we shall see that different models are used to interpret
different classes of phenomena.

1.1.2 The Emergence of Particle Physics: the Standard Model and Hadrons

By the early 1930s, the nineteenth-century view of atoms as indivisibleelementary particles
had been replaced and a larger group of physically smaller entities now enjoyed this status:
electrons, protons and neutrons. To these we must add two electrically neutral particles:
thephoton(γ ) and theneutrino(ν). The photon had been postulated by Planck in 1900 to
explain black-body radiation, where the classical description of electromagnetic radiation
led to results incompatible with experiments.9 The neutrino was postulated by Pauli in
193010 to explain the apparent nonconservation of energy observed in the decay products

6 Irène Curie and Fréd́eric Joliot received the 1935 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for ‘synthesizing new radioactive elements’.
7 James Chadwick received the 1935 Nobel Prize in Physics for his discovery of the neutron.
8 The concept of range will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.5.1, but for the present it may be taken as the effective
distance beyond which the force is insignificant.
9 X-rays had already been observed by Röntgen in 1895 (for which he received the first Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901) and
γ -rays were seen by Villard in 1900, but it was Max Planck who first made the startling suggestion that electromagnetic energy
was quantized. For this he was awarded the 1918 Nobel Prize in Physics. Many years later, he said that his hypothesis was an ‘act
of desperation’ as he had exhausted all other possibilities.
10 The name was later given by Fermi and means ‘little neutron’.
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4 Nuclear and Particle Physics

of some unstable nuclei whereβ rays are emitted, the so-calledβ decays. Prior to Pauli’s
suggestion,β decay had been viewed as a parent nucleus decaying to a daughter nucleus
and an electron. As this would be a two-body decay, it would imply that the electron would
have a unique momentum, whereas experiments showed that the electron actually had a
momentumspectrum. Pauli’s hypothesis of a third particle (the neutrino) in the final state
solved this problem, as well as a problem with angular momentum conservation, which
was apparently also violated if the decay was two-body. Theβ-decay data implied that the
neutrino mass was very small and was compatible with the neutrino being massless.11 It
took more than 25 years before Pauli’s hypothesis was confirmed by Reines and Cowan in
a classic experiment in 1956 that detected free neutrinos fromβ decay.12

The 1950s also saw technological developments that enabled high-energy beams of
particles to be produced in laboratories. As a consequence, a wide range of controlled
scattering experiments could be performed and the greater use of computers meant that
sophisticated analysis techniques could be developed to handle the huge quantities of data
that were being produced. By the 1960s this had resulted in the discovery of a very large
number of unstable particles with very short lifetimes and there was an urgent need for
a theory that could make sense of all these states. This emerged in the mid 1960s in the
form of the so-calledquark model, first suggested by Gell-Mann, and independently and
simultaneously by Zweig, who postulated that the new particles were bound states of three
families of more fundamental physical particles.

Gell-Mann called these particlesquarks(q).13 Because no free quarks were detected
experimentally, there was initially considerable scepticism for this view. We now know
that there is a fundamental reason why quarks cannot be observed as free particles (it is
discussed in Section 5.1), but at the time most physicists looked upon quarks as a conve-
nient mathematical description, rather than physical particles.14 However, evidence for the
existence of quarks as real particles came in the 1960s from a series of experiments analo-
gous to those of Rutherford and his co-workers, where high-energy beams of electrons and
neutrinos were scattered from nucleons. (These experiments are discussed in Section 5.8.)
Analysis of the angular distributions of the scattered particles showed that the nucleons
were themselves bound states of three point-like charged entities, with properties consistent
with those hypothesized in the quark model. One of these properties was unusual: quarks
have fractional electric charges, in practice− 1

3e and+ 2
3e. This is essentially the picture

today, where elementary particles are now considered to be a small number of physical
entities, including quarks, the electron, neutrinos, the photon and a few others we shall
meet, but no longer nucleons.

The best theory of elementary particles we have at present is called, rather prosaically,
the standard model. This aims to explain all the phenomena of particle physics, except
those due to gravity, in terms of the properties and interactions of a small number of

11 However, in Section 3.1.4 we will discuss evidence that shows the neutrino has a nonzero mass, albeit very small.
12 A description of this experiment is given in Chapter 12 of Trigg (1975). Frederick Reines shared the 1995 Nobel Prize in
Physics for his work in neutrino physics and particularly for the detection of the neutrino.
13 Murray Gell-Mann received the 1969 Nobel Prize in Physics for ‘contributions and discoveries concerning the classification of
elementary particles and their interactions’. For the origin of the word ‘quark’, he cited the now famous quotation ‘Three quarks
for Muster Mark’ from James Joyce’s bookFinnegans Wake.George Zweig had suggested the name ‘aces’.
14 This was history repeating itself. In the early days of the atomic model many very distinguished scientists were reluctant to
accept that atoms existed, because they could not be ‘seen’ in a conventional sense.
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Basic Concepts 5

elementary (or fundamental) particles,which are now defined as being point-like, without
internal structure or excited states. Particle physics thus differs from nuclear physics in
having a single theory to interpret its data.

An elementary particle is characterized by, amongst other things, its mass, its electric
charge and itsspin. The latter is a permanent angular momentum possessed by all particles
in quantum theory, even when they are at rest. Spin has no classical analogue and is not
to be confused with the use of the same word in classical physics, where it usually refers
to the (orbital) angular momentum of extended objects. The maximum value of the spin
angular momentum about any axis issh̄ (h̄ ≡ h/2π), whereh is Planck’s constant and
s is thespin quantum number, or spin for short. It has a fixed value for particles of any
given type (for examples = 1

2 for electrons) and general quantum mechanical principles
restrict the possible values ofs to be 0, 1

2, 1, 3
2, . . .. Particles with half-integer spin are

calledfermionsand those with integer spin are calledbosons. There are three families of
elementary particles in the standard model: two spin-1

2 families of fermions calledleptons
andquarks; and one family of spin-1 bosons. In addition, at least one other spin-0 particle,
called theHiggs boson, is postulated to explain the origin of mass within the theory.15

The most familiar elementary particle is the electron, which we know is bound in atoms
by the electromagnetic interaction, one of the four forces of nature.16 One test of the
elementarity of the electron is the size of its magnetic moment. A charged particle with
spin necessarily has an intrinsic magnetic momentµ. It can be shown from the Dirac
equation that a point-like spin-1

2 particle of chargeq and massm has a magnetic moment
µ = (q/m) S, whereS is its spin vector. Magnetic moment is a vector, and the valueµ

tabulated is thez component when thez component of spin has is maximum value, i.e.
µ = qh̄/2m. The magnetic moment of the electron obeys this relation to one part in 104.17

The electron is a member of the family of leptons. Another is the neutrino, which was
mentioned earlier as a decay product inβ decays. Strictly this particle should be called the
electron neutrino,writtenνe, because it is always produced in association with an electron.
(The reason for this is discussed in Section 3.1.1.) The force responsible for beta decay is
an example of a second fundamental force, theweak interaction. Finally, there is the third
force, the (fundamental)strong interaction, which, for example, binds quarks in nucleons.
The strong nuclear force mentioned in Section 1.1.1 is not the same as this fundamental
strong interaction, but is a consequence of it. The relation between the two will be discussed
in more detail in Section 7.1.

The standard model also specifies the origin of these three forces. In classical physics the
electromagnetic interaction is propagated by electromagnetic waves, which are continu-
ously emitted and absorbed. While this is an adequate description at long distances, at short
distances the quantum nature of the interaction must be taken into account. In quantum
theory, the interaction is transmitted discontinuously by the exchange of photons, which
are members of the family of fundamental spin-1 bosons of the standard model. Photons

15 In the theory without the Higgs boson, all elementary particles are predicted to have zero mass, in obvious contradiction with
experiment. A solution to this problem involving the Higgs boson is briefly discussed in Section 9.3.1, and Section D.2.
16 Although an understanding of all four forces will ultimately be essential, gravity is so weak that it can be neglected in nuclear
and particle physics at presently accessible energies. Because of this, we will often refer in practice to thethree forces of
nature.
17 Polykarp Kusch shared the 1955 Nobel Prize in Physics for the first precise determination of the magnetic moment of the
electron.
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are referred to as thegauge bosons, or ‘force carriers’, of the electromagnetic interaction.
The use of the word ‘gauge’ originates from the fact that the electromagnetic interaction
possesses a fundamental symmetry calledgauge invariance. For example, Maxwell’s equa-
tions of classical electromagnetism are invariant under a specific phase transformation of
the electromagnetic fields – the gauge transformation. This property is common to all the
three interactions of nature we will be discussing and has profound consequences, but we
will not need its details in this book.18 The weak and strong interactions are also mediated
by the exchange of spin-1 gauge bosons. For the weak interaction these are theW+, W−

andZ0 bosons (again the superscripts denote the electric charges) with masses about 80–90
times the mass of the proton. For the strong interaction, the force carriers are calledgluons.
There are eight gluons, all of which have zero mass and are electrically neutral.19

In addition to the elementary particles of the standard model, there are other important
particles we will be studying. These are thehadrons, the bound states of quarks. Nucleons
are examples of hadrons,20 but there are several hundred more, not including nuclei, most
of which are unstable and decay by one of the three interactions. It was the abundance of
these states that drove the search for a simplifying theory that would give an explanation
for their existence and led to the quark model in the 1960s. The most common unstable
example of a hadron is thepion, which exists in three electrical charge states, written
(π+, π0, π−). Hadrons are important because free quarks are unobservable in nature and
so to deduce their properties we are forced to study hadrons. An analogy would be if we
had to deduce the properties of nucleons by exclusively studying the properties of nuclei.

Since nucleons are bound states of quarks and nuclei are bound states of nucleons,
the properties of nuclei should in principle be deducible from the properties of quarks
and their interactions, i.e. from the standard model. In practice, however, this is beyond
present calculational techniques and sometimes nuclear and particle physics are treated as
two almost separate subjects. However, there are many connections between them and in
introductory treatments it is still useful to present both subjects together.

The remaining sections of this chapter are devoted to introducing some of the basic
theoretical tools needed to describe the phenomena of both nuclear and particle physics,
starting with a key concept: antiparticles.

1.2 Relativity and Antiparticles

Elementary particle physics is also called high-energy physics. One reason for this is that
if we wish to produce new particles in a collision between two other particles, then because
of the relativistic mass-energy relationE = mc2, energies are needed at least as great as the
rest masses of the particles produced. The second reason is that to explore the structure of
a particle requires a probe whose wavelengthλ is smaller than the structure to be explored.

18 A brief description of gauge invariance and some of its consequences is given in Appendix D.
19 Note that the word ‘electrical’ has been used when talking about charge. This is because the weak and strong interactions also
have associated ‘charges’ which determine the strengths of the interactions, just as the electric charge determines the strength of
the electromagnetic interaction. This is discussed in more detail in later chapters.
20 The magnetic moments of the proton and neutron do not obey the prediction of the Dirac equation and this is evidence that
nucleons have structure and are not elementary. The proton magnetic moment was first measured by Otto Stern using a molecular
beam method that he developed and for this he received the 1943 Nobel Prize in Physics.
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By the de Broglie relationλ = h/p, this implies that the momentump of the probing
particle, and hence its energy, must be large. For example, to explore the internal structure
of the proton using electrons requires wavelengths that are much smaller than the classical
radius of the proton, which is roughly 10−15 m. This in turn requires electron energies
that are greater than 103 times the rest energy of the electron, implying electron velocities
very close to the speed of light. Hence any explanation of the phenomena of elementary
particle physics must take account of the requirements of the theory of special relativity, in
addition to those of quantum theory. There are very few places in particle physics where a
nonrelativistic treatment is adequate, whereas the need for a relativistic treatment is less in
nuclear physics.

Constructing a quantum theory that is consistent with special relativity leads to the
conclusion that for every particle of nature, there must exist an associated particle, called an
antiparticle, with the same mass as the corresponding particle. This important theoretical
prediction was first made by Dirac and follows from the solutions of the equation he
postulated to describe relativistic electrons.21 TheDirac equationfor a particle of massm
and momentump moving in free space is of the form22

i h̄
∂�(r , t)

∂t
= H (r , p̂)�(r , t), (1.1)

wherep̂ = −i h̄∇ is the usual quantum mechanical momentum operator and the Hamilto-
nian was postulated by Dirac to be

H = cα · p̂ + βmc2. (1.2)

The coefficientsα andβ are determined by the requirement that the solutions of (1.1) are
also solutions of the free-particleKlein-Gordon equation23

−h̄2∂2�(r , t)

∂t2
= −h̄2c2∇2�(r , t) + m2c4�(r , t). (1.3)

This leads to the conclusion thatα andβ cannot be simple numbers; their simplest forms are
4 × 4 matrices. Thus the solutions of the Dirac equation are four-component wavefunctions
(calledspinors) with the form24

�(r , t) =









ψ1(r , t)
ψ2(r , t)
ψ3(r , t)
ψ4(r , t)









. (1.4)

The interpretation of (1.4) is that the four components describe the two spin states of a
negatively charged electron with positive energy and the two spin states of a corresponding
particle having the same mass, but with negative energy. Two spin states arise because in
quantum mechanics the projection in any direction of the spin vector of a spin-1

2 particle

21 Paul Dirac shared the 1933 Nobel Prize in Physics with Erwin Schrödinger. The somewhat cryptic citation stated ‘for the
discovery of new productive forms of atomic theory’.
22 We use the notationr = (x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z).
23 This is a relativistic equation, which follows from using the usual quantum mechanical operator substitutions,p̂ = −i h̄∇ and
E = i h̄ ∂/∂t in the relativistic mass-energy relationE2 = p2c2 + m2c4.
24 The details may be found in many quantum mechanics books, e.g. pp. 475–477 of Schiff (1968).
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can only result in one of the two values± 1
2, referred to as ‘spin up’ and ‘spin down’,

respectively. The two energy solutions arise from the two solutions of the relativistic mass-
energy relationE = ±

√

p2c2 + m2c4. The negative-energy states can be shown to behave
in all respects aspositivelycharged electrons (calledpositrons), but with positiveenergy.
The positron is referred to as the antiparticle of the electron. The discovery of the positron
by Anderson in 1933, with all the predicted properties, was a spectacular verification of
the Dirac prediction.

Although Dirac originally made his prediction for electrons, the result is general and
is true whether the particle is an elementary particle or a hadron. If we denote a particle
by P, then the antiparticle is in general written with a bar over it, i.e.P̄. For example,
the antiparticle of the protonp is the antiprotonp̄,25 with negative electric charge; and
associated with every quark,q, is an antiquark,̄q. However, for some very common particles
the bar is usually omitted. Thus, for example, in the case of the positrone+, the superscript
denoting the charge makes explicit the fact that the antiparticle has the opposite electric
charge to that of its associated particle. Electric charge is just one example of aquantum
number(spin is another) that characterizes a particle, whether it is elementary or composite
(i.e. a hadron).

Many quantum numbers differ in sign for particle and antiparticle, and electric charge is
an example of this. We will meet others later. When brought together, particle-antiparticle
pairs, each of massm, can annihilate, releasing their combined rest energy 2mc2 as photons
or other particles. Finally, we note that there is symmetry between particles and antiparti-
cles, and it is a convention to call the electron the particle and the positron its antiparticle.
This reflects the fact that the normal matter contains electrons rather than positrons.

1.3 Space-Time Symmetries and Conservation Laws

Symmetries and the invariance properties of the underlying interactions play an important
role in physics. Some lead to conservation laws that are universal. Familiar examples are
translational invariance, leading to the conservation of linear momentum; and rotational
invariance, leading to conservation of angular momentum. The latter plays an important
role in nuclear and particle physics as it leads to a scheme for the classification of states
based, among other quantum numbers, on their spins. This is similar to the scheme used
to classify states in atomic physics.26 Another very important invariance that we have
briefly mentioned is gauge invariance. This fundamental property of all three interactions
restricts their forms in a profound way that initially is contradicted by experiment. This
is the prediction of zero masses for all elementary particles, mentioned earlier. There are
theoretical solutions to this problem whose experimental verification (the discovery of the
Higgs boson), or otherwise, is the most eagerly awaited result in particle physics today.27

25 Carl Anderson shared the 1936 Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of the positron. The 1959 Prize was awarded to Emilio
Segr̀e and Owen Chamberlain for their discovery of the antiproton.
26 These points are explored in more detail in, for example, Chapter 5 of Martin and Shaw (2008).
27 Experimental searches for the Higgs boson are discussed in Section 9.3.2, and a very brief explanation of the so-called ‘Higgs
mechanism’, that generates particle masses, is given in Section D.2.
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In nuclear and particle physics we need to consider additional symmetries of the Hamil-
tonian and the conservation laws that follow and in the remainder of this section we discuss
three space-time symmetries that we will need later –parity, charge conjugationand
time-reversal.

1.3.1 Parity

Parity was first introduced in the context of atomic physics by Wigner in 1927.28 It refers
to the behaviour of a state under a spatial reflection, i.e.r → −r . If we consider a single-
particle state, represented for simplicity by a nonrelativistic wavefunctionψ(r , t), then
under the parity operator̂P,

P̂ψ(r , t) ≡ Pψ(−r , t). (1.5)

Applying the operator again, gives

P̂2ψ(r , t) = PP̂ψ(−r , t) = P2ψ(r , t), (1.6)

implying P = ±1. If the particle is an eigenfunction of linear momentump, i.e.

ψ(r , t) ≡ ψp(r , t) = exp[i (p · r − Et)/h̄], (1.7)

then

P̂ψp(r , t) = Pψp(−r , t) = Pψ−p(r , t) (1.8)

and so a particle at rest, withp = 0, is an eigenstate of parity. The eigenvalueP = ±1 is
called theintrinsic parity, or just theparity, of the state. By considering a multiparticle
state with a wavefunction that is the product of single-particle wavefunctions, it is clear
that parity is a multiplicative quantum number.

The strong and electromagnetic interactions, but not the weak interactions, are invariant
under parity, i.e. the Hamiltonian of the system, and hence the equation of motion, remains
unchanged under a parity transformation on the position vectors of all particles in the sys-
tem. Parity is therefore conserved, by which we mean that the total parity quantum number
remains unchanged in the interaction. Compelling evidence for parity conservation in the
strong and electromagnetic interactions comes from the suppression of transitions between
nuclear states that would violate parity conservation. Such decays are not absolutely for-
bidden, because the Hamiltonian responsible for the transition will always have a small
admixture due to the weak interactions between nucleons. However, the observed rates are
extremely small compared to analogous decays that do not violate parity, and are entirely
consistent with the transitions being due to this very small weak interaction component.
The evidence for nonconservation of parity in the weak interaction will be discussed in
detail in Section 6.2.

In addition to intrinsic parity, there is a contribution to the total parity if the particle has
an orbital angular momentuml . In this case its wave function is a product of a radial part
Rnl and an angular partYm

l (θ, φ):

ψlmn(r ) = RnlY
m
l (θ, φ), (1.9)

28 Eugene Wigner shared the 1963 Nobel Prize in Physics, principally for his work on symmetries.
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wheren andmare the principal and magnetic quantum numbers andYm
l (θ, φ) is a spherical

harmonic. It is straightforward to show from the relations between Cartesian (x, y, z) and
spherical polar co-ordinates (r, θ, φ), i.e.

x = r sinθ cosφ, y = r sinθ sinφ, z = r cosθ, (1.10)

that the parity transformationr → −r implies

r → r, θ → π − θ, φ → π + φ, (1.11)

and from this it can be shown that

Ym
l (θ, φ) → Ym

l (π − θ, π + φ) = (−)l Ym
l (θ, φ). (1.12)

Equation (1.12) may easily be verified directly for specific cases; for example, for the first
three spherical harmonics,

Y0
0 =

(

1

4π

)1/2

, Y0
1 =

(

3

4π

)1/2

cosθ, Y±1
1 =

(

3

8π

)1/2

sinθ e±iφ . (1.13)

Hence

P̂ψlmn(r ) = Pψlmn(−r ) = P(−)l ψlmn(r ), (1.14)

i.e.ψlmn(r ) is an eigenstate of parity with eigenvalueP(−1)l .
An analysis of the Dirac equation (1.1) for relativistic electrons, shows that it is invariant

under a parity transformation only ifP(e+e−) = −1. This is a general result for all fermion-
antifermion pairs, so it is a convention to assignP = +1 to all leptons andP = −1 to
their antiparticles. We will see in Chapter 3 that in strong and electromagnetic interactions
quarks can only be created as part of a quark-antiquark pair, so the intrinsic parity of a
single quark cannot be measured. For this reason, it is also a convention to assignP = +1
to quarks. Since quarks are fermions, it follows from the Dirac result thatP = −1 for
antiquarks. The intrinsic parities of hadrons then follow from their structure in terms of
quarks and the orbital angular momentum between the constituent quarks, using (1.14).
This will be explored in Chapter 3 as part of the discussion of the quark model.

1.3.2 Charge Conjugation

Charge conjugation is the operation of changing a particle into its antiparticle. Like parity,
it gives rise to a multiplicative quantum number that is conserved in strong and electro-
magnetic interactions, but violated in the weak interaction. In strong interactions this can
be tested experimentally, by for example measuring the rates of production of positive and
negative mesons inpp̄ annihilations, and is found to hold.

In discussing charge conjugation, we will need to distinguish between states such as the
photonγ and the neutral pionπ0 that do not have distinct antiparticles and those such
as theπ+ and the neutron, which do. Particles in the former class we will collectively
denote bya, and those of the latter type will be denoted byb. It is also convenient at this
point to extend our notation for states. Thus we will represent a state of typea having a
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wavefunctionψa by |a, ψa〉 and similarly for a state of typeb.29 Then under the charge
conjugation operator̂C,

Ĉ|a, ψa〉 = Ca|a, ψa〉, (1.15a)

and

Ĉ|b, ψb〉 = |b̄, ψb̄〉, (1.15b)

whereCa is a phase factor analogous to the phase factor in (1.5).30 Applying the operator
twice, in the same way as for parity, leads toCa = ±1. From (1.15a), we see that states of
typea are eigenstates of̂C with eigenvalues±1, called theirC parities. As an example,
consider theπ0. This decays via the electromagnetic interaction to two photons:π0 → γ γ .
The C parity of the photon follows directly from the invariance of Maxwell’s equations
under charge conjugation and isCγ = −131 and henceCπ0 = 1. It follows that the decay
π0 → γ γ γ is forbidden byC invariance. The experimental limit for the ratio of rates
π0 → 3γ /π0 → 2γ is less than 3× 10−8, which is strong evidence forC invariance in
electromagnetic interactions. The evidence for the violation ofC invariance in the weak
interaction is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

States with distinct antiparticles can only form eigenstates ofĈ as linear combinations.
As an example of the latter, consider aπ+π− pair with orbital angular momentumL
between them. In this case

Ĉ|π+π−; L〉 = (−1)L |π+π−; L〉, (1.16)

because interchanging the pions reverses their relative positions in the spatial wavefunction.
The same factor occurs for spin-1

2 fermion pairs f f̄ , but in addition there are two other
factors. The first is (−1)S+1, whereS is the total spin of the pair. This follows directly from
the structure of the spin wavefunctions:

↑1↑2 Sz = 1
1

√
2

(↑1↓2 + ↓1↑2) Sz = 0

↓1↓2 Sz = −1















S = 1 (1.17a)

and
1

√
2

(↑1↓2 − ↓1↑2) Sz = 0 S = 0 (1.17b)

where↑i (↓i ) represents particlei having spin ‘up’ (‘down’) in thez direction. A second
factor (−1) arises whenever fermions and antifermions are interchanged. This has its origins
in quantum field theory.32 Combining these factors, finally we have

Ĉ| f f̄ ; J, L , S〉 = (−1)L+S| f f̄ ; J, L , S〉, (1.18)

29 This is part of the so-called ‘Dirac notation’ in quantum mechanics. However, we will only need the notation and not the
associated mathematics.
30 A phase factor could have been inserted in (1.15b), but it is straightforward to show that the relative phase of the two statesb
andb̄ cannot be measured and so a phase introduced in this way would have no physical consequences. (See Problem 1.4.)
31 A proof of this is given in Section 5.4.1 of Martin and Shaw (2008). An alternative argument is that electromagnetic fields are
produced by moving electric charges, which change sign under charge conjugation, and henceCγ = −1.
32 See, for example, pp. 249–250 of Gottfried and Weisskopf (1986).
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for fermion-antifermion pairs having total, orbital and spin angular momentum quantum
numbersJ, L andS, respectively.

1.3.3 Time Reversal

Time-reversal invariance is defined as invariance under the transformation

t → t ′ = −t, (1.19)

leaving all position vectors unchanged. Like parity and charge conjugation invariance,
it is a symmetry of the strong and electromagnetic interactions, but is violated by the
weak interactions. However, unlike parity and charge conjugation, there is no associated
quantum number that is conserved when weak interactions are neglected. To understand
this we consider the transformation of a single-particle wavefunction, which must satisfy

|ψ(r , t)|2 T−−−→ |ψ ′(r , t)|2 = |ψ(r ,−t)|2 (1.20)

if the system isT invariant, so that the probability of finding the particle at positionr at
time −t becomes the probability of finding it at positionr at time t in the transformed
system. In addition, since in classical mechanics linear and angular momentum change
sign under (1.19), we would expect the same result

p
T−−−→ p′ = −p; J

T−−−→ J′ = −J (1.21)

to hold in quantum mechanics by the correspondence principle. Hence a free-particle
wavefunction

ψp(r , t) = exp[i (p · r − Et)/h̄],

corresponding to momentump and energyE = p2/2m, must transform into a wavefunction
corresponding to momentum−p and energyE, i.e.

ψp(r , t)
T−−−→ ψ ′

p(r , t) = ψ−p(r , t) = exp[−i (p · r + Et)/h̄]. (1.22)

A suitable transformation that satisfies both (1.20) and (1.22) is

ψ(r , t)
T−−−→ ψ ′(r , t) = ψ∗(r ,−t) ≡ T̂ ψ(r , t), (1.23)

where we have introduced the time reversal operatorT̂ by analogy with the parity operator
P̂ introduced in Equation (1.5). However, quantum mechanical operatorsÔ that correspond
to physical observables must be both linear

Ô(α1ψ1 + α2ψ2) = α1(Ôψ1) + α2(Ôψ2), (1.24a)

(to ensure that the superposition principle holds), and Hermitian
∫

dx(Ôψ1)∗ψ2 =

∫

dx ψ∗
1 (Ôψ2), (1.24b)

(to ensure that the the eigenvalues ofÔ, i.e. the observed values, are real), whereψ1,2 are
arbitrary wavefunctions andα1,2 are arbitrary complex numbers. In contrast, the definition
(1.23) implies

T̂(α1ψ1 + α2ψ2) = α∗
1(T̂ψ1) + α∗

2(T̂ψ2) �= α1(T̂ψ1) + α2(T̂ψ2)
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for complexα1 andα2, and one easily verifies that (1.24b) is also not satisfied byT̂ . Thus
the time reversal operator does not correspond to a physical observable, and there is no
observable analogous to parity that is conserved as a consequence ofT invariance.

AlthoughT invariance does not give rise to a conservation law, it does lead to a relation
between any reaction and the ‘time-reversed’ process related to it by (1.19). Thus reactions
like

a(pa, ma) + b(pb, mb) → c(pc, mc) + d(pd, md) (1.25a)

and their time-reversed counterparts

c(−pc,−mc) + d(−pd,−md) → a(−pa,−ma) + b(−pb,−mb), (1.25b)

in which the initial and final states are interchanged and the particle momenta (pa etc) and
z components of their spins (ma etc) are reversed in accordance with (1.21), are related.
In particular, if weak interactions are neglected, the rates for reactions (1.25a) and (1.25b)
must be equal.

A more useful relation between reaction rates can be obtained if we combine time
reversal with parity invariance. Under the parity transformation (1.5), momentap change
sign while orbital angular momentaL = r × p do not. If we assume the same behaviour
holds for spin angular momenta, then

p
P−−−→ p′ = −p; J

P−−−→ J′ = J (1.26)

under parity. The parity-transformed reaction corresponding to (1.25b) is

c(pc,−mc) + d(pd,−md) → a(pa,−ma) + b(pb,−mb) (1.25c)

so that if bothP andT invariance holds, all three reactions (1.25a, b, c) must have the
same rate. If we average over all spin projections

mi = −Si ,−Si + 1, . . . Si (i = a, b, c, d),

whereSi is the spin of particlei , then reactions (1.25a) and (1.25c) differ only by the
interchange of initial and final states. Consequently, the rates for the reactions

i ≡ a(pa) + b(pb) ↔ c(pc) + d(pd) ≡ f (1.27)

should be equal, provided that we average over all possible spin states. This relation is
called theprinciple of detailed balance, and has been accurately confirmed experimentally
in a variety of strong and electromagnetic reactions.

Finally, although the weak interaction is not invariant under the above transformations,
there is a general result, called theCPT theorem, which states that under very general
conditionsany relativistic field theory is invariant under the combined operation of CPT,
taken in any order. Among other things, CPT invariance predicts that the masses and
lifetimes of a particle and its antiparticle must be exactly equal. This prediction is accurately
verified by experimental measurements on a number of particles, includinge+e− pairs.
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1.4 Interactions and Feynman Diagrams

We now turn to a discussion of particle interactions and how they can be described by the
very useful pictorial methods of Feynman diagrams.

1.4.1 Interactions

Interactions involving elementary particles and/or hadrons are conveniently summarized by
‘equations’ in analogy to chemical reactions, in which the different particles are represented
by symbols, which usually, but not always, have a superscript to denote their electric charge.
In the interaction

νe + n → e− + p (1.28)

for example, an electron neutrinoνe collides with a neutronn to produce an electrone−

and a protonp; while the equation

e− + p → e− + p (1.29)

represents an electron and proton interacting to give the same particles in the final state, but
in general travelling in different directions. In such equations, conserved quantum numbers
must have the same total values in initial and final states.

Particles may be transferred from initial to final states andvice versa, when they become
antiparticles. Thus starting from the process

π− + p → π− + p, (1.30a)

and taking the proton from the initial state to an antiproton in the final state and the
negatively charged pion in the final state to a positively charged pion in the initial state, we
obtain

π+ + π− → p + p̄. (1.31)

It follows that if (1.30a) does not violate any relevant quantum numbers, then neither does
reaction (1.31) and so is also in principle an allowed reaction. The qualification is needed
because although (1.31) does not violate any quantum numbers, energy conservation leads
to a minimum total energyEmin = (mp + mp̄)c2 below which it cannot proceed.

The interactions (1.29) and (1.30a), in which the particles remain unchanged, are exam-
ples ofelastic scattering, in contrast to reactions (1.28) and (1.31), where the final-state
particles differ from those in the initial state. Collisions between a given pair of initial
particles do not always lead to the same final state, but can lead to different final states
with different probabilities. For example, the collision of a negatively charged pion and a
proton can give rise to elastic scattering (1.30a) and a variety of other reactions, such as

π− + p → n + π0 and π− + p → p + π− + π− + π+, (1.30b)

depending on the initial energy. In particle physics it is common to refer (rather imprecisely)
to such interactions as ‘inelastic’ scattering.

Similar considerations apply to nuclear physics, but the terminelastic scatteringis
reserved for the case where the final state is an excited state of the parent nucleusA, that
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subsequently decays, for example via photon emission, i.e.

a + A → a + A∗; A∗ → A + γ, (1.32)

wherea is a projectile andA∗ is an excited state ofA. A useful shorthand notation used in
nuclear physics for the general reactiona + A → b + B is A(a, b)B. It is usual in nuclear
physics to further subdivide types of interactions according to the underlying mechanism
that produced them. We will return to this in Section 2.9, as part of a more general discussion
of nuclear reactions.

Finally, many particles are unstable and spontaneously decay to other, lighter (i.e. having
less mass) particles. An example of this is the free neutron (i.e. one not bound in a nucleus),
which decays by theβ-decay

n → p + e− + ν̄e, (1.33)

with a mean lifetime of about 900 seconds.33 The same notation can also be used in nuclear
physics. For example, many nuclei decay via theβ-decay mechanism. Thus, denoting a
nucleus withZ protons andN neutrons as (Z, N), we have

(Z, N) → (Z − 1, N) + e+ + νe. (1.34)

This is also a weak interaction. This reaction is effectively the decay of a proton bound
in a nucleus. Although afree proton cannot decay by the beta decayp → n + e+ + νe

because it violates energy conservation (the final-state particles have greater total mass
than the proton), a proton bound in a nucleus can decay because of its binding energy. The
explanation for this is given in Chapter 2.

1.4.2 Feynman Diagrams

The forces producing all the above interactions are due to the exchange of particles and
a convenient way of illustrating this is to useFeynman diagrams. There are mathematical
rules and techniques associated with these that enable them to be used to calculate the
quantum mechanical probabilities for given reactions to occur, but in this book Feynman
diagrams will only be used as a convenient very useful pictorial description of reaction
mechanisms.

We first illustrate them at the level of elementary particles for the case of electromagnetic
interactions, which arise from the emission and/or absorption of photons. For example, the
dominant interaction between two electrons is due to the exchange of a single photon,
which is emitted by one electron and absorbed by the other. This mechanism, which gives
rise to the familiar Coulomb interaction at large distances, is illustrated in the Feynman
diagram Figure 1.1a.

In such diagrams, we will use the convention that particles in the initial state are shown
on the left and particles in the final state are shown on the right. (Some authors take time to
run along they axis.) Spin-12 fermions (such as the electron) are drawn as solid lines and
photons are drawn as wiggly lines. Arrowheads pointing to the right indicate that the solid
lines represent electrons. In the case of photon exchange between two positrons, which is

33 The reason that this decay involves an antineutrino rather than a neutrino will become clear in Chapter 3.
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e- e+

e+
e+

e+

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1 Single-photon exchange in (a)e− + e− → e− + e− and (b)e+ + e+ → e+ + e+. Time
as usual runs from left to right.

shown in Figure 1.1b, the arrowheads on the antiparticle (positron) lines are conventionally
shown as pointing to the left. In interpreting these diagrams, it is important to remember
that the direction of the arrows on fermion lines doesnot indicate the particle’s direction of
motion, but merely whether the fermions are particles or antiparticles; and that particles in
the initial state are always to the left and particles in the final state are always to the right.

A feature of the above diagrams is that they are constructed from combinations of simple
three-line vertices. This is characteristic of electromagnetic processes. Each vertex has a
line corresponding to a single photon being emitted or absorbed, while one fermion line
has the arrow pointing towards the vertex and the other away from the vertex, guaranteeing
charge conservation at the vertex, which is one of the rules of Feynman diagrams.34 For
example, a vertex like Figure 1.2 would correspond to a process in which an electron
emitted a photon and turned into a positron. This would violate charge conservation and is
therefore forbidden.

Feynman diagrams can also be used to describe the fundamental weak and strong
interactions. This is illustrated by Figure 1.3a, which shows contributions to the elastic
weak scattering reactione− + νe → e− + νe due to the exchange of aZ0 and by Figure
1.3b that shows the exchange of a gluong (represented by a coiled line) between two
quarks, which is a strong interaction.

Feynman diagrams that involve hadrons can also be drawn. As illustrations, Figure 1.4a
shows the decay of a neutron via an intermediate W boson; and Figure 1.4b denotes the
exchange of a charged pion (shown as a dashed line) between a proton and a neutron. We
shall see later that the latter mechanism is a major contribution to the strong nuclear force
between a proton and a neutron.

We turn now to consider in more detail the relation between exchanged particles and
forces.

e-

e+

Figure 1.2 The forbidden vertexe− → e+ + γ .

34 Compare Kirchhoff’s laws in electromagnetism.
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(a) (b)

q
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g

veve

Z0

e- e-

Figure 1.3 (a) Contributions ofZ0 exchange to the elastic weak scattering reaction
e− + νe → e− + νe; (b) gluon exchange contribution to the strong interactionq + q → q + q.

1.5 Particle Exchange: Forces and Potentials

This section starts with a discussion of the important relationship between forces and
particle exchanges and then relates this to potentials. Although the idea of a potential has
its greatest use in nonrelativistic physics, nevertheless it is useful to illustrate concepts and
is used in later sections as an intermediate step in relating theoretical Feynman diagrams
to measurable quantities. The results can be extended to more general situations.

1.5.1 Range of Forces

At each vertex of a Feynman diagram, charge is conserved by construction. We will see
later that, depending on the nature of the interaction (strong, weak or electromagnetic),
other quantum numbers are also conserved. However, it is easy to show that energy and
momentumcannotbe conserved simultaneously.

Consider the general case of a reactionA + B → A + B mediated by the exchange of
a particleX, as shown in Figure 1.5. In the rest frame of the incident particle A, the lower
vertex represents thevirtual process (‘virtual’ becauseX does not appear as a real particle
in the final state),

A(MAc2, 0) → A(EA, pAc) + X(EX,−pAc), (1.35)

np

n
p

-

(a) (b)

n

p

W-

e

e-

Figure 1.4 (a) The decay of a neutron via an intermediateW boson; and (b) single-pion exchange
in the reactionp + n → n + p.
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B B

AA

g

g

X

Figure 1.5 Exchange of a particleX in the reactionA + B → A + B.

whereEA is thetotal energy of the final particleA andpA is its 3-momentum.35 Thus, if
we denote byPA the 4-momentum for particleA,

PA = (EA/c, pA) (1.36)

and

P2
A = E2

A/c2 − p2
A = M2

Ac2. (1.37)

Applying this to the diagram and imposing momentum conservation, gives

EA =
(

p2c2 + M2
Ac4

)1/2
and EX =

(

p2c2 + M2
Xc4

)1/2
, (1.38)

wherep = |pA|. The energy difference between the final and initial states is given by

�E = EX + EA − MAc2 → 2pc, p → ∞
→ MXc2, p → 0

(1.39)

and thus�E ≥ MXc2 for all p, i.e. energy is not conserved. However, by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, such an energy violation is allowed, but only for a timeτ ≤ h̄/�E,
so we immediately obtain

r ≤ R ≡ h̄/MXc (1.40)

as the maximum distance over whichX can propagate before being absorbed by particle
B. This maximum distance is called therangeof the interaction and this was the sense of
the word used in Section 1.1.1.

The electromagnetic interaction has an infinite range, because the exchanged particle
is a massless photon. In contrast, the weak interaction is associated with the exchange of
very heavy particles – theW and Z bosons. These lead to ranges that from (1.40) are of
orderRW,Z ≈ 2 × 10−18 m. The fundamental strong interaction has infinite range because,
like the photon, gluons have zero mass. On the other hand, the strong nuclear force, as
exemplified by Figure 1.4b, has a much shorter range of approximately (1− 2) × 10−15 m.
We will comment briefly on the relation between these two different manifestations of the
strong interaction in Section 7.1.

35 A resuḿe of relativistic kinematics is given in Appendix B.
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1.5.2 The Yukawa Potential

In the limit thatMA becomes large, we can regardB as being scattered by a static potential
of which A is the source. This potential will in general be spin dependent, but its main
features can be obtained by neglecting spin and consideringX to be a spin-0 boson, in
which case it will obey the Klein-Gordon equation,

−h̄2∂2φ(r , t)

∂t2
= −h̄2c2∇2φ(r , t) + M2

Xc4φ(r , t). (1.41)

The static solution of this equation satisfies

∇2φ(r ) =
M2

Xc2

h̄2 φ(r ), (1.42)

whereφ(r ) is interpreted as a static potential. ForMX = 0 this equation is the same as that
obeyed by the electrostatic potential, and for a point charge−e interacting with a point
charge+e at the origin, the appropriate solution is the Coulomb potential

V(r ) = −eφ(r ) = −
e2

4πε0

1

r
, (1.43)

wherer = |r | and ε0 is the dielectric constant. The corresponding solution in the case
whereM2

X �= 0 is easily verified by substitution to be

V(r ) = −
g2

4π

e−r/R

r
, (1.44)

whereR is the range defined earlier andg, the so-calledcoupling constant,is a parameter
associated with each vertex of a Feynman diagram and represents the basic strength of the
interaction.36 For simplicity, we have assumed equal strengths for the coupling of particle
X to the particlesA andB.

The form ofV(r ) in (1.44) is called aYukawa potential, after the physicist who in 1935
first introduced the idea of forces due to the exchange of massive particles.37 As MX → 0,
R → ∞ and the Coulomb potential is recovered from the Yukawa potential, while for very
large masses the interaction is approximately point-like (zero range). It is conventional to
introduce a dimensionless parameterαX by

αX =
g2

4πh̄c
, (1.45)

that characterizes the strength of the interaction at short distancesr ≤ R. For the electro-
magnetic interaction this is thefine structure constant

α ≡ e2/4πε0 h̄c ≈ 1/137 (1.46)

that governs the splittings of atom energy levels.38

36 Although we callga (point) couplingconstant, in general it will have a dependence on the momentum carried by the exchanged
particle. We ignore this in what follows.
37 For this insight, Hideki Yukawa received the 1949 Nobel Prize in Physics.
38 Like g, the couplingαX will in general have a dependence on the momentum carried by particleX. In the case of the
electromagnetic interaction, this dependence is relatively weak.
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The forces between hadrons are also generated by the exchange of particles. Thus, in
addition to the electromagnetic interaction between charged hadrons, all hadrons, whether
charged or neutral, experience a strongshort-rangeinteraction, which in the case of two
nucleons, for example, has a range of about 10−15 m, corresponding to the exchange of
a particle with an effective mass of about1

7th the mass of the proton. The dominant
contribution to this force is the exchange of a single pion, as shown in Figure 1.4b. This
nuclear strong interaction is a complicated effect that has its origins in the fundamental
strong interactions between the quark distributions within the two hadrons. Two neutral
atoms also experience an electromagnetic interaction (the van der Waals force), which has
its origins in the fundamental Coulomb forces, but is of much shorter range. Although an
analogous mechanism is not in fact responsible for the nuclear strong interaction, it is a
useful reminder that the force between twodistributionsof particles can be much more
complicated than the forces between the individual components. We will return to this
point when we discuss the nature of the nuclear potential in more detail in Section 7.1.

1.6 Observable Quantities: Cross-sections and Decay Rates

We have mentioned earlier that Feynman diagrams can be translated into probabilities
for a process by a set of mathematical rules (theFeynman Rules) that can be derived
from the quantum theory of the underlying interaction. In the case of the electromagnetic
interaction, the theory is called Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and is spectacularly
successful in explaining experimental results.39 We will not pursue this in detail in this
book, but rather will show in principle their relation toobservables, i.e. things that can
be measured, concentrating on the cases of two-body scattering reactions and decays of
unstable states.

1.6.1 Amplitudes

The intermediate step is theamplitudeM, the modulus squared of which is directly related
to the probability of the process occurring. To get some qualitative idea of the structure of
M, we will use nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and assume that the coupling constant
g2 is small compared to 4πh̄c, so that the interaction is a small perturbation on the free
particle solution, which will be taken as plane waves.

In lowest-order perturbation theory, the probability amplitude for a particle with initial
momentumqi to be scattered to a final state with momentumq f by a potentialV(r ) is
proportional to40

M(q) =
∫

d3r V(r ) exp(i q · r/h̄), (1.47)

39 Richard Feynman, Sin-Itiro Tomonoga and Julian Schwinger shared the 1965 Nobel Prize in Physics for their work on
formulating quantum electrodynamics. The Feynman rules are discussed in an accessible way in Griffiths (1987).
40 This is called the Born approximation. For a discussion, see, for example, Section 10.2.2 of Mandl (1992), or pp. 397–399 of
Gaziorowicz (1974).
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whereq ≡ qi − q f is the momentum transfer. The integration may be done using polar
co-ordinates. Takingq in thez direction, gives

q · r = |q| r cosθ (1.48)

and

d3r = r 2 sinθ dθ dr dφ, (1.49)

wherer ≡ |r |. For the Yukawa potential, the integral (1.47) gives

M(q2) =
−g2h̄2

|q|2 + M2
Xc2

. (1.50)

In deriving (1.50) for the scattering amplitude, we have used potential theory, treating
the particleA as a static source. The particleB then scatters through some angle without
loss of energy, so that|qi | = |q f | and the initial and final energies of particleB are equal,
Ei = E f . While this is a good approximation at low energies, at higher energies the recoil
energy of the target particle cannot be neglected, so that the initial and final energies of
B are no longer equal. A full relativistic calculation taking account of this is beyond the
scope of this book, but in lowest-order perturbation theory the result is

M(q2) =
g2h̄2

q2 − M2
Xc2

, (1.51)

where

q2 ≡ (E f − Ei )
2/c2 − (q f − qi )

2 (1.52)

is the squared four-momentum transfer. The denominator in (1.51) is called thepropagator.
In the low-energy limit,Ei = E f and (1.51) reduces to (1.50). However, in contrast to
(1.50), which was derived in the rest frame of particleA, the form (1.51) is explicitly
Lorentz invariant and holds in all inertial frames of reference. It is thus also called the
invariant amplitude.41

In the zero-range approximation, (1.51) reduces to a constant. To see this, we note that
this approximation is valid when the rangeR = h̄/MXc is very small compared with the
de Broglie wavelengths of all the particles involved. In particular, this impliesq2 ≪ M2

Xc2

and neglectingq2 in (1.51) gives

M(q2) = −G, (1.53)

where the constantG is given by

G

(h̄c)3
=

1

h̄c

(

g

MXc2

)2

≡
4παX

(MXc2)2
(1.54)

and the right-hand side has the dimensions of inverse energy squared. Thus we see that in the
zero-range approximation, the resulting point interaction betweenA andB is characterized
by a single dimensioned coupling constantG and notg andMX separately. As we shall see

41 Relativistic kinematics will be used in Chapter 5 when we discuss the scattering of high-energy leptons from nucleons.
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e-

e- e-

e-

Figure 1.6 Two-photon exchange in the reactione− + e− → e− + e−.

later, this approximation is extremely useful in weak interactions, where the corresponding
Fermi coupling constant, measured for example in nuclearβ decay, is given by

GF

(h̄c)3
= 1.166× 10−5 GeV−2. (1.55)

The amplitude (1.50) corresponds to the exchange of a single particle, as shown for
example in Figure 1.5. It is also possible to drawn more complicated Feynman diagrams
that correspond to the exchange of more than one particle. An example of such a diagram
for elastice−e− scattering, where two photons are exchanged, is shown in Figure 1.6.
Multiparticle exchange corresponds to higher orders in perturbation theory and higher
powers ofg2.

The number of vertices in any diagram is called theorder n, and when the amplitude
associated with any given Feynman diagram is calculated, it always contains a factor of
(
√

α)n. Since the probability is proportional to the square of the modulus of the amplitude,
the former will contain a factorαn. The probability associated with the single-photon
exchange diagrams of Figure 1.1 thus contain a factor ofα2 and the contribution from two-
photon exchange is of orderα4. Asα ∼ 1/137, the latter is usually very small compared to
the contribution from single-photon exchange. This is a general feature of electromagnetic
interactions: because the fine structure constant is very small, in most cases only the lowest-
order diagrams that contribute to a given process need be taken into account, and more
complicated higher-order diagrams with more vertices can to a good approximation be
ignored in many applications.

1.6.2 Cross-sections

The next step is to relate the amplitude to measurables. For scattering reactions, the
appropriate observable is thecross-section. In a typical scattering experiment, a beam of
particles is allowed to hit a target and the rates of production of various particles in the
final state are counted.42 It is clear that the rates will be proportional to: (a) the numberN
of particles in the target illuminated by the beam; and (b) the rate per unit area at which
beam particles cross a small surface placed in the beam at rest with respect to the target

42 The practical aspects of experiments are discussed in Chapter 4.
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and perpendicular to the beam direction. The latter is called theflux and is given by

J = nbυi , (1.56)

wherenb is the number density of particles in the beam andυi is their velocity43 in the rest
frame of the target. Hence the rateWr at which a specific reactionr occurs in a particular
experiment can be written in the form

Wr = J Nσr , (1.57a)

whereσr , the constant of proportionality, is called thecross-sectionfor reactionr . If the
beam has a cross-sectional areaS, its intensity isI = J Sand so an alternative expression
for the rate is

Wr = Nσr I /S = I σr nt t, (1.57b)

wherent is the number of target particles per unit volume andt is the thickness of the
target. If the target consists of an isotopic species of atomic massMA in atomic mass units
(these are defined in Section 1.7 below), thennt = ρNA/MA, whereρ is the density of the
target andNA is Avogadro’s constant. Thus, (1.57b) may be written

Wr = I σr (ρt)NA/MA, (1.57c)

where (ρt) is a measure of the amount of material in the target, expressed in units of mass
per unit area. The form (1.57c) is particularly useful for the case of thin targets commonly
used in experiments (such as those of Rutherford and his collaborators) to reduce the
probability of multiple scattering. In the above, the productJ N is called theluminosity L,
i.e.

L ≡ J N (1.58)

and contains all the dependencies on the densities and geometries of the beam and target.
The cross-section is independent of these factors.

It can be seen from the above equations that the cross-section has the dimensions of an
area; the rate per target particleJσr at which the reaction occurs is equal to the rate at
which beam particles would hit a surface of areaσr , placed in the beam at rest with respect
to the target and perpendicular to the beam direction. Since the area of such a surface is
unchanged by a Lorentz transformation in the beam direction, the cross-section is the same
in all inertial frames of reference; i.e. it is a Lorentz invariant.

The quantityσr is better named thepartial cross-section, because it is the cross-section
for a particular reactionr . Thetotal cross-sectionσtot is defined by

σtot ≡
∑

r

σr , (1.59)

where the summation is over all allowed reactions. Another useful quantity is thedifferential
cross-section, dσr (θ, φ)/d�, for a particular reactionr , which is defined by

dWr ≡ J N
dσr (θ, φ)

d�
d�, (1.60)

43 Strictly, theirspeed, but we will conform to common usage and callυi the velocity.
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incident particles

target

scattered particles

Figure 1.7 Geometry of the differential cross-section. A beam of particles is incident along the
z axis and collides with a stationary target at the origin. The differential cross-section is proportional
to the rate for particles to be scattered into a small solid angle d� in the direction (θ , φ).

where dWr is the measured rate for the particles to be emitted into an element of solid angle
d� = dcosθ dφ in the direction (θ , φ), as shown in Figure 1.7. The partial cross-section
σr is obtained by integrating the differential cross-section over all angles, i.e.,

σr =
∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ 1

−1
dcosθ

dσr (θ, φ)

d�
. (1.61)

The final step is to write these formulas in terms of the scattering amplitudeM(q2) ap-
propriate for describing the scattering of a nonrelativistic spinless particle from a potential.
To do this it is convenient to consider a single beam particle interacting with a single target
particle and to confine the whole system in an arbitrary volumeV (which cancels in the
final result). The incident flux is then given by

J = nbυi = υi /V (1.62)

and since the number of target particles isN = 1, the differential rate is

dWr =
υi

V

dσr (θ, φ)

d�
d�. (1.63)

In quantum mechanics, provided the interaction is not too strong, the transition rate for any
process is given in perturbation theory by the Born approximation44

dWr =
2π

h̄

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

d3r ψ∗
r V(r )ψi

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

ρ(E f ). (1.64)

The termρ(E f ) is thedensity-of-states factor(see below) and we take the initial and final
state wavefunctions to be plane waves:

ψi =
1

√
V

exp(i qi · r/h̄), ψ f =
1

√
V

exp(i q f · r/h̄), (1.65)

44 This equation is a form of theSecond Golden Rulein quantum mechanics. It is discussed in Section A.3.
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where the final momentumq f lies within a small solid angle d� located in the direction
(θ , φ). (See Figure 1.7.) Then, by direct integration,

dWr =
2π

h̄V2
|M(q2)|2ρ(E f ), (1.66)

whereM(q2) is the scattering amplitude defined in (1.50).
The density of statesρ(E f ) that appears in (1.64) is the number of possible final states

with energy lying betweenE f andE f + dE f and is given by45

ρ(E f ) =
V

(2πh̄)3
q2

f

dq f

dE f
d�, (1.67)

where, nonrelativistically,

dq f /dE f = 1/υ f . (1.68)

If we use (1.66), (1.67) and (1.68) in (1.63), we have

dσ

d�
=

1

4π2h̄4

q2
f

υi υ f
|M(q2)|2. (1.69)

Although this result has been derived in the laboratory system, because we have taken a
massive target it is also valid in the centre-of-mass system.

The only place where nonrelativistic kinematics have been explicitly used in obtaining
(1.69) is in the derivation of the density-of-states factor, so to have a formula that is also
true for the general two-body relativistic scattering processa + b → c + d, we have to
re-examine the derivative (1.68) using relativistic kinematics. In this case we can use

E f = Ec + Ed =
(

q2
f c

2 + m2
cc4

)1/2 +
(

q2
f c

2 + m2
dc4

)1/2
(1.70)

to give

dE f

dq f
= q f c

2

(

1

Ec
+

1

Ed

)

, (1.71)

which, using the relativistic relationv = pc2/E (see Equation (B.11) of Appendix B) and
noting that in the centre-of-mass systempc = −pd, yields

dq f

dE f
=

1

υ f
, (1.72)

whereυ f is the modulus of the relative velocity of particlesc andd. Thus the general
interpretation of (1.69) is thatq f = |qc| = |qd| is the centre-of-mass momentum of the
final-state particles andυi, f are the relative velocities in the centre-of-mass of particlesa
andb, andc andd, respectively.

All the above is for spinless particles, so finally we have to generalize (1.69) to include
the effects of spin. Suppose the initial-state particlesa andb, have spinsSa and Sb and

45 The derivation is given in detail in Section A.2.
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the final-state particlesc andd have spinsSc andSd. The total numbers of spin substates
available to the initial and final states aregi andg f , respectively, given by

gi = (2Sa + 1) (2Sb + 1) and g f = (2Sc + 1) (2Sd + 1). (1.73)

If the initial particles are unpolarized (which is the most common case in practice), then we
must average over all possible initial spin configurations (because each is equally likely)
and sum over the final configurations. Thus, (1.69) becomes

dσ

d�
=

g f

4π2h̄4

q2
f

υi υ f
|M f i |2, (1.74)

where

|M f i |2 ≡ |M(q2)|2 (1.75)

and the bar over the amplitude denotes a spin-average of the squared matrix element.

1.6.3 Unstable States

In the case of an unstable state, the observable of interest is itslifetime at restτ , or
equivalently itsnatural decay width, given byŴ = h̄/τ , which is a measure of the rate of
the decay reaction. In general, an initial unstable state will decay to several final states and
in this case we defineŴ f as thepartial width for a specific final statef and

Ŵ =
∑

f

Ŵ f (1.76)

as thetotal decay width, while

B f ≡ Ŵ f /Ŵ (1.77)

is defined as thebranching ratiofor decay to the statef .
The energy distribution of an isolated unstable state to a final statef has theBreit-Wigner

form

N f (W) ∝
Ŵ f

(W − M)2c4 + Ŵ2/4
, (1.78)

where M is the mass of the decaying state andW is the invariant mass of the decay
products.46 The Breit-Wigner formula is shown in Figure 1.8 and is the same formula that
describes the widths of atomic and nuclear spectral lines. (The overall factor depends on
the spins of the particles involved.) It is a symmetrical bell-shaped curve with a maximum
at W = M and a full widthŴ at half the maximum height of the curve. It is proportional
to the number of events with invariant massW.

If an unstable state is produced in a scattering reaction, then the cross-section for that
reaction will show an enhancement described by the same Breit-Wigner formula. In this
case we say we have produced aresonance state. In the vicinity of a resonance of massM ,

46 This form arises from a state that decays exponentially with time, although a proof of this is quite lengthy. See, for example,
Appendix B of Martin and Shaw (2008).
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Figure 1.8 The Breit-Wigner formula (1.78).

and widthŴ, the cross-section for the reactioni → f has the form

σfi ∝
Ŵi Ŵ f

(E − Mc2)2 + Ŵ2/4
, (1.79)

where E is the total energy of the system. Again, the form of the overall constant will
depend on the spins of the particles involved. Thus, for example, if the resonance particle
has spinj and the spins of the initial particles areS1 andS2, then

σfi =
πh̄2

q2
i

2 j + 1

(2S1 + 1) (2S2 + 1)

Ŵi Ŵ f

(E − Mc2)2 + Ŵ2/4
. (1.80)

In practice there will also be kinematical and angular momentum effects that will distort
this formula from its perfectly symmetric shape.

An example of resonance formation inπ− p interactions is given in Figure 1.9, which
shows theπ− p total cross-section in the centre-of-mass energy range 1.2–2.4 GeV. (The
units used in the plots will become clear after the next section.) Two enhancements can
be seen that are of the approximate Breit-Wigner resonance form and there are two other
maxima at higher energies. In principle, the mass and width of a resonance may be obtained
by using a Breit-Wigner formula and varyingM andŴ to fit the cross-section in the region
of the enhancement. In practice more sophisticated methods are used that fit a wide range
of data, including differential cross-sections, simultaneously and also take account of
nonresonant contributions to the scattering. The widths obtained from such analyses are
of the order of 100 MeV, with corresponding interaction times of order 10−23 s, which is
consistent with the time taken for a relativistic pion to transit the dimension of a proton.
Resonances are also a prominent feature of interactions in nuclear physics and we will
return to this in Section 2.9 when we discuss nuclear reaction mechanisms.
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Figure 1.9 Total cross-sections forπ− p interactions. (Data from Carteret al. (1968)).

1.7 Units: Length, Mass and Energy

Most branches of science introduce special units that are convenient for their own pur-
poses. Nuclear and particle physics are no exceptions. Distances tend to be measured in
femtometres or, equivalentlyfermis, with 1 fm ≡ 10−15 m. In these units, the radius of
the proton is about 0.8 fm. The range of the strong nuclear force between protons and
neutrons is of order 1–2 fm, while the range of the weak force is of order 10−3 fm. For
comparison, the radii of atoms are of order 105 fm. A common unit for area is thebarn
defined by 1 b= 10−28 m2. For example, the total cross-section forpp scattering (a strong
interaction) is a few tens of millibarns (mb) (compare also theπ− p total cross-section in
Figure 1.9), whereas the same quantity forνp scattering (a weak interaction) is a few tens
of femtobarns (fb), depending on the energies involved. Nuclear cross-sections are very
much larger and increase approximately likeA2/3, whereA is the total number of nucleons
in the nucleus.

Energies are invariably specified in terms of the electron volt, eV, defined as the energy
required to raise the electric potential of an electron or proton by one volt. In S.I. units,
1 eV = 1.6 × 10−19 joules. The units 1 keV= 103 eV, 1 MeV= 106 eV, 1 GeV= 109 eV
and 1 TeV= 1012 eV are also in general use. In terms of these units, atomic ionization
energies are typically a few eV, the energies needed to bind nucleons in heavy nuclei are
typically 7–8 MeV per particle, and the highest particle energies produced in the laboratory
are of order of a few TeV for protons. Momenta are specified in eV/c, MeV/c etc.

In order to create a new particle of massM , an energy at least as great as its rest energy
Mc2 must be supplied. The rest energies of the electron and proton are 0.51 MeV and
0.94 GeV respectively, whereas theW and Z0 bosons have rest energies of 80 GeV and
91 GeV, respectively. Correspondingly their masses are conveniently measured in MeV/c2
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or GeV/c2, so that, for example,

Me = 0.51 MeV/c2, Mp = 0.94 GeV/c2,

MW = 80.4 GeV/c2, MZ = 91.2 GeV/c2.
(1.81)

In S.I. units, 1 MeV/c2 = 1.78× 10−30 kg. In nuclear physics it is also common to express
masses inatomic mass units(u), defined as1

12 the mass of the commonest isotope of
carbon: 1 u= 1.661× 10−27 kg = 931.5 MeV/c2.

Although practical calculations are expressed in the above units, it is usual in particle
physics to make theoretical calculations in units chosen such that ¯h ≡ h/2π = 1 andc = 1
(callednatural units) and many books do this. However, as this book is about both nuclear
and particle physics, practical units will be used, the sole exception being in Appendix D.
A table giving numerical values of fundamental and derived constants, together with some
useful conversion factors is given in Section E.1.

Problems

1.1 ‘Derive’ the Klein-Gordon equation using the information in Footnote 23 and verify
that the Yukawa potential (1.44) is a static solution of the equation.

1.2 Verify that the spherical harmonicY1
1 =

√

3
8π

sinθeiφ is an eigenfunction of parity
with eigenvalueP = −1.

1.3 A proton and antiproton at rest in an S-state annihilate to produceπ0π0 pairs. Show
that this reaction cannot be a strong interaction.

1.4 Suppose that an intrinsic C-parity factor is introduced into (1.15b), which then be-
comes

Ĉ|b, ψb〉 = Cb|b̄, ψb̄〉.

Show that the eigenvalue corresponding to any eigenstate ofĈ is independent ofCb,
so thatCb cannot be measured.

1.5 In classical physics, in the absence of explicit electric charges, the electromagnetic
field may be described by an electric field vector,E(r , t) or a vector potentialA(r , t).
These are related byE = −∂A/∂t . If the electromagnetic interaction is invariant
under charge conjugation, deduce theC parity of the photon.

1.6 Show that a collection ofi particles with electric chargesqi and position vectorsr i

will have a zero electric dipole moment if time-reversal invariance holds.

1.7 Use the principle of detailed balance applied to the reactionspp→← π+d to deduce
that the spin of theπ+ may be found from the expression

Sπ =
1

2

[

4R

3

(

pp

pπ

)2

− 1

]

,

wherepp,π are the magnitudes of the proton and pion momenta and

R =
dσ (pp → π+d)/d�

dσ (π+d → pp)/d�
,
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where the differential cross-sections are at the same total centre-of-mass energy and
both beams and projectiles are unpolarized.

1.8 Consider the reactionπ−d → nn, whered is a spin–1 S-wave bound state of a proton
and a neutron called the deuteron and the initial pion is at rest. Deduce the intrinsic
parity of the negative pion.

1.9 Write down equations in symbol form that describe the following interactions:

(a) elastic scattering of an electron antineutrino and a positron;

(b) inelastic production of a pair of neutral pions in proton-proton interactions;

(c) the annihilation of an antiproton with a neutron to produce three pions.

1.10 Draw a lowest-order Feynman diagram for the following processes: (a)νeνµ elastic
scattering and (b)e+e− → e+e−; and (c) a fourth-order diagram for the reaction
γ + γ → e+ + e−.

1.11 Calculate the energy-momentum transfer between two particles equivalent to a dis-
tance of approach of (a) 1 fm and (b) 10−3 fm. Assuming that the intrinsic strengths
of the fundamental weak and electromagnetic interactions are approximately equal,
compare the relative sizes of the invariant (scattering) amplitudes for weak and elec-
tromagnetic processes at these two energy-momentum transfers.

1.12 Verify by explicit integration that

M(q2) = −g2h̄2(q2 + m2c2)−1

is the amplitude corresponding to the Yukawa potential (1.44).

1.13 Two beams of particles, consisting ofn bunches withNi (i = 1, 2) particles in each,
traverse circular paths and collide ‘head-on’. Show that in this case the general
expression for the luminosity (1.58) reduces toL = nN1N2 f/A, where A is the
cross-sectional area of the beam andf is the frequency, i.e.f = 1/T , whereT is the
time taken for the particles to make one traversal of the ring.

1.14 A thin (‘density’ 1 mg cm−2) target of 24Mg (MA = 24.3 atomic mass units) is
bombarded with a 10 nA beam of alpha particles. A detector subtending a solid angle
of 2 × 10−3 sr, records 20 protons per second. If the scattering is isotropic, determine
the cross-section for the24Mg(α, p) reaction.

1.15 The cross-section for photon scattering from free electrons whenEγ ≪ mec2 is given
in natural unitsby

σ =
8πα2

3m2
e

.

What is the value ofσ in mb?
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2
Nuclear Phenomenology

In this chapter we start to examine some of the things that can be learned from experiments,
beginning with basic facts about nuclei, their masses and what can be deduced about
their shapes and sizes. Then we discuss the important topic of nuclear stability and the
phenomenology of the various ways that unstable nuclei decay to stable states. Finally, we
briefly review the classification of reactions in nuclear physics. However, before any of
this, we have to introduce some notation, as follows.

Nuclei are specified by:

Z – atomic number= the number of protons,
N – neutron number= the number of neutrons,
A – mass number= the number of nucleons, so thatA = Z + N.

We will also refer toA as thenucleon number. The charge on the nucleus is+Ze, where
e is the absolute value of the electric charge on the electron. Nuclei with combinations
of these three numbers are also callednuclidesand are writtenAY or A

ZY, where Y is the
chemical symbol for the element. Some other common nomenclature is:

nuclides with the same atomic number are calledisotopes,
nuclides with the same neutron number are calledisotones.
nuclides with the same mass number are calledisobars,

The concept of isotopes was introduced in Chapter 1. For example, stable isotopes of
carbon are12C and13C, and the unstable isotope used in dating ancient objects (see later
in this chapter) is14C. All three haveZ = 6.

2.1 Mass Spectroscopy

The mass of a nucleus is a fundamental quantity that uniquely defines the nuclide. An
accurate knowledge of its value is very important. For example, of knowledge of masses

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of a deflection mass spectrometer. (Adapted from Krane (1988).
Copyright (1998) John Wiley & Sons, Inc., reprinted with permission).

can be used to test nuclear models and those of short-lived exotic nuclei can help test
the standard model of particle physics in the context of the weak interaction and also
astrophysical models. A great deal of effort has been devoted to measuring masses, both
of stable and unstable nuclei. This is the topic ofmass spectroscopythat we now discuss.

2.1.1 Deflection Spectrometers

A relatively simple way of measuring masses is by passing ion beams through crossed
magnetic and electric fields. This technique has a long history dating from the time of the
pioneering research of J.J. Thomson, who in 1912 found the isotopes of Ne with masses
20 and 22, research that was continued by his one-time student Aston.1 The principle of
the method is shown in Figure 2.1.

A source of ions of chargeq, containing various isotopes, passes through a region where
there are uniform electric and magnetic fields at right angles, with magnitudesE andB1,
respectively. The electric field will exert a forceq E in one direction and the magnetic
field will exert a forceqυB1 in the opposite direction, whereυ is the speed of the ions.
By balancing these forces, ions of a specific speedυ = E/B1 can be selected and allowed
to pass through a collimating slit. Ions with other velocities (shown as dashed lines in
Figure 2.1) are deflected. The beam is then allowed to continue through a second uniform
magnetic field of magnitudeB2 where it bends in a circular path of radiusρ, given by

mυ = q B2ρ (2.1)

and sinceq, B2 andυ are fixed, particles with a fixed ratioq/m will bend in a path with a
unique radius. Hence isotopes may be separated and focused onto a detector (historically
a photographic plate). In the common case whereB1 = B2 = B,

q

m
=

E

B2ρ
. (2.2)

1 Francis Aston was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 1922 for the discovery of a large number of non-radioactive
isotopes using electromagnetic field spectroscopy.
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In practice, to achieve higher accuracy, the device is used to measure mass differences
rather than absolute values of mass.2

2.1.2 Kinematic Analysis

Mass spectrometers of the deflection type cannot be used to find the masses of very short-
lived nuclei, but in these cases the masses can in principle be determined from kinematic
analysis of nuclear reactions as follows. Consider the inelastic reactionA(a, a)A∗, where
A∗ is the short-lived nucleus whose mass is to be determined. The kinematics of this are:

a(Ei , pi ) + A(mAc2, 0) → a(E f , p f ) + A∗(Ẽ, p̃), (2.3)

where we use tilded quantities to denote kinematics related toA∗. Equating the total energy
before the collision

Etot(initial) = Ei + mac2 + mAc2 (2.4a)

to the total energy after the collision

Etot(final) = E f + Ẽ + mac2 + m̃ c2 (2.4b)

gives the following expression for the mass difference (m̃ − mA):

�E ≡ (m̃ − mA)c2 = Ei − E f − Ẽ =
p2

i

2ma
−

p2
f

2ma
−

p̃2

2m̃
, (2.5)

where we have assumed nonrelativistic kinematics. If the initial momentum of the projectile
is along thex direction and the scattering angle isθ , then from momentum conservation,

p̃x = pi − p f cosθ, p̃y = p f sinθ (2.6)

and using these in (2.5) gives

�E = Ei

(

1 −
ma

m̃

)

− E f

(

1 +
ma

m̃

)

+
2ma

m̃
(Ei E f )

1/2 cosθ. (2.7)

This formula can be used iteratively to deduce�E, and hence the mass of the excited
nucleusA∗, from measurements of the initial and final energy of the projectile by initially
settingm̃ = mA on the right-hand side because�E is small in comparison withmA. One
final point is that the kinetic energies in (2.7) are measured in the laboratory system,
whereas the final energies (masses) will be needed in the centre-of-mass system. The
relation between the two kinetic energies is easily found to be3

EC M = Elab(1 + ma/mA)−1. (2.8)

A similar formula to (2.7) may be derived for the general reactionA(a, b)B and is

�E = Ei

(

1 −
ma

mB

)

− E f

(

1 +
mb

mB

)

+
2

mB
(mambEi E f )

1/2 cosθ + Q, (2.9)

whereQ is the kinetic energy released in the reaction.

2 Practical details of this and other early mass spectrographs may be found in, for example, Chapter 3 of Krane (1988).
3 See Appendix B, Equation (B.45).
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2.1.3 Penning Trap Measurements

Nowadays the most precise mass measurements come from storage devices that confine
ions in three dimensions by the use of well-controlled electromagnetic fields. Current mea-
surements for the massesm of unstable nuclei yield values with accuraciesδm/m ∼ 10−8

and for stable nuclei even more accurate values∼ 10−11 have been obtained. The extreme
precision results from the extended time of observation of the ions, limited in principle
only by the lifetime of radioisotopes (i.e. isotopes that decay), the fact that experiments
with single ions are possible and that ions can be stored in ideal conditions.

There are two principal types of ion storage devices:ion traps, which use a combination
of magnetic and electric fields to effect confinement; andstorage rings, which use a
combination of dipole magnets and quadrupole magnetic lenses.4 Ion traps are small
devices with dimensions of order centimetres, whereas storage rings have dimensions of
several metres. Since the accuracy of mass measurements for unstable nuclei using ion
traps is at present about an order-of-magnitude better that that obtained in storage rings,
we will restrict the discussion to ion traps and in practice to just one type, thePenning
trap, which uses a homogeneous magnetic field together with a static electric quadrupole
field to effect confinement. A related device called aPaul trapuses a radio frequency (r.f.)
quadrupole electric field to achieve the same end.5

To obtain spatial confinement requires a potential minimum in all three dimensions and
in principle the best configuration is one that results in the confined particle executing
simple harmonic motion about the centre of confinement. We will describe the basic ideas
of how this is achieved in the Penning trap. A particle with chargeq and massm moving
with velocityv in a pure homogeneous magnetic fieldB, taken for convenience to be in the
z direction, will experience a Lorentz forceF = qv × B and undergo so-calledcyclotron
oscillationsat the frequency

ωc =
q B

m
, (2.10)

whereB = |B|. The circular motion of the particle around the magnetic field lines confines
it in the radial plane, but does not prevent it spiralling out of the trap along the field lines.
To prevent this, a weak axially symmetric restoring electrostatic potential is superimposed
along the magnetic field lines to produce a saddle point at the centre and hence the
desired three-dimensional confinement. This potential requires, for positively charged
ions, a potential minimum along the magnetic field axis and the lowest potential that
satisfies this requirement is the quadrupole potential. In the Penning trap this is created by
three electrodes of hyperboloidal shapes, two end caps at a positive potential and a ring
electrode at a lower potential inserted between them. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2(a).
The co-ordinates of the electrodes are given by

r 2

r 2
0

−
z2

z2
0

= ±1, (2.11)

4 A detailed account of both types of ion storage devices may be found in Blaum (2006), from which some of the information in
this section is derived.
5 The Penning trap was invented by Dehmelt who named it after the pioneering work of Penning in the late 1930s on increasing
the efficiency of ionization vacuum gauges. For the development of ion trap techniques Hans Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul received
half share of the Nobel Prize in Physics for 1989.
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Figure 2.2 (a) Schematic diagram of the arrangement of the electrodes in a Penning trap.
(b) resulting modes of motion of the ion.

where the positive sign refers to the ring electrode and the negative sign refers to the
endcaps. In additionr0 =

√
2z0.

This structure has rotational symmetry around thez axis, and the potential inside the
electrode configuration is given by

�(z, r ) =
U

4d2
(2z2 − r 2), (2.12)

whereU is the voltage applied to the electrodes (with appropriate polarity) and

d = 1
2

(

2z2
0 + r 2

0

)1/2
(2.13)

is a characteristic dimension of the trap.
Solving the equations of motions for all three co-ordinates6 results in three independent

motional modes. The first is a harmonic trapping motion along the trap axis with axial
oscillation frequency

ωz =
√

qU

md2
. (2.14)

In addition, in the radial plane, there are two independent modes superimposed: a circular
cyclotron motion at a (slightly perturbed) cyclotron frequency

ω+ =
ωc

2
+

√

ω2
c

4
−

ω2
z

2
(2.15)

and a circular magnetron motion with frequency

ω− =
ωc

2
−

√

ω2
c

4
−

ω2
z

2
, (2.16)

which is a slow drift in theE × B field. The amplitudes and phases of the harmonic and
circular modes depends on the initial conditions, i.e. on the position and velocity of the
ion at the moment of creation within the trap volume, or the circumstances of its injection

6 The interested reader can find the details in Brown and Gabrielse (1986).
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from an external source. These modes of motion are shown in Figure 2.2(b). The combined
motion of the ion in the trap is very complicated and difficult to illustrate (it traces out a
so-called epitrochoid), but is somewhat similar to that along the coil of a ‘slinky spring’
oscillating along the trajectory of the curve of axial motion, with the radius of the spring
determined by the cyclotron frequency. For bounded motion, the square roots in (2.15)
and (2.16) must be positive, leading to the trapping conditionω2

c − 2ω2
z > 0 and hence,

from (2.10) and (2.14), the condition on the magnetic field needed to balance the radial
component of the applied electric field:

B2 >
2mU

qd2
. (2.17)

Using this condition, a series expansion of the radial eigenfrequenciesω± gives

ω− ≈
U

2d2B
and ω+ = ωc −

U

2d2B
. (2.18)

Thus,

ωc = ω+ + ω− and ω2
c = ω2

+ + ω2
− + ω2

z. (2.19)

Therefore to determine the mass we can either directly measure the cyclotron frequency or
the individual radial frequencies.

All the above is for an ideal Penning trap. In a real trap there will be imperfections of
various types (field inhomengenuities, misalignment of the trap and magnetic field axes
etc.) that will distort the above picture and lead to systematic uncertainties in the final mass
determination unless they are corrected for.7

Before any measurements can be made, the ions have to be produced and contained
in the trap, then manipulated is such a way that a frequency measurement can be made.8

Ions are most easily confined if they are produced within the trap and this is the method
generally used for stable ions. A simple method is to pass an atomic beam through the trap
where it collides with electrons from a filament placed near one of the end cap electrodes.
The trap can be filled very rapidly using this method, in a fraction of a second. A high-
efficiency is not important and neither is a fast measurement required, although other, more
complex, but more efficient, methods are available. Short-lived ions however, are usually
delivered from external sources outside the trap and with beam energies that range from
several tens of keV to several Gev. (The production of beams of unstable nuclei is briefly
discussed in Section 4.2.3.) Moreover, the more exotic species, of considerable interest to
astrophysicists, are often available only at very low rates of 100 ions per sec or less. Thus
highly efficient methods of slowing down and bunching the beams are required to move
the incoming ions from their initial trajectories to an orbit bound in the trap. This can be
done by various means that all utilize one of two basic approaches.

In the first, the trap is closed around the ion as it passes through. In the Penning trap, the
ions pass the first endcap electrode, which is held at ground potential. Ions of sufficient low
energy are reflected at the high potential of the second endcap and bounce back towards
the entry endcap. Before they have time to exit the trap, the first endcap is returned to

7 Real Penning traps are discussed in Ghosh (1995), Major, Gheorghe and Worth (2005) and Blaum (2006).
8 We will discuss these topics only briefly. The details may be found in the references in the previous footnote.
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its normal high potential, closing the trap and capturing the ions. In the second approach,
the energy of the ions is rapidly dampened as they travel through the trap. This is most
easily achieved by collisions with the atoms of a neutral buffer gas, but other methods are
available that can produce much lower temperatures.

Next the ions are manipulated to enable measurements to be made. In an ideal Penning
trap, each of the three independent modes of oscillation represents simple harmonic motion
with fixed eigenfrequencies. A resonant excitation by a dipole r.f. field at one of the
eigenfrequncies can be used to manipulate the corresponding eigenmotion. The increase in
the amplitude of the motion can be used to determine the eigenfrequency of the motion, or to
remove unwanted ion species from the trap. A quadrupole excitation at the sum of individual
eigenfrequencies can be used to couple eigenmotions and to determine frequencies. In mass
spectroscopy it is commonly used to measure the sum frequencyωc = ω+ + ω−.

Finally, a frequency measurement is made. There are two techniques: destructive and
nondestructive. In the former, the ions are lost after the measurement and the trap must
be reloaded; in the latter the ions remain in the trap and may be reused for additional
experiments. Nondestructive methods are preferable for stable ions or long-lived radionu-
clides with low production rates, whereas the destructive method is acceptable for the
very short-lived radioinuclides as they will rapidly decay anyway. Currently two methods
of measuring frequency are in use: (1) manipulation of the ion motion by r.f. fields and
measurement of the time-of-flight (TOF) of the ions after ejection from the trap to an ion
detector placed outside the magnetic field; and (2) observation of the oscillating image
currents induced by the motion of the ion in the trapping electrodes. We will just describe
the former, which is routinely used for measurements on short-lived radionuclides.

In TOF detection, the ions are passed into the trap as a pulsed low-energy beam and
are captured in the centre of the trap. The trapped ions are excited to a finite magnetron
radius by a dipole excitation, and this magnetron motion is then converted to modified
cyclotron motion by applying an azimuthal r.f. quadrupole excitation close to the cyclotron
frequency for timeTobs. The ions are then ejected from the trap by lowering the trapping
potential of the downstream endcap electrode and they drift along the field lines to an ion
detector. As the ions leave the trap they pass through the magnetic field gradient and are
accelerated towards the detector (i.e. their cyclotron motion is converted into longitudinal
motion). Resonantly excited ions arrive earlier at the detector than those ions that have been
excited nonresonantly, so the experiment is repeated for a range of excitation frequencies.
An example of a resulting plot of time-of-flight versus excitation frequency is given in
Figure 2.3 and shows a clear resonance.

The theoretically expected line shape is mainly determined by Fourier transformation of
the rectangular shape of the excitation field. This expectation is seen to represent the data
very well. The half-width of the resonance can be shown to be

� fc ≡
�ωc

2π
≈

1

Tobs
(2.20)

and thus the resolving power is

R =
m

�m
=

fc

� fc
≈ fcTobs ≈ 4 × 106. (2.21)
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Figure 2.3 Cyclotron resonance for85Rb obtained for an excitation timeTobs = 3.6 s. (Reprinted
from Königet al. Copyright 1995, with permission from Elsevier).

This is an important parameter because it can be shown that the statistical uncertainty in
the mass measurement is given by

(

δm

m

)

stat

≈
1

R
√

Ntot
=

2πm

Tobsq B
√

Ntot
, (2.22)

whereNtot is the total number of ions recorded in a single resonance. In practice at least
about 100 ions have to be recorded within one resonance to get a proper fit. (In the example
shown in Figure 2.3, this would giveδm/m ∼ 3 × 10−8.) From these results and the fact
that radionuclides will decay exponentially (see Section 2.5), one can compute that the
statistical accuracy is highest for an observation time that is about 2.9 times the half-life of
the short-lived nuclide. (See Problem 2.1.) It follows from (2.22) that the resolving power
and hence the accuracy are increased for highly charged ions. Alternatively, for a given
accuracy, much shorter observation times can be used compared to those for singly-charged
ions, thus opening up the possibility of measurements on very short-lived nuclides.

2.2 Nuclear Shapes and Sizes

The shape and size of a nucleus may be found from scattering experiments, i.e. a projectile is
scattered from the nucleus and the angular distribution of the scattered particles examined,
as was done by Rutherford and his collaborators when they deduced the existence of
the nucleus. The interpretation is simplest in those cases where the projectile itself has no
internal structure, i.e. is an elementary particle, and electrons are often used. In this case the
relevant force is electromagnetic and we learn about thecharge distributionin the nucleus.
The first experiments of this type were performed by Hofstader and his collaborators in
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the 1950s.9 If instead of an electron a hadron is used as the projectile, the nuclear strong
interaction has also to be taken into account and we can find information about thematter
density.Neutrons are commonly used so that Coulomb effects are absent. We discuss these
two cases in turn.

2.2.1 Charge Distribution

To find the amplitude for electron-nucleus scattering, we should in principle solve the
Schr̈odinger (or Dirac) equation using a Hamiltonian that includes the full electromagnetic
interaction and use nuclear wavefunctions. This can only be done numerically. However,
in Appendix C we derive a simple formula that describes the electromagnetic scattering
of a charged particle in the Born approximation, which assumesZα = 1 and uses plane
waves for the initial and final states. This leads to theRutherford cross-section, which in
its relativistic form may be written

(

dσ

d�

)

Rutherford

=
Z2α2(h̄c)2

4E2 sin4(θ/2)
, (2.23)

where E is the total initial energy of the projectile andθ is the angle through which it
is scattered. Note that (2.23) is of orderα2 because it corresponds to the exchange of a
single photon. Although (2.23) has a limited range of applicability, it is useful to discuss
the general features of electron scattering.

Equation (2.23) actually describes the scattering of a spin-0 point-like projectile of unit
charge from a fixed point-like target with electric chargeZe, i.e. the charge distribution of
the target is neglected. It therefore needs to be modified in a number of ways before it can
be used in practice. We will state the modifications without proof.

Firstly, taking account of the electron spin leads to the so-calledMott cross-section
(

dσ

d�

)

Mott

=
(

dσ

d�

)

Rutherford

[1 − β2 sin2(θ/2)], (2.24)

whereβ = υ/c andυ is the velocity of the initial electron. At higher energies, the recoil of
the target needs to be taken into account and this introduces a factorE′/E on the right-hand
side of (2.24), whereE′ is the final energy of the electron. At higher energies we also need
to take account of the interaction with the magnetic moment of the target in addition to its
charge. The final form for the differential cross-section is

(

dσ

d�

)

spin−1/2

=
(

dσ

d�

)

Mott

E′

E

(

1 + 2τ tan2 θ

2

)

, (2.25)

where

τ =
−q2

4M2c2
. (2.26)

andM is the target mass. Because the energy loss of the electron to the recoiling nucleus
is no longer negligible,q, the previous momentum transfer, has been replaced by the

9 Robert Hofstader shared the 1961 Nobel Prize in Physics for his pioneering electron scattering experiments.
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four-momentum transferq, whose square is

q2 = (p − p′)2 = 2m2
ec2 − 2(E E′/c2 − |p||p′| cosθ ) ≈ −

4E E′

c2
sin2(θ/2), (2.27)

where p(p′) is the four-momentum of the initial (final) electron. (Becauseq2 ≤ 0, it is
common practice to replace it withQ2 = −q2, so as to work with positive quantities.10)
For the rest of this discussion it will be sufficient to ignore the magnetic interaction,
although we will use a variant of the full form (2.25) in Chapter 5.

The final modification is due to the spatial extension of the nucleus. If the spatial charge
distribution within the nucleus is writtenf (r ) then we define theform factor F(q2) by

F(q2) ≡
1

Ze

∫

ei q·r/h̄ f (r ) d3r with Ze=
∫

f (r ) d3r , (2.28)

i.e. the Fourier transform of the charge distribution.11 In the case of a spherically symmetric
charge distribution, the angular integrations in (2.28) may be done using spherical polar
co-ordinates to give

F(q2) =
4πh̄

Zeq

∞
∫

0

rρ(r ) sin

(

qr

h̄

)

dr, (2.29)

whereq = |q| andρ(r ) is the radial charge distribution. The final form of the experimental
cross-section in this approximation is given by12

(

dσ

d�

)

expt

=
(

dσ

d�

)

Mott

|F(q2)|2. (2.30)

Two examples of measured cross-sections are shown in Figure 2.4. Striking features are
the presence of a number of well-defined minima superimposed on a rapid decrease in the
cross-section with angle. These features are common to all elastic data, although not all
nuclei show so many minima as those shown and their depth and sharpness depends on the
nuclear size, as we show below. The minima are due to the form factor and we can make
this plausible by taking the simple case where the nuclear charge distribution is represented
by a hard sphere such that

ρ(r ) = constant, r ≤ a
= 0 r > a

(2.31)

wherea is a constant. In this case, evaluation of (2.29) gives

F(q2) = 3[sin(b) − bcos(b)]b−3, (2.32)

10 To remove any confusion, in the nonrelativistic case, which we use in the rest of this chapter,q is interpreted to beq = |q| ≥ 0
whereq ≡ p − p′, as was used in Section 1.6.1. (In that sectionqi = p andq f = p′.) We will need the four-momentum definition
of q in Chapter 5.
11 Strictly this formula assumes that the recoil of the target nucleus is negligible and the interaction is relatively weak, so that
perturbation theory may be used.
12 If the magnetic interaction were included, another form factor would be necessary, as is the case in high-energy electron
scattering discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.4 Elastic differential cross-sections as a function of the scattering angle for 450 MeV
electrons from58Ni and 758 MeV electrons from48Ca. The solid lines are fits as described in the
text. (Adapted from Sicket al. (1975) – Ni data) and Bellicardet al. (1967) – Ca data. Copyright
American Physical Society, reprinted with permission).

whereb ≡ qa/h̄. ThusF(q2) will be zero at values ofb for whichb = tan(b). In practice,
as we will see below,ρ(r ) is not a hard sphere, and although it is approximately constant for
much of the nuclear volume, it falls smoothly to zero at the surface. Smoothing the edges
of the radial charge distribution (2.31) modifies the positions of the zeros, but does not
alter the argument that the minima in the cross-sections are due to the spatial distribution
of the nucleus. The actual positions and depths of the zeros result from a combination of
the form factor and the point-like amplitude. We shall see below that the minima can give
information about the size of the nucleus.

If one measures the cross-section for a fixed energy at various angles (and hence, from
(2.27), at variousq2), the form factor can in principle be extracted using (2.30) and one
might attempt to find the charge distribution from the inverse Fourier transform

f (r ) =
Ze

(2π )3

∫

F(q2) e−i q·r/h̄ d3q. (2.33)

However,q2 only has a finite range for a fixed initial electron energy and even within this
range the rapid fall in the cross-section means that in practice measurements cannot be
made over a sufficiently wide range of angles for the integral in (2.33) to be evaluated
accurately. Thus, even within the approximations used, reliable charge distributions cannot
be found from (2.33). Therefore different strategies must be used to deduce the charge
distribution.

In one approach, plausible, but very general, parameterized forms (for example a sum
of Gaussians) are chosen for the charge distribution and are used to modify the point-like
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Figure 2.5 Radial charge distributionsρch of various nuclei, in units ofefm−3. The thickness of
the curves nearr = 0 is a measure of the uncertainty inρch. (Adapted from Frois (1983)).

electromagnetic interaction. The resulting Schrödinger (or Dirac) equation is solved numer-
ically to produce an amplitude, and hence a cross-section, for electron-nucleus scattering.
The parameters of the charge distribution are then varied to give a good fit the experimental
data. The solid curves in Figure 2.4 are obtained in this way.

Some radial charge distributions for various nuclei obtained by these methods are shown
in Figure 2.5. They are well represented by the form

ρch(r ) =
ρ0

ch

1 + e(r −a)/b
, (2.34)

wherea andb for medium and heavy nuclei are found to be

a ≈ 1.07A1/3 fm; b ≈ 0.54 fm. (2.35)
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From this we can deduce that the charge density is approximately constant in the nuclear
interior and falls fairly rapidly to zero at the nuclear surface, as anticipated above. The
value ofρ0

ch is in the range 0.06–0.08 for medium to heavy nuclei and decreases slowly
with increasing mass number.

A useful quantity is themean square charge radius,

〈r 2〉 ≡
1

Ze

∫

r 2 f (r ) d3r . (2.36)

This can be found from the form factor as follows. Expanding the expression (2.28) for
F(q2) gives

F(q2) =
1

Ze

∫

f (r )
∞

∑

n=0

1

n!

(

i |q|r cosθ

h̄

)n

d3r (2.37)

and after doing the angular integrations this becomes

F(q2) =
4π

Ze

∞
∫

0

f (r ) r 2dr −
4πq2

6Zēh2

∞
∫

0

f (r ) r 4dr + · · · . (2.38)

From the normalization off (r ), we finally have

F(q2) = 1 −
q2

6h̄2 〈r 2〉 + · · · (2.39)

and thus the mean square charge radius can be found from

〈r 2〉 = −6h̄2 dF(q2)

dq2

∣

∣

∣

∣

q2=0
, (2.40)

provided the form factor can be measured at very small values ofq2. For medium and
heavy nuclei〈r 2〉1/2 is given approximately by13

〈r 2〉1/2 = 0.94A1/3 fm. (2.41)

The nucleus is often approximated by a homogeneous charged sphere. The radiusR of this
sphere is then quoted as the nuclear radius. The relation of this to the mean square charge
radius isR2 = 5

3〈r 2〉, so that

R = 1.21 A1/3 fm. (2.42)

2.2.2 Matter Distribution

Electrons cannot be used to obtain the distributions of neutrons in the nucleus. We could
however take the presence of neutrons into account by multiplyingρch(r ) by A/Z. Then
one finds an almost identical nuclear density in the nuclear interior for all nuclei because the
decrease inρ0

ch with increasingA is compensated by the increase inA/Z with increasing

13 The constant comes from a fit to a range of data, e.g. the compilation for 55≤ A ≤ 209 given in Barrett and Jackson (1977).
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A. The interior nuclear density is given by

ρnucl ≈ 0.17 nucleons/fm3. (2.43)

Likewise, the effective nuclear matter radius for medium and heavy nuclei is

Rnuclear ≈ 1.2 A1/3 fm. (2.44)

These are important results that will be used extensively later in this chapter and elsewhere
in this book.

Although the relations (2.42) and (2.44) are valid for the vast majority of nuclei, there are
some very interesting exceptions. These are the so-calledhalo nuclei, which have spatial
extents far larger than expectations. We will return to this briefly in Section 9.2.2.

To probe the nuclear (i.e. matter) density of nuclei experimentally, a strongly interacting
particle, i.e. a hadron, has to be used as the projectile. At high energies, where elastic
scattering is only a small part of the total interaction, the nucleus behaves more like an
absorbing sphere. In this case, the incident particle of momentump will have an associated
quantum mechanical wave of wavelengthλ = h/p and will suffer diffraction-like effects,
as in optics. To the extent that we are dealing at high energies purely with the nuclear
strong interaction (i.e. neglecting the Coulomb interaction), the nucleus can be represented
by a black disk of radiusR, and the differential cross-section will have a Fraunhofer-like
diffraction form, i.e.

dσ

d�
∝

[

J1(q R)

q R

]2

, (2.45)

whereq R ≈ pRθ for smallθ andJ1 is a first-order Bessel function. For largeq R,

[ J1(q R)]2 ≈
(

2

πq R

)

sin2
(

q R−
π

4

)

, (2.46)

which has zeros at intervals�θ = π/pR. The plausibility of this interpretation is borne out
by experiment, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.6. The data show a succession of
roughly equally spaced minima as suggested by (2.46). If the Coulomb interaction cannot
be neglected, as for example in the case of scattering of heavy ions from a heavy target,
then the resulting angular distribution closely resembles a Fresnel diffraction pattern from
the edge of a circular disc.

To go further requires solving the equations of motion, but this is far more problematical
than in the electron case because hadrons are more likely to be absorbed as they pass
through the nucleus and the effective potential is far less well known. However the analogy
with optics can be pursued further in the so-calledoptical model. The essential idea in
this model is that a hadron incident on a nucleus may be elastically scattered, or it may
cause a variety of different reactions. As in the discussion above, if the incident particle is
represented by a wave, then in classical language it may be scattered, or it may be absorbed.
In optics this is analogous to the refraction and absorption of a light wave by a medium
of complex refractive index, and just as the imaginary part of the refractive index takes
account of the absorption of the light wave, so in the nuclear case the imaginary part of a
complex potential describing the interaction takes account of all the inelastic reactions. It
is an essential feature of the model that the properties of nuclei are mainly determined by
their size, as this implies that the same potential can account for the interaction of particles
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Figure 2.6 Elastic differential cross-sections for 52 MeV deuterons on54Fe. (Adapted from
Hintenbergeret al. (1968). Copyright (1968) Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

of different energies with different nuclei. Apart from the theoretical basis provided by
analogy with classical optics, the model is essentially phenomenological, in that the values
of the parameters of the optical potentials are found by optimizing the fit to the experimental
data. This type of semi-phenomenological approach is common in both nuclear and particle
physics.

In practice, the Schrödinger equation is solved using a parameterized complex potential
where the real part is a sum of the Coulomb potential (for charged projectiles), an attractive
nuclear potential and a spin-orbit potential; and the imaginary part is assumed to cause
the incoming wave of the projectile to be attenuated within the nucleus, thereby allowing
for inelastic effects. Originally, mathematical forms like (2.34) were used to parameterize
the real and imaginary parts of the potential, but subsequent work indicated substantial
differences between the form factors of the real and imaginary parts of the potential and
so different forms are now used for the imaginary part. The free parameters of the total
potential are adjusted to fit the data.

The optical model has achieved its greatest success in the scattering of nucleons, and
a wide range of scattering data can be accounted for to a high degree of precision by the
model. Examples of this are shown in Figure 2.7. The corresponding wavefunctions are
extensively used to extract information on nuclear structure. The conclusions are in accord
with those above deduced indirectly from electron data.

2.3 Semi-Empirical Mass Formula: the Liquid Drop Model

2.3.1 Binding Energies

Just as in the case of electrons in atoms, the forces that bind nucleons in nuclei contribute
to the total mass of an atomM(Z, A) and in terms of the masses of the protonMp neutron
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Figure 2.7 Differential cross sections (normalized to the Rutherford cross-section) for the elastic
scattering of 30.3 MeV protons, for a range of nuclei compared with optical model calculations. The
solid and dashed lines represent the results using two different potentials. (Adapted from Satchler
(1967). Copyright (1967) Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

Mn and electronme,

M(Z, A) < Z (Mp + me) + N Mn, (2.47)

Themass deficitis defined as

�M(Z, A) ≡ M(Z, A) − Z (Mp + me) − N Mn (2.48)

and−�Mc2 is called thebinding energy B.
A commonly used quantity of interest is thebinding energy per nucleon B/A. This

is shown schematically in Figure 2.8 for nuclei that are stable or long lived. This shows
that B/A peaks at a value of 8.7 MeV for a mass number of about 56 (close to iron) and
thereafter falls very slowly. Excluding very light nuclei, the binding energy per nucleon
is between 7 and 9 MeV over a wide range of the periodic table. In the next section we
discuss a model that provides an explanation for the shape of this curve.
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Figure 2.8 Binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass number A for stable and long-lived
nuclei.

2.3.2 Semi-empirical Mass Formula

Apart from the lightest elements and a few special isolated very stable nuclei, the binding
energy data of Figure 2.8 can be approximated by a simple formula containing just a
few free parameters. This is thesemi-empirical mass formula, first written down in 1935
by Weizs̈acker. It is asemi-empirical formula, because although it contains a number
of constants that have to be found by fitting experimental data, the formula does have a
theoretical basis. This arises from the two properties common to most nuclei (the exceptions
are those with very smallA values) that we have seen earlier: (1) the interior mass densities
are approximately equal; and (2) their total binding energies are approximately proportional
to their masses. There is an analogy here with a classical model of a liquid drop, where
for drops of various sizes: (1) interior densities are the same; and (2) latent heats of
vaporization are proportional to their masses.14 However, the analogy of a nucleus as an
incompressible liquid droplet, with the nucleons playing the role of individual molecules
within the droplet, cannot be taken too far, because of course nucleons obey the laws of
quantum, not classical, physics.

The semi-empirical mass formula will be taken to apply toatomicmasses, as these are
the masses actually observed in experiment. The atomic massM(Z, A) may then be written
as the sum of six termsfi (Z, A):

M(Z, A) =
5

∑

i=0

fi (Z, A). (2.49)

14 Latent heat is the average energy required to disperse the liquid drop into a gas and so is analogous to the binding energy per
nucleon.
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The first of these is themass of the constituent nucleons and electrons,

f0(Z, A) = Z(Mp + me) + (A − Z)Mn. (2.50)

The remaining terms are various corrections, which we will write in the formai multiplied
by functions ofZ andA with ai > 0.

The most important correction is thevolumeterm,

f1(Z, A) = −a1A. (2.51)

This arises from the fact the strong nuclear force is short-range and each nucleon therefore
feels the effect of only the nucleons immediately surrounding it (the force is said to be
saturated), independent of the size of the nucleus. Recalling the important result deduced
in Section 2.2 that the nuclear radius is proportional toA1/3, this leads immediately to
the binding energy being proportional to the volume, or nuclear mass. The coefficient is
negative; i.e. it increases the binding energy, as expected.

The volume term overestimates the effect of the nuclear force because nucleons at the
surface are not surrounded by other nucleons. Thus the volume term has to be corrected.
This is done by thesurfaceterm

f2(Z, A) = a2A2/3, (2.52)

which is proportional to the surface area and decreases the binding energy. In the classical
model of a real liquid drop, this term would correspond to the surface tension energy.

The Coulombterm accounts for the Coulomb energy of the charged nucleus, i.e. the
fact that the protons repel each other. If we have a uniform charge distribution of radius
proportional toA1/3, then this term is

f3(Z, A) = a3
Z(Z − 1)

A1/3
≈ a3

Z2

A1/3
, (2.53)

where the approximation is sufficiently accurate for the values ofZ we will be considering.
A similar effect would be present for a charged drop of a classical liquid.

The next term is theasymmetryterm

f4(Z, A) = a4
(Z − A/2)2

A
, (2.54)

which accounts for the observed tendency for nuclei to haveZ = N. (No stable nuclei exist
with very large neutron or proton excesses – cf. Figure 2.12.) This term is purely quantum
mechanical in origin and is due to the Pauli principle.

Part of the reason for the form (2.54) can be seen from the diagram of Figure 2.9, which
shows the energy levels of a nucleus near the highest filled level in the approximation where
all the energy levels are separated by the same energy�.15 KeepingA fixed and removing
a proton from level 3 and adding a neutron to level 4, gives (N − Z) = 2 and leads to
an energy increase of�. Repeating this for more protons, we find that the transfer of
(N − Z)/2 nucleons decreases the binding energy by an amount�(N − Z)2/4. Although

15 This is essentially the Fermi gas model, to be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of nuclear energy levels near the highest filled levels.

we have assumed� is a constant, in practice the spacing of levels close to the highest filled
level is proportional toA−1; hence the final form of the asymmetry term.

The final contribution is the empiricalpairing termwith the form

f5(Z, A) = − f (A), if Z even, A − Z = N even
f5(Z, A) = 0, if Z even, A − Z = N odd; or, Z odd, A − Z = N even
f5(Z, A) = + f (A), if Z odd, A − Z = N odd

(2.55)

This arises from the tendency of like nucleons in the same spatial state to couple pairwise to
configurations with spin-0. When coupled like this, the wavefunctions of the two nucleons
heavily overlap and so on average they are closer together than when coupled in other
configurations, and hence are more tightly bound. When there is an odd number of nucleons,
this term does not contribute. Thus, when bothZ andN are odd, the binding energy may
be increased by converting one of the odd protons to a neutron (or vice versa) so that it
can now form a pair with its formerly odd partner. The evidence for this is that there are
only four stable nuclei with oddN andZ, whereas there are 167 with evenN andZ. The
form used for f5 is empirical, butf (A) = a5A−1/2 represents the trend of the data for the
pairing energies and is often used.

To help remember these terms, the notation VSCAP is frequently used, with

aυ = a1, as = a2, ac = a3, aa = a4, ap = a5. (2.56)

Precise values of the coefficients depend a little on the range ofA fitted. One commonly
used set is, in units of MeV/c2 16 :

aυ = 15.56, as = 17.23, ac = 0.697, aa = 93.14, ap = 12. (2.57)

The fit to the binding energy data forA > 20 using these coefficients in the SEMF is
shown in Figure 2.10. Overall the fit to the data is remarkably good for such a simple
formula, but is not exact of course. For example there are a small number of regions where
the binding energy curves show enhancements that are not reproduced. These enhancements
are due to the existence of a ‘shell structure’ of nucleons within the nucleus, similar to the
shell structure of electrons in atoms, and will be discussed in Section 7.3. Nevertheless, the
SEMF gives accurate values for the binding energies for some 200 stable and many more

16 Note that some authors write the asymmetry term proportional to (Z − N)2, which is equivalent to the form used here, but
their value for the coefficientaa will differ by a factor of four from the one in (2.57).
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Figure 2.10 Fit to binding energy data (shown as solid circles) for odd-A and even-A nuclei using
the SEMF with the coefficients given in the text. The predictions are shown as open circles. These
do not lie on smooth curves becauseA is not a function ofZ.

unstable nuclei. We will use it to analyse the stability of nuclei with respect toβ decay and
fission. The discussion ofα decay is deferred until Section 7.6.

Using the numerical values of (2.57), the relative sizes of each of the terms in the SEMF
may be calculated, and for the case of odd-A are shown in Figure 2.11. For clarity, the
curves have been smoothed, becauseZ is not a function ofA. In this diagram, the volume
term is shown as positive and the other terms are subtracted from it to give the final SEMF
curve.
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Figure 2.11 Contributions to the binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass number for
odd-A from each term in the semi-empirical mass formula. The surface, asymmetry and Coulomb
terms have been plotted so that they subtract from the volume term to give the total SEMF result in
the lowest curve.

Finally, from its definition, one might expect the binding energy per nucleon to be
equivalent to the energy needed to remove a nucleon from the nucleus. However, to remove
a neutron from a nucleus corresponds to the process

A
ZY → A−1

ZY + n (2.58a)

and requires an energy change (the so-calledseparation energy)

En = [M(Z, A − 1) + Mn − M(Z, A)]c2 = B(Z, A) − B(Z, A − 1), (2.58b)

whereas the removal of a proton corresponds to the process

A
ZY → A−1

Z−1X + p, (2.59a)

where X is a different chemical species to Y, and requires an energy change

Ep = [M(Z − 1, A − 1) + Mp + me − M(Z, A)]c2

= B(Z, A) − B(Z − 1, A − 1) + mec
2. (2.59b)

Thus,Ep and En are only equal to the binding energy per nucleon in an average sense.
In practice, measurements show thatEp andEn can substantially differ from this average
and from each other at certain values of (Z, A). We will see in Chapter 7 that one reason
for this is the existence of the shell structure for nucleons within nuclei mentioned above,
which is ignored in the liquid drop model.
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Figure 2.12 The distribution of stable nuclei. The squares are the stable and long-lived nuclei
occurring in nature. Other known nuclei lie within the jagged lines and are unstable. (Adapted from
Holden, Walker, General Electric,Chart of the Nuclides, General Electric Company (1997)).

2.4 Nuclear Instability

Stable nuclei only occur in a very narrow band in theZ − N plane close to the line
Z = N. This is shown in theSegŕe plot of Figure 2.12. All other nuclei are unstable
and decay spontaneously in various ways. Isobars with a large surplus of neutrons gain
energy by converting a neutron into a proton; conversely, a nucleus with a large surplus of
protons converts protons to neutrons. These are examples ofβ decays, already mentioned.
A related process is where an atomic electron is captured by the nucleus and a proton
is thereby converted to a neutron within the nucleus. This iselectron captureand like
β decay is a weak interaction. The electron is usually captured from the innermost shell
and the process competes withβ decay in heavy nuclei because the radius of this shell
(the K shell) is close to the nuclear radius. The presence of a third particle in the decay
process, the neutrino (as first suggested by Pauli), means that the emitted electrons (or
positrons) have a continuous energy spectrum. The derivation and analysis of the electron
momentum spectrum will be considered in Section 7.7 when we discuss the theory ofβ

decay.
The maximum of the curve of binding energy per nucleon is at approximately the position

of iron (Fe) and nickel (Ni), which are therefore the most stable nuclides. In heavier nuclei,
the binding energy is smaller because of the larger Coulomb repulsion. For still heavier
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nuclear masses, nuclei can decay spontaneously into two or more lighter nuclei, provided
the mass of the parent nucleus is larger than the sum of the masses of the daughter nuclei.

Most such nuclei decay via two-body decays and the commonest case is when one of
the daughter nuclei is a4He nucleus (i.e. anα particle:4He ≡ 2p2n, with A = 4 , Z =
N = 2). Theα particle is favoured in such decays because it is a very stable, tightly bound
structure. Because this is a two-body decay, theα particle has a unique energy and the total
energy released, theQ-value, is given by:

Qα = (MP − MD − Mα)c2 = ED + Eα, (2.60)

where the subscripts refer to parent and daughter nuclei and theα particle, andE is a
kinetic energy.

The termfissionis used to describe the rare cases where the two daughter nuclei have
similar masses. If the decay occurs without external action, it is calledspontaneous fission
to distinguish it frominduced fission, where some external stimulus is required to initiate the
decay. Spontaneous fission only occurs with a probability greater than that forα emission
for nuclei with Z ≥ 110. The reason for this is discussed below in Section 2.7.

Nuclei may decay by the emission of photons, with energies in the gamma ray part
of the electromagnetic spectrum (gamma emission). This occurs when an excited nuclear
state decays to a lower state and is a common way whereby excited states lose energy. The
lower energy state is often the ground state. A competing process isinternal conversion,
where the nucleus de-excites by ejecting an electron from a low-lying atomic orbit. Both
are electromagnetic processes. Electromagnetic decays will be discussed in more detail in
Section 7.8.

Although the overwhelming majority of unstable nuclei decay by one of the mechanisms
above, they do not exhaust all possibilities and in a very small number of cases other
mechanisms are allowed. We will briefly mention these very rare decay modes in Section
2.6.2 and Chapter 9.

2.5 Radioactive Decay

Before looking in more detail at different types of instability, we will consider the general
formalism describing the rate of radioactive decay. The probability per unit time that a
given nucleus will decay is called itsdecay constantλ and is related to theactivityA by

A = −dN/dt = λN, (2.61)

where N(t) is the number of radioactive nuclei in the sample at timet . The activity is
measured in becquerels (Bq), which is defined as one decay per second.17 The probability
here refers to the total probability, becauseλ could be the sum of decay probabilities for
a number of distinct final states in the same way that the total decay width of an unstable
particle is the sum of its partial widths. Integrating (2.61) gives

A(t) = λN0 exp(−λt), (2.62)

whereN0 is the initial number of nuclei, i.e. the number att = 0.

17 An older unit, the curie (1 Ci= 3.7 × 1010 Bq) is also still in common use. A typical laboratory radioactive source has an
activity of a few tens of kBq, i.e.µCi.
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The mean lifetimeτ of an unstable state, such as a radioactive nucleus or a hadron,
follows from the general definition of a mean̄x of a distribution f (x):

x̄ ≡
(∫

x f (x) dx

)/(∫

f (x) dx

)

. (2.63)

Thus

τ ≡
∫

t dN(t)
∫

dN(t)
=

∫ ∞
0 t exp(−λt) dt
∫ ∞

0 exp(−λt) dt
=

1

λ
. (2.64)

This is the quantity we called ‘the lifetime’ in Chapter 1. The mean lifetime is always
used in particle physics, but another measure more commonly used in nuclear physics
is the half-life t1/2, defined as the time for half the number of nuclei to decay. Thus
t1/2 = ln 2/λ = τ ln 2. In this book, the termlifetime will be used for the mean lifetime,
both for radioactive nuclei and unstable hadrons, unless explicitly stated otherwise.

A well-known use of the radioactive decay law is in dating ancient specimens using
the known properties of radioactive nuclei. For organic specimens, carbon is usually used.
Carbon-14 is a radioactive isotope of carbon that is produced by the action of cosmic rays
on nitrogen in the atmosphere.18 If the flux of cosmic rays remains roughly constant over
time, then the ratio of14C to the stable most abundant isotope12C reaches an equilibrium
value of about 1:1012. Both isotopes will be taken up by living organisms in this ratio, but
when the organism dies there is no further interaction with the environment and the ratio
slowly changes with time as the14C nuclei decay byβ decay to14N with a lifetime of
8.27× 103 y. Thus, if the ratio of14C to 12C is measured, the age of the specimen may be
estimated.19 The actual measurements can be made very accurately because modern mass
spectrometers can directly measure very small differences in the concentrations of14C and
12C using only milligrams of material. Nevertheless, in practice, corrections are made to
agree with independent calibrations if possible, because cosmic ray activity is not strictly
constant with time.

In many cases the products of radioactive decay are themselves radioactive and so a
decay chain results. Consider a decay chainA → B → C → · · ·, with decay constants
λA, λB, λC etc. The variation of speciesA with time is given by (2.62), i.e.

NA(t) = NA(0) exp(−λAt), (2.65)

but the differential equation forNB(t) will have an extra term in it to take account of the
production of speciesB from the decay of speciesA:

dNB(t)/dt = −λB NB + λANA. (2.66)

18 Cosmic rays are high-energy particles, mainly protons, that impinge on the Earth’s atmosphere from space. The products of
the secondary reactions they produce may be detected at the Earth’s surface. Victor Hess shared the 1936 Nobel Prize in Physics
for the discovery of cosmic radiation.
19 This method of using radioactive carbon to date ancient objects was devised by Willard Libby, for which he received the 1960
Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
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Figure 2.13 Time variation of the relative numbers of nuclei in the decay chain (2.69).

The solution of this equation may be verified by substitution to be

NB(t) =
λA

λB − λA
NA(0)[exp(−λAt) − exp(−λBt)]. (2.67)

Similar equations may be found for decay sequences with more than two stages. Thus, for
a three-stage sequence

NC(t) = λAλB NA(0)

×
[

exp(−λAt)

(λB − λA)(λC − λA)
+

exp(−λBt)

(λA − λB)(λC − λB)
+

exp(−λCt)

(λA − λC)(λB − λC)

]

.

(2.68)

The time dependence of the relative sizes of the various components depends of course on
the relative sizes of the decay constants.

As an example, the variation of the components as a function of time is shown in
Figure 2.13 for the specific case:

79
38Sr → 79

37Rb+ e+ + νe (2.25 min)
|→79

36Kr + e+ + νe (22.9 min)
|→79

35Br + e+ + νe (35.04 hr)
(2.69)

HereλA > λB > λC and the final nucleus is stable. This illustrates the general features for
this type of sequence, that whereasNA(t) for the initial species falls monotonically with
time andND(t) for the final stable species rises monotonically,NB(t) and NC(t) for the
intermediate species rise to maxima before falling. Note that at any time the sum of the
components is a constant, as expected.

In the following sections we consider the phenomenology of some of the various types
of radioactivity in more detail and in Chapter 7 we will return to discuss various models
and theories that provide an understanding of these phenomena.
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2.6 β-Decay Phenomenology

By rearranging terms, the semi-empirical mass formula (2.49) may be written

M(Z, A) = αA − βZ + γ Z2 +
δ

A1/2
, (2.70)

where

α = Mn − aυ +
as

A1/3
+

aa

4
β = aa + (Mn − Mp − me)

γ =
aa

A
+

ac

A1/3

δ = ap

(2.71)

M(Z, A) is thus a quadratic inZ at fixedA and has a minimum atZ = β/2γ . For a fixed
value of A, a stable nucleus will have an integer value ofZ closest to the solution of this
equation. For oddA, the SEMF is a single parabola, but for evenA the even-even and
odd-odd nuclei lie on two distinct vertically shifted parabolas, because of the pairing term.
The nucleus with the smallest mass in an isobaric spectrum is stable with respect toβ

decay. Other nuclei with the same value ofA, but values ofZ not at the minimum are
unstable and will decay. Lifetimes ofβ emitters vary enormously from milliseconds to
1016 yr. They depend very sensitively on theQ-value for the decay and on the properties
of the nuclei involved, e.g. their spins.

We will consider the two cases of odd and evenA separately, using specific values ofA
to illustrate the main features.

2.6.1 Odd-mass Nuclei

Odd-mass nuclei can arise from even–N, odd–Z, or even–Z, odd–N configurations and in
practice the number of nuclei that are stable againstβ decay are roughly equally distributed
between these two types. The example we take is the case of theA = 111 isobars, which
are shown in Figure 2.14. The circles show the experimental data asmass excessvalues in
atomic mass units, where

mass excess≡ M(Z, A) (in atomic mass units)− A (2.72)

and theatomic mass unit(u) is defined as one twelfth of the mass of the neutral atom
12

6C. The curve is the theoretical prediction from the SEMF using the numerical values of
the coefficients (2.57). The minimum of the parabola corresponds to the isobar111

48Cd with
Z = 48.

Isobars with more neutrons, such as111
45Rh, 111

46Pd and111
47Ag, decay by converting a

neutron to a proton, i.e.

n → p + e− + ν̄e, (2.73)

so that
111
45Rh → 111

46Pd+ e− + ν̄e (11 secs), (2.74a)

111
46Pd→ 111

47Ag + e− + ν̄e (22.3 mins) (2.74b)
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Figure 2.14 Mass parabola of theA = 111 isobars. The circles are experimental data and the curve
is the prediction of the SEMF. Possibleβ decays are indicated by arrows.

and

111
47Ag → 111

48Cd+ e− + ν̄e (7.45 days). (2.74c)

This decay sequence is shown in Figure 2.14. Electron emission is energetically possible
whenever the mass of the daughter atomM(Z + 1, A) is smaller than its isobaric neighbour,
i.e.

M(Z, A) > M( Z + 1, A). (2.75)

Recall that we are referring here toatoms, so that the rest mass of the created electron is
automatically taken into account.

Isobars with proton excess decay via

p → n + e+ + νe, (2.76)

i.e. positron emission, which although not possible for a free proton,ispossible in a nucleus
because of the binding energy. So for example, the nuclei111

51Sb, 111
50Sn and111

49In could in
principle decay by positron emission, which is energetically possible if

M(Z, A) > M(Z − 1, A) + 2me, (2.77)

which takes account of the creation of a positron and the existence of an excess of electrons
in the parent atom.

It is also theoretically possible for this sequence of transitions to occur byelectron
capture. This mainly occurs in heavy nuclei, where the electron orbits are more compact.
It is usually the electron in the innermost shell (i.e. the K shell) that is captured. Capture
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of such an electron gives rise to a ‘hole’ and causes electrons from higher levels to cascade
downwards and in so doing emit characteristic X-rays. Electron capture is energetically
allowed if

M(Z, A) > M(Z − 1, A) + ε, (2.78)

whereε is the excitation energy of the atomic shell of the daughter nucleus. The process
competes with positron emission and in practice for the nuclei above this is what happens.
Thus, we have

e− + 111
51Sb→ 111

50Sn+ νe (75 secs), (2.79a)

e− + 111
50Sn→ 111

49In + νe (35.3 mins) (2.79b)

and

e− + 111
49In → 111

48Cd+ νe (2.8 days), (2.79c)

which are manifestations of the primary reaction

e− + p → n + νe. (2.80)

So once again we arrive at the stable isobar.

2.6.2 Even-mass Nuclei

Even-mass nuclei can arise from even–N, even–Z, or odd–Z, odd–N configurations, but
for reasons that are explained below, nearly all even-mass nuclei that are stable againstβ

decay are of the even-even type, with only a handful of odd-odd types known. Consider
as an example the case ofA = 102 shown in Figure 2.15. (Recall that the plot is of mass
excess, which is a very small faction of the total mass.) The lowest isobar is102

44Ru and is
β stable. The isobar102

46Pd is also stable since its two odd-odd neighbours both lie above
it. Thus there are twoβ stable isobars. This is a common situation forA-even, although
no two neighbouring isobars are known to be stable. Odd-odd nuclei always have at least
one more strongly bound even-even neighbour nucleus in the isobaric spectrum. They are
therefore unstable. The only exceptions to this rule are a few very light nuclei.

In a small number of even-even nuclei, althoughβ decay is energetically forbidden, the
decay (A, Z) → (A, Z + 2) is energetically allowed and in principle could occur by the
emission of two electrons (and of course two antineutrinos). This is referred to asdouble
beta decay. It is a second-order weak interaction and is the rarest type of radioactive decay,
with lifetimes of order 1019−20 yr. It was first observed in 1987 in the decay

82
34Se→ 82

36Kr + 2e− + 2ν̄e (2.81a)

and has subsequently been seen in a total of ten isotopes:48Ca,76Ge,82Se,96Zr, 100Mo,
116Cd, 128Te, 130Te, 150Nd, and238U. Related to double beta decay is the possibility of
double electron capture, i.e. (A, Z) → (A, Z − 2). For example, referring to Figure 2.13,
in principle the reaction

102
46Pd+ 2e− → 102

44Ru+ 2νe, (2.81b)
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Figure 2.15 Mass parabolas of theA = 102 isobars. The circles are experimental data (open circles
are even-even nuclei and closed circles are odd-odd nuclei). The curves are the prediction of the
SEMF (upper curve is for odd-odd nuclei and lower curve for even-even nuclei). Possibleβ decays
are indicated by arrows.

could occur. There are 35 nuclei where double electron capture is theoretically possible, but
none has been observed. Apart from the extremely long lifetimes involved, the experiments
are very difficult, because the only detectable particles are X-rays in the energy region
1–10 keV, where the backgrounds are usually very high.

2.7 Fission

Spontaneous fission has been defined as the process whereby a parent nucleus breaks into
two daughter nuclei of approximately equal masses without external action. The SEMF
predicts that the energy release is a maximum when the two fragments have exactly equal
masses, but experimentally precisely equal masses are found to be very unlikely. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.16 for the case of the isotope254Fm. Similar results are found for
nuclei fissioned by low-energy neutrons, but for fission by very energetic particles the
masses are closer to being equal. This is the behaviour that would be expected if its origin
were the shell structure of nuclei. The points on Figure 2.16 lie on a smooth curve, but for
some nuclei there are often irregularities, which again are due to nuclear shell structure.

The binding energy curve shows that spontaneous fission is energetically possible for
nuclei with A > 100.20 An example is

238
92U → 145

57La + 90
35Br + 3n, (2.82)

20 Fission in heavy nuclei was discovered by Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman and first identified as such by Lise Meitner and Otto
Frisch. Hahn was subsequently awarded the 1944 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his work.
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Figure 2.16 Mass distribution of fission fragments from the spontaneous fission of254Fm.
(Adapted from Brandtet al. (1963). Copyright (1963) American Physical Society, reprinted with
permission).

which illustrates the asymmetrical nature of the fission fragments. This has a release of
about 154 MeV of energy, which is carried off as kinetic energy of the fission products.
Heavy nuclei are neutron-rich and so necessarily produce neutron-rich decay products,
including free neutrons. The fission products are themselves usually some way from the
line of β stability and will decay by a series of steps. Thus145

57La decays to theβ-stable
145
60Nd by three stages, releasing a further 8.5 MeV of energy, which in this case is carried

off by the electrons and neutrinos emitted inβ decay. Although the probability of fission
increases with increasingA, it is still a very rare process. For example, in238

92U, the transition
rate for spontaneous fission is about 3× 10−24 s−1 compared with about 5× 10−18 s−1 for
α decay, a branching fraction of 6× 10−7 and even for the heavier case of254Fm shown
in Figure 2.16, the branching ratio is 0.06 % compared to a branching ration of 99.94 %
for α decay. Spontaneous emission only becomes dominant in very heavy elements with
A ≥ 270, as we shall now show.

To understand spontaneous fission we can again use the liquid drop model. In the SEMF
we have assumed that the drop (i.e. the nucleus) is spherical, because this minimizes the
surface area. However, if the surface is perturbed for some reason from spherical to prolate,
the surface term in the SEMF will increase and the Coulomb term will decrease (assuming
the volume remains the same because the drop is incompressible) and the relative sizes of
these two changes will determine whether the nucleus is stable against spontaneous fission.

For a fixed volume we can parametrize the deformation by the semi-major and semi-
minor axes of the ellipsoida andb, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.17. One possible
parameterization that preserves the volume is

a = R(1 + ε); b = R/(1 + ε)1/2, (2.83)
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Figure 2.17 Deformation of a heavy nucleus.

whereε is a small parameter, so that

V = 4
3π R3 = 4

3π ab2. (2.84)

To find the new surface and Coulomb terms one has to find the expression for the surface
of the ellipsoid in terms ofa andb and expand it in a power series inε. The algebra is
unimportant; the results are:

Es = asA2/3 (

1 + 2
5ε2 + . . .

)

(2.85a)

and

Ec = acZ2A−1/3
(

1 − 1
5ε2 + . . .

)

. (2.85b)

Hence the change in the total energy is

�E = (Es + Ec) − (Es + Ec)SEMF =
ε2

5

(

2asA2/3 − acZ2A−1/3
)

. (2.86)

If �E < 0, then the deformation is energetically favourable and fission can occur. From
(2.86), this happens if

Z2

A
≥

2as

ac
≈ 49, (2.87)

where we have used the experimental values for the coefficientsas andac given in (2.57).
The inequality is satisfied for nuclei withZ > 116 andA ≥ 270.

Spontaneous fission is a potential barrier problem and this is shown in Figure 2.18. The
solid line corresponds to the shape of the potential in the parent nucleus. Theactivation
energyshown in Figure 2.18 determines the probability of spontaneous fission. In order to
fission, the nucleus could in principle tunnel through the barrier, but the fragments are large
and the probability for this to happen is extremely small.21 For heavy nuclei, the activation
energy is about 6 MeV, but disappears for very heavy nuclei. For such nuclei, the shape
of the potential corresponds closer to the dashed line and the slightest deformation will
induce fission.

Another possibility for fission is to supply the energy needed to overcome the barrier
by a flow of neutrons. Because of the absence of a Coulomb force, a neutron can get
very close to the nucleus and be captured by the strong nuclear attraction. The parent

21 The special case ofα decay is discussed in Section 7.6. There we will show that the lifetime for such decays is expected to
have an exponential dependence on the height of the fission barrier and this is observed qualitatively in fission data.
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Figure 2.18 Potential energy during different stages of a fission reaction.

nucleus may then be excited to a state above the fission barrier and therefore split up. This
process is an example ofinduced fission. Neutron capture by a nucleus with an odd neutron
number releases not just some binding energy, but also a pairing energy. This small extra
contribution makes a crucial difference to nuclear fission properties. For example, ultra
low-energy (‘thermal’) neutrons can induce fission in235U, whereas only higher energy
(‘fast’) neutrons induce fission in238U. This is because235U is an even-odd nucleus and
238U is even-even. Therefore, the ground state of235U will lie higher (less tightly bound)
in the potential well of its fragments than that of238U. Hence to induce fission, a smaller
energy will be needed for235U than for238U. In principle, fission may be induced in235U
using even zero-energy neutrons.22

We consider this quantitatively as follows. The capture of a neutron by235U changes
an even-odd nucleus to a more tightly bound even-even (compound) nucleus of236U and
releases the binding energy of the last neutron. In235U this is 6.5 MeV. As the activation
energy (the energy needed to induce fission) is about 5 MeV for236U, neutron capture
releases sufficient energy to fission the nucleus. The kinetic energy of the incident neutron
is irrelevant and even zero-energy neutrons can induce fission in235U. In contrast, neutron
capture in238U changes it from an even-even nucleus to an even-odd nucleus, i.e. changes a
tightly bound nucleus to a less tightly bound one. The energy released (the binding energy
of the last neutron) is about 4.8 MeV in239U and is less than the 6.5 MeV required for
fission. For this reason, fast neutrons with energy of at least the difference between these
two energies are required to fission238U.

2.8 γ Decays

When a heavy nucleus disintegrates by eitherα or β decay, or by fission, the daughter
nucleus is often left in an excited state. If this state is below the excitation energy for

22 Enrico Fermi was a pioneer in the field of induced fission and received the 1938 Nobel Prize in Physics for ‘demonstrations
of the existence of new radioactive elements produced by neutron irradiation, and for his related discovery of nuclear reactions
brought about by slow neutrons’. Fermi’s citation could equally have been about his experimental discoveries and theoretical
work in a wide range of areas from nuclear and particle physics to solid-state physics and astrophysics. He was probably the last
‘universal physicist’.
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fission, it will de-excite, usually by emitting a high-energy photon. The energy of these
photons is determined by the average energy level spacings in nuclei and ranges from a
few to several MeV. They are in the gamma ray (γ ) part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Becauseγ decay is an electromagnetic process, we would expect the typical lifetime of
an excited state to be∼ 10−16 s. In practice, lifetimes are very sensitive to the amount of
energy released in the decay and in the nuclear case other factors are also very important,
particularly the quantity of angular momentum carried off by the photon. Typical lifetimes
of nuclear levels decaying by photon emission are about∼ 10−12 s.

The role of angular momentum inγ decays is crucial. If the initial (excited) state has a
total spinSi and the final nucleus has a total spinSf, then the total angular momentumJ of
the emitted photon is given by

J = Si − Sf , (2.88)

with

Si + Sf ≥ J ≥ |Si − Sf |. (2.89)

In addition,

mi = M + m f , (2.90)

wherem are the corresponding magnetic quantum numbers. Both total angular momentum
and its magnetic quantum number are conserved inγ decays.

Gamma decays are further complicated by the need to take account of parity conservation
in these electromagnetic processes. Both the initial and final nuclear level have an intrinsic
parity, as does the photon, and in addition there is a parity associated with the angular
momentum carried off by the photon, which is of the form (−1)J , reflecting the symmetry
of the angular part of the wavefunction (see Equation (1.14)). We will not pursue this
further here, but defer a more detailed discussion until Section 7.8.

2.9 Nuclear Reactions

In Chapter 1 and earlier sections of the present chapter we discussed various aspects of
reactions. In particle physics, because the projectiles and targets have relatively simple
structures, this is usually all that is required in classifying reactions. In nuclear physics,
however, because the target has a rich structure it is useful to classify reactions in more
detail. In this section we do this, drawing together our previous work and also anticipating
some reactions that will be met in later chapters.23

Elastic scattering was defined in Chapter 1 as an interaction where the initial and final
particles are identical, i.e.a + A → a + A. We also defined inelastic scattering as the
situation where the final particles are the same chemical species, but one or more is in an
excited state, e.g.a + A → a + A∗ and in Section 2.1.2 we showed how the kinematics
of such reactions could be used to determine the mass of the excited state. Elastic and

23 Hans Bethe received the 1967 Nobel Prize in Physics for his contributions to the theory of nuclear reactions, especially his
discoveries concerning the energy production in stars (discussed briefly in Section 8.2.3).
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inelastic scattering are examples of so-calleddirect reactions. These are defined as ones
where the incident particle interacts in a time comparable to the time taken to transit the
nucleus. They are more likely when the incident particle has an energy corresponding to
a de Broglie wavelength closer to the size of a nucleon rather than that of the nucleus.
The collisions are largely peripheral, with only a relatively small fraction of the available
energy transferred to the target. Another direct reaction is16O(p, d)15O, i.e.

p + 16O → d + 15O. (2.91)

This is an example of apickup reaction, because one or more nucleons (in this case a
neutron) is stripped off the target nucleus and carried away by the projectile. The ‘inverse’
of this reaction is16O(d, p)17O. This is an example of astripping reaction, because one or
more nucleons (in this case again a neutron) is stripped off the projectile and transferred to
the target nucleus.

The theoretical interpretation of direct reactions is based on the assumption that the
projectile experiences the average potential of the target nucleus. For example, we have
seen in the optical model of Section 2.2.2 how this approach can be used to analyze
differential cross-sections for elastic scattering and be used to extract information about
nuclear shapes and sizes. It also leads to the prediction of resonances of width typically
of order 1 MeV separated by a few MeV, as observed in cross-sections as functions of
centre-of-mass energy for nucleon scattering from light nuclei. One way of viewing this is
as a consequence of the reaction time for a direct reaction, typically 10−22 s, making use
of the uncertainty relation between energy and time,�E�t ≥ h̄.

A second important class of interactions is where the projectile becomes loosely bound in
the nucleus and shares its energy with all the nuclear constituents. This is called acompound
nucleus reaction. The time for the system to reach statistical equilibrium depends on the
nuclear species, the type of projectile and its energy, but will always be much longer than
the transit time and is typically several orders of magnitude longer. An important feature
of these reactions is that the properties of the compound nucleus determine its subsequent
behaviour and not the mechanism by which it was formed. The compound nucleus is in an
excited state and is inherently unstable. Eventually, by a statistical fluctuation, one or more
nucleons will acquire sufficient energy to escape and the nucleus either emits particles or
de-excites by radiating gamma rays.

If the compound nucleus is created in a region of excitation where its energy levels
are well separated, the cross-section will exhibit well-defined resonances described by the
Breit-Wigner formula of Section 1.6.3. These processes are depicted schematically in the
energy-level diagram of Figure 2.19, which correspond toa + A → C∗ → b + B, where
C∗ is the compound nucleus anda + A → C∗ → C + γ , whereC is the ground state of
corresponding to the excited stateC∗. In practice, there could be many final states to which
C∗ could decay.

Because the time for a compound nucleus to reach statistical equilibrium is much longer
than the transit time for a direct reaction, the cross-sections for compound nucleus processes
can show variations on much smaller energy scales than those for direct reactions. The
density of levels in the compound nucleus is high, and so a very small change in the incident
energy suffices to alter completely the intermediate states, and hence the cross section. An
example is shown in Figure 2.20, which gives the total cross-section for neutron scattering
from 12C at neutron laboratory energies of a few MeV. Peaks corresponding to resonance
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C

Energy C*

b+B

a+A

Figure 2.19 Energy-level diagram showing the excitation of a compound nucleusC∗ and its
subsequent decay.

formation in13C are clearly identified. Their widths vary from a few tens to a few hundreds
of keV, consistent with the characteristic times for compound nucleus formation and
decay.

The mean widths of compound nucleus excitations depend on the incident energy and
the target nucleus, decreasing both with energy and rapidly with nuclear mass. Neutrons,
because they are neutral, have a high probability of being captured by nuclei and their
cross-sections are rich in compound nucleus effects, particularly at very low energies. This
is discussed further below (Figure 2.23).

The division of reactions into direct and compound nucleus is not exhaustive and situa-
tions can occur where particles are ejected from the nucleus before full statistical equilib-
rium has been reached. Also, in the collisions of complex heavy ions, there is an appreciable
probability for an additional reaction mechanism calleddeep inelastic scatteringthat is
intermediate between direct and compound nucleus reactions. In this case, the probability
for complete fusion of the colliding ions is small, but there can be substantial transfer of
the incident kinetic energy to internal excitations of the ions. We will not discuss this or
other mechanisms further, but we will meet the concept of deep inelastic scattering again
in Section 5.8 in the context of exploring the internal structure of nucleons. In practice,
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Figure 2.20 Total cross-section forn12C interactions (Adapted from Fossanet al.(1961). Copyright
(1961) American Physical Society, reprinted with permission).
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Compound nucleus

etcetc

ElasticZY(p,p)ZY

InelasticZY(p,p')ZY

PickupZY(p,d)Z-1Y

Direct
reactions

Incident
protons

Figure 2.21 Direct and compound nucleus reactions in nuclear reactions initiated by protons.

the various mechanisms feed the same final states as direct reactions. This is illustrated
schematically in Figure 2.21 for reactions initiated using protons as the projectile.

The general form of the yieldN(E) of secondary particles at a fixed angle as a function
of the outgoing energyE, i.e. the number of particles with energyE betweenE and
E + dE, is shown schematically in Figure 2.22 for the case of an incident neutron on
medium-mass nuclei. At the upper end of the plot there are a number of distinct peaks due
to elastic, inelastic and transfer reactions. Then as the excitation energy is reduced, the
more closely-spaced energy levels in the final nucleus are not fully resolved because of the
spread in energy of the incident beam and the uncertainty in the experimental measurements
of energy. At the lowest energies there is a broad continuum mainly due to the decays of
compound nuclei formed by the absorption of the projectile nucleon by the target nucleus.
The differential cross-sections for the two processes will be very different. Direct reactions
lead to a cross-sections peaked in the forward direction, falling rapidly with angle and with

Figure 2.22 Typical spectrum of energies of the nucleons emitted at a fixed angle in inelas-
tic nucleon-nucleus reactions. (Adapted from Satchler (1990) with permission from Palgrave
Macmillan).
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Figure 2.23 Total cross-section for neutron interactions with238U, showing many very narrow
resonances (with intrinsic widths of order 10−2 eV) corresponding to excited states of239U. (From
Garber and Kinsey (1976). Courtesy of Brookhaven National Laboratory).

oscillations, as we seen in the case of elastic scattering in Section 2.2 (Figure 2.4). On the
other hand, the contribution from the compound nucleus at low energies where an isolated
compound nucleus is formed is fairly isotropic and symmetric about 90 degrees.

Many medium and large-A nuclei can capture very low-energy (∼ (10− 100) eV) neu-
trons very readily. The neutron separation energy for the final nucleus is∼ 6 MeV and
thus capture leads to a compound nucleus with an excitation energy above the ground
state by this separation energy. Such excitation often occurs in a region of high density
of narrow states that show up as a rich resonance structure in the corresponding neutron
total cross-section. An example is shown in Figure 2.23. The value of the cross-section
at the resonance peaks can be many orders of magnitude greater than the geometrical
cross-section based on size of the nucleus. This is because the cross-section is determined
dominantly by the area associated with the wavelengthλ of the projectile, i.e.πλ2, which
is very large becauseλ is large.

Once formed, the compound nucleus can decay to any final state consistent with the
relevant conservation laws. If this includes neutron emission, it will be the preferred decay.
However, for production by very slow (thermal) neutrons, with energies of order 0.02 eV,
the available decay kinetic energy will reflect the initial energy of the projectile, which is
very small. Therefore, in these cases, photon emission is often preferred. We shall see in
Section 8.1.2 that the fact that radiative decay is the dominant decay mode of compound
nuclei formed by thermal neutrons is important in the use of nuclear fission to produce
power in nuclear reactors.

Problems

2.1 Show that mass measurements in an ideal Penning trap have maximum precision
when the observation time is about 2.9 times the nuclide lifetime.

2.2 Electrons with momentum 330 MeV/c are elastically scattered through an angle of
100 by a nucleus of56Fe. If the charge distribution on the nucleus is that of a uniform
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hard sphere, and assuming the Born approximation is valid, by what factor would
you expect the Mott cross-section to be reduced?

2.3 Show explicitly that (2.39) follows from (2.37).

2.4 A beam of electrons with energies 250 MeV is scattered through an angle of 100 by a
heavy nucleus. It is found that the differential cross-section is 65 % of that expected
from scattering from a point nucleus. Estimate the root mean square radius of the
nucleus.

2.5 Find the form factor for a charge distributionρ(r ) = ρ0 exp(−r/a)/r , whereρ0 and
a are constants.

2.6 A sample of 1 g of a radioactive isotope of atomic weight 208 decays viaβ emission
and 75 counts are recorded in a 24 hr period. If the detector efficiency is 10%, estimate
the mean life of the isotope.

2.7 A 1 g sample taken from an organic artifact is found to have aβ count rate of 2.1
counts per minute, which are assumed to originate from the decay of14C with a mean
lifetime of 8270 yr. If the abundance of14C in living matter is currently 1.2 × 10−12,
what can you deduce about the approximate age of the artifact?

2.8 Nuclei of212
86Rn decay byα emission to208

84Po with a mean life of 23.9 min. The208
84Po

nuclei in turn decay, also byα-emission, to the stable isotope204
82Pb with a mean life

of 2.9 yr. If initially the source is pure212
86Rn, how long will it take for the rate ofα

emission in the final decay to reach a maximum?

2.9 Natural lanthanum has an atomic weight of 138.91 and contains 0.09 % of the
isotope138

57La. This has two decay modes:138
57La → 138

58Ce+ e− + ν̄e (β − decay) and
138
57La + e− → 138

56Ba∗ + νe (electron capture), followed by the electromagnetic decay
of the excited state138

56Ba∗ → 138
56Ba+ γ (radiative decay). There are 7.8 × 102 β

particles emitted per second per kilogram of natural lanthanum and there are 50
photons emitted per 100β− particles. Estimate the mean lifetime of138

57La.

2.10 Use the SEMF to estimate the energy released in the spontaneous fission reaction

235
92U → 87

35Br + 145
57La + 3n.

2.11 The most stable nucleus withA = 111 is111
48Cd (see Figure 2.14). By what percentage

would the fine structure constantα have to change if the most stable nucleus with
A = 111 were to be111

47Ag? Assume that alteringα does not change particle masses.

2.12 The transuranic isotope269
108Hs decays 100 % viaα emission, i.e.269

108Hs → 265
106Sg+ α,

where the kinetic energy of theα particle isEα = 9.23 MeV. Assuming the masses
of 265

106Sg and theα particle are known, calculate the mass of the269
108Hs nucleus in

atomic mass units.

2.13 The isotope238
94Pu decays viaα emission to the essentially stable isotope234

92U with
a lifetime of 126.7 y and a release of 5.49 MeV of kinetic energy. This energy is
converted to electrical power in a space probe designed to reach planet X in a journey
planned to last 4 years. If the efficiency of power conversion is 5 % and on reaching
planet X the probe requires at least 200 W of power to perform its landing tasks, how
much238

94Pu would be needed at launch?

2.14 On planet X it is found that the isotopes205Pb (τ = 1.53× 107y) and204Pb (stable)
are present with abundancesn205 andn204, with n205/n204 = 2 × 10−7. If at the time
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of the formation of planet X both isotopes were present in equal amounts, how old is
the planet?

2.15 The reaction45
21Sc(d, p)46

21Sc has aQ–value of 6.54 MeV and a resonance when the
incident deuteron laboratory kinetic energy is 2.76 MeV. Would you expect the same
resonance to be excited in the reaction43

20Ca(α, n)46
22Ti and if so at what value of the

laboratory kinetic energy of the alpha particle? You may use the fact that theβ decay
46
21Sc→46

22Ti + e− + ν̄e has aQ–value of 2.37 MeV and the mass difference between
the neutron and a hydrogen atom is 0.78 MeV/c2.

2.16 A radioisotope with decay constantλ is produced at a constant rateP. Show that the
number of atoms at timet is N(t) = P[1 − exp(−λt)]/λ.

2.17 Radioactive36Cl (half-life 3 × 105 yr) is produced by irradiating 1 g of natu-
ral nickel chloride (NiCl2, molecular weight 129.6) in a neutron beam of flux
F = 1014 cm−2 s−1. If the neutron absorption cross-section35Cl(n, γ )36Cl is
σ = 43.6 b and 75.8 % of natural chlorine is35Cl, use the result of Problem 2.16 to
estimate the time it would take to produce a 3× 105 Bq source of36Cl.

2.18 Consider the total cross-section data for then238U interaction shown in Figure 2.23.
There is a resonanceR at the centre-of-mass neutron kinetic energyEn = 10 eV
with width Ŵ = 10−2 eV and the total cross-section there isσmax = 9 × 103 b. Use
this information to find the partial widthsŴn,γ for the decaysR → n + 238U and
R → γ + 238U if these are the only two significant decay modes. The spin of the
ground state of238U is zero.
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3
Particle Phenomenology

In this chapter we look at some of the phenomena of particle physics – the properties of
leptons and quarks, and the bound states of the latter, the hadrons. In later chapters we will
discuss theories and models that attempt to explain these and other particle data.

3.1 Leptons

We have seen that the spin-1
2 leptons are one of the three classes of elementary particles in

the standard model and we start with a discussion of their basic properties, including the
concept of ‘lepton universality’ and the question of how many distinct types of neutrino
can exist. Then we look in more detail at the neutral leptons, the neutrinos, and amongst
other things, examine an interesting property they can exhibit if they have nonzero masses.
The section concludes with a review of the experimental evidence for nonzero neutrino
masses and its implications.

3.1.1 Leptons Multiplets and Lepton Numbers

There are six known leptons, and they occur in pairs, calledgenerations,which we write,
for reasons that will become clear presently, as:

(

νe

e−

)

,

(

νµ

µ−

)

,

(

ντ

τ−

)

. (3.1)

Each generation comprises acharged leptonwith electric charge−e, and aneutral neutrino.
The three charged leptons (e−, µ−, τ−) are the familiar electron, together with two heavier
particles, themu lepton(usually called themuon, or justmu) and thetau lepton(usually
called thetauon, or justtau). The associated neutrinos are called theelectron neutrino, mu

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Table 3.1 Properties of leptons. All have spin12 . Masses are given units of MeV/c2. The
antiparticles (not shown) have the same masses as their associated particles, but the electric charges
(Q) and lepton numbers (Lℓ, ℓ = e, µ, τ ) are reversed in sign. The neutrinos are shown as stable;
the question of neutrino oscillations is discussed in Section 3.1.5.

Name and symbol Mass Q Le Lµ Lτ Lifetime (s) Major decays

Electrone− 0.511 −1 1 0 0 Stable None
Electron neutrinoνe <2 eV/c2 0 1 0 0 Stable None
Muon (mu)µ− 105.7 −1 0 1 0 2.197× 10−6 e−ν̄eνµ (100%)
Muon neutrinoνµ <0.19 0 0 1 0 Stable None
Tauon (tau)τ− 1777.0 −1 0 0 1 2.906× 10−13 µ−ν̄µντ (17.4%)

e−ν̄eντ (17.8%)
ντ + hadrons (∼64%)

Tauon neutrinoντ <18.2 0 0 0 1 Stable None

neutrino, andtau neutrino, respectively, and all have very small masses.1 The six distinct
types of leptons are also referred to as having different ‘flavours’. In addition to the leptons,
there are six corresponding antileptons:

(

e+

ν̄e

)

,

(

µ+

ν̄µ

)

,

(

τ+

ν̄τ

)

. (3.2)

Ignoring gravity, the charged leptons interact only via electromagnetic and weak forces,
whereas for the neutrinos, only weak interactions have been observed.2 Because of this,
neutrinos, which are all believed to have extremely small masses, can be detected only with
considerable difficulty.

The masses and lifetimes of the leptons are listed in Table 3.1. The electron is stable, for
reasons that will become clear shortly. The muon decays by the weak interaction processes

µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ; µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ, (3.3a)

with lifetime (2.197019± 0.000021)× 10−6 s. The tau also decays by the weak interaction,
but with a much shorter lifetime (2.906± 0.011)× 10−13 s. (This illustrates what we have
already seen in nuclear physics, that lifetimes depend sensitively on the energy released
in the decay, i.e. theQ-value.) Because it is heavier than the muon, the tau has sufficient
energy to decay to many different final states, which can include both hadrons and leptons.
However about 35% of decays lead to purely leptonic final states, via reactions which are
very similar to muon decay, for example:

τ+ → µ+ + νµ + ν̄τ ; τ− → e− + ν̄e + ντ . (3.3b)

1 Leon Lederman, Melvin Schwartz and Jack Steinberger shared the 1988 Nobel Prize in Physics for their use of neutrino beams
and the discovery of the muon neutrino. Martin Perl shared the 1995 Nobel Prize in Physics for his pioneering work in lepton
physics and in particular for the discovery of the tau lepton.
2 Although neutrinos have zero electric charge, they could in principle have a chargedistributionthat would give rise to a magnetic
moment (like neutrons) and hence electromagnetic interactions. This would be forbidden in the standard model because neutrinos
are defined to be point-like.
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e+

e-

+

-

Figure 3.1 Single-photon exchange in the reactione+e− → µ+µ−.

Associated with each generation of leptons is a quantum number called alepton number.
The first of these lepton numbers is theelectron number, defined for any state by

Le ≡ N(e−) − N(e+) + N(νe) − N(ν̄e), (3.4)

whereN(e−) is the number of electrons present,N(e+) is the number of positrons present
and so on. For single-particle states,Le = 1 for e− andνe; Le = −1 for e+ and ν̄e; and
Le = 0 for all other particles. Themuonandtauon numbersare defined in a similar way and
their values for all single particle states are summarized in Table 3.1. They are zero for all
particles other than leptons. For multiparticle states, the lepton numbers of the individual
particles are added. For example, the final state in neutronβ decay (i.e.n → p + e− + ν̄e)
has

Le = Le(p) + Le(e
−) + Le(ν̄e) = (0) + (1) + (−1) = 0, (3.5)

like the initial state, which hasLe(n) = 0.
In the standard model, the value of each lepton number is postulated to be separately

conserved inany reaction. The decays (3.3) illustrate this principle oflepton number
conservation. In electromagnetic interactions, this reduces to the conservation ofN(e−) −
N(e+), N(µ−) − N(µ+), and N(τ−) − N(τ+), since neutrinos are not involved. This
implies that the charged leptons can only be created or annihilated in particle-antiparticle
pairs. For example, in the electromagnetic reaction

e+ + e− → µ+ + µ− (3.6)

an electron pair is annihilated and a muon pair is created by the mechanism of Figure 3.1.
In weak interactions more general possibilities are allowed, which still conserve lepton

numbers. For example, in the tau-decay processτ− → e− + ν̄e + ντ , a tau converts to a
tau neutrino and an electron is created together with an antineutrino, rather than a positron.
The dominant Feynman graph corresponding to this process is shown in Figure 3.2.

-

W-
e-

e

Figure 3.2 Dominant Feynman diagram for the decayτ− → e−ν̄eντ .
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Lepton number conservation, like electric charge conservation, plays an important role
in understanding reactions involving leptons. Observed reactions conserve lepton numbers,
while reactions that do not conserve lepton number are ‘forbidden’ and are not observed.
For example, the neutrino scattering reaction

νµ + n → µ− + p (3.7)

is observed experimentally, whereas the apparently similar reaction

νµ + n → e− + p (3.8)

that violates bothLe andLµ conservation, is not. Another example that violates bothLe

andLµ conservation isµ− → e− + γ . If this decay were allowed, the dominant decay of
the muon would be electromagnetic and the muon lifetime would be much shorter than its
observed value. A number of possible decays that violate one or more lepton numbers have
been searched for but without success, and the upper limits for the branching ratios of such
decays are between 10−7 and 10−12. This is very strong evidence that lepton numbers are
conserved to a high degree of accuracy in reactions.

Finally, conservation laws explain the stability of the electron. The electron is stable
because electric charge is conserved in all interactions and the electron is the lightest
charged particle. Hence decays to lighter particles that satisfy all other conservation laws,
like e− → νe + γ , are necessarily forbidden by electric charge conservation. In the same
way, one would expect lepton number conservation to imply that the lightest particles with
nonzero values of the three lepton numbers – the three neutrinos – are stable, whether they
have zero masses or not, and this is shown in Table 3.1. However, we will return to this
question, and that of lepton number conservation, in Section 3.1.6 below.

3.1.2 Universal Lepton Interactions: the Number of Neutrinos

The three neutrinos have similar properties, but the three charged leptons are strikingly
different. For example: the mass of the muon is roughly 200 times greater than that of
the electron and consequently its magnetic moment is 200 times smaller; high energy
electrons are stopped by modest thicknesses of a centimetre or so of lead, while muons are
the most penetrating form of radiation known, apart from neutrinos; and the tauon lifetime
is many orders of magnitude smaller than the muon lifetime, while the electron is stable. It
is therefore a remarkable fact that all experimental data are consistent with the assumption
that the interactions of the electron and its associated neutrino are identical with those
of the muon and its associated neutrino and of the tauon and its neutrino,provided the
mass differences are taken into account.This property, calledlepton universality,can be
verified with great precision, because we have a precise theory of electromagnetic and
weak interactions (to be discussed in Chapter 6), which enables predictions to be made of
the mass dependence of all observables.

For example, when we discuss experimental methods in Chapter 4, we will show that the
radiation length, which is a measure of how far a charged particle travels through matter
before losing a certain fraction of its energy by radiation, is proportional to the squared
mass of the radiating particle. Hence it is about 4× 104 times greater for muons than for
electrons, explaining their much greater penetrating power in matter. As another example,
we have seen that the rates forβ decays are extremely sensitive to the kinetic energy
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released in the decay (recall the enormous variation in the lifetimes of nuclei decaying
via β decay). As an example, the leptonic decays of the muon and the tau, being weak
interactions, will be proportional to the square of the ‘reduced’ Fermi coupling given in
Equation (1.55), with dimensionE−4. So, from dimensional arguments, the rates for muon
and tau leptonic decays are predicted to be proportional to the fifth power of the relevant
Q-values.3 Thus, from universality, the ratio of the decay ratesŴ is given approximately
by

Ŵ(τ− → e− + ν̄e + ντ )

Ŵ(µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ)
≈

(

Qτ

Qµ

)5

= 1.37× 106. (3.9)

This is excellent agreement with the experimental value of 1.35× 106 (and is even closer in
a full calculation) and accounts very well for the huge difference between the tau and muon
lifetimes. The above are just some of the most striking manifestations of the universality
of lepton interactions.

A question that arises naturally is whether there are more generations of leptons, with
identical interactions, waiting to be discovered. This question has been answered, under
reasonable assumptions, by an experimental study of the decays of theZ0 boson. This
particle, one of the two gauge bosons associated with the weak interaction, has a mass of
91 GeV/c2. It decays, among other final states, to neutrino pairs

Z0 → νℓ + ν̄ℓ (ℓ = e, µ, τ ). (3.10)

If we assume universal lepton interactions and neutrino masses that are small compared to
the mass of theZ0,4 the decay rates to a given neutrino pair will all be equal and thus

Ŵneutrinos≡ Ŵνe + Ŵνµ
+ Ŵντ

+ · · · = NνŴν, (3.11)

whereNν is the number of neutrino species andŴν is the decay rate to any given pair of
neutrinos. The measured total rate forZ0 decay may then be written

Ŵtotal = Ŵhadrons+ Ŵleptons+ Ŵneutrinos, (3.12)

where the first two terms on the right are the measured decay rates to hadrons and charged
leptons, respectively. Although the rate to a specific neutrino speciesŴν is not directly
measured, it can be calculated in the standard model and combining this with experimental
data for the other decay modes, a value ofNν may be found. The best value using all
available data isNν = 3.00± 0.08, which is consistent with the expectation for three
neutrino species, but not four. The conclusion is that only three generations of leptons can
exist, if we assume universal lepton interactions and exclude very large neutrino masses.
Why there are just three generations of leptons remains a mystery, particularly as the extra
two generations seem to tell us nothing fundamental that cannot be deduced from the
interactions of the first generation.

3 The increase of the decay rate as the fifth power ofQ is known asSargent’s Rule.
4 More precisely, we assumemν ≤ MZ/2, so that the decaysZ → νν̄ are not forbidden by energy conservation.
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3.1.3 Neutrinos

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the existence of theelectron neutrinoνe was first postulated
by Pauli in 1930. He did this in order to understand the observed nuclearβ decays

(Z, N) → (Z + 1, N − 1) + e− + ν̄e (3.13)

and

(Z, N) → (Z − 1, N + 1) + e+ + νe (3.14)

that were discussed in Section 2.6. The neutrinos and antineutrinos emitted in these decays
are not observed experimentally, but are inferred from energy and angular momentum
conservation. In the case of energy, if the antineutrino were not present in the first of the
reactions, the energyEe of the emitted electron would be a unique value equal to the
difference in rest energies of the two nuclei, i.e.

Ee = �Mc2 = [M(Z, N) − M(Z + 1, N − 1)]c2, (3.15)

where for simplicity we have neglected the extremely small kinetic energy of the recoiling
nucleus. However, if the antineutrino were present, the electron energy would not be unique,
but would lie in the range

mec
2 ≤ Ee ≤ (�M − mν̄e)c

2, (3.16)

depending on how much of the kinetic energy released in the decay is carried away by
the neutrino. Experimentally, the observed energies span the whole of the above range
and in principle a measurement of the energy of the electron near its maximum value of
Ee = (�M − mν̄e)c

2 determines the neutrino mass. The most accurate results come from
tritium (3H) decay. When experimental errors are taken into account, the experimentally
allowed range is

0 ≤ mν̄e < 2 eV/c2 ≈ 4 × 10−6me. (3.17)

We will discuss this determination ofmν̄e in more detail in Section 7.7.4, after we have
considered the theory ofβ decay.

The masses of bothνµ andντ can similarly be directly inferred from thee− andµ−

energy spectra in the leptonic decays of muons and tauons, using energy conservation.
The results from these and other decays show that the neutrino masses are very small
compared with the masses of the associated charged leptons. The present limits are given in
Table 3.1.

Small neutrino masses, compatible with the above limits, can be ignored in most cir-
cumstances, and there are theoretical attractions in assuming neutrino masses are precisely
zero, as is done in the standard model. However, we will show in the following section that
there is now strong evidence for physical phenomena that could not occur if the neutrinos
had exactly zero mass. The consequences of neutrinos having small masses have therefore
to be taken seriously.

Because neutrinos only have weak interactions, they can only be detected with extreme
difficulty. For example, electron neutrinos and antineutrinos of sufficient energy can in
principle be detected by observing theinverseβ-decayprocesses

νe + n → e− + p (3.18)
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and

ν̄e + p → e+ + n. (3.19)

However, the probability for these and other processes to occur is extremely small. In
particular, the neutrinos and antineutrinos emitted inβ decays, with energies of order
1 MeV, have mean free paths in matter of order 106 km.5 Nevertheless, if the neutrino
flux is intense enough and the detector is large enough, the reactions can be observed. In
particular, uranium fission fragments are neutron rich, and decay by electron emission to
give an antineutrino flux that can be of order 1017 m−2 s−1 or more in the vicinity of a
nuclear reactor, which derives its energy from the decay of nuclei. These antineutrinos will
occasionally interact with protons in a large detector, enabling examples of the inverseβ

decay reaction to be observed. As mentioned in Chapter 1 (footnote 12), electron neutrinos
were first detected in this way by Reines and Cowan in 1956, and their interactions have
been studied in considerable detail since.

The mu neutrinoνµ has been detected using the reactionνµ + n → µ− + p and other
reactions. In this case, well-defined high-energyνµ beams can be created in the laboratory
by exploiting the decay properties of pions, which are particles we have mentioned briefly
in Chapter 1 and which we will meet in more detail later in this chapter. The probability of
neutrinos interacting with matter increases rapidly with energy (this will be demonstrated
in Section 6.5.2) and for large detectors, events initiated by such beams are so copious that
they have become an indispensable tool in studying both the fundamental properties of
weak interactions and the internal structure of the proton. Finally, in 2000, a few examples
of tau neutrinos were reported, so that more than 70 years after Pauli first suggested the
existence of a neutrino, all three types have been directly detected.

3.1.4 Neutrino Mixing and Oscillations

Neutrinos are assumed to have zero mass in the standard model. However, as mentioned
above, data from theβ decay of tritium are compatible with a nonzero mass. A phenomenon
that can occur if neutrinos have nonzero masses isneutrino oscillation. This is the name
given to the situation where a beam of neutrinos of one type, for exampleνµ, develops
components of other types, for exampleνe and/orντ as it travels over long distances. For
this to occur, there must in addition beneutrino mixing. This is the assumption that the
neutrino statesνe, νµ andντ that couple to electrons, muons and tauons, respectively, do not
have definite masses, but instead are linear combinations of three other statesν1, ν2 andν3

that do have definite massesm1, m2 andm3, i.e.areeigenstates of mass.
For algebraic simplicity we will firstly consider the case of mixing between just two

flavour states, which we will denote byνα andνβ . In order to preserve the orthonormality
of the states, we can write

να = νi cosθij + ν j sinθij (3.20)

5 The mean free path is the average distance a particle would have to travel in a medium for there to be a significant probability
of an interaction. This is defined in more detail in Section 4.3.
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and

νβ = −νi sinθij + ν j cosθij , (3.21)

whereνi andν j are the two mass eigenstates involved. Hereνα is shorthand for|να, ψ〉
etc, andθij is amixing anglethat must be determined from experiment.

If θij �= 0 then some interesting predictions follow. For example, when aνα neutrino is
produced with momentump at time t = 0, theν1 andν2 components will have slightly
different energiesE1 andE2 due to their slightly different masses. In quantum mechanics,
their associated waves will therefore have slightly different frequencies, giving rise to
a phenomenon somewhat akin to the ‘beats’ heard when two sound waves of slightly
different frequency are superimposed. As a result of this, one finds that the original beam
of να neutrinos develops aνβ component whose intensity oscillates as it travels through
space, while the intensity of theνα neutrino beam itself is correspondingly reduced, i.e.να

neutrinos will ‘disappear’.
This effect follows from simple quantum mechanics. To illustrate this we will consider

aνα neutrino produced with momentump at timet = 0. The initial state is therefore

|να, p〉 = |νi , p〉 cosθij + |ν j , p〉 sinθij , (3.22)

where we use the notation|P, p〉 to denote a state of a particleP having momentump.
After time t this will become

ai (t) |νi , p〉 cosθij + a j (t)|ν j , p〉 sinθij , (3.23)

where

ai (t) = e−i Ei t/h̄ and a j (t) = e−i E j t/h̄ (3.24)

are the usual oscillating time factors associated with any quantum mechanical stationary
state.6 For t �= 0, the linear combination (3.22) does not correspond to a pureνα neutrino
state, but can be written as a linear combination

A(t)|να, p〉 + B(t)|νβ, p〉, (3.25)

of να andνβ states, where the latter is

|νβ , p〉 = −|νi , p〉 sinθij + |ν j , p〉 cosθij . (3.26)

The functionsA(t) andB(t) are found by solving (3.22) and (3.26) for|νi , p〉 and|ν j , p〉,
then substituting the results into (3.23) and comparing with (3.25). This gives,

A(t) = ai (t) cos2 θij + a j (t) sin2 θij (3.27)

and

B(t) = sinθij cosθij [a j (t) − ai (t)]. (3.28)

The probability of finding aνβ state is therefore, using (3.24),

P(να → νβ ) = |B(t)|2 = sin2(2θij ) sin2[(E j − Ei )t/2h̄] (3.29)

6 See, for example, Chapter 1 of Mandl (1992).
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and thus oscillates with time, while the probability of finding aνα neutrino is reduced
by a corresponding oscillating factor. Irrespective of which neutrino statesνα andνβ are
involved, the oscillations vanish if the mixing angle is zero, or if the corresponding mass
eigenstatesνi, j have equal masses, and hence equal energies, as can be seen explicitly from
(3.29). In particular, such oscillations are not possible ifνi andν j both have zero masses.

These formulas assume that the neutrinos are propagating in a vacuum, whereas in real
experiments they will be passing through matter and the situation is more complicated than
these simple results suggest.7 However, the result that neutrino oscillations can only occur
if neutrinos have nonzero masses remains unchanged.

Since neutrino masses are very small,Ei, j ≫ mi, j c2 and we can write

E j − Ei =
(

m2
j c

4 + p2c2
)1/2 −

(

m2
i c4 + p2c2

)1/2 ≈
m2

j c
4 − m2

i c4

2pc
. (3.30)

where p = |p| is the magnitude of the momentum of the initial neutrino. Also,E ≈ pc
and the timet is determined byL, the distance from the point of production, i.e.t ≈ L/c,
Thus (3.29) may be written

P(να → νβ) ≈ sin2(2θij ) sin2(L/L0), (3.31a)

where the oscillation length

L0 =
4E(h̄c)

(m2
j − m2

i )c4
, (3.32)

with

P(να → να) = 1 − P(να → νβ). (3.31b)

As we shall see, the oscillation length is typically of order 100 km or more, so that
oscillations can be safely neglected under normal laboratory conditions. Nevertheless,
neutrino oscillations have been detected in several experiments.

It is worth emphasizing that in this discussion it is the statesνe, νµ andντ that have
definite values of the lepton numbers and it is lepton number conservation that is used
to identify the type of neutrino present in a neutrino reaction. Conversely, attempts to
establish neutrino oscillations rest on using the inverse beta-decay reactions (3.18) and
(3.19) to produce electrons and the analogous reactions for muon neutrinos to produce
muons, which are then detected. In addition, the timet is determined by the distance of
the neutrino detector from the source of the neutrinos, since their energies are always
much greater than their possible masses, and they travel at approximately the speed of
light. Hence, for example, if we start with a source of muon neutrinos, the flux of muons
observed in a detector should vary with its distance from the source of the neutrinos, if
appreciable oscillations occur.

7 It can be shown that oscillations are enhanced when neutrinos traverse long distances in matter, such as from the interior of the
Sun to its surface.
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Control room

50,000 metric tons of ultra pure water

13,000 photosensitive detectors

Figure 3.3 A schematic diagram of the SuperKamiokande detector. (Adapted from an original
University of Hawaii, Manoa, illustration – with permission).

3.1.5 Oscillation Experiments and Neutrino Masses

There are a number of different types of experiment that can explore neutrino oscillations
and hence neutrino masses. They are conveniently divided into those that start from muon
neutrinos or antineutrinos (muon neutrino oscillations) and those that start with electron
neutrinos or antineutrinos (electron neutrino oscillations). We will start with the former.

3.1.5.1 Muon Neutrino Oscillations

The first experiment to produce definitive evidence for muon neutrino oscillations was
that of a Japanese group in 1998 using the giant SuperKamiokande detector to study
atmospheric neutrinosproduced by the action of cosmic rays.8 The SuperKamiokande
detector is shown in Figure 3.3. (Detectors will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, so the
description here will be brief.) It consists of a cylindrical stainless steel tank of roughly
40 m diameter and 40 m high, containing about 50,000 metric tons of very pure water. The
detector is situated deep underground in the Japanese Alps, at a depth equivalent to 2,700 m
of water. This is to use the rocks above to shield the detector from cosmic ray muons. The

8 Cosmic neutrinos were first detected (independently) by Raymond Davis Jr. and Masatoshi Koshiba, for which they were jointly
awarded the 2002 Nobel Prize in Physics.
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volume is separated into inner and outer regions. The walls of the large inner region are
lined with 11,200 light-sensitive devices called photomultipliers. When neutrinos with
energies above 1 GeV interact with nuclei in the water, the velocities of the electrons and
muons produced are greater than the speed of light in water. Because of this, a shock wave
of light, calledČerenkov radiation, is emitted. (This is analogous to the shock wave emitted
when an aircraft exceeds the speed of sound in air.) ThisČerenkov radiation is detected
by the photomultipliers and used to infer properties of the particles that produced it.9 The
outer region of water acts as a shield against low-energy particles entering the detector
from outside. An additional 1200 photomultipliers are located there to detect muons that
enter or exit the detector.

When cosmic ray protons collide with atoms in the upper atmosphere they create many
pions, which in turn create neutrinos mainly by the decay sequences

π− → µ− + ν̄µ, π+ → µ+ + νµ (3.33)

and

µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ, µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ. (3.34)

From this, one would naively expect to detect two muon neutrinos for every electron
neutrino. However, the ratio was observed to be about 1.3 to 1 on average, suggesting
that the muon neutrinos produced might be oscillating into other species. Confirmation for
this was found by exploiting the fact that the detector could measure the direction of the
detected neutrinos to study the azimuthal dependence of the effect. Since the flux of cosmic
rays that lead to neutrinos with energies above about 1 GeV is isotropic, the production
rate for neutrinos should be the same all around the Earth. In particular, one can compare
the measured flux from neutrinos produced in the atmosphere directly above the detector,
which have a short flight path before detection, with those incident from directly below,
which have travelled a long way through the Earth before detection, and so have had plenty
of time to oscillate (perhaps several cycles). Experimentally, it was found that the yield of
electron neutrinos from above and below were the same within errors and consistent with
expectation for no oscillations. However, while the yield of muon neutrinos from above
accorded with the expectation for no significant oscillations, the flux of muon neutrinos
from below was a factor of about two lower. This is direct evidence for muon neutrino
oscillations.

In a later development of the experiment, the flux of muon neutrinos was measured as
a function ofL/E by estimatingL from the reconstructed neutrino direction. Values ofL
range from 15 km to 13,000 km. The results are shown in Figure 3.4 in the form of the ratio
of observed number of events to the theoretical expectation if there were no oscillations.
The data show clear evidence for a deviation of this ratio from unity, particularly at large
values ofL/E.

9 Čerenkov radiation and other aspects of particle detection are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.4 Data from the SuperKamiokande detector showing evidence for neutrino oscillations
in atmospheric neutrinos. See text for details. (Adapted from Ashieet al. (2004). Copyright (2004)
American Physical Society, reprinted with permission).

Other experiments set limits onP(νµ → νe) and taking these into account, the most
plausible hypothesis is that muon neutrinos are changing into tau neutrinos,10 which for
the neutrino energies concerned could not be detected by SuperKamiokande. If we define

�(m2
ij ) ≡ m2

i − m2
j ,

then the experiment yields the values

1.9 × 10−3 � �(m2
32) � 3.0 × 10−3 (eV/c2)2, sin2(2θ23) � 0.9, (3.35)

i.e.θ23 � 360, at 90% confidence level.11 This conclusion is supported by results obtained
in 2006 from a laboratory-based experiment (MINOS) that started with a beam ofνµ and
measured the flux at a large distance (250 km) from the place of origin of the beam.
Analysis of the data yields parameters consistent with those above.

3.1.5.2 Electron Neutrino Oscillations

Further evidence for neutrino oscillations comes from our knowledge of the Sun. We shall
see in Section 8.2.3 that the energy of the Sun is due to various nuclear reactions and
these produce a huge flux of electron neutrinos that can be detected at the surface of
the Earth. Since the astrophysics of the Sun and nuclear production processes are well
understood, this flux can be calculated with some confidence by what is known as the
‘standard solar model’.12 However, the measured count rate is about a factor of two lower

10 An experiment (Opera), under construction at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in Italy, will study muon neutrino oscillations
using a beam directed from the CERN laboratory in Geneva (see Figure 4.6). Opera will be able to directly observe tau neutrinos
and so definitively settle this question.
11 We label the two neutrinos involved in this experiment asν2 andν3, rather thanν1 andν2 to conform with the convention used
by the Particle Data Group – Amsleret al. (2008).
12 This model is discussed in, for example, Chapter 4 of Phillips (1994).
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than the theoretical expectation. This is the so-calledsolar neutrino problem. It was first
investigated by Davis and co-workers in an experiment that was started in the late 1960s
and studied the reaction

νe + 37Cl → 37Ar + e−, (3.36)

to detect the neutrinos. The principal component of this experiment is a huge tank contain-
ing tetrachloroethylene (C2Cl4) in which a single argon-37 atom is produced on average
every few days by the reaction (3.36). These atoms are unstable, with a half-life of 35 days.
They are extracted by flushing the tank with helium gas every few weeks and counted by
observing their decays. The experiment was located deep underground, in a gold mine in
South Dakota, USA, to reduce the number of background events in which argon-37 atoms
are produced by reactions involving cosmic ray muons rather than neutrinos. The inferred
neutrino flux is expressed in terms of the ‘solar neutrino unit’ (SNU pronounced ‘snew’),
defined as one capture event per second for every 1036 target atoms. After more than twenty
years of running, the neutrino flux was measured to be 2.55± 0.17± 0.18 SNU, where the
first error is statistical and the second systematic. This measured rate is much smaller than
the expected rate, 7.3 ± 2.3 SNU, predicted by the standard solar model. The discrepancy
between these two values constitutes the solar neutrino problem and was confirmed by
a second experiment, called Kamiokande II, which was a smaller precursor of the Su-
perKamiokande detector described above. Unlike the37Cl experiment, the Kamiokande II
experiment was sensitive to the direction of the incoming neutrinos, and verified that they
came from the direction of the sun.

Reaction (3.36) has a threshold energy of 0.81 MeV and is therefore only sensitive to
relatively high-energy neutrinos from the Sun. Such neutrinos come predominantly from
theβ decay

8B → 8Be+ e+ + νe, (3.37)

where the neutrinos have an average energy∼7 MeV. Although the neutrinos from (3.37)
have been extensively studied, this decay contributes only about 10−4 of the total solar
neutrino flux. It is therefore important to detect neutrinos from other reactions, in particular
from the reaction

p + p → d + e+ + νe, (3.38)

which is the primary reaction that produces the energy of the Sun and contributes approxi-
mately 90% of the solar neutrino flux. (It is discussed in more detail in Section 8.2.3.) The
neutrinos in this reaction have average energies of∼0.26 MeV and cannot be detected by
reaction (3.36). Instead, the reaction

νe + 71Ga→ 71Ge+ e− (3.39)

has been used, which has a threshold energy of 0.23 MeV. (The experiments could also
detect neutrinos from the solar reactione− + 7Be → 7Li + νe.) Just as for the original
experiments of Daviset al., there were formidable problems in identifying the radioactive
products from this reaction, which produced only about 1 atom of71Ge per day in a target
of 30 tons of Gallium. Nevertheless, results from these experiments, called SAGE and
GALLEX, confirm the deficit of electron neutrinos and find between 60–70% of the flux
expected in the absence of oscillations. Since the predicted neutrino flux arising from (3.38)
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is insensitive to the details of the standard solar model, it is very unlikely that shortcomings
in the later could be the source of this discrepancy.

The proof that neutrino oscillations are indeed the solution to the solar neutrino problem
was definitively established by an experiment at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO)
in Canada in 2002. This experiment used a waterČerenkov detector, like Kamiokande and
SuperKamiokande, but instead of normal water it used heavy water D2O and was therefore
able to study the reactions

(a) νe + d → e− + p + p, (b) νx + d → νx + p + n, (c) νx + e− → νx + e−,

(3.40)

wherex denotes any lepton (e, µ, τ ) andd is the deuteron. The cross-section for (b) is
independent of the lepton type (this is a consequence of ‘lepton universality’ discussed in
Section 3.1.2) and hence independent of any possible oscillations. Since the observed flux
was consistent with expectations, this confirmed the correctness of the solar model. On
the other hand, the observed flux from (a) was only about 1/3 of expectations, implying
that about 2/3 of the electron neutrinos had transformed toµ and/orτ neutrinos before
being detected at the surface of Earth. The flux for (c) would then be due to a mixture of
approximately 1/3 electron neutrinos and 2/3µ/τ neutrinos. Because the cross-section for
νxe− → νxe− is different forνe andνµ,τ (see Problem 6.1), the expected rate for (c) is
below what would be expected if there were no oscillations. The data were consistent with
this assumption.

These solar neutrino results require that interactions with matter play a significant role
in neutrino oscillations and imply, for example, that a substantial fraction of a beam of ¯νe

would change to antineutrinos of other types after travelling a distance of order 100 km
from its source. This prediction has been tested by the KamLAND group in Japan. They
have studied the ¯νe flux from more than 60 reactors in Japan and South Korea after the
neutrinos have travelled distances of between 150 and 200 km. They found that the ¯νe flux
was only about 60% of that expected from the known characteristics of the reactors. A
simultaneous analysis of the data from this experiment and the solar neutrino data using
two-component mixing yields the results:

7.6 × 10−5 �
∣

∣�(m2
21)

∣

∣ � 8.6 × 10−5 (eV/c2)2, 0.32 � tan2(θ12) � 0.48, (3.41)

i.e. 290 � θ12 � 350.
The existence of neutrino oscillations (flavour changing), and by implication nonzero

neutrino masses, is now generally accepted on the basis of the above set of experiments.

3.1.5.3 Neutrino Masses

In order to extract reliable information from all the oscillation data, including that described
above, it is necessary to extend the discussion of Section 3.1.4 to include mixing between all
three neutrino mass statesν1, ν2 andν3, rather than just between two. We will not discuss
this in detail, except to say that the extended scheme requires two squared mass differences
�m2

21 and�m2
32 and three mixing anglesθ12, θ13 andθ23 to describe the mixing.13 A global

13 There is also a phase angleδ, which we will discuss later in Section 6.6.5 in the context of CP violation.
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Figure 3.5 A three-neutrino squared-mass spectrum, assuming the ‘normal’ mass hierarchy
(m3 > m2 > m1), that is consistent with the values for masses and mixing angles given in Equa-
tions (3.35), (3.41) and (3.42). Also shown is the fractional flavour compositions ofν1, ν2 andν3.
(νe(solid), νµ(dotted), ντ (hatched)).

fit to all the data yields values of�m2
32, θ23,�m2

21 andθ12 that are consistent with those
given in Equations (3.35) and (3.41), together with

sin2(2θ13) � 0.19, (3.42)

the latter constraint coming mainly from measurements on ¯νe using the Chooz nuclear
reactor in France. We will discuss the implications of these results in what follows.

We first note that, for the solar neutrino data, the interactions with matter play an impor-
tant role. As a bonus, this enables the sign of�m2

21 to be measured, whereas oscillations
in free space only determine the magnitude of�m2

ij , as can be seen from Equations (3.31)
and (3.32). Because of this, the sign of�m2

32 is not determined and two solutions for the
mass hierarchy are possible: the so-called ‘normal’ mass hierarchy,m3 > m2 > m1; and
the ‘inverted’ mass hierarchy,m2 > m1 > m3. The former case is shown in Figure (3.5),
where we also show the approximate flavour decomposition of the mass eigenstates re-
sulting from three-component mixing with parameters compatible with those of Equations
(3.35), (3.41) and (3.42). As can be seen, the lighter of the two states that dominate solar
neutrino oscillations is predominately an electron neutrino; whileν3 has largeνµ andντ

components, but only a small electron neutrino component.
We can now return to the interpretation of the bound (3.17) and consider its consequences

for the ‘mass’ of the electron neutrino. The point here is that neutrinos with definite
flavours, like the electron neutrino, are superpositions of the mass eigenstatesν1, ν2 andν3

and do not themselves have definite masses. Rather, in accord with the standard theory of
measurement in quantum mechanics, a measurement of the mass of the electron neutrino
can yield any one of the three valuesm, m2 or m3. However, ifm2

i > m2
j , one can easily

show that (mi − m j )2 < m2
i − m2

j . Hence Equations (3.35) and (3.41) set upper limits on
the neutrino mass differences that are approximately

m2 − m1 � 10−2 eV/c2, |m3 − m2| � 5 × 10−2 eV/c2. (3.43)

In other words, the neutrino masses are almost equal compared to a mass scale of 1 eV/c2.
Hence it is safe to interpret (3.17) as implying

mi ≤ 2 eV/c2 (3.44)
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for all three neutrinosν1, ν2 andν3. This limit is very small compared to the mass of the
lightest charged particle, the electron, and is a great improvement on the limits obtained
from muon and tauon decay experiments given in Table (3.1).

Finally, it is worth remarking that it is possible to obtain bounds on neutrino masses from
cosmology. The most exacting of these comes from using the current standard cosmological
model to analyse the large-scale structure of the universe. The bound is

∑

mℓ = (0.5 − 1.0) eV/c2, (3.45)

where the sum is over all neutrino flavoursℓ = e, µ, τ . This bound is compatible with
(3.17), but unlike the latter is not a direct measurement of mass. We will return to these
cosmological arguments briefly in Section 9.6.2.

3.1.6 Lepton Numbers Revisited

In the previous sections, we have assumed that lepton number conservation holds and can
be used to identify the neutrino flavour emitted or absorbed in any weak reaction. However,
lepton number violation could in principle be induced in such reactions by the existence of
neutrino oscillations. An example is the decay

τ− → µ− + γ, (3.46)

which violates bothLµ and Lτ conservation. This could arise by the mechanism of
Figure (3.6), in which the tau neutrino is emitted at the first vertex, then oscillates into a
muon neutrino before being reabsorbed at the second vertex. Thus the question arises as to
the validity of our assumption of lepton number conservation. To investigate this, we will
make a very rough estimate of the branching ratio for this decay and this will show that in
practice such effects are totally negligible in the standard model due to the short-range of
the weak interaction and can indeed be safely ignored.

Figure (3.6) involves a weak interaction vertex, the emission of a photon and an oscil-
lation; while the leptonic decay modes (3.3b) are purely weak interactions. Therefore, the
branching fraction of the decay (3.46) is expected to be of order-of-magnitude

B(τ− → µ− + γ ) = O[αP(ντ → νµ) B(τ− → e−ντ ν̄e)], (3.47a)

where P(ντ → νµ) is the probability of oscillation andα is the fine structure constant.
Thus, usingB(τ− → e−ντ ν̄e) ∼ O(10−1), we have

B(τ− → µ− + γ ) = O[10−3P(ντ → νµ)]. (3.47b)

-

W-

µ

-

Figure 3.6 A Feynman diagram contributing to the decayτ− → µ− + γ . There are two other
diagrams, where the photon is emitted by either theW meson or theτ−.
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The term P(ντ → νµ) can be estimated from the two-component mixing model of
νµ ↔ ντ oscillations used to describe the atmospheric neutrino data in Section 3.1.5. From
Equations (3.31a), we then have

P(ντ → νµ) ≈ sin2(2θ23) sin2(L/L0) ≈ (L/L0)2,

where we have used sin2(2θ23) � 0.9 and assumedL = L0. HereL is the typical distance
travelled by the neutrino and is of the same order as the range ¯h/mWc of the weak
interaction. The oscillation length is given by

L0 = 4E(h̄c)/(�m2
32c

4),

whereE is the typical energy of the neutrinos in Figure (3.6). Substituting these results
into (3.46) gives

B(τ− → µ− + γ ) = O

[

10−3
(

m2
3 − m2

2

)2
c4

16E2M2
W

]

. (3.47c)

For E we make the crude dimensional estimatemµc2 ≤ E ≤ mτ c2 for a tauon decaying at
rest. So finally, using the experimental value (3.43) for�m2

32, we have the rough estimate

B(τ− → µ− + γ ) ≈ 10−48 − 10−50. (3.48)

This is utterly negligible for all practical purposes and should be compared to the experi-
mental upper limit of∼7 × 10−8.

The above conclusion is confirmed by a more detailed treatment of both this and other
reactions. Lepton number violation in weak interactions is completely negligible within the
standard model, but is predicted to occur in some extensions of the model briefly discussed
in Section 9.5.

3.2 Quarks

We turn now to the strongly interacting particles – the quarks and their bound states, the
hadrons. These also interact by the weak and electromagnetic interactions, although such
effects can often be neglected compared to the strong interactions. To this extent we are
entering the realm of ‘strong interaction physics’.

3.2.1 Evidence for Quarks

Several hundred hadrons (not including nuclei) have been observed since pions were
first produced in the laboratory in the early 1950s and all have zero or integer electric
charges: 0,±1, or ± 2 in units ofe. They are all bound states of the fundamental spin-1

2
quarks, whose electric charges are either+ 2

3 or − 1
3, and/or antiquarks, with charges− 2

3

or + 1
3. The quarks themselves have never been directly observed as single, free particles

and, as remarked earlier, this fact initially made it difficult for quarks to be accepted as
anything other than convenient mathematical quantities for performing calculations. Only
later when the fundamental reason for this was realized (it will be discussed in Chapter
5) were quarks universally accepted as physical entities. Nevertheless, there is compelling
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experimental evidence for their existence. The evidence comes from three main areas:
hadron spectroscopy, lepton scatteringandjet production.

3.2.1.1 Hadron Spectroscopy

This is the study of the static properties of hadrons: their masses, lifetimes and decay
modes, and especially the values of their quantum numbers, including spin, electric charge
and several more that we define in Section 3.2.2 below. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the
existence and properties of quarks were first inferred from hadron spectroscopy by Gell-
Mann, and independently by Zweig, in 1964 and the close correspondence between the
experimentally observed hadrons and those predicted by the quark model, which we will
examine in more detail later, remains one of the strongest reasons for our belief in the
existence of quarks.

3.2.1.2 Lepton Scattering

It was mentioned in earlier chapters that in the early 1960s, experiments were first performed
where electrons were scattered from protons and neutrons. These strongly suggested that
nucleons were not elementary. By the late 1960s this work had been extended to higher
energies and with projectiles that included muons and neutrinos. In much the same way
as Rutherford deduced the existence of nuclei in atoms, high-energy lepton scattering,
particularly at large momentum transfers, revealed the existence of point-like entities
within the nucleons, which we now identify as quarks.

3.2.1.3 Jet Production

High-energy collisions can cause the quarks within hadrons, or newly created quark-
antiquark pairs, to fly apart from each other with very high energies. Before they can
be observed, these quarks are converted into ‘jets’ of hadrons (a process referred to as
fragmentation) whose production rates and angular distributions reflect those of the quarks
from which they originated. They were first clearly identified in experiments at the DESY
laboratory in Hamburg in 1979, where electrons and positrons were arranged to collide
‘head-on’ in a magnetic field. An example of a ‘two-jet’ event is shown in Figure 3.7.

The picture is a computer reconstruction of an end view along the beam direction;
the solid lines indicate the reconstructed charged particle trajectories taking into account
the known magnetic field, which is also parallel to the beam direction; the dotted lines
indicate the reconstructed trajectories of neutral particles, which were detected outside this
device by other means. The production rate and angular distribution of the observed jets
closely matches that of quarks produced in the reaction

e+ + e− → q + q̄, (3.49)

by the mechanism of Figure 3.8. Such jets have now been observed in many reactions, and
are strong evidence for the existence of quarks within hadrons.

The failure to detect free quarks is not an experimental problem. Firstly, free quarks would
be easily distinguished from other particles by their fractional charges and their resulting
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Figure 3.7 Computer reconstruction of a typical ‘two-jet’ event observed in the JADE jet
chamber. The figure shows an end view along the beam direction. (After Orito (1979), Fermilab,
with permission).

ionization properties.14 Secondly, electric charge conservation implies that a fractionally
charged particle cannot decay to a final state composed entirely of particles with integer
electric charges. Hence the lightest fractionally charged particle, i.e. the lightest free quark,
would be stable and so presumably easy to observe. Finally, some of the quarks are not
very massive (see below) and because they interact by the strong interaction, one would
expect free quarks to be copiously produced in, for example, high-energy proton-proton
collisions. However, despite careful and exhaustive searches in ordinary matter, in cosmic
rays and in high-energy collision products, free quarks have never been observed. The
conclusion – that quarks exist solely within hadrons and not as isolated free particles –
is calledconfinement.It is for this reason that we are forced to study the properties of
hadrons, the bound states of quarks.

The modern theory of strong interactions, calledquantum chromodynamics (QCD),
which is discussed in Chapter 5, offers at least a qualitative account of confinement, al-
though much of the detail eludes us due to the difficulty of performing accurate calculations.
In what follows, we shall assume confinement and use the properties of quarks to interpret
the properties of hadrons.

e+e-

q

q

Figure 3.8 Mechanism for two-jet production ine+e− annihilation reaction.

14 We will see in Chapter 4 that energy losses in matter due to ionization are proportional to the square of the charge and thus
would be ‘anomalously’ small for quarks.
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Table 3.2 Properties of quarks. All have spin12 . The masses shown are the constituent masses, in
units of GeV/c2. The antiparticles (not shown) have the same masses as their associated particles,
but the electric charges (Q) are reversed in sign. In the major decay modes,X denotes other
particles allowed by the appropriate conservation laws.

Name Symbol Mass Q Lifetime (s) Major decays

down d md ≈ 0.3 −1/3
up u mu ≈ md 2/3
strange s ms ≈ 0.5 −1/3 10−8 − 10−10 s → u + X
charmed c mc ≈ 1.5 2/3 10−12 − 10−13 c → s + X

c → d + X
bottom b mb ≈ 4.5 −1/3 10−12 − 10−13 b → c + X
top t mt ≈ 171 2/3 ∼10−25 t → b + X

3.2.2 Quark Generations and Quark Numbers

Six distinct types, orflavours,of spin-12 quarks are now known to exist. Like the leptons,
they occur in pairs, orgenerations, denoted

(

u
d

)

,

(

c
s

)

,

(

t
b

)

(3.50)

Each generation consists of a quark with charge+ 2
3, (u, c, or t), together with a quark

of charge− 1
3, (d, s, or b), in units of e. They are called thedown (d), up (u), strange

(s), charmed(c), bottom(b) and top (t) quarks. The quantum numbers associated with
thes, c, b andt quarks are calledstrangeness, charm, bottomandtop, respectively.15 The
antiquarks are denoted

(

d̄
ū

)

,

(

s̄
c̄

)

,

(

b̄
t̄

)

(3.51)

with charges+ 1
3, (d̄, s̄, or b̄), and− 2

3, (ū, c̄, or t̄). Approximate quark masses are given in
Table 3.2. Except for the top quark, these masses are inferred indirectly from the observed
masses of their hadron bound states, together with models of quark binding.16 Because of
this, they are also referred to asconstituentquark masses.

The stability of quarks in hadrons – like the stability of protons and neutrons in nuclei –
is influenced by their interaction energies. However, for thes, c andb quarks these effects
are small enough for them to be assigned approximate lifetimes of 10−8 − 10−10 s for thes
quark and 10−12 − 10−13 s for both thec andb quarks. The top quark is much heavier than
the other quarks and its lifetime is of order 10−25 s. This lifetime is so short, that when top
quarks are created, they decay too quickly to form observable hadrons. In contrast to the
other quarks, our knowledge of the top quark is based entirely on observations of its decay
products.

15 The quantum numbers associated with the quark numbers ‘bottom’ and ‘top’ were originally called ‘beauty’ and ‘truth’,
respectively, but the former names are now more commonly used.
16 An analogy would be to deduce the mass of nucleons from the masses of nuclei via a model of the nucleus.
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e

e-
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d
d
u

Figure 3.9 Quark Feynman diagram for the decayn → pe−ν̄e in the spectator model.

It is worth emphasizing that when we talk about ‘the decay of quarks’ we always
mean that the decay takes place within a hadron, with the other bound quarks acting as
‘spectators’, i.e. not taking part in the interaction. Thus, for example, in this picture neutron
decay at the quark level is given by the Feynman diagram of Figure 3.9 and no free quarks
are observed. Note that it is assumed that the exchanged particle interacts with only one
constituent quark in the nucleons. This is the essence of thespectator model. (This is
similar to the idea of a single nucleon decaying within a radioactive nucleus.)

In strong and electromagnetic interactions, quarks can only be created or destroyed as
particle-antiparticle pairs, just like electrons, as we discussed in Section 3.1.1. This implies,
for example, that in electromagnetic processes corresponding to the Feynman diagram of
Figure 3.10, the reactione+ + e− → c + c̄, which creates acc̄ pair, is allowed, but the
reactione+ + e− → c + ū producing acū pair, is forbidden.17

More generally, it implies conservation of each of the sixquark numbers

N f ≡ N( f ) − N( f̄ ) ( f = u, d, s, c, b, t) (3.52)

where N( f ) is the number of quarks of flavourf present andN( f̄ ) is the number of
antiquarks of flavourf̄ present. For example, for single-particle states;Nc = 1 for thec
quark; Nc = −1 for the c̄ antiquark; andNc = 0 for all other particles. Similar results
apply for the other quark numbersN f , and for multi-particle states the quark numbers of
the individual particles are added. Thus a state containing the particlesu, u, d,hasNu = 2,
Nd = 1 andN f = 0 for the other quark numbers withf = s, c, b, t .

e-

e+

q

q

hadrons

ha
dr

on
s

Figure 3.10 Production mechanism for the reactione+e− → qq̄.

17 Again, these reactions and associated Feynman diagrams do not imply that free quarks are created. Spectator quarks are
implicitly present to form hadrons in the final state.
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In weak interactions, more general possibilities are allowed, and only the total quark
number

Nq ≡ N(q) − N(q̄) (3.53)

is conserved, whereN(q) andN(q̄) are the total number of quarks and antiquarks present,
irrespective of their flavour. This is illustrated by the decay modes of the quarks themselves,
some of which are listed in Table 3.2, which are all weak interaction processes, and we
have seen it also in the decay of the neutron in Figure 3.9. Other example is themaindecay
mode of the charmed quark, which is

c → s + u + d̄, (3.54)

in which ac-quark is replaced by ans-quark and au-quark is created together with ād
antiquark. This clearly violates conservation of the individual quark numbersNc, Ns, Nu

andNd, but the total quark numberNq is conserved.
In practice, it is convenient to replace the total quark numberNq in analyses by the

baryon number, defined by

B ≡ Nq/3 = [N(q) − N(q̄)]/3. (3.55)

Like the electric charge and the lepton numbers introduced in the last section, the baryon
number is conserved inall known interactions, and unlike lepton number, there are no
experiments that suggest otherwise.18

3.3 Hadrons

In principle, the properties of atoms and nuclei can be explained in terms of their proton,
neutron and electron constituents, although in practice many details are too complicated to
be accurately calculated. However the properties of these constituents can be determined
without reference to atoms and nuclei by studying them directly as free particles in the
laboratory. In this sense atomic and nuclear physics are no longer fundamental, although
they are still very interesting and important if we want to understand the world we live in.
In the case of hadrons, the situation is more complicated. Their properties are explained in
terms of a few fundamental quark constituents; but the properties of the quarks themselves
can only be studied experimentally by appropriate measurements on hadrons. Whether we
like it or not, studying quarks without hadrons is not an option.

3.3.1 Flavour Independence and Charge Multiplets

One of the fundamental properties of the strong interaction isflavour independence. This
is the statement that the strong force between two quarks at a fixed distance apart is
independent of which quark flavoursu, d, s, c, b, t are involved. Thus, for example, the
strong forces betweenus andds pairs are identical. The same principle applies to quark-
antiquark forces, which are, however,not identical to quark-quark forces, because in
the former case annihilations can occur. Flavour independence does not apply to the

18 However, there aretheoriesbeyond the standard model that predict baryon number nonconservation, although there is no
experimental evidence at present to support this prediction. These theories are discussed briefly in Section 9.5.
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electromagnetic interaction, since the quarks have different electric charges, but compared
to the strong force between quarks, the electromagnetic force is a small correction. In
addition, when applying flavour independence one must take proper account of the quark
mass differences, which can be nontrivial. However, there are cases where these corrections
are small or easily estimated, and the phenomenon of flavour independence is plain to see.

One consequence of flavour independence is the striking observation that hadrons occur
in families of particles with approximately the same masses, calledcharge multiplets.
Within a given family, all particles have the same spin-parity and the same baryon number,
strangeness, charm and bottom, but differ in their electric charges. Examples are the
triplet of pions, (π+, π0, π−) and the nucleon doublet (p, n). This behaviour reflects an
approximate symmetry betweenu andd quarks. It arises because, as we shall see in Section
3.3.2, these two quarks have only a very small mass difference

md − mu = (3 ± 1) MeV/c2, (3.56)

so that in this case mass corrections can to a good approximation be neglected. For example,
consider the proton and neutron. We shall see in the next section that their quark content
is p(938)= uud andn(940)= udd. If we neglect the small mass difference between the
u andd quarks and also the electromagnetic interactions, which is equivalent to setting all
electric charges to zero, so that the forces acting on theu andd quarks are exactly equal,
then replacing theu quark by ad quark in the proton would produce a ‘neutron’ which
would be essentially identical to the proton. Of course the symmetry is not exact because of
the small mass difference between theu andd quarks and because of the electromagnetic
forces, and it is these that give rise to the small differences in mass within multiplets.

Flavour independence of the strong forces betweenu andd quarks also leads directly
to thecharge independence of nuclear forces, i.e. the equality of the force between any
pair of nucleons, provided the two particles are in the same spin state. Subsumed in
the idea of charge independence is the idea ofcharge symmetry, i.e. the equality of the
proton-proton and neutron-neutron forces, again provided the two particles are in the same
spin state. Evidence for the latter is found in studies of nuclei with the same value ofA,
but the values ofN and Z interchanged (calledmirror nuclei). An example is shown in
Figure 3.11. The two nuclei11

5B and11
6C have the same number ofnp pairs, but11

5B has
10 pp pairs and 15nn pairs, whereas11

6C has 15pp pairs and 10nn pairs. Thus, allowing
for the Coulomb interaction, the approximate equality of the level structures of these two
nuclei, as seen in Figure 3.11, meanscharge symmetryis approximately verified. To test
charge independence in a nuclear context we would have to look at the level structure in
three related nuclei such as11

4Be, 11
5B and11

6C. Here the test is not so clear-cut because an
nppair is not subject to the restrictions of the Pauli principle likeppandnnpairs and there
is evidence (to be discussed briefly in Chapter 7) that thenp force is stronger in theS = 1
state than in theS = 0 state. Nevertheless, the measured energy levels in such triplets of
nuclei support the idea of approximate charge independence of nuclear forces.

The symmetry betweenu andd quarks is calledisospin symmetry19 and greatly simplifies
the interpretation of hadron physics. It is described by the same mathematics as ordinary

19 Werner Heisenberg received the 1932 Nobel Prize in Physics for his contributions to the creation of quantum mechanics and
the idea of isospin symmetry.
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Figure 3.11 Low-lying energy levels with spin-parityJ p of the mirror nuclei11
5B and11

6C. (Data
from Ajzenberg-Selove (1990)).

spin, hence the name. For example, the proton and neutron are viewed as the ‘up’ and
‘down’ components of a single particle, the nucleonN, that has an isospin quantum
numberI = 1

2, with I3 values1
2 and− 1

2, assigned to the proton and neutron, whereI3 is
analogous to the magnetic quantum number in the case of ordinary spin. Likewise, the
three pionsπ+, π− andπ0 are part of a tripletπ with I = 1 corresponding toI3 values 1,
0 and−1, respectively. In discussing the strong interactions between pions and nucleons,
it is then only necessary to consider theπN interaction with total isospin either12 or 3

2.
As an example, we will consider some predictions for the hadronic resonance state

�(1232). The�(1232) hasI = 3
2 and four charge states�++,�+,�0 and�− (see Table

3.3) corresponding toI3 = 3
2, 1

2,− 1
2,− 3

2, respectively. If we use the notation|π N; I , I3〉
for aπ N state, then|π N; 3

2, 3
2〉 is the unique stateπ+ p and may be written
∣

∣π N; 3
2, 3

2

〉

= |π ; 1, 1〉
∣

∣N; 1
2, 1

2

〉

. (3.57)

The otherπ N states may then be obtained by applying quantum mechanical shift (ladder)
operators to (3.57), as is done when constructing ordinary spin states.20 This gives

∣

∣π N; 3
2, 1

2

〉

= −
√

1
3|π+n〉 +

√

2
3|π0 p〉 (3.58)

20 Readers unfamiliar with the mathematics of spin in quantum mechanics are referred to Section A.4 of Appendix A.
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Table 3.3 Some examples of baryons and mesons, with their major decay modes.
Masses are in MeV/c2.

Particle Mass Lifetime (s) Major decays

π+(ud̄) 140 2.6 × 10−8 µ+νµ (∼100%)
π0(uū, dd̄) 135 8.4 × 10−17 γ γ (∼100%)
K +(us̄) 494 1.2 × 10−8 µ+νµ (64%)

π+π0 (21%)
D−(dc̄) 1869 1.1 × 10−12 Several seen
B−(bū) 5279 1.6 × 10−12 Several seen
p(uud) 938 Stable None
n(udd) 940 887 pe−ν̄e (100%)
(uds) 1116 2.6 × 10−10 pπ− (64%)

nπ0 (36%)
�0(uss) 1315 2.9 × 10−10 π0 (99%)
�++(uuu) 1232 ∼0.6 × 10−23 pπ+ (100%)
�−(sss) 1672 0.8 × 10−10 K − (68%)

�0π− (24%)
+

c (udc) 2286 2.0 × 10−13 Several seen

and hence isospin invariance predicts

Ŵ(�+ → π+n)

Ŵ(�+ → π0 p)
=

1

2
, (3.59)

which is in good agreement with experiment.
Secondly, by constructing all theπ N isospin states by analogy with (3.57) and (3.58)

we can show that

|π− p〉 = 1√
3

∣

∣π N; 3
2,− 1

2

〉

−
√

2
3

∣

∣π N; 1
2,− 1

2

〉

(3.60a)

and

|π0n〉 =
√

2
3

∣

∣π N; 3
2,− 1

2

〉

+ 1√
3

∣

∣π N; 1
2,− 1

2

〉

. (3.60b)

Then, if MI is the amplitude for scattering in a pure isospin stateI , and using isospin
invariance,

M(π− p → π− p) = 1
3M3/2 + 2

3M1/2 (3.61a)

and

M(π− p → π0n) =
√

2
3 M3/2 −

√
2

3 M1/2. (3.61b)

At the mass of the�(1232), the available energy is such that the total cross-section is
dominated by the elastic (π− p → π− p) and charge-exchange (π− p → π0n) reactions. In
addition, because the�(1232) hasI = 3

2, M3/2 ≫ M1/2, so

σtotal(π
− p) = σ (π− p → π− p) + σ (π− p → π0n) ∝ 1

3|M3/2|2 (3.62a)
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Figure 3.12 Total cross-sections forπ− p andπ+ p scattering.

and

σtotal(π
+ p) ∝ |M3/2|2. (3.62b)

Thus, neglecting small kinematic corrections due to mass differences (phase space correc-
tions), isospin symmetry predicts

σtotal(π+ p)

σtotal(π− p)
= 3. (3.63)

Figure 3.12 shows the two total cross-sections at low energies. There are clear peaks with
Breit-Wigner forms at a mass of 1232 MeV corresponding to the production of the�(1232)
and the ratio of the peaks is in good agreement with the prediction (3.63).

3.3.2 Quark Model Spectroscopy

The observed hadrons are of three types:baryonsand their antiparticlesantibaryons,which
have half-integral spin, andmesons,which have integral spin. In thequark model of hadrons
the baryons are assumed to be bound states of three quarks (qqq), antibaryons are assumed
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to be bound states of three antiquarks (q̄ q̄ q̄) and mesons are assumed to be bound states
of a quark and an antiquark (qq̄).21 The baryons and antibaryons have baryon numbers
1 and−1 respectively, while the mesons have baryon number 0. Hence the baryons and
antibaryons can annihilate each other in reactions that conserve baryon number to give
mesons or, more rarely, photons or lepton-antilepton pairs, in the final state.

The lightest known baryons are the proton and neutron, with the quark compositions:

p = uud, n = udd. (3.64)

These particles have been familiar as constituents of atomic nuclei since the 1930s. The
birth of particle physics as a new subject, distinct from atomic and nuclear physics, dates
from 1947, when hadrons other than the neutron and proton were first detected. These were
thepions, already mentioned, and theK-mesons, or kaons,discovered in cosmic rays by
groups in Bristol and Manchester Universities, respectively.

The discovery of the pions was not unexpected, since Yukawa had famously predicted
their existence and their approximate masses in 1935, in order to explain the observed range
of nuclear forces. (Recall the discussion in Section 1.5.2.) This consisted of finding what
mass was needed in the Yukawa potential to give the observed range of the strong nuclear
force (which was poorly known at the time). After some initial false signals, a particle with
the right mass and suitable properties was discovered: this was the pion. Here and in what
follows we will give the hadron masses in brackets in units of MeV/c2 and use a superscript
to indicate the electric charge in units ofe. Thus the pions areπ±(140) andπ0(135). Pions
are the lightest known mesons and have the quark compositions

π+ = ud̄, π0 = uū, dd̄, π− = dū. (3.65)

While the charged pions have a unique composition, the neutral pion is composed of both
uū anddd̄ pairs in equal amounts. Pions are copiously produced in high-energy collisions
by strong interaction processes such asp + p → p + n + π+.

In contrast to the discovery of the pions, the discovery of the kaons was totally unex-
pected, and they were almost immediately recognized as a completely new form of matter,
because they had supposedly ‘strange’ properties. Eventually, after several years, it was
realized that these properties were precisely what would be expected if kaons had nonzero
values of a hitherto unknown quantum number, given the namestrangeness,which was
conserved in strong and electromagnetic interactions, but not necessarily conserved in
weak interaction. Particles with nonzero strangeness were namedstrange particles, and
with the advent of the quark model in 1964, it was realized that strangenessS was, apart
from a sign, the strangeness quark number, i.e.

S = −Ns. (3.66)

21 In addition to these so-called ‘valence’ quarks there could also in principle be other constituent quarks present in the form
of a cloud of virtual quarks and antiquarks – the so-called ‘sea’ quarks – the origin of which we will discuss in Section 5.4.
In this chapter we consider only the valence quarks that determine the static properties of hadrons. The effective masses of
the constituent quarks could be quite different from those that appear in the fundamental strong interaction Hamiltonian for
quark-quark interactions via gluon exchange, because these quarks are free of the dynamical effects experienced in hadrons. The
latter are referred to as ‘current’ quarks.
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Kaons are the lightest strange mesons, with the quark compositions:

K +(494)= us̄, K 0(498)= ds̄, (3.67)

whereK + andK 0 haveS = +1 and their antiparticlesK − andK̄ 0 haveS = −1, while the
lightest strange baryon is thelambda,with the quark composition = uds. Subsequently,
hadrons containingc andb quarks have also been discovered, with nonzero values of the
charmandbottomquantum numbers defined by

C ≡ Nc ≡ N(c) − N(c̄) and B̃ ≡ −Nb ≡ −[N(b) − N(b̄)]. (3.68)

The above examples illustrate just some of the many different combinations of quarks that
form baryons or mesons. These and some further examples are shown in Table 3.3 and a
more extensive listing is given in Appendix E.

To proceed more systematically one could, for example, construct all the mesons states
of the formqq̄, whereq can be any of the six quark flavours. Each of these is labeled by its
spin and its intrinsic parityP. The simplest such states would have the spins of the quark
and the antiquark antiparallel with no orbital angular momentum between them and so have
spin-parityJ P = 0−. (Recall from Section 1.3.1 that quarks and antiquarks have opposite
parities.) If, for simplicity, we consider those states composed of justu, d ands quarks,
there will be nine such mesons and they have quantum numbers which may be identified
with the mesons (K 0, K +), (K̄ 0, K −), (π±, π0) and two neutral particles, which are called
η andη′. Thissupermultipletis shown Figure 3.13a as a plot ofY, thehypercharge, defined
as

Y ≡ B + S+ C + B̃ + T,
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againstI3, the third component of isospin. This can be extended to the lowest-lyingqqq
states and the lowest-lying supermultiplet consists of the eightJ P = 1

2
+

baryons shown in
Figure 3.13b.22

It is a remarkable fact that the states observed agree experimentally with those predicted
by the simple combinationsqqq, q̄q̄q̄ andqq̄. A few experiments have claimed evidence
for the existence of states outside this scheme, possibly ones involving five quarks, but
despite extensive investigations, other experiments with larger quantities of data have failed
to confirm this. It therefore seems highly likely that hadron states are composed exclusively
of the simplest quark combinations of the basic quark model. This was one of the original
pieces of evidence for the existence of quarks and remains one of the strongest today.

The scheme may also be extended to more quark flavours, although the diagrams become
increasingly complex. For example, Figure 3.14 shows the predictedJ P = 3

2
+

baryon states
formed fromu, d, s andc quarks when all three quarks have their spins aligned, but still
with zero orbital angular momentum between them. All the states in the bottom plane have
been detected as well as many in the higher planes. Research in this field is ongoing and
experiments have found evidence for the first examples of ‘charmed-strange’ and ‘bottom-
strange’ baryons, i.e. ones containing one or more strange quarks together with a charmed
or bottom quark, respectively, but still no states have been found that are outside the simple
quark model scheme.

For many quark combinations there exist not one, but several states. For example, the
lowest-lying state of theud̄ system has spin-parity 0− and is theπ+ meson. It can be
regarded as the ‘ground state’ of the 0− system. Here the spins of the quark constituents are

22 If you try to try to verify Figure 3.13, you will find that it is necessary to assume that the overall hadronic wavefunctions
� = ψspaceψspin are symmetricunder the exchange of identical quarks, i.e. opposite to the symmetry required by the Pauli
principle. (See Problem 3.8.) This apparent contradiction will be resolved in Chapter 5.
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anti-aligned to give a total spinS = 0 and there is no orbital angular momentumL between
the two quarks, so that the total angular momentum, which we identify as the spin of the
hadron, isJ = L + S = 0. Other ‘excited’ states can have different spin-parities depending
on the different states of motion of the quarks within the hadron.

An example is theK ∗+(890) meson withJ P = 1−. In this state theu ands̄ quarks have
their spins aligned to giveS = 1 and there is no orbital angular momentum between them,
i.e.L = 0, so that the spin of theK ∗+(890) isJ = L + S = 1. This is a resonance and such
states usually decay by the strong interaction, with very short lifetimes, of order 10−23 s.
The mass distribution of their decay products is described by the Breit-Wigner formula
discussed in Section 1.6.3. The spin of a resonance may be found from an analysis of the
angular distributions of its decay products. This is because the distribution is determined by
the wavefunction of the decaying particle, which will contain an angular part proportional
to a spherical harmonic labeled by the orbital angular momentum between the decay
products. Thus from a measurement of the angular distribution of the decay products, the
angular momentum may be found, and hence the spin of the resonance. It is part of the
triumph of the quark model that it successfully accounts for the excited states of the various
quark systems, as well as their ground states, when the internal motion of the quarks is
properly taken into account.

From experiments such as electron scattering we know that hadrons have typical radii
r of order 1 fm and hence associated time scalesr/c of order 10−23 s. The vast majority
are highly unstable resonances, corresponding to excited states of the various quark sys-
tems, and decay to lighter hadrons by the strong interaction, with lifetimes of this order.
The K ∗+(892)= us̄ resonance, mentioned above, is an example. It decays toK +π0 and
K 0π+ final states with a lifetime of 1.3 × 10−23 s. The quark description of the process
K ∗+ → K 0 + π+ is

us̄ → ds̄ + ud̄. (3.69)

From this we see that the final state contains the same quarks as the initial state, plus an
additionaldd̄ pair, so that the quark numbersNu andNd are separately conserved. This is
characteristic of strong and electromagnetic processes, which are only allowed if each of
the quark numbersNu, Nd, Ns, Nc, andNb is separately conserved.

Since leptons and photons do not have strong interactions, hadrons can only decay by
the strong interaction if lighter states composed solely of other hadrons exist with the
same quantum numbers. While this is possible for the majority of hadrons, it is not in
general possible for the lightest state corresponding to any given quark combination. These
hadrons, which cannot decay by strong interactions, are long-lived on a timescale of order
10−23 s and are often calledstable particles.It is more accurate to call themlong-lived
particles, because except for the proton they are not absolutely stable, but decay by either
the electromagnetic or weak interaction.

The proton is stable because it is the lightest particle with nonzero baryon number and
baryon number is conserved in all known interactions.23 A few of the other long-lived
hadrons decay by electromagnetic interactions to final states that include photons. These
decays, like the strong interaction, conserve all the individual quark numbers. An example

23 However, in Section 9.5 we discuss theories in which baryon number isnot conserved.
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is the neutral pion, which hasNu = Nd = Ns = Nc = Nb = 0 and decays by the reaction

π0(uū, dd̄) → γ + γ, (3.70)

with a lifetime of 0.8 × 10−16 s. However, most of the long-lived hadrons have nonzero
values for at least one of the quark numbers, and can only decay by the weak interaction, in
which quark numbers do not have to be conserved. For example, the positive pion decays
with a lifetime of 2.6 × 10−8 s by the reaction

π+ → µ+ + νµ, (3.71)

while the(1116)= udsbaryon decays mainly by the reactions

 → p + π−, n + π0, (3.72)

with a lifetime of 2.6 × 10−10 s. The quark interpretations of these reactions are

ud̄ → µ+ + νµ, (3.73)

in which au-quark annihilates with ād-antiquark, violating bothNu andNd conservation;
and for lambda decay to charged pions,

sud→ uud+ dū, (3.74)

in which ans quark turns into au quark and adū pair is created, violatingNd and Ns

conservation.
We see from the above that the strong, electromagnetic or weak nature of a given hadron

decay can be determined by inspecting quark numbers. The resulting lifetimes can then be
summarized as follows. Strong decays lead to lifetimes that are typically of order 10−23 s.
Electromagnetic decay rates are suppressed by powers of the fine structure constantα

relative to strong decays, leading to observed lifetimes in the range 10−16 − 10−21 s. Weak
decays give longer lifetimes, which depend sensitively on the characteristic energy of the
decay. A useful measure of the decay energy is theQ-value, the kinetic energy released
in the decay of the particle at rest, which we have met before in Section 2.3. In the
weak interactions of hadrons,Q-values of order 102 − 103 MeV are typical, leading to
lifetimes in the range 10−7 − 10−13 s, but there are some exceptions, notably neutron
decay,n → p + e− + ν̄e, for which

Q = mn − mp − me − mν̄e = 0.79 MeV. (3.75)

This is unusually small, leading to a lifetime of about 103 s. Thus hadron decay lifetimes are
reasonably well understood and span some 27 orders of magnitude, from about 10−24s to
about 103s. The typical lifetime ranges corresponding to each interaction are summarized
in Table 3.4.

3.3.3 Hadron Magnetic Moments and Masses

The quark model can make predictions for hadronic magnetic moments and masses in
a way that is analogous to the semi-empirical mass formula for nuclear masses, i.e. the
formulas have a theoretical basis, but contain parameters that have to be determined from
experiment. We will examine both cases.
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Table 3.4 Typical lifetimes of hadrons
decaying by the three interactions.

Interaction Lifetimes (s)

Strong 10−22 − 10−24

Electromagnetic 10−16 − 10−21

Weak 10−7 − 10−13

3.3.3.1 Magnetic Moments

Magnetic moments have been measured only for the1
2

+
octet of states composed ofu, d

ands quarks and so we will consider only these. In this supermultiplet, the quarks have
zero orbital angular momentum and so the hadron magnetic moments are just the sums of
contributions from the constituent quark magnetic moments, which we will assume are of
the Dirac form, i.e.

µq ≡
〈

q, Sz = 1
2

∣

∣ µ̂z

∣

∣q, Sz = 1
2

〉

= eqēh/2mq = (eq Mp/mq)µN, (3.76)

whereeq is the quark charge in units ofe andµN ≡ ēh/2Mp is the nuclear magneton.
Thus,

µu =
2Mp

3mu
µN, µd = −

Mp

3md
µN, µs = −

Mp

3ms
µN . (3.77)

Consider for example the case of the(1116)= uds. It is straightforward to show that
the configuration that ensures that the predicted quantum numbers of the supermultiplet
agree with experiment is to have theudpair in a spin-0 state. (This will be done in Chapter
5.) Hence it makes no contribution to the spin or magnetic moment and we have the
immediate prediction

µ = µs = −
Mp

3ms
µN . (3.78)

For 1
2

+
baryonsB with quark configurationaab, the aa pair is in the symmetric spin-1

state with parallel spins (again this is to ensure that the predicted quantum numbers of the
supermultiplet agree with experiment) and magnetic moment 2µa. The ‘spin-up’ baryon
state is given by24

∣

∣B; S = 1
2, Sz = 1

2

〉

=
√

2
3

∣

∣b; S = 1
2, Sz = − 1

2

〉

|aa; S = 1, Sz = 1〉

−
√

1
3

∣

∣b; S = 1
2, Sz = 1

2

〉

|aa; S = 1, Sz = 0〉.
(3.79)

The first term corresponds to a state with magnetic moment 2µa − µb, since theb quark
hasSz = − 1

2; the second term corresponds to a state with magnetic momentµb, since the
aapair hasSz = 0 and does not contribute. Hence the magnetic moment ofB is given by

µB = 2
3(2µa − µb) + 1

3µb = 4
3µa − 1

3µb. (3.80)

24 See Section A.4 of Appendix A.
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Table 3.5 Magnetic moments of the12
+

baryon octet as predicted by the constituent quark
model, compared with experiment in units ofµN , the nuclear magneton. These have been
obtained usingm = 0.344 GeV/c2 andms = 0.539 GeV/c2. Errors on the nucleon
moments are of order 10−7.

Particle Moment Prediction Experiment

p(938) 4
3µu − 1

3µd 2.73 2.793

n(940) 4
3µd − 1

3µu −1.82 −1.913
(1116) µs −0.58 −0.613± 0.004

�+(1189) 4
3µu − 1

3µs 2.62 2.458± 0.010

�−(1197) 4
3µd − 1

3µs −1.02 −1.160± 0.025

�0(1315) 4
3µs − 1

3µu −1.38 −1.250± 0.014

�−(1321) 4
3µs − 1

3µd −0.47 −0.651± 0.003

For example, the magnetic moment of the proton is

µp =
4

3
µu −

1

3
µd =

Mp

m
µN, (3.81)

where we have neglected the mass difference between theu andd quarks, as suggested by
isospin symmetry, and setmu ≈ md ≡ m.

The predictions for the magnetic moments of all the other members of the1
2

+
octet may

be found in a similar way in terms of just two parameters, the massesm andms. A best
fit to the measured magnetic moments (but not taking account of the errors on the data25 )
yields the valuesm = 0.344 GeV/c2 andms = 0.539 GeV/c2. The predicted moments are
shown in Table 3.5. The agreement is good, but by no means perfect and suggests that the
assumption that baryons are pureqqqstates with zero orbital angular momentum between
them is not exact. For example, there could be small admixtures of states with nonzero
orbital angular momentum.

3.3.3.2 Masses

We now turn to the prediction of hadron masses. The mass differences between members of
a given supermulitplet are conveniently separated into the small mass differences between
members of the same isospin multiplet and the much larger mass differences between
members of different isospin multiplets. The size of the former suggests that they have
their origin in electromagnetic effects and if we neglect them, then a first approximation
would be to assume that the mass differences are due solely to differences in the constituent
quark masses. If we concentrate on hadrons with quark structures composed ofu, d and
s quarks, since their masses are the best known from experiment, this assumption leads
directly to the relations

M� − M� = M� − M = M − MN = ms − mu,d (3.82)

25 If we had fitted taking account of the errors, the fit would be dominated by the proton and neutron moments because they have
very small errors.
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for the 1
2

+
baryon octet and

M� − M�∗ = M�∗ − M�∗ = M�∗ − M� = ms − mu,d (3.83)

for the 3
2

+
decuplet. These give numerical estimates forms − mu,d in the range 120 to

200 MeV/c2, which are consistent with the estimate from magnetic moments above.
These results support the suggestion that baryon mass differences (and by analogy meson

mass differences) are dominantly due to the mass differences of their constituent quarks.
However, this cannot be the complete explanation, because if it were then the1

2
+

nucleon

would have the same mass as the3
2

+
�(1232), as they have the same quark constituents,

and similarly for other related particles in the1
2

+
octet and3

2
+

decuplet. The absence of
orbital angular momentum in these states means that there nothing equivalent to the ‘fine
structure’ of atomic physics. The difference lies in the spin structures of these states.

If we take the case of two spin-1
2 particles with magnetic momentsµi andµ j separated

by a distancer ij then the interaction energy is proportional toµi · µ j /r 3
ij . If, in addition,

the particles are point-like and have chargesei andej , the moments will be of the Dirac
form µi = (ei /mi ) Si . Then for two particles in a relative S-state it can be shown that the
interaction energy is given by

�E =
8π

3

ei ej

mi m j
|ψ(0)|2Si · Sj , (3.84)

whereψ(0) is the wavefunction at the origin,r ij = 0. (When averaged over all space, the
interaction is zero except at the origin.) In atomic physics this is known as thehyperfine
interactionand causes very small splittings in atomic energy levels. In the hadron case, the
electric charges must be replaced by their strong interaction equivalents, with appropriate
changes to the overall numerical factor. The resulting interaction is called (for reasons that
will be clear in Chapter 5) thechromomagnetic interaction. As we cannot calculate the
equivalent quark-quark wavefunction, for the purposes of a phenomenological analysis we
will write the contribution to a hadron mass as

�M ∝
S1 · S2

m1m2
. (3.85)

This assumes that|ψ(0)|2 is the same for all states, which will not be exactly true.
Consider firstly the case of mesons. By writing the total spin squared as

S2 ≡ (S1 + S2)2 = S2
1 + S2

2 + 2S1 · S2, (3.86)

we easily find that the expectation values ofS1 · S2 are− 3
4h̄2 for the S = 0 mesons and

1
4h̄2 for theS = 1 mesons. The masses may be written

M(meson)= m1 + m2 + �M, (3.87)

wherem1,2 are the masses of the constituent quarks and

�M(J P = 0− meson)= −
3a

4

1

m1m2
, �M(J P = 1− meson)=

a

4

1

m1m2
(3.88)

anda is a constant to be found from experiment. The masses of the members of the 0− and
1− meson supermultiplets then follow from a knowledge of their quark compositions. For
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Table 3.6 Meson masses (in GeV/c2) in the constituent quark model compared with
experimental values. These have been obtained usingm = 0.308 GeV/c2,
ms = 0.480 GeV/c2 anda = 0.0602 (GeV/c2)3.

Particle Mass Prediction Experiment

π 2m −
3a

4m2
0.14 0.137

K m + ms −
3a

4mms
0.48 0.496

η
2

3
m +

4

3
ms −

a

4

(

1

m2
+

2

m2
s

)

0.56 0.549

ρ 2m +
a

4m2
0.78 0.770

ω 2m +
a

4m2
0.78 0.782

K* m + ms +
a

4mms
0.89 0.892

φ 2ms +
a

4m2
s

1.03 1.020

example, theK-mesons have oneu or d quark and ones quark and so

MK = m + ms −
3a

4mms
. (3.89)

Predictions for the masses of all the mesons are shown in Table 3.6, which also gives the
best fit to the measured masses (again ignoring the relative errors on the latter) using these
formulas.

The predictions correspond to the values

m = 0.308 GeV/c2, ms = 0.480 GeV/c2, a = 0.0602 (GeV/c2)3. (3.90)

Note that the quark mass values are smaller from those obtained from fitting the baryon
magnetic moments. There is no contradiction in this, because there is no reason that quarks
should have the same effective masses in mesons as in baryons. The comparison with the
measured values is very reasonable, but omitted from the fit is theη′ state where the fit is
very poor indeed. Unlike the atomic case, the spin-spin interaction in the strong interaction
case leads to substantial corrections to the meson masses.

The baryons are somewhat more complicated, because in this case we have three pairs
of spin-spin couplings to consider. In general the spin-spin contribution to the mass is

�M ∝
∑

i< j

Si · Sj

mi m j
, i, j = 1, 3. (3.91)

In the case of the32
+

decuplet, all three quarks have their spins aligned and every pair
therefore combines to make spin-1. Thus for example,

(S1 + S2)2 = S2
1 + S2

2 + 2S1 · S2 = 2h̄2, (3.92)

giving S1 · S2 = h̄2/4 and in general

S1 · S2 = S1 · S3 = S2 · S3 = h̄2/4 (3.93)
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Using this result, the mass of the�∗(1385), for example, may be written

M�∗ = 2m + ms +
b

4

(

1

m2
+

2

mms

)

, (3.94)

whereb is a constant to be determined from experiment. (There is no reason forb to
be equal to the constanta used in the meson case because the quark wavefunctions and
numerical factors in the baryonic equivalent of Equation (3.84) will be different in the two
cases.)

In the case of the12
+

octet, we have

(S1 + S2 + S3)2 = S2
1 + S2

2 + S2
3 + 2(S1 · S2 + S1 · S3 + S2 · S3) = 3h̄2/4 (3.95)

and hence

S1 · S2 + S1 · S3 + S2 · S3 = −3h̄2/4. (3.96)

In addition, we have to consider the symmetry of the spin wavefunctions of individual
hadrons. For example, without proof, the spins of theu andd pair in the must combine
to giveS = 0. Thus, (Su + Sd)2 = 0, so thatSu · Sd = −3h̄2/4. Then,

M = mu + md + ms +
b

h̄2

[

Su · Sd

mumd
+

Su · Ss

mums
+

Sd · Ss

mdms

]

. (3.97)

Finally, settingmu = md = m gives

M = 2m + ms +
b

h̄2

[

Su · Sd

m2
+

(S1 · S2 + S1 · S3 + S2 · S3 − Su · Sd

m ms

]

= 2m + ms −
3b

4m2
, (3.98)

where we have used (3.96). The resulting formulas for all the1
2

+
octet and3

2
+

decuplet
masses are shown in Table 3.7. Also shown are the predicted masses using the best-fit
values

m = 0.364 GeV/c2, ms = 0.537 GeV/c2, b = 0.0261 (GeV/c2)3 (3.99)

The agreement between these mass values and those obtained from fitting meson masses
(3.90) is reasonable, given that the quarks are in different environments and so there is no
reason why their effective masses should be identical.

Overall, what we learn from the above is that the constituent quark model is capable of
giving a reasonably consistent account of hadron masses and magnetic moments, at least
for the low-lying states (theη′ is an exception), provided a few parameters are allowed to
be found from experiment.
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Table 3.7 Baryon masses (in GeV/c2) in the constituent quark model compared with
experimental values. These have been obtained usingm = 0.364 GeV/c2,
ms = 0.537 GeV/c2 andb = 0.0261 (GeV/c2)3.

Particle Mass Prediction Experiment

N 3m −
3b

4m2
0.94 0.939

 2m + ms −
3b

4

(

1

m2

)

1.12 1.116

� 2m + ms +
b

4

(

1

m2
−

4

mms

)

1.18 1.193

� m + 2ms +
b

4

(

1

m2
s

−
4

mms

)

1.33 1.318

� 3m +
3b

4m2
1.23 1.232

�∗ 2m + ms +
b

4

(

1

m2
+

2

mms

)

1.38 1.385

�∗ m + 2ms +
b

4

(

2

mms
+

1

m2
s

)

1.53 1.533

� 3ms +
3b

4m2
s

1.68 1.673

Problems

3.1 Which of the following reactions are allowed and which are forbidden by the conser-
vation laws appropriate to weak interactions?

(a)νµ + p → µ+ + n (b) νe + p → n + e− + π+

(c)  → π+ + e− + ν̄e (d) K + → π0 + µ+ + νµ

(e)νe + p → e− + π+ + p (f) τ+ → µ+ + ν̄µ + ντ

3.2 Draw a fourth-order Feynman diagram for the weak reactione− + µ+ → νe + ν̄µ.

3.3 Show that the oscillation length in Equation (3.32) may be written
L0 = E/(1.27�m2

ij ), whereL0 is expressed in km,E in GeV and�m2
ij in (eV/c2)2.

3.4 A KamLAND-type experiment detects ¯νe neutrinos at a distance of 200 m from a
nuclear reactor and finds that the flux is (90± 10)% of that expected if there were
no oscillations. Assuming a two-component model with maximal mixing (θ = 45◦)
and a mean neutrino energy of 3 MeV, use this result to estimate the squared mass
difference of the ¯νe and its oscillating partner.

3.5 If the Sun is assumed to be a uniform spherical plasma consisting of nucleons, with
radius 7× 105 km and total mass 2× 1030 kg, calculate the mean free pathλ = 1/nσ

of solar neutrinos from the dominant reaction (3.38), wheren is the number of
nucleons per unit volume andσ , the neutrino-nucleon cross-section, may be written
σ = 0.7EL × 10−42 m2, whereEL is the neutrino laboratory energy in GeV.

3.6 Draw the lowest-order Feynman diagrams at the quark level for the following decays:
(a) D− → K 0 + π−, whereD− is a meson containing ac quark;

(b)  → p + e− + ν̄e;
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3.7 Consider the following combinations of quantum numbers (Q, B, S, C, B̃) where
Q = electric charge,B = baryon number,S = strangeness,C = charm and
B̃ = bottom:

(a) (−1, 1,−2, 0,−1); (b) (0, 0, 1, 0, 1).

Which of these possible states are compatible with the postulates of the quark model?

3.8 Consider a scenario where overall hadronic wavefunctions� consist of just spin and
space parts, i.e.� = ψspaceψspin. What would be the resulting multiplet structure of
the lowest-lying baryon states composed ofu, d ands quarks?

3.9 Find the parityP and charge conjugationC values for the ground-state (J = 0)
mesonπ and its first excited (J = 1) stateρ. Why does the charged pion have
a longer lifetime than theρ? Explain also why the decayρ0 → π+π− has been
observed, but not the decayρ0 → π0π0.

3.10 The particle Y− can be produced in the strong interaction process
K − + p → K + + Y−. Deduce its baryon number, strangeness, charm and bot-
tom, and using these, its quark content. TheY−(1311) decays by the reaction
Y− →  + π−. Give a rough estimate of its lifetime.

3.11 Verify the expression in Table 3.7 for the mass of the1
2

+
� baryon, given that the

spins of the two nonstrange quarks combine to giveS = 1.

3.12 Consider the reaction

K − + p → �− + K + + K 0,

followed by the sequence of decays

�− → �0 + π−
|→π0 + 

|→γ + γ

,
K + → π+ + π0

|→µ+ + νµ
and K 0 → π+ + π− + π0

(The quark decompositions of the�− and�0 states are given in Table 3.3.) Classify
each process as strong, weak or electromagnetic and give your reasons.

3.13 Draw the lowest order Feynman diagram for the decayK + → µ+ + νµ + γ and
hence deduce the form of the overall effective coupling.

3.14 Comment on the feasibility of the following reactions:

(a) p + p̄ → π+ + π− (b) p → e+ + γ (c) �0 →  + γ

(d) p + p → �+ + n + K 0 + π+ (e)�− →  + π− (f) �+ → p + π0

3.15 Use the results of Section 3.3.1 to deduce a relation between the total cross-sections for
the reactionsπ− p → K 0�0, π− p → K +�− andπ+ p → K +�+ at a fixed energy.

3.16 At a certain energyσ (π+n) ≈ σ (π− p), whereasσ (K +n) �= σ (K − p). Comment on
this.
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4
Experimental Methods

In earlier chapters we discussed the results of a number of experiments, but said very little
about how experiments are done. In this chapter we consider experimental methods. This
is a very extensive subject. Consider, for example, the measurement of nuclear lifetimes.
For lifetimes of a few minutes to several hours, the simplest method is to directly observe
the activityA as a function of time. Then from Equation (2.61), the decay rate, and hence
the lifetime, is obtainable directly from the slope of a semilog plot ofA versust. However
this method is impractical for lifetimes outside this range, and since nuclear lifetimes span
an enormous range of values, from 1015 y to 10−15 s, a very wide variety of techniques
has to be employed. The aim of this chapter will not be to give a comprehensive review
of specific experimental methods, but rather to emphasize the physical principles behind
them. More details may be found in specialized texts.1

4.1 Overview

To explore the structure of nuclei (nuclear physics) or hadrons (particle physics) requires
projectiles whose wavelengths are at least as small as the effective radii of the nuclei
or hadrons. This determines the minimum value of the momentump = h/λ and hence
the energy required. The majority of experiments are conducted using beams of particles
produced by machines calledaccelerators. This has the great advantage that the projectiles
are of a single type, and have energies that may be controlled by the experimenter.2 Beams
that are essentially mono-energetic may be prepared, and can be used to study the energy

1 See for example, Fernow (1986), Kleinknecht (1986), Krane (1988), Ferbel (1992), Leo (1994) and Poenaru and Greiner (1997).
There is also a review in Amsleret al. (2008).
2 Nevertheless, even in particle physics, important experiments are still performed without using accelerators. For example, some
of those described in Chapter 3 on neutrino oscillations used cosmic rays and nuclear reactors. In fact cosmic rays are still the
source of the very highest energy particles.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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dependence of interactions. In afixed-targetexperiment, the beam, once established, is
directed onto a target that is stationary in the laboratory, so that interactions may be
produced. Nuclear physics experiments are usually of this type, as are many experiments
in particle physics.

In particle physics, high energies are also required to produce new and unstable particles
and this reveals a disadvantage of fixed-target experiments when large centre-of-mass
energies are required. The centre-of-mass energy is important because it is a measure of
the energy available to create new particles. In the laboratory frame at least some of the
final-state particles must be in motion to conserve momentum. Consequently, at least some
of the energy of the initial beam must reappear as kinetic energy of the final-state particles,
and is therefore unavailable for particle production. In contrast, in the centre-of-mass
frame the total momentum is zero, and in principle all the energy is available for particle
production.

To find the centre-of-mass energy we use the expression

E2
CM = (Pt + Pb)2c2, (4.1)

whereP is the particle’s 4-momentum and the subscriptst andb refer to target and beam,
respectively.3 For a fixed-target experiment in the laboratory we have

Pt = (mtc, 0); Pb = (EL/c, pb). (4.2)

Expanding (4.1) gives

E2
CM = (P2

t + P2
b + 2Pt Pb)c2 (4.3)

and usingP2
t = m2

t c2 etc, together with the general result

Pi Pj = Ei E j /c2 − pi · p j , (4.4)

we have

ECM = (m2
bc4 + m2

t c4 + 2mtc
2EL )1/2. (4.5)

At high energies this increases only likeE1/2
L and so a decreasing fraction of the beam

energy is available for particle production, most going to impart kinetic energy to the target.
In a colliding-beamaccelerator, two beams of particles travelling in almost opposite

directions are made to collide at a small or zero crossing angle. If for simplicity we assume
the particles in the two beams have the same mass and laboratory energyEL and collide at
zero crossing angle, then the total centre-of-mass energy is

ECM = 2EL . (4.6)

This increases linearly with the energy of the accelerated particles, and hence is a signifi-
cant improvement on the fixed-target result. Colliding beam experiments are not however
without their own disadvantages. The colliding particles have to be stable, which limits the
interactions that can be studied, and the collision rate in the intersection region is smaller
than that achieved in fixed-target experiments, because the particle densities in the beams
are low compared to a solid or liquid target.

3 A brief summary of relativistic kinematics is given in Appendix B.
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In addition to its energy, the performance of an accelerator is characterized by its
luminosity. This was defined in Equation (1.58) and gives the rate for a reaction in terms of
its cross-section. Luminosity is of particular importance for characterizing the performance
of a collider and it is worth noting that the general formula for luminosity given in Equation
(1.58) reduces in the case of a collider to the useful form

L = n
N1N2

A
f, (4.7)

whereNi (i = 1, 2) are the numbers of particles in then colliding bunches,A is the cross-
sectional area of the beam andf is the frequency, i.e.f = 1/T , whereT is the time taken
for the particles to make one traversal of the ring.

Finally, details of the particles produced in the collision (e.g. their momenta) are deduced
by observing their interactions with the material ofdetectors, which are placed in the
vicinity of the interaction region. A wide range of detectors is available. Some have a
very specific characteristic; others serve more than one purpose. Modern experiments,
particularly in particle physics, typically use several types in a single experiment.

In this chapter we start by describing some of the different types of accelerator that have
been built, the beams that they can produce and also how beams of neutral and unstable
particles can be prepared. Then we discuss the ways in which particles interact with matter,
and review how these mechanisms are exploited in the construction of a range of particle
detectors. Finally, we illustrate how these individual detectors are combined into modern
complex detector systems by considering some examples.

4.2 Accelerators and Beams

All accelerators use electromagnetic forces to boost the energy of stable charged particles.
These are injected into the machine from a device that provides a high-intensity source of
low-energy particles, for example an electron gun (a hot filament), or a proton ion source.
The accelerators used for nuclear structure studies may be classified into those that develop
a steady accelerating field (DC machines) and those in which radio frequency (r.f.) electric
fields are used (AC machines). All accelerators for particle physics are of the latter type.
We start with a brief description of DC machines.

4.2.1 DC Accelerators

The earliest type of DC accelerator was theCockcroft-Walton machine, in which ions pass
through sets of aligned electrodes that are operated at successively higher potentials. These
machines are limited to energies of about 1 MeV, but are still sometimes used as injectors
as part of the multistage process of accelerating particles to higher energies.4

The most important DC machine in current use is theVan de Graaff acceleratorand an
ingenious version of this, known as thetandem Van de Graaff, that doubles the energy of
the simple machine, is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. The key to this type of device is

4 Sir John Cockcroft and Ernest Walton received the 1951 Nobel Prize in Physics for the development of their accelerator and
the subsequent nuclear physics experiments they did using it.
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Figure 4.1 Principle of the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. (See text for detailed description).

to establish a very high voltage. The Van de Graaff accelerator achieves this by using the
fact that the charge on a conductor resides on its outermost surface and hence if a conductor
carrying charge touches another conductor it will transfer its charge to the outer surface of
the second conductor.

In Figure 4.1, a high voltage source at I passes positive ions to a belt via a comb
arrangement at C. The belt is motor driven via the pulleys at P and the ions are carried on
the belt to a second pulley where they are collected by another comb located within a metal
vessel T. The charges are then transferred to the outer surface of the vessel, which acts as an
extended terminal. In this way a high voltage is established on T. Singly-charged negative
ions are injected from a source and accelerated along a vacuum tube towards T. Within T
there is a stripper S (for example a thin carbon foil) that removes two or more electrons
from the projectiles to produce positive ions. The latter then continue to accelerate through
the second half of the accelerator increasing their energy still further and finally may be
bent and collimated to produce a beam of positive ions. This brief account ignores many
technical details. For example, an inert gas at high pressure is used to minimize electrical
breakdown by the high voltage. The highest energy Van de Graaff accelerator can achieve
a potential of about 30–40 MeV for singly-charged ions and greater if more than two
electrons are removed by the stripper. It has been an important tool for nuclear research
for many years.

4.2.2 AC Accelerators

Accelerators using r.f. electric fields may conveniently be divided intolinear andcyclic
varieties.

4.2.2.1 Linear Accelerators

In a linear accelerator (orlinac) for accelerating ions, particles pass through a series of
metal pipes calleddrift tubesthat are located in a vacuum vessel and connected successively
to alternate terminals of an r.f. oscillator, as shown in Figure 4.2. Positive ions accelerated
by the field move towards the first drift tube. If the alternator can change its direction as
the ions pass through that tube, then they will be accelerated again on their way between
the exit of the first and entry to the second tube, and so on. Thus the particles will form
bunches. Because the particles are accelerating, their speed is increasing and hence the
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Figure 4.2 Acceleration in a linear ion accelerator.

lengths of the drift tubes have to increase to ensure continuous acceleration. To produce a
useful beam the particles must keep in phase with the r.f. field and remain focused. Proton
linacs of this type are often used in particle physics asinjectors, That is, they produce
proton beams of moderate energy that are injected into a more powerful machine, usually
a synchrotron (described below), where they are accelerated to much higher energies.

Many linear accelerators for ions exist worldwide. An example is the Argonne Tandem
Linear Accelerator System (ATLAS) at the Argonne National Laboratory, USA. ATLAS
is a leading facility in the USA for nuclear structure research and was the world’s first
superconducting linear accelerator for ions. It can produce beams of a very wide variety
of stable ions with energies in the range 7–17 MeV per nucleon, and also secondary
radioactive beams that are used, for example, to study reactions of interest to astrophysics.
We will return to this latter application briefly in Section 9.2.2.

For electrons, whose speed very rapidly approaches the speed of light, a variation of
this method is used. In this case the accelerator consists of a straight tube in the form of a
series of cylindrical metal cavities. Power is fed to the accelerator from a series of devices
called klystrons, which produce electromagnetic radiation in the form of microwave pulses
that are transported via waveguides to the accelerator. There they generate an oscillating
electric field pointing along the direction of the metal tube and a magnetic field in a circle
around the interior of the accelerating tube. The magnetic field helps to keep the beam
focused, and the frequency of the microwaves is adjusted so that the electrons arrive at
each cavity of the accelerator at the optimal time to receive the maximum energy boost
from the electric field. As long as this phase relationship can be maintained, the particles
will be continuously accelerated. Many electron linacs exist worldwide, the largest being
the SLC at the SLAC laboratory in Stanford, USA, which has a maximum energy of
50 GeV. It consists of 80,000 copper cavities separated by copper discs with a small hole
at the centre to transmit the beam. The SLC is over 3 km long.

An ingenious way of reducing the enormous lengths of high-energy linacs has been
developed at the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at the Jefferson
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of a cyclotron. (Adapted from Krane (1988). Copyright (1988) John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., reprinted with permission).

Laboratory in the USA. This utilizes the fact that above about 50 MeV, electron velocities
are very close to the speed of light and thus electrons of very different energies can be
accelerated in the same drift tube. Instead of a single long linac, the CEBAF machine
consists of two much shorter linacs and the beam from one is bent and passed through the
other. This can be repeated for up to four cycles. Even with the radiation losses inherent
in bending the beams, very intense beams can be produced with energies between 0.5 and
6.0 GeV. CEBAF is proving to be an important machine in the energy region where nuclear
physics and particle physics descriptions overlap.

4.2.2.2 Cyclic Accelerators

Cyclic accelerators used for low-energy nuclear physics experiments are of a type called
cyclotrons.5 They are also used to produce beams of particles for medical applications,
including proton beams for radiation therapy.6 There are several types of cyclotron; we will
describe just one. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3. The accelerator consists
of two ‘dee’-shaped sections across which an r.f. electric field is established. Charged ions
are injected into the machine near its centre and are constrained to traverse outward spiral
trajectories by a magnetic field. The ions are accelerated each time they pass across the gap
between the dees. At the maximum radius, which corresponds to the maximum energy,
the beam is extracted. The shape of the magnetic field, which is also shown in Figure 4.3,
ensures that forces act on particles not orbiting in the median plane move them closer to this
plane. This brief description ignores the considerable problems that have to be overcome
to ensure that the beam remains focused during the acceleration.

5 The cyclotron was invented by Ernest Lawrence, who received the 1939 Nobel Prize in Physics for this and the experimental
work he did using it.
6 This is discussed briefly in Section 8.4.1.2.
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Figure 4.4 Cross-section of a typical bending (dipole) magnet (left diagram) and a focusing
(quadrupole) magnet (right diagram). The thin arrows indicate field directions; the thick arrows
indicate the force on a negative particle travelling into the paper.

Cyclic accelerators used in particle physics are calledsynchrotrons. They operate in a
somewhat different way to cyclotrons. The principle of asynchrotronis analogous to that
of a linear accelerator, but where the acceleration takes place in a near circular orbit rather
than in a straight line. The beam of particles travels in an evacuated tube called thebeam
pipeand is constrained in a circular, or near circular, path by an array of dipole magnets
called bending magnets. (See Figure 4.4a.) Acceleration is achieved as the beam repeatedly
traverses one or more cavities placed in the ring where energy is given to the particles.
Since the particles travel in a circular orbit they continuously emit radiation, called in this
contextsynchrotron radiation.For a relativistic particle of massmand a given energy, the
energy loss7 is proportional to 1/m4. For electrons the losses are thus very severe, and the
need to compensate for these by the input of large amounts of r.f. power limits the energies
of electron synchrotrons.

The momentum in GeV/c of an orbiting particle with unit charge is given byp = 0.3Bρ,
whereB is the magnetic field in Tesla andρ, the radius of curvature, is measured in metres.
Becausep is increased during acceleration,B must also be steadily increased ifρ is to
remain constant, and the final momentum is limited both by the maximum field available
and by the size of the ring. With conventional electromagnets, the largest field attainable
over an adequate region is about 1.5 T, and even with superconducting coils it is only of
order 10 T. Hence the radius of the ring must be very large to achieve very high energies.
For example the Tevatron accelerator, located at the Fermi National Laboratory, Chicago,

7 See, for example, p. 661 of Jackson (1975).
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Figure 4.5 Magnitude of the electric field as a function of time at a fixed point in the rf cavity.
Particle B is synchronous with the field and arrives at timetB. Particle A (C) is behind (ahead of)
B and receives an increase (decrease) in its rotational frequency. Thus particles oscillate about the
equilibrium orbit.

which accelerates protons and antiprotons to energies of 1 TeV, has a radius of l km. A
large radius is also important to limit synchrotron radiation losses in electron machines.

In the course of its acceleration, a beam may make typically 105 traversals of its orbit
before reaching its maximum energy. Consequently, stability of the orbit is vital, both to
ensure that the particles continue to be accelerated, and that they do not strike the sides of the
vacuum tube. In practice the particles are accelerated in bunches, each being synchronized
with the r.f. field. In equilibrium, a particle increases its momentum just enough to keep
the radius of curvature constant as the fieldB is increased during one rotation, and the
circulation frequency of the particle is in step with the r.f. of the field. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.5. Particle B is assumed to be in equilibrium orbit, synchronous with the r.f. field.
Particle A, behind the r.f. phase, receives a lower momentum increase from the field than
particle B. This will reduce the radius of its orbit and, since its velocityυ ≈ c, increase
its rotational frequency relative to particle B. Conversely, a particle C, ahead of the r.f.
phase, receives a greater momentum increase and a decrease in its rotational frequency.
With obvious changes, a similar principle is used in linear accelerators.

In practice, the particles remain in the bunch, but their trajectories oscillate about the
stable orbits. These oscillations are controlled by a series of focusing magnets, usually of
the quadrupole type, which are placed at intervals around the beam and act like optical
lenses. A schematic diagram of one of these is shown in Figure 4.4b. Each focuses the
beam in one direction and de-focuses it in the orthogonal direction, so alternate magnets
have their field directions reversed to keep the particles in a stable orbit.

In addition to the energy of the beam, one is also concerned to produce a beam of
high intensity, so that interactions will be plentiful. The intensity is ultimately limited by
defocusing effects, e.g. the mutual repulsion of the particles in the beam, and a number of
technical problems have to be overcome which are outside the scope of this brief account.
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4.2.2.3 Fixed Target Machines and Colliders

Both linear and cyclic accelerators can be divided intofixed-targetand colliding beam
machines. The latter are also known ascolliders, or sometimes in the case of cyclic
machines,storage rings.8 In fixed-target machines, as mentioned previously, particles are
accelerated to the highest operating energy and then the beam is extracted from the machine
and directed onto a stationary target, which is usually a solid or liquid. Much higher energies
have been achieved for protons than electrons, because of the large radiation losses inherent
in electron machines mentioned earlier. The intensity of the beam is such that large numbers
of interactions can be produced, which can either be studied in their own right or used to
produce secondary beams.

An interesting proton synchrotron for nuclear physics studies is the COSY facility lo-
cated at the Research Centre Jülich, Germany. Low-energy protons are pre-accelerated in
a cyclotron, then cooled to reduce their transverse momentum and injected into a syn-
chrotron, where they are further accelerated to momenta in the range 600 and 3700 MeV/c
(corresponding to energies of 175 and 2880 MeV). The protons can be stored in the ring for
appreciable times and are available for experiments not only in the usual way by extracting
the beam, but also by using the circulating beam to interact with a very thin internal target.
Thus we have a mixture of storage rings and fixed targets. The fact that the circulating
beam may make as many as 1010 traversals through the target compensates to some extent
for its low particle density.

The main disadvantage of fixed-target machines for particle physics has been mentioned
earlier: the need to achieve large centre-of-mass energies to produce new particles. Almost
all new machines for particle physics are therefore colliders, although some fixed-target
machines for specialized purposes are still constructed. The largest collider that has been
built is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at CERN, Geneva, which became operational
in the Summer of 2008. This is a massivepp accelerator of circumference 27 km and
luminosity L = 1034 cm−2 s−1, with each beam having an energy of 7 TeV. A schematic
diagram of the CERN site showing the LHC and some of the other accelerators there is
shown in Figure 4.6. The acceleration process for the LHC starts with a linac whose beam
is boosted in energy in the PSB (Proton Synchrotron Booster) and passed to the PS (Proton
Synchrotron), a machine that is still the source of beams for lower-energy experiments.
The beam energy is increased still further in the SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) that
also provides beams for a range of experiments as well as the injection beams for the LHC
itself. Four beam intersection points are shown in the LHC and experiments (ALICE, CMS,
LHC-b and ATLAS) are located at each of these. The extracted neutrino beam shown at
the bottom of the diagram is sent to the Gran Sasso laboratory in Italy 730 km away and is
used for neutrino experiments, including oscillation experiments of the type discussed in
Chapter 3.

To compliment and extend the capabilities of the LHC, work is proceeding by an
international collaboration on a proposal to build an enormous electron-positron collider
using superconducting r.f. technology. This machine, the International Linear Collider
(ILC) will consist of two linear accelerators, each 15 km long, initially producing beams

8 The use of the termsstorage ringsandcollidersas synonymous is not strictly correct, because the former can also describe a
machine that stores a single beam for use on both internal and external fixed targets.
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Figure 4.6 A schematic diagram of the CERN site showing the LHC and some of its other
accelerators.

of 250 GeV electrons and positrons that will collide head-on 14,000 times per sec. The
timescale for completion could be as late as 2020. A later stage is planned that would
double the beam energies.

Other large colliders currently operational include the Tevatron, mentioned above, and
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), located at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
USA. The latter machine, which began operation in 2000, following 10 years of devel-
opment and construction, is the first collider in the world capable of accelerating heavy
ions. Like the LHC, there are several stages, involving a linac, a tandem Van de Graaff and
a synchrotron, before the ions are injected into the main machine. There they form two
counter-circulating beams controlled by two 4-km rings of superconducting magnets and
are accelerated to an energy of 100 GeV/nucleon. Thus the total centre-of-mass energy
is 200 GeV/nucleon. Collisions occur at six intersection points, where major experiments
are sited. RHIC primarily accelerates ions of gold and is used to study matter at extreme
energy-densities, where a new state of matter called a ‘quark-gluon plasma’ is predicted to
occur. This is discussed briefly in Section 5.5.
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4.2.3 Neutral and Unstable Particle Beams

The particles used in accelerators must be stable and charged, but one is also interested in
the interaction of neutral particles, e.g. photons and neutrons, as well as those of unstable
particles, such as charged pions. Beams appropriate for performing such experiments are
produced in a number of ways.

We have seen that neutrons are the natural product of many radioactive decays and we
will see in Section 8.1 that a large flux of neutrons is present in a nuclear reactor. Typically
these will have a spectrum concentrated at low energies of 1–2 MeV, but extending as high
as 5–6 MeV. Purpose-built reactors exist for research purposes, such as the ILL reactor
at the Institut Laue-Langevin, France. Another source of neutrons is via thespallation
process. The most important neutron spallation source at present is ISIS located at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. In this machine, protons that have been accelerated
in a linac to 70 MeV are injected into a synchrotron that further accelerates them to
800 MeV, where they collide with a heavy metal target of tantalum. The interaction drives
out neutrons from the target and provides an intense pulsed source. In each case, if beams
of lower-energy neutrons are required these are produced by slowing down faster neutrons
in moderators, which are materials with a large cross-section for elastic scattering, but a
small cross-section for absorption. In Section 8.1.2 we will see that moderators are vital
for the successful extraction of power from fission nuclear reactors.

Beams of unstable particles can be formed provided their constituents live long enough
to travel appreciable distances in the laboratory. In particle physics one way of doing this is
to direct an extracted primary beam onto a heavy target. In the resulting interactions with
the target nuclei, many new particles are produced which, using electromagnetic fields,
may then be analysed into secondary beams of well-defined momentum. Such beams will
ideally consist predominantly of particles of one type, but if this cannot be achieved, then
the wanted species may have to be identified by other means. Beams of radioactive ions
may be produced in a similar way. Thus, an energetic particle (typically several tens of
MeV/u to GeV/u) is fragmented in a nuclear reaction in a thin target and radioactive reaction
products are separated in-flight and transported as a secondary beam to the experiment.
Another method employs two independent accelerators: a high-power driver accelerator
for production of the short-lived nuclei in a thick target that is directly connected to an ion
source and a second post-accelerator. Radioactive ions diffuse out of a hot target into an
ion source where they are ionized for acceleration in the post-accelerator.

If the secondary beams are composed of unstable particles, they can themselves be used
to produce further beams formed from their decay products. For example, if a high-energy
beam of protons interacts with a heavy target, secondary particles will be produced, most
of which will be pions. (Other possible particles produced are kaons, that have to be
produced with a hyperon to conserve strangeness – this an example of so-calledassociated
production.) A collimator can be used to select particles in a particular direction, and the
π− component can subsequently be removed and focussed into a mono-energetic beam
by selective use of electrostatic fields and bending and focusing magnets. This beam of
charged pions can be used to produce further secondary beams. For example, theπ− is
unstable and as we have seen, one of its weak interaction decays modes isπ− → µ− + ν̄µ.
So if the pions are passed down a long vacuum pipe, many will decay in flight to give
muons and antineutrinos, which will mostly travel in essentially the same direction as the
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initial beam. The muons and any remaining pions can then be removed by passing the beam
through a very long absorber, or by deflection in a magnetic field, leaving the neutrinos.
In this case the final neutrino beam will have a momentum spectrum reflecting the initial
momentum spectrum of the pions, and since neutrinos are electrically neutral, no further
momentum selection using magnets is possible.

4.3 Particle Interactions with Matter

In order to be detected, a particle must undergo an interaction with the material of a
detector. In this section we discuss these interactions, but only in sufficient detail to be able
to understand the detectors themselves.

The first possibility is that the particle interacts with an atomic nucleus. For example, this
could be via the strong nuclear interaction if it is a hadron, or by the weak interaction if it is
a neutrino. We know from the work of Chapter 1 that both areshort-range interactions. If
the energy is sufficiently high, new particles may be produced, and such reactions are often
the first step in the detection process. In addition to these short-range interactions, a charged
particle will also excite and ionize atoms along its path, giving rise toionization energy
losses, and emit radiation, leading toradiation energy losses. Both of these processes are
due to the long-range electromagnetic interaction. They are important because they form
the basis of most detectors for charged particles. Photons are also directly detected by
electromagnetic interactions, and at high energies their interactions with matter lead pre-
dominantly to the production ofe+e− pairs via thepair productionprocessγ → e+ + e−,
which has to occur in the vicinity of a nucleus to conserve energy and momentum. (Recall
the discussion in Section 1.5.1 on the range of forces.) All these types of interactions are
described in the following sections.

4.3.1 Short-range Interactions with Nuclei

For hadrons, the most important short-range interactions with nuclei are due to the strong
nuclear force, which unlike the electromagnetic interaction is as important for neutral
particles as for charged ones, because of the charge independence of the strong interaction.
Both elastic scattering and inelastic reactions may result. At high energies, many inelastic
reactions are possible, most of them involving the production of several particles in the
final state.

Many hadronic cross-sections show considerable structure at low energies due to the
production of hadronic resonances, but at energies above about 3 GeV, total cross-sections
are usually slowly varying in the range 10–50 mb and are much larger than the elastic
cross-section. (The example ofπ− p scattering is shown in Figure 4.7.) This is of the same
order-of-magnitude as the ‘geometrical’ cross-sectionπ r 2 ≈ 30 mb, wherer ≈ 1 fm is
the approximate range of the strong interaction between hadrons. Total cross-sections on
nuclei are much larger (see for example Figure (2.18)), increasing roughly like the square
of the nuclear radius, i.e. likeA2/3.

A special case is the detection ofthermalneutrons (defined as those with kinetic energies
below about 0.02 eV). We have seen in Chapter 2 that neutrons in this region have very
large cross-sections for being absorbed, leading to the production of a compound nucleus
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Figure 4.7 Total and elastic cross-sections forπ− p scattering as functions of the pion laboratory
momentum.

that decays by delayed emission of aγ ray. Examples of these so-called ‘neutron activation
reactions’ are63Cu(n, γ )64Cu and55Mn(n, γ )56Mn.

The probability of a hadron-nucleus interaction occurring as the hadron traverses a
small thickness dx of material is given bynσtot dx, where n is the number of nuclei per unit
volume in the material. Consequently, the mean distance travelled before an interaction
occurs is given by

lc = 1/nσtot. (4.8)

This is called thecollision length.An analogous quantity is theabsorption length, defined
by

la = 1/nσinel, (4.9)

that governs the probability of an inelastic collision. As examples, the interaction lengths
are between 10 and 40 cm for nucleons of energy in the range 100–300 GeV interacting
with metals in the range lead to aluminium.

Neutrinos and antineutrinos can also be absorbed by nuclei, leading to reactions of the
type

ν̄ℓ + p → ℓ+ + X, (4.10)

whereℓ is a lepton andX denotes any hadron or set of hadrons allowed by the conser-
vation laws. Such processes are weak interactions (because they involve neutrinos) and
so the associated cross-sections are extremely small compared to the cross-sections for
strong interaction processes. The corresponding interaction lengths are therefore enor-
mous. Nonetheless, in the absence of other possibilities such reactions are the basis for
detecting neutrinos. Finally, photons can be absorbed by nuclei, givingphotoproduction
reactions such asγ + p → X. However these electromagnetic interactions are only used
to detect photons at low energies, because at higher energies there is a far larger probability
for e+e− pair production in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. We will return to this in
Section 4.3.4 below.
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4.3.2 Ionization Energy Losses

Ionization energy losses are important for all charged particles, and for particles other than
electrons and positrons they dominate over radiation energy losses at all but the highest
attainable energies. The theory of such losses, which are due dominantly to Coulomb
scattering from the atomic electrons, was worked out by Bethe, Bloch and others in the
1930s. The result is called the Bethe-Bloch formula, and for spin-0 bosons with charge
± q (in units ofe), massM and velocityυ, it takes the approximate form

−
dE

dx
=

D q2ne

β2

[

ln

(

2mec2β2γ 2

I

)

− β2 −
δ(γ )

2

]

, (4.11)

wherex is the distance travelled through the medium,

D =
4π α2h̄2

me
= 5.1 × 10−25 MeV cm2, (4.12)

me is the electron mass,β = υ/c andγ = (1 − β2)−1/2. The other constants refer to the
properties of the medium:ne is the electron density;I is the mean ionization potential of
the atoms averaged over all electrons, which is given approximately byI = 10Z eV for Z
greater than 20; andδ is a dielectric screening correction that is important only for highly
relativistic particles. The corresponding formula for spin-1

2 particles differs from this, but
in practice the differences are small and may be neglected in discussing the main features
of ionization energy loses.

It is common practice to absorb the densityρ of the medium by dividing (4.11) byρ so
that

−
1

ρ

dE

dx
→ −

dE

dx
, (4.13)

and expressing dE/dx in terms of an equivalent thickness in g cm−2. Examples of the
behaviour of−dE/dx for muons, pions and protons traversing a range of materials are
shown in Figure 4.8, using this convention. As can be seen,−dE/dx falls rapidly as the
velocity increases from zero because of the 1/β2 factor in the Bethe-Bloch equation. All
particles have a region of ‘minimum ionization’ forβγ in the range 3 to 4. Beyond this,β

tends to unity, and the logarithmic factor in the Bethe-Bloch formula gives a ‘relativistic
rise’ in −dE/dx.

The magnitude of the energy loss depends on the medium. The electron density is given
by ne = ρNAZ/A, whereNA is Avogadro’s number, andρ andA are the mass density and
atomic weight of the medium, so the mean energy loss is proportional to the density of the
medium. The remaining dependence on the medium is relatively weak becauseZ/A ≈ 0.5
for all atoms except the very light and the very heavy elements, and because the ionization
energyI only enters the Bethe-Bloch formula logarithmically. In the ‘minimum ionization’
region whereβγ ≈ 3 − 4, the minimum value of−dE/dx can be calculated from (4.11)
and for a particle with unit charge is given approximately by

1

ρ

(

−
dE

dx

)

min

≈ 3.5
Z

A
MeV g−1 cm2. (4.14)
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Figure 4.8 Ionization energy loss for muons, pions and protons on a variety of materials. (See the
text for an explanation of the units of dE/dx.) (From Amsleret al.(2008). Copyright (2008) Elsevier,
reprinted with permission).

Ionization losses are proportional to the squared charge of the particle, so that a frac-
tionally charged particle withβγ ≥ 3 would have a much lower rate of energy loss than
the minimum energy loss of any integrally charged particle. This has been used as a means
of identifying possible free quarks, but without success.

From the knowledge of the rate of energy loss, we can calculate the energy attenuation
as a function of distance travelled in the medium. This is called theBragg curve. Most of
the ionization loss occurs near the end of the path where the speed is smallest and the curve
has a pronounced peak (theBragg peak) close to the end point before falling rapidly to
zero at the end of the particle’s path length. For particles whose energy loss is dominated
by ionization, therange R, i.e. the mean distance a particle travels before it comes to rest,
is given by

R =
∫ R

0
dx =

∫ βinitial

0

[

−
dE

dx

]−1 dE

dβ
dβ =

M

q2ne
F(βinitial ), (4.15)
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whereF is a function of the initial velocityβinitial and we have used the relationE = γ Mc2

to show the dependence on the projectile massM . For nonrelativistic particles,βinitial ≪ 1,
the rate of energy loss is very high and the particle comes to rest very quickly.

The range as given by (4.15) is actually an average value because scattering is a statistical
process and there will therefore be a spread of values for individual particles. The spread
is greater for light particles and smaller for heavier particles such asα particles. These
properties have implications for the use of radiation in therapeutic situations, where it
may be necessary to deposit energy within a small region at a specific depth of tissue, for
example to precisely target a cancer. (The biological effects of radiation are discussed in
Section 8.4.1.)

Because neutrons are uncharged, direct detection is not possible by ionization methods.
However, they can be detected via the action of the charged products of induced direct nu-
clear reactions. Commonly used reactions are6Li(n, α)3H, 10B(n, α)7Li and 3He(n, p)3H.
All these reactions are exothermic and so are very suitable for detecting neutrons with
energies below about 20 MeV. Moreover, as nuclear cross-sections tend to increase like
υ−1 at low energies, detection becomes more efficient the slower the neutron.

4.3.3 Radiation Energy Losses

When a charged particle traverses matter it can also lose energy by radiative collisions,
especially with nuclei. The electric field of a nucleus will accelerate and decelerate the
particles as they pass, causing them to radiate photons, and hence lose energy. This process
is calledbremsstrahlung(literally ‘braking radiation’ in German) and is a particularly
important contribution to the energy loss for electrons and positrons.

The dominant Feynman diagrams for electronbremsstrahlungin the field of a nucleus,
i.e.

e− + (Z, A) → e− + γ + (Z, A), (4.16)

are shown in Figure 4.9 and their contributions are of orderZ2α3, like those of pair
production. The function of the nucleus is to absorb the recoil energy and so ensure that
energy and momentum are simultaneously conserved. (Recall the discussion of Feynman
diagrams in Section 1.4.2.) There are also contributions frombremsstrahlungin the fields of
the atomic electrons, each of orderα3. Since there areZ atomic electrons for each nucleus,
these give a total contribution of orderZα3, which is small compared to the contribution

e–

e–
e–

Nucleus Nucleus

e–

Figure 4.9 Dominant Feynman diagrams for thebremsstrahlungprocesse− + (Z, A) → e− +
γ + (Z, A).
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from the nucleus for all but the lightest elements. A detailed calculation shows that for
relativistic electrons withE ≫ mc2/αZ1/3, the average rate of energy loss is given by

−dE/dx = E/L R. (4.17)

The constantL R, the radiation length,is a function ofZ andna, the number density of
atoms in the medium, and is proportional tom2

P for an arbitrary charged particle of mass
mp. Integrating (4.17) gives

E = E0 exp(−x/L R), (4.18)

whereE0 is the initial energy. It follows that the radiation length is the average thickness of
material that reduces the mean energy of an electron or positron by a factore. For example,
the radiation length in lead is 0.56 cm.

Radiation losses are proportional toE/m2
P. On the other hand, ionization energy losses

are only weakly dependent on the projectile mass and energy at very high energies. Conse-
quently, radiation losses completely dominate the energy losses for electrons and positrons
at high enough energies, but are much smaller than ionization losses for all particles other
than electrons and positrons at all but the highest energies.

Taking into account the above and the results of Section 4.3.2, we see that at low energies,
particles with the same kinetic energy but different masses can have substantially different
ranges. Thus, for example, an electron of 5 MeV has a range that is several hundred times
that of anα particle of the same kinetic energy.

4.3.4 Interactions of Photons in Matter

In contrast to heavy charged particles, photons have a high probability of being absorbed
or scattered through large angles by the atoms in matter. Consequently, a collimated
monoenergetic beam ofI photons per second traversing a thickness dx of matter will lose

dI = −I
dx

λ
(4.19)

photons per second, where

λ = (naσγ )−1 (4.20)

is the mean free path before absorption or scattering out of the beam, andσγ is the total
photon interaction cross-section with an atom. The mean free pathλ is analogous to the
collision length for hadronic reactions. Integrating (4.19) gives

I (x) = I0 e−x/λ (4.21)

for the intensity of the beam as a function of distance, whereI0 is the initial intensity.
The main processes contributing toσγ are Rayleigh scattering, in which the photon

scatters coherently from the atom, thephotoelectric effect, in which the photon is absorbed
by the atom as a whole with the emission of an electron;Compton scattering,9 where the
photon scatters from an atomic electron; andelectron-positron pair productionin the field

9 Arthur Compton shared the 1927 Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of the increase in wavelength that occurs when
photons with energies of around 0.5 MeV to 3.5 MeV interact with electrons in a material – the originalCompton effect.
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Figure 4.10 Total experimental photon cross-sectionσγ on (a) a carbon atom and (b) a lead atom,
together with the contributions from (a) the photoelectric effect, (b) Rayleigh (coherent atomic)
scattering (c) Compton scattering, (d) pair production in the field of the nucleus, (e) pair production
in the field of the atomic electrons. (Adapted from Amsleret al. (2008). Copyright (2008) Elsevier,
reprinted with permission).

of a nucleus or of an atomic electron. The corresponding cross-sections on carbon and lead
are shown in Figure 4.10, where it can be seen that above a few MeV the cross-section
is dominated by pair production from the nucleus. The pair production process is closely
related to electronbremsstrahlung, as can be seen by comparing the Feynman diagrams
shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.11.

The cross-section for pair production rises rapidly from threshold, and is given to a good
approximation by

σpair =
7

9

1

naL R
, (4.22)

for Eγ ≫ mc2/αZ1/3. Substituting these results into (4.21), gives

I (x) = I0 exp(−7x/9L R), (4.23)

e-

e-

Nucleus Nucleus

e+

e+

Figure 4.11 The pair production processγ + (Z, A) → e− + e+ + (Z, A).
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so that at high energies, photon absorption, like electron radiation loss, is characterized by
the radiation lengthL R.

4.4 Particle Detectors

The detection of a particle means more than simply its localization. To be useful this must
be done with a resolution sufficient to enable particles to be separated in both space and
time in order to determine which are associated with a particular event. We also need to be
able to identify each particle and measure its energy and momentum. No single detector
is optimal with respect to all these requirements, although some are multifunctional. For
example, calorimeters, primarily used for making energy measurements, can also have
very good space and time resolution. Many of the devices discussed below are commonly
used in both nuclear and particle physics, but in the former a small number of types of
detector is often sufficient, whereas in particle physics, both at fixed-target machines and
colliders, modern experiments commonly use very large multi-component detectors which
integrate many different sub-detectors in a single device. In this section we will briefly
introduce some of the most important individual detectors currently available, but detector
development is a rapidly moving major area of research and new devices are frequently
developed, so the list below is by no means exhaustive.10

We start by discussing the large family ofgas detectors, which convert the ionization
produced by the passage of a charged particle through a gas into an electronic signal. Such
detectors are primarily used to provide accurate measurements of a particle’s position, or,
by a sequence of such measurements, a record of the particle’s trajectory. In this context
they are also calledtracking detectors.

Tracking detectors are very often placed in a magnetic field, in which case they can
provide a measurement of the particle’s momentum from the resulting curvature of its track.
An apparatus that is dedicated to measuring momentum is called aspectrometer.It consists
of a magnet and a series of detectors to track the passage of the particles. The precise design
depends on the nature of the experiment being undertaken. For example, in a fixed-target
experiment at high energies, the reaction products are usually concentrated in a narrow
cone about the initial beam direction, whereas in colliding beam experiments spectrometers
must completely surround the interaction region to obtain full angular coverage. However,
in this case the beam will also be deflected, and so at colliders so-called ‘compensating
magnets’ are added to correct for this.

Next we discuss three more types of charged particle detectors:scintillation counters,
solid-state detectorsandČerenkovcounters. Scintillation counters have excellent time res-
olution and are sometimes used for ‘triggering’ other devices in multi-component detector
systems, i.e. to decide whether or not to activate other detectors, or whether to record the
information from a particular event. Solid-state detectors exploit the properties of semi-
conductors. They are in some respects the solid-state analogue of gas detectors and have,
to some extent, replaced the latter in current experiments.Čerenkov counters measure the

10 For more detailed discussions of particle detectors see, for example, Grupen (1996) and the references in Footnote 1. There
are also useful reviews in Chapter 5 of Hodgson, Gadioli and Gadioli Erba (1997) and Amsleret al. (2008).
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velocity of a charged particle and can be used to distinguish between different particles
having a given very high momentum by using their velocities to determine their masses.

All the above detectors can only detect charged particles, and all leave the nature of
the particle unchanged as it passes through the detector. In contrast, the final detectors we
discuss,calorimeters,can detect both neutral and charged particles. They totally absorb
the detected particle to yield a measurement of its energy. Calorimeters can also have good
spatial and time resolutions, which is particularly important for neutral particles, which
often cannot be detected in any other way.

4.4.1 Gas Detectors

Most gas detectors detect the ionization produced by the passage of a charged particle
through a gas, typically an inert one such as argon, either by collecting the ionization
products or induced charges onto electrodes, or (historically) by making the ionization
track visible in some form. The average energy needed to produce an electron-ion pair is
30± 10 eV, with a weak dependence on the gas used and the energy of the incident particle.
In practice, the output is a pulse at the anode (which is amplified by electronic means),
with the bulk of the signal being due to the positive ions because of their longer drift
distance. For a certain range of applied voltages – the so-called ‘proportional region’ (see
below) – these devices are primarily used to provide accurate measurements of a particle’s
position. As position detectors, gas detectors largely replaced earlier detectors that used
visual techniques, such as cloud chambers, bubble chambers and stacks of photographic
emulsions. Although historically important, none of these visual devices are now in general
use and they have been superceded by electronic detectors.11 In particle physics experiments
underway at large accelerators currently operational, gas detectors themselves are being
replaced by solid-state detectors based on silicon and germanium.

To understand the principles of gas detectors we refer to Figure 4.12, which shows the
number of ion pairs produced per incident charged particle (thegas amplification factor)
as a function of the applied voltageV for two cases: a heavily ionizing particle (e.g. an
alpha particle – upper curve) and a lightly ionizing particle (e.g. an electron – lower curve).

4.4.1.1 Ionization Chamber

At low applied voltages, the output signal is very small because electron-ion pairs re-
combine before reaching the electrodes, but as the voltage increases the number of pairs
increases to a saturation level representing complete collection. This is the region of the
ionization chamber. The simplest type of chamber is a parallel plate condenser filled with
an inert gas and having an electric fieldE = V/d, whered is the distance between the
plates. In practice the gas mixture must contain at least one ‘quenching’ component that
absorbs ultraviolet light and stops a plasma forming and spreading throughout the gas.

11 These early detector techniques produced many notable discoveries and their importance has been recognized by the award
of no less than five Nobel Prizes in Physics: a share of the 1927 Prize to Charles Wilson for the invention and use of the cloud
chamber; the 1948 Prize to Patrick Blackett for further developments of the cloud chamber and discoveries made with it; the
1950 Prize to Cecil Powell for development of the photographic emulsion technique and its use to discover pions; the 1960 Prize
to Donald Glaser for the invention of the bubble chamber; and the 1968 Prize to Luis Alvarez for developing the bubble chamber
and associated data analysis techniques, resulting in the discovery of a large number of hadronic resonances.
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Figure 4.12 Gas amplification factor as a function of voltageV applied in a single-wire gas detector,
with a wire radius typically 20µm, for strongly ionizing particles (α particles) and weakly ionizing
particles (electrons).

Another arrangement is cylindrical with an inner anode of radiusra and an outer cathode
of radiusrc, giving an electric field

E(r ) =
V

r ln(rc/ra)
(4.24)

at a radial distancer from the centre of the anode wire. The output signal is proportional
to the number of ions formed and hence the energy deposited by the radiation, but is
independent of the applied voltage. However, the signal is very small compared to the
noise of all but the slowest electronic circuits and requires considerable amplification to be
useful. Overall, the energy resolution and the time resolution of the chamber are relatively
poor and ionization chambers are of very limited use in recording individual pulses. They
are used, for example, as beam monitors, where the particle flux is very large, and in
medical environments to calibrate radioactive sources.

As mentioned previously, neutrons cannot be directly detected by ionization methods,
but neutron flux measurements can be made with ionization chambers (or proportional
chambers – see below) filled with BF3 by utilizing the neutron activation reactions of
Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.13 A group of three planes of a MWPC. (See text for details.) (From Povhet al. (1999),
with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).

4.4.1.2 Wire Chambers

If the voltage is increase beyond the region of operation of the ionization chamber, we
move into theproportional region. In this region, a cylindrical arrangement as used in the
ionization chamber will produce electric field strengths or order (104−105) V/cm near the
wire and this is strong enough for electron-ion pairs released in the primary ionization to
gain sufficient energy to cause secondary ionization. The rapid increase in amplification
due to secondary ionization is called aTownsend avalanche. The output signal at the
anode is still proportional to the energy lost by the original particle. There are a number
of different types of device working in the proportional region and they are sometimes
generically referred to astrack chambersor simplywire chambers.

The earliest detector using this idea was theproportional counter,which consists of a
cylindrical tube filled with gas (again a quenching component in the gas is required) and
maintained at a negative potential, and a fine central anode wire at a positive potential.
Again, neutrons can be detected indirectly by using the direct nuclear reaction3He(n, p)3H
mentioned in Section 4.3.2 in a proportional chamber filled with a mixture of3He and
krypton. Subsequently, the resolution of proportional counters was greatly improved as
a result of the discovery that if many anode wires were arranged in a plane between a
common pair of cathode plates, each wire acts as an independent detector. This device
is called amultiwire proportional chamber(MWPC), and was introduced in 1968.12 A
MWPC can achieve spatial resolutions of 200µm or less, and has a typical time resolution
of about 3 ns.

A schematic diagram of a MWPC is shown in Figure 4.13. The planes (a) have anode
wires into the page and those in plane (b) are at right angles. The wire spacings are typically
2 mm. The cathodes are the faces of the chambers. A positive voltage applied to the anode
wires generates a field as shown in the upper corner. A particle crossing the chamber ionizes

12 The MWPC was invented by Georges Charpak and for this and other developments in particle detectors he was awarded the
1992 Nobel Prize in Physics.
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the gas and the electrons drift along the field lines to the anode wires. In this particular
example, there would be signals from one wire in the upper (a) chamber and two in the
lower (a) chamber.

Even better spatial resolutions are obtained in a related device called adrift chamber,
which has now largely replaced the MWPC as a general detector. This uses the fact that the
liberated electrons take time to drift from their point of production to the anode. Thus the
time delay between the passage of a charged particle through the chamber and the creation
of a pulse at the anode is related to the distance between the particle trajectory and the
anode wire. In practice, additional wires are incorporated to provide a relatively constant
electric field in each cell in a direction transverse to normal incidence. A reference time has
to be defined, which for example could be done by allowing the particle to pass through a
scintillator positioned elsewhere in the experiment. (Scintillation counters are discussed in
Section 4.4.2 below.) The electrons drift for a time and are then collected at the anode, thus
providing a signal that the particle has passed. If the drift time can be measured accurately
(to within a few ns) and if the drift velocity is known, then spatial and temporal resolutions
similar to those of the MWPC can easily be achieved, and specialized detectors can reduce
this still further.

Drift chambers are constructed in a variety of geometries to suit the nature of the exper-
iment, and arrangements where the wires are in planar, radial, or cylindrical configurations
have all been used. The latter type is also called a ‘jet chamber’. Such a chamber was used
by the JADE collaboration at ane+e− collider at DESY, Hamburg. It was a cylindrical
array of drift chambers with the beam direction as the axis, and the collision region, at
which thee+e− interactions occurred, at the centre. The anode wires ran parallel to the
axis, and the whole detector was divided into 24 segments, with 64 anode wires in each. A
‘two-jet’ event in this jet chamber was shown in Figure 3.7 as evidence for the existence
of quarks.

One of the most advanced applications of proportional and drift chamber principles
is embodied in thetime projection chamber(TPC) illustrated schematically in Figure
4.14. This device consists of a cylindrical barrel, typically 2 m long and 1 m in diameter,
surrounding the beam pipe of a collider. At each end of the chamber is a segmented layer
of proportional counters. The electric drift fieldE, due to a negative high-voltage electrode
plane at the centre of the chamber, and a strong magnetic fieldB, are aligned parallel and
antiparallel to each other in the two sections of the chamber with respect to the axis of
the cylinder. Electrons formed along the track of an ionizing particle emerging from the
interaction point at the centre of the barrel, drift under the action of the electric field towards
one of the endcaps along helical trajectories whose direction is parallel to the axis of the
barrel. Their locations are measured by a set of anode wires located between rectangular
cathodes in the endcaps. The remaining third co-ordinate necessary to reconstruct the
position of a point on the track is found from the time it takes for the electrons to drift from
the point of production to the endcaps where they are detected. The TPC has excellent
spatial resolution and has been used ine+e− annihilation experiments. A TPC is at the
heart of the STAR detector at the RHIC heavy-ion collider that we will use as an illustration
of multi-component detector systems in Section 4.5.

Finally, a more robust form of chamber, in which the wires are replaced by conductive
metal strips on a printed circuit board, is themicrostrip gas chamber(MSGC). This is
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Figure 4.14 Schematic diagram of a time projection chamber. (Adapted from Kleinknecht (1986).
Copyright Cambridge University Press, reprinted with permission).

being incorporated in experiments running at the new generation of accelerators currently
operational or being planned.

4.4.1.3 Beyond the Region of Proportionality

Referring again to Figure 4.12, by increasing the external voltage still further one moves
into a region where the output signal ceases to be proportional to the number of ion pairs
produced and hence the incident energy. This is the region oflimited proportionality. In
this region a type of gas detector called astreamer tubeoperates, but this will not be
discussed here. Eventually the process runs out of control and we enter theGeiger-M̈uller
regionwhere the output signal is independent of the energy lost by the incident particle.
In this region a quenching agent is not used. Detectors working in this region are called
Geiger-M̈uller counters. Physically they are similar to the simple cylindrical proportional
counter and are widely used as portable radiation monitors in the context of health and
safety regulations.

For completeness, we can mention that if the gas amplification factor is taken beyond
the Geiger-M̈uller region, the avalanche develops moving plasmas or streamers. Recombi-
nation of ions then leads to visible light that can be made to generate an electrical output.
Eventually complete breakdown occurs and a spark is emitted as the incident particle tra-
verses the gas. Detectors in this region, calledstreamerandspark chambers(of parallel
plate construction, rather than cylindrical), were widely used in the 1970s and 1980s and
played an important role in hadron physics, but are no longer in general use.

4.4.2 Scintillation Counters

For charged particles we have seen that energy losses occur due to excitation and ionization
of atomic electrons in the medium of the detector. In suitable materials, calledscintillators,
a small fraction of the excitation energy re-emerges as visible light (or sometimes in the
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Figure 4.15 Schematic diagram of the main elements of a photomultiplier tube. (Adapted from
Krane (1988). Copyright (1998) John Wiley & Sons, Inc., reprinted with permission).

UV region) during de-excitation. In a scintillation counter, this light passes down the
scintillator and onto the face of aphotodetector– a device that converts a weak photon
signal to a detectable electric impulse. (Short-wavelength light may initially be collected
onto the material of awavelength shifter, which is a device that shifts the wavelength to
higher values that are better matched to the frequency sensitivity of the photodetector.)

An important example of a photodetector is thephotomultiplier tube, a schematic di-
agram of which is shown in Figure 4.15. Electrons are emitted from the cathode of the
photomultiplier by the photoelectric effect and strike a series of focussing dynodes. These
amplify the electrons by secondary emission at each dynode (by typically a factor of 5–10)
and accelerate the particles to the next stage. The final signal is extracted from the anode
at the end of the tube. The electronic pulse can be shorter than 10 ns if the scintillator
has a short decay time. The scintillation counter is thus an ideal timing device and it is
widely used for ‘triggering’ other detectors, i.e. its signal is used to decide whether or not
to record information from the event. Commonly used scintillators are inorganic single
crystals (e.g. cesium iodide) or organic liquids and plastics, and some modern complex
detectors in particle physics have used several tons of detector in combination with thou-
sands of photomultiplier tubes.13 The robust and simple nature of the scintillation counter
has made it a mainstay of experimental nuclear and particle physics since the earliest days
of the subject.

Just as direct detection of neutrons is not possible by ionization methods, so the same
is true using scintillators. However, theα particle and the3H nucleus from the direct
nuclear reaction6Li(n, α)3H mentioned in Section 4.3.2 can produce light in a LiI crystal
scintillator and forms the basis for detecting neutrons with energies up to about 20 MeV.

4.4.3 Semiconductor Detectors

Solid-state detectors operate through the promotion of electrons from the valence band
of a solid to the conduction band as a result of the entry of the incident particle into the

13 For example, the SuperKamiokande experiment mentioned in Section 3.1.5, which first detected neutrino oscillations, although
not using scintillation counters, has 13,000 photomultiplier tubes.
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solid. The resulting absence of an electron in the valence band (a ‘hole’) behaves like a
positron. Semiconductor detectors are essentially solid-state ionization chambers with the
electron-hole pairs playing the role of electron-ion pairs in gas detectors. In the presence
of an electric field, the electrons and holes separate and collect at the electrodes, giving a
signal proportional to the energy loss of the incident charged particle. Most semiconductor
detectors use the principle of the junction diode. Since the band gap in some solids is as
small as 1 eV and the energy loss required to produce a pair is only 3–4 eV on average
(cf. the 30 eV required in a gas detector), a very large number of electron-hole pairs with
only a small statistical fluctuation will be produced by a low-energy particle. Solid-state
detectors are therefore very useful in detecting such particles. Semiconductors (usually
silicon or germanium, although there is also some interest in the use of diamond) are used
as a compromise between materials that have residual conductivity sufficient to enable
conduction pulses due to single particles to be distinguished above background and those
in which the charge carriers are not rapidly trapped in impurities in the material.

Such detectors have long been used in nuclear physics, where, for example, their excellent
energy resolution and linearity, plus their small size and consequent fast response time,
make them ideal detectors in gamma-ray spectroscopy. Only more recently have thin planar
detectors become important in particle physics, because of the expense of covering large
areas. Nevertheless, more than 200 square metres of semiconductor detector are being used
in experiments at the LHC.

One example of a solid-state detector is asilicon microstrip detector, where narrow
strips of active detector are etched onto a thin slice of silicon, with gaps of order l0µm, to
give a tiny analogue of a MWPC. Arrays of such strips can then be used to form detectors
with resolutions of order 5µm. These are often placed close to the interaction vertex in
a colliding beam experiment, with a view to studying events involving the decay of very
short-lived particles. Another example is thepixel detector. A single-plane strip detector
only gives position information in one dimension (orthogonal to the strip). A pixel detector
improves on this by giving information in two dimensions from a single plane. Solid-state
‘vertex detectors’ have become increasingly important in particle physics and have been
incorporated in most of the multi-component detectors used in experiments at the highest
energy colliders. Their main advantage is their superb spatial resolution; a disadvantage is
their limited ability to withstand radiation damage.

4.4.4 Čerenkov Counters

Methods of identifying particles are usually based on determining the mass of the particle
by a simultaneous measurement of its momentum together with some other quantity. At
low values ofγ = E/mc2, measurements of the rate of energy loss dE/dx can be used,
while muons may be characterized by their unique penetrating power in matter, as we have
seen. Alternatively, the velocity could be measured. The simplest method for low energy
particles is to measure the time-of-flight between, for example, two scintillation counters,
but at high energies this method ceases to be practical and an alternative method based on
theČerenkov effectis used.

When a charged particle with velocityυ traverses a dispersive medium of refractive index
n, excited atoms in the vicinity of the particle become polarized, and ifυ is greater than
the speed of light in the mediumc/n, a part of the excitation energy reappears as coherent
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radiation emitted at a characteristic angleθ to the direction of motion. The necessary
conditionυ > c/n impliesβ n > 1 and by considering how the waveform is produced14 it
can be shown that cosθ = 1/βn for the angleθ , whereβ = υ/c as usual. A determination
of θ is thus a direct measurement of the velocity.15

Čerenkov radiation appears as a continuous spectrum and may be collected onto a
photosensitive detector. Its main limitation from the point of view of particle detection is
that very few photons are produced. The number of photonsN(λ) dλ radiated per unit path
length in a wavelength interval dλ can be shown to be

N(λ)dλ = 2πα

(

1 −
1

β2n2

)

dλ

λ2
< 2πα

(

1 −
1

n2

)

dλ

λ2
(4.25)

and so vanishes rapidly as the refractive index approaches unity. The maximum value oc-
curs forβ = 1, which for a particle with unit charge, corresponds to about 200 photons/cm
in the visible region in water and glass. These numbers should be compared to the
104 photons/cm emitted by a typical scintillator. Because the yield is so small, appreciable
lengths are needed to give enough photons, and gasČerenkov counters for fixed-target
experiments can be several metres long.

Čerenkov counters are used in two different modes. The first is as athreshold counterto
detect the presence of particles whose velocities exceed some minimum value. Suppose that
two particles withβ valuesβ1 andβ2 at some given momentump are to be distinguished.
If a medium can be found such thatβ1n > 1 ≥ β2n, then particle 1 will producěCerenkov
radiation but particle 2 will not. Clearly, to distinguish between highly relativistic particles
with γ ≫ 1 also requiresn ≈ 1, so that from (4.25) very few photons are produced.
Nevertheless, common charged particles can be distinguished in this way up to at least
30 GeV/c.

Another device is the so-calledring-imageČerenkov detector and is a very important
device at both fixed-target machines and colliders. If we assume that the particles are not
all travelling parallel to a fixed axis, then the radiating medium can be contained within
two concentric spherical surfaces of radii R and 2R centred on the target or interaction
region where the particles are produced, as illustrated in Figure 4.16. The outer surface is
lined with a mirror, which focuses thěCerenkov radiation into a ring at the inner detector
surface. The radius of this ring depends on the angleθ at which theČerenkov radiation
is emitted, and hence on the particle velocity. It is determined by constructing an image
of the ring electronically. This was the technique used in the SuperKamiokande detector
discussed in Chapter 3 to detect relativistic electrons and muons produced by neutrino
interactions. In that experiment the radiating medium was very pure water.

4.4.5 Calorimeters

Calorimeters are an important class of detector used for measuring the energy and position
of a particle by its total absorption and are widely used. They differ from most other
detectors in that the nature of the particle is changed by the detector, and the fact that

14 This is Huygen’s construction in optics. See Problem 4.9.
15 For the discovery and interpretation of this effect, PavelČerenkov, Ilya Frank and Igor Tamm were awarded the 1958 Nobel
Prize in Physics.
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Figure 4.16 A particle P, produced from the target, emitsČerenkov radiation on traversing a
medium contained between two spheres of radius R and 2R. The mirror M2 on the outer sphere
focuses the radiation into a ring image at AA′ on the inner detector sphere M1. The radii of the ring
image depend on the angle of emission of theČerenkov radiation and hence on the velocities of the
particles.

they can detect neutral as well as charged particles. A calorimeter may be a homogeneous
absorber/detector, such as a CsI scintillator. Alternatively, it can be a sandwich construction
with separate layers of absorber (e.g. a metal such as lead) and detector (scintillator, MWPC
etc). The latter are also known as ‘sampling calorimeters’. During the absorption process,
the particle will interact with the material of the absorber, generating secondary particles,
which will themselves generate further particles and so on, so that a cascade or shower,
develops. For this reason calorimeters are also called ‘shower counters’. The shower
is predominantly in the longitudinal direction due to momentum conservation, but will
be subject to some transverse spreading due both to multiple Coulomb scattering and the
transverse momentum of the produced particles. Eventually all, or almost all, of the primary
energy is deposited in the calorimeter, and gives a signal in the detector part of the device.

There are several reasons why calorimeters are important, especially at high energies:

1. They can detect neutral particles, by detecting the charged secondaries.
2. The absorption process is statistical (and governed by the Poisson distribution), so that

the relative precision of energy measurementsE/E varies like E−1/2 for large E,
which is a great improvement on high-energy spectrometers whereE/E varies like
E2.

3. The signal produced can be very fast, of order (10–100) ns, and is ideal for making
triggering decisions.

Although it is possible to build calorimeters that preferentially detect just one class of
particle (electrons and photons, or hadrons) it is also possible to design detectors that
serve both purposes. Since the characteristics of electromagnetic and hadronic showers
are somewhat different it is convenient to describe each separately. In practice, in particle
physics it is common to have both types in one experiment, with the hadron calorimeter
stacked behind the electromagnetic one.
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4.4.5.1 Electromagnetic Showers

When a high-energy electron or positron interacts with matter we have seen that the
dominant energy loss is due tobremsstrahlung, and for the photons produced the dominant
absorption process is pair production. Thus the initial electron will, via these two processes,
lead to a cascade ofe± pairs and photons, and this will continue until the energies of the
secondary electrons fall below the critical energyEC where ionization losses equal those
from bremsstrahlung. This energy is roughly given byEC ≈ 600 MeV/Z.

Most of the correct qualitative features of shower development may be obtained from
the following very simple model. We assume:

1. each electron withE > EC travels one radiation length and then gives up half of its
energy to abremsstrahlungphoton;

2. each photon withE > EC travels one radiation length and then creates an electron-
positron pair with each particle having half the energy of the photon;

3. electrons withE < EC cease to radiate and lose the rest of their energy by collisions;
4. ionization losses are negligible forE > EC.

A schematic diagram of the approximate development of a shower in an electromagnetic
calorimeter assuming this simple model is shown in Figure 4.17.

If the initial electron has energyE0 ≫ EC, then aftert radiation lengths the shower will
contain 2t particles, which consist of approximately equal numbers of electrons, positrons

Pb

0 1 2 3 4

Sc Pb Sc Pb Sc Pb Sc Pb

Radiation lengths

e-

e+
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e-
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Photomultipier tube

Figure 4.17 Approximate development of an electromagnetic shower in a sampling calorimeter
assuming the simple model of the text. The calorimeter consists of alternate layers of lead (Pb) and
a scintillator (Sc), the latter attached to photomultipliers (one only shown).
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and photons each with an average energy

E(t) = E0/2t . (4.26)

The multiplication process will cease abruptly whenE(t) = EC, i.e. att = tmax where

tmax = t(EC) ≡
ln (E0/EC)

ln 2
(4.27)

and the number of particles at this point will be

Nmax = exp(tmax ln 2) = E0/EC. (4.28)

The main features of this simple model are observed experimentally, and in particular
the maximum shower depth increases only logarithmically with primary energy. Because
of this, the physical sizes of calorimeters need increase only slowly with the maximum
energies of the particles to be detected. The energy resolution of a calorimeter, however,
depends on statistical fluctuations, which are neglected in this simple model, but for an
electromagnetic calorimeter typicallyE/E ≈ 0.05/E1/2, whereE is measured in GeV.

4.4.5.2 Hadronic Showers

Although hadronic showers are qualitatively similar to electromagnetic ones, shower
development is far more complex because many different processes contribute to the
inelastic production of secondary hadrons. The scale of the shower is determined by
the nuclear absorption length defined earlier. Since this absorption length is larger than the
radiation length, which controls the scale of electromagnetic showers, hadron calorimeters
are thicker devices than electromagnetic ones. Another difference is that some of the
contributions to the total absorption may not give rise to an observable signal in the
detector. Examples are nuclear excitation and leakage of secondary muons and neutrinos
from the calorimeter. The loss of ‘visible’ or measured energy for hadrons is typically
20–30% greater than for electrons.

The energy resolution of calorimeters is in general much worse for hadrons than for
electrons and photons because of the greater fluctuations in the development of the hadron
shower. Depending on the proportion ofπ0’s produced in the early stages of the cascade,
the shower may develop predominantly as an electromagnetic one because of the decay
π0 → γ γ . These various features lead to an energy resolution typically a factor of 5–10
poorer than in electromagnetic calorimeters.

4.5 Multi-Component Detector Systems

In earlier sections we discussed the physics of individual detectors. However, as we men-
tioned in the introduction to Section 4.4, modern experiments in practice commonly use
very large multi-component detectors that integrate many different sub-detectors in a single
device. Such systems rely heavily on fast electronics and computers to monitor and control
the sub-detectors, and to co-ordinate, classify, and record the vast amount of information
flowing in from different parts of the apparatus. This is particularly true for particle physics
experiments. In this final section we will illustrate this by looking briefly at some examples
and the physics questions that are addressed.
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The first example is from nuclear structure physics. There are many questions of interest
here relating to the properties of nuclei at the limits of stability on the edge of the ‘valley
of stability’ (see Figure 2.7), such as the structure of super-heavy nuclei, and why some
highly deformed nuclei with high spin are relatively stable. Many of these questions are
of great interest to astrophysicists. (We will return to these topics briefly in Chapter 9.) To
study these, and other, questions requires the study of the excited states of nuclei. These can
be produced, for example, by the fusion of two heavy ions. The states produced initially
decay very rapidly (∼ 10−18 s) by ‘boiling off’ a few nucleons and the resulting unstable
nuclei then decay viaγ emission. Modernγ -ray detectors use high-purity germanium at
the temperature of liquid nitrogen (∼77 K) connected to electronic systems that provide
energy and time signals for the detectedγ rays.

An important example of a modernγ -ray spectometer is the Gammasphere, which
is located at the ATLAS facility mention in Section 4.2.2. Gammasphere is a pair of
hemispheres, each about 2 metres tall and weighing about 6 tons. It contains up to 110
Compton-suppressed gamma-ray detectors,16 each of which contains a single crystal of
high-purity germanium with dimensions of a few centimetres, all pointing at the centre
of the device. The spectrometer in its working form is shown in the upper picture of
Figure 4.18, and the detectors are clearly visible surrounding the interaction region of
the beam pipe. The characteristic pattern ofγ rays emitted by the excited nuclei being
studied are accompanied byγ rays from the decays of numerous other excited nuclei and
to distinguish the required events, the nuclei pass into another detector called the Fragment
Mass Analyzer (FMA) that contains a pixilated silicon detector that measures their masses
and records their eventual decays, thus enabling different events to be distinguished. The
lower picture of Figure 4.18 shows Gammasphere with its two spheres open and the FMA
can be seen at the rear of the picture at the end of the beam line.

The second example is the STAR detector at the RHIC collider at Brookhaven National
Laboratory that studies questions at the boundary between nuclear and particle physics. It is
shown schematically in Figure 4.19 and is a far larger detector than Gammasphere. STAR
is one of several detectors at RHIC that detect events resulting from the collisions of heavy
ions, typically those of fully-stripped gold nuclei, where the final state may contain many
thousands of particles. It is designed to study, among other things, the state of matter known
as a ‘quark-gluon plasma’, which is of great interest to astrophysicists, as it is believed to
have existed in the earliest times of the universe. (This is discussed briefly in Section 5.5.)

The detector is typical of those at colliders in that it is constructed as a series of
concentric layers surrounding the beam pipe, each housing a sub-detector with a specific
role in the overall event selection. At the core is a silicon vertex detector to detect very
short-lived particles and a large time-projection chamber. At a greater radius are scintillators
providing further event selection by time-of-flight. The whole detector system is enclosed
in a magnetic field to give momentum tracking information. An example of an event
obtained in STAR is shown in Figure 5.11.

The final example, taken from particle physics, is the ATLAS17 detector sited at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. This detector has been constructed to detect the

16 Photons that interact with the germanium do not always deposit all their energy in the semiconductor. The most common loss
of energy is due to Compton scattering. Therefore, the germanium detector is shielded by a scintillator compound that suppresses
the scatteredγ rays. So, when aγ ray is detected simultaneously by the germanium and the scintillator, it is rejected.
17 Not to be confused with the ATLASfacility mentioned in Section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.18 The Gammasphereγ -ray detector at the ATLAS facility. The upper picture shows the
detector in working form with the hemispheres closed, and in the lower picture the hemispheres are
open for maintenance. The additional silicon detector, the Fragment Mass Analyzer, can be seen at
the far end of the beam pipe in the latter picture. (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory photos,
reproduced with permission).
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Figure 4.19 The STAR detector at the RHIC accelerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA.
The upper picture is a schematic diagram of the detector; the lower picture was taken during its
construction and shows the installation of the TPC. (Courtesy of Brookhaven National Laboratory).
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important Higgs boson, if it exists, and so help solve one the outstanding current problems
in particle physics – the origin of mass. It will also search for ‘superparticles’ predicted by
theories that extend the standard model (these will be discussed in Section 9.5).

The ATLAS detector is even larger than STAR and measures about 25 m in diameter
and 46 m long, with an overall weight of approximately 7000 tonnes. Its scale can be
gauged by the human figures shown in Figure 4.20. Just as for STAR, the sub-detectors
are arranged in layers surrounding the beam pipe. The Inner Detector consists of a silicon

Muon Detectors
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Hadronic CalorimetersInner DetectorBarrel Toroid
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Figure 4.20 The ATLAS detector at thepp collider LHC at CERN, Geneva. The upper picture is
a schematic diagram of the detector, and the lower picture is a view along the beam direction during
the construction phase showing the eight barrel toroids installed, with a calorimeter at the end before
it is moved into the middle of the detector. In the completed detector the central cavern is filled with
sub-detectors. (CERN photos, reproduced with permission).
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vertex detector very close to the interaction region and a number of tracking detectors. It
is within a magnetic field to measure the momenta of all charged particles. Outside this
field are electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters to measure the energies of particles
by absorption. Very large muon detectors are positioned at the outermost parts of the
apparatus, because muons are the most penetrating charged particles produced.

Problems

4.1 At the HERA collider (which was operational until 2007) at the DESY Laboratory
in Hamburg, a 20 GeV electron beam collided with a 300 GeV proton beam at a
crossing angle of 10 degrees. Evaluate the total centre-of-mass energy and calculate
what beam energy would be required in a fixed-target electron machine to achieve
the same total centre-of-mass energy.

4.2 What is the lengthL of the longest drift tube in a linac, which operating at a
frequencyf = 20 MHz, is capable of accelerating12C ions to a maximum energy of
E = 100 MeV?

4.3 Alpha particles are accelerated in a cyclotron operating with a magnetic field of
magnitudeB = 0.8 T. If the extracted beam has an energy of 12 MeV, calculate
the extraction radius and the orbital frequency of the beam (the so-calledcyclotron
frequency).

4.4 Protons with momentum 50 GeV/c are deflected through a collimator slit 2 mm wide
by a bending magnet 1.5 m long that produces a field of 1.2 T. How far from the
magnet should the slit be placed so that it accepts particles with momenta in the range
49-51 GeV/c?

4.5 Estimate the minimum length of a gasČerenkov counter that could be used in thresh-
old mode to distinguish between charged pions and charged kaons with momentum
20 GeV/c. Assume that a minimum of 200 photons need to be radiated to ensure a
high probability of detection. Assume also that the radiation covers the whole visible
spectrum between 400 nm and 700 nm and neglect the variation with wavelength of
the refractive index of the gas.

4.6 An e+e− collider has a diameter of 8 km and produces beams of energy 45 GeV. Each
beam consists of 12 bunches each containing 3× 1011 particles. The bunches have a
cross-sectional area of 0.02 mm2. What is the luminosity of the machine in units of
cm−2 s−1?

4.7 What are the experimental signatures and with what detectors would one measure the
decays: (a)Z → bb̄ and (b)W → eν andW → µν?

4.8 The reactione+e− → τ+τ− is studied using a collider with equal beam energies of
5 Gev. The differential cross-section is given by

dσ

d�
=

α2h̄2c2

4E2
CM

(1 + cos2 θ ),

whereECM is the total centre-of-mass energy andθ is the angle between the incoming
e− and the outgoingτ−. If the detector can only record an event if theτ+τ− pair
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makes an angle of at least 300 relative to the beam line, what fraction of events will
be recorded? What is the total cross-section for this reaction in nanobarns? If the
reaction is recorded for 107 s at a luminosity ofL = 1031 cm−2 s−1, how many events
are expected?

Suppose the detector is of cylindrical construction and at increasing radii from
the beam line there is a drift chamber, an electromagnetic calorimeter, a hadronic
calorimeter and finally muon chambers. If in a particular event the tau decays are

τ− → µ− + ν̄µ + ντ and τ+ → e+ + ν̄τ + νe,

what signals would be observed in the various parts of the detector?

4.9 A charged particle with speedυ moves in a medium of refractive indexn. By
considering the wavefronts emitted at two different times, derive a relation for the
angleθ of the emittedČerenkov radiation relative to the particle’s direction in terms
of β = υ/c andn. What is the maximum angle of emission and to what limit does it
correspond?

If the momentump of the particle is known, show that the mass squaredx of the
particle is given by

x = (mc2)2 = p2c2(n2 cos2 θ − 1).

If the error on the momentum is negligible, show, by taking derivatives of this expres-
sion, that for highly relativistic particles, the standard errorσx on x is approximately

σx ≈ 2p2c2
√

(n2 − 1)σθ ,

whereσθ is the standard error onθ .

4.10 Estimate the thickness of iron through which a beam of neutrinos with energy
300 GeV must travel if 1 in 109 of them is to interact. Assume that at high energies
the neutrino-nucleon total cross-section is given approximately byσν ≈ 10−38Eν cm2

whereEν is given in GeV. The density of iron isρ = 7.9 g cm−3.

4.11 An electron with an initial energy of 2 GeV traverses 10 cm of water with a radiation
length of 36.1 cm. Calculate its final energy. How would the energy loss change if
the particle were a muon rather than an electron?

4.12 A beam of neutrons with kinetic energy 0.1 eV and intensity 106 s−1 is incident
normally on a thin foil of235

92U of effective density 10−1 kg m−2. The beam can
undergo (i) isotropic elastic scattering, with a cross-sectionσel = 3 × 10−2 b, (ii)
radiative capture, with a cross-sectionσcap = 102 b, or (iii) it can fission a235

92U
nucleus, with a cross-sectionσfission = 3 × 102 b. Calculate the attenuation of the
beam and the flux of elastically scattered particles 5 m from the foil.

4.13 A positron with laboratory energy 50 GeV interacts with the atomic electrons in a
lead target to produceµ+µ− pairs. If the cross-section for this process is given by

σ = 4πα2h̄2c2/3E2
CM,

calculate the positron’s effective interaction length. The density of lead is
ρ = 1.14× 107 kg m−3.
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4.14 A liquid hydrogen target of volume 125 cm3 and density 0.071 g cm−3 is bombarded
with a mono-energetic beam of negative pions with a flux 2× 107 m−2 s−1 and the
reactionπ− + p → π0 + n observed by detecting the photons from the decay of
the π0. Calculate the number of photons emitted from the target per second if the
cross-section is 40 mb.

4.15 Assuming the Bethe-Bloch formula is valid for low energies, show that the rate of
ionization has a maximum (the Bragg peak) and find the kinetic energy of protons in
iron for which this maximum would occur.

4.16 A cylindrical proportional chamber has a central anode wire of radius 0.02 mm and
an outer cathode of radius 10 mm with a voltage of 500 V applied between them.
What is the electric field at the surface of the anode? If the threshold for ionization
by collision is 750 kVm−1 and the mean free path of the particles being detected is
4 × 10−6 m, estimate the number of ion pairs produced per primary particle.
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5
Quark Dynamics:
The Strong Interaction

In Chapter 3 we described the basic properties of quarks, and how these are used to
construct the static quark model of hadrons. We now look in more detail at how quarks
interact and the role of gluons in the strong interactions. Thus we will be considering
dynamical properties and the theoretical framework that describes these interactions.

5.1 Colour

We saw in Chapter 3 that the quark model account of the hadron spectrum is very successful.
However it begs several questions. One is: why are the observed states overwhelmingly of
the formqqq, q̄ q̄ q̄ andqq̄? Another arises from a particular assumption that was implicitly
made in Chapter 3. This is: if two quarks of the same flavouruu, dd, ss. . . are in the same
spatial state, they must also be in the same spin state, with their spins parallel. This can be
seen very easily by considering the baryon state�− that was shown in Table 3.3 and Figure
3.14.1 From its decay products, it may be deduced that this state has strangenessS = −3
and spinJ = 3

2 and thus in the quark model the simplest composition is�− = sss, where
all three quarks have their spins parallel and there is no orbital angular momentum between
them. This means that all three like quarks have the same space and spin states, i.e. the
overall wavefunction must be symmetric, which violates the fundamental requirement of
the Pauli principle. The latter states that a system of identical fermions has a wave function
that is overall antisymmetric under the interchange of any two particles, because identical
fermions cannot simultaneously be in the same quantum state. The threes quarks in the
�− thereforecannotbe in the same state. So how do they differ?

1 The discovery of the�− was a crucial step in gaining acceptance of the quark model of hadron spectroscopy. The experiment
is described in Chapter 15 of Trigg (1975).

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Table 5.1 Values of the colour isospinI C
3 and the colour hyperchargeYC for the colour states of

quarks and antiquarks.

Quarks I C
3 YC Antiquarks I C

3 YC

r 1/2 1/3 r̄ −1/2 −1/3
g −1/2 1/3 ḡ 1/2 −1/3
b 0 −2/3 b̄ 0 2/3

The�− is an obvious example of the contradiction, but it turns out that for the predictions
of the quark model to agree with the observed spectrum of hadron multiplets, it is necessary
to assume that overall baryon wavefunctions are symmetric under the interchange of like
quarks.2 In order to resolve this contradiction, it is necessary to assume a new degree of
freedom exists for quarks, but not leptons, which is somewhat whimsically calledcolour.3

The basic properties of colour are as follow:

(a) Any quarku, d, s, . . . can exist in three different colour states. We shall see later that
there is direct experimental evidence that just three such states exist, which we denote
r, g, b for ‘red’, ‘green’ and ‘blue’ respectively.

(b) Each of these states is characterized by the values of two conservedcolour charges,
calledcolour isospinandcolour hypercharge, denotedI C

3 andYC, which are strong
interaction analogues of the electric charge in electromagnetic interactions.4 These
charges depend only on the colour statesr, g, b and not on the flavoursu, d, s, . . .
The particular values for quarks and antiquarks are given in Table 5.1, and are a
consequence of a fundamental symmetry of the strong interaction (called SU(3) colour
symmetry), which we will not pursue here. For multiparticle states, the colour charges
of the individual states are simply added.

(c) Only states with zero values for the colour charges are observable as free particles;
these are calledcolour singlets.This is the hypothesis ofcolour confinement. It can be
derived, at least approximately, from the theory of strong interactions we shall describe.

Returning to the quark model, it can be seen from Table 5.1 that a 3q state can only
have bothI C

3 = 0 andYC = 0 if it has one quark in anr state, one in ag state and one
in a b state. Hence in the�−, for example, all threes quarks are necessarily in different
colour states, and thus the Pauli principle can be satisfied. Formally, we are assuming that
the total wavefunction� is the product of a spatial partψspace(r ) and a spin partψspin, as
usual, but also a colour wave functionψcolour, i.e.

� = ψspace(r )ψspinψcolour. (5.1)

The Pauli principle is now interpreted as applying to the total wavefunction including the
colour partψcolour. The combined space and spin wavefunctions can then be symmetric
under the interchange of quarks of the same flavour (to agree with experiment) provided

2 In Problem 3.8 it was shown explicitly that otherwise the predicted hadron spectrum contradicts experiment.
3 Needless to say, nothing to do with ‘real’ colour!
4 There are actually eight colour charges, but we will not need the others in what follows.
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the colour wavefunction is antisymmetric. The structure ofψcolour is therefore

ψcolour =
1

√
6

[r1g2b3 + g1b2r3 + b1r2g3 − r1b2g3 − b1g2r3 − g1r2b3], (5.2)

wherer, g andb represent quarks with colour red, green and blue, respectively.5

One can also see from Table 5.1 part of the answer to the first question of this section.
Free quarks and fractionally charged combinations likeqq and qqq̄ are forbidden by
colour confinement, in accordance with experimental observation. On the other hand,
the combinationsqq̄ and 3q used in the simple quark model are allowed. More unusual
combinations likeqqqq andqqqqq̄, which could give rise to so-called ‘exotic’ mesons
and baryons, respectively, are not in principle forbidden by colour confinement but, as
mentioned in Section 3.3.2, no definitive evidence for any such states has been found.

5.2 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

The theory that describes strong interactions in the standard model is calledquantum
chromodynamics, or QCD for short (chromos= colour in Greek). Although QCD is not
tested to the same extent or precision as quantum electrodynamics (QED), the quantum
theory of electromagnetic interactions, it is nevertheless in impressive agreement with a
large body of experimental data. QCD is similar to QED in that both describe interactions
that are mediated by massless spin-1 bosons; gluons in the former case and photons in the
latter. Both theories are of the type calledgauge theories,which as mentioned in Chapter 1
refers to a particular symmetry of the theory called gauge invariance.6 However, there is a
very important difference in the two interactions, that we now discuss.

Gluons, the force carriers of the strong interaction, have zero electric charge, like photons,
but unlike photons, which couple to electric charge, gluons couple tocolour charges.
This leads immediately to the flavour independence of strong interactions discussed in
Section 3.3.1; that is, the different quark flavoursa = u, d, s, c, b and t have identical
strong interactions. We now see that this is because they are postulated to exist in the same
three colour statesr, g, b, with the same possible values of the colour charges. Flavour
independence has its most striking consequences foru andd quarks, which have almost
equal masses, where it leads to the phenomenon of isospin symmetry. This results, among
other things, in the near equality of the masses of the proton and neutron, and charge states
within other multiplets such as pions and kaons, all of which we have seen in Chapter 3
are confirmed by experiment. We will examine the consequence of flavour independence
for the bound states of the heavy quarksc andb in Section 5.3 below.

Although QED and QCD both describe interactions, albeit of very different strengths,
that are mediated by massless spin-1 bosons that couple to conserved charges, there is
a crucial difference between them that profoundly affects the characters of the resulting
forces. While the photons which couple to the electric charge are themselves electrically
neutral, gluons have nonzero values of the colour charges to which they couple. This is

5 This choice is not only allowed by colour confinement, but isrequiredby it. See Problem 5.2.
6 A brief discussion of gauge invariance and its consequences is given in Appendix D.
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u,r

s,b s,r

u,b

g

Figure 5.1 Example of quark-quark scattering by gluon exchange. In this diagram, the quark
flavoursu ands are unchanged, but their colour states can change, as shown.

illustrated in Figure 5.1, which shows a particular example of a quark-quark interaction
mediated by gluon exchange.

In this diagram, the colour states of the two quarks are interchanged, and the gluon has
nonzero values of the colour quantum numbers, whose values follow from colour charge
conservation at the vertices, i.e.

I C
3 (gluon)= I C

3 (red quark)− I C
3 (blue quark)= 1

2 (5.3)

and

YC(gluon)= YC(red quark)− YC(blue quark)= 1. (5.4)

Just as quarks can exist in three colour states, gluons can exist in eight colour states,
although we will not need the details of these. The first thing implied by the nonzero values
of the colour charges is that gluons, like quarks, are confined and cannot be observed as free
particles. The second is that since gluons couple to particles with nonzero colour charges,
and since gluons themselves have nonzero colour charges, it follows that gluons couple to
other gluons. The two types of gluon self-coupling that occur in QCD are given in Figure 5.2,
which shows the two lowest-order contributions to gluon-gluon scattering. The first is a
gluon exchange process in analogy to gluon exchange in quark-quark scattering, which we
have encountered previously (see Figure 1.3), while the second involves a so-called ‘zero
range’ or ‘contact’ interaction.

The gluon-gluon interactions have no analogue in QED (photons couple to electrically
charged particles and hence do not couple directly to other photons) and it can be shown

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2 The two lowest-order contributions to gluon-gluon scattering in QCD: (a) one-gluon
exchange, (b) contact interaction.
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that they lead to properties of the strong interaction that differ markedly from those of
the electromagnetic interaction. These properties arecolour confinement, which we have
discussed above, and a new property calledasymptotic freedom.The latter is the statement
that the strong interaction gets weaker at short distances; conversely, as the distance between
the quarks increases, the interaction gets stronger.7 In this strong interaction regime the
situation is very complicated, and it has not yet been possible to evaluate the theory
precisely. We therefore have to rely on results obtained by numerical simulations of the
theory; the approach is calledlattice gauge theory. In these simulations, the theory is
evaluated at a grid of discrete points on a four-dimensional lattice and by making the lattice
spacing small enough it is hoped that the results of the true continuum theory will be
approximated. The calculations require very large ultra-fast computers and precise results
are difficult to obtain because of the approximations that have to be made. Nevertheless, at
present, the demonstration of confinement in QCD rests largely on such simulations.

An interesting point about the gluon-gluon interactions of Figure 5.2, is that if the net
forces were attractive and sufficiently strong, they could in principle lead to bound states
of two or more gluons. These would be a new types of exotic state calledglueballs, which
would be strongly interacting neutral bosons withS = C = B̃ = 0. Lattice calculations
that ignore quarks altogether do indeed support the view that gluon-gluon forces are strong
enough to give rise to such states, and the lightest one is predicted to be a scalar meson with
J PC = 0++ and a mass of around 1.5 − 1.7 GeV/c2. However, when quarks are included
in the theory, such states are expected to mix withqq̄ mesons with the same quantum
numbers and similar masses. As a consequence, observed states are unlikely to be pure
glueballs, but contain both glueball andqq̄ components, which are difficult to distinguish
experimentally from ordinary mesons. There is at present no conclusive evidence for pure
glueballs, despite many experimental searches, but there is some evidence for mixed states
containing both gluon andqq̄ components.8

5.3 Heavy Quark Bound States

Some of the features of QCD discussed above are illustrated by considering the static
potential between a heavy quark and an antiquark. Such systems give rise to bound states
and because the quarks are so heavy they move slowly enough within the resulting hadrons
to be treated nonrelativistically to a first approximation. (This is one of the few places in
particle physics where a nonrelativistic calculation is adequate.) This means that the rest
energies of the bound states, and hence their masses, can be calculated from the static
potential between the quarks in exactly the same way that the energy levels in the hydrogen
atom are calculated, although of course the potential is not Coulombic. In the present case,
however, the procedure is reversed, with the aim of determining the form of the static
potential from the rather precisely measured energies of the bound states.

7 Asymptotic freedom was postulated in 1973 by David Gross, David Politzer and Frank Wilczek, who were subsequently
awarded the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics.
8 A critical review is given in Amsleret al. (2008).
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Figure 5.3 Quark diagrams for (a) the decay of a charmonium state to a pair of charmed mesons,
and (b) an example of a decay to noncharmed mesons.

The first such state to be discovered, theJ/ψ(3097),9 is a bound states of thecc̄
system and is part of a family of such states given the namecharmonium,by analogy
with positronium, the bound state of an electron and a positron. It is identified with the
n = 1, 3S1 state of thecc̄ system, wheren is the principal quantum number, and we use
the notation2S+1L J , with (L , S) the angular momentum between the quarks and their
total spin, respectively.10 The discovery of theJ/ψ(3097) caused considerable excitement
because it confirmed the existence of the charm quantum number that had been predicted
several years earlier, even though theJ/ψ(3097) itself has zero overall charm (referred
to as ‘hidden charm’). It was hence a very important piece of evidence in favour of the
standard model.

The interpretation of theJ/ψ(3097) as acc̄bound state follows from its unusually narrow
width. For a state decaying predominantly (86%) to hadrons (mostly pions) by the strong
interaction one would expect a width measured in MeV, whereas the width of theJ/ψ(3097)
was only about 90 keV. This meant that there was no possibility of an explanation in
terms of justu, d ands quarks. The preferred decay of theJ/ψ(3097) would be via the
mechanism shown in Figure 5.3(a). However, this is forbidden by energy conservation
becauseMJ/ψ < 2MD, whereMD is the mass of the lightest meson having nonzero charm,
the D(1869). (These latter states had already been seen in neutrino experiments, but not
clearly identified.) The mass 2MD is referred to as thecharm threshold. Since the direct
decay to charmed mesons is forbidden, the only hadronic decays allowed must proceed
via mechanisms such as that of Figure 5.3(b) and diagrams like this where initial and final
quark lines are disconnected are known to be heavily suppressed.11

The explanation for this in QCD is that since both the decaying particle and the three
pions in the final state are colour singlets, they can only be connected by the exchange
of a combination of gluons that is also a colour singlet, i.e. not the exchange of a single

9 The rather clumsy notation is because it was discovered independently by two groups, led by Burton Richer and Samuel Ting.
Richer’s group was studying the reactionse+e− → hadrons and named it theψ particle. Ting’s group discovered it inpBe
reactions and called it theJ. It is now known as theJ/ψ . Richer and Ting shared the 1976 Nobel Prize in Physics for the
discovery.
10 It is also common practice to designate states by the radial quantum numbernr , related ton by nr = n − L, as is done in the
tables of the Particle Data Group, Amsleret al. (2008).
11 This is known as theOZI Ruleafter Okubo, Zweig and Iizuka who first formulated it. Another example where it acts is the
suppression of the decayφ → π+π−π0 compared toφ → K K̄ .
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Figure 5.4 OZI-suppressed decay of a charmonium state below theDD̄ threshold.

gluon. Moreover, theJ/ψ(3097) is known to be produced ine+e− annihilations via photon
exchange, so it must have a charge conjugationC = −1. Thus the minimum number of
gluons exchanged is three. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4. In contrast, ifMψ > 2MD then
the decay may proceed via the exchange of low-momentum gluons as usual.

Subsequently, higher-mass charmonium states also withJ PC = 1−−, where
P = (−1)L+1 andC = (−1)L+S, were discovered ine+e− reactions and states with other
J PC values were identified in their radiative decays. Thus then = 1, 1S0 ground state
ηc(2980) has been found from the decays

ψ(3686)→ ηc(2980)+ γ and J/ψ(3097)→ ηc(2980)+ γ (5.5)

and a series of statesχci (i = 1, 3) have been found in the decays

ψ(3686)→ χci + γ. (5.6)

The latter themselves decay and from an analysis of their decay products they are identified
with then = 1 states3P0,

3P1 and3P2. Some of these states lie below the charm threshold
and like theJ/ψ(3097) are forbidden by energy conservation to decay to final states with
‘open’ charm and thus have widths measured in keV. Others lie above the charm threshold
and therefore have ‘normal’ widths measure in MeV. The present experimental situation
for charmonium states withL ≤ 1 is shown in Table 5.2.

Later experiments established a spectrum ofbottomiumstates, i.e. bound states of thebb̄
system. These are also shown in Table 5.2. By analogy with charmonium, those bottomium
states below thebottom threshold2MB = 10.56 GeV/c2, whereMB is the mass of the
lightest meson with nonzero bottom quantum number, have widths measured in keV,
whereas those above this threshold have ‘normal’ widths expected of resonances decaying
via the strong interaction.

The charmonium and bottomium states withJ ≤ 2 are shown in Figure 5.5 as conven-
tional energy level diagrams, where the energies are plotted relative to those of the3S1

ground states. There is a striking similarity in the levels of the two systems, which suggests
that the forces in thecc̄ andbb̄ systems are flavour independent, as discussed in Section
3.3.1, and are now seen to follow from the postulates of QCD. The level structure is also
very similar to that seen in positronium, which suggests that, as in positronium, there is a
major contribution from a single-particle exchange with a Coulomb-like form. In fact at
short interquark distancesr � 0.1 fm, the interaction is dominated by one-gluon exchange
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Table 5.2 Predictedcc̄ andbb̄ states withL ≤ 1 and masses up to and just above the charm and
bottom thresholds (3.74 GeV/c2 and 10.56 GeV/c2, respectively), compared with experimentally
observed states. Masses are given in MeV/c2. The spectroscopic nomenclature is defined in the text.

2S+1L J n nr J PC cc̄ state bb̄ state

1S0 1 1 0−+ ηc(2980) ηb(9389)
3S1 1 1 1−− J/ψ(3097) ϒ(9460)
3P0 2 1 0++ χc0(3412) χb0(9859)
3P1 2 1 1++ χc1(3511) χb1(9893)
3P2 2 1 2++ χc2(3556) χb2(9912)
1P1 2 1 1+− hc(3526)?
1S0 2 2 0−+ ηc(3637)
3S1 2 2 1−− ψ(3686) ϒ(10023)
3P0 3 2 0++ χb0(10232)
3P1 3 2 1++ χb1(10255)
3P2 3 2 2++ χc2(3929)? χb2(10269)
3S1 4 4 1−− ψ(3770)? ϒ(10580)

Note: The question mark indicates that the quantum numbers of the state are not well established. There are other candidate
J PC = 1−− ψ states, with masses 4040 and 4160 MeV/c.

that we can write as

V(r ) = −
a(h̄c)

r
, (5.7)

wherea is proportional to the strong interaction analogue of the fine structure constant
α in QED. Because of asymptotic freedom, the strength of the interaction decreases with
decreasingr , but for r < 0.1 fm this variation is slight and can in many applications be
neglected.12

In strong interactions we also have to take account of the fact that the quarks are confined.
The latter part of the potential cannot at present be calculated from QCD and several forms
are used in phenomenological applications. All reasonable forms are found to give very
similar results for the region of interest. If we choose a linear form, then

V(r ) =
br

h̄c
. (5.8)

This is an example of aconfining potential,in that it does not die away with increasing
separation and the force between the quark and antiquark cannot be neglected, even when
they are very far apart. The full potential is thus

V(r ) = −
a(h̄c)

r
+

br

h̄c
. (5.9)

If the form (5.9) is used in the Schrödinger equation for thecc̄ andbb̄ systems, taking
account of their different masses, it is found that a good fit to both sets of energy levels
can be obtained for thesamevaluesa ≈ 0.48 andb ≈ 0.18 GeV2, wherer is measured

12 The equivalent coupling in QED also varies with distance, but the variation is very small and can usually be neglected.
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of the3S1 ground state.
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in fermis, which confirms the flavour independence of the strong interaction and is further
evidence for QCD and the standard model.

5.4 The Strong Coupling Constant and Asymptotic Freedom

The strong interaction derives its name from the force that, among other things, binds
quarks into hadrons. However, some remarkable phenomena depend on the fact that the in-
teraction gets weaker at short distances; that is, on asymptotic freedom. Such short-distance
interactions are associated with large momentum transfers|q | between the particles, with
|q| = O(h̄/r ), wherer is the distance at which the interaction occurs. Hence in discussing
scattering from a static potential, like the one above, we can regard the strong couplingαs

as decreasing with increasing momentum transfer, rather than with decreasingr .
In general, energy as well as momentum can be exchanged between the particles. In

such cases, the strength of the interaction can be shown to depend on

µ2 ≡
∣

∣q2 − E2
q

/

c2
∣

∣, (5.10)

which is Lorentz-invariant and reduces toq2 when the energy exchangedEq is zero. Specif-
ically, it can be shown that the QCD coupling constantαs is given to a good approximation
by13

αs =
6π

(33− 2N f ) ln(µ/�)
, (5.11)

for µ2 ≫ 1 (GeV/c)2. Here N f is the number of quark flavoursu, d, s, . . .,14 with
4(mqc)2 < µ2. The constant� is a scale parameter that must be determined from ex-
periment. Thus QCD does not predict the absolute value ofαs, but rather its dependence
on µ. The value of� has been found by measuring the coupling constant in a variety of
processes (two of which will be discussed later in this chapter) giving values consistent
with � = 0.2 ± 0.1 GeV/c. Becauseαs varies withµ, it is often referred to as therunning
coupling constant, although the variation withµ is small at largeµ and over limitedµ
regions it can often be neglected. In this largeµ region, the coupling is sufficiently weak
that calculations can be performed with reasonable accuracy by retaining only diagrams of
lowest and next-to-lowest order; and sometimes the short-range strong interaction can be
neglected to a first approximation, as we shall see.

Although there are other forces that increase with increasing separation (for example, the
force between two particles connected by a spring or elastic string), the difference between
those and the present case is that in the former cases eventually something happens (for
example, the string breaks) so that the particles (or the ends of the string) become free. This
does not happen with the strong force. Instead, the energy stored in the colour field increases
until it becomes sufficiently large enough to createqq̄ pairs and eventually combinations
of these will appear as physical hadrons. This latter process is calledfragmentationand

13 In practice, there will be higher-order corrections to this formula, but we will ignore these in what follows.
14 The reason for the dependence onN f is discussed qualitatively below. The change inαs(µ) atµ2 = 4(mcc)2, 4(mbc)2 is, of
course, not really discontinuous as implied by the approximation (5.11), but is ‘smoothed out’ over a threshold region.
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Figure 5.6 (a) The simplest quantum fluctuation of an electron and (b) the associated exchange
process.

is rather poorly understood. The behaviour of the strong interaction as a function of
distance (or equivalently momentum transfer) is so unlike the behaviour of other forces we
are familiar with (e.g. gravity, and electromagnetism) that it is worth looking at why this
is.

In QED, single electrons are considered to emit and reabsorb photons continually, as
shown in Figure 5.6a. Such a process is an example of a so-calledquantum fluctuation,
i.e. one particle converting to two or more particles for a finite time. This is allowed
provided the time and the implied violation of energy conservation are compatible with
the uncertainty principle. Of course if another electron is nearby, then it may absorb the
photon and we have the usual one-photon exchange scattering process of Figure 5.6b. The
emitted photon may itself be subject to quantum fluctuations, leading to more complicated
diagrams like those shown in Figure 5.7a. Thus the initial electron emits not only photons,
but also indirectly electron-positron pairs. These are referred to as a ‘sea’ of virtual electrons
and positrons (cf. the comments in Section 3.3.2 in the context of the quark model). The
equivalent contribution to elastic electron-electron scattering is shown in Figure 5.7b.

These virtual processes are collectively referred to asvacuum polarization effects.15

The production of virtuale+e− pairs produces a shielding effect, so that the charge and
the strength of the interactionα, as seen from a distance, will appear altered. Detailed

e- e-

e- e-

e-e-

e-

(a) (b)

e-

e+e+ e-

Figure 5.7 (a) A more complicated quantum fluctuation of the electron and (b) the associated
exchange process.

15 The name arises from the analogy of placing a charge in a dielectric medium. This aligns the particles of the medium and
produces a net polarization.
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calculations show that if we write the Coulomb potential as

φeff(r ) =
αeff(r )h̄c

r
, (5.12)

then

αeff = α ≈ 1/137 (5.13)

for

r ≫ rC ≡ h̄/mec = 3.9 × 10−13 m, (5.14)

but for r ≤ rC, the value ofα is somewhat larger and increases asr becomes smaller. In
other words, the strength of the interaction increases at very short distances. Formally,
without proof, the QED couplingαem(µ) is given to a good approximation by

αem(µ) = α(µ0)

[

1 −
2

3π
α (µ0) ln

(

µ

µ0

)]−1

, (5.15)

whereµ0 is a value ofµ at which the value ofα is known. Thus the electromagnetic
coupling increases withµ, but only very slowly.

Vacuum polarization effects have measurable consequences. For example, the 2s state
in hydrogen is predicted to be more tightly bound than it would be in a pure Coulomb
potential. The increased binding is only 2.2 × 10−7 eV, but nevertheless is confirmed by
extremely accurate measurements on the hydrogen spectrum. There are also very small
corrections to the magnetic moment of the electron that have been verified experimentally
to extraordinary precision.

Quantum fluctuations also exist in QCD and give rise to a variation of the interaction
strength with distance. If, by analogy with QED, we consider quark-quark scattering, then
the two lowest-order vacuum polarization corrections are shown in Figure 5.8. The first
of these (Figure 5.8a) is analogous to virtuale+e− production in QED and also leads to a
screening effect. However, the second diagram (Figure 5.8b) has no counterpart in QED,
because there are no direct photon self-couplings. Calculations show that this diagram
leads to anantiscreeningeffect that is larger than the screening effect from Figure 5.8a
and so the net effect is that the interaction growsweakerat short distances, i.e. asymptotic

q

g g

qq q

qq qq

(a) (b)

q q

Figure 5.8 The two lowest-order vacuum polarization corrections to one-gluon exchange in quark-
quark scattering.
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Figure 5.9 Measured values of the running coupling constantαs obtained from the following
experiments at increasing values ofµ: τ decay;ϒ decay; deep inelastic lepton scattering;e+e−

annihilation at 22 GeV and 50 GeV;Z0 decay; ande+e− annihilation at 135 GeV/c and 189 GeV/c.
The solid curves show the evolution ofαs with µ, as predicted by QCD, using the measure value of
αs(MZc) and taking account of the errors on the latter. (Adapted from Amsleret al.(2008). Copyright
(2008) Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

freedom. Formally, the strong interaction couplingαs is given by a formula analogous to
that forαem above, except the coefficient of the logarithmic term is different and, crucially,
its sign is positive:

Specifically, it can be shown that the QCD coupling constantαs is given to a good
approximation by

αs(µ) = αs(µ0)

[

1 +
αs(µ0)

6π
(33− 2N f ) ln(µ/µ0)

]−1

(5.16)

for µ2 ≫ 1 (GeV/c)2. As before,αs(µ0) is the value of the coupling at a chosen reference
valueµ0. The latter is usually taken to beµ0 = MZc, whereMZ is the mass of theZ boson.
Measured values ofαs(µ), obtained from a variety of different processes, are shown in
Figure 5.9. The curves show the evolution ofαs as a functionµ, as predicted by QCD using
αs(MZc) corresponding to the ‘best-fit’ value

αs(MZc) = 0.118± 0.002 (5.17)

as the fixed point and taking account of the experimental errors on the latter. The decrease
in αs(µ) asµ increases, corresponding to shorter distances, is clearly seen.
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Figure 5.10 Stages in the formation of a quark-gluon plasma and subsequent hadron emission:
(a) two heavy nuclei collide at high energies; and (b) interact via the colour field; (c) the very high
energy-density produced causes the quarks and gluons to deconfine and form a plasma that can
radiate photons and lepton pairs; (d) finally, as the plasma cools, hadrons condense and are emitted.
(Reprinted with permission from National Research Council, USA (1999), copyright (1999) National
Academy of Sciences).

5.5 Quark-Gluon Plasma

In QCD, at normally accessible energy-densities, we have seen that quarks and gluons
are confined within hadrons, although the nature of this confinement is still not fully
understood. However, at extremely high energy-densities QCD predicts that the quarks and
gluons would become deconfined across a volume that is large compared to that of a hadron.
(See Figure 5.10.) They would then exist in a new state of matter, called aquark-gluon
plasma, which is the state of matter believed to have existed in the first few microseconds
after the creation of the universe in the so-called ‘big bang’ and may also exist in the
interiors of neutron stars. The transition energy can be calculated from lattice simulations
of QCD to be in the range 160–190 MeV, equivalent to an effective temperature of order
1012 K.

It is possible to probe this state of matter using the RHIC facility (and also in the future
at the LHC). RHIC typically collides two counter-circulating beams of fully–stripped gold
ions at a maximum energy of 200 GeV per nucleon. If the ions collide centrally (i.e. head-
on) several thousand final-state particles are produced. An example of an event seen in the
STAR detector (which was shown in Figure. 4.20) is illustrated in Figure 5.11.

The experimental studies must first answer the key question of whether the energy-
density in the collisions is sufficient to have created a quark-gluon plasma and its subse-
quent cooling phases. There are many signatures for this, including the relative abundances
of different final-state particle types. For example, the large numbers of gluons in the
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Figure 5.11 View of a 200 GeV gold-gold interaction in the STAR detector at the RHIC accelerator.
(Courtesy of Brookhaven National Laboratory).

plasma would lead to copious production ofss̄ pairs via gluon fusiongg → ss̄, and hence
production of strange particles in excess of that expected from nucleon-nucleon collisions
at very high energies. On the other hand, the production ofJ/� would be suppressed
because thec andc̄ quarks produced (also from gluon fusion) would be separated by many
quarks of other flavours, leading instead to the production of charmed mesons, for example
theD-mesons. In practice, these arguments depend on how long the quarks remain in the
central region of the plasma and this will lead to angular dependences that provide the
basis for more detailed tests. Present measurements are all consistent with the expected
temperature at which hadrons would be formed (about 176 MeV, within the range predicted
by QCD) and that the temperature of the initial fireball is considerably higher. The second
problem is to show that matter at these temperatures does indeed have a novel structure
and is not just a dense gas of hadrons. This has been established at the RHIC and, unex-
pectedly, it appears to have the properties of a liquid of very low viscosity, rather than a
dilute gas. The final step is to characterize its main physical properties, which is the aim
of ongoing research.

Future experiments at RHIC (and later at the LHC) will study questions such as: under
what conditions can a quark-gluon plasma be made; and what are the rules governing the
evolution and the transition to and from this kind of matter? The answers to these questions
will play a crucial role in understanding the basic nature of deconfinement.

5.6 Jets and Gluons

A striking feature of many high-energy particle collisions is the occurrence of jets of
hadrons in the final state. We have already mentioned these in Section 3.2.1 when we
discussed the experimental evidence for quarks, and they are a feature of the fragmentation
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Figure 5.12 Basic mechanism of two-jet production in electron-positron annihilation.

process mentioned in Section 5.4. Jets have been extensively studied in the reaction

e+ + e− → hadrons (5.18)

at high energies using colliding beam experiments, which were discussed in Chapter 4.
High-energy electrons and positrons collide head-on, with equal and opposite momenta, so
that the total momentum of the hadrons produced cancels out to zero in order to conserve
momentum. This is a particularly ‘clean’ reaction, because the initial particles are elemen-
tary, without internal structure. In the centre-of-mass energy range 15–40 GeV, electron-
positron annihilation into hadrons is dominated by the production of jets. These can be
regarded as occurring in two stages: a primary electromagnetic processe+ + e− → q + q̄
(due to photon exchange) leading to the production of a quark-antiquark pair; followed by
fragmentation, which converts the high-energyqq̄ pair into two jets of hadrons. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.12.

The fragmentation process that converts the quarks into hadrons is very complicated,
and the composition of the jets – i.e. the numbers and types of particles in the jet and their
momenta – varies from event to event. However, the direction of a jet, defined by the total
momentum vector

P =
∑

i

pi , (5.19)

where the sum extends over all the particles within the jet, reflects closely the parent quark
or antiquark direction. This is because the QCD interaction is relatively weak at very short
distances (asymptotic freedom), and the quark and antiquark do not interact strongly until
they are separated by a distancer of order 1 fm. At these relatively large distances only
comparatively small momenta can be transferred, and hence the jets that subsequently
develop point almost exactly in the initial quark and antiquark directions. That is, the jet
angular distribution relative to the electron beam direction reflects the angular distributions
of the quark and antiquark in the basic reactione+ + e− → q + q̄. The latter can be easily
calculated in QED as it is a purely electromagnetic process, and is in excellent agreement
with the observed angular distribution of the jets. This is one of the pieces of evidence for
the existence of quarks that was cited in Chapter 3 and again at the start of the present
chapter.
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Figure 5.13 Computer reconstruction of a typical ‘three-jet’ event in electron-positron annihilation
observed in the JADE jet chamber. The solid lines indicate the reconstructed charged particle trajec-
tories taking into account the known magnetic field, which is also parallel to the beam direction; the
dotted lines indicate the reconstructed trajectories of neutral particles, which were detected outside
the chamber by other means. (After Lan Wu (1984). Copyright Elsevier, with permission).

Although the dominant process in electron-positron annihilation into hadrons is the
formation of two ‘back-to-back’ jets, occasionally we would expect a high momentum
gluon to be emitted by the quark or antiquark before fragmentation occurs, in much the
same way as a high-energy electron sometimes emits a photon (i.e.bremssrahlung). The
quark, antiquark and gluon then all fragment into hadrons, leading to a three-jet event. A
computer reconstruction of such an event in a jet chamber is shown in Figure 5.13.

Events like those of Figure 5.13 provided the first unambiguous evidence for gluons,
because the angular distributions of the jets are found to be in good agreement with the
theoretical expectation for spin-1 gluons, but are inconsistent with what would be expected
if, for example, the third jet originated from a particle of spin 0. The ratio of three-jet to
two-jet events can also be calculated, assuming that the third jet is a gluon, because the
probability that a quark or antiquark will emit a gluon is determined by the strong coupling
αs, in the same way that the probability that an electron or positron will emit a photon
is determined by the fine structure constantα. This leads to a value ofαs and hence�,
the QCD scale parameter. The values obtained are consistent with those found from other
determinations and lends further support for the picture of coloured quarks interacting via
the exchange of coloured gluons.

5.7 Colour Counting

What evidence is there that quarks exist in just three colour states? This question can
be answered by using data from electron-positron annihilation. The cross-sections for
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electron-positron annihilation to hadrons and for electron-positron annihilation to muons16

both decrease rapidly with energy, but their ratio

R ≡
σ (e+e− → hadrons)

σ (e+e− → µ+µ−)
(5.20)

is almost energy independent. The near constancy of this ratio follows from the dominance
of the two-step mechanism of Figure 5.12, with the total annihilation rate being determined
by that of the initial reactione+ + e− → q + q̄. The value of the ratioR then directly
confirms the existence of three colour states, each with the same electric charge, for each
quark flavour.

To understand this, let us suppose that each quark flavourf = u, d, s, . . . exists inNC

colour states, so thatNC = 3 according to QCD, whileNC = 1 if the colour degree of
freedom does not exist. Since the different colour states all have the same electric charge,
they will all be produced equally readily by the mechanism of Figure 5.12, and the rate
for producing quark pairs of any given flavourf = u, d, s, . . .will be proportional to the
number of coloursNC. The cross-section is also proportional to the squared charge of the
produced pair (because this is a first-order electromagnetic process), and since muon pairs
are produced by an identical mechanism, we obtain

σ (e+e− → q f q̄ f ) = NC e2
f σ (e+e− → µ+µ−), (5.21)

whereef is the electric charge, in units ofe, on a quarkq f of flavour f .
The cross-section fore+ + e− → hadrons will receive an additional contribution of the

form (5.21) when the energy passes a threshold for a new quark flavour to be produced.
ThusR at low energies will have a series of ‘steps’ corresponding to the production of
pairs of new quarks and this is what is observed experimentally. At high energies above the
threshold for the production ofbb̄ pairs, and assuming that hadron production is completely
dominated by the two-step process of Figure 5.12, we would have17

R = R0 ≡ NC
(

e2
u + e2

d + e2
s + e2

c + e2
b

)

= 11NC/9. (5.22)

When the small contribution from the three-jet events and other corrections of orderαs are
taken into account, this expression forR is modified to

R = R0(1 + αs/π ), (5.23)

giving rise to a weak energy dependence ofR from the energy dependence ofαs discussed
earlier, Equation (5.16). Although these corrections of orderαs are small compared to
the dominant contribution, they must be included if the experimental data onR are to be
accounted for. The data are in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction for the
valueNC = 3 (see Figure 5.14) and hence prove that quarks exist in just three colour states.

16 The cross-section for the production of muon pairs is essentially a purely electromagnetic one, except at very high energies
where the effect of the weak interaction may be seen. This will be discussed in Section 6.7.2.
17 There is no contribution from the top quark because it is too heavy to be produced, even at the high energies we are considering.
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Figure 5.14 Measured values of the cross-section ratio R and the theoretical prediction from QCD
for NC = 3 colours. The dashed line shows the prediction without QCD corrections.

5.8 Deep Inelastic Scattering and Nucleon Structure

In Chapter 2 we discussed the scattering of electrons from nuclei to determine their
radial charge distributions. This was done by assuming a parameterized form for the
charge distribution, calculating the resulting form factor (i.e. the Fourier transform of
the charge distribution) and determining the unknown parameters by fitting experimental
cross-sections. In a somewhat similar way we can use high-energy inelastic scattering to
investigate the charge distribution within nucleons. This is referred to asdeep inelastic
scattering, because the projectiles probe deep into the internal structure of the nucleon.
This type of interaction was mentioned in Section 2.9 in the context of classifying nuclear
reaction mechanisms. The original experiments of this type in particle physics were done
in the 1960s and provided the first definitive evidence for the existence of quarks. We will
deduce that nucleons have a sub-structure of point-like charged constituents.18

5.8.1 Scaling

The dominant one-photon contribution to the inelastic scattering of a charged lepton from
a proton in the spectator quark model is shown in Figure 5.15. Unlike elastic scattering,
where at a given lepton energyE there is only one free variable (e.g. the scattering angle),
in inelastic scattering the excitation energy of the nucleon adds a further degree of freedom,
so we can define two independent variables. These are usually taken to beν, defined by

2Mν ≡ W2c2 + Q2 − M2c2, (5.24)

and a dimensionless quantity (called thescaling variable) given by

x ≡ Q2/2Mν. (5.25)

18 The pioneering work on deep inelastic scattering was done by Jerome Friedman, Henry Kendall and Richard Taylor and
resulted in their receiving the 1990 Nobel Prize in Physics.
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Figure 5.15 Dominant one-photon exchange mechanism for inelastic lepton-proton scattering
whereℓ = e or µ.

Here M is the proton mass,W is the invariant mass of the final-state hadrons andQ2 is
related to the squared energy-momentum transferq2 by

Q2 = −q2 = −
[

(E − E′)2/c2 − (p − p′)2
]

. (5.26)

The physical interpretation ofx will be discussed below. In the rest frame of the initial
proton,ν reduces to

ν = E − E′ (5.27)

and so is the Lorentz-invariant generalization for the energy transferred from the lepton to
the proton.

In Chapter 2 we discussed several modifications to the formalism for describing the
structure of nuclei obtained from scattering experiments. Here we are dealing with high-
energy projectiles and so we will need to take all those corrections into account. In particular,
the magnetic interaction introduces a second form factor. (cf. Equation (2.25.)) The two
form factors, denotedW1 andW2, are calledstructure functionsin this context. In terms
of these, the differential cross-section may be written

d2σ

d� dE′ =
(

dσ

d�

)

Mott

[

W2(Q2, ν) + 2W1(Q2, ν) tan2(θ/2)
]

, (5.28)

whereθ is the lepton scattering angle. For values ofW ≤ 2.5 GeV/c2, the cross-sections
show considerable structure due to the excitation of nucleon resonances, but above this
mass they are smoothly varying. In the latter region, the values of the structure functions
can be extracted from the data by choosing suitable parameterizations and fitting the
available data in an analogous way that the charge distributions of nuclei were deduced in
Section 2.2.1.

Rather thanW1 and W2, it is usual to work with two related dimensionless structure
functions defined by

F1(x, Q2) ≡ Mc2W1(Q2, ν) and F2(x, Q2) ≡ νW2(Q2, ν). (5.29)

It is a remarkable fact that at fixed values ofx the structure functionsF1,2 have only a
very weak dependence onQ2. This behaviour is referred to asscalingand is illustrated in
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Figure 5.16 The structure functionF2 of the proton as a function ofx, for Q2 between 2 and
18 GeV/c2. (From Atwood (1982), with kind permission of Springer Science and Business
Media).

Figure 5.16. As the Fourier transform of a spherically symmetric point-like distribution is a
constant, we conclude that the proton has a sub-structure of point-like charge constituents.

5.8.2 Quark-Parton Model

The interpretation of scaling is simplest in a reference frame where the target nucleon is
moving with a very high velocity, so that the transverse momenta and rest masses of its
constituents may be neglected. The structure of the nucleon is then given by the longitudinal
momentum of its constituents. This approach was first adopted by Feynman and Bjorken,
who called the constituentspartons. (We now identify charged partons with quarks and
neutral partons with gluons.) In theparton model, deep inelastic scattering is visualized as
shown in Figure 5.17. The target nucleon is a stream of partons each with 4-momentum
x P, whereP = (p, p) is the 4-momentum of the nucleon andp = |p| is its (very large)
3-momentum, so that the nucleon mass may be neglected.

e

p(P) (1-x)P

parton

xP

e

Figure 5.17 The parton model of deep inelastic scattering.
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Suppose now that one parton of massm is scattered elastically by the exchanged photon
of 4-momentumq. Then

(x P + q)2 = (x2P2 + 2x P · q + q2) = m2c2 ≈ 0. (5.30)

If |x2P2| = x2M2c2 ≪ Q2, then

x = −
q2

2P · q
=

Q2

2Mν
, (5.31)

where the invariant scalar product has been evaluated in the laboratory frame in which
the energy transfer isν and the nucleon is at rest. This is our previous definition (5.25).
Thus, the physical interpretation ofx is the fractional 3-momentum of the parton in the
reference frame where the nucleon has a very high velocity. This is equivalent to having a
parton of massm stationary in the laboratory system, with the elastic relationQ2 = 2mν.
So providedQ2 ≫ M2c2,

x =
Q2

2Mν
=

m

M
, (5.32)

i.e. x may also be interpreted as the fraction of the nucleon mass carried by the struck
parton.

To identify the constituent partons with quarks we need to know their spins and charges.
For the spin, it can be shown that

F1(x, Q2) = 0 (spin = 0) (5.33)

and

2x F1(x, Q2) = F2(x, Q2)
(

spin= 1
2

)

. (5.34)

The latter relation, known as theCallan-Gross relation, follows by comparing the co-
efficients in the equation for the double differential cross-section (5.28) with that in
Chapter 2 (Equation (2.25)). This gives

2W1/W2 = 2τ, (5.35)

where τ = Q2/4m2c2 and m is the mass of the target, in this case the struck parton.
ReplacingW1 by F1/Mc2 andW2 by F2/ν, gives

ν

Mc2

F1

F2
=

Q2

4m2c2
(5.36)

and since nowQ2 = 2mν, we havem = Q2/2ν = x M. Finally, using this mass in (5.36)
yields the Callan-Gross relation. Figure 5.18 shows some results for the ratio 2x F1/F2. It
is clear that spin12 is strongly favoured.

To deduce the parton charges is more complicated. We will assume that the constituent
partons are quarks and show that this is consistent with experimental data. We start by
defining q f (x) to be the momentum distribution of a quark of flavourf , i.e. q f (x) dx
is the probability of finding in a nucleon a quark of flavourf , with momentum fraction
in the intervalx to x + dx. A given nucleon will consist of a combination of valence
quarks (i.e. those that give rise to the observed quantum numbers in the quark model)
and additional quark-antiquark pairs that are continually produced and annihilated by the
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Figure 5.18 The ratio 2x F1/F2 at fixedx.

radiation of virtual gluons by the quarks.19 Note that we are now extending the previous
discussion, where only noninteracting valence quarks were considered, to include quark-
gluon interactions, i.e. QCD effects.

In general, a structure function can be written as the sum of contributions from quarks
and antiquarks of all flavours. Also, from the cross-section formula (5.28), we would expect
the structure functions to involve the quark distributions weighted by the squares of the
quark chargesef (in units if e) for a given quark flavourf . Thus, for example,F2 is

F2(x) = x
∑

f

e2
f [q f (x) + q̄ f (x)]. (5.37)

If we concentrate on the scattering of charged leptons, i.e. electrons or muons, and consider
just the possibility of light quarksu, d ands within nucleons, then we have (forℓ = e, µ)

Fℓp
2 (x) = x

[

1
9

(

dp + d̄p
)

+ 4
9

(

up + ūp
)

+ 1
9

(

sp + s̄p
)]

(5.38a)

and

Fℓn
2 (x) = x

[

1
9

(

dn + d̄n
)

+ 4
9

(

un + ūn
)

+ 1
9

(

sn + s̄n
)]

, (5.38b)

where, for example,un,p are the distributions ofu quarks in the neutron and proton,
respectively. Using isospin symmetry, interchangingu andd quarks changes neutron to
proton, i.e.u ↔ d impliesn ↔ p. Thus,

up(x) = dn(x) ≡ u(x), (5.39a)

19 These are the ‘sea’ quarks referred to in the discussion of the static quark model in Section 3.3.2. Recall also the discussion of
quantum fluctuations in electrodynamics in Section 5.4.
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dp(x) = un(x) ≡ d(x) (5.39b)

and

sp(x) = sn(x) ≡ s(x), (5.39c)

with similar relations for the antiquarks. Then if we work with a target nucleus with equal
numbers of protons and neutrons (an isoscalar target), its structure function will have the
approximate form (neglecting purely nuclear effects)

FℓN
2 (x) =

1

2

[

Fℓp
2 (x) + Fℓn

2 (x)
]

=
5

18
x

∑

q=d,u

[q(x) + q̄(x)] +
1

9
x [s(x) + s̄(x)] .

(5.40)
The second term is small becauses quarks are only present in the sea component at the
level of a few percent. Thus the mean squared value of the charges of theu andd quarks
is approximately5

18.
The final step is to extract information from deep inelastic scattering using neutrinos and

antineutrinos as projectiles. This is more complicated because, as we shall see in Chapter 6,
neutrinos and antineutrinos couple differently to the different quarks and antiquarks and
there is also a third form factor involved. Without proof, we shall just quote the result:

FνN
2 (x) = x

∑

q=d,u

[q(x) + q̄(x)]. (5.41)

There is no electric charge factor outside the summation because, just as quarks form strong
interaction isospin multiplets with different electric charges, the leptons also form weak
isospin multiplets, but in this case the resulting weak charge is the same for all quarks.20

From (5.40) and (5.41), we expect

FνN
2 (x) ≤

18

5
FℓN

2 (x). (5.42)

The experimental data illustrated in Figure 5.19 show that18
5 FℓN

2 (x) andFνN
2 (x) are equal

within errors except possibly at small values ofx where antiquarks are more important.
Thus one can conclude that the partons have charges2

3 and − 1
3, which completes the

evidence for identifying partons with quarks.

5.8.3 Scaling Violations and Structure Functions

Although scaling is approximately correct, it is certainly not exact. In Figure 5.20 we show
some deep inelastic scattering data plotted in more detail. The deviations from scaling are
due to QCD corrections to the simple quark model, i.e. the quark in the proton that is
struck by the exchanged particle can itself radiate gluons, as mentioned previously. Since
the probability of radiating a gluon is proportional to the strong couplingαs, which is a
function of the squared momentum transferQ2, it follows that the structure functions also
develop a weak dependence onQ2, as exhibited by the data in Figure 5.20. We will not

20 Weak isospin is discussed briefly in Section D.1.2.
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Figure 5.19 Comparison ofF2(x) from deep inelastic muon (data from M. Arneodoet al. (1997))
and neutrino (data from W.G. Seligmanet al.(1997)) scattering experiments. The data points are the
average over a range ofQ2 > 2 (GeV/c)2 and the error bars express the range of data values within
the Q2 ranges.

discuss this in detail,21 but simply state that analysing the data with these QCD corrections,
yields a value for the strong interaction parameter� that is consistent with that obtained
from other sources (e.g. the three-jet events that we have discussed above).

Combining data from different experiments, with both charged and neutral leptons as
projectiles, enables individual quark/parton momentum distributions to be extracted from
combinations of cross-sections. Some typical results atQ2 = 10 (GeV/c)2 are shown in
Figure 5.21 for the combinations

Q(x) = d(x) + u(x) (5.43a)

and

Q̄(x) = d̄(x) + ū(x). (5.43b)

The difference

Qv(x) ≡ Q(x) − Q̄(x) (5.44)

can be identified as the distribution of the valence quarks of the quark model. It can be seen
that Qv is concentrated aroundx ≈ 0.2 and dominates except at small values ofx where
the antiquarks̄q in the sea distribution are important.

The results of Figure 5.21 reveal an interesting and unexpected result concerning gluons
within the nucleon. If we integrate the momentum distributions for quarks and antiquarks
over all x we might expect to recover the total momentum of the nucleon, whereas the

21 Scaling violations are discussed in detail, but at a more advanced level than here, in e.g. Halzen and Martin (1984).
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Figure 5.20 A compilation of values ofF2 measured in deep inelastic electron and muon scattering
from a deuterium target. Different symbols denote different experiments. For clarity, the data at
different values ofx have been multiplied by the factors shown in brackets. The solid line is a QCD fit
with � = 0.2 GeV. (Adapted from L. Montanetet al. (1994). Copyright (1994) American Physical
Society, reprinted with permission).

curves of Figure 5.21 yield a value of approximately 0.5. Thus it follows that about 50%
of the momentum is carried by gluons.

The outcome of analyses like those above is a set of individual quark/parton momentum
distributions, including QCD corrections. These are of course of interest in their own right,
but they also enable analyses of other reactions involving nucleons. For example, the cross-
section for the reactionpp̄ → W + · · · in the vicinity of the mass of theW is given in the
spectator model by integrating the elementary quark cross-section forud̄ → W + · · · over
the boson width and the momentum distributions of the quarks in the nucleons. We will
not pursue this further here, but Problem 5.12 shows how in principle such calculations are
made.

Finally, it is worth noting that the nucleon structure functions and hence the quark
densities are found from lepton scattering experiments using a range of different nuclear
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Figure 5.21 Quark and antiquark momentum distributions in the nucleon.

targets. We have seen in Chapter 2 that the average binding energy of nucleons in heavy
nuclei is of order 7–8 MeV per nucleon. As this energy is much smaller than those used
in deep inelastic scattering experiments, it might be thought safe to ignore nuclear effects
(except those due to the internal motion of the nucleons – the Fermi momentum – that are
typically about 200 MeV/c). However, experiments have shown that the structure functions
do in fact depend slightly on the nuclear medium. Although the effects are very small and
not enough to alter the conclusions of this chapter, it is a reminder that there are still things
to be learnt about the role of nuclear matter and that this may hold information on the
nuclear force in terms of the fundamental quark-gluon interaction. We will return briefly
to this in Section 9.2.1.

Problems

5.1 The general combination ofm quarks andn antiquarksqm q̄n, with baryon number
B > 0 has a colour wavefunction that may be writtenr α gβ bγ r̄ ᾱ ḡβ̄ b̄γ̄ , wherer α

means that there areα quarks in ther colour state etc. By imposing the condition
of colour confinement, show thatm − n = 3p, wherep is a nonnegative integer and
hence show that states with the structureqq are not allowed.

5.2 The colour quark states are eigenstates of only two of the eight colour charges
F̂i (i = 1, 2, . . . 8). These arêF3 ≡ Î C

3 andF̂8 ≡ YC. The other six operators mix the
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states. For example,

F̂1r = 1
2g, F̂1g = 1

2r, F̂1b = 0.

Use these relations in the general baryon colour wavefunction

χC
B = α1r1g2b3 + α2g1r2b3 + α3b1r2g3 + α4b1g2r3 + α5g1b2r3 + α6r1b2g3,

where theαi are constants, to show that colour confinement implies

α1 = −α2, α3 = −α4, α5 = −α6.

(The complete set of such relations for all the colour charges leads to the antisymmetric
form (5.2).)

5.3 Draw lowest-order Feynman diagrams for the following processes:

(a) the interaction of a quark and a gluon to produce a quark and a photon;

(b) the production of a singleZ0 boson in a collision of protons and antiprotons;

(c) the annihilation of an electron and a positron to produce a pair ofW bosons;

(d) the annihilation of an electron and a positron to produce aB̄0B0 pair, whereB is
a meson containing ab quark.

5.4 A pp̄ collider with equal beam energies is used to produce a pair of top quarks.
Draw a Feynman diagram for this process that involves a single gluon. If the three
quarks of the proton (or antiproton) carry between them 50% of the hadron total
energy-momentum, calculate the minimum beam momentum required to produce the
t t̄ pair.

5.5 The lowest Feynman diagram for inelastic electron-proton scattering at high energies

e−(E, pc) + p(EP, PPc) → e−(E′, p′c) + X(hadrons)

is shown in Figure 5.22.
Use energy-momentum conservation to show that the variableν defined in Equation

(5.24) becomesν = E − E′ in the rest frame of the proton. Hence show that the
variablex defined in Equation (5.25) lies in the range 0≤ x ≤ 1 if the mass of the
electron is neglected.

e- e-

p

hadrons

ha
dr

on
s

Figure 5.22 Kinematics of inelastic electron-proton scattering.
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5.6 The 3γ decay of positronium (the bound state ofe+e−) has a width that in QED is
predicted to be

Ŵ(3γ ) = 2(π2 − 9)α6mec
2/9π,

whereα is the fine structure constant. If the hadronic decay of thecc̄ bound state
J/ψ(3097) proceeds via an analogous mechanism, but involving three gluons, use
the experimental hadronic widthŴ(3g) = 80 keV to estimate the strong interaction
coupling constantαs. Use an analogous assumption to estimateαs from the radiative
width Ŵ(ggγ ) = 0.16 keV of thebb̄ bound stateϒ(9460).

5.7 Use Equations (5.38) and (5.39) to derive theGottfried sum rule,

∫ 1

0

[

F2
ep(x) − F2

en(x)
] dx

x
=

1

3
+

2

3

∫ 1

0
[ū(x) − d̄(x)] dx,

where the quark distributions refer to the proton.

5.8 Estimate the cross-section ratioR defined in Equation (5.20) at centre-of-mass ener-
giesEC M = 2.8 GeV and 15 GeV. How wouldRchange if the energy were increased
so that top quark pairs could be produced?

5.9 In an e+e− annihilation experiment a resonanceR is observed atEC M = 10 GeV
in both theµ+µ− and hadronic final states. The integrated cross-sections over the
resonance for these reactions are:

∫

σµµ(E)dE = 10 nb GeV;
∫

σh(E)dE = 300 nb GeV.

Use a Breit-Wigner form for the resonance production to deduce the partial widths
Ŵµµ and Ŵh in MeV for the decaysR → µ+µ− and R → hadrons. Assume the
integral

∫

resonance

dE

(E − Mc2) + Ŵ2/4
≈

2π

Ŵ
.

5.10 What is the value of the scaling variablex for the special case of elastic scattering?
Hence show that in the rest frame of the proton, the initial (E) and final (E′) electron
energies are related by

Mc2(E − E′) = E E′(1 − cosθ ),

whereM is the proton mass,θ is the lepton scattering angle and lepton masses are
assumed to be negligible compared to their energies.

5.11 Common forms assumed for the momentum distributions of valence quarks in the
proton are:

Fu(x) = x u(x) = a(1 − x)3; Fd(x) = x d(x) = b(1 − x)3.

If the valence quarks account for half the proton’s momentum, find the values ofa
andb.
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5.12 The cross-sectionσ (ud̄ → W+) near the mass of theW+ is given by the Breit-Wigner
form

σ =
π (h̄c)2λ−2Ŵ Ŵud̄

3
[

4(E − MWc2)2 + Ŵ2
] ,

where (MW, Ŵ) are the mass and total width of theW+, Ŵud̄ is the partial width for
W+ → ud̄, E is the total centre-of-mass energy of theud̄ pair andλ− = 2/E. Find the
maximum value ofσ , i.e.σmax, given that the branching ratio forW+ → ud̄ is 1/3.
Use this result and the quark distributions of Question 5.11 to find an expression for
the cross-sectionσ (pp̄ → W+ + · · ·) in terms of thepp̄ total centre-of-mass energy√

s andσmax, and evaluate your result for
√

s = 1 TeV. Use the narrow width, i.e.
delta function, approximation

σud̄(E) = π
ŴW

MWc2
σmaxδ

(

1 −
E2

(MWc2)2

)

in integrals. (A note on the delta function is given in footnote 3 of Appendix A.)
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6
Weak Interactions
and Electroweak Unification

We have already discussed some aspects of weak interactions when we discussed nuclear
instability in Chapter 2 and again when we introduced the basic properties of leptons in
Chapter 3. In this chapter we will consider wider aspects of the weak interaction and also
its unification with electromagnetism to produce the spectacularly successfulelectroweak
theory.

6.1 Charged and Neutral Currents

Like the strong and electromagnetic interactions, the weak interaction is also associated
with elementary spin-1 bosons, which act as ‘force carriers’ between quarks and/or leptons.
Until 1973 all observed weak interactions were consistent with the hypothesis that they were
mediated by the exchange of the charged bosonsW± only. However, in the 1960s, a theory
was developed that unified electromagnetic and weak interactions in a way that is often
compared to the unification of electric and magnetic interactions by Maxwell a century
earlier. This new theory made several remarkable predictions, including the existence of a
heavy neutral vector bosonZ0, and of weak reactions arising from its exchange. The latter
processes are calledneutral currentreactions (the word ‘neutral’ referring to the charge of
the exchanged particle) to distinguish them from the so-calledcharged currentreactions
arising from chargedW± boson exchange. In particular, neutral current reactions of the
typeνµ + N → νµ + X were predicted to occur via the mechanism of Figure 6.1, where
N is a nucleon andX is any set of hadrons allowed by the conservation laws. Although
difficult to detect, such reactions were first observed in a bubble chamber experiment in
1973.

The prediction of the existence and properties of neutral currents, prior to their discovery,
is only one of many remarkable successes of the unified theory of electromagnetic and weak

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 6.1 Feynman diagram for the weak neutral current reactionνµ + N → νµ + X.

interactions. Others include the prediction of the existence of the charmed quark, prior to
its discovery in 1974 and the prediction of the masses of theW± andZ0 bosons prior to
the long-awaited detection of these particles in 1983. In general, the theory is in agreement
with all data on both weak and electromagnetic interactions, which are now referred to
collectively as theelectroweak interaction,in the same way that electric and magnetic
interactions are referred to collectively as electromagnetic interactions. Furthermore, the
theory predicts the existence of a new spin-0 boson, the so-calledHiggs boson.Although a
detailed discussion of the Higgs boson is outside the scope of this book, a brief discussion
of this very important particle, and more details of its role in generating masses for the
particles of the standard model are given in Section D.2. A discussion of how the Higgs
boson might be found experimentally is given in Section 9.3.2.

The new unification only becomes manifest at high energies, and at low energies weak
and electromagnetic interactions can still be clearly separated. This follows from the general
form of the amplitude (1.51):

M(q2) =
g2h̄2

q2 − M2
Xc2

, (6.1)

whereM2
X is the mass of the exchanged particle andg is the appropriate coupling. For

weak interactions,MX = MW,Z ≈ 80 GeV/c2 and for the electromagnetic interaction
MX = Mγ = 0. Thus, even withgweak ∼ gem, the amplitudes for the two interactions will
only become of comparable size for|q2| ∼ M2

Xc2, i.e. at high energies. We therefore start by
considering the weak interaction at low energies and deduce some of its general properties
that are valid at all energies. Later we will consider how unification arises and some of its
consequences.

6.2 Symmetries of the Weak Interaction

In this section we will discuss the parity (P) and charge conjugation (C) operators, which
were introduced in Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, respectively. These are conserved in the
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e-
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(a)

e-

60Co

(b)

P

Figure 6.2 Effect of a parity transformation on60Co decay. The thick arrows indicate the direc-
tion of the spin of the60Co nucleus, while the thin arrows show the direction of the electron’s
momentum.

strong and electromagnetic interactions. The first indication that parity might be violated
in weak interactions came from observations on the pionic decays ofK mesons, i.e.
K → ππ andK → πππ ,1 and these led Lee and Yang in 1956 to make a thorough study
of previous experiments in which parity conservation had been assumed or apparently
proved. They came to the startling conclusion that there was in fact no firm evidence
for parity conservation in weak interactions; and they suggested experiments where the
assumption could be tested.2 This led directly to the classic demonstration of parity violation
from a study of theβ decay of polarized60Co nuclei. We shall describe just the principles
of this experiment.3

The experiment was done in 1957 by Wu and co-workers, who placed a sample of60Co
inside a magnetic solenoid and cooled it to a temperature of 0.01K. At such temperatures,
the interaction of the magnetic moments of the nuclei with the magnetic field overcomes
the tendency to thermal disorder, and the nuclear spins tend to align parallel to the field
direction. The polarized60Co nuclei produced in this way decay to an excited state of60Ni
by theβ decay

60Co → 60Ni∗ + e− + ν̄e. (6.2)

Parity violation was established by the observation of a ‘forward-backward decay asym-
metry’, i.e. the fact that fewer electrons were emitted in the forward hemisphere than in
the backward hemisphere with respect to the spins of the decaying nuclei.

We can show that this implies parity violation as follows. The parity transformation
reverses all particle momentap while leaving their orbital angular momentar × p, and by
analogy their spin angular momenta, unchanged. Hence in the rest frame of the decaying
nuclei its effect is to reverse the electron velocity while leaving the nuclear spins unchanged,
as shown in Figure 6.2. Parity invariance would then require that the rates for the two
processes shown in Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.2(b) were equal, so that equal numbers of
electrons would be emitted in the forward and backward hemispheres with respect to the

1 Two particles, called at that timeτ and θ , were observed to decay via the weak interaction toππ and πππ final states,
respectively, which necessarily had different final-state parities. However, theτ andθ had properties, including the near equality
of their masses, that strongly suggested that they were in fact the same particle. Analysis of the ‘τ − θ puzzle’ suggested that
parity was not conserved in the decays.
2 For their work on parity non-conservation, Chen Yang and Tsung-Dao Lee were awarded the 1957 Nobel Prize in Physics.
3 This classic experiment is described in readable detail in Chapter 10 of Trigg (1975).
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Figure 6.3 Effect of a parity transformation on muon decays. The thick arrows indicate the direction
of the muon spin, while the thin arrows indicate the direction of the electron’s momentum.

nuclear spins, in contradiction to what was observed. The discovery of parity violation
was a watershed in the history of weak interactions because the effect is large, and an
understanding of weak interactions is impossible if it is neglected.

The charge conjugation operatorĈ changes all particles to antiparticles and we will
see presently is also not conserved in weak interactions. In examining these operators,
two interconnected themes will emerge. The first is that these effects have their origin
in the spin dependence of weak interactions; the second is that whileP violation andC
violation are large effects, there is a weaker combined symmetry, calledCP invariance,
which appears to be exactly conserved in the weak interactions of leptons. However,CP
invariance is violated in the weak interaction of hadrons, but in a way that is understood
in the electroweak theory, as we shall see. This has its most striking consequences for the
decays of mesons, which are discussed in Section 6.6. We start by considering theP̂andĈ
operators in more detail in the context of leptonic decays.

C violation andP violation are both conveniently illustrated by considering the angular
distributions of the electrons and positrons emitted in the decays

µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ (6.3a)

and

µ+ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ (6.3b)

of polarized muons. In the rest frame of the decaying particle these are found to be of the
form

Ŵµ±(cosθ ) =
1

2
Ŵ±

(

1 −
ξ±

3
cosθ

)

, (6.4)

whereθ is the angle between the muon spin direction and the direction of the outgoing
electron or positron, as shown in Figure 6.3(a). The quantitiesξ± are called theasymmetry
parameters, andŴ± are the total decay rates, or equivalently the inverse lifetimes, i.e.

τ−1
± ≡

+1
∫

−1

d cosθ Ŵµ±(cosθ ) = Ŵ±, (6.5)

as may easily be checked by direct substitution.
We consider now the consequences of assuming parity and charge conjugation for these

decays, starting with the latter as it is the simpler. Under charge conjugation,µ− decay
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converts toµ+ decay.C invariance then implies that the rates and angular distributions for
these decays should be the same, i.e.

Ŵ+ = Ŵ− (C invariance) (6.6)

and

ξ+ = ξ− (C invariance). (6.7)

The parity transformation preserves the identity of the particles, but reverses their
momenta while leaving their spins unchanged. Its effect on muon decay is shown in
Figure 6.3, where we see that it changes the angleθ to π − θ , so that cosθ changes sign.
HenceP invariance implies

Ŵµ± (cosθ ) = Ŵµ± (− cosθ ) (P invariance). (6.8)

Substituting (6.4), leads to the prediction that the asymmetry parameters vanish,

ξ± = 0 (P invariance). (6.9)

Experimentally, theµ± lifetimes are equal to very high precision, so that the prediction for
the lifetimes is satisfied; but the measured values of the asymmetry parameters are

ξ− = −ξ+ = 1.00± 0.04, (6.10)

which shows that bothC invariance andP invariance are violated. The violation is said to be
‘maximal’, because the asymmetry parameters are defined to lie in the range−1 ≤ ξ± ≤ 1.

In view of these results, a question that arises is: why do theµ+ andµ− have the same
lifetime if C invariance is violated? The answer lies in the principle ofCP conservation,
which states that the weak interaction is invariant under the combined operationCP even
though bothC and P are separately violated. TheCP operator transforms particles at
rest to their corresponding antiparticles at rest, andCP invariance requires that these states
should have identical properties. Thus in particular, the masses of particles and antiparticles
are predicted to be the same. Specifically, if we apply theCP operator to muon decays,
the parity operator changesθ to π − θ as before, while theC operator changes particles
to antiparticles. HenceCP invariance alone implies that the condition obtained fromP
invariance is replaced by the weaker condition

Ŵµ+(cosθ ) = Ŵµ−(− cosθ ). (6.11)

Again, substituting (6.4) into this equation, gives

Ŵ+ = Ŵ− (CP invariance), (6.12)

implying equal lifetimes and also

ξ+ = −ξ− (CP invariance), (6.13)

in agreement with the experimental results. ThusCP invariance retains the symmetry
between particles and antiparticles as observed by experiment, at least forµ decays. In
fact CP invariance has been verified in a wide variety of experiments involving weak
interactions, and is believed to be exact for purely leptonic processes (i.e. ones involving
only leptons) and a good approximation for those involving hadrons. (The only known
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Figure 6.4 Helicity states of a spin-12 particle. The long thin arrows represent the momenta of the
particles and the shorter thick arrows represent their spins.

violations will be discussed in Section 6.6.) Particles and antiparticles have the same
masses and lifetimes even ifCP is not conserved.

6.3 Spin Structure of the Weak Interactions

We turn now to the spin structure of the weak interactions, which is closely related to the
symmetry properties discussed above. As this spin structure takes its simplest form for
zero-mass particles, we will discuss the case of neutrinos and antineutrinos first, assuming
that they have zero mass for the purpose of this discussion.

6.3.1 Neutrinos

In discussing neutrinos, it is convenient to use the so-calledhelicity states, in which spin is
quantized along the direction of motion of the particle, rather than along some arbitrarily
chosen ‘z direction’. For a spin-12 particle, the spin component along the direction of its
motion can be either+ 1

2 or − 1
2 (in units ofh̄), as illustrated in Figure 6.4, corresponding

to positive or negative helicity, respectively. These states are calledright-handedor left-
handed, respectively, since the spin direction corresponds to rotational motion in a right-
handed or left-handed sense when viewed along the momentum direction.

We will denote these states by a subscriptR or L, so that, for example,νL means a
left-handed neutrino. The remarkable fact about neutrinos and antineutrinos, which only
interact via the weak interaction, is thatonly left-handed neutrinosνL andright-handed
antineutrinosν̄R are observed in nature. This obviously violatesC invariance, which
requires neutrinos and antineutrinos to have identical weak interactions. It also violatesP
invariance, which requires the statesνL andνR to also have identical weak interactions,
since the parity operator reverses the momentum while leaving the spin unchanged and
so converts a left-handed neutrino into a right-handed neutrino. It is, however, compatible
with CP invariance, since theCPoperator converts a left-handed neutrino to a right-handed
antineutrino, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.

The helicity of the neutrino was first measured in an ingenious experiment by Goldhaber
and co-workers in 1958. Again, we will discuss only the principles of the experiment.4

4 A brief description of the experimental setup is given in Section 7.6 of Perkins (2000).
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Figure 6.5 Effect of C, P andCP transformations. Only the states shown in boxes are observed
in nature.

They studied electron capture in152Eu, i.e.

e− +152 Eu(J = 0) → 152Sm∗(J = 1) + νe, (6.14)

where the spins of the nuclei are shown in brackets. The excited state of samarium that is
formed decays to the ground state byγ emission

152Sm∗(J = 1) → 152Sm(J = 0) + γ (6.15)

and it is theseγ rays that were detected in the experiment. In the first reaction (6.14), the
electrons are captured from the K shell and the initial state has zero momentum, so that
the neutrino and the152Sm∗ nucleus recoil in opposite directions. The experiment selected
events in which the photon was emitted in the direction of motion of the decaying152Sm∗

nucleus,5 so that overall the observed reaction was

e− +152 Eu(J = 0) → 152Sm(J = 0) + νe + γ, (6.16)

where the three final-state particles were co-linear, and the neutrino and photon emerged
in opposite directions, as shown in Figure 6.6.

The helicity of the neutrino can then be deduced from the measured helicity of the photon
by applying angular momentum conservation about the event axis to the overall reaction.
In doing this, no orbital angular momentum is involved, because the initial electron is
captured from the atomic K shell and the final-state particles all move along the event
axis. Hence the spin components of the neutrino and photon, which can be± 1

2 and±1

(a)

e- e

(b)

e- e

Figure 6.6 Possible helicities of the photon and neutrinos emitted in the reaction
e− +152 Eu(J = 0) → 152Sm(J = 0) + νe + γ for those events in which they are emitted in op-
posite directions. Experiment selects configuration (a).

5 This was done by resonant scattering from a second samarium target. It relies on the fact that thoseγ rays travelling in the
opposite direction to the neutrino have slightly more energy than those in other directions, and only the former have enough
energy to excite the resonance level.
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respectively,6 must add to give the spin component of the initial electron, which can be
± 1

2. This gives two possible spin configurations, as shown in Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b). In
each case the photon and neutrino have the same helicities. In the actual experiment, the
polarization of the photons was determined by studying their absorption in magnetized iron
(which depends on the polarization of the photon) and the results obtained were consistent
with the occurrence of left-handed neutrinos only, corresponding to Figure 6.6(a).

A similar experiment for antineutrinos has been carried out involving the emission of a
γ ray following the positron decay of the203Hg nucleus. The polarization is consistent with
the earlier statement that only right-handed antineutrinos take part in weak interactions.

6.3.2 Particles with Mass: Chirality

To see the effect of the spin dependence in weak interactions involving particles with mass,
we will look at the decays of the pion and muon, which are of course examples of charged
current reactions. The spin dependence is of a special form, called aV-A interaction. This
name is derived from the behaviour under a parity transformation of the weak interaction
analogue of the electromagnetic current. The letterV denotes aproper vector, which is
one whose direction is reversed by a parity transformation. (An example is momentum
p.) The familiar electric current, to which photons couple, transforms as a proper vector
under parity. Because parity is not conserved in weak interactions, the corresponding weak
current, to whichW± bosons couple, has in addition to a vector (V) component another
component whose direction is unchanged by a parity transformation. Such a quantity is
called anaxial-vector(A). (An example of an axial-vector is orbital angular momentum
L = r × p.) Since observables are related to the modulus squared of amplitudes, either
term would lead by itself to parity conservation. Parity nonconservation is an interference
effect between the two components.7

Here we shall consider only the most important characteristic of this spin dependence,
which is that the results discussed above for neutrinos, hold for all fermions in the ultra-
relativistic limit. That is, in the limit that their velocities approach that of light, only left-
handed fermionsνL , eL

− etc. and right-handed antifermions ¯νR, eR
+ etc. are emitted in

charged current interactions. These right-handed and left-handed particles are calledchiral
states and these are the eigenstates that take part in weak interactions. In general, chiral
states are linear combinations of helicity states, with the contributions of the ‘forbidden’
helicity stateseR

−, eL
+ etc. suppressed by factors which are typically of order (mc2/E)2,

wherem is the appropriate fermion mass andE its energy. For neutrinos this is always a
good approximation and chiral states and helicity states are identical. However, for particles
with mass, it is only a good approximation for large energiesE. These spin properties can
be verified most easily for the electrons and muons emitted in weak decays, by directly
measuring their spins. Here we shall assume them to hold and use them to understand some
interesting features of pion and muon decays.

We start by considering the pion decay mode

π+ → ℓ+ + νℓ. (ℓ = e, µ) (6.17)

6 There are only two possible spin projections for the photons because there are only two possible polarization states for
electromagnetic waves.
7 We will meet these ideas again in Section 7.7.1 when we discuss the theory of nuclear beta decay.
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++

Figure 6.7 Helicities of the charged leptons in pion decays. The short arrows denote spin vectors
and the longer arrows denote momentum vectors.

In the rest frame of the decaying pion, the charged lepton and the neutrino recoil in
opposite directions, and because the pion has zero spin, their spins must be opposed to
satisfy angular momentum conservation about the decay axis. Since the neutrino (assumed
to be zero mass) is left-handed, it follows that the charged lepton must also be left-handed,
as shown in Figure 6.7, in contradiction to the expectations for a relativistic antilepton.

For the case of a positive muon this is unimportant, since it is easy to check that it
recoils nonrelativistically and so both chirality states are allowed. However, if a positron
is emitted it recoilsrelativistically, implying that this mode is suppressed by a factor that
we can estimate from the above to be of order (me/mπ )2 ≈ 10−5. Thus the positron decay
mode is predicted to be much rarer than the muonic mode. This is indeed the case, and the
measured ratio

Ŵ(π+ → e+ + νe)

Ŵ(π+ → µ+ + νµ)
= (1.218± 0.014) × 10−4 (6.18)

is in excellent agreement with a full calculation that takes into account both the above
suppression and the difference in the density-of-final states (i.e. the difference in theQ
values) for the two reactions.

A second consequence of the chirality argument is that the muons emitted in pion
decays are polarized (see Figure 6.7).8 We have mentioned this earlier in connection with
measuring the muon decay asymmetries. These have their origins in the spin structure of
the interaction, as we shall illustrate for the highest energy electrons emitted in the decay
of the muon. These have energy

E =
mµc2

2

(

1 +
m2

e

m2
µ

)

≫ mec
2 (6.19)

and correspond to decays in which the neutrino and antineutrino are both emitted in the
direction opposite to the electron. This is illustrated in Figure 6.8 for the two simplest cases
in which the electron is emitted in the muon spin direction (Figure 6.8a) and opposite to it
(Figure 6.8b).

Since the neutrino and antineutrino have opposite helicities, the muon and electron must
have the same spin component along the event axis in order to conserve angular momentum,
implying the electron helicities shown in Figure 6.8. When combined with the fact that
the relativistic electrons emitted must be left-handed, this implies that electrons cannot be
emitted in the muon spin direction. We thus see that the spin structure of the interaction
automatically gives rise to a forward-backward asymmetry in polarized muon decays.

8 This is in the rest frame of the decaying pion and assumes that the neutrino has zero mass. The degree of polarization in the
laboratory frame is a function of the muon momentum.
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(a) Forbidden
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e-

(b) Allowed

µ

e
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e-

Figure 6.8 Muon decays in which electrons of the highest possible energy are emitted (a) in the
muon spin direction and (b) opposite to the muon spin direction.

Of course, not all the electrons have the maximum energy, and the actual asymmetry,
averaged over all electron energies, can only be calculated by using the full form of the
V-A interaction.9 The resulting prediction is in excellent agreement with the measured
values.

Finally, we have seen in earlier chapters that there is evidence that neutrinos are not
strictly massless. How then can we ensure that the weak interactions only couple toνL and
ν̄R? To understand this we return to the Dirac equation, which was mentioned in Chapter
1. As was stated there, the solution of this equation for a massive spin-1

2 particle is in the
form of a four-component spinor, whose components are interpreted as the two possible
spin projections for the particle and its antiparticle of a given energy. (See Section 1.2 and
Equation (1.4).) However, in the case of a massless fermion, the Hamiltonian of Equation
(1.2) consists only of a spin projection term and there is a simpler solution of the Dirac
equation consisting of two independent two-component wavefunctions. If we assume for
definiteness the case of neutrinos (assumed to be massless), then these would correspond
to the pairs (νL , ν̄R) and (νR, ν̄L ). This observation was first made by Weyl in 1929, but
was rejected as unphysical because under a parity transformationνL → νR (see Figure
6.5) and hence the interaction would not be invariant under parity. However, we now know
that parity is not conserved in the weak interactions, so this objection is no longer valid.
A possible solution is therefore to make the neutrino its own antiparticle. In this case
(νL , ν̄R) are identified as two helicity components of a four-component spinor and the
other two components (νR, ν̄L ), if they exist, can then be a fermion of a different mass.
This scheme is due to Majorana and is very different to the structure of a spinor describing
a massive spin-12 fermion such as an electron. A test of this idea would be the observation
of neutrinoless double beta decay, such as the reaction76Ge→ 76Se+ 2e−. This could
occur if the neutrino emitted by the parent nucleus were absorbed internally by the daughter
nucleus (and hence not appear as a real particle), which is possible only ifνe ≡ ν̄e. The
development of this idea, and its implications for the nature of the neutrino, are discussed in
Section 9.4.1. That section also includes an account of the status of experimental searches
for neutrinoless double beta decay.

9 See, for example, Chapter 12 of Halzen and Martin (1984).
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6.4 W± and Z0 Bosons

The three intermediate vector bosons mediating weak interactions, the two charged bosons
W+ andW− and the neutralZ0, were all discovered at CERN in 1983 in the reactions

p̄ + p → W+ + X−, p̄ + p → W− + X+, and p̄ + p → Z0 + X0, (6.20)

where X± andX0 are arbitrary hadronic states allowed by the conservation laws. The
beams of protons and antiprotons were supplied by a proton-antiproton collider that was
specifically built for this purpose. At the time it had proton and antiproton beams with
maximum energies of 270 GeV each, giving a total centre-of-mass energy of 540 GeV.
Two independent experiments were mounted (called UA110 and UA2), both of which were
examples of multi-component detector systems that were discussed in Section 4.5.11 One
of the main problems facing the experimenters was that for each event in which aW± or Z0

is produced and decays to leptons, there were more than 107 events in which hadrons alone
are produced and so the extraction of the signal required considerable care.

In contrast to the zero mass photons and gluons, theW± andZ0 bosons are both very
massive particles, with measured masses

MW = 80.4 GeV/c2, MZ = 91.2 GeV/c2, (6.21)

while their lifetimes are about 3× 10−25s. Their dominant decays lead to jets of hadrons,
but the leptonic decays

W+ → ℓ+ + νℓ, W− → ℓ− + ν̄ℓ (6.22)

and

Z0 → ℓ+ + ℓ−, Z0 → νℓ + ν̄l , (6.23)

whereℓ = e, µ or τ as usual, are also important. The particles are detected as resonance-
like enhancements in plots of the invariant mass of suitable final states seen in reactions
such as (6.20).12

We have seen that an important feature of an exchange interaction is its strength. As in the
case of electromagnetism, Feynman diagrams for weak interactions are constructed from
fundamental three-line vertices. Those for lepton-W± interactions are shown in Figure 6.9.
At each vertex a boson is emitted or absorbed; while both fermion lines belong to the
same generationℓ = e, µ or τ , with one arrow pointing inwards and one out to guarantee
conservation of each lepton numberNe, Nµ andNτ . Associated with each vertex is a
dimensionless parameterαW with the same value at high energies for all three generations
(because of lepton universality). Its value may be found from the formula for theW width13

Ŵ(W → eνe) = 2αW MWc2/3.

10 A description of the UA1 experiment is given in, for example, Section 4.5.1 of Martin and Shaw (2008).
11 Simon van der Meer lead the team that built the accelerator and Carlo Rubbia lead the UA1 experimental team that subsequently
discovered the bosons. They shared the 1984 Nobel Prize in Physics for their work.
12 An example of detecting resonances from mass spectra using the invariant mass is discussed briefly in Appendix B.
13 See, for example, Section 11.6.3 of Mandl and Shaw (1993).
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+

W± W±

(a) (b)

Figure 6.9 The two basic vertices forW±-lepton interactions.

Using the experimental values of the mass and width gives,

αW = g2
W/4πh̄c ≈ (4.2 ± 0.2) × 10−3. (6.24)

The constantαW is the weak analogue of the fine structure constantα ≈ 1/137 in electro-
magnetic interactions, withgW the weak analogue of the electronic chargee in appropriate
units.

We see from the above thatαW ≈ 0.6α, so despite its name, the weak interaction has
a similar intrinsic strength to the electromagnetic interaction. Its apparent weakness in
many low-energy reactions is solely a consequence of its short range, which arises because
the exchange bosons are heavy. From (6.1) we see that the scattering amplitude has a
denominator that contains the squared mass of the exchanged particle and so at energies
where the de Broglie wavelengthsλ = h/p of the particles are large compared to the range
of the weak interaction, which is an excellent approximation for all lepton and hadron
decays, the range can be neglected altogether. In this approximation the weak interaction
becomes apoint or zero-rangeinteraction, whose effective interaction strength can be
shown to be

αeff = αW
(

Ē/MWc2
)2

, Ē ≪ MWc2, (6.25)

whereĒ is a typical energy scale for the process in question. (For example in muon decay
it would be the mass of the muon.) Thus we see that the interaction is both weak and
strongly energy dependent at ‘low energies’, but becomes comparable in strength with the
electromagnetic interaction at energies on the scale of theW boson mass.

6.5 Weak Interactions of Hadrons: Charged Currents

The charged current weak decays of hadrons are understood in terms of basic processes in
which W± bosons are emitted or absorbed by their constituent quarks. In this section we
will consider both decays and scattering processes, starting with the former.
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Figure 6.10 Quark diagram for the decayn → pe−ν̄e.

6.5.1 Semileptonic Decays

A typical semileptonicdecay (i.e. one that involves both hadrons and leptons) is that of the
neutron, which at the quark level is

d → u + e− + ν̄e, (6.26)

as illustrated in Figure 6.10, where the other two quarks in the hadrons play the role of
spectators. Similarly, in the pion decay process

π−(dū) → µ− + ν̄µ (6.27)

the initial quarks annihilate to produce aW boson as shown in Figure 6.11. However,
the weak interactions of quarks are more complicated than those of leptons, and are best
understood in terms of two ideas:lepton-quark symmetry, andquark mixing.

For simplicity, we will look firstly at the case of just two generations of quarks and
leptons. In this case, lepton-quark symmetry asserts that the first two generations of quarks

(

u
d

)

and

(

c
s

)

(6.28)

and the first two generations of leptons
(

νe

e−

)

and

(

νµ

µ−

)

(6.29)

W-

-

µ

d
u

-

Figure 6.11 Quark diagram for the processπ− → µ− + ν̄µ.
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W± W± W± W±

u c

gud gud gcs gcs

sd

(a) (b) (c) (d)

u c sd

Figure 6.12 The W±-quark vertices obtained from quark-lepton symmetry, without quark
mixing.

haveidenticalweak interactions. That is, one can obtain the basicW±-quark vertices by
making the replacementsνe → u, e− → d, νµ → c, µ− → s in the basicW±-lepton
vertices, Figure 6.9, leaving the coupling constantgW unchanged. The resultingW±-
quark vertices are shown in Figure 6.12. Quark symmetry in the simple form stated above
then implies that the fundamental processesd + ū → W− ands + c̄ → W− occur with
the samecouplingsgW as the corresponding leptonic processes, i.e. in Figure 6.12 we
havegcs = gud = gW, while the processess + ū → W− andd + c̄ → W− are forbidden.
This works quite well for many reactions, like the pion decayπ− → µ− + ν̄µ, but many
decays that are forbidden in this simple scheme are observed to occur, albeit at a rate
that is suppressed relative to the ‘allowed’ decays. An example of this is the kaon decay
K − → µ− + ν̄µ, which requires as + ū → W− vertex, which is not present in the above
scheme.

All these suppressed decays can be successfully incorporated into the theory by intro-
ducingquark mixing. According to this idea, thed ands quarks participate in the weak
interactions via the linear combinations

d′ = d cosθC + ssinθC (6.30a)

and

s′ = −d sinθC + scosθC, (6.30b)

where the parameterθC is called theCabibbo angle. That is, lepton-quark symmetry is
assumed to apply to the doublets

(

u
d′

)

and

(

c
s′

)

(6.31)

This then generates new vertices previously forbidden. For example, theusW vertex
required for the decayK − → µ− + ν̄µ arises from the interpretation of theud′W vertex
shown in Figure 6.13. In a similar way a newcdW vertex is also generated. Thus, in
addition to the vertices of Figure 6.12 we also have the vertices of Figure 6.14.

Quark mixing enables theory and experiment to be brought into good agreement by
choosing a valueθC ≈ 130 for the Cabibbo angle. One then finds that the rates for the
previously ‘allowed’ decays still occur, but now multiplied by a factor cos2 θC ≈ 0.95,
while the previously ‘forbidden’ decays are now allowed, but with rates that are suppressed
by a factor sin2 θC ≈ 0.05.
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W±
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W±

u

gW

d' u s

=
W±

gud

u d

+

d = dcos C + ssin C gud = gW cos C gus = gW sin C

Figure 6.13 Theud′W vertex and its interpretation in terms ofudW andusWvertices.

Historically, the most remarkable thing about these ideas is that they were formulated
before the discovery of the charmed quark. In 1971 seven fundamental fermions were
known: the four leptonsνe, e−, νµ andµ−; and the three quarksu, d, s. This led Glashow,
Iliopolous and Maiani to propose the existence of a fourth quarkc to complete the lepton-
quark symmetry and to solve problems associated with neutral currents that we will discuss
in Section 6.7 below. The existence of the charmed quark was subsequently confirmed in
1974 with the discovery of the first charmonium states (this is why their discovery was so
important; see the discussion in Section 5.3) and its measured weak couplings are consistent
with the predictions of lepton-quark symmetry and quark mixing.

We now know that there are six leptons
(

νe

e−

) (

νµ

µ−

) (

ντ

τ−

)

(6.32)

and six quarks
(

u
d

) (

c
s

) (

t
b

)

. (6.33)

When the third generation is taken into account, the mixing scheme becomes more com-
plicated, as we must allow for the possibility of mixing between all three ‘lower’ quarks
d, s andb instead of just the first two, and more parameters are involved. In general the
mixing can be written in the form





d′

s′

b′



 =





Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb









d
s
b



 , (6.34)

W±

gcd

W±
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gus

s cd

W±

gcd

W±

gus

u c ds

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.14 The additional vertices arising from lepton-quark symmetry when quark mixing is
taken into account.
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Figure 6.15 Quark diagram for the decay�− → n + e− + ν̄e.

whereVij (i = u, c, t ; j = d, s, b), the so-calledCKM matrix,14 is unitary to ensure the
orthonormality of the new states generated by the transformation. The matrix elementsVij

are all obtainable from various decay processes and values exist for them, although the
smaller off-diagonal terms are not very well measured.15 For the first two generations, the
changes introduced by this more complex mixing are very small. However, a new feature
that emerges is the possibility ofCPviolation. We shall see in Sections 6.6.3 and 6.6.4 that
CP violation does actually occur in meson decays and it is of considerable interest to see
if the size of the violation is consistent with the CKM mixing formalism and the standard
model. We will examine this question in Section 6.6.5.

6.5.2 Selection Rules

Many observations about the weak decays of hadrons are explained byW± exchange
without the need for detailed calculation. For example, the decays

�− → n + e− + ν̄e (6.35)
and

�+ → n + e+ + νe (6.36)

seem very similar, where�+(1189)= uusand�−(1197)= dds are the charged�
baryons that are part of theJ P = 1

2
+

multiplet shown in Figure 3.13. However, while
decay (6.35) is observed, (6.36) is not, and the experimental upper limit on its rate relative
to the observed decay is

Ŵ(�+ → n + e+ + νe)

Ŵ(�− → n + e− + ν̄e)
< 5 × 10−3.

The reason for this is that reaction (6.35) is allowed via the mechanism of Figure 6.15,
involving a single quark transition, whereas reaction (6.36) at the quark level is

uus→ udd+ e+ + νe

and so would require two separate quark transitions and can thus only proceed via a
mechanism involving the emission and absorption of twoW bosons. Such a contribution
would be higher order in the weak interaction, and is negligibly small and unobservable.

14 The initials stand for Cabibbo, Kobayashi and Maskawa, the last two of whom extended the original Cabibbo scheme to three
generations of quarks.
15 A review is given Amsleret al. (2008).
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Reaction (6.36) is just one of many that cannot proceed via singleW± exchange, and are
therefore not observed, despite the fact that they satisfy all the appropriate conservation laws
for weak interactions. These ‘forbidden’ reactions can be identified systematically using a
number of selection rules for singleW± exchange processes, which can be deduced from
the vertices of Figures 6.12 and 6.14. We shall illustrate this by considering the allowed
changes of strangenessS.

We consider firstly semileptonic decays, like those of Figures 6.11 and 6.15. Since these
involve a singleW±-quark vertex, the changes in the strangeness and electric charge of
the hadrons are given by the possible changes inSandQ at this vertex. There are just two
possibilities. If no strange quarks are involved at the vertex as in Figures 6.12(a) and (b)
and Figures 6.14(c) and (d), there is obviously no change in strangeness, while the quark
charge changes by±1 depending on the charge of theW boson. Hence the changesS
andQ in the strangeness and the electric charge of the hadrons satisfy

S = 0, Q = ±1. (6.37)

On the other hand, those vertices like Figures 6.12(c) and (d) and Figures 6.14(a) and (b)
which do involve a strange quark give rise to processes like

u → s + W+ or W− → s + c̄,

in which the total quark charge and strangeness16 both decrease, givingS = Q = −1;
or processes like

s → u + W− or W+ → s̄ + c

in which the total quark charge and strangeness both increase, givingS = Q = 1. Thus
the allowed semileptonic decays are characterized by the selection rules (6.37) and

S = Q = ±1, (6.38)

whereQ is the change in the charge of the hadrons only. The latter is called theS = Q
rule for strangeness-changing decays, and decays with

S = −Q = ±1 (6.39)

are forbidden. Reaction (6.36) is a typical example of a forbiddenS = −Q reaction
requiring changes (6.39) since the�+ has strangenessS = −1 and Q = +1 while the
neutron hasS = 0 andQ = 0.

Interesting results are also obtained for purely hadronic decays. In such decays, the
exchangedW boson must be both emitted and absorbed atW±-quark vertices, as illustrated
in Figure 6.16 for the decay� → pπ−. Hence the selection rules for strangeness can be
inferred by applying the selection rules (6.37) and (6.38) to each individual vertex, subject
to the constraint that the change in the hadronic charge must now be zero overall since
no leptons are involved and the total charge must of course be conserved. If two vertices
satisfying (6.37) are involved, strangeness is conserved andS = 0, while if one satisfies
(6.37) and the other (6.38) we obviously haveS = ±1. Finally, if two vertices satisfying

16 The charge, strangeness, and other quantum numbers of the quarks are listed in Appendix E, Table E.2.3.
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Figure 6.16 Dominant diagrams for the decay� → p + π−.

(6.38) are involved, we again obtainS = 0 overall because of the charge conservation
conditionQ = 0. We thus obtain the selection rule

S = 0, ±1 (6.40)

for hadronic weak decays, and the same selection rule also holds for semileptonic decays,
since it is guaranteed by the semileptonic selection rules (6.37) and (6.38).

The selection rule (6.40), which holds for all weak decays, has a spectacular illustration
in the decay of the omega-minus baryon

�−(1672)= sss (S = −3) (6.41)

that we met briefly in Section 3.2.2. Because baryon number is conserved, the decay must
ultimately yield a proton in the final state, since this is the only stable baryon. However,
this cannot occur directly because of the selection rule (6.40), but must proceed via a series
of successive decays, in which strangeness changes by at most one unit in each step. It is
a remarkable fact that when the�− particle was first observed, both its production and
whole decay sequence

was captured in a single bubble chamber picture.17

Although we have concentrated on strangeness to illustrate how selection rules arise,
similar arguments can be made involving particles with charm and/or bottom and lead to
analogous selection rules involving those quantum numbers.

Finally we mention an approximate selection rule for isospin. Weak hadron decays
generally obey aI = 1

2 rule. Thus in the decay� → Nπ , the final pion-nucleon is
predominantly in aI = 1

2 state and so the ratio ofpπ− decays tonπ0 is predicted to be
2, which is what is observed. However, the rule is not exact, and for example in the decay

17 This famous picture may be seen in Close, Marten and Sutton (1987).
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Figure 6.17 Spin (thick arrows) and momentum (thin arrows) configurations forνee− and ν̄ee−

interactions: (a)νee− before collision; (b)νee− after scattering through; 1800; (c) ν̄ee− before
collision; (d) ν̄ee− after scattering through 1800.

K → π0π0, although the final pions are dominantly in anI = 0 state, there is a much
smallerI = 2 state observed. (AnI = 1 state is forbidden by Bose statistics.)

6.5.3 Neutrino Scattering

Consider the elastic scattering processνe + e− → νe + e− at high energies, proceeding
via the exchange of aW meson, i.e. a charged current weak interaction. We know theW
meson couples only to left-handed fermions and from the discussion of Section 6.3.1 that
neutrinos have negative helicity, i.e. they are polarized along the direction of their motion
(which we will take to be thez axis). We also know from the work of Section 6.3.2 that
in the relativistic limit, the same is true of electrons. We are therefore led to the centre-
of-mass spin/momentum configurations before the collision shown in Figure 6.17(a). If
the interaction scatters the particles through an angle of 1800, then the centre-of-mass
spin/momentum configurations after the collision are those shown in Figure 6.17(b). In
both cases the total spin component along thezaxis is zero. This result is true for all angles
and the scattering is isotropic.

From this we can calculate the differential cross-section using the formulas of Chapter
1. We will assume that the squared momentum transferQ2 is such thatQ2

max ≪ M2
Wc2, so

that the matrix element may be written

f (νe + e− → νe + e−) = −2
√

2GF , (6.42)

whereGF is the Fermi coupling constant of (1.54), i.e.

GF√
2

=
4π (h̄c)3αW

(MWc2)2
. (6.43)

Hence, using (1.74) and recalling that the velocities of both the neutrino and electron are
equal toc, but of opposite sign,

dσ

d�
(νee

−) =
1

4π2

G2
F

(h̄c)4
E2

CM. (6.44)

At high energiesE2
CM is given by

E2
CM ≈ 2mec

2Eν, (6.45)
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whereEν is the energy of the neutrino. So finally the total cross-section is

σtot(νee
−) =

2mec2G2
F

π (h̄c)4
Eν (6.46)

and increases linearly withEν .18

If we apply the same argument to the scattering of antineutrinos, we are lead to the
configurations shown in Figures 6.17(c) and 6.17(d). The initial state hasJz = 1, but the
final state hasJz = −1. Thus scattering through 1800 is forbidden by angular momentum
conservation and the amplitude must contain a factor (1+ cosθ ). This is borne out by a
full calculation using theV–A formalism which gives, in the same approximation,

dσ

d�
(ν̄ee

−) =
1

16π2

G2
F

(h̄c)4
E2

CM(1 + cosθ )2. (6.47)

Integrating over angles gives

σtot(ν̄ee
−) = 1

3σtot(νee
−). (6.48)

These ideas may be taken over to deep inelastic neutrino scattering from nucleons,
where the latter are assumed to be composed of constituent quarks whose masses may be
neglected at high energies. This will enable us to extend the discussion of Section 5.7 for
charged leptons. In this case, the neutrino is assumed to interact with a single quark within
the nucleon (this is again the spectator model) and we must take account of all relevant
quarks and antiquarks. In practice, we can neglect interactions withs ands̄ quarks, as these
will be suppressed by the Cabibbo factor. So, taking into account only theu andd quarks
and their antiparticles, we can generalize (6.46) and (6.48) to give

σtot(νeN) =
MNc2G2

F Ev

π (h̄c)4

(

H +
1

3
H̄

)

(6.49a)

and

σtot(ν̄eN) =
MNc2G2

F Ev

π (h̄c)4

(

1

3
H + H̄

)

, (6.49b)

for scattering from an isoscalar nucleus, i.e. one with an equal number of neutrons and
protons, whereMN is the mass of the nucleon. The quantitiesH andH̄ are given by

H ≡
1

∫

0

x[u(x) + d(x)] dx and H̄ ≡
1

∫

0

x[ū(x) + d̄(x)]dx, (6.50)

whereu(x) etc. are the quark densities defined in Section 5.7 and the integral is over the
scaling variablex.

Settingy = H̄/H , we have from (6.49)

R ≡
σ (ν̄eN)

σ (νeN)
=

1 + 3y

3 + y
. (6.51)

18 This behaviour has arisen because of the approximation (6.42). It cannot of course continue indefinitely. At very high values
of Q2 the full form of the amplitude would have to be taken into account and this would introduce an energy dependence in the
denominator of (6.46).
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Figure 6.18 Neutrino and antineutrino total cross-sections. (Data from Seligmanet al. (1997).
Copyright 1997 by the American Physical Society).

Some data for the cross-sections inR are shown in Figure 6.18 from an experiment using
muon neutrinos. Using these in (6.51) shows thatR is approximately constant, as predicted
by (6.51), and has a value of about 0.51, which impliesy ≈ 0.2, i.e. the existence of
antiquarks in the nucleon is at a level of about 20%. Other experiments yield similar results
in the range 15–20%.

6.6 Meson Decays and CP Violation

Meson decays are of particular interest, not only because they enable very sensitive tests of
CPconservation to be made, but also because the application of basic quantum mechanics
leads to surprising effects that, for example, allow the symmetry between particles and
antiparticles to be tested with extraordinary precision. In both cases the crucial ingredient
is the phenomenon ofparticle mixing. Because most work has been done on the neutral
kaons, we will mainly discuss this system as an example. The analogous formalisms for
B andD decays are similar. We start by considering the situation whereCP invariance is
exact.

6.6.1 CP Invariance

We have seen that there are two neutral kaon states

K 0(498)= ds̄ K̄ 0(498)= sd̄, (6.52)

which have strangeness S= +1 and S= −1 respectively. However, because strangeness
is not conserved in weak interactions, these states can be converted into each other by
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q

Figure 6.19 Example of a process that can convert: (a) aK 0 state to aK̄ 0 state; (b) aB0 state to a
B̄0 state. The intermediate quark states areq = u, c or t andq̄ = ū, c̄ or t̄ .

higher-order weak processes like that shown in Figure 6.19(a). This is in marked contrast
to most other particle-antiparticle systems, for which such transitions are forbidden, because
the particle and its antiparticle differ by quantum numbers that are conserved in all known
interactions. For example, theπ+ andπ− have opposite electric charges, and the neutron
and antineutron have opposite baryon numbers. For neutral kaons however, there is no
conserved quantum number to distinguish theK 0 and K̄ 0 states when weak interactions
are taken into account and the observed physical particles correspond not to theK 0 and K̄ 0

states themselves, but to linear combinations of them. Similar mixing can occur between
B0 − B̄0 and D0 − D̄0 states. We have met the idea that observed states can be linear
combinations of other states in the CKM mixing scheme for quarks discussed above
and earlier when we discussed neutrino oscillations in the absence of lepton number
conservation in Chapter 3. It also leads to the phenomena offlavour oscillations, which we
will discuss later in Section 6.6.4.

We start by assuming thatCP invariance is exact and that neutral kaons are eigenstates
of the combinedCP operator. In this case, using the standard phase convention we can
define

Ĉ|K 0, p〉 = −|K̄ 0, p〉, Ĉ|K̄ 0, p〉 = −|K 0, p〉, (6.53)

where|K 0, p〉 denotes aK 0 state with momentump, etc. Since kaons have negative intrinsic
parity, we also have forp = 0

P̂|K 0, 0〉 = −|K 0, 0〉, P̂|K̄ 0, 0〉 = −|K̄ 0, 0〉, (6.54)

so that

Ĉ P̂|K 0, 0〉 = |K̄ 0, 0〉, Ĉ P̂|K̄ 0, 0〉 = |K 0, 0〉. (6.55)

ThusCP eigenstatesK 0
1,2 are

∣

∣K 0
1,2, 0

〉

=
1

√
2

[|K 0, 0〉 ± |K̄ 0, 0〉] (CP = ±1). (6.56)

If CPwere conserved, thenK 0
1 would decay entirely to states withCP = 1 andK 0

2 would
decay entirely to states withCP = −1. We examine the consequences of this for decays
leading to pions in the final state.
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Consider the stateπ0π0. Since the kaon has spin 0, by angular momentum conservation
the pion pair must have zero orbital angular momentum in the rest frame of the decaying
particle. Its parity is therefore given by (cf. Equation (1.14))

P = P2
π (−1)L = 1, (6.57)

wherePπ = −1 is the intrinsic parity of the pion. TheC-parity is given by

C = (Cπ0)2 = 1, (6.58)

whereCπ0 = 1 is theC-parity of the neutral pion. Combining these results givesCP = 1.
The same result holds for theπ+π− final state.

The argument for three-pion final statesπ+π−π0 andπ0π0π0 is more complicated,
because there are two orbital angular momenta to consider. If we denote byL12 the orbital
angular momentum of one pair (eitherπ+π− or π0π0) in their mutual centre-of-mass
frame, andL3 is the orbital angular momentum of the third pion about the centre-of-mass
of the pair in the overall centre-of-mass frame, then the total orbital angular momentum
L ≡ L12 + L3 = 0, since the decaying particle has spin-0. This can only be satisfied if
L12 = L3. This implies that the parity of the final state is

P = P3
π (−1)L12(−1)L3 = −1. (6.59)

For theπ0π0π0 final state, theC-parity is

C = (Cπ0)3 = 1 (6.60)

and combining these results givesCP = −1 overall. The same result can be shown to hold
for theπ+π−π0 final state.

6.6.2 CP Violation in K 0
L Decay

The experimental position is that two neutral kaons are observed, calledK 0-short and
K 0-long, denotedK 0

S and K 0
L , respectively. They have almost equal masses of about

499 MeV/c2, but very different lifetimes and decay modes. TheK 0
S has a lifetime of

∼9 × 10−11 s and decays overwhelmingly to two pions; the longer-livedK 0
L has a lifetime

of ∼5 × 10−8 s, with a significant branching ratio to three pions, but not to two. In view of
theCP analysis above, this immediately suggests the identification

K 0
S = K 0

1 and K 0
L = K 0

2 . (6.61)

However in 1964, it was discovered that theK 0
L also decayed to two pions19

K 0
L → π+ + π−, (6.62)

but with a very small branching ratio of order 10−3. This result is clear evidence ofCP
violation. It was confirmed in later experiments on the decayK 0 → π0π0 and the two

19 The experiment was led by James Cronin and Val Fitch. They received the 1980 Nobel Prize in Physics for their discovery.
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probability amplitudes ratios

η± ≡
M

(

K 0
L → π+π−)

M
(

K 0
S → π+π−

) and η00 ≡
M

(

K 0
L → π0π0

)

M
(

K 0
S → π0π0

) (6.63)

measured.
Subsequently,CP violation was observed in the semileptonic decays

K 0 → π− + e+ + νe and K̄ 0 → π+ + e− + ν̄e. (6.64)

For example, if we start with a beam ofK 0 particles, with initially equal amounts ofK 0
S

and K 0
L , then after a time that is large compared to theK 0

S lifetime, the K 0
S component

will have decayed leaving just theK 0
L component, which itself will be an equal admixture

of K 0 and K̄ 0 components. We would therefore expect to observe identical numbers of
electrons (N−) and positrons (N+) from the two decays (6.64). However, ifK 0

L is not an
eigenstate ofCP, then there will be an asymmetry in these numbers, which will depend on
the relative strengths of theK 0 andK̄ 0 components inK 0

L . This is what is observed.
BecauseCP is not conserved, the physical statesK 0

S andK 0
L need not correspond to the

CP eigenstatesK 0
1 andK 0

2 , but can contain small components of states with the opposite
CP, i.e. we may write

∣

∣K 0
S, 0

〉

=
1

(1 + |ε|2)1/2

[∣

∣K 0
1, 0

〉

− ε
∣

∣K 0
2, 0

〉]

(6.65a)

and

∣

∣K 0
L , 0

〉

=
1

(1 + |ε|2)1/2

[

ε
∣

∣K 0
1, 0

〉

+
∣

∣K 0
2, 0

〉]

, (6.65b)

whereε is a small complex parameter. (The factor in front of the brackets is to normalize
the states.) It is straightforward to show that the asymmetry observed in the semileptonic
decays is given by

A ≡ (N+ − N−)/(N+ + N−) = 2 Reε (6.66)

for a pure K 0
L beam, if we neglect terms of order|ε|2. Figure 6.20 shows data onA

as a function of proper time (i.e. measured in the rest frame of the decaying particle).
After the initial oscillations, there is seen to be an asymmetry and from (6.66) this gives
2Reε ≈ 3.3 × 10−3.

From Equations (6.65) we see thatCP-violating decays can occur in two different ways:
either (a) theCP-forbiddenK 0

1 component in theK 0
L decays via aCP-allowed processes,

giving a contribution proportional to the probability

|ε|2(1 + |ε|2)−1 ≈ |ε|2

of finding a K 0
1 component in theK 0

L ; or (b) theCP-allowed K 0
2 component in theK 0

L
decays via aCP-violating reaction. We can investigate these by noting that ifCPviolation
is neglected completely, then the ratios (6.63) are given by

η± = η00 = ε(1 + |e|2)−1/2.
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Figure 6.20 The charge asymmetry observed forK 0 → π−e+νe andK̄ 0 → π+e−ν̄e as a function
of proper time, for a beam that is initially predominantlyK 0. (Adapted from Gjesdalet al. (1974).
Copyright Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

The measure values are

|η±| = (2.236± 0.007)× 10−3, |η00| = (2.225± 0.007)× 10−3.

ThusCP-violation in K decay occurs dominantly, though not entirely, by mixing of the
CP eigenstates in the physical states, rather than by directCP-violating decays, both of
which are allowed in the CKM mixing scheme. A detailed analysis of all the data for the
ππ decay modes20 confirms this and yields|ε| = (2.232± 0.007)× 10−3.

6.6.3 CP Violation in B Decays

Until 2001, the evidence forCPviolation was confined solely to theK 0 − K̄ 0 system. How-
ever, since then many other examples ofCPviolation have been discovered, particularly in
the analogousB0 − B̄0 system, whereB0 is theB0(5279)= db̄ meson.B0 − B̄0 mixing
can then occur by diagrams like Figure 10.19(b), in analogy toK 0 − K̄ 0 mixing (Figure
10.19(a)) and can be described by the same formalism. The physical particles analogous
to the K 0

S and K 0
L mesons are in this case calledB0

L and B0
H , whereL and H stand for

‘light’ and ‘heavy’, respectively, although in fact their masses are almost identical. They
also have almost identical lifetimes of approximately 1.5 × 10−12 s, and because this is
very short compared to those of the neutral kaons, it is not possible to form well-defined
beams of neutralB mesons, so some other means of studying their decay modes, which are
numerous, must be found.

This problem has been overcome by the construction of so-calledB factories. These
facilities exploit the properties of theϒ(4S) = bb̄ bottomium state, which has a mass
of 10.58 GeV and a width of only 20 MeV. This state is heavy enough to decay to
the lightest meson states with nonzero bottom quantum number (theB(5279) mesons of

20 See, for example, Amsleret al. (2008).
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Table E.2.5) by a mechanism analogous to the that of Figure 5.3(a), but not heavy enough to
decay to any other final states by the same mechanism. It therefore decays almost entirely
to B+B− and B0B̄0 pairs, in approximately equal numbers. In addition, it has the same
quantum numbersJ PC = 1−− as the photon and so can be produced ine+e− annihilation.
There is correspondingly a peak in thee+e− annihilation cross-section, and tuning the
beam energies in ane+e− collider to coincide with this peak results in a copious source of
B±, B0 and B̄0 mesons.

Two suchB factories have been constructed to studyCP violation in B decays: the
PEP-II facility at SLAC, California, in which a 3.1 GeV positron beam is collided with
a 9.0 GeV electron beam; and the KEK-B facility in Japan, in where a 3.5 GeV positron
beam is collided with an 8 GeV electron beam. In each case, the centre-of-mass energy
corresponds to theϒ(4S) mass, while the asymmetric beam energies ensure thatB mesons
are produced with enough momentum to travel a measurable distance before decaying. This
is important, because studies ofCP violation often require the measurement of the time
between the production and decay of theB mesons. This is achieved using the dedicated
detectors BaBar at PEP-II and Belle at KEK-B.

Both the BaBar and Belle detectors have structures typical of multi-component detectors,
as discussed in Chapter 4. For example, in the Belle detector, shown in Figure 6.21,Bmeson
decay vertices are measured by a silicon vertex detector (1) situated just outside the beam
pipe. Charged particle tracking is provided by a central wire drift chamber (2). Particle
identification is provided by energy loss measurements in the drift chamber, by threshold
aerogelČerenkov counters (3) and by time-of-flight counters (4) situated radially outside
the drift chamber. Electromagnetic showers are detected in a calorimeter (5), consisting of
an array of CsI crystals situated inside a 1.5T superconducting solenoid coil (7). Muons
andK 0

L mesons are identified by arrays of resistive plate counters (6) interspersed in the
iron yoke.

3

5

8

6

2

4

7

1

3.5 GeVe+

8.0 GeVe

Figure 6.21 The Belle detector: (1) silicon vertex detector; (2) central drift chamber; (3) aerogel
Čerenkov counter; (4) time-of-flight counters; (5) CsI electromagnetic calorimeter; (6) muon and
neutral kaon detector; (7) superconducting solenoid; (8) superconducting final focusing system.
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BecauseB0
L and B0

H have very similar lifetimes, it is not possible to observe a pure
sample of one species analogous to theK 0

L in neutral kaon decays, so that one is always
dealing with particle mixtures, and the analysis of the data is more complicated than in
the neutral kaon case. We will not go into details, but merely note that manyCP-violating
effects have been observed. For example, directCP violation has been observed in the
B̄0 → K −π+ mode, where the combined data on the asymmetry parameter

AKπ =
Ŵ(B̄0 → K −π+) − Ŵ(B0 → K +π−)

Ŵ(B̄0 → K −π+) + Ŵ(B0 → K +π−)
(6.67)

yields the value

AKπ = −0.095± 0.013. (6.68)

Effects of similar magnitude, involving both directCP violation and mixing, have been
observed in other decay modes, includingJ/ψK 0

S, K +K −K 0
S andη′K 0

S, whereη′(548)
is the meson resonance listed in Table E.2.5. The effects are very large compared to those
observed in neutral kaon decays, a result that was expected on the basis of the standard
model. This will be discussed in Section 6.6.5, where we will see thatCPviolation is also
expected for decays ofB0

S andB̄0
S, but are much more difficult to detect. In contrast, those

predicted for theD0 − D̄0 system are much smaller, and have not been observed at the
time of writing.

6.6.4 Flavour Oscillations

One interesting consequence of flavour mixing is the phenomenon offlavour oscillation,
which has been observed in several neutral mesons systems. The most precise data are for
K 0 − K̄ 0 and so we will concentrate mainly on this system in what follows. In this case
we are dealing withstrangeness oscillations.For example, the neutral kaon produced in
the strong interaction

π− +p → K 0 +�0

S = 0 0 1 −1
(6.69)

must necessarily be aK 0 state withS = 1, in order to conserve strangeness. However, if the
produced particle is allowed to travel through free space and its strangeness is measured,
one finds that it no longer has a definite strangenessS = 1, but has components with
both S = 1 andS = −1 whose intensities oscillate with time. The phenomenon is very
similar mathematically to that describing the flavour oscillations of neutrinos we met in
Chapter 3 and enables the mass difference betweenK 0

S andK 0
L particles to be measured

with extraordinary precision, as we will now show.
In what follows, we shall measure time in the rest frame of the produced particle, and

definet = 0 as the moment when it is produced. If we ignore the very smallCPviolations,
the initial state produced in theπ− p reaction above is

|K 0, p〉 =
1

√
2

[∣

∣K 0
S, p

〉

+
∣

∣K 0
L , p

〉]

. (6.70)
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At later times, however, this will become

1
√

2

[

aS(t)
∣

∣K 0
S, p

〉

+ aL (t)
∣

∣K 0
L , p

〉]

, (6.71)

where

aα (t) = e−imαc2t/h̄ e−Ŵα t/2h̄ (α = S, L) (6.72)

and mα and Ŵα are the mass and decay rate of the particle concerned. Here the first
exponential factor is the usual oscillating time factore−i Et/h̄ associated with any quan-
tum mechanical stationary state, evaluated in the rest frame of the particle. The second
exponential factor reflects the fact that the particles decay, and it ensures that the probability

∣

∣

∣

∣

1
√

2
aα(t)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
1

2
e−Ŵα t/h̄ (α = S, L) (6.73)

of finding aK 0
S or K 0

L decreases exponentially with a mean lifetimeτα = Ŵ−1
α (α = S, L).

BecauseτS ≪ τL , for times t such thatτS ≪ t � τL only the K 0
L component survives,

implying equal intensities for theK 0 and K̄ 0 components. Here we are interested in the
intensities of theK 0 and K̄ 0 components at shorter times, and to deduce these we rewrite
the expression (6.71) in the form

A0(t)
∣

∣K 0, p
〉

+ Ā0(t)
∣

∣K̄ 0, p
〉

, (6.74)

where

A0(t) = 1
2 [aS(t) + aL (t)] and Ā0(t) = 1

2[aS(t) − aL (t)]. (6.75)

The intensities of the two components are then given by

I (K 0) ≡ |A0(t)|2 = 1
4

[

e−ŴSt/h̄ + e−ŴL t/h̄ + 2e−(ŴS+ŴL )t/2h̄ cos
(

mc2t/h̄
)]

(6.76a)

and

I (K̄ 0) ≡ |Ā0(t)|2 = 1
4

[

e−ŴSt/h̄ + e−ŴL t/h̄ − 2e−(ŴS+ŴL )t/2h̄ cos
(

mtc2/h̄
)]

(6.76b)

wherem ≡ |mS − mL | and we have used (6.72) to explicitly evaluate the amplitudes.
The variation of theK̄ 0 intensity I (K̄ 0) with time can be determined experimentally

by measuring the rate of production ofhyperons(baryons with nonzero strangeness) in
strangeness-conserving strong interactions such as

K̄ 0 + p → π+ + �0, π0 + �+ (6.77)

as a function of the distance from theK 0 source. The data are then fitted by the expressions
(6.76) withm as a free parameter and the predictions are in good agreement with the
experiments for a mass difference

m = (3.483± 0.006) × 10−12 MeV/c2. (6.78)

The statesK 0
S andK 0

L are not antiparticles, but theK 0 andK̄ 0 are of course and the mass
differencem can be shown to arise solely from the possibility of transitionsK 0 ↔ K̄ 0,
whose magnitude can be calculated from diagrams like that shown in Figure 6.19(a). We
shall not discuss this further, but merely note that the resulting agreement between the
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predicted and measured values confirms the equalitymK 0 = mK̄ 0 to better than one part
in 1017. This equality is a prediction of theCPT theorem, mentioned at the end of Section
1.3.3, which states that any relativistic quantum theory in which signals cannot propagate
at faster than the speed of light will be invariant under the combined operations ofC, P
andT, and as a consequence the mass of a particle and its antiparticle are equal, where
masses are defined as the expectation values of the energy for states of zero momentum. In
comparison, the particle-antiparticle mass relation that has been most precisely tested by
direct measurement is

me+ = me− , (6.79)

which is only verified to within an experimental error of order of one part in 108.
Flavour oscillation has also been observed for several other neutral meson systems,

including B0 − B̄0, D0 − D̄0, D0
S − D̄0

S andB0
S − B̄0

S. In the case of theB0 − B̄0 system,
oscillations are observed by using so-calledB meson ‘tagging’. InB factories, as we have
seen, pairs ofB mesons result fromϒ(4S) decays, and recoil against each other in their
mutual centre-of-mass frame. Like kaons, the states produced will evolve in time, but which
is which is unclear. Let us suppose, however, that one of the mesons, referred to as the
tagged meson, is observed to decay by aB̄0 mode, then theB meson that recoils against it
must at that instant be thrown into aB0 state, to conserve the bottom quantum number.21

Away from this instant, the state will evolve into an oscillating superposition ofB0 andB̄0

states, whose frequency will be determined by themH − mL mass difference, in analogy
to the oscillations described above for the neutral kaons. Hence, when both decays are
observed, one should obtain an oscillating likelihood of finding unmixed events, in which
a B0 decay is associated with āB0 decay, as a function oft, the measured time between
the two decays. Figure 6.22 shows the asymmetry

Am =
N(unmixed)− N(mixed)

N(unmixed)+ N(mixed)
(6.80)

obtained using the BaBar detector, where ‘mixed’ means that both mesons decay asB0

(or B̄0) states, which would be impossible in the absence of mixing. The oscillations are
clearly visible, and when combined with data from other experiments, yield a best value of

mH − mL = (3.337± 0.033)× 10−10 MeV/c2 (6.81)

6.6.5 CP Violation and the Standard Model

What do these results mean for the CKM mixing scheme of the standard model? The CKM
matrix is a 3× 3 matrix and in general contains nine complex elements. However, the
unitary nature of the matrix implies that there are relations between the elements, such as

VudV∗
ub + VcdV∗

cb + VtdV∗
tb = 0. (6.82)

Using these and exploiting the freedom to define the phases of the basic quark states, the
matrix may be parameterized by just four quantities, three mixing angles and one phase

21 This is an example of the quantum mechanical phenomenon known as ‘collapse of the wavefunction’.
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Figure 6.22 The measured asymmetryAm as a function of the observed time differencet between
the two tagged neutralB decays. (After B. Aubertet al. (2006). Copyright (2006) the American
Physical Society, reprinted with permission).

angle, and is conveniently written in the form:

V =





c12c13 s12c13 s13e−i δ

−s12c23 − c12s13s23ei δ c12c23 − s12s13s23ei δ c13s23

s12s23 − c12s13c23ei δ −c12s23 − s12s13c23ei δ c13c23



 . (6.83)

Herecij ≡ cosθij , sij ≡ sinθij and the anglesθij = θ12, θ13 andθ23 can be chosen to lie
in the first quadrant, so thatsij , cij ≥ 0. Since the time reversal operator acting on a state
involves complex conjugation (cf. equations (1.23) and (1.24)), a nonzero phaseδ implies
T violation, and hence, ifCPT invariance is assumed,CP violation. This is in contrast to
the general form of the mixing matrix for two generations only, which is purely real, so
thatCP violation could not arise from quark mixing if there were only two generations.

The mixing angles and theCP-violating phase must be determined from experiment;
and the magnitude of a particularCP-violating effect depends not only on the magnitude
of δ, but also the mixing angles. Experimentally,s12 ≫ s23 ≫ s13, and it is instructive to
approximate the resulting matrix by the so-calledWolfenstein parameterization, which to
O(λ6) is:

V =







1 − 1
2λ2 − 1

8λ4 λ Aλ3(ρ − i η)

−λ + 1
2 A2λ5[1 − 2(ρ + i η)] 1 − 1

2λ2 − 1
8λ4(1 + 4A2) Aλ2

Aλ3
[

1 −
(

1 − 1
2λ2

)

(ρ + i η)
]

−Aλ2 + Aλ4[1 − 2(ρ + i η)] 1 − 1
2 A2λ4






+ O(λ6),

(6.84)
with parametersA, λ, ρ andη, with a nonzero value ofη being indicative ofCP vio-
lation. The quantityλ = |Vus| ≈ 0.23 plays the role of an expansion parameter in this
approximation and the other parameters are

A ≈ 0.82, ρ ≈ 0.24, η ≈ 0.34.
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From this, one sees immediately that for observable decays (the decays of the top quark are
unobservable),CPviolation is most significant inB decays, whereVub plays an important
role. ForK and D decays, however, the main contributions toCP violation arise from
Vcd, and are of orderλ5 whereasVcd itself is of orderλ. HenceCP-violating effects are
predicted to be much smaller. This is in general agreement with experiment, whereCP
violation in D decays is yet to be detected. Quantitative predictions are, however, more
difficult to obtain. We will not pursue this, but merely note that the success of the mixing
model in accounting for allCP-violating data in terms of a singleCP-violating phase is
a major triumph of the standard model.22 However, this cannot be the complete story on
CP violation, because we will see in Section 9.6.3 that the matter-antimatter asymmetry
observed in the universe requiresCPviolation at a level several orders-of-magnitude larger
that that needed to account for meson decays.

6.7 Neutral Currents and the Unified Theory

Neutral current reactions are those that involve the emission, absorption or exchange ofZ0

bosons. The unified electroweak theory predicted the existence of such reactions before
their discovery in 1973 and they now play a central role in the theory.23 In this section
we start by looking at the consequences of electroweak unification for theW± and Z0

masses. Then we construct the basicZ0 vertices by analogy with the construction of the
W± vertices given earlier, and examine the experimental consequences of unification.

6.7.1 Electroweak Unification

The electroweak theory was originally proposed mainly to solve problems associated with
Feynman diagrams in which more than oneW boson was exchanged, such as that shown in
Figure 6.23 for the reactione+µ− → e+µ−. Such contributions are expected to be small
because they are higher order in the weak interaction and this appears to be confirmed by
experimental data, which are in good agreement with theoretical predictions that neglect

e+ e+

e

µ

--

W-W-

Figure 6.23 Higher order contribution to the reactione+µ− → e+µ− from the exchange of twoW
bosons.

22 Makoto Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa were jointly awarded half share of the 2008 Nobel Prize in Physics for their
prediction ofCPviolation as a necessary consequence of mixing between all three generations of quarks.
23 The originators of the electroweak theory, Sheldon Glasow, Abdus Salam and Steven Weinberg, shared the 1979 Nobel Prize
in Physics for their contributions to its formulation and the prediction of weak neutral currents.
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them entirely. However, when these higher order contributions are explicitly calculated,
they are found to be proportional to divergent integrals, i.e. they are infinite. In the unified
theory, this problem is solved when diagrams involving the exchange ofZ0 bosons and
photons are taken into account. These also give infinite contributions, but when all the
diagrams of a given order are added together the divergences cancel, giving a well-defined
and finite contribution overall.24

This cancellation is not accidental, but follows if two fundamental relations, called the
unification conditionandthe anomaly conditionhold. The proof of this result is formidable
and relies on a fundamental symmetry of the theory called gauge invariance.25 However,
the form of the equations is simple.

The unification condition is
e

2(2ε0)1/2
= gW sinθW = gZ cosθW, (6.85)

where the weak mixing angleθW is given by

cosθW = MW/MZ, (0 < θW < π/2) (6.86)

andgZ is a coupling constant that characterizes the strength of the neutral current vertices.26

This condition explicitly relates the weak and electromagnetic coupling constants. In
contrast, the anomaly condition relates the electric chargesQℓ andQa of the leptonsℓ and
quarksa, and is

∑

ℓ

Qℓ + 3
∑

a

Qa = 0. (6.87)

The sums extend over all leptonsℓ and all quark flavoursa = u, d, s, . . . and the factor
3 arises because there is also a sum over the three quark colour states, which has been
explicitly carried out. On substituting the quark and lepton charges, one easily finds that
the anomaly condition is satisfied by the six known leptons and the six known quarks.

The unification condition (6.85) relates the strengths of the various interactions to theW
and Z0 masses, and historically was used to predict the latter from the former before the
W± andZ0 bosons were discovered. In the low-energy limit, the charged current reactions
are characterized by the Fermi constant, and on substituting forgW from (6.85) one obtains

M2
W =

√
2(h̄c)2g2

W

GF
=

πα(h̄c)3

√
2GF sin2 θW

, (6.88a)

which together with (6.86) implies

M2
Z =

πα(h̄c)3

√
2GF sin2 θW cos2 θW

(6.88b)

for the Z0 mass. The weak mixing angle itself can be determined by comparing neutral
and charged current processes at low energiesE ≪ MWc2, MZc2. In this regime, neutral

24 The first person to demonstrate that the electroweak theory had this property was Gerardus ‘t Hooft. He and Martinus Veltman
shared the 1999 Nobel Prize in Physics for their fundamental work on the theory.
25 Gauge invariance is discussed qualitatively in Appendix D.
26 The strengths are not all equal, but are given bygZ multiplied by known constants that depend onθW and the specific vertex.
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current processes are characterized by an effective zero-range coupling constantGZ in
exactly the same way that charged current reactions are characterized by the Fermi coupling
constantGF . The neutral current coupling is given by

GZ√
2

=
g2

Z

(MZc2)2
, (6.89)

by analogy with the Fermi constantGF , and the ratio of these low-energy couplings can
be expressed in the form

GZ

GF
=

g2
Z

g2
W

·
M2

W

M2
Z

= sin2 θW, (6.90)

using (6.85) and (6.86). Hence the weak mixing angleθW may be found by comparing the
measured rates of charged and neutral current reactions at low energies, and by 1981 its
value was determined in this way to be

sin2 θW = 0.227± 0.014.

This value was used to predict theW± andZ0 masses by substitution into (6.88a,b) and
using the values ofα andGF given in (1.46) and (1.55) respectively. The resulting values
were

MW = 78.3 ± 2.4 GeV/c2 and MZ = 89.0 ± 2.0 GeV/c2

and the subsequent discovery of theW± andZ0 bosons with masses compatible with these
predictions (as mentioned in Section 6.4) is perhaps the greatest triumph of the unified
theory.

Nowadays, the best value of the weak mixing angle,

sin2 θW = 0.2315± 0.0001, (6.91)

is obtained by comparing the predictions of the unified theory with a wide range of
measurements on different neutral current reactions. However, on substituting into (6.88)
this gives

MW = 77.50± 0.03 GeV/c2 and MZ = 88.41± 0.04 GeV/c2, (6.92)

which are not in very good agreement with the best experimental values (6.21). The reason
for this is well understood. It arises because in deriving (6.88) we used the relation (6.24)
for the Fermi constantGF . This latter relation was obtained by taking the low-energy
limit of single W± exchange only, whereas strictly we should have also included the small
contributions arising from higher order diagrams. Two of the most important of these are
shown in Figure 6.24; one involves the interaction between theW± andZ0 bosons that is
predicted by the unified theory, whereas the other involves thet quark. Hence the magnitude
of the higher-order corrections to (6.88), and also to other predictions obtained using just
lowest order diagrams involving singleW± andZ0 exchange, depends on the mass of the
t quark. We shall not discuss this in detail, but merely state the important result that when
higher order corrections are taken into account, the predictions of the theory agree with
experiment in all cases.
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Figure 6.24 Two of the higher order contributions to inverse muon decay that were neglected in
obtaining the Fermi coupling constantGF as a low-energy limit.

6.7.2 TheZ0 Vertices and Electroweak Reactions

Just as all the charged current interactions of leptons can be understood in terms of the basic
W±-lepton vertices, in the same way all known neutral current interactions can be accounted
for in terms of basicZ0-lepton vertices shown in Figures 6.25. The corresponding quark
vertices can be obtained from the lepton vertices by using lepton-quark symmetry and
quark mixing, in the same way thatW±-quark vertices are obtained from theW±-lepton
vertices. Thus, making the replacements

νe → u, νµ → c, e− → d′, µ− → s′ (6.93)

in the lepton vertices

νeνeZ0, νµνµZ0, e−e−Z0, µ−µ−Z0, (6.94)

leads to the quark vertices

uuZ0, ccZ0, d′d′Z0, s′s′Z0. (6.95)

Finally, we interpret the latter two of these using (6.30). Thus, for example,

d′d′Z0 = (d cosθC + ssinθC) (d cosθC + ssinθC)Z0

= dd Z0 cos2 θC + ssZ0 sin2 θC + (dsZ0 + sd Z0) sinθC cosθC (6.96)

When all the terms in (6.95) are evaluated, ones obtains a set of vertices equivalent to

uuZ0, ccZ0, dd Z0, ssZ0, (6.97)

which are shown in Figure 6.25.
One important difference from charged current reactions that follows from Figure 6.25

is that neutral current interactionsconserveindividual quark numbers. Thus, for example,
strangeness-changing weak neutral current reactions are forbidden. An example is the
decayK 0 → µ+µ−. This is not seen experimentally, although nothing else forbids it.

In the unified theory, in any process in which a photon is exchanged aZ0 boson can be
exchanged as well. At energies that are small compared to theZ0 mass, theZ0-exchange
contributions can be neglected compared to the corresponding photon exchange contribu-
tions, and these reactions can be regarded as purely electromagnetic to a high degree of
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Z0

a a

,Z0 ,Z0

Figure 6.25 Z0 andγ couplings to leptons and quarks in the unified electroweak theory, where
ℓ = e, µ andτ anda denotes a quark.

accuracy. However, at very high energy and momentum transfers,Z0 exchange contribu-
tions become comparable with those of photon exchange and we are therefore dealing with
genuinely electroweak processes which involve both weak and electromagnetic interactions
to a comparable degree.

These points are clearly illustrated by the cross-section for the muon pair production
reactione+ + e− → µ+ + µ−. If we assume that the energy is large enough for the lepton
masses to be neglected, then the centre-of-mass energyE is the only quantity in the system
that has dimensions. Because a cross-section has dimensions of an area, on dimensional
grounds the electromagnetic cross-section for one-photon exchange is of the form

σγ ≈ α2(h̄c)2/E2.

For Z0 exchange withE ≪ MZc2, a similar argument gives for the weak interaction
cross-section

σZ ≈ α2
Z E2(h̄c)2/(MZc2)4.

(The factor in the denominator comes from the propagator of theZ0 boson.) Thus the one-
photon exchange diagram dominates at low energies, and the cross-section falls asE−2.
This is in agreement with the observed behaviour shown in Figure 6.26 and justifies our
neglect of theZ0-exchange contribution at low energies. However, the relative importance
of the Z0 exchange contribution increases rapidly with energy and at beam energies of
about 35 GeV it begins to make a significant contribution to the total cross-section. At
still higher energies, the cross-section is dominated by a very large peak at an energy
corresponding to theZ0 mass, as illustrated in Figure 6.26. At this energy the low-energy
approximation is irrelevant and Figure 6.26 corresponds to the formation of physicalZ0

bosons in the processe+ + e− → Z0 followed by the subsequent decayZ0 → µ+ + µ− to
give the final-state muons. Finally, beyond the peak we once again regain the electroweak
regime where both contributions are comparable.

If the exchange of aZ0 boson always accompanies the exchange of a photon, then there
will in principle be parity-violating effects in reactions that at first sight would expect to
be purely electromagnetic. Their observation would be further unambiguous evidence for
electroweak unification. This was first tested in 1978 by scattering polarized electrons from
a deuterium target and measuring the parity-violating asymmetry

APV ≡
σR − σL

σR + σL
, (6.98)
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Figure 6.26 Total cross-section for the reactione+e− → µ+µ−.

whereσR(σL ) is the cross-section for incident right (left)-handed electrons. To produce
polarized electrons is a complicated multistage process that starts with linearly polarized
photons from a laser source that are then converted to states with circular polarization.
Finally these are used to pump a GaAs crystal (photocathode) to produce the require
electrons. Polarizations of about 80% are obtained by this means. The asymmetry is
very small and in this experimentAPV is predicted to be only a few parts per million.
Nevertheless, a nonzero value was definitely established. Moreover,APV was also measured
as a function of the fractional energy loss of the initial electron. This is a function of the
weak mixing angle and a value was found in agreement with other determinations, e.g.
from deep inelastic neutrino scattering. A later experiment confirmed the effect in polarized
electron-proton scattering.

An experiment in 2004 measuredAPV for e−e− cattering. This was done using electrons
of about 50 GeV primary energy from the SLAC linear accelerator in Stanford, USA, and
scattering them from a liquid hydrogen target. The experiment was able to distinguish
final-state electrons scattered from the atomic electrons from those scattered from protons.
Taking account of all sources of error, the measured value wasAPV = (−175± 40)× 10−9

(note the exponent – parts per billion) and the experiment also yielded a value of sin2 θW

consistent with other determinations. These remarkable experiments provide unambiguous
evidence for parity violation in ‘electromagnetic’ processes at the level predicted by theory
and hence for the electroweak unification as specified in the standard model.27

It should also in principle be possible to detect parity-violating effects in atomic physics,
where the electromagnetic interactions of the electrons dominate. For example, measure-
ments have been made of the slight change in the polarization angle of light passing through

27 All these experiments are of the fixed-target type, showing that this type of experiment still has a lot to offer.
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a vapour of metallic atoms. In this case the rotation angle is extremely small (∼ 10−7 rad),
but very sensitive experiments can measure the effect to an accuracy of∼1%. However,
to predict the size of the effects requires a detailed knowledge of the atomic theory of
the atom and in all cases to date the uncertainties in the predictions are such that a null
effect cannot be ruled out. Thus at present, atomic physics experiments do not compete
with those in particle physics in detecting parity-violating effects and measuring sin2 θW,
although this could well change in the future.

Problems

6.1 Define charged and neutral current reactions in weak interactions and give an
example of each in symbol form. How do they differ in respect of conserva-
tion of the strangeness quantum number? Why does observation of the process
ν̄µ + e− → ν̄µ + e− constitute unambiguous evidence for weak neutral currents,
whereas the observation of ¯νe + e− → ν̄e + e− does not?

6.2 The reactione+e− → µ+µ− is studied using colliding beams each of energy 7 GeV
and at these energies the reaction is predominantly electromagnetic. Draw its lowest
order electromagnetic Feynman diagram. The differential cross-section is given by

(

dσ

d�

)

=
α2h̄2c2

4E2
CM

(

1 + cos2 θ
)

,

whereECM is the total centre-of-mass energy andθ is the scattering angle with respect
to the beam direction. Calculate the total cross-section in nanobarns at this energy.

The weak interaction also contributes to this process. Draw the corresponding
lowest-order Feynman diagram. The weak interaction adds anadditionalterm to the
differential cross-section of the form

(

dσ

d�

)

=
α2h̄2c2

4E2
CM

Cwk cosθ.

The constantCwk may be determined experimentally by measuring the ‘forward-
backward’ asymmetry, defined by

AFB =
σF − σB

σF + σB
,

whereσF (σB) is the total cross-section for scattering in the forward (backward)
hemisphere, i.e. 0≤ cosθ ≤ 1(−1 ≤ cosθ ≤ 0). Derive a relation betweenCwk and
AFB.

6.3 Draw a Feynman diagram at the quark level for the decay� → p + π−. If nature
were to double the weak coupling constant and decrease the mass of theW boson by
a factor of four, what would be the effect on the decay rateŴ(� → p + π−)?
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6.4 Neglecting the electron mass, the energy spectrum for the electrons emitted in muon
decay is give by

dω

dEe
=

2G2
F

(

mµc2
)2

E2
e

(2π )3(h̄c)6

(

1 −
4Ee

3mµc2

)

What is the most probable energy for the electron? Draw a diagram showing the
orientation of the momenta of the three outgoing particles and their helicities for the
case whenEe ≈ mµc2/2. Show also the helicity of the muon. Integrate the energy
spectrum to obtain an expression for the total decay width of the muon. Hence
calculate the muon lifetime in seconds. (GF/(h̄c)3 = 1.166× 10−5 GeV−2)

6.5 Use lepton universality and lepton-quark symmetry to estimate the branching ratios
for the decaysb → c + e− + ν̄e (where theb andc quarks are bound in hadrons) and
τ− → e− + ν̄e + ντ . Ignore final states that are Cabibbo-suppressed relative to the
lepton modes.

6.6 The couplings of theZ0 to right-handed (R) and left-handed (L) fermions are given
by

gR( f ) = −q f sin2 θW, gL ( f ) = ±1/2 − q f sin2 θW,

whereq f is the electric charge of the fermionf in units ofeandθW is the weak mixing
angle. The positive sign ingL is used for neutrinos and theq = u, c, t quarks; the
negative sign is used for charged leptons and theq = d, s, b quarks. If the partial
width for Z0 → f f is given by

Ŵ f =
GF M3

Zc6

3π
√

2(h̄c)3

[

g2
R( f ) + g2

L ( f )
]

,

calculate the partial widths to neutrinosŴν and toqq pairsŴq and explain the relation
of Ŵq to the partial width to hadronsŴhadron. Assume sin2 θW = 1

4.
The widths to hadrons and to charged leptons are measured to be

Ŵhadron = (1738± 12) MeV andŴlepton = (250± 2) MeV, and the total width to all
final states is measured to beŴtot = (2490± 7) MeV. Use these experimental results
and your calculated value for the decay width to neutrinos to show that there are only
three generations of neutrinos with massesMν < MZ/2.

6.7 Explain, with the aid of Feynman diagrams, why the decayD0 → K − + π+

can occur as a charged-current weak interaction at lowest order, but the decay
D+ → K 0 + π+ cannot.

6.8 Why is the decay rate of the charged pion much smaller than that of the neutral pion?
Draw Feynman diagrams to illustrate your answer.

6.9 Draw the lowest-order Feynman diagrams for the decaysπ− → µ− + νµ and
K − → µ− + νµ. Use lepton-quark symmetry and the Cabibbo hypothesis with the
Cabibbo angleθC = 130 to estimate the ratio

R ≡
Rate(K − → µ− + νµ)

Rate(π− → µ− + νµ)
,

ignoring all kinematic and spin effects. Comment on your result.
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6.10 Estimate the ratio of decay rates

R ≡
Ŵ(�− → n + e− + ν̄e)

Ŵ(�− → � + e− + ν̄e)
.

6.11 One way of looking for the Higgs bosonH is in the reactione+e− → Z0H . If this
reaction is studied at a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV in a collider operating
for 107 s per year and the cross-section at this energy is 60 fb, what instantaneous
luminosity (in units of cm−2s−1) would be needed to collect 2000 events in one year
if the detection efficiency is 10%? For a Higgs boson with massMH < 120 GeV, the
branching ratio forH → bb̄ is predicted to be 85%. Why will looking forb quarks
help distinguishe+e− → Z0H from the background reactione+e− → Z0Z0?

6.12 Hadronic strangeness-changing weak decays approximately obey theI = 1
2 rule,

i.e. the total isospin changes by1
2 in the decay. By assuming a fictitious strangeness

zero I = 1
2 particleS in the initial state, find the prediction of this rule for the ratio

R ≡
Ŵ(�− → � + π−)

Ŵ(�0 → � + π0)
.

Assume that the state
∣

∣�0, S0
〉

is an equal mixture of states withI = 0 andI = 1.

6.13 The charged-current differential cross-sections forν andν̄ scattering from a spin-1
2

target are given by generalizations of Equations (6.44) and (6.47) and may be written

dσCC(ν)

dy
=

1

π

G2H s

(h̄c)4
,

dσCC(ν̄)

dy
=

dσCC(ν)

dy
(1 − y)2,

wheres = E2
CM, y = 1

2(1 − cosθ ) and H is the integral of the quark density for
the target (cf. Equation (6.50)). The corresponding cross-sections for neutral current
scattering are

dσ NC(ν)

dy
=

dσCC(ν)

dy

[

g2
L + g2

R(1 − y)2] ,
dσ NC(ν̄)

dy
=

dσCC(ν)

dy

[

g2
L (1 − y)2 + g2

R

]

,

where the right and left-hand couplings tou andd quarks are given by

gL (u) = 1
2 − 2

3 sin2 θW, gR(u) = − 2
3 sin2 θW,

and

gL (d) = − 1
2 + 1

3 sin2 θW, gR(d) = 1
3 sin2 θW.

Derive expressions for the ratiosσ NC(ν)/σCC(ν) andσ NC(ν̄)/σCC(ν̄) in the case of
an isoscalar target consisting of valenceu andd quarks only.

6.14 The lifetimeτµ of the muon is given to a good approximation by Equation (7.61).
Use an analogous formula forB-meson decay, ignoring phase space corrections and
the fact that the quarks are bound in the hadrons, to estimate the appropriate element
of the CKM matrix.

6.15 The amplitudes for the decaysK 0
S,L → π0π0 may be written

M(K 0
S,L → π0π0) =

√

2
3ei δ2M

(2)
S,L −

√

1
3ei δ0M

(0)
S,L ,
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where the phase factors are due to the strong interaction between the final-state pions
and the labels (0,2) refer to the isospin of theππ state. (I = 1 is forbidden by Bose
statistic.) Use the relations

∣

∣K 0
L

〉

= N
[

(1 + ε)
∣

∣K 0
〉

− (1 − ε)
∣

∣K̄ 0
〉]

and
∣

∣K 0
S

〉

= N
[

(1 + ε)
∣

∣K 0
〉

+ (1 − ε)
∣

∣K̄ 0
〉]

,

where N = [2(1 + |ε|2]−1/2, to show that the ratioη00 defined in Equation (6.63)
may be written

η00 ≈ ε − i
√

2
ImA2

A0
exp[i (δ2 − δ0],

where

M[K 0 → (ππ )0,2] ≡ A0,2,

and by CPT invariance,

M
[

K̄ 0 → (ππ )0,2
]

= A∗
0,2.

with A2 ≪ A0 and whereA0 may be taken as real. In deriving this result, you may
neglect second-order terms in the small quantitiesε andA2.
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7
Models and Theories
of Nuclear Physics

Nuclei are held together by the strong nuclear force between nucleons, so we start this
chapter by looking at the form of this, which is more complicated than that generated
by simple one-particle exchange. Much of the phenomenological evidence comes from
low-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering experiments that we will simply quote, but we will
interpret the results in terms of the fundamental strong interaction between quarks. The
rest of the chapter is devoted to various models and theories that are constructed to explain
nuclear data in particular domains.

7.1 The Nucleon-Nucleon Potential

The existence of stable nuclei implies that overall the net nucleon-nucleon force must be
attractiveand much stronger than the Coulomb force, although it cannot be attractive for all
separations, or otherwise nuclei would collapse in on themselves. So at very short ranges
there must be a repulsive core. However, the repulsive core can be ignored in low-energy
nuclear structure problems because low-energy particles cannot probe the short-distance
behaviour of the potential. In lowest order, the potential may be represented dominantly
by a central term (i.e. one that is a function only of the radial separation of the particles),
although there is also a smaller non-central part. We know from nucleon-nucleon scattering
experiments1 that the nucleon-nucleon force isshort-range, of the same order as the size of
the nucleus, and thus does not correspond to the exchange of gluons, as in the fundamental
strong interaction. A schematic diagram of the resulting potential is shown in Figure 7.1.

1 There are useful reviews in, for example: Chapter 4 of Krane (1988), Chapter 7 of Jelley (1990), and Chapter 14 of Hodgson,
Gadioli and Gadioli Erba (1997).

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 7.1 Idealized square well representation of the strong interaction nucleon-nucleon potential.
The distanceR is the range of the nuclear force andδ ≪ R is the distance at which the short-range
repulsion becomes important. The depthV0 is approximately 40 MeV.

In practice of course the potential is smooth at the boundaries and the strong interaction
potential must be combined with the Coulomb potential in the case of protons.

A comparison ofnn and pp scattering data (after allowing for the Coulomb interac-
tion) shows that the nuclear force ischarge-symmetric(pp = nn) and almostcharge-
independent(pp = nn = pn).2 As we have commented in Chapter 3, charge-symmetry is
also seen in comparisons of the energy levels of mirror nuclei (see for example Figure 3.11)
and evidence for charge-independence comes from the energy levels of triplets of related
nuclei with the sameA values. Nucleon-nucleon forces are howeverspin-dependent. The
force between a proton and neutron in an overall spin-1 state (i.e. with spins parallel) is
strong enough to support a weakly bound state (thedeuteron), whereas the potential cor-
responding to the spin-0 state (i.e. spins antiparallel) has no bound states. Finally, nuclear
forcessaturate. This describes that fact that a nucleon in a typical nucleus experiences
attractive interactions only with a limited number of the many other nucleons and is a
consequence of the short-range nature of the force. The evidence for this is the form of the
nuclear binding energy curve and was discussed in Section 2.3.1.

Ideally one would like to be able to interpret the nucleon-nucleon potential in terms of
the fundamental strong quark-quark interactions. It is not yet possible to give a complete
explanation along these lines, but it is possible to go some way in this direction. If we
draw an analogy with atomic and molecular structure, with quarks playing the role of
electrons, then possibilities are: an ionic-type bond, a van der Waals type of force, or a
covalent bond.3 The first can be ruled out because the confining forces are too strong to
permit a quark to be ‘lent’ from one nucleon to another and the second can also be ruled
out because the resulting two-gluon exchange is too weak. This leaves a covalent bond

2 For a discussion of these data see, for example, the references in footnote 1 and Chapters 2 and 3 of Bertulani (2007).
3 Recall from chemistry that in ionic bonding, electrons are permanently transferred between constituents to form positive and
negative ions that then bind by electrostatic attraction; the van der Waals force is generated by the attraction between temporary
charges induced on the constituents by virtue of slight movements of the electrons: and in covalent bonding the constituents share
electrons.
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due to the sharing of single quarks between the nucleons, analogous to the covalent bond
that binds the hydrogen molecule. However, nucleons have to remain ‘colourless’ during
this process and so the shared quark from one nucleon has to have the same colour as
the shared quark from the other nucleon. The effect of this is to reduce the effective force
(because there are three possible colour states) and by itself it is unable to explain the
depth of the observed potential. In addition to the three (valence) quarks within the nucleon
there are also present quark-antiquark pairs due to vacuum fluctuations.4 Such pairs can
be colourless and so can also be shared between the nucleons. These quarks actually play
a greater role in generating the nuclear strong interaction than single quarks. The lightest
such diquarks will be pions and this exchange gives the largest contribution to the attractive
part of the nucleon-nucleon force. (See for example the Feynman diagram Figure 1.4(b).)

In principle, the short-range repulsion could be due to the exchange of heavier diquarks
(i.e. mesons), possibly also in different overall spin states. Experiment provides many
suitable meson candidates, in agreement with the predictions of the quark model, and
each exchange would give rise to a specific contribution to the overall nucleon-nucleon
potential by analogy with the Yukawa potential resulting from the exchange of a spin-0
meson, as discussed in Chapter 1. It is indeed possible to obtain excellent fits to nucleon-
nucleon scattering data in a model with several such exchanges.5 Thus this approach can
yield a satisfactory potential model, but is semi-phenomenological only, as it requires
the couplings of each of the exchanged particles to be found by fitting nucleon-nucleon
scattering data. (The couplings that result broadly agree with values found from other
sources.) Boson-exchange models therefore cannot give a fundamental explanation of the
repulsion.

The reason for the repulsion at small separations in the quark model lies in the spin de-
pendence of the quark-quark strong interaction, which like the phenomenological nucleon-
nucleon interaction, is strongly spin-dependent. We have discussed this in the context of
calculating hadron masses in Section 3.3.3. When the two nucleons are very close, the
wavefunction is effectively that for a 6-quark system with zero angular momentum be-
tween the quarks, i.e. a symmetric spatial wave function. Since the colour wave function is
antisymmetric, (recall the discussion of Chapter 5), it follows that the spin wavefunction is
symmetric. However, the potential energy increases if all the quarks remain in theL = 0
state with spins aligned.6 The two-nucleon system will try to minimize its ‘chromomag-
netic’ energy, but this will compete with the need to have a symmetric spin wavefunction.
The optimum configuration at small separations is when one pair of quarks is in anL = 1
state, although the excitation energy is comparable to the decrease in chromomagnetic
energy, so there will still be a net increase in energy at small separations.

Some tantalizing clues exist about the role of the quark-gluon interaction in nuclear
interactions, such as the small nuclear effects in deep inelastic lepton scattering mentioned
in Section 5.8.3. There is also a considerable experimental programme in existence (for
example at CEBAF, the superconducting accelerator facility at the Jefferson Laboratory,

4 These are the ‘sea’ quarks mentioned in connection with the quark model in Chapter 3 and which are probed in deep inelastic
lepton scattering that was discussed in Chapter 5.
5 This approach is discussed in, for example, Chapter 3 of Cottingham and Greenwood (2001), Chapter 3 of Bertulani (2007) and
also in the references quoted in footnote 1.
6 Compare the mass of the�(1232) resonance, where all three quarks spins are aligned, to that of the lighter nucleon, where one
pair of quarks spins is anti-aligned to give a total spin of zero. This was discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3.
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Figure 7.2 Proton and neutron potentials and states in the Fermi gas model.

Virginia, USA, mentioned in Chapter 4) to learn more about the nature of the strong
nucleon-nucleon force in terms of the fundamental quark-gluon strong interaction and
further progress in this area may well result in the near future. Meanwhile, in the absence
of a fundamental theory to describe the nuclear force, specific models and theories are used
to interpret the phenomena in different areas of nuclear physics. In the remainder of this
chapter we will discuss a number of such approaches.

7.2 Fermi Gas Model

In this model, the protons and neutrons that make up the nucleus are assumed to comprise
two independent systems of nucleons, each freely moving inside the nuclear volume
subject to the constraints of the Pauli principle. The potential felt by every nucleon is
the superposition of the potentials due to all the other nucleons. This is assumed to be
a finite-depth square well, modified by the Coulomb potential in the case of protons. A
sketch of the potential wells for neutrons and protons is shown in Figure 7.2.

For a given ground state nucleus, the energy levels will fill up from the bottom of the
well. The energy of the highest level that is completely filled is called theFermi levelof
energyEF and has a momentumpF = (2M EF )1/2, whereM is the mass of the nucleon.
Within the volumeV , the number of states with a momentum betweenp and p + dp is
given by thedensity of states factor

n(p)dp =
4πV

(2πh̄)3
p2 dp, (7.1)

which is derived in Appendix A. Since every state can contain two fermions of the same
species,

n = 2

pF
∫

0

n(p) dp (7.2a)
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and so the numbers of neutrons and protons are given by

N =
V

(

pn
F

)3

3π2h̄3 and Z =
V

(

pp
F

)3

3π2h̄3 , (7.2b)

respectively, with a nuclear volume

V =
4

3
π R3 =

4

3
π R3

0 A, (7.3)

where experimentallyR0 = 1.21 fm, as we have seen from electron and hadron scattering
experiments discussed in Section 2.2. Assuming for the moment that the depths of the
neutron and proton wells are the same, we find for a nucleus withZ = N = A/2, the
Fermi momentum

pF = pn
F = pp

F =
h̄

R0

(

9π

8

)1/3

≈ 250 MeV/c. (7.4)

Thus the nucleons move freely within the nucleus with quite large momenta.
The Fermi energy is

EF =
p2

F

2M
≈ 33 MeV. (7.5)

The difference between the top of the well and the Fermi level is constant for most heavy
nuclei and is just the average binding energy per nucleonB̃ ≡ B/A = 7 − 8 MeV. The
depth of the potential and the Fermi energy are to a good approximation independent of
the mass numberA:

V0 = EF + B̃ ≈ 40 MeV. (7.6)

Heavy nuclei generally have a surplus of neutrons. Since the Fermi levels of the protons
and neutrons in a stable nucleus have to be equal (otherwise the nucleus can become more
stable byβ decay) this implies that the depth of the potential well for the neutron gas has to
be deeper than for the proton gas, as shown in Figure 7.2. Protons are therefore on average
less tightly bound in nuclei than are neutrons.

We can use the Fermi gas model to give a theoretical expression for some of the
dependence of the binding energy on the surplus of neutrons, as follows. Firstly we define
the average kinetic energy per nucleon as

〈Ekin〉 ≡
[∫ pF

0
Ekin p2 dp

] [∫ pF

0
p2 dp

]−1

. (7.7)

Evaluating the integrals gives

〈Ekin〉 =
3

5

p2
F

2M
≈ 20 MeV. (7.8)

The total kinetic energy of the nucleus is then

Ekin(N, Z) = N〈En〉 + Z〈Ep〉 =
3

10M

[

N
(

pn
F

)2 + Z
(

pp
F

)2
]

, (7.9)
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which may be re-expressed as

Ekin(N, Z) =
3

10M

h̄2

R2
0

(

9π

4

)2/3 [

N5/3 + Z5/3

A2/3

]

, (7.10)

where again we have taken the radii of the proton and neutron wells to be equal. This
expression is for fixedA but varyingN and has a minimum atN = Z. Hence the binding
energy gets smaller forN �= Z. If we set

N = (A + �)/2 and Z = (A − �)/2,

where� ≡ N − Z, and expand (7.10) as a power series in�/A, we obtain

Ekin(N, Z) =
3

10M

h̄2

R2
0

(

9π

8

)2/3 [

A +
5

9

(N − Z)2

A
+ . . . .

]

, (7.11)

which gives the dependence on the neutron excess. The first term contributes to the volume
term in the semi-empirical mass formula (SEMF), while the second describes the correction
that results from havingN �= Z. This is a contribution to the asymmetry term we have met
before in the SEMF and grows as the square of the neutron excess. Evaluating this term
from (7.11) shows that its contribution to the asymmetry coefficient defined in (2.54) is
about 44 MeV/c2, compared to the empirical value of about 93 MeV/c2 given in (2.57). In
practice, to reproduce the actual term in the SEMF accurately we would have to take into
account the change in the potential energy forN �= Z.

7.3 Shell Model

The nuclear shell model is based on the analogous model for the orbital structure of atomic
electrons in atoms. In some areas it gives more detailed predictions than the Fermi gas
model and it can also address questions that the latter cannot. Firstly, we recap the main
features of the atomic case.

7.3.1 Shell Structure of Atoms

The binding energy of electrons in atoms is due primarily to the central Coulomb potential.
This is a complicated problem to solve in general because in a multi-electron atom we have
to take account of not only the Coulomb field of the nucleus, but also the fields of all the
other electrons. Analytic solutions are not usually possible. However, many of the general
features of the simplest case of hydrogen carry over to more complicated cases, so it is
worth recalling the former.

Atomic energy levels are characterized by a quantum numbern = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . called
the principal quantum number. This is defined so that it determines the energy of the
system.7 For anyn there are energy-degenerate levels withorbital angular momentum

7 In nuclear physics we are not dealing with the same simple Coulomb potential, so it would be better to calln the radial node
quantum number, as it still determines the form of the radial part of the wave function.
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quantum numbersgiven by

l = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , (n − 1), (7.12)

which follows from the form of the Coulomb potential; and for any value ofl there are
(2l + 1) sub-states with different values of the projection of orbital angular momentum
along any chosen axis (themagnetic quantum number):

ml = −l ,−l + 1, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , l − 1, l . (7.13)

Due to the rotational symmetry of the Coulomb potential, all such sub-states are degenerate
in energy. Furthermore, since electrons have spin1

2, each of the above states can be occupied
by an electron with spin ‘up’ or ‘down’, corresponding to thespin-projection quantum
number

ms = ± 1
2. (7.14)

Again, both these states will have the same energy. So finally, any energy eigenstate in the
hydrogen atom is labeled by the quantum numbers (n, l , ml , ms) and for anyn, there will
bend degenerate energy states, where

nd = 2
n−1
∑

l=0

(2l + 1) = 2n2. (7.15)

The high degree of degeneracy can be broken if there is a preferred direction in space,
such as that supplied by a magnetic field, in which case the energy levels could depend
on ml andms. One such interaction is the spin-orbit coupling, which is the interaction
between the magnetic moment of the electron (due to its spin) and the magnetic field due
to the motion of the nucleus (in the electron rest frame). This leads to corrections to the
energy levels calledfine structure, the size of which is determined by the electromagnetic
fine structure constantα.

In atomic physics, the fine-structure corrections are small and so if we ignore them for
the moment, in hydrogen we would have a system with electron orbits corresponding to
shells of a givenn, with each shell having degenerate sub-shells specified by the orbital
angular momentuml . Going beyond hydrogen, we can introduce the electron-electron
Coulomb interaction. This leads to a splitting in any energy leveln according to thel value.
The degeneracies inml and ms are unchanged. It is straightforward to see that if a shell or
sub-shell is filled, then we have

∑

ms = 0 and
∑

ml = 0, (7.16)

i.e. there is a strong pairing effect for closed shells. In these cases it can be shown that the
Pauli principle implies

L = S = 0 and J = L + S = 0. (7.17)

For any atom with a closed shell or a closed sub-shell structure, the electrons are paired
off and thus no valence electrons are available. Such atoms are therefore chemically inert.
It is straightforward to work out the atomic numbers at which this occurs. These are

Z = 2, 10, 18, 36, 54. (7.18)
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Figure 7.3 Binding energy per nucleon for even values ofA. The solid curve is the fit from the
semi-empirical mass formula. (From Bohr and Mottelson (1969)).

For example, the inert gas argon Ar(Z = 18) has closed shells corresponding ton = 1, 2
and closed sub-shells corresponding ton = 3, l = 0, 1. These values ofZ are called the
atomic magic numbers.

7.3.2 Nuclear Magic Numbers

In nuclear physics, there is also evidence for magic numbers, i.e. values ofZ and N at
which the nuclear binding is particularly strong. This can been seen from theB/A curves
of Figure 2.8, where at certain values ofN andZ the data lie above the SEMF curve. This
is also shown in Figure 7.3, where the inset shows the low–A region magnified. (The figure
only shows results for even values of the mass numberA.)

Thenuclear magic numbersare found from experiment to be

N = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126
Z = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82

(7.19)
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and correspond to one or more closed shells, plus 8 nucleons filling thes and p subshells
of a nuclei with a particular value ofn. Nuclei with bothN and Z having one of these
values are calleddoubly magic, and have even greater stability. An example is the helium
nucleus, theα particle.

Shell structure is also suggested by a number of other phenomena. For example: ‘magic’
nuclei have many more stable isotopes than other nuclei; they have very small electric
quadrupole moments, which means they are almost spherical, the most tightly bound
shape; neutron capture cross-sections show sharp drops compared to neighbouring nuclei;
and at magic numbers there are sharp changes in nucleon separation energies. However, to
proceed further we need to know something about the effective potential.

A simple Coulomb potential is clearly not appropriate and we need some form that
describes the effective potential of all the other nucleons. Since the strong nuclear force is
short-ranged we would expect the potential to follow the form of the density distribution of
nucleons in the nucleus. For medium and heavy nuclei, we have seen in Chapter 2 that the
Fermi distribution fits the data and the corresponding potential is called theWoods-Saxon
form

Vcentral(r ) =
−V0

1 + e(r −R)/a
, (7.20)

whereV0, R anda are constants. However, although these potentials can be shown to offer
an explanation for the lowest magic numbers, they do not work for the higher ones. This is
true of all purely central potentials.

The crucial step in understanding the origin of the magic numbers was taken in 1949 by
Mayer and Jensen who suggested that by analogy with atomic physics there should also be
a spin-orbit term in the potential, so that the total potential is

Vtotal = Vcentral(r ) + Vls(r )(L · S), (7.21)

whereL andS are the orbital and spin angular momentum operators for a single nucleon
andVls(r ) is an arbitrary function of the radial coordinate.8 This form for the total potential
is the same as used in atomic physics except for the presence of the functionVls(r ). Once
we have coupling betweenL andS thenml andms are no longer ‘good’ quantum numbers
and we have to work with eigenstates of the total angular momentum vectorJ, defined by
J = L + S. Squaring this, we have

J2 = L2 + S2 + 2L · S, (7.22)

i.e.

L · S = 1
2(J2 − L2 − S2) (7.23)

and hence the expectation value ofL · S, which we write as〈ls〉, is

〈ls〉 =
h̄2

2
[ j ( j + 1) − l (l + 1) − s(s + 1)] = h̄2

{

l/2 for j = l + 1
2

−(l + 1)/2 for j = l − 1
2

. (7.24)

8 For their work on the shell structure of nuclei, Maria Goeppert-Mayer and J. Hans Jensen were awarded a half share of the 1963
Nobel Prize in Physics.
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Figure 7.4 Low-lying energy levels in a single-particle shell model using a Woods-Saxon potential
plus spin-orbit term. The integers in boxes correspond to nuclear magic numbers.

(We are always dealing with a single nucleon, so thats = 1
2.) The splitting between the

two levels is thus

�Els =
2l + 1

2
h̄2 〈Vls〉 . (7.25)

Experimentally, it is found thatVls(r ) is negative, which means that the state withj = l + 1
2

has a lower energy than the state withj = l − 1
2. This is opposite to the situation in atoms.

Also, the splittings are substantial and increase linearly withl . Hence for higherl , crossings
between levels can occur. Namely, for largel , the splitting of any two neighbouring
degenerate levels can shift thej = l − 1

2 state of the initial lower level to lie above the
j = l + 1

2 level of the previously higher level.
An example of the resulting splittings up to the 2d state is shown in Figure 7.4, where

the usual atomic spectroscopic notation has been used, i.e. levels are writtennl j with
s, p, d, f, g, . . . used forl = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . Magic numbers occur when there are partic-
ularly large gaps between groups of levels. Note that there is no restriction on the values
of l for a givenn, because unlike the atomic case, the strong nuclear potential is not
Coulomb-like.

The configurationof a real nuclide (which of course has both neutrons and protons)
describes the filling of its energy levels (sub-shells), for protons and for neutrons, in order,
with the notation (nl j )k for each sub-shell, wherek is the occupancy of the given sub-shell.
Sometimes, for brevity, the completely filled sub-shells are not listed, and if the highest
sub-shell is nearly filled,k can be given as a negative number, indicating how far from
being filled that sub-shell is. Using the ordering diagram above, and remembering that the
maximum occupancy of each sub-shell is 2j + 1, we predict, for example, the configuration
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for 17
8O to be:

(1s1/2)2(1p3/2)4(1p1/2)2 for the protons (7.26a)

and

(1s1/2)2(1p3/2)4(1p1/2)2(1d5/2)1 for the neutrons. (7.26b)

Notice that all the proton sub-shells are filled, and that all the neutrons are in filled sub-
shells except for the last one, which is in a sub-shell on its own. Most of the ground state
properties of17

8O can therefore be found from just stating the neutron configuration as
(1d5/2)1.

7.3.3 Spins, Parities and Magnetic Dipole Moments

The nuclear shell model can be used to make predictions about thespins of ground
states. A filled sub-shell must have zero total angular momentum, becausej is always an
integer-plus-a-half, so the occupancy of the sub-shell, 2j + 1, is always an even number.
This means that in a filled sub-shell, for each nucleon of a givenm j (= jz) there is another
having the oppositem j . Thus the pair have a combinedm j of zero and so the complete
sub-shell will also have zerom j . Since this is true whatever axis we choose forz, the
total angular momentum must also be zero. Since magic-number nuclides have closed
sub-shells, such nuclides are predicted to have zero contribution to the nuclear spin from
the neutrons or protons or both, whichever are magic numbers. Hence magic-Z/magic-N
nuclei are predicted to have zero nuclear spin. This is indeed found to be the case
experimentally.

In fact it is found thatall even-Z/even-N nuclei have zero nuclear spin. We can therefore
make the hypothesis that for ground-state nuclei, pairs of neutrons and pairs of protons
in a given sub-shellalwayscouple to give a combined angular momentum of zero, even
when the sub-shell is not filled. This is called thepairing hypothesis. We can now see why
it is the last proton and/or last neutron that determines the net nuclear spin, because these
are the only ones that may not be paired up. In odd-A nuclides there is only one unpaired
nucleon, so we can predict precisely what the nuclear spin will be by referring to the filling
diagram, Figure 7.4. For even-A odd-Z/odd-N nuclides however, we will have both an
unpaired proton and an unpaired neutron. We cannot then make a precise prediction about
the net spin because of the vectorial way that angular momenta combine; all we can say is
that the nuclear spin will lie in the range| j p − jn| to ( j p + jn).

Predictions can also be made about nuclearparities. Firstly recall the following properties
of parity from Chapter 1: (i) parity is the transformationr → −r ; (ii) the wavefunction of
a single-particle quantum state will contain an angular part proportional to the spherical
harmonicYm

l (θ , φ), and under the parity transformation

PYm
l (θ, φ) = (−)l Ym

l (θ, φ); (7.27)

(iii) a single-particle state will also have anintrinsic parity, which for nucleons is de-
fined to be positive. Thus the parity of a single-particle nucleon state depends exclusively
on the orbital angular momentum quantum number withP = (−1)l . The total parity of
a multiparticle state is theproduct of the parities of the individual particles. A pair of
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nucleons with the samel will therefore always have a combined parity of+1. The pair-
ing hypothesis then tells us that the total parity of a nucleus is found from the product
of the parities of the last proton and the last neutron. So we can predict the parity of
any nuclide, including the odd/odd ones and these predictions are in agreement with
experiment.

Unless the nuclear spin is zero, we expect nuclei to havemagnetic (dipole) moments,
since both the proton and the neutron have intrinsic magnetic moments, and the proton is
electrically charged, so it can produce a magnetic moment when it has orbital motion. The
shell model can make predictions about these moments. Using a notation similar to that
used in atomic physics, we can write the nuclear magnetic moment as

µ = g j j µN, (7.28)

whereµN is thenuclear magnetonthat was used in the discussion of hadron magnetic
moments in Section 3.3.3,g j is the Land́e g-factorand j is the nuclear spin quantum
number. For brevity we can write simplyµ = g j j nuclear magnetons.

We will find that the shell model does not give very accurate predictions for mag-
netic moments, even for the even-odd nuclei where there is only a single unpaired
nucleon in the ground state. We will not therefore consider at all the much more
problematic case of the odd-odd nuclei having an unpaired proton and an unpaired
neutron.

For the even-odd nuclei, we would expect all the paired nucleons to contribute zero
net magnetic moment, for the same reason that they do not contribute to the nuclear
spin. Predicting the nuclear magnetic moment is then a matter of finding the correct way
to combine the orbital and intrinsic components of the magnetic moment of the single
unpaired nucleon. We need to combine the spin component of the moment,gss, with the
orbital component,gl l (where gs and gl are the g-factors for spin and orbital angular
momentum.) to give the total momentg j j . The general formula for doing this is9

g j =
j ( j + 1) + l (l + 1) − s(s + 1)

2 j ( j + 1)
gl +

j ( j + 1) − l (l + 1) + s(s + 1)

2 j ( j + 1)
gs, (7.29)

which simplifies considerably because we always havej = l ± 1
2. Thus

jg j = gl l + gs/2 for j = l + 1
2 (7.30a)

and

jg j = gℓ j

(

1 +
1

2l + 1

)

− gs j

(

1

2l + 1

)

for j = l − 1
2. (7.30b)

Sincegℓ = 1 for a proton and 0 for a neutron, andgs is approximately+5.6 for the proton
and−3.8 for the neutron, (7.30) yields the results (wheregp,n is theg-factor for nuclei

9 See, for example, Section 6.6 of Enge (1966).
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with an odd proton(neutron), respectively):

j gp = l + 1
2 × 5.6 = j + 2.3 for j = l + 1

2

j gp = j

(

1 +
1

2l + 1

)

− 5.6 × j

(

1

2l + 1

)

= j −
2.3 j

j + 1
for j = l − 1

2

j gn = − 1
2 × 3.8 = −1.9 for j = l + 1

2

j gn = 3.8 × j

(

1

2l + 1

)

=
1.9 j

j + 1
for j = l − 1

2

(7.31)

Accurate values of magnetic dipole moments are available for a wide range of nuclei
and plots of a sample of measured values for a range of odd-Z and odd-N nuclei across
the whole periodic table are shown in Figure 7.5. It is seen that for a givenj, the measured
moments usually lie somewhere between thej = l − 1

2 and thej = l + 1
2 values (the so-

calledSchmidt lines), but beyond that the model does not predict the moments accurately.
The only exceptions are a few low-A nuclei where the numbers of nucleons are close to
magic values.

Why should the shell model work so well when predicting nuclear spins and parities,
but be poor for magnetic moments? There are several likely problem areas, including the
possibility that protons and neutrons inside nuclei may have effective intrinsic magnetic
moments that are different to their free-particle values, because of their very close proximity
to one another and the interactions that this induces.

7.3.4 Excited States

In principle, the shell model’s energy level structure can be used to predict nuclear excited
states. This works quite well for the first one or two excited states when there is only
one possible configuration of the nucleus. But for higher states the situation becomes very
complicated because several nucleons can be excited simultaneously into a superposition
of many different configurations to produce a given nuclear spin and parity. In some cases
it may be necessary to take account of the quantum numbers of all nucleons in unfilled
shells. When trying to predict the first one or two excited states using a filling diagram
like Figure 7.4, we are looking for the configuration that is nearest to the ground state
configuration. This will normally involveeither moving an unpaired nucleon to the next
highest level,or moving a nucleon from the sub-shell below the unpaired nucleon up one
level to pair with it. Thus it is necessary to consider levels just above and below the last
nucleons (protons and neutrons).

As an example, consider the case of17
8O. Its ground-state configuration is given in (7.26).

All the proton sub-shells are filled, and all the neutrons are in filled sub-shells except for
the last one, which is in a sub-shell on its own. There are three possibilities to consider for
the first excited state:

1. promote one of the 1p1/2 protons to 1d5/2, giving a configuration of (1p1/2)−1(1d5/2)1,
where the superscript−1 means that the shell is one particle short of being filled;

2. promote one of the 1p1/2 neutrons to 1d5/2, giving a configuration of (1p1/2)−1(1d5/2)2;
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Figure 7.5 Magnetic moments for odd-N, even-Z nuclei (upper diagram) and odd-Z, even-N (lower
diagram) as functions of nuclear spin compared to the predictions of the single-particle shell model
(the Schmidt lines).

3. promote the 1d5/2 neutron to the next level, which is probably 2s1/2 (or the nearby 1d3/2),
giving a configuration of (1s1/2)1 or (1d3/2)1.

Following the diagram of Figure 7.4, the third of these possibilities would correspond to
the smallest energy shift, so it should be favoured over the others. The next excited state
might involve moving the last neutron up a further level to 1d3/2, or putting it back where it
was and adopting configurations (1) or (2). Option (2) is favoured over (1) because it keeps
the excited neutron paired with another, which should have a slightly lower energy than
creating two unpaired protons. Comparison of these predictions with the observed excited
levels, shows that the expected excited states do exist, but not necessarily in precisely the
order predicted.
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The shell model has many limitations, most of which can be traced to its fundamental
assumption that the nucleons move independently of one another in a spherically symmetric
potential. The latter, for example, is only true for nuclei that are close to having doubly
filled magnetic shells and predicts zero electric quadruple moments, whereas in practice
many nuclei are deformed and quadruple moments are often substantial. We discuss this
important observation in the next section.

7.4 Non-Spherical Nuclei

So far we have discussed only spherical nuclei, but with nonsphericity new phenomena are
allowed, including additional modes of excitation and the possibility of nonzero electric
quadrupole moments.

7.4.1 Electric Quadrupole Moments

The charge distribution in a nucleus is described in terms of electric multipole moments and
follows from the ideas of classical electrostatics. If we have a localized classical charge
distribution with charge densityρ(r ), then the first moment that can be nonzero is the
electric quadrupoleQ,10 defined by

eQ ≡
∫

ρ(r )(3z2 − r 2) d3r , (7.32)

where we have taken the axis of symmetry to be thez axis. The analogous definition in
quantum theory is

eQ =
∑

i

∫

ψ∗qi
(

3z2
i − r 2)ψ d3r , (7.33)

whereψ is the nuclear wavefunction and the sum is over all relevant nucleons, each with
chargeqi . The quadrupole moment is zero if the charge distribution, or|ψ |2, is spherically
symmetric and so a nonzero value ofQ would be indicative of a nonspherical nuclear
charge distribution. For example, evaluation of (7.32) using a classical ellipsoidal charge
distribution with semi-axes defined as in Figure 2.17, leads to the result11

Qintrinsic = 2
5 Z (a2 − b2), (7.34)

whereQintrinsic is the value of the quadrupole moment for an ellipsoid at rest andZe is its
total charge. For small deformations,

Qintrinsic ≈ 6
5 Z R2ε, (7.35)

10 The electric dipole moment (EDM)

dz =
1

e

∑

i

∫

ψ* qi zi ψ d3r

will effectively vanish because it contains a sum of terms of the form〈ψi |zi |ψi 〉, all of which are zero by parity conservation.
This ignores the very small weak interaction component of nucleon interactions that violates parity. The possibility of measuring
EDMs is discussed further in Section 9.2.4.
11 See Problem 7.5.
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Figure 7.6 Shapes of nuclei leading to (a)Q > 0 (prolate) and (b)Q < 0 (oblate).

whereε is defined in Equation (2.83) andR is the nuclear radius. Thus, for a prolate
distribution (a > b), Q > 0 and for an oblate distribution (a < b), Q < 0, as illustrated in
Figure 7.6. The same results hold in the quantum case.

If the nucleus has spinJ and magnetic quantum numberM , thenQ will depend onM
because it depends on the shape and hence the orientation of the charge distribution. The
quadrupole moment is then defined as the value ofQ for which M has its maximum value
projected along thez axis. This may be evaluated from (7.33) in the single-particle shell
model and without proof we state the resulting prediction that for odd-A, odd-Z nuclei with
a single proton having a total angular momentj outside closed sub-shells, the value ofQ
is given by

Q ≈ −R2 (2 j − 1)

2( j + 1)
. (7.36)

Thus, Q = 0 for j = 1
2. For odd-A, odd-N nuclei with a single neutron outside closed

sub-shellsQ is predicted to be zero because the neutron has zero electric charge, as will
all even-Z, odd-N nuclei because of the pairing effect.

Unlike magnetic dipole moments, electric quadrupole moments are not always well
measured and the quoted experimental errors are often larger than the differences between
the values obtained in different experiments. Significant corrections also need to be made to
the data to extract reliable quadrupole moment and this is not always done. The compilation
of electric quadrupole moment data shown in Figure 7.7 is therefore representative. The
solid lines are simply to guide the eye and have no theoretical significance. The arrows
indicate the positions of major closed shells. A change of sign ofQ at these points is
expected because a nucleus with one proton less than a closed shell behaves like a closed
shell nucleus with a negatively charged proton (a proton hole) and there is some evidence
for this in the data.

Two features emerge from this diagram. Firstly, while odd-A, odd-Z nuclei with only a
few nucleons outside a closed shell do have moments of order−R2, in general the measured
moments are larger by factors of 2-3 and for some nuclei the discrepancy can be as large
as a factor of 10. Secondly, odd-A, odd-N nuclei also have nonzero moments, contrary to
expectations and moreover there is little difference between these and the moments for odd-
A, odd-Z nuclei, except that the former tend to be somewhat smaller. These results strongly
suggest that for some nuclei it is not a good approximation to assume spherical symmetry
and that these nuclei must be considered to have non-spherical mass distributions.

The first attempt to explain the measured electric quadrupole moments in terms of non-
spherical nuclei was due to Rainwater. His approach can be understood using the model we
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Figure 7.7 Some measured electric quadrupole moments for odd-A nuclei, normalized by dividing
by R2, the squared nuclear radius. Grey circles denoted odd-N nuclei and black circles odd-Z
nuclei. The solid lines have no theoretical significance. The arrows denote the position of closed
shells.

discussed in Chapter 2 when considering fission and used above to derive the results (7.34)
and (7.35). There the sphere was deformed into an ellipsoid (see Figure 2.17) with axes
parameterized in terms of a small parameterε via Equation (2.83). The resulting change
in the binding energy�EB was found in Chapter 2 to be

�EB = −αε2, (7.37)

where

α = 1
5

(

2asA2/3 − acZ2A−1/3) (7.38)

and the coefficientsas andac are those of the SEMF with numerical values given in
Equation (2.57). Rainwater assumed that this expression only held for closed-shell nuclei,
but not for nuclei with nucleons in unfilled shells. In the latter cases he showed that
distortion gives rise to an additional term in�EB that is linear inε, so that the total change
in binding energy is

�EB = −αε2 − βε, (7.39)

whereβ is a parameter that could be calculated from the Fermi energy of the nucleus. This
form has a minimum valueβ2/4α whenε = −β/2α. The ground state would therefore be
deformed and not spherical.
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The quantityQ above is the observed quadrupole moment, relative to somez axis in
space. We can also define an intrinsic moment, relative to the axis of symmetry of the
deformed nucleus, such as given by Equation (7.35). A quantum calculation shows that in
the ground state these are related by

Q =
J(2J − 1)

(J + 1)(2J + 3)
Qintrinsic, (7.40)

whereJ is the total nuclear spin. This model gives values forQ that are of the correct sign,
but overestimates them by typically a factor of 2. Refined variants of the model are capable
of bringing the predictions into agreement with the data by making better estimates of the
parameterβ.

7.4.2 Collective Model

The Rainwater model is equivalent to assuming anasphericalliquid drop andÅ. Bohr (the
son of Niels Bohr) and Mottelson showed that many properties of heavy nuclei could be
ascribed to the surface motion of such a drop. However, the single-particle shell model
cannot be abandoned because it explains many general features of nuclear structure. The
problem was therefore to reconcile the shell model with the liquid drop model. The outcome
is thecollective model.12

This model views the nucleus as having a hard core of nucleons in filled shells, as in
the shell model, with outer valence nucleons that behave like the surface molecules of a
liquid drop. The motions of the latter introduce nonsphericity in the core that in turn causes
the quantum states of the valence nucleons to change from the unperturbed states of the
shell model. Such a nucleus can both rotate and vibrate and these new degrees of freedom
give rise to rotational and vibrational energy levels. For example, the rotational levels are
given byEJ = J(J + 1)h̄2/2I , whereI is the moment of inertia andJ is the spin of the
nucleus. The predictions of this simple model are quite good for smallJ, but overestimate
the energies for largerJ. Vibrational modes are due predominantly toshape oscillations,
where the nucleus oscillates between prolate and oblate ellipsoids. Radial oscillations are
much rarer because nuclear matter is relatively incompressible. The energy levels are well
approximated by a simple harmonic oscillator potential with spacing�E = h̄ω, where
ω is the oscillator frequency. In practice, the energy levels of deformed nuclei are very
complicated, because there is often coupling between the various modes of excitation, but
nevertheless many predictions of the collective model are confirmed experimentally.13

7.5 Summary of Nuclear Structure Models

The shell model is based upon the idea that the constituent parts of a nucleus move indepen-
dently. The liquid drop model implies just the opposite, since in a drop of incompressible
liquid, the motion of any constituent part is correlated with the motion of all the neighbour-
ing pairs. This emphasizes thatmodelsin physics have a limited domain of applicability

12 For their development of the collective model,Å Bohr, Ben Mottelson and Leo Rainwater shared the 1975 Nobel Prize in
Physics.
13 The details are discussed, for example, in Section 2.3 of Jelley (1990) and Chapter 17 of Hodgson, Gadioli and Gadioli Erba
(1997).
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and may be unsuitable if applied to a different set of phenomena. As knowledge evolves,
it is natural to try and incorporate more phenomena by modifying the model to become
more general, until (hopefully) we have a model with firm theoretical underpinning that
describes a very wide range of phenomena, i.e. atheory. The collective model, which uses
the ideas of both the shell and liquid drop models, is a step in this direction.

We will conclude this part of the chapter with a very brief summary of the assumptions
of each of the nuclear models we have discussed and what each can tell us about nuclear
structure.

Liquid drop model: This model assumes that all nuclei have similar mass densities, with
binding energies approximately proportional to their masses, just as in a classical charged
liquid drop. The model leads to the SEMF, which gives a good description of the average
masses and binding energies. It is largely classical, with some quantum mechanical terms
(the asymmetry and pairing terms) inserted in an ad hoc way. Input from experiment is
needed to determine the coefficients of the SEMF.

Fermi gas model: The assumption here is that nucleons move independently in a net
nuclear potential. The model uses quantum statistics of a Fermi gas to predict the depth of
the potential and the asymmetry term of the SEMF.

Shell model: This is a fully quantum mechanical model that solves the Schrödinger equation
with a specific spherical nuclear potential. It makes the same assumptions as the Fermi gas
model about the potential, but with the addition of a strong spin-orbit term. It is able to
successfully predict nuclear magic numbers, spins and parities of ground state nuclei and
the pairing term of the SEMF. It is less successful in predicting magnetic moments.

Collective model: This is also a fully quantum mechanical model, but in this case the
potential is allowed to undergo deformations from the strictly spherical form used in the
shell model. The result is that the model can predict magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
magnetic moments with some success. Additional modes of excitation, both vibrational
and rotational, are possible and are generally confirmed by experiment.

It is clear from the above that there is at present no universal nuclear model. What we
currently have is a number of models and theories that have limited domains of applicability
and even within which they are not always able to explain all the observations. For example,
the shell model, while able to give a convincing account of the spins and parities of
the ground states of nuclei, is unable to predict the spins of excited states with any real
confidence. And of course the shell model has absolutely nothing to say about whole areas of
nuclear physics phenomena. Some attempt has been made to combine features of different
models, such as is done in the collective model, with some success. A more fundamental
theory will require the full apparatus of many-body theory applied to interacting nucleons
and some progress has been made in this direction for light nuclei, as we will mention in
Chapter 9. A theory based on interacting quarks is a more distant goal.

7.6 α Decay

To discuss alpha decays, we could return to the semiempirical mass formula of Chapter 2
and by taking partial derivatives with respect toA and Z find the limits ofα stability,
but the result is not very illuminating. To get a very rough idea of the stability criteria,
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we can write the SEMF in terms of the binding energyB. Thenα decay is energetically
allowed if

B(2, 4) > B(Z, A) − B(Z − 2, A − 4). (7.41)

If we now make theapproximationthat the line of stability isZ = N (the actual line of
stability deviates from this, see Figure 2.12), then there is only one independent variable.
If we take this to beA, then

B(2, 4) > B(Z, A) − B(Z − 2, A − 4) ≈ 4
dB

dA
, (7.42)

and we can write

4
dB

dA
= 4

[

A
d(B/A)

dA
+

B

A

]

. (7.43)

From the plot ofB/A (Figure 2.8), we have d(B/A)/dA ≈ −7.7 × 10−3 MeV for A ≥ 120
and we also know thatB(2, 4) = 28.3 MeV, so we have

28.3 ≈ 4(B/A − 7.7 × 10−3 A), (7.44)

which is a straight line on theB/A versusA plot which cuts the plot atA ≈ 151. Above
this value of A the inequality (7.41) is satisfied by most nuclei andα decay becomes
energetically possible.

Lifetimes ofα emitters span an enormous range, and examples are known from 10 ns
to 1017 yrs. The origin of this large spread lies in the quantum mechanical phenomenon
of tunelling. Individual protons and neutrons have binding energies in nuclei of about 7–
8 MeV, even in heavy nuclei (see Figure 2.8), and so cannot in general escape. However,
a bound group of nucleons can sometimes escape because its binding energy increases the
total energy available for the process. In practice, the most significant decay process of this
type is the emission of anα particle, because unlike systems of 2 and 3 nucleons it is very
strongly bound by 7 MeV/nucleon. Figure 7.8 shows the potential energy of anα particle
as a function ofr , its distance from the centre of the nucleus.

E

R
rc r

0

V(r)

VC = 2Z
c

r

Figure 7.8 Schematic diagram of the potential energy of anα particle as a function of its distance
r from the centre of the nucleus.
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Beyond the range of the nuclear force,r > R, theα particle feels only the Coulomb
potential

VC(r ) =
2Zαh̄c

r
, (7.45)

where we now useZ to be the atomic number of thedaughternucleus. Within the range
of the nuclear force,r < R, the strong nuclear potential prevails, with its strength charac-
terized by the depth of the well. Since theα particle can escape from the nuclear potential,
this implies thatEα > 0. It is this energy that is released in the decay. UnlessEα is larger
than the Coulomb barrier (in which case the decay would be so fast as to be unobservable)
the only way theα particle can escape is by quantum mechanical tunelling through the
barrier.

The probabilityT for transmission through a barrier of heightV and thickness�r by a
particle of massm with energyEα is given approximately by

T ≈ e−2κ �r , (7.46)

whereh̄κ = (2m|VC − Eα|)1/2. Using this result, we can model the Coulomb barrier as a
succession of thin barriers of varying height. The overall transmission probability is then

T = e−G, (7.47)

where theGamow factor Gis

G =
2

h̄

rc
∫

R

[2m|VC(r ) − Eα|]1/2 dr, (7.48)

with β = υ/c andυ is the velocity of the emitted particle.14 This assumes that the orbital
angular momentum of theα particle is zero, i.e. we ignore possible centrifugal barrier
corrections.15 SincerC is the value ofr whereEα = VC(rC),

rC = 2Ze2/4πε0Eα (7.49)

and hence

VC(r ) = 2Ze2/4πε0r = rC Eα/r. (7.50)

So, substituting into (7.48) gives

G =
2(2mEα)1/2

h̄

rc
∫

R

(rC

r
− 1

)1/2
dr, (7.51)

14 The results (7.46)–(7.48) are derived in Section A.1 of Appendix A.
15 The existence of an angular momentum barrier will suppress the decay rate (i.e. increase the lifetime) compared to a similar
nucleus without such a barrier. Numerical estimates of the suppression factors, which increase rapidly with angular momentum,
have been calculated by Blatt and Weisskopf and are given in Blatt and Weisskopf (1952).
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where m is the reduced mass of theα particle and the daughter nucleus, i.e.
m = mαmD/(mα + mD) ≈ mα. Evaluating the integral (7.51) gives

G = 4Zα

(

2mc2

Eα

)1/2
[(

cos−1

√

R

rC

)

−

√

R

rC

(

1 −
R

rC

)

]

. (7.52a)

Finally, sinceEα is typically 5 MeV and the height of the barrier is typically 40 MeV,
rC ≫ R and from (7.52a),

G ≈ 4παZ/β, (7.52b)

whereβ = υα/c andυα is the velocity of theα particle within the nucleus.
The probability per unit timeλ of theα particle escaping from the nucleus is proportional

to the product of: (a) the probabilityw(α) of finding theα particle in the nucleus; (b) the
frequency of collisions of theα particle with the barrier (this isυα/2R); and (c) the transition
probability. Combining these factors,λ is given by

λ = w(α)
υα

2R
e−G (7.53)

and since

G ∝
Z

β
∝

Z
√

Eα

, (7.54)

small differences inEα have strong effects on the lifetime.
To examine this further we can take logarithms of (7.53) to give

log10 t1/2 = a + bZ E−1/2
α , (7.56)

where t1/2 is the half-life. The quantitya depends on the probabilityw(α) and so is a
function of the nucleus, whereasb is a constant that may be estimated from the above
equations to be about 1.7. Equation (7.56) is a form of a relation that was found empirically
by Geiger and Nuttall in 1911 long before its theoretical derivation in 1928. It is therefore
called theGeiger-Nuttall relation. It predicts that for fixedZ, the log of the half-life of
alpha emitters varies linearly withE−1/2

α .
Figure 7.9 shows lifetime data for the isotopes of four nuclei. The very strong variation

with alpha particle energy is evident; changingEα by a factor of about 2.5 changes the
lifetime by 20 orders of magnitude. In all cases the agreement with the Geiger-Nuttall
relation is very reasonable and the slopes are compatible with the estimate forb above.
Thus the simple barrier penetration model is capable of explaining the very wide range of
lifetimes of nuclei decaying byα emission.

7.7 β Decay

In Chapter 2 we discussed in some detail the phenomenology ofβ decay using the semi-
empirical mass formula. In this section we return to these decays and examine their
theoretical interpretation.
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Figure 7.9 Comparison of the Geiger-Nuttall relation with experimental data for someα-emitters.

7.7.1 Fermi Theory

The first successful theory of nuclear beta decay was proposed in 1934 by Fermi. He
constructed a theory based on very general principles, working by analogy with the theory
of electromagnetic processes, the only successful theory known at the time for quantum
particles. In electromagnetism, the interaction is described by a Lorentz-invariant scalar
transition amplitude and Fermi assumed that the weak decayi → f could similarly be
written:

Mfi =
∫

�∗
f (gÔ)�i dV, (7.57)

where� f and�i are total wave-functions for the final and initial states, respectively,g
is a dimensionless coupling constant, and the integral is over the nuclear volumeV . The
interaction operator̂O can in principle be a combination five basic Lorentz-invariant forms.
The five categories are calledscalar (S), pseudo-scalar(P), vector(V), axial-vector(A),
andtensor(T); the names having their origin in the mathematical transformation properties
of the operators. Fermi guessed thatÔ would be of the vector type, since electromagnetism
is a vector interaction, i.e. it is transmitted by a spin-1 particle – the photon. The resulting
V · V transitions, are called calledFermi transitions. However, we have seen from the
work of Chapter 6 that the weak interaction does not conserve parity and so|Mfi|2 must
be a mixture of a scalar and a pseudoscalar. Several combinations of operators are in
principle possible, but the only one that yields the correct helicity properties for leptons is a
mixture ofV andA. For purely leptonic decays, the combination isV-A, but in the case of
nuclearβ decays the relative strength of the two terms has to be determined by experiment,
because nuclei are extended objects. Decays proceeding viaA · A combination are called
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Gamow-Teller transitions.In what follows we will examine some of the predictions of
these ideas without specifying the details of the interaction operators.

7.7.2 Electron and Positron Momentum Distributions

In Chapter 2, we interpreted electronβ decay as the decay of a bound neutron, i.e.
n → p + e− + ν̄e, and in Chapter 3 we gave the quark interpretation of this decay. In
general, it is possible for the internal state of the nucleus to change in other ways during
the transition, but we will simplify matters by initially considering just the basic neutron
decay process. A similar formalism can be used to describe electron capture.

We have also met the Second Golden Rule, which enables transition rates to be calculated
provided the interaction is relatively weak. We will write the Golden Rule as

ω =
2π

h̄

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2
n(E), (7.58)

whereω is thetransition rate(number of decays per unit time), related to the mean lifetime
τ by ω = 1/τ andn(E) is thedensity of states, i.e. the number of quantum states available
to the final system per unit interval of total energy. The density-of-states factor can be
calculated from purely kinematical factors, such as energies, momenta, masses, and spins
where appropriate.16 Thedynamicsof the process is contained in the transition amplitude.
Applying a bit of modern insight, and by analogy with the work of Chapter 1, we can write

Mfi ≡
GF

V
Mfi (7.59)

whereGF is the Fermi coupling constant we met in Chapter 6. In (7.59) it is convenient to
factor out an arbitrary volumeV, which is used to normalize the wave functions. (It will
eventually cancel out with a factor in the density-of-states term.) We will also refer toMfi

as thematrix element, because it is one element of a matrix whose elements are all the
possible transitions from the initial statei to different final statesf of the system. The Fermi
coupling constant has dimensions [energy][length]3 and is related to the charged current
weak interaction couplingαW by

GF√
2

=
4π (h̄c)3αW

(MWc2)2
. (7.60)

In nuclear theory, the Fermi coupling constantGF is taken to be a universal constant, and
with appropriate corrections for changes of the nuclear state, this assumption is also used
in beta decay. Experimental results are consistent with the theory under this assumption.
But the theory goes beyond nuclear beta decay, and can be applied to any process mediated
by theW boson, provided the energy is not too great. In Section 6.5.3, for example, we
used the same ideas to discuss neutrino scattering. The best process to determine the value
of GF is one not complicated by hadronic (nuclear) effects, and muon decay is usually
used. The lifetime of the muonτµ is given to a very good approximation by

1

τµ

=
(mµc2)5

192π3h̄(h̄c)6
G2

F , (7.61)

16 This is done explicitly in Section A.2 of Appendix A.
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from which we can deduce that the value ofGF is about 90 eV fm3. It is usually quoted in
the formGF/(h̄c)3 = 1.166× 10−5 GeV−2.

We see from (7.58) that the transition rate (i.e. beta-decay lifetime) depends on kinemat-
ical factors arising through the density-of-states factorn(E). To simplify the evaluation of
this factor, we consider the neutron and proton to be ‘heavy’, so that they have negligible
kinetic energy, and all the energy released in the decay process goes into creating the
electron and neutrino and in giving them kinetic energy. Thus we write

E0 = Ee + Eν, (7.62)

where Ee is the total (relativistic) energy of the electron,Eν is the total energy of the
neutrino, andE0 is the total energy released. The latter equals (�m)c2, if �m is the
neutron-proton mass difference, or the change in mass of the decaying nucleus.

The transition rateω can be measured as a function of the electron momentum, so we
need to obtain an expression for the spectrum of beta-decay electrons. Thus we will fix
Ee and find the differential transition rate for decays where the electron has energy in the
rangeEe to Ee + dEe. From the Golden Rule, this is

dω =
2π

h̄

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2
nν(E0 − Ee) ne(Ee) dEe, (7.63)

wherene andnν are the density-of-states factors for the electron and neutrino, respectively.
These may be obtained from our previous result

n(pe)dpe =
V

(2πh̄)3
4π p2

e dpe, (7.64)

with a similar expression fornν , by changing variables using

dp

dE
=

E

pc2
, (7.65)

so that

n(Ee) dEe =
4πV

(2πh̄)3c2
peEe dEe, (7.66)

with a similar expression forn(Eν). Using these in Equation (7.63) and setting
Mfi = (GF/V)Mfi, gives

dω

dEe
=

G2
F

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2

2π3h̄7c4
peEepν Eν (7.67)

where in general

pνc =
(

E2
ν − m2

ν c4
)1/2 =

[

(E0 − Ee)
2 − m2

ν c4
]1/2

. (7.68)

Finally, it is useful to change the variable tope by writing

dω

dpe
=

dEe

dpe

dω

dEe
=

G2
F

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2

2π3h̄7c2
p2

e pν Eν . (7.69)
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If we take the antineutrino to bepreciselymassless, thenpν = Eν/c and (7.69) reduces to

dω

dpe
= G2

F

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2 p2
e E2

ν

2π3h̄7c3
= G2

F

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2 p2
e (E0 − Ee)2

2π3h̄7c3
. (7.70)

7.7.3 Selection Rules

The matrix element may be written, by analogy with (7.57), as

Mfi =
∫

[ψ∗
f ψ

∗
eψ∗

ν ] Hψi dV, (7.71)

whereψ f andψi are the nuclear wavefunctions for the final and initial states, respectively,
and H is the Hamiltonian. If we take the lepton wavefunctions to be free-particle plane
waves, then the integral will contain a term of the form

exp[−i (pe + pν) · r/h̄]. (7.72)

For an electron with a typical energy of 1 MeV,p = 1.4 MeV/c andp/h̄ = 0.007 fm−1.
Thus over the nuclear volume,pr/h̄ ≪ 1 and we can expand the exponential keeping
only the first term, unity. Thus, in this approximation,Mfi does not depend on the electron
momentumpe and the differential transition rate therefore depends only on the kinematical
variables via the density-of-states factor. Decays for which this is a good approximation
are calledallowed transitions. We consider these further below.

We need also to consider spin effects, which are absent in the simple Fermi theory. Since
the lepton wavefunctions are constants, there can be no orbital angular momentum, i.e. the
total orbital angular momentum of the leptonsL = 0. However, both the neutrino and the
charged lepton (electron or positron) have intrinsic spins of1

2 (in units ofh̄). Thus their total
spinS can be either0 (antiparallel) or1 (parallel). In the antiparallel case it follows that
there can be no change in the nuclear spin, i.e�J ≡ |Ji − J f | = 0 and neither can there be
any nuclear parity change, i.e.�P = 0. These correspond to theFermi transitionsdefined
in Section 7.7.1 and the modern interpretation would be that they are due to the Coulomb-
like part of the field generated by the exchangedW meson. In the case of parallel lepton
spins, the nonzero total lepton spin implies that�J ≡ |Ji − J f | = 0 or 1, with�P = 0
still. However, the transition 0+ → 0+ is forbidden since the lepton pair carries away a unit
of angular momentum. These correspond to theGamow-Teller transitions, also mentioned
in Section 7.7.1 and in modern theory they would correspond to the magnetic-like part of
the field due to the exchangedW meson.

An example of a pure Fermi transition is:

14O(0+) → 14N∗(0+) + e+ + νe, (7.73)

where 14N∗(0+) is an excited state of nitrogen. An example of a pure Gamow-Teller
transition is:

6He(0+) → 6Li(1+) + e− + ν̄e. (7.74)

Mixed transitions are also possible, such as neutron decay itself:

n
(

1
2

+
)

→ p
(

1
2

+
)

+ e− + ν̄e. (7.75)
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In these cases, the matrix elementMfi is replaced by the weighted spin-averaged Fermi
and Gamow-Teller matrix elements. It is then an experimental question to determine the
relative weight of the two contributions.

Because in an allowed Fermi transition a neutron becomes a proton (or vice versa),
without an effect on the rest of the wavefunction, the selection rule for isospinI is �I = 0
However, in a Gamow-Teller transition, the nuclear wavefunction can change, so the isospin
change is that due a simple nucleon transition and since the isospin of the nucleon is1

2 and
isospin is a vector, the corresponding selection rule is�I = 0 or 1.

Situations can occur where the selection rules may yield a zero matrix element if only
the first term (unity) in the expansion of the exponential of (7.72) is kept. In these cases,
higher terms in the expansion of the exponential will be required. Each of these will contain
functions of the polar angles of the co-ordinater and will thus correspond to the lepton
pair having a nonzero orbital angular momentum. In these cases the nucleus may change
its spin by more than one unit and there may also be a change of parity between initial
and final nuclear states. These decays are traditionally known as‘forbidden transitions’,
although they are not in fact completely forbidden. The decay rates in these cases are
generally suppressed with respect to allowed decays. The nomenclature ‘first-forbidden’,
‘second forbidden’ etc. is used to correspond toL = 1, L = 2 etc. for the lepton pair.17

7.7.4 Applications of Fermi Theory

We conclude the discussion of Fermi theory by considering a few of its other applications.

7.7.4.1 Kurie Plots

For allowed transitions, because the matrix element does not depend of the electron kine-
matic variables, expression (7.70) gives rise to a bell-shaped electron momentum distribu-
tion, which rises from zero at zero momentum, reaches a peak and falls to zero again at an
electron energy equal toE0, as illustrated in the curve labelledZ = 0 in Figure 7.10. The
curve ignores the effect of the electromagnetic force between the positive nucleus and the
outgoing charged lepton. In the case of an emitted positron, the spectrum will be shifted
to the right and conversely for an emitted electron it will be shifted to the left, with the
greatest effect occurring at low lepton momenta. (See Figure 7.10.) The precise form of
these effects is complicated to calculate, and requires quantum mechanics, but the results
are published in tables of a factorF(Z, Ee), called theFermi screening factor, to be applied
to the basic beta spectrum.

The usual way of experimentally testing the form of the electron momentum spectrum
given by the Fermi theory is by means of aKurie plot. From (7.70), with the Fermi screening
factor included, we have

dω

dpe
=

F(Z, Ee) G2
F |Mfi|2 p2

e(E0 − Ee)2

2π3h̄7c3
, (7.76)

17 For a discussion of forbidden transitions see, for example, Cottingham and Greenwood (2001) and Krane (1988).
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Figure 7.10 Predicted electron spectra:Z = 0, without Fermi screening factor;β±, with Fermi
screening factor.

which, for allowed transitions, may be written as

H (Ee) ≡
[(

dω

dpe

)

1

p2
e F(Z, pe)

]1/2

∝ E0 − Ee, (7.77)

becauseMfi does not depend on the electron kinematic variables. A plot of the quan-
tity H (Ee) – using the measured dω/dpe and pe, together with the calculated value of
F(Z, pe) – against the electron energyEe should then give a straight line with an in-
tercept ofE0. It is usual to make the plot as a function of the electron’s kinetic energy
Te = Ee − mec2 and two examples are shown in Figure 7.11. In the case of a forbidden
transition, the Kurie plot is not a straight line, because the conditions under which (7.77)
was derived no longer hold.
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Figure 7.11 Kurie plots for theβ decay of14C and147Pm. (Adapted from Pohmet al. (1955).
Copyright (1955) the American Physical Society, reprinted with permission).
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7.7.4.2 Mass of the Electron Neutrino

Studying the precise shape of the momentum distribution near its upper end-point is one
way in principle of finding the value of the electron neutrino mass. If the neutrino has zero
mass, then the gradient of the curve approaches zero at the end-point, whereas any nonzero
value results in an end-point that falls to zero with an asymptotically infinite gradient. It is
simplest in practice to study this via the Kurie plot. If the neutrino mass is not exactly zero
then it is straightforward to repeat the derivation of (7.77) and show that the left-hand side
of the Kurie plot is proportional to

{

(E0 − Ee)
[

(E0 − Ee)
2 − m2

νc4
]1/2}1/2

, (7.78a)

or, equivalently
{

(T0 − Te)
[

(T0 − Te)
2 − m2

νc4
]1/2}1/2

, (7.78b)

whereT0 ≡ E0 − mec2. This will produce averysmall deviation from linearity extremely
close to the end point of the spectrum as a function ofTe and the straight line will curve
near the end point and cut the axis vertically atT ′

0 = T0 − mνc2.
In order to have the best conditions for measuring the neutrino mass, it is necessary

to use a nucleus where a nonzero mass would have a maximum effect, i.e. the maximum
kinetic energy of the electron should only be a few kev. Also at such low energies atomic
effects have to be taken into account, so the initial and final atomic states must be very well
understood. The most suitable case is the decay of tritium,

3H → 3He+ e− + ν̄e (7.79)

whereT0 is only 18.6 keV. The predicted Kurie plot very close to the end point is shown
in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12 Expected Kurie plot for tritium decay very close to the end point of the electron energy
spectrum for two cases:mν = 0 andmν = 5 eV/c2.
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Since the counting rate nearT0 is vanishingly small, the experiment is extremely difficult.
In practice, the above formula is fitted to data close to the end point of the spectrum and
extrapolated toT0. The best experiments are consistent with a zero neutrino mass, but when
experimental and theoretical uncertainties are taken into account, an upper limit of about
2–3 eV/c2 results, as we have remarked in Chapter 3.

7.7.4.3 Total Decay Rates

The total decay rate follows from integrating expression (7.76). For allowed transitions,
the matrix element may be taken outside the integral and we have

ω =
G2

F

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2

2π3h̄7c3

pmax
∫

0

F(Z, pe)p2
e(E0 − Ee)

2 dpe, (7.80)

where pmax is the maximum value ofpe. The integral depends only onE because

cpmax =
√

(E2
0 − m2

ec4, so if we define the dimensionless integral

f (Z, E) ≡
1

(mec)3(mec2)2

pmax
∫

0

F(Z, pe)p2
e(E0 − Ee)

2 dpe, (7.81)

we have

ω =
G2

Fm5
ec4

2π3h̄7

∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2
f (Z, E0) (7.82)

and sinceω = ln 2/t1/2, wheret1/2 is the half-life, finally

f t1/2 =
(2 ln 2)π3h̄7

G2
Fm5

ec4
·

1
∣

∣Mfi

∣

∣

2 · (7.83)

The value of f t1/2, called thecomparative half-life, is thus a direct measure of the matrix
element|Mfi|. In practicef t1/2 values vary enormously and so it is usual to compare values
of log10 ( f t1/2), wheret1/2 is measure in seconds. There is considerable overlap in the
comparative half-lives corresponding to the various transitions. Thus log10( f t1/2) spans
the approximate ranges: 5.5 ± 1.5 for allowed transitions and 7.5 ± 1.5 for first forbidden
transitions. In addition, there are some decays with log10( f t1/2) values in the range 3–4.
These are calledsuperallowed transitions.

Finally, returning to (7.80), if we ignore the screening function and use the relativistic
approximationpec ≈ Ee, which is usually good, the integral may be simply done and
givesω ∝ E5, i.e. the transition rate is proportional to the fifth power of the disintegration
energy. This isSargent’s Rule, which we have met before in Chapter 3 when discussing
lepton universality (see Equation (3.9)) and can also be seen in the formula for the muon
lifetime, Equation (7.61) above.
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7.8 γ Emission and Internal Conversion

In Chapter 2 we mentioned that excited states of nuclei frequently decay to lower states
(usually the ground state) by the emission of photons in the energy range appropriate toγ

rays and that in addition it is possible for the nucleus to de-excite by ejecting an electron
from a low-lying atomic orbit. We shall discuss this only briefly because a proper treatment
requires using a quantized electromagnetic radiation field and is beyond the scope of this
book. Instead, we will outline the results, without proof.

7.8.1 Selection Rules

Gamma emission is a form of electromagnetic radiation and like all such radiation is
caused by a changing electric field inducing a magnetic field. There are two possibilities,
called electric (E) radiation and magnetic (M) radiation. These names derive from the
semiclassical theory of radiation, in which the radiation field arises because of the time
variation of charge and current distributions. The classification of the resulting radiation
is based on the fact that total angular momentum and parity are conserved in the overall
reaction, the latter because it is an electromagnetic process.

The photon carries away a total angular momentum, given by a quantum numberL,18

which must include the fact that the photon is a spin-1 vector meson. The minimum value
is L = 1. This is because a real photon has two possible polarization states corresponding,
for example, toLz = ±1. Thus in the transition there must be a change inLz of ±1 for
the emitting nucleus and this cannot happen ifL = 0. Hence, if the spins of the initial and
final nuclei states are denoted byJi andJ f respectively, the transitionJi = 0 → J f = 0 is
strictly forbidden. In general, the photons are said to have a multipolarityL and we refer to
‘multipole radiation’; transitions are called dipole (L = 1), quadrupole (L = 2), octupole
(L = 3) etc. Thus for example, M2 stands for magnetic quadrupole radiation. The allowed
values ofL are restricted by the conservation equation relating the photon total angular
momentumL and the spins of the initial and final nuclear states, i.e.

Ji = J f + L . (7.84)

Thus,L may lie in the range

Ji + J f ≥ L ≥
∣

∣Ji − J f

∣

∣ . (7.85)

It is also necessary to take account of parity. In classical physics, an electric dipoleqr is
formed by having two equal and opposite chargesq separated by a distancer . It therefore
has negative parity underr → −r . Similarly, a magnetic dipole is equivalent to a charge
circulating with velocityv to form a current loop of radiusr . The magnetic dipole is then
of the formqr × v, which does not changes sign under a parity inversion and thus has
positive parity. The general result, which we state without proof, is that electric multipole
radiation has parity (−1)L , whereas magnetic multipole radiation has parity (−1)L+1. We
thus are led to the selection rules forγ emission shown in Table 7.1.

18 As this is the total angular momentum, logically it would be better to employ the symbolJ. However asJ is invariably used
for the nuclear spin,L will be used in what follows.
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Table 7.1 Selection rules forγ emission.

Multipolarity Dipole Quadrupole Octupole

Type of radiation E1 M1 E2 M2 E3 M3
L 1 1 2 2 3 3
�P Yes No No Yes Yes No

Using this table we can determine which radiation types are allowed for any specific
transition. Some examples are shown in Table 7.2.

Although transitionsJi = 0 → J f = 0are forbidden if the photon is a real particle, such
transitions could occur if avirtual photon is involved, provided parity does not change.
The reason for this is that a virtual photon does not have the restriction on its states of
polarization that a real photon does. In practice, the energy of the virtual photon can be
transferred to an orbital atomic electron that can thereby be ejected. This is the process
of internal conversion. There is another possibility whereby the virtual photon can create
an internale+e− pair. This is referred to asinternal pair production.We will only discuss
gamma radiation.

7.8.2 Transition Rates

In semi-classical radiation theory, the transition probability per unit time, i.e. the emission
rate, is given by19

T E,M
fi (L) =

1

4πε0

8π (L + 1)

L[(2L + 1)!!]2

1

h̄

(

Eγ

h̄c

)2L+1

BE,M
fi (L), (7.86)

where Eγ is the photon energy,E and M refer to electric and magnetic radiation, and
for odd-n, n!! ≡ n(n − 2)(n − 4) . . . 3.1. The functionBE,M

fi (L) is the so-calledreduced
transition probabilityand contains all the nuclear information. It is essentially the square
of the matrix element of the appropriate operator causing the transition and producing
photons with multipolarityL, taken between the initial and final nuclear wave functions.

Table 7.2 Examples of nuclear electromagnetic transitions.

J Pi
i J

Pf
f �P L Allowed transitions

0+ 0+ No – None
1
2

+ 1
2

−
Yes 1 E1

1+ 0+ No 1 M1
2+ 0+ No 2 E2
3
2

− 1
2

+
Yes 1, 2 E1, M2

2+ 1+ No 1, 2, 3 M1, E2, M3
3
2

− 5
2

+
Yes 1, 2, 3, 4 E1, M2, E3, M4

19 See, for example, Chapter 16 of Jackson (1975).
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For electric transitions,B is measured in units ofe2 fm2L and for magnetic transitions in
units of (µN/c)2fm2L−2 whereµN is the nuclear magneton.

To go further requires knowledge of the nuclear wave functions. An approximation due
to Weisskopf is based on the single-particle shell model. This approach assumes that the
radiation results from the transition of a single proton from an initial orbital state of the
shell model to a final state of zero angular momentum. In this model the general formulas
reduce to

BE(L) =
e2

4π

(

3RL

L + 3

)2

for electric radiation (7.87a)

and

BM (L) = 10

(

h̄c

mpc2R

)2

BE(L) for magnetic radiation, (7.87b)

whereR is the nuclear radius andmp is the mass of the proton. Finally, from the work in
Chapter 2 on nuclear sizes, we can substitutingR = R0 A1/3, with R0 = 1.21 fm, to give:

BE(L) =
e2

4π

(

3

L + 3

)2

(R0)2L A2L/3 (7.88a)

and

BM (L) =
10

π

(

ēhc

2mpc2

)2 (

3

L + 3

)2

(R0)2L−2A(2L−2)/3. (7.88b)

Figure 7.13 shows an example of the transition ratesT E,M calculated from (7.86) using the
approximations (7.88). Although these are only approximate predictions, they do confirm
what is observed experimentally: that for a given transition there is a very substantial
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Figure 7.13 Transition rates using single-particle shell model formulas of Weisskopf as a function
of photon energy for a nucleus of mass numberA = 60.
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decrease in decay rates with increasingL; and electric transitions have decay rates about
two orders of magnitude larger than the corresponding magnetic transitions.

Finally, it is often useful to have simple formulas forradiative widthsŴγ . These follow
from (7.86), (7.87) and (7.88) and for the lowest multipole transitions may be written

Ŵγ (E1) = 0.068E3
γ A2/3; Ŵγ (M1) = 0.021E3

γ ; Ŵγ (E2) = (4.9 × 10−8)E5
γ A4/3,

(7.89)
whereŴγ is measured in eV, the transition energyEγ is measured in MeV andA is the mass
number of the nucleus. These formulas are based on the single-particle approximation and
in practice collective effects often give values that are much greater than those predicted
by (7.89).

Problems

7.1 Assume that in the shell model the nucleon energy levels are ordered as shown in
Figure 7.4. Write down the shell model configuration of the nucleus7

3Li and hence
find its spin, parity and magnetic moment (in nuclear magnetons). Give the two
most likely configurations for the first excited state, assuming that only protons are
excited.

7.2 A certain odd-parity shell-model state can hold up to a maximum of 16 nucleons,
what are its values ofj andl?

7.3 The ground state of the radioisotope17
9F has spin-parityj P = 5

2

+
and the first excited

state hasj P = 1
2

−
. By reference to Figure 7.4, suggest two possible configurations

for the latter state.

7.4 What are the configurations of the ground states of the nuclei93
41Nb and33

16S and what
values are predicted in the single-particle shell model for their spins, parities and
magnetic dipole moments?

7.5 Show explicitly that a uniformly charged ellipsoid at rest with total chargeZ e and
semi-axes defined in Figure 2.17, has a quadrupole momentQ = 2

5 Z(a2 − b2).

7.6 The ground state of the nucleus165
67Ho has an electric quadrupole momentQ ≈ 3.5b.

If this is due the fact that the nucleus is a deformed ellipsoid, use the result of Question
7.5 to estimate the sizes of its semi-major and semi-minor axes.

7.7 The decay244
98Cf (0+) → 240

96Cm (0+) + α has a Q–value of 7.329 MeV and a
half-life of 19.4 mins. If the frequency and probability of forming alpha parti-
cles (see Equation (7.53)) for this decay are the same as those for the decay
228
90Th (0+) → 224

88Ra (0+) + α, estimate the half-life for theα–decay of228
90Th, given

that itsQ–value is 5.520 MeV.

7.8 The hadrons �0 and �0 can both decay via photon emission:
�0(1193)→ �(1116)+ γ (branching ratio ∼ 100%); �0(1232)→ n + γ

(branching ratio 0.56%). If the lifetime of the�0 is 0.6 × 10−23s, estimate the
lifetime of the�0.

7.9 The reaction34S(p, n)34Cl has a threshold proton laboratory energy of 6.45 MeV.
Calculate non-relativistically the upper limit of the positron energy in theβ–decay
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of 34Cl, given that the mass difference between the neutron and the hydrogen atom is
0.78 MeV.

7.10 To determine the mass of the electron neutrino from the beta decay of tritium requires
measurements of the electron energy spectrum very close to the end-point, where
there is a paucity of events. (See Figure 7.12.) Obtain a rough estimate of the fraction
of electrons with kinetic energies within 5 eV of the endpoint by ignoring the Fermi
screening factor and approximating the spectrum as a function of kinetic energyT by
dω/dT = T1/2(T0 − T)2, whereT0 is the endpoint. You may assume the integral

a
∫

a−ε

x1/2(a − x)2 dx ≈ 1
3a1/2ε3, ε ≪ a.

7.11 Use the approximation given in Problem 7.10 for the kinetic energy spectra of
β–decays with very low-energy end-pointsT0 to show that in these cases the mean
kinetic energy is1

3T0.

7.12 The ground state of73
35Br has J P = 1

2
−

and the first two excited states have

J P = 5
2

−
(26.92 keV) andJ P = 3

2
−

(178.1 keV). List the possibleγ –transitions be-

tween these levels and estimate the lifetime of the3
2

−
state.

7.13 Use the Weisskopf formulas (7.88) to calculate the radiative widthŴγ (E3) expressed
in a form analogous to (7.89).
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8
Applications of Nuclear Physics

Nuclear physics impinges on our everyday lives1 in a way that particle physics does
not, at least not yet. It is appropriate therefore to discuss some of these applications. For
reasons of space, we will consider just three important areas: fission, fusion and biomedical
applications, concentrating in the latter on diagnostic imaging and the therapeutic uses of
radiation.

8.1 Fission

Fission was discussed in Chapter 2 in the context of the semi-empirical mass formula and
among other things we showed that spontaneous fission only occurs for very heavy nuclei.
In this section, we firstly extend that discussion to include induced fission and the idea of
chain reactions, and then show how the latter can be used to provide controlled production
of energy. (The explosive production of energy is discussed in Section 8.3.)

8.1.1 Induced Fission and Chain Reactions

8.1.1.1 Induced Fission and Fissile Materials

In Chapter 2 we saw that for a nucleus withA ≈ 240, the Coulomb barrier, which inhibits
spontaneous fission, is between 5 and 6 MeV. If a neutron with zero kinetic energy enters
a nucleus to form a compound nucleus, the latter will have an excitation energy above its
ground state equal to the neutron’s binding energy in that state. For example, a zero-energy
neutron entering a nucleus of235U forms a state of236U with excitation energy of 6.5 MeV.
This energy is well above the fission barrier and the compound nucleus quickly undergoes
fission, with decay products similar to those found in the spontaneous decay of236U. To

1 This is literally true, because we shall see that the energy of the Sun has its origins in nuclear reactions.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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induce fission in238U on the other hand, requires a neutron with kinetic energy of at least
1.2 MeV. The binding energy of the last neutron in239U is only 4.8 MeV and an excitation
energy of this size is below the fission threshold of239U.

The difference in the binding energies of the last neutron in even-A and odd-A nuclei is
given by the pairing term in the semi-empirical mass formula. Examination of the value of
this term (see Equation (2.55)) leads to the explanation of why the odd-A nuclei

233
92U, 235

92U, 239
94Pu, 241

94Pu (8.1)

are ‘fissile’, i.e. fission may be induced by even zero-energy neutrons, whereas the even-A
(even-Z/even-N) nuclei

232
90Th, 238

92U, 240
94Pu, 242

94Pu (8.2)

require an energetic neutron to induce fission. In what follows, we will focus on uranium,
since this element is the most commonly used fuel in nuclear fission reactors and is also
frequently used in fission weapons, to be discussed in Section 8.3.

Natural uranium consists of 99.3 %238U and only 0.7 %235U. The total and fission
cross-sections,σtot andσfission, respectively, for neutrons incident on235U and 238U are
shown in Figure 8.1.

The most important features of these figures are (cf. the discussion of nuclear reactions
in Section 2.9):

1. At energies below 0.1 eV,σtot for 235U is much larger than that for238U and the fission
fraction is large (∼84%). (The other 16 % is mainly radiative capture with the formation
of an excited state of236U, plus one or more photons.)

2. In the region between 0.1 eV and 1 keV, the cross-sections for both isotopes show
prominent peaks corresponding to neutron capture into resonances. The widths of these
states are∼0.1 eV and thus their lifetimes are of orderτ f ≈ h̄/Ŵ f ≈ 10−14 s. In the
case of235U these compound nuclei lead to fission, whereas in the case of238U, neutron
capture leads predominantly to radiative decay of the excited state.

3. Above 1 keV, the ratioσfission/σtot for 235U is still significant, although smaller than
at very low energies. In both isotopes,σtot is mainly due to contributions from elastic
scattering and inelastic excitation of the nucleus.

The fission fragments (which are not unique – several final states are possible) carry
away about 180 MeV per fission, which is about 80–85 % of the total energy released in
the primary fission reaction. The accompanying neutrons (referred to aspromptneutrons),
carry away only about 2.5 % of the energy. For235U, the number of prompt neutrons per
fission varies from 0 to 6 or more, with an averagen ≈ 2.5, the value depending a little on
the incident neutron energy. Their energy varies from 0.5 MeV to more than 4 MeV, with
an average of about 2 MeV.

In addition to the neutrons produced in the primary fission, the decay products will
themselves decay by chains ofβ decays and some of the resulting nuclei will themselves
give off further neutrons. Thisdelayedcomponent constitutes about 13 % of the energy
release in the fission of235U, about half of which is ‘lost’ through neutrino emission.
Although the mean delay is about 13 seconds, some components have very long lifetimes
and may not decay until many years later. This has no consequences for an explosive
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Figure 8.1 Total cross-sectionσtot and fission cross-sectionσfission as functions of energy for
neutrons incident on235U (upper figure) and238U (lower figure). (Adapted from Garber and Kinsey
(1976). Courtesy of Brookhaven National Laboratory).

release of energy. However, in a reactor, one consequence is that heat will still be produced
even after it has ceased to be used for power production, and another is that the delayed
component may be emitted after the fuel has been used and removed from the reactor,
leading to the biological hazard of radioactive waste. We will return to these points in later
sections of this chapter.2

8.1.1.2 Chain Reactions

The fact that in each fission reaction a large amount of energy is produced is of course
what is needed for power production. However, just as important is the fact that the fission

2 The production of power from nuclear reactors is discussed in Section 8.1.2, and the effect of radiation on living tissue in is
discussed in Section 8.4.1.
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decay products contain other neutrons. For example, we have said above that in the case
of fission of235U, on averagen = 2.5 neutrons are produced. Since neutrons can induce
fission, the potential exists for a sustained chain reaction, although a number of conditions
have to be fulfilled for this to happen in practice. If we define

k ≡
number of neutrons produced in the (n + 1) th stage of fission

number of neutrons produced in thenth stage of fission
, (8.3)

then fork = 1 the process is said to becritical and a sustained reaction can occur. This
is the ideal situation for the operation of a power plant based on nuclear fission. Ifk < 1,
the process is said to besubcriticaland the reaction will die out; ifk > 1, the process is
supercriticaland the energy will grow very rapidly, leading to an uncontrollable explosion,
i.e. a nuclear fission bomb. In practice, in a fission weaponk ≥ 2.

Again we will focus on uranium as the fissile material and consider the length and
time scales for a chain reaction to occur. Consider firstly the length scale. If we assume
that the uranium is a mixture of the two isotopes235U and238U with an average neutron
total cross-section ¯σtot, then the mean free path, i.e. the mean distance the neutron travels
between interactions (see Chapter 4), is given by

l̄ = 1/(ρnuclσ̄tot), (8.4)

whereρnucl = 4.8 × 1028 nuclei/m3 is the nuclei density of uranium metal. For example,
the average energy of a prompt neutron from fission is 2 MeV and at this energy we can
see from Figure 8.1 that ¯σtot ≈ 7 barns, so that̄l ≈ 3 cm. A 2 MeV neutron will travel this
distance in about 1.5 × 10−9 s.

Next we consider the time scale and for simplicity we will assume a sample of 100 %
235U. From Figure 8.1, we see that a neutron with energy of 2 MeV has a probability of
about 18 % to induce fission in an interaction with a235U nucleus. Otherwise it will scatter
and lose energy, so that the probability for a further interaction will be somewhat increased
(because the cross-section increases with decreasing energy). If the probability of inducing
fission in a collision isp, the probability that a neutron has induced fission aftern collisions
is p (1 − p)n−1 and the mean number of collisions to induce fission will be

n̄ =
∞

∑

n=1

np(1 − p)n−1 = p−1, (8.5)

provided the neutron does not escape outside the target. The value ofn̄ can be estimated
using the measured cross-sections and is about 6. Thus the neutron will move a linear (net)
distance of 3

√
6 cm≈ 7 cm in a timetp ≈ 10−8 s before inducing a further fission and

being replaced on average by 2.5 new neutrons with average energy of 2 MeV.3

3 The square root appears is because we are assuming that at each collision the direction changes randomly, i.e. the neutron
executes arandom walk. Thus if the distance travelled in theith collision isl i , the displacement vectord aftern collisions will
bed =

∑n
i=1 l i and the net distanced travelled will be given by

d2 =
n

∑

i=1

n
∑

j =1

(l i · l j ) = l 2
1 + l 2

2 + l 2
3 + · · · + l 2

n + 2(l1 · l2 + l1 · l3 + · · ·).

When the average is taken over several collisions, the scalar products will cancel because the direction of each step is random.
Finally, settingl i = l̄ , the mean distance travelled per collision, givesd = l̄

√
n.
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The above argument suggests that the critical mass of uranium235U that would be
necessary to produce a self-sustaining chain reaction is a sphere of radius about 7 cm.
However, not all neutrons will be available to induce fission. Some will escape from the
surface and some will undergo radiative capture. If the probability that a newly created
neutron induces fission isq, then each neutron will on average lead to the creation of
(nq − 1) additional neutrons in the timetp. If there areN(t) neutrons present at timet ,
then at timet + δt there will be

N(t + δt) = N(t) [1 + (nq − 1) (δt/tp)], (8.6)

neutrons and hence
N(t + δt) − N(t)

δt
=

N(t) (nq − 1)

tp
. (8.7)

In the limit asδt → 0, this gives

dN

dt
=

(nq − 1)

tp
N(t), (8.8)

and hence by integrating (8.8)

N(t) = N(0) exp[(nq − 1)t/tp]. (8.9)

Thus the number increases or decreases exponentially, depending on whethernq > 1
or nq < 1. For235U, the number increases ifq > 1/n ≈ 0.4 (recall thatn ≈ 2.5). Clearly
if the dimensions of the metal are substantially less than 7 cm,q will be small and the chain
reaction will die out exponentially. However, a sufficiently large mass brought together
at t = 0 will have q > 0.4. There will always be some neutrons present att = 0 arising
from spontaneous fission and sincetp ≈ 10−8 s, an explosion will occurin principle very
rapidly.4 For a simple sphere of235U the critical radius at whichnq = 1 is actually close
to 9 cm and the critical mass is about 52 kg. For239Pu, the critical mass is much smaller,
about 10 kg.

8.1.2 Fission Reactors

The production of power in a controlled way for peaceful use via fission is done in anuclear
fission reactor. There are several distinct types of reactor available. We will concentrate
on just one of these, thethermal reactor, which uses uranium as the fuel and low-energy
neutrons to establish a chain reaction. The discussion will concentrate on the principles of
operating such a reactor and not on practical details.

A schematic diagram of the main elements of a generic example of a thermal reactor is
shown in Figure 8.2. The most important part is the core, shown schematically in Figure 8.3.
This consists of fissile material (fuel elements), control rods and the moderator. The roles
of the control rods and the moderator will be explained presently. The most commonly used
fuel is uranium and many thermal reactors use natural uranium, even though it has only
0.7 % of235U. Because of this, a neutron is much more likely to interact with a nucleus
of 238U. However, a 2 MeV neutron from the primary fission has very little chance of

4 The practical difficulties of creating such an explosion are discussed in Section 8.3.1.
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Figure 8.2 Sketch of the main elements of a thermal reactor. The components are not to scale.
(After Lilley (2001). Copyright (2001) John Wiley & Sons, Inc., reprinted with permission).
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Figure 8.3 Sketch of the elements of the core of a reactor.
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inducing fission in a nucleus of238U. Instead it is much more likely to scatter inelastically,
leaving the nucleus in an excited state, and after a couple of such collisions the energy of
the neutron will be below the threshold of 1.2 MeV for inducing fission in238U. A neutron
with its energy so reduced will have to find a nucleus of235U if it is to induce fission, but its
chances of doing this are very small unless its energy has been reduced to very low energies
below 0.1 eV, where the cross-section is large (see Figure 8.1). Before that happens it is
likely to have been captured into one of the238U resonances with the emission of photons.
Thus, to sustain a chain reaction, either the fuel must be enriched with a greater fraction of
235U (2 %–3 % is common in some types of commercial reactor), or if natural uranium is
to be used, some method must be devised to overcome this problem.

This is where the moderator comes in. This surrounds the fuel elements and its volume
is much greater than that of the latter. Its main purpose is to slow down fast neutrons
produced in the fission process. Fast neutrons will escape from the fuel rods into the
moderator and are reduced to very low energies by elastic collisions. In this way the
absorption into resonances of238U is avoided. The moderator must therefore be a material
with a negligible cross-section for absorption and ideally should also be inexpensive. In
practice, heavy water (a form of water where the hydrogen atoms are replaced by atoms
of deuterium), or carbon (in the form of graphite), are the moderators of choice in many
thermal reactors using natural uranium. For enriched reactors, ordinary water may be used.

Consider now the stability of the chain reaction. This is where the control rods play their
part. They are usually made of cadmium, which has a very high absorption cross-section
for neutrons. By mechanically manipulating the control rods, i.e. by retracting or inserting
them, the number of neutrons available to induce fission can be regulated. This mechanism
is the key to maintaining a constantk value of unity and therefore a constant power output.
However, safe working of the reactor is not possible with prompt neutrons alone. To see
this, we return to (8.9) and setnq = k, so that

N(t) = N(0) exp[(k − 1)t/tp]. (8.10)

The value oftp is determined by the mean free path for neutron absorption and unlike the
case of pure235U we considered in Section 8.1.1, is given approximately bytp ∼ 10−3 s.
Thus, for example, if we takek = 1.001, i.e. an increase of only 0.1 %, the reactor flux
would increase bye60 ≈ 1026 in only one minute. Clearly a much smaller rate of increase
has to be achieved for safe manipulation of the control rods if a disaster is to be averted.
This is where the delayed neutrons play a crucial role.

In an explosive reaction, the delayed neutrons are of no consequence, because the
explosion will have taken place long before they would have been emitted, but in a power
reactor they are vital for reactor safety. Taking account of delayed neutrons, each fission
leads to [(n + δn)q − 1] additional neutrons, where we have definedδn as the number
of delayed neutrons per fission. In practiceδn ∼ 0.02. In the steady state operation, with
constant energy output, the neutron density must remain constant (i.e.k = 1 in Equation
(8.3)). Thus q must satisfy the criticality condition

(n + δn)q − 1 = 0. (8.11)

Equation (8.10) is now modified to have an additional term that depends on the mean time
τd of the delayed neutrons, which is about 13 s. Providedn(k − 1) ≪ δn, it is the latter
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term that dominates and (without proof) the modified form of (8.10) is given approximately
by

N(t) ≈ N(0) exp

{

n(k − 1)t

[δn − n(k − 1)]td

}

. (8.12)

Thus the time scale to manipulate the control rods is determined by that of the delayed
neutrons. For example, usingn = 2.5, δn = 0.02, k = 1.001 andtd = 13 s in (8.12) gives
an increase in reactor flux of about a factor 2 in one minute. Clearly, the precise increase
is sensitive to the parameters chosen, but factors of this size are manageable. The reactor
design therefore ensures thatnq − 1 < 0 always, so that the reactor can only become
critical in the presence of delayed neutrons.

This simple discussion has ignored many practical details that will modify the real
formulas used in reactor dynamics, such as the fact that the fuel and moderator are not
uniformly distributed throughout the core and that some of the fission products themselves
have appreciable cross-sections for neutron absorption and will therefore reduce the flux
of neutrons available to sustain the chain reaction.5

Returning to Figure 8.2, the core is surrounded by a coolant (often water), which removes
the heat generated in the core from the energy deposited by the fission fragments. A thick
concrete shield to prevent radiation leaks surrounds the entire setup. At startup, the value
of k is set slightly higher than unity and is kept at that value until the desired power output
is achieved and the operating temperature is reached, after which the value ofk is lowered
by adjusting the control rods. It is very important for safety reasons that dq/dT < 0, so
that an increase in temperatureT leads to a fall in reaction rate. The rest of the plant is
conventional engineering. Thus, the heated coolant gives up its heat in a heat exchanger
and is used to boil water and drive a steam turbine, which in turn produces electricity.

It is worth calculating the efficiency with which one can expect to produce energy in
a nuclear reactor. We can use the SEMF to calculate the energy released during fission,
by finding the binding energies of the two fission products and comparing their sum to
the binding energy of the decaying nucleus. For the fission of a single235U nucleus this
is ∼200 MeV or 3.2 × 10−11 joules. (As we have mentioned above, about 90 % of this
is in the form of ‘prompt’ energy.) We also know that 1 gram of any element contains
NA/A atoms, whereNA is Avogardo’s number. Thus one gram of235U has about 3× 1021

atoms and if fission were complete would yield a total energy of about 1011 joules, or
1 megawatt-day. This is about 3× 106 times greater than the yield obtained by burning
(chemical combustion) 1 gram of coal. In practice only about 1 % of the energy content
of natural uranium can be extracted (the overall efficiency is also greatly reduced by the
conventional engineering required to produce electricity via steam turbines), but this can
be significantly increased in another type of reactor, called afast breederdiscussed briefly
below.

We can also calculate the power output from an ideal thermal reactor for a given mass of
uranium. From Equation (1.57a) of Chapter 1, the reaction rate for fissionWf is given by

Wf = J Nσfission, (8.13)

5 More details of reaction dynamics are discussed in, for example, Section 10.3 of Lilley (2001). In Section 10.6 of this reference
there is also a discussion of several other types of commercial reactor.
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whereJ is the flux,N is the number of nuclei undergoing fission andσfission is the fission
cross-section. Consider, for example, a reactor containing 100 tonnes of natural uranium,
generating a neutron flux of 1013 cm−2 s−1 and with a fission cross-section for235U of 580 b
at the appropriate energy (see Figure 8.1). Since the fraction of235U in natural uranium is
0.72 %, the number of235U nuclei undergoing fission is given by

N =
100× 103 × 0.0072× NA

A
= 1.82× 1027, (8.14)

whereA = 238.03 is the mass number of natural uranium. The power generated is thus

P = Wf E, (8.15)

whereE = 200 MeV is the total energy released per fission (see above). Evaluating (8.15)
gives P ≈ 340 MW. In addition to causing fission, neutrons will be absorbed by235U
without causing fission. If the total absorption cross-sectionσa is 680 b, then the number of
235U nuclei that will be consumed per second will beN Jσa, i.e. 1.24× 1019 s−1. Since we
started with 1.82× 1027 nuclei, the fuel will be used at the rate of about 1.8 % per month.

We turn now to the fast breeder reactor mentioned above. In this reactor there is no
large volume of moderator and no large density of thermal neutrons is established. In
such a reactor, the proportion of fissile material is increased to about 20 % and fast
neutrons are used to induce fission. The fuel used is239Pu rather than235U, the plutonium
being obtained by chemical separation from the spent fuel rods of a thermal reactor. This is
possible because some238U nuclei in the latter will have captured neutrons to produce239U,
which subsequently decays via a chain ofβ–decays to plutonium. The whole sequence is:

n + 238U → 239U (23 mins)→ 239Np (2.4 days)→ 239Pu (2.4 × 104 yrs). (8.16)

The mean number of neutrons produced in the fission of239Pu is 2.96, so this nucleus is
very suitable for use in a fast reactor. In practice, the core is a mixture of 20 %239Pu and
80 % 238U surrounded by a blanket of more238U, where more plutonium is made. The
238U obtained from spent fuel rods in thermal reactors is calleddepleteduranium. Such
a reactor can produce more fissile239Pu than it consumes, hence the name ‘breeder’. In
principle such a reactor can consume all the energy content of natural uranium, rather than
the 1 % used in thermal reactors, although in practice there are limits to its efficiency.

Whatever type of reactor is used, a major problem is the generation of radioactive waste,
including transuranic elements and long-lived fission fragments, which in some cases may
have to be stored safely for hundreds of years.6 Much effort has been expended on this
problem, but a totally satisfactory solution is still not available. Short-lived waste with
low activity (for example, consumables such as protective clothing) is simply buried in the
ground. One idea for long-lived waste with high activity is to ‘glassify’ it into stable forms
that can be stored underground without risk of spillage, leakage into the water table etc.

A particularly ingenious idea is to ‘neutralize’ long-lived fission fragments by using the
resonance capture of neutrons to convert them to short-lived, or even stable, nuclei. For
example,99Tc (technetium), which concentrates in several organs of the body and also
in the blood, has a very long half-life. However, it has a large resonant cross-section for

6 In principle, there would be no such problem with fast breeder reactors, but in practice the ideal is not realized.
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neutron capture to a stable isotope100Ru (ruthenium) and in principle this reaction could
be used to render99Tc harmless. Needless to say, the problems to be overcome are far
from trivial. Firstly, the amount of radioactive waste is very large, so one problem is to
find a source of neutrons capable of handling it. (Reactors themselves are about the only
practical source!) Secondly, the neutron energy has to be matched to the particular waste
material, which therefore would have to be separated and prepared before being bombarded
by the neutrons. All this would take energy and would increase the overall cost of energy
production by nuclear power, which is already more expensive than conventional burning
of fossil fuels. Nevertheless, there is considerable interest in the principle of this method
and proposals have been made to exploit it without the attendant drawbacks above. We
will return to this in Section 9.7, where we discuss it as one of the outstanding problems in
applied nuclear physics. However, until such time as this, or some other, method is realized
in practice, the safe long-term disposal of radioactive waste remains a serious unsolved
problem.

8.2 Fusion

We have seen that the plot of binding energy per nucleon (Figure 2.8) has a maximum at
A ≈ 56 and slowly decreases for heavier nuclei. For lighter nuclei, the decrease is much
quicker, so that with the exception of magic nuclei, lighter nuclei are less tightly bound
than medium size nuclei. Thus, in principle, energy could be produced by two light nuclei
fusing to produce a heavier and more tightly bound nucleus – the inverse process to fission.
Just as for fission, the energy released comes from the difference in the binding energies
of the initial and final states. This process is callednuclear fusionand is very attractive as
a potential source of power, because of the far greater abundance of stable light nuclei in
nature than very heavy nuclei. Thus fusion offers enormous potential for power generation,
if the huge practical problems could be overcome.

8.2.1 Coulomb Barrier

The practical problem to obtaining fusion, whether in power production or more generally,
has its origin in the Coulomb repulsion, which inhibits two nuclei getting close enough
together to fuse. This is given by the Coulomb potential

VC =
Z Z′e2

4πε0(R + R′)
, (8.17)

whereZ andZ′ are the atomic numbers of the two nuclei andR andR′ are their effective
radii. The quantity (R + R′) is therefore classically the distance of closest approach.
Recalling, from the work on nuclear structure in Chapter 2, that for medium and heavy
nuclei R = 1.2A1/3 fm, we have

VC =
(

e2

4πε0h̄c

)

h̄c Z Z′

1.2
[

A1/3 + (A′)1/3
]

fm
= 1.198

Z Z′

A1/3 + (A′)1/3
MeV. (8.18)
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If, for illustration, we setA ≈ A′ ≈ 2Z ≈ 2Z′, then

VC ≈ 0.15A5/3 MeV. (8.19)

Thus, for example, withA ≈ 8, VC ≈ 4.8 MeV and this energy has to be supplied to
overcome the Coulomb barrier.

This is a relatively small amount of energy to supply and it might be thought that it could
be achieved by simply colliding two accelerated beams of light nuclei, but in practice nearly
all the particles would be elastically scattered. The only practical way is to heat a confined
mixture of the nuclei to supply enough thermal energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier.
The temperature necessary may be estimated from the relationE = kT, wherek = kB

andkB is Boltzmann’s constant. For an energy of 4.8 Mev, this implies a temperature of
5.6 × 1010 K. This is well above even the typical temperature of 108 K found in stellar
interiors.7 It is also the major hurdle to be overcome in achieving a controlled fusion
reaction in a reactor, as we shall see later.

Fusion actually occurs at a lower temperature than this estimate due to a combination
of two reasons. The first and most important is the phenomenon of quantum tunnelling,
which means that the full height of the Coulomb barrier does not have to be overcome.
In Section 7.6 we discussed a similar problem in the context ofα decay, and we can
draw on that analysis here. The probability of barrier penetration depends on a number of
factors, but the most important is the Gamow factor, which is a function of the relative
velocities and the charges of the reaction products. In particular, the probability is propor-
tional to exp[−G(E)], whereG(E) is a generalization of the Gamow factor of Equation
(7.48). This may be written asG =

√
EG/E, where, again generalizing the equations in

Chapter 7,

EG = 2mc2(παZ1Z2)2. (8.20)

Here,m is the reduced mass of the two fusing nuclei and they have electric chargesZ1e
andZ2e. Thus the probability of barrier penetration increases asE increases. Nevertheless,
the probability of fusion is still extremely small. For example, if we consider the fusion of
two protons (which we will see below is an important ingredient of the reactions that power
the Sun), at a typical stellar temperature of 107 K, we find EG ≈ 490 keV andE ≈ 1 keV.
Hence the probability of fusion is proportional to exp[−(EG/E)1/2] ≈ exp(−22) ≈ 10−9.6

which is a very large suppression factor and so the actual fusion rate is still extremely slow.
The other reason that fusion occurs at a lower temperature than expected is that a col-

lection of nuclei at a given mean temperature, whether in stars or elsewhere, will have
a Maxwellian distribution of energies about the mean and so there will be some with
energies substantially higher than the mean energy. Nevertheless, even a stellar temper-
ature of 108 K corresponds to an energy of only about 10 keV, so the fraction of nuclei
with energies of order 1 MeV in such a star would only be of order exp(−E/kT) ∼
exp(−100)∼ 10−43, a minute amount. We now examine the interplay of these two
factors.

7 Because of this, many scientists refused to accept that fusion occurred in stars when the suggestion was made by Eddington.
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8.2.2 Fusion Reaction Rates

We have discussed in Section 8.2.1 how quantum tunnelling and the Maxwellian distri-
bution of energies combine to enable fusion to occur at a lower temperature than might
at first be expected. The product of the increasing barrier penetration factor with energy
and the Maxwellian decreasing exponential means that in practice fusion takes place over
a rather narrow range of energies. To see this we will consider the fusion between two
types of nuclei,a andb, having number densitiesna andnb (i.e. the number of particles
per unit volume) and at a temperatureT . We assume that the temperature is high enough
so that the nuclei form a plasma, i.e. is fully ionized, with uniform values of number
densities and temperature. We also assume that the velocities of the two nuclei are given
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, so that the probability of having two nuclei with
a relative speedυ in the rangeυ to υ + dυ is

P(υ) dυ =
(

2

π

)1/2
( m

kT

)3/2
exp

(

−mυ2

2kT

)

υ2 dυ, (8.21)

wherem is the reduced mass of the pair. The fusion reaction rate per unit volume is then

Rab = nanb〈σabυ〉, (8.22)

whereσab is the fusion cross-section8 and the brackets denote an average, i.e.

〈σabυ〉 ≡
∞

∫

0

σabυ P(υ) dυ. (8.23)

The fusion cross-section may be written

σab(E) =
S(E)

E
exp

[

−
(

EG

E

)1/2
]

, (8.24)

where the exponential follows from the previous discussion of quantum tunnelling and
S(E) contains the details of the nuclear physics. The term 1/E is conveniently factored
out because many nuclear cross-sections have this behaviour at low energies. Using (8.21)
and (8.24) in (8.23) gives, from (8.22):

Rab = nanb

(

8

πm

)1/2 (

1

kT

)3/2
∞

∫

0

S(E) exp

[

−
E

kT
−

(

EG

E

)1/2
]

dE. (8.25)

Because the factor 1/E has been taken out of the expression forσ (E), the quantityS(E)
is slowing varying and the behaviour of the integrand is dominated by the behaviour of the
exponential term. The falling exponential of the Maxwellian energy distribution combines
with the rising exponential of the quantum tunnelling effect to produce a maximum in the
integrand atE = E0 where

E0 =
[

1
4 EG(kT)2

]1/3
(8.26)

8 The productnanb is the number of pairs of nuclei that can fuse. If the two nuclei are of the same type, withna = nb = n, then
the product must be replaced by1

2 n(n − 1) ≈ 1
2 n2, because in quantum theory such nuclei are indistinguishable.
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Figure 8.4 The right-hand dashed curve is proportional to the barrier penetration factor and the
left-hand dashed curve is proportional to the Maxwell distribution. The solid curve is the combined
effect and is proportional to the overall probability of fusion with a peak atE0 and a width of�E0.

and fusion takes place over a relatively narrow range of energiesE0 ± �E0 where

�E0 =
4

31/221/3
E1/6

G (kT)5/6. (8.27)

The importance of the temperature and the Gamow energyEG = 2mc2(παZa Zb)2 is clear.
A schematic illustration of the interplay between these two effects is shown in Figure 8.4.

As a real example, consider the fusion of two protons at a temperature of 2× 107 K. We
have EG = 493 keV andkT = 1.7 keV, so that fusion is most likely atE0 = 7.2 keV
and the half-width of the distribution is�E0/2 = 4.1 keV. The resulting function
exp[−E/kT − (EG/E)1/2] is shown in Figure 8.5.

In the approximation where we takeS(E) as a constantS(E0), the integral in (8.25) may
be done and gives

〈σabυ〉 ≈
8

9
S(E0)

(

2

3mEG

)1/2

τ 2 exp(−τ ), (8.28)

whereτ = 3
(

1
2

)2/3
(EG/kT)1/3. If we take the masses to beAa,b in atomic mass units we

can use this result to evaluate (8.25), using the expression (8.20) forEG, to give

Rab =
7.21× 10−22

Za Zb
nanb

(Aa + Ab)

Aa Ab

(

S(E0)

1 MeV b

)

τ 2 exp(−τ ) m3 s−1, (8.29)

with

τ = 18.8(Za Zb)2/3

(

Aa Ab

Aa + Ab

)1/3 (

1 keV

kT

)1/3

. (8.30)
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Figure 8.5 The exponential part of the integrand in Equation (8.25) for the case ofpp fusion at a
temperature of 2× 107 K.

The rate depends very strongly on both the temperature and the nuclear species because of
the factorτ 2 exp (−τ ). This is illustrated in Figure 8.6 forp-p and p−12C fusion, both of
which are important reactions in stellar processes, as we shall now see.

8.2.3 Stellar Fusion

The energy of the Sun comes from nuclear fusion reactions, foremost of which is the so-
calledproton-proton cycle. This has more than one branch, but one of these, the PPI cycle,

Figure 8.6 The functionτ 2 exp(−τ ) of Equation (8.30) for thep-pand p−12C fusion reactions.
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is dominant. This starts with the fusion of hydrogen nuclei to produce nuclei of deuterium:

1
1H + 1

1H → 2
1H + e+ + νe + 0.42 MeV. (8.31)

The deuterium then fuses with more hydrogen to produce3
2He:

1
1H + 2

1H → 3
2He+ γ + 5.49 MeV (8.32)

and finally, two3
2He nuclei fuse to form4

2He:

3
2He+ 3

2He → 4
2He+ 2

(

1
1H

)

+ 12.86 MeV. (8.33)

The relatively large energy release in the last reaction is because4
2He is a doubly magic

nucleus and so is very tightly bound. The first of these reactions, being a weak interaction,
proceeds at an extremely slow rate, and sets the scale for the long lifetime of the Sun.
Combining these equations, we have overall

4
(1

1H
)

→ 4
2He+ 2e+ + 2νe + 2γ + 24.68 MeV. (8.34)

Because the temperature of the Sun is∼107 K, all its material is fully ionized, i.e. is
a plasma. The positrons produced above will annihilate with electrons in the plasma to
release a further 1.02 MeV of energy per positron and so the total energy released is 26.72
MeV. However of this, each neutrino will carry off 0.26 MeV on average, which is lost into
space.9 Thus on average, 6.55 MeV of electromagnetic energy is radiated from the Sun for
every proton consumed in the PPI chain.

The PPI chain is not the only fusion cycle contributing to the energy output of the Sun, but
it is the most important. Another interesting cycle is the carbon, or CNO chain. Although
this contributes only about 3 % of the Sun’s energy output, it plays an important role in the
evolution of other stellar objects. In the presence of any of the nuclei12

6C, 13
6C, 14

7N or 15
7N,

hydrogen will catalyse burning via the reactions

12
6C + 1

1H → 13
7N + γ + 1.95 MeV

|→13
6C + e+ + νe + 1.20 MeV, (8.35)

13
6C + 1

1H → 14
7N + γ + 7.55 MeV, (8.36)

14
7N + 1

1H → 15
8O + γ + 7.34 MeV

|→15
7N + e+ + νe + 1.68 MeV (8.37)

and

15
7N + 1

1H → 12
6C + 4

2He+ 4.96 MeV. (8.38)

Thus overall in the CNO cycle we have

4
(1

1H
)

→ 4
2He+ 2e+ + 2νe + 3γ + 24.68 MeV. (8.39)

These and other fusion chains all produce electron neutrinos as final state products and
using detailed models of the Sun, the flux of such neutrinos at the surface of the Earth can
be predicted.10 However, the actual count rate is far lower than the theoretical expectation.

9 These are the main contributors to the neutrino flux observed at the surface of Earth that was discussed in Chapter 3.
10 The expectations are based on the detailed model of the Sun known as the standard solar model that we met in Chapter 3.
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This is the solar neutrino problem that we met in Section 3.1.5. The solution to this problem
lies in the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations, where someνe are converted to neutrinos
of other flavours in their passage from the Sun to Earth. We saw in Section 3.1.4 that this
is only possible if neutrinos have mass, so a definitive measurement of neutrino masses
would be an important piece of evidence to complete the detailed solution of the solar
neutrino problem.

The process whereby heavier elements (including the12C required in the CNO cycle)
are produced by fusion of lighter ones can continue beyond the reactions above.11 For
example, when the hydrogen content is depleted, at high temperatures helium nuclei can
fuse to form an equilibrium mixture with8Be via the reaction

4
2He+ 4

2He ⇋
8
4Be (8.40)

and the presence of8Be allows the rare reaction

4
2He+ 8

4Be → 12
6C∗ (8.41)

to occur, where C∗ is an excited state of carbon. A very small fraction of the latter will
decay to the ground state, so that overall we have12

3
(

4
2He

)

→ 12
6C + 7.27 MeV. (8.42)

The presence of12
6C enables another series of fusion reactions to occur, in addition to the

CNO cycle. Thus16
8O can be produced via the reaction

4
2He+ 12

6C → 16
8O + γ (8.43)

and the production of neon, sodium and magnesium are possible via the reactions

12
6C + 12

6C → 20
10Ne+ 4

2He, 23
11Na+ p, 23

12Mg + n. (8.44)

Fusion processes continue to synthesize heavier elements until the core of the stellar object
is composed mainly of nuclei withA ≈ 56, i.e. the peak of the binding energy per nucleon
curve. Heavier nuclei are produced in supernova explosions, but this is properly the subject
of astrophysics and we will not pursue it further here, although we will return to it briefly
in Chapter 9.

8.2.4 Fusion Reactors

There is currently an international large-scale effort to achieve controlled fusion in the
laboratory, with the eventual aim of producing controlled power. For this, thep-p reactions
are far too slow to be useful. (See Figure 8.6.) However, the Coulomb barrier for the
deuteron2

1H is the same as for the proton and the exothermic reactions

2
1H + 2

1H → 3
2He+ n + 3.27 MeV (8.45a)

11 William Fowler shared the 1983 Nobel Prize in Physics for his studies of nuclear reactions of importance in the formation of
chemical elements in stars.
12 The occurrence of this crucial reaction depends critically on the existence of a particular excited state of12C. For a discussion
of this and the details of the other reactions mentioned below, see for example, Section 4.3 of Phillips (1994). Experiments in
2005 found evidence for other nearby excited states that change the accepted energy dependence (or equivalently the temperature
dependence) of this reaction that could have implications for theories of stellar evolution.
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Figure 8.7 Values of the quantity〈συ〉 for thed-t reaction (8.45) and the combinedd-d reactions
(8.44). (Adapted from Keefe (1982). Copyright Annual Reviews, reprinted with permission).

and

2
1H + 2

1H → 3
1H + p + 4.03 MeV (8.45b)

suggest deuterium might be a suitable fuel for a fusion reactor. Deuterium is present in
huge quantities in seawater and is easy to separate at low cost.

An even better reaction in terms of energy output is deuterium-tritium fusion:

2
1H + 3

1H → 4
2He+ n + 17.62 MeV. (8.46)

The values of〈συ〉 for the d-t reaction (8.46) and the combinedd-d reactions (8.45)
are shown in Figure 8.7. It can be seen that the deuterium-tritium (d-t) reaction has the
advantage over the deuterium-deuterium (d-d) reaction of a much higher cross-section. The
heat of the reaction is also greater. The principal disadvantage is that tritium does not occur
naturally (it has a mean life of only 17.7 years) and is expensive to manufacture, which
increases the overall cost. From Figure 8.7 it can be seen that the rate for thedt reaction
peaks at aboutE = kT = 30–40 keV and a working energy where the cross-section is still
considered reasonable is about 20 keV, i.e. 3× 108 K.

The effective energy produced by the fusion process will be reduced by the heat radiated
by the hot plasma. The mechanism for this is predominantly electron bremmstrahlung.
The power loss per unit volume due to this process is proportional toT1/2Z2, whereZ is
the atomic number of the ionized atoms. Thus for a plasma with given constituents and
at a fixed ion density, there will be a minimum temperature below which the radiation
losses will exceed the power produced by fusion. For example, for thed-t reaction with
an ion density 1021 m−3, kTmin ≈ 4 keV. It would be ten times larger for thed-d reaction
of (8.45) because of the form of〈συ〉 (see Figure 8.7), which is another reason for using
thed-t reaction. In practice the situation is worse than this because most of the neutrons
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in (8.46) will escape, so even at the theoretical ‘break-even’ temperature, external energy
would have to be supplied to sustain the fusion process. Only when the energy deposited
in the plasma by the alpha particles exceeds the radiation losses would the reaction be
self-sustaining. This is referred to as the ‘ignition point’.

A numerical expression that embodies these ideas is theLawson criterion, which provides
a measure of how close to practicality is a particular reactor design. We will assume ad-t
reaction. To achieve a temperatureT in a deuterium-tritium plasma, there has to be an
input of energy 4nd(3kT/2) per unit volume. Herend is the number density of deuterium
ions and the factor of 4 is becausend is equal to the number density of tritium ions and the
electron density is twice this, giving 4nd particles per unit volume. The reaction rate in the
plasma isn2

d〈σdtυ〉. If the plasma is confined for timetc, then per unit volume of plasma,

L ≡
energy output

energy input
=

nd〈σdtυ〉tcQ

6kT
, (8.47)

whereQ is the energy released in the fusion reaction. For a useful device,L > 1. For ex-
ample, If we assumekT = 20 keV and use the experimental value〈σdtυ〉 ≈ 10−22 m3 s−1,
then the Lawson criterion may be written

nd tc > 7 × 1019 m−3 s. (8.48)

Thus either a very high particle density or a long confinement time, or both, is required.
At the temperatures required for fusion, any material container will vapourize and so the

central problem is how to contain the plasma for sufficiently long times for the reaction
to take place. The two main methods aremagnetic confinementandinertial confinement.
Both techniques present enormous technical challenges. In practice, most work has been
done on magnetic confinement and so this method will be discussed in more detail than
the inertial confinement method.

In magnetic confinement, the plasma is confined by magnetic fields and heated by
electromagnetic fields. Firstly we recall the behaviour of a particle of chargeq in a uniform
magnetic fieldB, taking the two extreme cases where the velocityv of the particle is (a)
at right angles toB and (b) parallel toB. In case (a) the particle traverses a circular orbit
of fixed radius (compare the principle of the cyclotron discussed in Chapter 4) and in case
(b) the path is a helix of fixed pitch along the direction of the field (compare the motion of
electrons in a time projection chamber, also discussed in Chapter 4). Two techniques have
been proposed to stop particle losses: magnetic ‘mirrors’ and a geometry that would ensure
a stable indefinite circulation. In the former, it is arranged that the field is greater at the
boundaries of a region than in its interior. Then as the particle approaches the boundary,
the force it experiences will develop a component that points into the interior where the
field is weaker. Thus the particle is trapped and will oscillate between the interior and the
boundaries.13 However, most practical work has been done on case (b) and for that reason
we will restrict our discussion to this technique.

The simplest configuration is a toroidal field produced by passing a current through a
doughnut-shaped solenoid. In principle, charged particles in such a field would circulate
endlessly, following helical paths along the direction of the magnetic field. In practice the

13 The Van Allen radiation belts that occur at high altitudes consist of charged particles from space that have become trapped by
a magnetic mirror mechanism because the Earth’s magnetic field is stronger at the poles than at the equator.
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field would be weaker at the outer radius of the torus and the non-uniformity of the field
would produce instabilities in the orbits of some particles and hence lead to particle loss. To
prevent this a second field is added called a poloidal field. This produces a current around
the axis of the torus and under the combined effect of both fields charged particles in the
plasma execute helical orbits about the mean axis of the torus. Most practical realizations
of these ideas are devices calledtokamaks, in which the poloidal field is generated along
the axis of the torus through the plasma itself.

One of the largest tokamaks in existence is the Joint European Torus (JET), which is a
European collaboration and sited at the Culham Laboratory in Berkshire, UK. A schematic
view of the arrangement of the fields in JET is shown in the upper diagram of Figure 8.8.
(The scale of the actual device is indicated by the figure shown in the lower diagram.) This
shows the external coils that generate the main toroidal field. The poloidal field is generated
by transformer action on the plasma. The primary windings of the transformer are shown
with the plasma itself forming the single-turn secondary winding. The current induced
in the plasma not only generates the poloidal field, but also supplies several megawatts
of resistive heating to the plasma. However, even this is insufficient to ensure a sufficient
temperature for fusion and additional energy is input via other means, including r.f. sources.

In the inertial confinement method, small pellets of the deuterium-tritium ‘fuel’ mixture
are bombarded with intense energy from several directions simultaneously, which might
for example be supplied by pulsed lasers. As material is ejected from the surface, other
material interior to the surface is imploded, compressing the core of the pellet to densities
and temperatures where fusion can take place. The laser pulses are extremely short, typically
10−7 − 10−9 s, which is many orders of magnitude shorter than the times associated with
the pulsed poloidal current in a tokamak (which could be as long as a second), but this is
compensated for by much higher plasma densities.

Considerable progress has been made towards the gaol of reaching the ignition point.
However, although appropriate values ofnd, tc, andT have been obtained separately,
to date no device has yet succeeded in achieving the Lawson criterion. Tokamaks have
reached the break-even point, but the best value of the Lawson ratio that has been achieved
is still below the ignition point. Much work remains to be done on this important problem
and in recognition of this at least one major new tokamak machine has been approved as
a global collaboration. Even when the ignition point is achieved, experience with fission
power reactors suggests that it will probably take decades of further technical development
before fusion power becomes a practical reality. Developments in this area are briefly
discussed in Section 9.7.

8.3 Nuclear Weapons

When nuclear reactions are used to produce power in a controlled way there is a clear
distinction between fission and fusion processes. However, in the case of explosive power
production, i.e. bombs, the distinction is not always so clear and some weapons use both
fission and fusion in the same device. It is therefore appropriate to separate the discussion
of nuclear weapons from the use of nuclear reactions for peaceful purposes.14

14 Some of the material in this section is based on Sublette (1999), with permission. Our discussion is qualitative and more details
may be found in this reference.
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Figure 8.8 Schematic diagrams showing: (a) the main magnetic field components of the JET
tokamak; (b) how these elements are incorporated into the JET device. (Courtesy of EFDA–JET).
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8.3.1 Fission Devices

Despite the simple analysis in Section 8.1.1, it is not easy to make a nuclear bomb! A major
problem is that the thermal energy released as the assembly becomes critical will produce
an outward pressure that is sufficient to blow apart the fissile material before criticality
is achieved, unless special steps are taken to prevent this. Even before the chain reaction
occurs, there are problems to be overcome, which can be summarized as follows:

(a) keeping the fissile materials subcritical before detonation;
(b) bringing the material into a supercritical state while keeping it relatively free of neu-

trons;
(c) introducing neutrons to the critical mass at the optimum time;
(d) keeping the fissile material together until a substantial fraction of the mass has fissioned.

Problems (a) and (b) are complicated by the fact that there will always be neutrons present
from spontaneous fission of the fissile material. If we define the ‘insertion time’ as that to
reach a supercritical value ofk = 2 starting from the critical valuek = 1, then it follows
that the insertion time must be much less than the average time between spontaneous
fissions. The key to achieving this is the fact that the critical mass is inversely proportional
to the density squared. Thus, if we can contain a subcritical assembly of fissile material
in such a way that its average density can be rapidly increased, the necessary very short
insertion time can be achieved. In practice, the density of a highly supercritical mass must
be 2–3 times that of a mass of the same shape that is just critical. Two methods of achieving
this have been used and we will briefly describe each of them.

The first technique is thegun assemblymethod, illustrated schematically in Figure 8.9(a).
Here a subcritical mass is fired down a barrel to combine with another (just) subcritical
mass, so that together the assembly is supercritical. In practice, the ‘missile’ is shaped to
fit a hollow prepared in the ‘target’ material. This method was used in the bomb (called
‘Little Boy’) dropped on Hiroshima. No other weapon using this technique has ever been
exploded. Although the gun assembly method has the advantage of simplicity, the insertion
times are large, of order milliseconds, and this, plus the lack of compression, means that
a large amount of fissile material must be used. The fissile material in Little Boy was
uranium.15

The second technique is theimplosion assemblymethod, illustrated schematically in
Figure 8.9(b) for the case of a spherical assembly. This uses specially designed conven-
tional high explosives to compress a subcritical mass to high density and hence criticality.
The explosives are ‘shaped’ so that on detonation animploding shock wave is created
that compresses the critical mass. There will also usually be a layer of dense material
(a ‘tamper’), typically natural uranium or tungsten, surrounding the critical mass with a
gap between this and the core. This allows the tamper to generate momentum before it
impacts the core and aids the compression. In addition, the tamper can scatter neutrons back
into the critical mass, thereby reducing the amount of fissile material needed for criticality.

15 It was originally proposed to use239Pu, produced in reactors, as the fissile material, but due to neutron absorption the239Pu
is always accompanied by240Pu, which is extremely difficult to separate from the lighter isotope.240Pu has a high rate for
spontaneous fission and the neutrons produced would have caused a weak premature detonation before a supercritical mass could
be assembled. There is not the same problem with uranium, because the fissile material was more than 90 %235U.
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Figure 8.9 Schematic diagrams of: (a) gun assembly and (b) implosion assembly technique for an
explosive fission device. In practice, in the gun assembly method the ‘missile’ was the smaller of the
two pieces and was shaped to fit into a prepared hole in the ‘target’. (More detailed diagrams may be
found in Sublette (1999)).

The pressure generated can be as high as several megabars, sufficient to increase the den-
sity at least twofold, even for a solid uranium or plutonium core. The compression is very
rapid, resulting in very short insertion times, of order microseconds. Taken together, an
efficient bomb can be made using relatively small amounts of fissile material compressed
by a few kilotons of explosive. This method was used in the device (called ‘Fat Man’) that
was dropped on Nagasaki in the Second World War. In this case the fissile material was
plutonium.16

Assembly techniques address the first two problems in the list above. Turning to (c),
we have to make sure that fission occurs at the optimum time. In the gun assembly, this
could in principle be done by holding the supercritical mass together until spontaneous
neutrons start the chain reaction. However, this is not possible for the implosion method,
because the compressed material will start to expand as soon as the shock wave ceases. It
is therefore necessary for the design to incorporate a neutron generator, whose operation

16 Plutonium is a very complex element, with several distinct solid crystalline forms that convert to each other relatively easily
and not all of which are suitable for mechanical working. In practice, a stable form of the so-calledδ-phase was achieved by
alloying it with 3 % gallium (by molar content; 0.8 % by weight). An interesting short history of plutonium is given in Bernstein
(2007).
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is precisely synchronized with the assembly process. There are a number of ways of doing
this. In early bombs, the neutrons were obtained from the very rare reaction

α + 9
4Be → 8

4Be+ α + n, (8.49)

which was initiated by a high flux of alpha particles from anα emitter such as210Po.
Both theα emitter and the berylliun sources were located at the centre of the assembly,
but were kept apart until brought together by the implosion process. A drawback of this
method is that strongα emitters, such as210Po, have very short lifetimes measure in days,
so in order to maintain a stockpile of weapons it was necessary to continually replace the
neutron generator. Later weapons generated the neutrons from a fusion process. We will
defer discussing the latter until we have discussed the use of fusion in weapons in Section
8.3.2 below.

Finally, we have to consider problem (d) – preventing the assembly disassembling
before the chain reaction has been established. In practice, this means reducing the rate
of expansion through better confinement of the critical mass. Here the tamper plays an
important role, because the expanding material has to drive a shock wave through this
dense medium, which greatly impedes the rate of expansion.

The typical energy released in a fission weapon is of order 1014 J, which is usually
expressed in equivalent tons of the high explosive TNT using the conversion 1 ton of TNT≈
4 × 109 J, i.e. about 25 kilotons equivalent of TNT. The largest pure fission bomb probably
produced an output of about 500 kilotons of TNT equivalent.

8.3.2 Fission/Fusion Devices

The rate at which a given fusion reaction proceeds is a strong function of temperature
(see Figures 8.6 and 8.7), but even at the temperatures occurring in stellar interiors the
rates of reactions of interest to astrophysicists are far too low for the useful production
of controlled power in a fusion reactor. The same is true for the explosive production of
power and the most important fusion reactions for weapons are those discussed in Section
8.2.3 for controlled power production. They are: the deuterium-tritium reaction

2
1H + 3

1H → 4
2He+ n + 17.62 MeV, (8.50)

where the neutron carries off 14.06 MeV of energy; the two2
1H − 2

1H reactions (which are
equally likely)

2
1H + 2

1H → 3
2He+ n + 3.27 MeV, (8.51a)

where the neutron carries off 2.45 MeV of energy, and

2
1H + 2

1H → 3
1H + p + 4.03 MeV, (8.51b)

where the proton carries off 3.03 MeV; and the2
1H − 3

2He reaction

2
1H + 3

2He → 4
2He+ p + 18.34 MeV, (8.52)

where the proton carries off 14.67 MeV.
Because high temperatures are required for fusion to occur, fusion weapons are some-

times also calledthermonuclear weapons. The high temperature is produced by initially
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detonating a fission bomb, so a better name might be fission-fusion weapons. At the tem-
perature produced in a fission bomb,≤ 108 K (i.e. ∼10 keV),17 reaction (8.50) has a rate
about 100 times greater than that of (8.51a) and (8.51b) combined (see Figure 8.7) and is
the only one that occurs to a sufficient extent. Since the neutron carries off most of the
energy, this reaction can be used as an initiator to ‘boost’ fission bombs (as mentioned in
Section 8.3.1), thus removing the need for an initiator of the Be/210Po type with its need
for frequent renewal. This is a distinct advantage, but the disadvantage is that the implosion
initiator is more difficult to engineer. Most modern weapons using fission, either alone or
as a trigger for fusion reactions, incorporate a device called a pulse neutron tube that uses
an electronic technique to generate neutrons in short pulses fromd-t andd-d reactions.
Because the technique generates copious quantities of neutrons, the device can be placed
anywhere within the assembly.

The main problem with thed-t reaction is the short lifetime of tritium, which means
it does not occur naturally and has to be manufactured. The process for doing this is
expensive. Attention has therefore focussed on thed-d reactions (8.51a) and (8.51b).
Although deuterium is stable, it is difficult to store and must be either highly compressed
or liquefied at very low temperatures. This problem can be circumvented by using the
stable solid compound lithium deuteride, which has the added advantage that lithium can
participate in the thermonuclear process via the reactions

n + 6
3Li → 3

1H + 4
2He (8.53a)

and

n + 7
3Li → 3

1H + 4
2He+ n. (8.51b)

Because thed-d reactions have much slower reaction rates than thed-t one (8.50) at the
same temperature, this has to be offset by compressing the fuel, typically to densities
102 − 103 times greater than those of normal conditions, because at a fixed temperature
the rate is proportional to the square of the density.

The key to making a large fission/fusion bomb is to find a way of using the energy of a
fission bomb to compress a mass of deuterium sufficiently for thed-d reaction to become
practical, followed by heating the mass to ignite the fusion process. The technique for
doing this is a staged radiation implosion, called the Teller-Ulam configuration after its
original inventors. This makes use of the fact that in a fission explosion about 80 % or
more of the energy is in the form of photons – X-rays and prompt gamma rays. Thus the
transport of energy from the fission core is far faster than the rate of expansion of the core
material. This energy can therefore be used to compress and ignite a physically separate
mass of fusion fuel through radiation implosion before the ‘debris’ of the expanding trigger
reaches the fusion capsule and disrupts it.

Although there is much information about thermonuclear weapons in the public domain,
the full details of bomb designs are still classified. However, the principles can be illustrated
by reference to Figure 8.10, which shows schematically an example of an idealized cylin-
drical shape. It consists of two sections: the primary one where the initial fission/fusion
reaction occurs and the secondary one where the main fusion reaction takes place. The

17 Compare this to the typical temperatures in stellar interiors of∼1 × 107 K.
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Figure 8.10 Schematic diagram of the Teller-Ulam staged explosion technique for an idealized
cylindrical configuration.

structure of the primary part is a core of plutonium surrounded by a layer of beryllium to
reflect neutrons back into the assembly to increase the efficiency of the fission process, with
an outer shell of conventional high explosives. There will also be a booster mechanism at
the core of the assembly, or elsewhere (see the discussion above). The secondary section
consists of a cylinder of fusion fuel, typically lithium deuteride, enriched using the6Li
isotope, through which is a hollow core of plutonium about 2–3 cm in diameter, which
acts as a ‘spark plug’ for fusion, as we shall see. The fusion fuel is contained by a tamper
made of a heavy metal such as uranium or tungsten, and there is a shaped shield of uranium
between the fuel capsule and the primary assembly. Both stages are enclosed in a radiation
case made of a heavy metal, typically lead, to contain radiation. The space between this and
the two stages, called the radiation channel, is filled with plastic foam such as polystyrene.
Finally there is an outer weapon case made of a light metal such as aluminium.

When the trigger explodes, most of the energy released is in the form of photons that
very rapidly fill the radiation channel and fully ionize the plastic foam within it. One of
the roles of the resulting plasma is to ensure that complete thermal equilibrium is quickly
established and maintained. The inner casing and outer capsule surfaces are quickly raised
to very high temperatures, but the uranium shield and tamper prevent the fusion fuel from
being prematurely heated. As the surface temperature of the tamper rises it expands and
‘boils’off’ from the surface of the fuel capsule (ablation). This generates an enormous
pressure and causes a rapid implosion of the fusion fuel, so that its density rises, to perhaps
1000 times its initial value.18 Compression of the plutonium core (the ‘spark plug’) will
also occur, and although not to anything like the extent of the fusion fuel, the compression
is sufficient to make it supercritical and fission will be initiated by neutrons from the
fusion fuel. This second fission explosion, plus the effect of the continuing implosion,
is sufficient to raise the temperature and density to a point where fusion takes place and
spreads outwards. Moreover, the temperature is raised still further (to as high as 3× 108 K),
thereby increasing the efficiency, by the remains of the tamper that traps emerging thermal
radiation. Finally, the neutrons emerging from the fusion reactions (8.50) and 8.51(a) are of

18 This is similar to the inertial confinement method for controlled fusion mentioned in Section 8.2.4.
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sufficient energy to induce fission in the highly compressed fusion tamper (typically natural
uranium) and can contribute substantially to the total output of a fission/fusion/fission bomb.

Many variations have been proposed on the above construction, some of which have
been implemented. For example, fission of the uranium tamper during the final stages can
in practice yield most of the energy output, but at the expense of producing large amounts
of radioactive fallout. A ‘cleaner’ device can be built by using a non-fissile material for the
tamper at the expense of reducing the yield. Devices have been made where as much as
90 % of the yield comes from the pure fusion process. On the other hand the nature of the
contamination to the ground over which the bomb is detonated (the degree of ‘dirtiness’)
can be varied by ‘salting’ the tamper with a variety of materials designed to produce
radioactive isotopes of different lifetimes when exposed to neutrons from the fusion stage.
Finally, the output of the fusion stage of a two-stage device can be used the to compress
and explode a third stage, with each stage increasing the output 10–100 fold. The largest
device built to date is a three-stage weapon with an output of 50 megatons TNT equivalent.

8.4 Biomedical Applications

The application of nuclear physics to biomedicine is a very large subject and for reasons
of space we will therefore concentrate on just two topics: the therapeutic and diagnostic
uses of radiation, with particular reference to medical imaging techniques.

8.4.1 Radiation and Living Matter

In this section we will briefly discuss the effects of radiation on biological matter and
then describe the use of radiation for the treatment of cancers. Further developments and
outstanding problems in this field are described in Section 9.6.

8.4.1.1 Biological Effects of Radiation

Exposure of living tissue to radiation is a complex process. Immediate physical damage
may be caused by the initial deposition of energy, but in addition there can be secondary
damage due to the production of highly active chemicals. The latter may not be evident in
full for several hours after exposure. For low levels of radiation this effect is the only one.
High levels of damage may lead to the rapid death of living cells, but cells that survive in a
damaged form may still have serious consequences. However caused, damage to the DNA
of the nucleus of cells can result in long-term biological effects, such as cancer or genetic
abnormalities, which may not reveal themselves for years, even decades, after the original
exposure.19

To make statements like ‘low-level’ and ‘high-level’ used above meaningful needs a more
detailed discussion, including the question of how dosages are defined. We will do this only
very briefly. Roughly speaking, the average absorbed doseD is the total energy deposited
per unit mass of tissue. This is measured in ‘grays’, defined by 1 Gy= 1 J kg−1, which

19 This has been known for a long time. For example, Hermann Muller was awarded the 1946 Nobel Prize in Physiology and
Medicine for his discovery that mutations could be induced by X-rays.
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has largely replaced the older unit of the ‘rad’ (1 Gy= 100 rads). However in practice,
biological effects depend not only on the total dose, but also on other factors, including the
type of radiation, the rate of deposition and whether the whole organ is uniformly radiated.
These considerations lead to the definitions used in medical applications ofequivalent
andeffective doses, where multiplicative weighting factors are included to take account of
different types of radiation and different organs being radiated. To distinguish these latter
doses from the simple absorbed dose, the sievert (Sv) unit is used, also defined as 1 J kg−1

because the weighting factors are dimensionless. For example, the dose rate absorbed in
tissue at a distancer from an external source of activityA emitting gamma rays of energy
Eγ is given approximately by

dD

dt
(µSv h−1) ≈

A(MBq) × Eγ (MeV)

6r 2(m2)
(8.54a)

and for an internal source emitting radiation of energyER, the effective dose rate for an
organ of massM is

dD

dt
=

AER f

M
, (8.54b)

where f is the fraction of the energy deposited in the organ.
To get some idea of scale, the total annual effective dose to the UK population is

approximately 2600µSv, of which 85 % is due to naturally occurring background radiation,
although much higher doses can occur in specific cases, for example workers whose
occupational activities expose them to radiation on a daily basis, or people who live in
areas rich in granite rocks (which emit radon, the source of about half of the background).
The recommended limit for additional whole-body exposure of the general population is
1 mSv y−1.20

The primary deposition of energy is due, as in non-living matter, to ionization and
excitation of atoms and molecules in the path of the radiation. This occurs on a timescale
of 10−16 s or less and was described in Chapter 4. We can draw on that discussion here,
bearing in mind that living tissue consists mainly of light elements and in particular has
a high proportion (about 80 %) of water. For heavy particles, such as protons and alpha
particles, the most important process is ionization via interactions with electrons and the
energy losses are given by the Bethe-Bloch formula (4.11). The rate of energy loss by a
heavy particle is high, peaking near the end of its range, and so the penetrating power is low.
For example, a 1 MeV alpha particle travels only a few tens of microns and is easily stopped
by skin. However, considerable damage can be caused to sensitive internal organs if an
alpha-emitting isotope is ingested. An exception to the above is neutron radiation, which
being electrically neutral does not produce primary ionization. Its primary interaction is
via the nuclear strong force and it will mainly scatter from protons contained in the high
percentage of water present. The scattered protons will however produce ionization as
discussed above. The overall effect is that neutrons are more penetrating than other heavy
particles and at MeV energies can deposit their energy to a depth of several centimetres.
Electrons also lose energy by interaction with electrons, but the rate of energy loss is

20 For a discussion of Equations (8.54) and quantitative issues of acceptable doses for various sections of the population and to
different organs, see for example, Chapter 7 of Lilley (2001) and Chapter 11 of Dendy and Heaton (1999).
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smaller than for heavy particles. Also, because they have small mass, they are subject to
greater scatter and so their paths are not straight lines. In addition, electrons can in principle
lose energy by bremsstrahlung, but this is not significant in the low Z materials that make
up living material. The overall result is that electrons are more penetrating than heavy
particles and deposit their energy over a greater volume. Finally, photons lose energy via
a variety of processes (see Section 4.3.4), the relative importance of which depends on the
photon energy. Photons are very penetrating and deposition of their energy is not localized.

In addition to the physical damage that may be caused by the primary ionization process,
there is also the potential for chemical damage, as mentioned above. This comes about
because most of the primary interactions result in the ionization of simple molecules and
the creation of neutral atoms and molecules with an unpaired electron. The latter are
calledfree radicals(much discussed in advertising material for health supplements). These
reactions occur on much longer timescales of about 10−6 s. For example, ionization of a
water molecule produces a free electron and a positively charged molecule:

H2O−−−−−−−→
radiation

H2O+ + e− (8.55a)

and the released electron is very likely to be captured by another water molecule producing
a negative ion:

e− + H2O → H2O−. (8.55b)

Both ions are unstable and dissociate to create free radicals (denoted by black circles):

H2O+ → H+ + OH• (8.56a)

and

H2O− → H• + OH−. (8.56b)

Free radicals are chemically very active, because there is a strong tendency for their
electrons to pair with one in another free radical. Thus the free radicals in (8.56) will
interact with organic molecules (denoted generically by RH, as the combination of the free
radical R• with hydrogen) to produce organic free radicals:

RH + OH• → R• + H2O (8.57a)

and

RH + H• → R• + H2. (8.57b)

The latter may then induce chemical changes in critical biological structures (e.g. chromo-
somes) some way from the site of the original radiation interaction that produced them.
Alternatively, the radiation may interact directly with the molecule RH, again releasing a
free radical R•:

RH−−−−−−−→
radiation

RH+ + e−; RH+ → R• + H−. (8.58)

Finally, if the irradiated material is rich in oxygen, yet another set of reactions is possible:

R• + O2 → RO•
2, (8.59a)
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followed by

RO2
• + RH → RO2H + R•, (8.59b)

with the release of another free radical. This is theoxygen effectthat complicates the
treatment of tumours.

Fortunately, for low-level radiation, living matter has the ability itself to repair much
of the damage caused by radiation and it does not lead to permanent consequences. This
ability is an important factor in determining therelative biological effectiveness(RBE) of
different types of radiation. Indeed, if cells did not have this capacity, then life may not have
evolved in the way it did, because we are all exposed to low levels of naturally occurring
radiation throughout our lives (which may well have been far greater in the distant past)
and the modern use of radiation for a wide range of industrial and medical purposes has
undoubtedly increased that exposure. However, the repair mechanism is not effective for
high levels of exposure.

8.4.1.2 Radiation Therapy

In developed countries, approximately one in three of the population can expect to be
diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime and its treatment is a major medical activity.
Radiation therapy is a long-standing treatment for cancer, often combined with chemother-
apy (the administration of cell-destroying chemicals) and/or surgery. Other treatments,
particularly for localized cancers, involve the introduction of a radionuclide, either phys-
ically via a needle, or by ingestion/injection of a compound containing the radionuclide.
Chemicals that preferentially target specific organs or bones are commonly used. By dam-
aging DNA, the ability of the cell to reproduce is inhibited and so tumour tissue can in
principle be destroyed. But of course the same applies to healthy tissue, so when using
radiation in a medical environment, a balance has to be struck between the potential di-
agnostic and/or therapeutic benefits and the potential deleterious effects of damage done
by the radiation. This is particularly delicate balance for cancer treatment because highly
oxygenated tissue has a greater sensitivity to radiation and unfortunately many tumours
are less oxygenated than healthy tissue and therefore more resistant to radiation.

In the context of radiation therapy, an important quantity is thelinear energy transfer
(LET) that measures the energy deposited per unit distance over the path of the radiation.
Except for bremsstrahlung, LET is the same as dE/dx discussed in Chapter 4. High-LET
particles are heavy ions andα particles, which lose their energy rapidly and have short
ranges. LET values of the order 100 keV/mm and ranges 0.1–1.0 mm are typical. Low-
LET particles are electrons and photons with LET values of order 1 keV/mm and ranges
of order 1 cm.

Most current cancer therapy work uses low-LET particles. Thus around half of all cancer
patients are treated with photon radiation21 in multiple sessions, extending over several
weeks. The photons are produced by electron linacs, of which there are about 10,000
worldwide. A major disadvantage of using photons is that their absorption in matter, after
an initial increase, is roughly exponential (see Figure 8.11), so that most of the radiation

21 Despite having energies in the MeV range, the photons are still traditionally called ‘X–rays’ in a medical environment and so
we will continue to use that nomenclature in this chapter.
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Figure 8.11 Relative absorption of photons and protons as functions of equivalent depth of water.

is absorbed before the tumour is reached, with subsequent damage to healthy tissue. For
example, a beam of 8 MeV photons delivers a maximum dose at about 2–3 cm, but at
the depth of about 25 cm water equivalent, the depth of deep-seated tumours, the dose
is only about one-third of its maximum. The exposure of healthy tissue can be reduced,
while maintaining the total dose to the tumour, by directing a beam at a cancer site from
several directions using a rotating gantry. Other techniques include giving the dose in
several stages, so that the outer regions of the tumour, which are relatively oxygen-rich,
are successively destroyed as they become re-oxygenated.

The neutron is an example of a high LET particle. This overcomes a cancer cell’s re-
sistance to radiation damage more effectively than low-LET photon or electron radiation.
Thus neutrons appear to be biologically more effective in killing cancers than are many
other forms of radiation, especially in oxygen-poor cells. However, neutron therapy is
not widely used because of the problem of producing a strongly collimated beam, plus
the difficulty of ensuring that the energy is deposited primarily at the tumour site. Neu-
trons also share with low-LET radiation the drawback that their attenuation in matter is
exponential.

On the other hand, the rate of energy loss of protons and other charged particles increases
with penetration depth, culminating at a maximum, theBragg peak,close to the end of
their range (see Figure 8.11). In principle, this means that a greater fraction of the energy
would be deposited at the tumour site and less damage caused along the path length to the
site. To reach deep-seated tumours, protons with energies of about 200 MeV are necessary.
The suggestion of using protons (and heavier ions) as the basis for cancer therapy was
first made in 1946 by Robert Wilson, one of the pioneers of accelerator physics. However,
it was not until the 1990s that its potential was recognized by radiation oncologists and
eventually in 1993 the first facility dedicated to proton therapy was established. Fittingly,
this used a synchrotron built by the Fermi Laboratory, the particle physics laboratory that
Wilson had created and where he had served as its first Director.

The advantages of using protons over using photons is illustrated in Figure 8.12, which
compares the treatment plans (i.e. simulations of the pattern of radiation that the patient
would receive) for treating a case of advanced pancreatic cancer. Figure 8.12(a) shows
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Figure 8.12 Treatment plans for a large pancreatic tumour: (a) using a 9-beam X-ray system;
(b) using a single proton beam. The diffuse grey areas in (a) indicate the spread of energy deposition
outside the region of the tumour. (Adapted from Zurloet al. (2000). Copyright (2000) Elsevier
(2000), reprinted with permission).

an X-ray plan using a ‘state-of-the-art’ nine-beam X-ray system. The amount of radiation
received by nearby organs and other critical areas (kidneys, liver and spinal chord) is
seen to be a substantial fraction of the dose received by the region of the cancer. This is
contrasted with the results of Figure 8.12(b), which is for treatment using a single proton
beam. Although there is some unwanted exposure at the input site (which could be lessened
by a system of multiple beams or a rotating beam), the radiation energy is concentrated
much more within the area of the tumour.

Although they have great potential, a major problem with using particle beams is the
practical one of access to suitable accelerators, which are large and very costly, and to
date only about 20 centres exist worldwide offering proton therapy. There are considerable
efforts being made to reduce the size and cost of such machines by using new accelerator
technologies. Although these are important advances, they have to be taken in context.
Studies suggest that proton therapy is likely to be appropriate for only a few percent of
cancer patients and by 2006, less than 50,000 patients worldwide had been treated by this
method, compared to several million patients who are treated by photon radiationeach
year. In Section 9.6 we will return to this topic and discuss developments in using heavy
ions for cancer therapy.

8.4.2 Medical Imaging Using Ionizing Radiation

There are several techniques for producing images for diagnostic purposes and in this
section we will describe the principles of some of the main ones, but without technical
details.22

22 A readable account of medical imaging at the appropriate level is given in Chapter 7 of Lilley (2001) and a short useful review
of the whole field is Hendee (1997).
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Figure 8.13 Basic layout for imaging using an external source.

8.4.2.1 Imaging Using Projected Images

The use of anexternalsource of radiation for medical imaging is of long-standing and
well known. Basically, the system consists of a source placed some distance in front the
patient and a detector (often a special type of sensitive film) placed immediately behind the
patient. Because the radiation is absorbed according to an exponential law, a measurement
of the intensities just before and after the patient yields information on the integrated mean
free path (or equivalently the attenuation coefficientµ ≡ 1/λ) of the photons in the body.

Thus, referring to Figure 8.13, we have for the ray shown, using Equation (4.17),

ln(I1/I2) =
x2

∫

x1

µ(x) dx. (8.60)

The full image reveals variations of this integral only in two dimensions and thus contains
no depth information. A three-dimensional effect comes from overlapping shadows in the
two-dimensional images and part of the skill of a radiologist is to interpret these effects.
The most commonly used radiation is photons. The attenuation coefficient is dependent
on the material and is greater for elements with highZ than for elements with lowZ.
Thus X-rays are good at imaging bone (which contains calcium withZ = 20), but far less
useful for imaging soft tissue (which contains a high proportion of water). The technique
is commonly used to determine the extent and type of bone fractures, but by using a radio-
opaque contrast medium, such as barium, it can also be used to visualize the structure of the
stomach and intestines and thus help in diagnosing ulcers or some types of colon cancer.

In a type of external imaging calledfluoroscopy, images of internal structures are pro-
duced in a similar fashion to that above, including the use of contrast media, but using
a constant input of X-rays. In early applications, the unattenuated X-rays interacted with
atoms in a screen placed behind the patient via the photoelectric effect, resulting in a small
fraction of visible light producing an image. Modern devices dispense with the screen
and instead use an X-ray image intensifier, which is a device that greatly enhances the
intensity of the image, coupled directly to a CDD camera system so that the images can
be easily viewed in normal light conditions. Because the images are produced in real time,
the technique can be used in a variety of applications, such as guiding catheters, placing
metalwork in orthopaedic surgery and angiography of the leg, heart etc.

Images can also be obtained using aninternal source of radiation. This is done by the
patient ingesting, or being injected with, a substance containing a radioactiveγ -emitting
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Figure 8.14 Schematic diagram of a gamma camera.

isotope. As photon detectors are very sensitive, the concentration of the radioisotope can
be very low and any risk to the patient is further minimized by choosing an isotope with a
short lifetime. If necessary, the radioisotope can be combined in a compound that is known
to be concentrated preferentially in a specific organ if that is to be investigated, for example
iodine in the thyroid. In practice more than 90 % of routine investigations use the first
excited state of99

43Tc as the radioisotope. This has a lifetime of about 6 hours and is easily
produced from the beta decay of99

42Mo which has a lifetime of 67 hours. The usefulness of
this metastable state (written99Tcm) is that it emits a single 140 keV photon with negligible
β-decay modes, decaying to the very long-lived (2× 105 yr) ground state.

Because the radiation is emitted in all directions, a different technique is used to detect it.
The patient is stationary and is scanned by a large-area detector consisting of a collimated
single-crystal scintillator, usually NaI, the output from which is viewed by an array of
photomultipliers (PMTs) via a light guide (see Section 4.4.2). A schematic diagram of
such a gamma camera is shown in Figure 8.14. The output from the scintillator is received
in several PMTs and the relative intensities of these signals depend on the point of origin.
The signals can be analysed to locate the point to within a few millimetres. The collimator
restricts the direction of photons that can be detected and combined with the information
from the PMTs, the overall spatial resolution is typically of order 10 mm, provided the
region being examined has an attenuation coefficient that differs by at least 10 % from its
surroundings.

Radioisotope investigations principally demonstrate function rather than anatomy, in
contrast to X–ray investigations that show mainly anatomical features. Thus better images
of soft tissue, such as tumours, can be obtained than those obtained using external X–rays,
because the ability of the tumour to metabolize has been exploited, but the exact location
of the tumour with respect to the anatomy is often lost or poorly defined. Figure 8.15 shows
part of a whole body skeletal image of a patient who had been injected with a compound
MDP that moves preferentially to sites of bone cancer, labelled with the isotope99Tcm.
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Figure 8.15 Part of a whole-body skeletal image obtained using99Tcm MDP. (Image courtesy of
Prof. R. J. Ott, Royal Marsden Hospital, London).

The image clearly shows selective take-up of the isotope in many tumours distributed
throughout the body.

8.4.2.2 Computed Tomography

A radiographic image is a two-dimensional display of a three-dimensional structure and
although the overlapping images give a useful three-dimensional effect, details are always
partially obscured by the superposition of information from underlying and overlying
planes. The result is loss of contrast. Thus while images from the projection methods have
good spatial resolution, they have poor resolution in depth. A major advance that addresses
this problem was made in 1971 with the introduction of a new scanning technique called
computed tomography(CT).23 This enables a series of two-dimensional sections to be
imaged as small as a millimetre across, even when the attenuation coefficient differs by
less than 1 % from its surroundings.

The principle behind the CT technique is the observation that all the information needed
to construct an image of a two-dimensional section of tissue is contained in the one-
dimensional projections that cover all possible directions within the plane of the slice.
Thus for example, if the slice is in thexy plane, a projected image of the slice contains
information onµ(x, y) in the form of a set of line integrals ofµ taken through the region in a

23 The CT system was devised independently by Godfrey Hounsfield and Allan Cormack who were jointly awarded the 1979
Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine for their work.
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Figure 8.16 Schematic diagram of the arrangement for a CT X-ray scanner.

particular direction. As the angle in the plane of the slice is varied, a different representation
of µ(x, y) is obtained in the form of a different set of line integrals. Once a complete set of
line integrals has been obtained there are mathematical methods (including some that have
been developed by particle physicists to reconstruct events from high-energy collisions)
that allow the required two-dimensional function to be reconstructed. Modern high-speed
computers are able to perform this construction very rapidly, so that images can now be
obtained in real time and motion as fast as heartbeats can be captured.

Computed tomography may be used in conjunction with both external and internal
radiation. As an example, the arrangement for a CT X-ray scan is shown schematically in
Figure 8.16. In this example (known as a fourth-generation machine), the patient remains
stationary within a ring of several hundred detectors (solid-state scintillators are frequently
used). Within this ring there is an X-ray source that moves on another ring and provides a
fan of X-rays. Each alignment of the source and a detector in the ring defines a line through
the patient and the recorded count rate enables a line integral to be computed from (8.60).
By moving the source through its full angular range, a complete set of such line integrals
is generated, enabling a two-dimensional section to be computed through the patient. This
type of scanner is relatively expensive in both capital and maintenance costs and another
type (known as a third generation machine) is more common. This differs from Figure 8.16
in having a single bank of detectors opposite the source and both source and detectors are
rotated to cover the full angular range. Although the CT method can produce scans of soft
tissue better than conventional X–ray projections (for example, it is widely used in making
images of the pulmonary arteries to diagnose possible pulmonary embolisms), the images
are achieved at the expense of the patient receiving a higher dose of potentially harmful
radiation. An example of a CT X–ray scan is shown in Figure 8.17a.

CT can also be used to construct images obtained from projections from internal radiation
using radioisotopes that emit a single gamma ray. This technique is called single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT). The arrangement is in some sense the ‘inverse’
of that in Figure 8.16. Thus the source is now within the patient and the fixed ring of
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Figure 8.17 (a) X-ray CT scan of the brain and (b) SPECT brain scan using a99Tcm labelled
blood flow tracer, showing high perfusion in the tumour (indicated by arrows). (Image courtesy of
Prof. R. J. Ott, Royal Marsden Hospital, London).

detectors is replaced by one or more gamma cameras designed so that they can rotate in
a circle about the patient. An example of an image obtained using SPECT is shown in
Figure 8.17b.

For a number of technical reasons, including the fact that the emitted radiation is isotropic,
there are more stringent requirements on the gamma cameras and SPECT images have a
resolution of only about 10 mm. However, although not suitable for accurate quantitative
measurement of anatomy, they are of great use for clinical diagnostic work involving
function. For example, the technique is used to make quantitative measurements of the
functioning of an organ, i.e. clearance rates in kidneys, lung volumes, etc.

Since radionuclide imaging provides functional and physiological information, it would
be highly desirable to be able to image the concentrations of elements such as carbon,
oxygen and nitrogen that are present in high abundances in the body. The only radioisotopes
of these elements that are suitable for imaging are short-lived positron emitters:11C (half-
life ∼20 mins),13N (∼10 mins) and15O (∼2 mins). For these emitters, the radiation
detected is the two gamma rays emitted when the positron annihilates with an electron.
This occurs within a few millimetres from the point of production of the positron, whose
initial energy is typically less than 0.5 MeV. The photons each have energies equal to the
rest mass of an electron, i.e. 0.511 MeV and emerge ‘back-to-back’ to conserve momentum.
This technique is called positron emission tomography (PET) and was mentioned earlier
in connection with radiation treatment using heavy ions.

The arrangement of a PET scanner is shown in Figure 8.18. If the detectorsD1 andD2

detect photons of the correct energy in coincidence, then the count rate is a measure of
the integral of the source activity within the patient along the lineAB passing throughP.
The ring of detectors defines a plane through the patient and the complete set of data from
all combinations of detector pairs contains all the information needed to generate the set
of line integrals that can be converted into a two-dimensional image of the source using
standard CT image reconstruction techniques. An example of an image using the PET
technique is shown in Figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.18 Schematic diagram of the arrangement of a PET scanner.

This account of medical imaging has ignored many technical points. For example, there
are a number of corrections that have to be made to the raw data, particularly in the SPECT
technique, and the most useful radioisotopes used in PET are produced in a cyclotron, so
the scanner has to be near such a facility, which considerably limits its use. The interested
reader is referred to specialized texts for further details.24

8.4.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

We conclude this brief description of imaging with an account of a remarkable technique
that in a relatively short time has become one of the most sophisticated tools for clinical

Figure 8.19 Part of a whole-body PET scan showing uptake of the chemical FDG (labelled by
99Tcm) in lung cancer. (Image courtesy of Prof. R. J. Ott, Royal Marsden Hospital, London).

24 For a more detailed discussion see, for example, Dendy and Heaton (1999).
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diagnostic work and medical research. It is not only capable of producing images of
unprecedented clarity, but it does so without using potentially harmful ionizing radiation.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR).25 It uses the fact that the quantum spins states of nuclei (strictly their
associated magnetic moments) can be manipulated by magnetic fields. A brief overview
of the method is as follows. Firstly, nuclear spins in tissue are aligned by a powerful static
magnetic field, typically in the range 0.2 to 3 T, usually supplied by a superconducting
magnet. As living tissue is dominantly water, the spins in question are mainly those of
protons. Secondly, oscillating magnetic field pulses at radio frequency are applied in a
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field lines of the static field, which causes some of
the protons to change from their aligned positions. After each pulse, the nuclei relax back
to their original configuration and in so doing they generate signals that can be detected
by coils wrapped around the patient. Differences in the relaxation rates and associated
signals are the basis of contrast in MRI images. For example water molecules in blood
have different relaxation rates than water molecules in other tissues.

There are several different types of MRI scan, each with its own specialized procedures
and the full mathematical analysis of these is complex. We will therefore give only a rather
general account concentrating on the basic physics. The interested reader is referred to
more detailed texts at an appropriate level.26

The proton has spin12 and magnetic momentµP. In the absence of an external magnetic
field, the two states corresponding to the two values of the magnetic quantum number
ms = ± 1

2 are equally populated and the net magnetizationM (i.e. the average magnetic
moment per unit volume) is zero. In the presence of a static magnetic fieldB, taken to
be in thez direction, there is an interaction energy (−µP · B) and the two states have
different energies with different probabilities given by the Boltzmann distribution. The
energy difference between the states is�E = 2µP B = h f , wheref is the Larmor (or
nuclear resonance) frequency, which is the frequency of a photon that would correspond
to a transition between the two nuclear spin states. The energy difference is small. For
example, for a field of 1 T,�E ≈ 1.8 × 10−7 eV andf is about 43 MHz, i.e. in the radio
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Although there is a net magnetization in thez
direction, the resultant magnetizationM0 is too small to be measured.

The situation changes however ifM no longer points along thez axis and a signal
is generated if the magnetization has a component in the plane orthogonal toB. This is
illustrated in Figure 8.20a. In this figure,M has been rotated to lie in thexyplane and since
there is an angular momentum associated with the magnetization,M will precess aboutB
under the action of the torqueM × B.27

25 The original discovery is due to Isidor Rabi, who received the 1944 Nobel Prize in Physics for his ‘resonance method for
recording the magnetic properties of atomic nuclei’. Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell shared the 1952 Nobel Prize in Physics for
developing the method and their subsequent researches. Although the term NMR is still used in research environments, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is preferred in clinical environments to prevent patients associating the technique with ‘harmful nuclear
radiation’.
26 See for example: Dendy and Heaton (1999), McRobbieet al. (2003) and Hobbie (1997).
27 A particle with magnetic momentµ placed in an external magnetic fieldB will experience a torqueT given byT = µ × B =
γ J × B, whereJ is the angular momentum vector andγ is the gyromagnetic ratio. As a result, the angular momentum vector
precesses about the external field axis with a frequencyf = µB/Jh, theLarmor frequency, whereB, Jetc. are the moduli of the
corresponding vector quantities.
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Figure 8.20 (a) Precession of the magnetizationM in the xy plane under the action of a torque
M × B resulting from an external fieldB; (b) motion viewed in a frame of reference (x′, y′, z′)
rotating at the Larmor frequency about thez axis. The rf pulseBrf applied in thex′ direction has
rotatedM so that it points in they′ direction.

The rotation can be achieved by applying an alternating r.f. magnetic fieldBrf to the
sample at right angles toB and at the Larmor frequency. AsM precesses aboutB, one
component ofBrf rotates in phase with it. The resulting motion is complicated and is
best viewed in a frame of reference rotating at the Larmor frequency about thez-axis,
which we label by (x′, y′, z′) with z′ parallel toz.This is shown in Figure 8.20b. The full
mathematical analysis is given, for example, in the book by Hobbie (see footnote 23) and
we will just quote the result. This is that the magnetization vector can be rotated through
an arbitrary angle depending on the strength and duration of the r.f. pulse. In particular it
is possible to rotate it through 900 so that the magnetization vector precesses about thex′

axis, i.e. rotating with a frequency that depends on the magnitude of the r.f. field. As the
r.f. pulse forces all the protons to precess exactly in phase, there will be a component of
magnetization along they-axis in the rotating frame. When the r.f. pulse is turned off, the
system returns to equilibrium withM aligned along thez axis by re-emitting the energy
absorbed from the r.f. pulse. As it does so, the external field due toM will vary with time
with the same frequency and can be detected as an induced emf in a coil surrounding the
patient. This is the basic MRI signal. Crucially, the frequency of the external r.f. field must
exactly match the Larmor frequency of the protons to be excited.

The induced signal will decay as equilibrium is restored. IfB were uniform throughout
the selected region, all the protons would precess at the same frequency and remain in
phase. In that case the interaction of the proton spins with the surrounding lattice, the
so-calledspin-lattice interactions, would causeM to relax to its equilibrium stateM0

parallel toB. Under reasonable assumptions the radiated signal is proportional to the
difference (M0 − M ) and decreases exponentially with a characteristic spin-lattice, or
longitudinal, relaxation timeT1. Typical spin-lattice relaxation times are of the order of
a few hundred milliseconds and are significantly different for different materials, such
as muscle, fat and water. However, because there are always small irregularities in the
field due to local atomic and nuclear effects, individual protons actually precess at slightly
different rates and the signal decays because the component ofM orthogonal toB (i.e. in
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thexyplane) decreases as the individual moments loose phase coherence. This decrease is
characterized by a second timeT2, called thespin-spin, or transverse, relaxation time. This is
normally much shorter thanT1, but again varies with material. Both relaxation times can be
measured.

The above assumes that the external fieldB is perfectly uniform, but of course the ideal is
not realized in practice. The effects of macroscopic inhomogeneities in the magnetic field
can be eliminated by generating so-calledspin echoes,which may crudely be described as
making two ‘orthogonal’ measurements such that the unwanted effects cancel out exactly
in the sum. Many MRI imaging sequences use this technical device and again we refer the
interested reader to the literature cited in Footnote 23 for further details.

All the above assumes we are scanning the whole body. The original development of
the method as a medical diagnostic technique is due to the realization that gradients in the
static magnetic field could be used to encode the signal with precise spatial information
and be processed to generate two-dimensional images corresponding to slices through the
tissue of the organ being examined.28 The patient is placed in the fixed fieldB pointing
along thez direction. A second static fieldBg parallel toz, but with a gradient in thez
direction is then applied so that the total static field is a function ofz. This means that the
Larmor frequency (which is proportional to the magnetic field) will vary as a function of
z. Thus when the r.f. fieldBrf is applied with a narrow band of frequencies aboutfrf , the
only protons to be resonantly excited will be those within a narrow slice of thickness dz
at the particular value ofz corresponding to the narrow band of frequencies. The fieldBrf

is applied until the magnetization in the slice has been rotated through either 90 or 180
degrees depending on what measurements are to be taken. BothBrf andBg are then turned
off.

The final step is to obtain a spatial image of the magnetization as a function ofx and
y. This entails encoding the MRI signal with information linking it to a point of origin in
real space. There are many ways this can be done (one utilizes the CT method encountered
earlier) and again we refer the interested reader to the specialized texts quote earlier for the
details. The outcome is thatM and the two relaxation times can both be measured. All three
quantities vary spatially within the body and can give valuable biomedical information.
For example, relaxation times are usually different for tumour tissue compared to normal
tissue. In some areas MRI scans have considerable advantages over other forms of imaging.
Thus, the contrast of soft tissue is much better than CT scans, leading to very high quality
images, especially of the brain. Examples of such images are shown in Figure 8.21.

Progress in the MRI technique in medicine has been rapid. For example, a variation
known as functional MRI (fMRI) has been developed that exploits the paramagnetic
behavior of deoxyhaemoglobin in red blood cells. When in a magnetic field, a blood
vessel containing deoxyhaemoglobin distorts the field in its immediate environs, with
the degree of distortion increasing with the concentration of deoxyhaemoglobin. This
distortion affects the behavior of water protons in the environs and, consequently, the
magnetic-resonance signal arising from these protons. Neural activation of a region of

28 This discovery was first made by Paul Lauterbur and an analysis of the effect was first made by Sir Peter Mansfield. They
shared the 2003 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine for their work is establishing MRI as a medical diagnostic technique.
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Figure 8.21 Two MRI scans of a brain – (a) T1-weighted, (b) T2-weighted – showing a frontal lobe
tumour. (Images courtesy of the MRI Unit of the Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust, London).

the brain stimulates increased arterial flow of oxygenated blood, thereby decreasing the
concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in the region. Changes in the magnetic-resonance signal
can be detected and displayed as functional-MRI images. These so-called BOLD (blood-
oxygen-level dependent) images enable studies to be made of the way the brain works
by taking MRI images in real time while the patient is performing specific tasks. In this
way areas of the brain can be studied that are associated with particular activities or
sensations.

As another example, the gases3He and129Xe have the magnetic properties needed for
MRI and the atomic structure needed to retain their polarization for hours at a time. They
can be introduced into lungs, allowing MRI studies of lung function. Because of the strong
signal provided by the polarized nuclei in the gas atoms, the MRI scans are short and
can be synchronized with breathing. Developments are also being made towards general
high-speed imaging, which would be useful for claustrophobic patients and children who
are unable to be in the confined environment of a conventional MRI magnet for sometimes
up to an hour.

MRI is believed to be intrinsically safe at the field intensities used. Although there is
no direct proof of this, no contrary evidence has emerged during the years that MRI has
been in use. However, because of the presence of high magnetic fields, care must be taken
to keep all ferromagnetic objects away from the scanner. This means that patients with
heart pacemakers, or other implants incorporating magnetic materials, cannot in general
be scanned and care has to be taken to screen out people who have had an occupational
exposure to microscopic fragments of steel (such as welders) as these may well have lodged
in critical organs such as the eyes, which could be seriously damaged if the fragments moved
rapidly under the action of the very strong magnetic field.
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Problems

8.1 The fission of 235U is induced by a neutron and the fission fragments are
92
37Rb and140

55Cs. Use the SEMF to calculate the energy released (in MeV) per fis-
sion. Ignore the (negligible) contributions from the pairing term. The reaction is used
to power a 100 MW nuclear reactor whose core is a sphere of radius 100 cm. If
an average of 1 neutron per fission escapes the core, what is the neutron flux at the
outer surface of the reactor in m−2 s−1? The core is surrounded by 1.3 m3 of ideal gas
maintained at a pressure of 1× 105 Pa and a temperature of 298 K. All neutrons es-
caping the reactor core pass through the gas. If the interaction cross-section between
the neutrons and the gas is 1 mb, calculate the rate of neutron interactions in the gas.

8.2 A neutron with non-relativistic laboratory speedυ collides elastically with a nucleus
of massM . If the scattering is isotropic, show that the average kinetic energy of the
neutron after the collision is

Efinal =
M2 + m2

(M + n)2
Einitial ,

wherem ≡ mn. Use this result to estimate the number of collisions necessary to
thermalize neutrons from the fission of235U using a graphite moderator. (Assume
this is pure12C.)

8.3 A thermal fission reactor uses natural uranium. The energy released from fission is
200 MeV per atom of235U and the total power output is 500 MW. If all neutrons
captured by238U lead to the production of239Pu, calculate the rate of production of
plutonium in kilograms per year. The cross-sections at the relevant neutron energy
are

σc ≡ σcapture = 3 b and σ f ≡ σfission = 600 b

and the relative abundance of238U to 235U in natural uranium is 138:1.

8.4 In a particular thermal reactor, each fission releases 200 MeV of energy with an
instantaneous power output 3t−1.2, wheret is measure in seconds. After burning
with a steady power outputP0 = 2 GW for a timeT, the reactor is shut down. Show
that the mean thermal powerP from a fuel rod of the reactor after timet(> 1 s) is
approximately

P(t) = 0.075P0[t−0.2 − (T + t)−0.2]

and, taking the mean age of the fuel rods to be 1 year, calculate the power output after
six months.

8.5 If the Sun were formed 4.6 billion years ago and initially consisted of 9× 1056

hydrogen atoms and since then has been radiating energy via the PPI chain at a
detectable rate of 3.86× 1026 watts, how much longer will it be before the Sun’s
supply of hydrogen is exhausted (assuming that the nature of the Sun does not
change)?

8.6 In the PPI cycle, helium nuclei are produced by the fusion of hydrogen nuclei and
6.55 MeV of electromagnetic energy is produced for every proton consumed. If the
electromagnetic radiation energy at the surface of the Earth is 8.4 J cm−2 s−1 and is
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due predominantly to the PPI cycle, what is the expected flux of solar neutrinos at
the Earth in cm−2 s−1?

8.7 In a plasma of equal numbers of deuterium and tritium atoms (in practice deuteron
and triton nuclei) at an energykT = 10 keV, the Lawson criterion is just satisfied for
a total of 5 s. Estimate the number density of deuterons.

8.8 A thermal power station operates using inertial confinement fusion. If the ‘fuel’
consists of 1 mg pellets of frozen deuterium-tritium mixture, how many would have
to be supplied per second to provide an output of 750 MW if the efficiency for
converting the material is 25 %?

8.9 In some extensions of the standard model (to be discussed in Chapter 9) the proton
is unstable and can decay, e.g. viap → π0 + e+. If all the energy in such decays is
deposited in the body and assuming that an absorbed dose of 5 Gy per annum is lethal
for humans, what limit does the existence of life place on the proton lifetime?

8.10 The main decay mode of60
27Co is the emission of two photons, one with energy 1.173

MeV and the other with 1.333 MeV. In an experiment, an operator stands 1 m away
from an open source of 40 KBq of60

27Co for a total period of 18 hr. Estimate the
approximate whole-body radiation dose received.

8.11 A bone of thicknessb cm is surrounded by tissue with a uniform thickness oft cm. It
is irradiated with 140 keVγ rays. The intensities through the bone (Ib) and through
the tissue only (I t ) are measured and their ratioR ≡ Ib/I t is found to be 0.7. If the
attenuation coefficients of bone and tissue at this energy areµb = 0.29 cm−1 and
µt = 0.15 cm−1, calculate the thickness of the bone.

8.12 The flux of relativistic cosmic ray muons at the surface of the earth is approximately
250 m−2 s−1. Use Figure 4.8 to make a rough estimate of their rate of ionization
energy loss as they traverse living matter. Hence estimate in grays the annual human
body dose of radiation due to cosmic ray muons.

8.13 Calculate the nuclear magnetic resonance frequency for the nucleus55
25Mn in a field

of 2 T if its magnetic dipole moment is 3.46µN .
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9
Outstanding Questions
and Future Prospects

In this chapter we shall describe a few of the outstanding questions in both nuclear and
particle physics and future prospects for their solution. The list is by no means exhaustive
(particularly for nuclear physics, which has a very wide range of applications) and con-
centrates mainly on those areas discussed in earlier chapters. Nevertheless, the examples
should suffice to show that nuclear and particle physics remain exciting and vibrant subjects
with many interesting phenomena still being discovered and problems awaiting solutions.

9.1 Overview

Despite more than a century of research, nuclear physics is by no means a ‘closed’ subject.
Even the basic strong nucleon-nucleon force is not fully understood at a phenomenological
level, let alone in terms of the fundamental quark-gluon strong interaction. Indeed one of
the outstanding problems of nuclear physics is to understand how models of interacting
nucleons and mesons are related to the quark-gluon picture of QCD and where these two
descriptions merge. A related question is how the nuclear environment modifies the quark-
gluon structure of hadrons. It follows from our lack of knowledge in these areas that the
properties of nuclei cannot at present be calculated from first principles, although some
progress has been made in this direction. Meanwhile, in the absence of a fundamental
theory to describe the nuclear force, we have seen in earlier chapters that specific models
are used to interpret the phenomena in different areas of nuclear physics. Current nuclear
physics models must break down at very high energy-densities, and at sufficiently high
temperatures the distinction between individual nucleons in a nucleus should disappear
and we enter the region of a quark-gluon plasma that was discussed briefly in Section 5.5.
This is the regime that is believed to have existed in the very early times of the universe
and is of great interest to astrophysicists.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Nuclear physics is a mature subject and has implications for many other areas of physics
and wide applications in industry, biology and medicine that are at the core of the subject.
Examples include: the nuclear physics input required to understand many processes that
occur in cosmology and astrophysics, such as supernovas1 and the production of chemical
elements; the many applications of NMR, such as studies of protein structure and its use
in medical diagnostics; and industrial applications such as the production of power. In
Chapter 8 we touched on just three applications and the ‘applied’ problems to be solved in
those – safe disposal of nuclear waste, better medical imaging diagnostics and therapeutics,
controlled nuclear fusion etc. – are as challenging as the ‘fundamental’ ones, but different.
They are also vitally important for the future wellbeing of everyone. In the sections that
follow we will take a brief look at a few of these pure and applied problems.2

Unlike nuclear physics, particle physics does have a comprehensive theory – the standard
model. Although this is very successful at explaining a wide range of phenomena, there are
still questions that remain to be answered and some hints from experiment of phenomena
that lie outside the model. In addition, the success of the standard model has spurred
physicists to construct theories that incorporate the strong interaction, and even in some
cases gravity, in wider unification schemes. A full discussion of these topics is beyond the
scope of this book, but in this chapter we will review some of these questions and also look
briefly at the rapidly growing field of particle astrophysics, which has relevance for many
of them.3

9.2 Hadrons and Nuclei

In this section we will look at a number of topics around the common theme of the properties
and structure of hadrons and nuclei.

9.2.1 Hadron Structure and the Nuclear Environment

In the standard model, the structure of nucleons is specified in terms of quarks and gluons,
but questions remain. One concerns the spin of the proton. This must be formed from
the spins and relative orbital angular momenta of its constituent quarks and gluons. Deep
inelastic scattering experiments performed in the late 1980s, of the type described in
Chapter 5, but using polarized proton targets, showed the surprising result that the spins
of all the quarks and antiquarks together contribute less than 30 % to the total spin of
the proton, with later experiments refining this figure to (20–30) %. This is referred to as
the proton spin crisis. The conclusion was based on the assumption that all quarks and
antiquarks, both valence quarks and those in the ‘sea’, behave in the same way in nucleons,
i.e. flavour symmetry holds. However, a number of experiments have shown that this
assumption is incorrect. For example, scattering longitudinally polarized electrons from

1 Supernovas are very rare events where a star literally explodes with a massive output of energy over a very short timescale
measured in seconds.
2 An overview of the field at 1999 is the National Research Council (USA) report,Nuclear Physics: The Core of Matter, The
Fuel of Stars(1999). Other useful sources are the reports of the Nuclear Physics European Collaboration Committee (NuPecc):
Report on Impact, Applications, Interactions of Nuclear Science(2002) andLong-Range Plan(2004).
3 Brief reviews of several of the topics we discuss may be found in Particle Data Group reports: Amsleret al., (2008).
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a polarized proton target has enabled the individual flavour contributions to be extracted,
and whereasu-quarks have their spins preferentially aligned in the proton spin direction,
the spin ofd-quarks are preferentially aligned in the opposite direction. Moreover, the
polarization of the sea quarks is essentially zero.

Despite this new detailed information, the spin crisis remains. There is some information
that the orbital angular momentum contributions of the quarks play an important role, but
very little is known about the contribution of the total angular momentum of the gluon.
Further experiments are planned using transversely polarized electrons (i.e. polarized per-
pendicular to the beam direction) to obtain new information. There are active experimental
programmes in this area at both the CEBAF and RHIC accelerators described in Section
4.2.2. These will be vital in unravelling the details of each contribution to the spin of the
proton and thus further testing QCD.

Nucleons are the building blocks of nuclear matter, but there is no guarantee that the
properties of nucleons in nuclei are identical to those exhibited as free particles. According
to QCD, the properties of hadrons are strongly influenced by the sea of quark-antiquark
pairs and gluons that we have seen in Chapter 5 are always present around confined
quarks due to quantum fluctuations. These influences could well be different in the case
of closely spaced nucleons in nuclear matter to those for a free nucleon. Indeed there are
theoretical predictions that the probability of finding aqq̄ pair decreases as the density of
the surrounding nuclear matter increases. If such effects could be established, they would
have a profound influence on our understanding of quark confinement.

One consequence of these predictions is that the effective masses of hadrons will in
general change in nuclear matter, as will their sizes and interactions. There is already some
evidence in favour of this suggestion from deep inelastic scattering from nucleons (see
Section 5.8.3), where the structure functions obtained using targets of light and heavier
nuclei differ slightly, even after allowing for calculable effects such as nuclear binding
energies and the internal Fermi motion of the nucleons. This is the so-called ‘EMC effect’,
named after the group that first discovered it. It is illustrated in Figure 9.1, which shows
the ratiosF2

Ca/F2
D and F2

C/F2
D, i.e. theF2 nucleon structure function deduced from

calcium and carbon targets divided by the structure function deduced using a deuterium
target. There is a clear difference at very small values ofx.

A number of other experiments have been performed to detect the effect of the nuclear
environment on effective masses (for example, by determining the mass of mesons pro-
duced in nuclear matter), but nothing significant has been found elsewhere. This will be a
continuing field of study.

It is also important to study how the interactions of hadrons change when they are
embedded in nuclear matter. For example, there is considerable interest in the interactions
of hadrons containing a strange valence quark. (One reason is that they may play an
important role in the high-density matter present in neutron stars.) The lightest mesons that
contain a strange valence quark or antiquark are the kaons and these can be implanted in
nuclei by nuclear reactions that substitute a strange quark for an up or down quark. (This is
an example of a so-called ‘hypernucleus’.) Experiments at CEBAF and other laboratories
will provide information on the interaction of implanted, negatively charged kaons with
the surrounding nucleons in a nucleus.

The facilities at CEBAF and RHIC will enable a range of new experimental possibilities
to be explored, in addition to those above. One is the intriguing question of the existence
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Figure 9.1 The ratios of theF2 structure function found from nuclear targets to that found from
deuterium, as a function of the scaling variablex. (Carbon data from Arneodoet al.(1995), calcium
data from Amaudruzet al. (1995)).

of glueballs (mesons made of gluons alone) and hybrid quark-gluon mesons, mentioned
in Section 5.2 and important for the theory of confinement in QCD. One possibility of
detecting glueballs might be to exploit the fact that their electromagnetic interactions
would be far weaker than those of ‘ordinary’ mesons composed of charged quarks and
antiquarks. The results may well help to find a solution to one of the central questions
posed in Section 9.1: how are the properties of the strong nuclear force related to the
standard model formulation in terms of quarks and gluons?

9.2.2 Nuclear Structure

There are questions to be answered in the realm of nuclear structure, many with implications
elsewhere. For example, can the properties of nuclei be related to those of an underlying
nucleon-nucleon interaction and can they be derived from many-body theory? At present
we have a good knowledge from scattering experiments of the long-range part of the
nucleon-nucleon force in terms of meson exchanges (see Section 7.1), but models that
fit data differ about the short-range part. This is not surprising because at separations of
less than 1 fm a description in terms of quarks and gluons is necessary and the interface
with QCD is critical. Experiments on meson production in nucleon-nucleon collisions are
sensitive to the short-range part of the forces and should provide information about this
region. On the theoretical side, advances in computer power and computational techniques
have enabled the binding energies of all light nuclei to be successfully calculated using
the best available parameterization of the nucleon-nucleon force. However, this is only
possible by explicitly including a weaker three-nucleon force, which has to be adjusted to
obtain the correct binding energies. A satisfactory theory of the three-body force between
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nucleons is lacking. This work also needs to be extended to heavier nuclei, but present
computer power is inadequate to the task.

One approach to the latter problem is to work within the framework of the shell model,
where each nucleon moves in the average potential (the mean field) generated by its
interactions with all the other nucleons in the nucleus. We have seen the successes of this
approach in simple applications in Section 7.3. When combined with further computational
improvements, it has enabled nuclear structure calculations to be extended toA = 56. This
is an important point for astrophysics, because the details of the nuclear reactions of iron
control the critical process occurring in the collapse of a supernova, as we shall see in
Section 9.6.1 below.

Fewer than 300 stable nuclei occur naturally, but the region outside the valley of stability
is largely uncharted and there are many fundamental questions to be answered. For example,
theoretical descriptions of nuclei far from the valley of stability suggest that their structures
are different from those seen in stable nuclei. Other important questions include: what are
the limiting conditions under which nuclei can remain bound; and do new structures emerge
near these limits? Nuclei far from stability also play an important role in astrophysics, for
example in understanding the processes in supernovas and how elements are synthesized
in stars.

One way to explore these questions is to look for very rare decay modes that are predicted
to exist for some nuclei in this region. Consider, for example, one-proton radioactivity. In
nearly all cases this mechanism is absolutely forbidden by energy conservation, because the
energy released would be negative. However in the 1960s it was pointed out that bombarding
a target havingN ≈ Z using a projectile withN ≈ Z, could produce a heavy proton-
rich nucleus also withN ≈ Z, which is a very unstable configuration (see Figure 2.12),
and in some cases proton emission may be energetically possible. This was confirmed in
1982 in an experiment that bombarded a target of96Ru with a beam of58Ni nuclei. A study
of the resulting particle spectrum showed evidence for the decay151Lu → 150Yb + p, and
one-proton decay has subsequently been observed in a small number of other nuclei. There
are even a few nuclei, where although one-proton decay is energetically forbidden, in
principle two-proton decay is allowed. The first observation of a two-proton decay was
made in 2002 for the nucleus45Fe and the mode has subsequently been seen in the decays
of 48Ni and54Zn, with other experiments planned to look at heavier nuclei.

Another interesting question concerns the possible existence of super-heavy elements.
Discovery of elements beyond those currently known could explore questions about possi-
ble limits on nuclear charges and masses. According to current nuclear models there should
exist a new group of super-heavy elements with chargesZ in the range approximately 114
to 126 that are stabilized by shell effects. The heaviest element made to date hasZ = 116
and was produced by fusion in the reaction48

20Ca+ 248
96Cm → 292

116Uuh+ 4n (the notation
Uuh is used as the element has yet to be named) despite the extremely low cross-section
for such fusion processes. Strenuous efforts are being made to reach the predicted new
island of relative stability. Another limiting region that is expected to yield interesting in-
formation is that of angular momentum. Super-deformed nuclei have been discovered with
highly elongated shapes and very rapid rotational motion. The states associated with these
shapes are extremely stable. Further investigation of these is expected to yield important
information about nuclear structure.
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To explore some of the questions posed above will require facilities that can produce
nuclear beams of exotic short-lived isotopes. In Section 4.2.3 we described how in principle
such beams can be constructed and there is much development work going on in this area.4

Unexpected nuclear structure phenomena can be explored at radioactive beam facilities.
For example, in some neutron-rich light nuclei, the valence neutrons can have a spatial
extent that greatly exceeds the expected nuclear dimensions. These are thehalo nuclei
briefly mentioned in Section 2.2.2 in the context of measuring nuclear radii, and their
properties are difficult to explain in conventional theories. An extreme case is11Li (with 3
protons and 8 neutrons), which is nearly as large as208Pb. To explain this it is necessary to
assume a three-body model where11Li is viewed as an inert core of9Li together with two
very loosely bound neutrons, the wavefunctions of which extend well beyond the nuclear
potential. Radioactive beam facilities would also enable the study of very short-lived rare
isotopes that play decisive roles in many astrophysical processes.

9.2.3 Nuclear Synthesis

The synthesis of nuclei in the universe is one of the cornerstones of modern astrophysics.5

But even here there are still surprises. For example, in the discussion of stellar fusion in
Section 8.2.3, we saw that the production of heavy elements involves the rare reaction
3(4He) → 12C (Equation (8.42)), the occurrence of which depends critically on the ex-
istence of a particular excited state of12C. We also noted that another excited state has
been discovered at a somewhat higher energy that has the effect of significantly altering
the energy-dependence (or equivalently the temperature dependence) of this reaction from
the values usually assumed. This could have major consequences for models and theories
of stellar evolution. Nuclear reactions are important in understanding other astrophysical
processes. For example, the lifetime of the doubly-magic nucleus78Ni has been measured
and found to be shorter than expected, implying that supernova explosions may produce
gold and other heavier elements much faster than had previously been thought. This is
important because78Ni is believed to produce more than half the elements heavier than
iron in the universe.

Another reaction of great current interest is the synthesis of16O from the reaction of4He
with 12C (Equation (8.43)), which determines the relative sizes of the carbon and oxygen
shells of massive stars that later explode as supernovas. The sizes of these shells are a crucial
factor in predicting the nucleosynthesis that occurs during the explosion. A measurement
of the rate of this reaction with sufficient accuracy would constrain astrophysical models.
Yet another example concerns22Na production in nova. Until recently it was thought that
the production rate of this isotope would be such that its presence would be observable by
γ -ray astronomy, but satellites have failed to detect it. However, measurement of the rate for
21Na(p, γ )22Mg, which determines the abundance of galactic22Na, shows that it is higher
than previously expected and so22Na is produced earlier in nova than thought, whence it
is effectively removed by the reaction22Na(p, γ )23Mg, thus explaining the satellite data.
These examples show that there is still much to be learned about nuclear synthesis.

4 A review of the physics of a rare isotope accelerator is given in Geesamanet al. (2006). This article also discusses in some
detail the motivation for studies of rare radioisotopes.
5 An extensive discussion of nuclear astrophysics is given in Chapter 12 of Bertulani (2007).
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9.2.4 Symmetries and the Standard Model

Time-reversal invariance, and by implicationCPinvariance providedCPT invariance holds,
would be tested if a non-zero electric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron, the electron
or an atom could be detected. Consider the non-relativistic HamiltonianHEDM for the
interaction of an EDMd with an electric fieldE. For an elementary particle, or a nucleus,
in a non-degenerate state, its spinJ is the only vector available to define a direction and so
d must be collinear withJ. Thus we can write

HEDM = −d · E = −
d

J
J · E, (9.1)

whered = |d| andJ = |J|. However,E is even under time reversal, whileJ is odd, and thus
HEDM is odd under time reversal. It is also odd under a parity transformation. Therefore an
electric dipole moment (EDM) can only exist if both parity and time reversal invariance
are violated.

We have seen in Section 6.6 thatCP invariance is violated in the weak decays ofK
andB mesons and by inference so isT invariance, providedCPT invariance holds. Thus
the weak interaction and the mechanism that causesCP violation could generateP, T
violating radiative corrections to theP-, C-, T-conserving electromagnetic interaction and
hence generate an EDM, although in practice such an effect cannot be calculated precisely
without assumptions about the mechanism that causesCP violation.

In the standard model, EDMs only appear in higher orders of perturbation theory and
hence are extremely small. For example, for the neutron and the electron, the estimates
from the standard model are

dn ∼ 10−32 e cm and de ≤ 10−38 e cm, (9.2)

wheree = 4.8 × 10−10 esu is the magnitude of the charge on the electron. These are many
orders-of-magnitude smaller than the present experimental limits (at 95 % confidence
level):

|dn| < 3 × 10−26 e cm and |de| < 1.6 × 10−27 e cm. (9.3)

To see just how small these are, we can also express them in terms of the Bohr magneton,
so that, for example,|de| < 8.3 × 10−17 µB, which is 16 orders-of-magnitude smaller than
the magnetic dipole moment. If this were the whole story, then it would be very difficult to
test the predictions of the standard model. However, we shall see in Section (9.6.3) below
that the size ofCP violation in the standard model is far too small to explain the observed
matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe and thus there must be another mechanism
generatingCPviolation awaiting to be discovered. Hence the interest in measuring EDMs.6

6 There is another reason for measuring EDMs and this is in connection with so-called ‘strongCP problem’. In the QCD
Lagrangian there is in principle a term that violatesCP invariance and contains a factor, usually denoted byθ̄ , the size of which
is not specified by the theory. Its contribution to the EDM of the neutron (for example) isdn ≈ 3 × 10−16θ̄ e cm, which using the
experimental limit given in (9.3), implies that̄θ ≤ 1 × 10−10, a surprising small value for which there is no current satisfactory
explanation. A zero value of̄θ would be possible if a new spin-0 particle called theaxion, with a mass in the range of neutrino
masses, existed. Axions would mainly couple via the electromagnetic interaction and would convert to photons in the presence
of a strong magnetic field. However, experiments designed to exploit this property have failed to find axions. The discovery of
an EDM for the neutron would indicate either a non-zero value forθ̄ , or some completely new physics; while an EDM for the
electron would definitely be proof of new physics.
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Many measurements of EDMs make use of the fact that in collinearE andB fields a
neutral spin-12 particle will undergo a Larmor precession7 with frequencyf , given by

h f = (2µn B ± 2dnE), (9.4)

whereµn is the magnitude of the magnetic moment,dn is the magnitude of the electric
dipole moment and the± sign refers toE being parallel (antiparallel) toB. Thus, a nonzero
dn will be revealed by an electric field-dependent shift inf . The experiments are technically
very demanding because of the relative sizes ofµn anddn, and innovative techniques have
to be used to detect the shift. For example, ultra-cold neutrons with kinetic energies less
than about 10−7 eV are stored in magnetic ‘bottles’ or ‘traps’ for many hundreds of minutes
while the experiments are performed.8 Several experiments are planned that develop this
basic idea and an improvement of a factor of about 100 on the present limit seems possible.

The same technique cannot be used directly for charged particles, such as the electron,
because the interaction with the electric field will accelerate the particle out of the observed
region. However, if a neutral atom has a nucleus whose EDM distribution is not identical
with its charge distribution, or if it contains an unpaired electron with an intrinsic EDM,
then its EDM can be measured. The most sensitive result to date is for an optical pumping
experiment using the diamagnetic atom199Hg, for which

|d(199Hg atom)| < 2 × 10−28 e cm. (9.5)

Without details, this result can be used to deduce the best current bound on the proton
EDM, which is found to be

|dp| < 5.4 × 10−24 e cm. (9.6)

The EDM of the electron has been is found from studies of paramagnetic atoms and
molecules with unpaired electrons. It can be shown that in this situation the effective field
experienced byde is enhanced by a factorR = da/de, whereda is the EDM of the atom.
For the ground states of alkali atoms and for thallium the enhancement factor is given by
|R| ≈ 10Z3α2 and so can be substantial. This is equivalent to putting an enhancement factor
in front of the EDM term in (9.4). The best result to date (given in (9.1)) has been obtained
using205Tl in an atomic beam magnetic resonance experiment. Very large enhancement
factors also occur in some diatomic paramagnetic molecules, such as YbF and PbO, and
experiments in progress will reduced the limit by at least a factor of 10.

Finally, we should mention that in the standard model, EDMs of leptons are approx-
imately proportional to the particle mass and so from the present limit on the EDM of
the electron, we can predict|dµ| < 3.3 × 10−25 e cm, which is already smaller than the
predictions from some extensions of the standard model to be discussed in Section 9.5.
The present experimental limit is|dµ| < 7 × 10−19 e cm and was obtain in a storage ring
experiment that was designed primarily to measure the difference between the magnetic
dipole moment of the muon and its Dirac value. The technique is being developed to
improve this measurement and also to measure the EDM for the proton and deuteron.

7 See footnote 27 in Chapter 8.
8 The principle is the same as in the traps used for making accurate mass measurements of very short-lived isotopes mentioned
in Section 2.1.3.
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CPT invariance, assumed above, can also in principle be tested. One way involves
antihydrogen, the bound state of a positron and an antiproton. Although a few examples of
antihydrogen atoms were first produced at CERN in 1995, the first substantial production
in a controlled experiment was in 2002 by mixing cold antiprotons with a dense positron
plasma confined by electromagnetic fields in a Penning trap.9 If atoms of antihydrogen
could be trapped for extended periods, their properties, for examples their energy levels,
could be compared with those of hydrogen and this would test CPT invariance and might
shed light on the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. A new generation
of antihydrogen experiments is being planned at CERN to pursue this.

Atomic/nuclear physics can also provide information on the standard model in other
areas of the weak interactions. For example, mixing between the weak and electromagnetic
interactions can be studied. This is characterized by the Weinberg angle, which can be
measured in the parity-violating interaction between electrons and the nuclei of particular
atoms. This was mentioned in Section 6.7.2. Parity mixing has been seen in several atomic
systems. The best measurement at present has been made using133Cs atoms, although
the limits on the Weinberg angle do not yet compete with those obtained from particle
physics experiments. Other experiments plan to study this effect in atomic francium, where
the parity-mixing effect should be about 18 times larger. (The effect of an electric dipole
moment of the electron is also expected to be greatly enhanced in francium.) Unfortunately,
francium is an extremely rare element with no stable isotopes and so experiments will be
carried out with a small number of radioactive atoms collected in a magneto-optic trap.

9.3 The Origin of Mass: the Higgs Boson

One of the main challenges in particle physics is to understand electroweak symmetry
breaking and the origin of mass. The solution to both of these problems is believed to lie in
the existence of the Higgs boson, a spin-0 elementary particle, the motivation for which has
been mentioned in earlier chapters. Although predicted by the standard model, the Higgs
boson has not yet been definitively seen experimentally. In this section we briefly recap
the theoretical motivation for the Higgs boson and then discuss how it might be found
experimentally.10

9.3.1 Theoretical Background

The existence of the Higgs boson arises as a consequence of the fundamental symmetry
associated with theories in which the force carriers are spin-1 bosons, i.e. gauge invariance.
Gauge invariance can be shown to require that the spin-1 ‘gauge bosons’ have zero masses
if they are the only bosons in the theory. This is acceptable for QED and QCD, because
the gauge bosons are photons and gluons and they do indeed have zero masses. Gauge
invariance also plays a crucial role in the unified electroweak theory, where it is needed to
ensure the cancellation of the divergences that occur in individual higher-order Feynman
diagrams, a process called ‘renormalization’. In this case the result is even stronger and it

9 See Section 2.1.3.
10 For reviews see Accomandoet al. (1998) and Amsleret al. (2008).
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f

f

H0

gHff

Figure 9.2 The basic vertex for Higgs boson–fermion interactions. The fermionf can be any quark,
charged lepton or neutrino.

can be shown that gauge invariance requires that theall the fundamental particles – quarks,
leptons and gauge bosons – have zero masses if gauge bosons are the only bosons in the
theory. This prediction is clearly in contradiction with experiment.

This problem, known as theorigin of mass, is overcome by assuming that the various
particles interact with a new field, called theHiggs field, whose existence can be shown to
allow the gauge bosons to acquire masses without violating the gauge invariance of the in-
teraction and without destroying renormalization. This is the so-calledHiggs mechanism.11

A consequence of this is that there must exist quanta associated with the Higgs field, called
Higgs bosons, in the same way that there are quanta associated with the electromagnetic
field, i.e. photons. In the simplest implementation of the Higgs mechanism as used in the
standard model, the prediction is that there exists a single electrically neutral Higgs boson
H0. We will assume this for the present, but we will see later in Section 9.5.2 that extensions
of the standard model that incorporate ‘supersymmetry’ predict the existence of more than
one Higgs boson, not all of which are electrically neutral. For example, the simplest of
these theories (the so-called Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)) predicts
the existence of three neutral and two charge-conjugate Higgs bosons.

The existence of the Higgs boson is the most important prediction of the standard model
that has not been verified by experiment, and searches for it are of the highest priority. A
problem in designing suitable experiments is that its mass is not predicted by the theory.
However, plausible assumptions about the behaviour of the theory, including that it is
capable of describing physics up to energies where the electroweak couplings become
comparable to the strong coupling,12 lead to suggestions that the mass lies in the region
130 GeV/c2 − 190 GeV/c2. The actual mass remains an experimental question.

Unlike the mass of the Higgs boson, which cannot be predicted with definiteness, its
couplings to other particlesare predicted. These interactions are of a form shown in
Figure 9.2, with a dimensionless coupling constantgHff related to the fermion massm f by

gHff =
√

2gW

(

m f

MW

)

. (9.7)

11 A brief introduction to gauge invariance and the Higgs mechanism is given in Appendix D.
12 This is the ‘unification’ energy that will be discussed in Section 9.4.1.
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Figure 9.3 The branching ratios of a standard-model Higgs bosonH0 for all decays with branching
ratios greater than 10−6. (Adapted from Kunszt, Moretti and Stirling (1996). Copyright (1996)
Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

Thus they are essentially proportional to the masses of the particles to which it couples. This
theory of fermion masses – that they are generated by interactions with the Higgs field –
does not at present make any predictions for their valuesm f . However, it can be tested in
the future by measuring the Higgs boson couplingsgHff and verifying the predictions (9.7).
The Higgs boson therefore couples very weakly to light particles like neutrinos, electrons,
muons andu, d, s quarks; and much more strongly to heavy particles likeW± and Z0

bosons, and presumablyb andt quarks. Hence attempts to produce Higgs bosons are made
more difficult by the need to first produce the very heavy particles to which they couple.
The Higgs boson has a rich spectrum of possible decay modes, the branching ratios of
which depend strongly on its massMH . Once the mass is fixed, the branching ratios can
be uniquely determined and these are shown in Figure 9.3 for two ranges of Higgs boson
mass.13 The total width also depends strongly onMH , as is shown in Figure 9.4.

9.3.2 Experimental Searches

The failure to observe Higgs bosons in present experiments leads to limits on their mass.
The best results come from the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) accelerator at CERN. This
machine (which is no longer operational) had a maximum energy of 208 GeV at the time
of its closure, which was enough to produce Higgs bosons with masses up to almost
120 GeV/c2 in the reaction

e+ + e− → H0 + Z0, (9.8)

13 The curves labeledZ0Z0 include the decaysH0 → Z0 f f̄ , where the fermion-antifermion pair arise from the decay of a
virtual Z0.
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Figure 9.4 Width of the Higgs boson as a function of its mass. (Adapted from Kunszt, Moretti and
Stirling (1996). Copyright (1996) Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

which is expected to occur by the dominant mechanism of Figure 9.5. Attempts were made
to detect Higgs bosons by their decays tobb̄ pairs, where the quarks would be observed as
jets containing short-lived hadrons with nonzero beauty. The results were tantalizing. By
the time LEP closed down in November 2000 to make way for another project, it had shown
that no Higgs bosons existed with a mass less than 113.5 GeV/c2; and some evidence had
been obtained for the existence of a Higgs boson with a mass of 115 GeV/c2. This is very
close to the upper limit of masses that were accessible to LEP, but because the Higgs boson
would have a width, its mass distribution would extend down to lower energies and would
give a signal. Unfortunately, while this signal was statistically likely to be genuine result
rather than a statistical fluctuation, the latter cannot be completely ruled out.

Higgs boson searches have also been carried out at the Tevatronpp̄ collider, mentioned
in Chapter 4. At the Tevatron, the searches concentrate on the associated production of
a Higgs boson, i.e.p + p̄ → V + H + X, whereX is any hadron state consistent with
conservation of the appropriate quantum numbers, and the vector bosonV ≡ W±, Z0, the

H0

Z0

Z0

e+

e–

Figure 9.5 Dominant mechanism for Higgs boson production ine+e− annihilation.
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Figure 9.6 Dominant gluon fusion production mechanism for the reactionp + p → H0 + X at
the LHC.

latter decaying into charged leptons and/or neutrinos. For masses below about 130 GeV/c2,
the decayH0 → bb̄provides the most sensitive channel, as was used at LEP. With presently
available data, the sensitivity of the two experiments at the Tevatron, CDF andDØ, is still
rather limited, but with increasing sample sizes, the sensitivity may eventually exceed the
LEP range and so it is possible that the Higgs boson will first be seen at the Tevatron.
However, the greatest probability is that if the Higgs boson exists it will be found first at
the LHC (also discussed in Chapter 4) where two of the experiments, ATLAS and CMS,
have been optimized to search for the particle with mass up to 1 TeV/c2.

At the LHC the reaction of interest will be

p + p → H0 + X, (9.9)

whereX is a hadron state consistent with conservation of the appropriate quantum numbers.
The dominant Higgs production mechanism for this reaction at the LHC is ‘gluon fusion’ at
all Higgs boson masses. This is shown in Figure 9.6, where theggH0 vertex is dominated
by a loop involving top quarks because of the strong coupling ofH0 to the very heavy
t t̄ state, as shown in Figure 9.7(a). Other production processes are shown in Figure 9.7(b),
(c) and (d). These are also of interest because of the different experimental signatures they
provide for identifying the Higgs boson. In these diagrams, for simplicity the spectator
particles are not shown. The contributions of these various processes to the production
cross-section at the LHC, at a total energy of 14 TeV, are shown in Figure 9.8.
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Figure 9.7 Production mechanisms for a standard model Higgs boson at the LHC.
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Figure 9.8 Production cross-sections of the standard model Higgs boson at the LHC for a centre-
of-mass energy of 14 TeV. (Adapted from Kunszt, Moretti and Stirling (1996). Copyright (1996)
Elsevier, reprinted with permission).

Detection of a Higgs boson in the mass rangeMZ < MH < 2MZ will be difficult. In this
region the main decay modes are fermion decays. Below about 140 GeV/c2, the decays
H0 → τ+τ−, cc̄ andgg are also important, in addition to the dominantbb̄ channel. Up to
mass of about 140 GeV/c2, the Higgs boson has a very narrow width,Ŵ(H0) < 10 MeV,
but once the gauge boson channels opens up, the width rapidly increases, reaching∼1 GeV
at theZ0Z0 threshold. Only above a mass of 200 GeV does the width become wide enough
to be resolved experimentally. Referring to Figures 9.3 and 9.8, the obvious mode to study
would be the dominantH0 → bb̄ channel with the quarks fragmenting to jets, as used in
the LEP experiment. Unfortunately it is very difficult to distinguish these jets from those
produced by other means. Because of this, it is likely that other decay modes will be
more useful, even though they have much smaller branching ratios. For example, the decay
H0 → γ γ , with a branching ratio of order 10−3, would have a signature of two isolated
electromagnetic clusters and much lower backgrounds than theH0 → bb̄ channel.

Above theW+W− threshold, the decays are almost exclusively to theW+W− andZ0Z0

channels, except in the mass range near thet t̄ decay threshold. For masses in the range
2MZ < MH < 650 GeV/c2, detection of the Higgs boson will be straightforward via the
decays

H0 → Z0 + Z0 → ℓ+ + ℓ− + ℓ+ + ℓ− (ℓ = e, µ), (9.10)

where theℓ+ℓ− pairs have the mass of theZ0. A disadvantage as one approaches the end
of this range is the increased width of theH0 and the reduced production rate.

If, against expectations,MH > 650 GeV/c2, production rates drop dramatically and
the decay is totally dominated by vector boson channels and at least one vector boson
must decay to neutrinos or jets, i.e.H0 → W+W− → ℓν j j , wherej is a jet. This has a
branching ratio at least 50 times greater than the decay modeH0 → Z0Z0 → 4 leptons.
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(For example, fewer than 200 Higgs particles withMH = 700 GeV decay in the
H0 → Z0Z0 → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ℓ− channel in a year at high luminosity, before account is taken
of detection efficiencies.) There would still be considerable backgrounds to contend with.

Assuming the Higgs boson is discovered, it will be important to measure accurately its
various decay branching ratios to test the standard model in detail and this would be best
done in ane+e− collider, such as the proposed ILC mentioned in Chapter 4. Clearly, the
Higgs sector will be a very important part of particle physics for many years to come.

9.4 The Nature of the Neutrino

The neutrino has always been a ‘mystery’ particle, whose properties have been difficult
to study experimentally because of the fact that it only interacts via the weak interaction.
It was not until about 25 years after Pauli first postulated the neutrino that its existence
was proved experimentally, and it took a further 50 years to establish that it had a nonzero
mass! Another piece of history is the assumption that the neutrino is a so-called ‘Dirac
particle’, i.e. its wavefunction obeys the Dirac equation of Equation (1.3) with neutrino
and antineutrino being distinct entities. However, in Section 1.3.2 we noted that for neutral
states, a particle and its antiparticle do not necessarily have to be distinct, and in principle
this could be true for neutrinos. In this section we consider this possibility and discuss how
the nature of the neutrino might be determined experimentally.

9.4.1 Dirac or Majorana?

In the case where there are distinct antiparticles, there are two neutrino states with lep-
ton numberL = 1 and two antineutrinos withL = −1 states, called collectivelyDirac
neutrinos, and denoted

νL , νR, ν̄L , ν̄R (Dirac neutrinos).

In the second case, where the neutrinos do not have distinct antiparticles, there are only
two states, calledMajorana neutrinos,denoted

νL , νR (Majorana neutrinos).

In both cases,L andR denote right- and left-handed, as usual.
In the original formulation of the standard model, neutrino masses were assumed to be

zero and it is not possible to experimentally distinguish between these two possibilities.
This is because in the standard model with zero mass neutrinos, the weak interaction only
couples to right-handed neutrinos and left-handed antineutrinos, as we saw in Chapter
6; and the theory cannot be distinguished from an analogous Majorana theory with the
replacementνL , ν̄R → νL , νR. In contrast, as we saw in Section 6.3.2, the weak interaction
couples to both helicity states of the electron, which is not massless. Similarly, for neutrinos
with nonzero masses, the weak interaction would also couple to the other two Dirac neutrino
states, albeit with relative couplings of order (mνc2/E)2, whereE is the neutrino energy.
Because of this, differences of the same order will emerge between the two descriptions of
the neutrino, which can, at least in principle, be detected experimentally. In particular, in
the Majorana formalism, lepton number conservation for reactions involving neutrinos is
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an ‘accident’ arising from the spin structure of the weak interaction for zero mass neutrinos,
and tiny deviations from it are expected for nonzero neutrino masses. In most cases these
will be too small to observe, and the most promising prospect for detecting them, if they
exist, is by detecting neutrinoless double beta decay, to which we now turn.

9.4.2 Neutrinoless Doubleβ Decay

In Section 2.6.2 we mentioned that in a small number of even-even nuclei the double beta
decay process

(Z, A) → (Z + 2, A) + 2e− + 2ν̄e, (9.11)

(denoted by the labelββ2ν), is energetically allowed in the standard model, as illustrated in
Figure 9.9(a). Such decays are allowed for both Dirac and majorana neurinos. In contrast,
the neutrinoless double beta decay process (labelledββ0ν)

(Z, A) → (Z + 2, A) + 2e− (9.12)

is not allowed for Dirac neutrinos, because it violates lepton number conservation. However,
it can occur for Majorana neutrinos of nonzero mass, which are their own antiparticles,
by the mechanism illustrated in Figure 9.9(b). Observation of the reaction (9.12) would
therefore be strong evidence for the existence of Majorana neutrinos.

Because doubleβ decay is second-order in the weak interaction, it can in practice only
be observed if the standard singleβ decay process is forbidden. For an even-Z, even-N
nucleus, doubleβ decay leads to another even-even nucleus (Z + 2, A), while singleβ

decay leads to an odd-odd nucleus (Z + 1, A). Since odd-odd nuclei are less stable than
even-even nuclei, due to the pairing term in the semi-empirical mass formula, a sequence
of states can result in which singleβ decay is forbidden by energy conservation, while
doubleβ decay is allowed. If the parent nucleus (Z, A) is also stable againstα andγ decay,
it will decay by doubleβ decay with a mean lifetime in the range 1018–1024 yr, depending
on the nucleus concerned. Such decays were first directly observed in 1987, and have now
been established for the 10 isotopes:

48Ca, 76Ge, 82Se, 96Zr, 100Mo, 116Cd, 128Te, 130Te, 150Nd, and238U.
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Figure 9.9 (a) Doubleβ-decayββ2ν, as allowed in the standard model. (b) Neutrinoless double
β-decayββ0ν, forbidden in the standard model.
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Figure 9.10 Energy spectra for the two electrons inββ2ν (dashed line), andββ0ν (solid line) as a
function of E/Q, whereE is their combined energy andQ is the energy released.

Neutrinoless doubleβ decay, which has not yet been observed, can be distinguished
from ββ2ν decays by measuring the energies of the emitted electrons. We have seen in
Section 7.7.1 that in standardβ decay, energy is carried away by the undetected neutrinos,
resulting in a continuous spectrum for the energy of the electrons (see for example, Figure
7.10). The same is true for the combined energy spectrum of the electrons inββ2ν decay,
whereas inββ0ν decays the electrons carry off all the available energy, resulting in a sharp
peak in their combined energy, as shown in Figure 9.10. However, the major problem is
that the rate forββ0ν decay is expected to be much smaller that that forββ2ν decays,
even for Majorana neutrinos, and for zero-mass neutrinos it would actually vanish. For
Majorana neutrinos with nonzero mass, the decay rateŴ is given by

Ŵ = a〈m〉2, (9.13)

where the constant of proportionalitya is itself proportional to the product of the squared
nuclear matrix element and the coupling constantG4

F . The quantity〈m〉 is the square of
the ‘effective Majorana mass’, which reduces to

〈m〉 = |Ue1|2m1 + |Ue2|2m2 + |Ue3|2m3.

if, for simplicity, we neglectCP-violating phases in the neutrino sector. HereUe1, Ue2 and
Ue3 are the elements of the neutrino mixing matrix (6.83) that defines the electron-neutrino
state, andm1, m2 andm3 refer to the mass eigenstatesν1, ν2 andν3.

The constants of proportionalitya in (9.13) forββ0ν are somewhat uncertain, due to
uncertainties in nuclear structure, but for〈m〉 ∼ 1 eV, they lead to decay rates of order
one per year, or less, per kg of unstable isotope. For Dirac neutrinos, the predicted decay
rate is of course zero, irrespective of the mass. Because the background counting rate must
be even lower than the predicted very low counting rates for a signal,ββ0ν experiments
are ultra-low background experiments. For this reason they are invariably located deep
underground, to shield them from cosmic rays, and they must also be shielded to eliminate
background arising from ambient radiation in the surroundings. In addition, the sample of
decaying isotope must be extremely pure, since even a very small contamination of aβ

decaying impurity would swamp the signal from doubleβ decay. Since several kilograms
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of an isotope are needed to obtain a detectable counting rate, this is a highly non-trivial
requirement.

The experiments can be roughly divided into three types. If the decaying isotope is a
semiconductor, such as76Ge, the isotope can be both the sample and a solid-state detector
that will measure the energy released in a given decay. The GERDA experiment and
the planned COBRA experiment, both located at the Gran Sasso Laboratory in Italy, are
of this type. Another type of experiment in which the sample and detector are one are
bolometers, in which the energy released in the decay is turned into heat and detected.
The CUORE experiment, also at Gran Sasso, is of this type. Finally, the decaying sample
may be surrounded by a separate detector that can observe and identify the electron tracks
from the decays, as well as measure their energies. An example of this type is the NEMO3
detector, shown in Figure 9.11, which is located in the Fréjus tunnel beneath Mont Blanc in
the French Alps. In contrast to the combined sample-detector experiments, this experiment
can study a range of isotopes, in the form of thin sheets located in a central tower, including
approximately 7 kg of100Mo and 1 kg of82Se. The isotopes are surrounded by: multi-
wire drift chambers, to record the electron tracks; electromagnetic calorimeters to measure
their energy; and a magnetic coil to provide a field for charge information. This in turn is
surrounded by pure iron shielding, to eliminateγ rays, and wood and pure borated water
shielding to eliminate neutrons. A much larger experiment based on the same technology,
called SuperNEMO, will hopefully start taking data in 2010 on theββ2ν andββ0ν decays
of 82Se and150Nd, with isotope samples in the range 100–200 kg.

wood

3 m

4 m

iron

tank of
borated
water 

source foil

tracking volume

calorimeter
detector

magnetic
coil

wood

Figure 9.11 Schematic diagram of the NEMO3 detector: neutron and gamma shielding is provided
by a layer of iron and 40 cm of wood top and bottom and a 30 cm thick cylindrical tank of borated
water around the circumference; the tracking detector consists of 6180 wire drift chamber cells
operating in Geiger mode in a helium and alcohol gas mixture; the calorimeter detector consists
of 1940 plastic scintillator blocks coupled to low-radioactivity photomultiplier tubes; the magnetic
coil produces a vertical field of 25 Gauss; and the source contains 10 kg of double beta isotopes.
(Courtesy of the NEMO3 collaboration).
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Figure 9.12 Idealized behaviour of the strong and electroweak coupling as functions of the squared
energy-momentum transferQ2 in a simple grand unified theory.

At the time of writing, there is no confirmed evidence for neutrinoless doubleβ decay,
and current experiments can be interpreted as setting a limit of 0.5 eV = 500 meV on the
effective Majorana mass. Experiments currently under construction or in progress, such
as CUORE, GERDA and SuperNEMO, will reduce this limit by a factor of order 10, to
approximately 50 meV, if no events are detected. On the other hand, a positive result would
give an indication of the scale of neutrino masses, as opposed to the mass differences that
are measured in neutrino oscillations.

9.5 Beyond the Standard Model: Unification Schemes

The successes of the standard model have led to various attempts to extend electroweak
unification to include the strong interaction, and even gravity, in larger unification schemes.
In this section we briefly discuss some of these ideas and their experimental consequences.

9.5.1 Grand Unification

Theories that attempt to include the strong interaction in a unification scheme with the
electroweak interaction are calledgrand unified theories(GUTs). We have seen that unifi-
cation of the weak and electromagnetic interactions does not manifest itself until energies
of the order of theW andZ masses. To get some idea of the energy scale of a grand unified
theory, we show in Figure 9.12 the couplings14

g ≡ 2
√

2gW, g′ ≡ 2
√

2gZ (9.14)

and the strong couplinggs (this is related toαs by αs = gs
2/4π) as functions ofQ2, the

squared energy-momentum transfer in a typical GUT. A naı̈ve extrapolation inQ2 (using
for example Equation (5.11)) from the region where these couplings are presently known
suggests that they become approximately equal at the enormous valueQ2 = MX

2c2, where
MX, the so-calledunification mass, is of order 1015 GeV/c2. In practice, which couplings

14 Recall that the electromagnetic couplinge is related to these couplings by the unification condition (6.85).
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Figure 9.13 Fundamental vertices that can occur for the multiplet of particles in Equation (9.15).

to extrapolate depends on which version of GUT one considers, but if the extrapolation is
done accurately the three curves actually fail to meet at a point by an amount that cannot
be explained by uncertainties in the models.

There are many candidate grand unified theories, but the simplest incorporates the known
quarks and leptons into common families. For example, one way is to put the three coloured
d-quarks and the doublet (e+, ν̄e) (strictly their right-handed components) into a common
family, i.e.

(dr , db, dg, e+, ν̄e). (9.15)

The fundamental vertex interactions allowed in this model are shown in Figure 9.13.
In addition to the known QCD interaction in (a) and the electroweak interaction in

(b), there are two new interactions represented by (c) and (d) involving the emission
or absorption of two new gauge bosonsX and Y with electric charges− 4

3 and − 1
3,

respectively, and masses of orderMX. In this theory, all the processes of Figure 9.13 are
characterized by a single GUT coupling given by

αU ≡
g2

U

4π
≈

1

42
, (9.16)

which is found by extrapolating the known coupling of the standard model to the energy
MXc2.

This simple model has a number of attractive features. For example, it can be shown that
the sum of the electric charges of all the particles in a given multiplet is zero. So, using the
multiplet (dr , db, dg, e+, ν̄e), it follows that

3qd + e = 0, (9.17)

whereqd is the charge of the down quark. Thusqd= − 1
3e and the fractional charges of

the quarks are seen to originate in the fact that they exist in three colours states. By a
similar argument, the up quark has chargequ = 2

3eand so with the usual quark assignment
p = uud, the proton charge is given by

qp = 2qu + qd = e. (9.18)
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Figure 9.14 The three fundamental vertices predicted by the simplest GUT involving the gauge
bosonsX andY. (These are in addition to those shown in Figure 9.13).

Thus, we also have an explanation of the long-standing puzzle of why the proton and
positron have precisely the same electric charge.

9.5.1.1 Testing GUTs

GUTs make a number of predictions that can be tested at presently accessible energies.
For example, if the three curves of Figure 9.12 really did meet at a point, then the three
low-energy couplings of the standard model would be expressible in terms of the two
parametersαU and MX. This could be used to predict one of the former, or equivalently
the weak mixing angleθW. The result is sin2 θW = 0.214± 0.004, which is close to the
measured value of 0.2313± 0.0003, although not strictly compatible with it. (This is true
even if the effect of the Higgs boson is taken into account when evaluating the evolution
of the coupling constants.)

In addition to the interactions of theX andY bosons shown in Figure 9.13, there are a
number of other possible vertices, which are shown in Figure 9.14. (There is also another
set where particles are changed to antiparticles.) A consequence of these interactions and
those of Figure 9.13(c) and (d) is the possibility of reactions that conserve neither baryon
nor lepton numbers. The most striking prediction of this type is that the proton would
be unstable, with decay modes such asp → π0 + e+ and p → π+ + ν̄e. Examples of
Feynman diagrams for these decays are shown in Figure 9.15 and are constructed by
combining the vertices of Figures 9.13 and 9.14. In all such processes, although lepton
numbersLℓ and baryon numberB are not conserved, the combination

R ≡ B −
∑

ℓ

Lℓ (ℓ = e, µ, τ ) (9.19)

is conserved.
Since the masses of theX and Y bosons are far larger than the quarks and leptons,

we can use the zero-range approximation to estimate the lifetime of proton decay. In this
approximation, and by analogy with the lifetime for the muon (7.61), we have for the
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Figure 9.15 Examples of processes that contribute to the proton decay modep → π0 + e+.
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proton lifetime

τp ≈
(MXc2)4

gU
4(Mpc2)5

. (9.20)

Taking account of reasonable uncertainties ongU andMX, this gives

τp ≈ 1030±1 yr. (9.21)

Proton decay via these modes has been looked for experimentally. The most extensive
search has been made using the Kamiokande detector described in Chapter 3. To date no
events have been observed and this enables a lower limit to be put on the proton lifetime of
about 1032 yr, which rules out the simplest version of a grand unified theory. However, there
are other, more complicated, versions that still cannot be completely ruled out by present
experiments. Some of these incorporate the idea of ‘supersymmetry’ that is described in
Section 9.5.2 below.

9.5.1.2 See-saw Mechanism

At present we have no theoretical understanding of why quark and lepton have the particular
masses they do. However the three known neutrino masses observed in the oscillation
experiments discussed in Chapter 3 have much lower masses than the other fundamental
fermions, and a possible explanation for this has been suggested in the context of grand
unified theories. In Section 9.4 above we discussed the possibility that the neutrino was
its own antiparticle (a so-called Majorana neutrino) and we discussed the experimental
implications of this. In GUTs, it is possible for both types of neutrino to co-exist, and the
corresponding mass matrix for the right-handed neutrino is essentially of the form

M =
(

0 mD

mD mM

)

, (9.22)

wheremD, the Dirac mass, is of the order of the electroweak scale andmM , the Majorana
mass, is of the order of the GUT scale. SincemM ≫ mD, the eigenvalues ofM are

|λ+| ≈ mM and |λ−| ≈ m2
D/mN . (9.23)

If λ− is associated with the observed neutrinos, we have a natural explanation for a very
small mass of order 1 eV, while the other eigenvalue implies a very heavy neutrino, yet to
be discovered. This is called the ‘see-saw mechanism’, because from (9.23) we see that as
one mass goes up, the other goes down.

9.5.2 Supersymmetry

One of the problems with GUTs is that if there are new particles associated with the
unification energy scale, then they would have to be included as additional contributions
in the higher-order calculations in the electroweak theory, for example for the mass of
theW boson. These contributions would upset the delicate cancellations that ensure finite
results from higher-order diagrams in the standard model, unless there were some way of
cancelling these new contributions.Supersymmetrydoes this.

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is the proposal that every known elementary particle has a
partner, called asuperpartner, which is identical to it in all respects except its spin.
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Table 9.1 The particles of the MSSM and their superpartners. In this model there are actually two
charged and three neutral Higgs bosons.

Particle Symbol Spin Superparticle Symbol Spin

Quark q 1
2 Squark q̃ 0

Electron e 1
2 Selectron ẽ 0

Muon µ 1
2 Smuon µ̃ 0

Tauon τ 1
2 Stauon ˜τ 0

W–boson W 1 Wino W̃ 1
2

Z–boson Z 1 Zino Z̃ 1
2

Photon γ 1 Photino ˜γ 1
2

Gluon g 1 Gluino g̃ 1
2

Higgs bosons H 0 Higgsinos H̃ 1
2

Spin-12 particles have spin-0 superpartners and spin–1 particles have spin-1
2 superpartners.

To distinguish between a spin-1
2 particle and its superpartner, an ‘s’ is attached to the front

of its name in the latter case. Thus, for example, a spin-1
2 electron has a spin–0selectronas

its superpartner. The full set of elementary particles and their superpartners in the simplest
SUSY model (the so-called Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model – MSSM) is shown
in Table 9.1. (This is actually a simplification because the MSSM requires three neutral
and two charged Higgs boson.)

If the symmetry were exact, then a particle and its superparticle would have equal
masses. This is clearly not the case, or such states would have already been found. So
supersymmetry is at best an approximate symmetry of nature. Nevertheless, even in an
approximate symmetry the couplings of the two states are equal and opposite, thereby
ensuring the required cancellation, providing their masses are not too large. In practice,
it is usually assumed in GUTs that incorporate supersymmetry that the masses of the
superparticles are of the same order as the masses of theW and Z bosons. With the
inclusion of superparticles, the evolution of the coupling constants of the standard model
as functions ofQ2 changes slightly and when extrapolated they meet very close to a single
point. The unification mass is increased somewhat to about 1016 GeV/c2, while the value
of gU remains roughly constant. Thus the predicted lifetime of the proton is increased to
about 1032–1033 yr, conveniently beyond the ‘reach’ of current experiments. At the same
time, the value of the weak mixing angle is brought into almost exact agreement with the
measured value. Whether this is simply a coincidence or not is unclear.

An indirect way of finding evidence for superparticles is to look for discrepancies
between the predictions of the standard model and experiment that might be explained by
their existence. For example, the exchange of virtual superparticles would contribute to the
deviation of the muon magnetic dipole moment from its Dirac value, although it would
be difficult to separate these contributions from other corrections. Another example is the
details ofCP violation in theB-meson sector, which has not yet been fully explored. The
latter will be the subject of intensive investigation at the LHC accelerator, particularly in
the LHCb experiment, which has been designed to study the physics ofB-particles.
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Figure 9.16 (a) An example of a diagram involving superparticles that can lead to a nonzero
electron electric dipole moment in supersymmetric theories (the ˜χ0 is the neutralino, defined in
Section 9.5.2.2), together with (b) a corresponding diagram without superparticles, which isCP
conserving in the standard model.

9.5.2.1 Electric Dipole Moments

One area where supersymmetry might be tested more directly is the measurement of electric
dipole moments, discussed in Section 9.2.4 above. In the standard model,CPviolation in the
electroweak sector is described by a single phase in the CKM matrix, and this successfully
accounts for the observed violation in neutral meson decays, as described in Section
6.6.5. In this model, EDMs are extremely small, and far below current experimental limits
(cf. Equations (9.2) and (9.3)). However, supersymmetric theories, have a host of new
particles and couplings, and several newCP-violating phases and much largerCP-violating
effects can be generated by diagrams involving virtual superparticles, like Figure 9.16(a)
for the electron. In comparison, the corresponding particle diagram Figure 9.16(b) does not
violate CP invariance in the standard model with zero neutrino masses, and, as stated in
Section 6.6.5, a nonzero electron EDM can only arise in higher orders in perturbation theory
and is consequently much smaller. A suitable choice of the parameters of supersymmetric
theories leads to values of EDMs that could be tested in the not-to-distant future.

9.5.2.2 Detection of Superparticles

To definitively verify supersymmetry it will of course be essential to detect the superpar-
ticles and that will not be easy. To date, activity has concentrated on the direct detection
of superparticles in reactions. In the simplest version of a SUSY theory, superparticles are
produced in pairs (like leptons or strange particles in strong interactions – i.e. associated
production) so that the decay of a superparticle must have at least one superparticle in the
final state and the lightest such particle will necessarily be stable. Most versions of SUSY
theories assume that the lightest particle will be aneutralinoχ̃0, which is the name given to
a mixture of the photino, the neutral higgsino and the zino, the three spin-1

2 superparticles
that interact purely by the electroweak interaction.

If this is the case, a possible reaction that could be studied is

e+ + e− → ẽ+ + ẽ−, (9.24)

followed by the decays

ẽ± → e± + χ̃0, (9.25)

giving overall

e+ + e− → e+ + e− + χ̃0 + χ̃0. (9.26)
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The cross-section for (9.24) is predicted to be comparable to that for producing pairs of
ordinary charged particles. As the neutralinos only have weak interactions they will be
undetectable in practice and so the reaction would be characterized bye+e− pairs in the
final state with only a fraction (typically 50 %) of the initial energy and not emerging ‘back-
to-back’ (because it is not a two-body reaction). This and many other reactions have been
studied, mainly in experiments at LEP, but to date no evidence for the existence of super-
particles has been found. The null results have enabled lower limits to be set on the masses
of neutralinos and sleptons of various flavours in the range, 40–100 GeV/c2. This is not
very useful in practice, as the masses are believed to be of the order of theW andZ masses.
Much larger lower limits for the masses of gluinos and squarks have been obtained in exper-
iments using the CDF detector at the Tevatron accelerator. The search for supersymmetric
particles will be a major activity of experiments at the LHC accelerator at CERN.

9.5.3 Strings and Things

Undeterred by the lack of immediate success of supersymmetry, many bold physicists are
attempting to incorporate gravity into even larger unified schemes. The problems here are
mathematically formidable, not least of which is that the divergences encountered in trying
to quantize gravity are far more severe than those in either QCD or the electroweak theory
and there is at present no successful ‘stand-alone’ quantum theory of gravity analogous to
the former two.

An unusual problem is the extreme difficulty of making unambiguous predictions that
could be tested by experiment. The theories that have been proposed that include gravity
invariably replace the idea of point-like elementary particles with tiny 1-dimensional
quantizedstringsand are formulated in many more dimensions (usually 10, sometimes 11,
including one time dimension) than we observe in nature. Such theories have a single free
parameter – the string tension. However, we live in a four-dimensional world and so the
extra dimensions have to be ‘compactified’, i.e. reduced to an unobservably small size. It
was originally hoped that in doing this the Standard Model, with its 19 free parameters
(masses of quarks, coupling constants, mixing angles, etc) would emerge from string
theory as a unique low-energy four-dimensional theory and thus the precise values of the
19 parameters of the model would be explainable in terms of just a single parameter, the
string tension.

Early optimism has not been sustained. In the particle picture, the structure (i.e. the
Hamiltonian or Lagrangian) of the corresponding quantum field theory (such as QED or
QCD) is known and physical predictions may be obtained using the appropriate Feynman
rules. However, in string theory the Lagrangian is not known, and there are five sets of
possible Feynman rules, each operating in a 10-dimensional space-time continuum. In fact
string theorists have discovered that far from being unique, there is a vast ‘landscape’ of
at least 10500 (!) possible low-energy theories that could result after compactification, each
corresponding to a universe with a different set of fundamental particles, interactions and
parameters. Unless there is a method of choosing between the vast possibilities offered by
this ‘landscape’, string theories have little or no real predictive power. For this reason they
have generated a lively philosophical debate as to whether they should even be considered
as scientific theories, although their proponents claim that string theories are being judged
by standards that historically have not been applied to other emergent theories.
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One controversial approach to the question of choice has been to invoke the so-called
‘anthropic principle’. This states that what we can expect to observe must be restricted
by the conditions necessary for our presence as observers. In other words, the universe is
observed to be the way it is because that is the only way that humans could ever be here
to consider such questions in the first place. This somewhat circular-sounding ‘principle’
has been invoked by cosmologist to explain the apparent improbable values of some
cosmological constants, but is by no means generally accepted as a way forward for string
theories and other theorist believe that some form of dynamical selection will eventually
be possible. All one can say at present is that there is no consensus on how the problem of
choice is to be solved.

The self-consistency of string theories in 10 dimensions has been shown to imply the
existence of higher-dimensional objects, calledbranes(short for membranes), and it has
been conjectured that using these it will be possible to construct an even more fundamental
theory in 11 dimensions in which all five supersymmetric string theories are unified. This
theory even has a name –M-theory –although no-one knows if the conjecture is true, or
how to construct such a theory. Nevertheless, string theory has provided some powerful
theoretical tools that have contributed to a better understanding of gauge theories and their
relation to gravity.

Another problem with string theories, leaving aside their formidable theoretical com-
plexity, is that they apply at an energy scale where gravitational effects are comparable to
those of the gauge interactions, i.e. at energies defined by the so-calledPlanck mass MP,
given by

MP =
(

h̄c

G

)1/2

= 1.2 × 1019 GeV/c2, (9.27)

whereG is the gravitational constant.15 This mass is so large that it is difficult to think
of a way that the theories could be ruled out by experimental tests at currently accessible
energies, or even indeed at energies accessible in the conceivable future, although some
theorists believe that information produced even at the ‘low’ energies of the LHC (for
example, the discovery of superparticles) may help to test string theories. The appeal of
string theories at present is mainly their mathematical beauty and ‘naturalness’ that their
sponsors claim for them. Needless to say, experimentalists will remain sceptical until
definite experimental tests can be suggested and carried out.

9.6 Particle Astrophysics

Particle physics and astrophysics interact in an increasing number of areas and the resulting
field of particle astrophysics is a rapidly growing one. The interactions are particularly
important in the field of cosmology, where for example the detection of neutrinos can
provide unique cosmological information. Another reason is because the conditions in the
early universe implied by standard cosmological theory (the big bang model) can only be
approached, however remotely, in high-energy particle collisions. At the same time, these

15 This implies that strings have dimensions of orderxP ∼ h̄/Mpc = 1.6 × 10−35 m.
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conditions occurred at energies that are relevant to the grand unified and SUSY theories
of particle physics and so offer a possibility of testing the predictions of such theories.
This is important because, as mentioned above, it is difficult to see other ways of testing
such predictions. For reasons of space, we will discuss only a few examples of particle
astrophysics.

9.6.1 Neutrino Astrophysics

We have seen in Chapter 3 that cosmic rays and emissions from the Sun are important
sources of information about neutrinos and have led us to revise the view that neutrinos are
strictly massless, as is assumed in the standard model. At the same time, there is consid-
erable interest in studying ultra high-energy neutrinos as a potential source of information
about galactic and extra-galactic objects and hence cosmology in general.

9.6.1.1 Supernovas and the Neutrino Mass

One of the first neutrino astrophysics experiments was the observation of neutrinos from
a supernova. The mechanism that produces a supernova is (briefly) as follows. If a star
has a mass greater than about 11 solar masses, it can evolve through all stages of fusion,
ending in a core of iron surrounded by shells of lighter elements. Because energy cannot be
released by the thermonuclear fusion of iron, the core will start to contract under gravity.
Initially this is resisted by the electron degeneracy pressure16 of the dense gas of degenerate
electrons in the core, but as more of the outer core is burned and more iron deposited in the
core, the resulting rise in temperature makes the electrons become increasingly relativistic.
When the core mass reaches about 1.4 solar masses (the so-calledChandrasekhar limit),
the electrons become ultra relativistic and they can no longer support the core. At this point
the star is on the brink of a catastrophic collapse.

The physical reactions that lead to this are as follows. Firstly, photodisintegration of iron
(and other nuclei) takes place,

γ + 56Fe→ 134He+ 4n, (9.28)

which further heats the core and enables the photodisintegration of the helium produced,
i.e.

γ + 4He → 2p + 2n. (9.29)

As the core continues to collapse, the energy of the electrons present increases to a point
where the weak interaction

e− + p → n + νe (9.30)

becomes possible and eventually the hadronic matter of the star is predominantly neutrons.
This stage is therefore called aneutron star. The collapse ceases when the gravitational
pressure is balanced by the neutron degeneracy pressure.17 At this point the radius of the

16 The Pauli principle forbids the electrons occupying identical quantum states. Attempts to force them closer together results in
some of them occupying higher energy levels, with larger particle momenta. The resulting force that resists the compression is
called the ‘electron degeneracy pressure’.
17 Analogous to electron degeneracy pressure mentioned above.
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star is typically just a few kilometres. The termination of the collapse is very sudden and
as a result the core material produces a shock wave that travels outwards through the
collapsing outer material, leading to a supernova (a so-called Type II supernova). Initially
there is an intense burst ofνe with energies of a few MeV from reaction (9.30). This lasts
for a few milliseconds because the core rapidly becomes opaque even to neutrinos and
after this the core material enters a phase where all its constituents (nucleons, electrons,
positrons and neutrinos) are in thermal equilibrium. In particular, all flavours of neutrino
are present via the reactions

γ ⇋ ℓ+ℓ−
⇋ νℓν̄ℓ, (ℓ = e, µ, τ ) (9.31)

and these will eventually diffuse out of the collapsed core and escape. Neutrinos of all
flavours, with average energies of about 15 MeV, will be emitted in all directions over a
period of 0.1 to 10 s. Taken together, the neutrinos account for about 99 % of the total
energy released in a supernova. Despite this, the output in the optical region is sufficient to
produce a spectacular visual effect.18

The first experiments that detected neutrinos from a supernova were an earlier version of
the Kamiokande experiment described in Chapter 3 and the IMB collaboration, which also
used a wateřCerenkov detector. Both had been constructed to search for proton decay as
predicted by GUTs, but by good fortune both detectors were ‘live’ in 1987 at the time of a
spectacular supernova explosion (now named SN1987A) and both detected a small number
of antineutrino events. The data are shown in Figure 9.17. The Kamiokande experiment
detected 12 ¯νe events and the IMB experiment 8 events, both over a time interval of
approximately 10 seconds and with energies in the range 0–40 MeV. These values are
consistent with the estimates for the neutrinos that would have been produce by reaction
(9.31) and then diffused from the supernova after the initial pulse.

The data can be used to make an estimate of the neutrino mass as follows. The time of
arrival on Earth of a neutrinoi is given by

ti = t0 +
(

L

c

) (

1 +
m2c4

2E2
i

)

, (9.32)

wheret0 is the time of emission from the supernova at a distanceL, and (m, Ei ) are the
mass and total energy of the neutrino. Thus,

(�t)i j ≡ ti − t j =
Lm2c4

2c

(

1

E2
i

−
1

E2
j

)

. (9.33)

Using data for pairs of neutrinos, (9.32) leads to the result

mν̄e ≤ 20 eV, (9.34)

which although larger than the value from tritium decay, is still a remarkable measurement.

18 There is still no satisfactory theory that can account the observed frequency of supernovas and one of the outstanding theoretical
challenges in nuclear astrophysics is to understand in detail the process by which a neutron star or black hole is form. Information
gathered from high-energy heavy-ion collisions of the type discussed in Section 5.5 could help constrain the equation of state that
relates the density of matter in neutron stars and supernovas to pressure and temperature and provide constraints on the maximum
mass of a neutron star, improving the ability to distinguish neutron stars and black holes.
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Figure 9.17 Data for neutrinos from SN1987A detected in the Kamiokande and IMB experiments.
The threshold for detecting neutrinos in the experiments are 6 MeV (Kamiokande) and 20 MeV
(IMB). In each case the first neutrino detected is assigned the time zero.

9.6.1.2 Ultra High-Energy Neutrinos

The neutrinos from SN1987A were of low energy, but there is also a great interest in
detecting ultra high-energy neutrinos. For example, it is known that there exist point sources
of γ rays with energies in the TeV range, many of which have their origin within so-called
‘active galactic nuclei’. It is an open question whether this implies the existence of point
sources of neutrinos with similar energies. The neutrinos to be detected would be those
travelling upwards through the Earth, as the signal from downward travelling particles
would be swamped by neutrinos produced via pion decay in the atmosphere above the
detector. Like all weak interactions the intrinsic rate would be very low, especially so for
such high-energy events, but this is partially compensated by the fact that thev–nucleon
cross-section increases with energy, as discussed in Chapter 6.

To detect neutrinos in the TeV energy range using theČerenkov effect in water requires
huge volumes, orders-of-magnitude larger than used in the SuperKamiokande detector. An
ingenious solution to this problem is to use the vast quantities of water available in liquid
form in the oceans, or frozen in the form of ice at the South Pole, and several experiments
have been build, or are being built, using these sources. The largest so far is the Antarctic
Muon and Neutrino Detector Array (AMANDA) that is sited at the geographical South
Pole. A schematic diagram of this detector is shown in Figure 9.18.

The detector consists of strings of optical modules containing photomultiplier tubes
that convert thěCerenkov radiation to electrical signals. The enlarged inset in Figure 9.18
shows the details of an optical module. They are located in the ice at great depths by using a
novel hot water boring device. The ice then refreezes around them. In the first phase of the
experiment in 1993/94 (AMANDA-A) 4 detector strings were located at depths of between
800 and 1000 m. The ice at these depths is filled with air bubbles and so the detectors are
not capable of precision measurements, but they proved the validity of the technique. In
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Figure 9.18 A schematic diagram of the AMANDA neutrino detector. For a detailed description,
see the text. (Courtesy of the AMANDA Collaboration).

the next phase a few years later (AMANDA-B10), 10 more strings containing 320 optical
modules were located at depths between 1.5 and 2.0 km, where the properties of ice are
suitable for muon detection. Finally, the current version of the detector (AMANDA-II)
has an additional 9 strings extending to a depth of 2.35 km. In total there are 680 optical
modules covering a cylindrical volume with a cross-sectional of diameter 120 m. The
AMANDA detector has successfully detected atmospheric neutrinos and has produced
the most detailed map of the high-energy neutrino sky to date. However, no source of
continuous emission has yet been observed that would be a candidate for a point source.

AMANDA can detect neutrinos with energies up to about 1015 eV, but an even bigger
detector, called IceCube, is under construction at the South Pole. This will eventually
use about 80 strings each containing 60 optical modules regularly spaced over an area of
1 km2 at depths of between 1.4 and 2.4 km (the volume covered by AMANDA is only
1.5 % of the volume to be covered by IceCube) and will be capable of detecting neu-
trinos with energies as high as 1018 eV. Completion is expected in 2011, although some
experiments can be performed before this date.
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Detection of even higher energy neutrinos is being pursued in several innovative experi-
ments. One of these is called ANITA (Antarctic Impulsive Transient Antenna). Its primary
interest is to address the nature of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (E > 1019 eV) that have
been observed over many years, but the origin of which is unknown. It seeks to do this
by detecting the associated neutrinos produced by the interaction of the cosmic rays with
the cosmic microwave photons that pervade the universe. (The origin of this radiation is
discussed in the next section.) To do this it exploits an effect similar to theČerenkov effect.
In this case, a particle travelling faster than the speed of light in a dense radio-transparent
medium produces a shower of charged particles that contain a charge anisotropy, and thus
emits a cone of coherent radiation in the radio or microwave part of the electromagnetic
spectrum. This is theAskaryan effect, predicted by Askaryan in 1965 and first confirmed,
using sand, in 2000. It was confirmed in ice in 2006 as part of the preliminary work for
ANITA. The neutrinos cascading through the Antarctic ice sheet lead to a strong electro-
magnetic pulse that propagates through the ice, because the latter is transparent to radio
waves up to a frequency of 1.5 GHz. The ice sheet is thus a converter of neutrino energy to
radio waves. The experiment consists of a detector system mounted on a balloon platform
at a height of about 40 km about the Antarctic ice shelf. The balloon traverses a circumpolar
flight path due to the continuous wind circulation around the South Pole and ‘sees’ the ice
below out to the horizon at about 700 km. Thus the effective telescope ‘lens’ has an area
of approximately 1.5 × 106 m2! Experiments such as IceCube and ANITA, together with
others (including those discussed in Section 9.4.2 devoted to measuring the mass of the
neutrino from neutrinoless double beta decay), will ensure that neutrino physics will be of
great interest for many years to come.

9.6.2 The Early Universe: Dark Matter and Neutrino Masses

The modern description of the universe is based on the observation that it is expanding
and assumes that the origin of this is a sudden explosion at some time in the past. For this
reason the description is called thebig bang model. Because the universe appears isotropic
at large distance scales, there can be no preferred points in space and so the big bang must
have occurred everywhere at once, thus ensuring that the expansion appears the same to
all observers irrespective of their locations. Two pieces of evidence for this model are the
existence of a cosmic background radiation (CMB),19 now known to be very accurately
represented by a black-body spectrum at an effective temperature of 2.7 K, and the cosmic
abundance of light elements.20 Whether the expansion will continue indefinitely depends
on the average density of the universeρ. The critical densityρc at present times, below
which the expansion will continue indefinitely, and above which it will eventually halt and
the universe start to contract, can be written

ρc =
3H2

0

8πG
∼ 10−26 kg m−3 ≈ 5.1 (GeV/c2) m−3, (9.35)

19 Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson shared half of the 1978 Nobel Prize in Physics for their discovery of the cosmic microwave
background radiation.
20 For an accessible discussion of the big bang model and other matters discussed in this section see for example Perkins (2003).
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whereG is the gravitational constant and we have used the current value for Hubble’s
constantH0 to evaluate (9.35). In the most popular version of the model, called the
inflationary big bang model, the relative density

� ≡ ρ/ρc = 1. (9.36)

The relative density is conveniently written as the sum of three components,

� ≡ �total = �r + �m + ��, (9.37)

where�r is the contribution due toradiation,�m is that due tomatterand��, the so-called
vacuumdensity, is related to a term in the equation governing the evolution of the universe
that contains a so-calledcosmological constant�. It is also referred to asdark energy. Of
these terms, only�r has been accurately directly measured, from an analysis of the precisely
known form of the CMB. Numerically it is�r ≈ 5 × 10−5, i.e. negligible. The total matter
contribution can be deduced from the gravitational energy needed for consistency with
observations on the rotation of galaxies and the kinematics of large-scale structures in the
universe. The value obtained from such analyses is in the range 0.24–0.30 and is consistent
with the value found from measurements of distant Type Ia supernova. Some individual
contribution to�m can also be estimated. Thus the contribution of luminous baryonic matter
is obtained from the observed matter in the form of stars and intergalactic gas and dust and is
about 0.01. The total baryonic contribution to�m may be inferred from knowledge of how
nuclei are formed in the universe (nucleosynthesis) and its value is�b ≈ 0.05. Finally, the
vacuum term can be estimated from various cosmological observations, including minute
temperature fluctuations in the microwave background radiation.21 Its value is about 0.7
and is the largest contribution to�total. Thus we see that the value of�total is consistent
with (9.24), although the uncertainties are considerable. This conclusion is supported by
very detailed measurements of the fluctuations in the microwave background. Analysis of
data from the WMAP satellite yield the value

�total = 1.003± 0.017. (9.38)

An unsatisfactory feature of the decomposition (9.37) is that the origin of the largest term,
��, is totally unknown.

From the above, it follows that most matter is non-luminous and the proportion that
is baryonic is only a small fraction, about (15–20) % of the total matter contribution.
There could be other sources of non-luminous baryonic matter, for example in the form of
brown dwarfs and small black holes the size of planets, and there is experimental evidence
that such ‘massive, compact halo objects’ (MACHOs) do indeed exist, but in unknown
quantities, However, it is not thought that they alone can account for the ‘missing’ matter.
Thus we are forced to conclude that the bulk of matter, as much as 85 %, is non-baryonic.
It is referred to collectively asdark matter.

There are several dark matter candidates. Massive neutrinos might be one possibility.
Such particles would have to be heavy enough to have been non-relativistic in the early
stages of the universe (so-calledcold dark matter), because if they were relativistic (hot

21 John Mather and George Smoot shared the 2006 Nobel Prize in Physics for their discovery of the blackbody form and anisotropy
of the cosmic microwave background radiation.
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dark matter) they would have rapidly dispersed, giving rise to a uniform energy distribution
in space. Calculations suggest that in this case there would have been insufficient time for
the observed galaxies to have formed. The contribution of massive neutrinos to the matter
term can be calculated once the number of species and their masses are known. For masses
in the range 5× 10−4 eV to 1 MeV, the contribution of neutrinos to�m is

�ν =
∑

mν/49 eV/c2, (9.39)

so, using�ν < �m − �b, gives
∑

mν ≤ (10− 12) eV/c2. (9.40)

This bound is not very useful, as there are better bounds from other sources. However, it
can be greatly improved. This is because neutrinos with masses as small as 0.1 eV can have
an observable effect on the formation of large-scale structure in the universe because free-
streaming neutrinos dampen the growth of perturbations. This enables an upper limit to be
placed on�ν/�m. Two major surveys of large-scale structure exist and detailed analyses
of their data using the standard cosmological model with a small number of parameters
give values for the sum of neutrino masses. Although some groups claim a value as low
as 0.2 eV/c2, taking account of the different assumptions made about some of the fixed
parameters in the model and the various data sets used, a reasonable range is

∑

mν = (0.5 − 1.0)eV/c2. (9.41)

Even allowing for the uncertainties, (9.41) is still lower than the upper bound from tritium
decay. If the analyses above are correct, then from (9.39) neutrinos play a minor role in
contributing to the matter deficit.

It is now believed that the bulk of the contribution of cold dark matter comes from
‘weakly interacting massive particles’ (WIMPs). Although there are no known particles
that have the required properties, for various reasons the most likely candidates are SUSY
particles and in particular the lightest such state, usually taken to be the neutralino.22

Experiments such as AMANDA can search for WIMPs, but they were not designed to do
as a priority. However several dedicated experiments have been mounted to detect WIMPs
by detecting the recoil energy of interacting nuclei, which is about 50 keV. Such recoils
can in principle be detected in a number of ways. For example, in semiconductors such
as GaAs, free charge will be produced that can be detected electronically; in a scintillator
such as NaI the emission of photons can be detected using photomultipliers; and in crystals
at low temperatures the energy can be converted to phonons that can be detected by a
very small rise in temperature. In practice the problems are formidable because of the very
low expected event rate. This can be calculated from the expected WIMP velocities and
assumed masses. For example, if WIMPs are identified with neutralinos, then expectations
range from 1–10 events per kilogram of detector per week. This is very small compared
to the event rate from naturally occurring radioactivity, including that in the materials of
the detectors themselves. The former is minimized by working deep underground to shield
the detector from cosmic rays and in areas with geological structures where radioactive

22 This is not the only possibility. Other suggestions include theaxionmentioned in footnote 6. However, there is at present no
experimental evidence that such particles exist.
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rocks are absent; the latter is minimized by building detectors of extreme purity. Finally,
WIMP recoils should exhibit a small seasonal time variation due to the motion of the Earth
around the Sun and the motion of the Sun within the galaxy. One experiment claims to
have seen this variation. Present experiments are at an early stage, but some versions of
SUSY theories with low-mass neutralinos can probably already be ruled out.23

9.6.3 Matter-Antimatter Asymmetry

One of the most striking facts about the universe is the paucity of antimatter compared to
matter. There is ample evidence for this. For example, cosmic rays are overwhelmingly
composed of matter and what little antimatter is present is compatible with its production
in intergalactic collisions of matter with photons. Neither do we see intense outburst of
electromagnetic radiation that would accompany the annihilation of clouds of matter with
similar clouds of antimatter. The absence of antimatter is completely unexpected, because
in the original big bang it would be natural to assume a total baryon numberB = 0.24

Then during the period whenk T was large compared to hadron energies, baryons and
antibaryons would be in equilibrium with photons via reversible reactions such as

p + p̄ ⇋ γ + γ (9.42)

and this situation would continue until the temperature fell to a point where the photons
no longer had sufficient energy to producepp̄ pairs and the expansion had proceeded to a
point where the density of protons and antiprotons was such that their mutual annihilation
became increasingly unlikely. The critical temperature iskT ≈ 20 MeV and at this point
the ratios of baryons and antibaryons to photons ‘freezes’ to values that can be calculated
to be

NB/Nγ = NB̄/Nγ ∼ 10−18, (9.43)

with of courseNB̄/NB = 1. These ratios would then be maintained in time, whereas the
actual observed ratios are

NB/Nγ ∼ 10−9, NB̄/Nγ ∼ 10−13, (9.44)

with NB̄/NB ∼ 10−4. The simple big bang model fails spectacularly.
The conditions whereby a baryon-antibaryon asymmetry could arise were first stated

by Sakharov. It is necessary to have: (a) an interaction that violates baryon number; (b)
an interaction that violates charge conjugationC and the combined symmetryCP; and
(c) a nonequilibrium situation must exist at some point to ‘seed’ the process. We have
seen in Chapter 6 that there is evidence thatCP is violated in the decays of some neutral
mesons, but its source and size are not compatible with that required for the observed
baryon-antibaryon asymmetry and we must conclude that there is another, as yet unknown,
source ofCP violation. (One possibility is the additional richness ofCP-violating effects
present in SUSY theories.) Likewise a method for generating a non-equilibrium situation
is also unknown, although it may be that the baryon–violating interactions of GUTs, which

23 Reviews of the status of dark matter searches are given in Perkins (2003) and Amsleret al. (2008).
24 One could of course simply bypass the problem by arbitrarily assigning an initial nonzero baryon number to the universe, but
it would have to be exceedingly large to accommodate the observed asymmetry, as well as being an unaesthetic ‘solution’.
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are necessary for condition (a), may provide one. Clearly, matter-antimatter asymmetry
remains a serious unsolved problem.

9.7 Nuclear Medicine

In Section 8.3.1, we discussed the use of radiation for cancer therapy. We also mentioned
that heavier particles had advantages over photons, particularly for deep-seated cancers,
where advantage can be taken of the sharp Bragg peak to deposit a higher fraction of
the particle’s energy at the site of the tumour without causing as much tissue damage in
the ‘entrance channel’ (i.e. in the material traversed before reaching the tumour). Proton
therapy has been implemented in practice at a number of sites.

There have been important and continuing technical developments in proton therapy in
the decade or so since the first dedicated facility was opened, aimed at focussing more of
the beam energy onto the target site while reducing the energy deposited in healthy cellsen
routeto the tumour. For example, a system of scattering foils has been developed to spread
the very sharp Bragg peak (see Figure 8.11) laterally across the dimensions of the tumour
while maintaining a constant range (so-called ‘passive scanning’). Modern developments
aim to produce a dose distribution tailored in three dimensions by using an ‘active scanning’
techniques. Here the dose delivery is achieved by the sequential superposition of single
pencil beams of protons, each of which deposits its energy in a local hot spot at the
Bragg peak. Lateral scanning is performed either by using magnets, or by moving the
table where the patient is located. These options can be combined with a system that
allows the beam to be rotated about the patient. Depth modulation could be achieved, for
example, by varying the beam energy. These advanced techniques are being implemented
at PROSCAN, a proton-therapy facility in Switzerland using a new purpose-built 250 MeV
superconducting cyclotron that is expected to be operational in 2008.

Wilson’s original paper on this subject also suggested using heavy ions to deposit an
even greater fraction of the available energy at the site of the tumour. Carbon ions at the
beginning of their path in tissue have a low rate of energy loss more like an LET particle, but
near the end of their range the local ionization increases dramatically as it approaches the
Bragg peak. The depth profile of the RBE (relative biological effectiveness) can be tuned
by varying the beam energy, as shown in Figure 9.19. Thus an even greater fraction of the
beam energy can be deposited at a precise depth without the danger of massive destruction
of healthy tissue in the entrance channel. Experiments have shown that for carbon ions the
section of particle track with increased RBE coincides with the few centimetres up to the
Bragg peak. The damage caused at the tumour site is extensive and irreparable, whereas
the damage caused in the entrance channel is relative slight and is largely repairable. Thus
carbon ions are an ideal projectile for cancer therapy.

Another potential advantage of using carbon ions is that nuclear interactions along the
path length will convert a small fraction of the nuclei to radioactive positron-emitting
isotopes that could then be used to image the irradiated region (using the PET technique)
to high precision, thus enabling the millimetre precision of the focussed carbon ion beam
to be exploited and hence increase the effectiveness of the treatment programme. A slight
disadvantage is that there would be some fragmentation of the beam that would produce
a radiation dose of approximately 10–20 % immediately downstream of the target. There
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Figure 9.19 Depth profiles of12C ions at for two energies, 250 MeV/u and 300 MeV/u, compared
with that for 18 MeV photons. (Adapted from Kraft (2000). Copyright (2000) Elsevier, reprinted
with permission).

has been considerable interest in turning these ideas into practice and two such facilities
are currently operational, with others being considered.

Looking further into the future, physicists at CERN have investigated the possibility of
using antiprotons in cancer therapy. These can be delivered with the same precision as
protons, but have the added advantage that at the end of their range they will annihilate
with nucleons to deposit additional energy. The initial ACE (Antiproton Cell Experiment)
experiment at CERN has suggested that antiprotons are about four times more effective
as protons at destroying cells. Progress in this area is likely to be slow, because at present
only CERN has an antiproton beam of sufficiently low energy and high quality to study
this type of application.

Progress in the MRI technique in medicine continues. For example, the available mag-
netic field strength continues to increase, with the largest to date being 9.4 T in a machine
installed at the J̈ulich Research Centre in Germany. This machine is also able to take PET
images, so that information on structure (from the MRI image) and function (from the
PET image) can be acquired simultaneously. Perhaps the greatest potential of all lies in the
imaging of nuclei other than hydrogen, particularly the phosphorus nucleus. Phosphorus is
a major constituent of the molecules adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and phosphocreatine,
which mediate the transfer of energy in living cells. From knowledge of such concentra-
tions it is possible to infer the metabolic status of internal organs, and it may eventually be
possible to add this capability to an imaging instrument.

Although MRI systems have been used exclusively for imaging, there is a range of
potential applications beyond this. For example, an experiment in 2007 has shown that the
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three orthogonal gradient coils inside the bore of a conventional MRI system, typically
used for slice selection and signal encoding, can also induce a three-dimensional directional
magnetic force sufficient to propel an object made of ferromagnetic material. This has been
demonstrated by navigating a small metal sphere in an artery of a laboratory animal. Such
a technique could be used, for example, to clear restricted arteries, as an alternative method
to treat aneuryisms, or to precisely deliver drugs. The future will undoubtedly see both
an improvement in the quality of conventional MRI images and a growing diversity of
applications in clinical practice.

An area that was not mentioned in Chapter 8 is the use of radioactive nuclear isotopes
produced by accelerators or nuclear reactors in many areas of biological and biomedical
research. For example, by inserting such radioisotopes as14C and tritium, it is possible
obtain information on how molecules move through the body, what types of cells contain
receptors, and what kinds of compounds bind to these receptors. Radioisotopes are also
used directly to treat disease and radioactive tracers are indispensable tools for the forensic
technique of DNA fingerprinting, as well as for the Human Genome Project.

9.8 Power Production and Nuclear Waste25

25 Nuclear fusion holds the promise of unlimited power without the problem of radioactive
waste, but the road to realization of this goal is long and we are far from the end. In
Section 8.2 we introduced the Lawson criterion as a measure of how close a design was
to the ignition point, i.e. the point at which a fusion reaction becomes self-sustaining.
To date no device has yet succeeded in achieving the Lawson criterion and much work
remains to be done on this important problem. In recognition of this, a major new tokamak
machine, called ITER, is planned (to be built in France) with a projected completion date
of 2018. An impression of this device is shown in the Figure 9.20. This will be a truly
global collaboration with funding from (amongst others) Japan, USA, China, Russia and
the countries of the EU. ITER will use tritium-deuterium fusion to produce 500 MW of
power sustained for up to 500 seconds, compared to JET’s peak of 16 MW for less than a
second.

ITER, like JET, has a torus-like configuration, with a major-to-minor plasma radius
ratio of about 3. Although tokamak machines of this type will undoubtedly be the first to
achieve a self-sustaining reaction, a commercial reactor would have to satisfy additional
financial and engineering constraints and other configurations are not ruled out. One of
these is the spherical tokamak, the limiting case of the torus type. Experiments on this type
of configuration started in the late 1980s and there is an on-going experimental programme
at a small number of centres, an important one being Culham, the home of JET. Here a
machine called MAST (Mega-Ampere Spherical Tokamak) is being used to carry out a
range of studies to support the design work on ITER by studying plasma behaviour at the
limit of conventional tokamak design.

Research is also continuing on the laser-driven inertial confinement method of producing
fusion. The High Power laser Energy Research facility (HiPER) is an experimental device

25 Some of the material on power from nuclear fission in this section is based on Kadi and Revol (2001).
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Figure 9.20 An artist’s impression of a cutaway view of the proposed ITER tokamak reactor. Note
the scale indicated by the man. (Published with permission of ITER).

that has received funding from the European Union (although at a far lower level than ITER)
for possible construction starting around 2010. HiPER is the first experiment designed
specifically to study the so-called ‘fast ignition’ approach to generating nuclear fusion,
which uses much smaller lasers than conventional designs, yet produces fusion power
outputs of about the same magnitude.

Even when the ignition point is attained in an experimental fusion reactor, based on
experience with fission reactors it could be several decades before that achievement is
translated into a practical power plant. In the shorter term the world faces the difficult
problem of producing sufficient energy to sustain economic growth, particularly in the
developing countries, in a way that is not harmful to the global environment. Assuming that
renewable sources of energy are insufficient by themselves to fulfil the world’s increasing
energy needs, it does seem that power plants based on fission reactions are the main hope of
replacing fossil fuels in the medium term. However, there is considerable public opposition
in some countries to expanding nuclear power programmes, the three principal objections
being:

1. the fear of accidents at nuclear power plants, such as the one at Chernobyl in Russia
in 1986, which resulted in the widespread dispersal of radioactive material into the
atmosphere;

2. the issue of the safe disposal of radioactive waste;
3. the danger of fissile material, i.e.239Pu and235U, being diverted to the production of

nuclear weapons.
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A possible solution to all three of these problems is as follows.
The waste from light water reactors, the most common type of power reactor, has two

major components: the actinides, i.e. any of the series of radioactive elements with atomic
numbers between 89 and 103 (mainly uranium but also smaller amounts of heavier ele-
ments, the transuranic elements like plutonium and the minor actinides such as neptunium,
americium and curium); and fission products, which are medium-weight elements from
fission processes in the nuclear fuel. The transuranic elements constitute about 1 % of spent
nuclear fuel. Their very long lifetimes mean that they dominate the long-term toxicity of
nuclear waste and they can only be destroyed by fission. The fission fragments constitute
about 4 % of nuclear waste and can only be destroyed by neutron capture. While it is
generally agreed that radioactive nuclei with relatively short lifetimes (<100 years) can be
safely stored in deep geological disposal facilities, possibly after vitrification, the same is
not true of waste with very long lifetimes, some of which are water-soluble and so have
the potential to contaminate ground water over very long time periods.

One option for handling waste with very long lifetimes, which was mentioned as a
theoretical possibility in Section 8.1.3, is to transmute it by neutron reactions into shorter-
lived, or even stable, isotopes that can be dealt with by conventional storage. The idea of
using an accelerator to produce materials that can only be made artificially has been around
for more than 40 years, but more recently there has been considerable interest and research
in this idea to ‘incinerate’ nuclear waste with the aim of reducing the waste lifetimes to
less than 100 years. This is referred to as ADS – Accelerator Driven System.

In one proposed scheme, uranium and most of the plutonium would be separated prior
to irradiation and used again as reactor fuel. The most important long-lived components
of the remaining waste would be isotopes of neptunium, americium, curium, and iodine,
some with half-lives of 10,000 years or more. The approach would be to irradiate this
material with a new source of fast neutrons produced by spallation reactions26 initiated
using protons from a high-current accelerator. The function of the spallation process is
to convert incident high-energy protons to a copious supply of low-energy neutrons. It is
a complex process that consists of a series of very rapid direct reactions where a single
nucleon, or small group of nucleons, is ejected from a nucleus that then interacts with
nearby nuclei, leading to a cascade. After this phase, the nucleus is left in an excited
state and relaxes to its ground state by ‘boiling-off’ more nucleons, mainly neutrons. The
neutron yield can be about 15 per incident nucleon. Nevertheless, it is not practical to
use spallation neutrons alone because the proton current that would be required (∼300 a)
is far greater than can be realized. In practice, therefore, a sub-critical mass of fissile
material surrounds the spallation target to multiply the production of neutrons. This can
boost the yield of neutrons to as high as 30–40 per incident nucleon. The contribution of
the spallation production must of course contribute very little to the nuclear waste output.
The optimal choice of spallation target is believed to be lead, although it does need high
operating temperatures. A crucial question is the reliability of the spallation target at high
proton fluxes and experiment has demonstrated this for a liquid lead-bismuth target exposed
to a 1.4 mA proton beam.

26 The spallation process was mentioned briefly in Section 4.2.3 in the context of producing neutron beams and again in Section
8.3 in the context of nuclear weapon design.
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In this way, the capacity to ‘burn’ long-lived fission products and actinides is greatly
increased, leaving waste with much shorter lifetimes that can be disposed of by conventional
means. The accelerator would deliver a high-power (10–20 mA) proton beam of about
1 GeV energy to a heavy metal (spallation) target surrounded by the nuclear waste to be
incinerated. The accelerator-waste combination would always be operated at a subcritical
level – by itself it could not sustain a chain reaction – so that no reactor-core meltdown
accident could occur. The accelerator itself provides a control mechanism for a sub-critical
assembly that is more convenient than the control rods used in the critical assembly of a
conventional nuclear power plant.

It has been suggested that this concept might be carried one step further, and a particle
beam might be used to produce additional neutrons directly in a nuclear-reactor-like core.
Versions of this concept have been studied in America and by a European group. The latter
is based on a proposal by Rubbia27 and is called the Energy Amplifier. In this scheme, the
core of the reactor would again be sub-critical, and the accelerator beams would provide
sufficient additional neutrons via the spallation reaction to run the reactor. An idealized
possible set-up is shown in Figure 9.21.

Figure 9.21 Schematic diagram of a possible configuration of an energy amplifier. In this design
the coolant and spallation metal is molten lead. (From Scheider (2001), copyright Cavendish Press,
with permission).

27 The same man who shared the 1984 Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of theW andZ bosons.
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Figure 9.22 Possible energy flows in an energy amplifier system. The conversion efficiencies are
denoted byη.

Because the spallation neutrons would have high energy, a less enriched element, such
as natural thorium, could serve as the fuel. Thorium has the great advantage over uranium
in being an abundant element that does not require costly isotope separation.28 In an
ADS system the thorium fuel would not require enrichment, although it would need to be
recharged every five years or so.

To summarize, the proposal has a number of advantages over a conventional power
reactor, including: it is sub-critical without the spallation neutrons and so is inherently safe
– a meltdown or explosion is not possible; radioactive waste is consumed in the reactor and
no long-lived waste is produced; there is no overlap with the nuclear weapons fuel cycle
and so the energy amplifier cannot be used as the basis for producing materials for nuclear
weapons, making installations politically acceptable worldwide. Thus all three objections
listed earlier are in principle overcome.

The possible energy flow in a commercial system is shown in Figure 9.22. This assumes
a 1 GeV, 20 ma proton beam requiring about 20 MW of input power. The latter is taken
from the output of the reactor leaving a net electrical output of 580 MW, i.e. a gain factor
of about 30. Whether the Energy Amplifier would be economically competitive is an open
question.

The current situation on the Energy Amplifier is that a European collaboration has
shown that initial partitioning at the level of 95–99 % is possible depending on the actinide
species. They have also carried out a number of successful reactor transmutation and
spallation studies and initial work was made on a full ADS experiment (TRADE). This
consisted of coupling a cyclotron delivering a 140 MeV, 0.5–1.0 ma proton beam to an
existing 1 MW water-cooled reactor sited in Italy and used a spallation target of tantalum.
However, work on this project was stopped for financial reasons.

Other work on ADS is being carried out in Belgium on coupling a 350 MeV, 5 ma proton
beam to a 100 MW subcritical reactor (the Myrrha experiment) and has already shown that
some long-lived isotopes can be successfully incinerated. The most advanced project is the

28 Thorium might be thought suitable for power production in a conventional plant because of the high yield of neutrons from233U
via the chainn + 232Th → 233Th → 233Pa→ 233U. However, the intermediate nucleus233Pa has a very large neutron capture
cross-section that must be compensated by enrichment of the fissile material. In addition, the fraction of delayed neutrons from
the fission of233U (which we have seen in Section 8.1.2 are essential for the safe operation of a reactor) is less than half that from
the fission of235U, leading to smaller safety margins.
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Kumatori Accelerator-Driven Reactor Test Facility (KART) at Kyoto University, which
in 2006 coupled a purpose-built 150 MeV proton accelerator to an existing test reactor
facility. Although ADS has enormous potential, there are still a great many problems to
be overcome and questions to be answered. The estimated time for completion of research
and development work and commencement of an industrial plant based on ADS could be
as long as several decades.
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Appendix A
Some Results in Quantum Mechanics

A.1 Barrier Penetration

Consider the one-dimensional potential shown in Figure A.1(a). Free particles of massm
and energyE represented by plane waves are incident from the left and encounter the
rectangular barrier of constant heightV , whereV > E.

In region I (x < 0), there is an incoming waveeikx, where the wave numberk is given
by

h̄2k2 = 2mE, (A.1)

and also a wave reflected at the barrier travelling from right to left of the forme−ikx. Thus
the total wavefunction in region I is

ψ1(x) = A eikx + B e−ikx, (A.2)

whereAandBare complex constants. Within the barrier, region II (0< x < a), the solution
of the Schr̈odinger equation is a decaying exponential, plus an exponential wave reflected
from the boundary atx = a, i.e. the total wavefunction is

ψ2(x) = Ce−κx + Dκx, (A.3)

whereC andD are complex constants andκ is given by

h̄2κ2 = 2m(V − E). (A.4)

Finally, in region III (x > a) to the right of the barrier, there is only an outgoing wave of
the form

ψ3(x) = F eikx, (A.5)

where againF is a complex constant.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure A.1 (a) Rectangular barrier with wave function solutions. (b) Form of the incoming and
outgoing waves. (c) Modelling an arbitrary smooth barrier as a series of rectangular barriers.

We are interested in thetransmission coefficient T, defined by

T ≡ |F/A|2. (A.6)

The values ofF and A are found by imposing continuity of the wavefunction and its first
derivative, i.e. matching the values of these quantities, at the two discontinuous bound-
ariesx = 0 andx = a. The algebra may be found in any introductory book on quantum
mechanics.1 The result is

T =

∣

∣

∣

∣

2kκe−ika

2kκ cosh(κa) − i (k2 − κ2) sinh(κa)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (A.7)

The corresponding incident and transmitted waves are shown in Figure A.1(b) (the reflected
waves are not shown).

For largeκa, which corresponds to small penetrations, we can make the replacement

sinh(κa) ≈ cosh(κa) ≈ 1
2eκa (A.8)

and hence

T ≈

(

4kκ

k2 + κ2

)2

e−2κa. (A.9)

The first factor is due to the reflection losses at the two boundariesx = 0 andx = a; the
decreasing exponential describes the amplitude decay within the barrier. The first factor is
slowly varying with energy and is usually neglected.

The result (A.9), ignoring the first factor, may be used to find the transmission coefficient
for an arbitrary smoothly-varying barrier by modelling it as a series of thin rectangular
barriers. This is illustrated in Figure A.1(c). Thus by replacing 2κa by 2

∑

κ(x)�x and

1 See for example, Chapter 6 of Merzbacher (1961).
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taking the limit of small�x, the summation goes over to an integral, i.e.

2κa → 2
∫

dx

{

2m

h̄2 [V(x) − E]

}1/2

(A.10)

and

T ≈ exp

[

−2
∫

dx

{

2m

h̄2 [V(x) − E]

}1/2
]

. (A.11)

This is the essence of what is known as the WKB approximation in quantum mechanics.
Equation (A.11) was used in Section 7.6 to discussα decay and in Section 8.2.1 to discuss
nuclear fusion.

A.2 Density of States

Consider a spinless particle of massm confined within a cube of sidesL and volume
V = L3, oriented so that one corner is at the origin (0, 0, 0) and the edges are parallel to
thex, y andz axes. If the potential is zero within the box, then the walls represent infinite
potential barriers and the solutions of the Schrödinger equation must therefore vanish on
all faces of the cube. It is straightforward to show that the solutions of the Schrödinger
equation satisfying these boundary conditions are standing waves of the form

ψ(x, y, z) = C sin(kxx) sin(kyy) sin(kzz), (A.12)

whereC is a constant and the components of the wave numberk = (kx, ky, kz) take the
values

kx =
nxπ

L
, ky =

nyπ

L
, kz =

nzπ

L
, (nx, ny, nz) = 1, 2, 3 . . . . (A.13)

The energy of the particle is given by

E =
h̄2

2m

(

k2
x + k2

y + k2
z

)

=
h̄2k2

2m
=

1

2m

(

h̄π

L

)2
(

n2
x + n2

y + n2
z

)

, (A.14)

wherek ≡ |k| = p/h̄ and p is the particle’s momentum. Negative values of the integers
do not lead to new states since they merely change the sign of the wave function (A.12)
and phase factors have no physical significance.

The allowed values ofk form a cubic lattice in the quadrant of ‘k–space’ where all
the values of (nx, ny, nz) are positive. Since each state corresponds to one combination
of (nx, ny, nz), the number of allowed states is equal to the number of lattice points.
The spacing between the lattice points is (π/L), so the density of points per unit volume
in k–space is (L/π )3. The number of lattice pointsn(k0), with k less than some fixed
valuek0, is the number contained within a volume that for large values ofk0 may be well
approximated by the quadrant of a sphere of radiusk0, i.e.

n(k0) =
1

8
·

4

3
πk3

0

(

L

π

)3

=
V

(2π )3

4πk3
0

3
. (A.15)
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Hence the number of points withk in the rangek0 < k < (k0 + dk0) is

dn(k0) =
V

(2π )3
4πk2

0dk0. (A.16)

Thedensity of statesis defined asρ(k0) ≡ dn(k0)/dk0 and so is given by

ρ(k0) =
V

(2π )3
4πk2

0. (A.17)

Thusρ(k0)dk0 is the number of states withk betweenk0 andk0 + dk0, or equivalently

ρ(p)dp =
4πV

(2πh̄)3
p2dp (A.18)

is the number of states with momentum betweenp and p + dp. This is the form used in
Equation (7.1) when discussing the Fermi energy in the Fermi gas model. Equation (A.18)
can also be written in terms of energy usingE = p2/2m, when it becomes

ρ(E)dE =
4πV

(2πh̄)3
mpdE (A.19)

and this was the form used in discussingβ–decay in Section 7.7.2.
Although the above derivation is for a particle confined in a box, the same technique can

be used for scattering problems. In this case we can consider a large volumeV = L3 and
impose ‘periodic’ boundary conditions

ψ(x + L , y, z) = ψ(x, y + L , z) = ψ(x, y, z + L) = ψ(x, y, z). (A.20)

Instead of standing waves, the solutions of the Schrödinger equation consistent with (A.20)
are the travelling waves

ei k.r = eikx xeiky yeikzz (A.21)

where

kx =
2nxπ

L
, ky =

2nyπ

L
, kz =

2nzπ

L
, nx, ny, nz = 0,±1,±2 . . . . (A.22)

The density of lattice points ink–space now becomes (L/2π)3, but unlike the standing
wave case, permutations of signs in (A.22)do produce new states and the whole quadrant
of lattice points has to be considered. Thus these two effects ‘cancel out’ and we arrive at
the same result for the density of states (A.18) and (A.19).

In scattering problems it is also useful to consider the number of states within the
momentum space volume

d3p = p2dp d�, (A.23)

corresponding to momenta with magnitude in the rangep to p + dp and contained within
the cone of solid angle d� (see Figure 1.7). Using (A.22), we have

ρ(p)dp =

(

L

2πh̄

)3

d3p =
V

(2πh̄)3
p2dp d�. (A.24)
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This may be expressed in terms of energyE by using

ρ(E)dE = ρ(p)
dp

dE
dE, (A.25)

where, non-relativistically,

dp/dE = 1/υ (A.26)

andυ is the velocity of the scattered particle. Thus,

ρ(E) =
V

(2πh̄)3

p2

υ
d�. (A.27)

This result is used in Chapter 1 to derive an expression for the differential cross-section,
Equation (1.69).

All the above is for spinless particles. If the particles have spin, then the density of states
must be multiplied by the appropriate spin multiplicity factor, taking account of the Pauli
principle as necessary. Thus, for example, for spin-1

2 particles, with two spin states, (A.19)
becomes

ρ(E)dE =
8πV

(2πh̄)3
mp dE. (A.28)

A.3 Perturbation Theory and the Second Golden Rule

Without detailed proof, we will outline the derivation from perturbation theory of the
important relationship between the transition probability per unit time for a process and its
matrix element.2

In perturbation theory, the Hamiltonian at timet may be written in general as

H (t) = H0 + V(t), (A.29)

where H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian andV(t) is the perturbation, which we will
assume is small. The solution for the eigenfunctions ofH starts by expanding in terms of
the complete set of energy eigenfunctions|un〉 of H0, i.e.

|ψ(t)〉 =
∑

n

cn(t) |un〉 e−i Ent/h̄, (A.30)

whereEn are the corresponding energies. If|ψ(t)〉 is normalized to unity, then the squared
coefficient|cn(t)|2 is the probability that at timet the system is in a state|un〉. Substituting
(A.30) into the Schr̈odinger equation leads to a differential equation for the transition
coefficients:

i h̄
dc f (t)

dt
=

∑

n

Vfn(t) eiωfntcn(t), (A.31)

2 The derivation follows that given in Chapter 9 of Mandl (1992).
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where the matrix element Vfn ≡
〈

u f

∣

∣ V(t) |un〉 and the angular frequency
ωfn ≡ (E f − En)/h̄. If we assume initially (t = 0) that the system is in a state|ui 〉, then
cn(0) = δni and the solutions forc f (t) are found by substituting this result into the right-
hand side of (A.31) giving,to first-order in V,

ci (t) = 1 +
1

i h̄

t
∫

0

Vi i (t
′) dt ′ (A.32a)

and

c f (t) =
1

i h̄

t
∫

0

Vfi(t ′) eiωfi(t ′)dt ′ ( f �= i ). (A.32b)

For f �= i , the quantity
∣

∣c f (t)
∣

∣

2
is the probability, in first-order perturbation theory, that

the system has made a transition from statei to statef .
The above is for a general time-dependent perturbationV(t), but the results can also be

used to describe other situations, for example where the perturbation is zero up to some
time t0 and a constant thereafter. In this case, the integrals in (A.32) can be evaluated and,
in particular, (A.32b) gives, again to first-order inV ,

c f (t) =
Vfi

h̄ωfi

(

1 − eiωfit
)

(A.33)

and hence the probability of the transitioni → f is

Pfi(t) =
∣

∣c f (t)
∣

∣

2 =
4

∣

∣Vfi

∣

∣

2

h̄2

[

sin2
(

1
2ωfit

)

ω2
fi

]

. (A.34)

The function in the square brackets in (A.34) is shown in Figure A.2.
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For sufficiently large values oft , (A.34) has the form of a large central peak with much
smaller side oscillations. In this casePfi is only appreciable if

h̄|ωfi| = |E f − Ei | ≤ 2πh̄/t (A.35)

and then the square bracket can be replaced by a Dirac delta function,3 i.e.

lim
t→∞

sin2
(

1
2ωfit

)

ω2
fi

=
1

2
πh̄tδ(E f − Ei ), (A.36)

where the external factors are to preserve the normalization. Then

Pfi(t) = t
2π

h̄

∣

∣Vfi

∣

∣

2
δ(E f − Ei ) (A.37)

and the transition probability per unit time is

dPfi(t)

dt
=

2π

h̄

∣

∣Vfi

∣

∣

2
δ(E f − Ei ). (A.38)

The above assumes that the final state is discrete, but it is more common for the final
states to form a continuum defined by the density of statesρ(E) derived in Section A.2
above. In this case, sinceρ(E) dE is the number of states with energy betweenE and
E + dE, we can write the transition rate per unit time dTfi/dt to a group of statesf with
energies in this range as

dTfi

dt
=

∫

dPfi(t)

dt
ρ(E f ) dE f =

2π

h̄

[

∣

∣Vfi

∣

∣

2
ρ(E f )

]

E f =Ei

, (A.39)

where the integral has been evaluated using the properties of the delta function. The result
(A.39) is called the Second Golden Rule (sometimes Fermi’s Second Golden Rule, although
strictly the result is not due to Fermi) and has been used in several places in this book, for
example in Chapter 7 when discussing nuclearβ decay.

A.4 Isospin Formalism

The mathematical formalism of isospin is identical to that of angular momentum in quantum
mechanics and so we will draw on that analogy in this section.4

A.4.1 Isospin Operators and Quark States

If Î is an isospin operator with componentsIx,y,z, then many of the properties we have used
elsewhere in this book follow from the commutation relations

[

Î i , Î j
]

= i Îk, (A.40)

3 The Dirac delta function was the first so-called ‘generalized function’. It is defined by the two conditions: (i)δ(x′ − x) = 0
if x �= x′ and (ii)

∫ +∞
−∞ δ(x′ − x) dx′ = 1. It follows that if f (x) is a function continuous in the intervalx1 < x < x2, then

∫ x2
x1

f (x′) δ(x′ − x) dx′ = f (x) if x1 < x < x2, or = 0 if x < x1 or x > x2.
4 The discussion is based on that given in Appendix A of Martin and Shaw (2008).
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wherei, j, k is a cyclic permutation ofx, y, z. An equivalent form of (A.40) is
[

Î+, Î−
]

= 2Î3,
[

Î3, Î±
]

= ± Î±, (A.41)

where

Î± ≡ Îx ± i Î y, Î3 ≡ Îz. (A.42)

The operatorŝI± are calledladder (or shift) operators, with Î+ being referred to as a
raising operatorand Î− as alowering operator. The origin of these names will become
clear presently.

We start by considering the action ofÎ± andÎ3 on the basic set of quark statesq ≡ |q, �〉,
where� specifies the spin and space properties. For brevity these will be omitted in future,
but it is assumed they remain unchanged under the action of an isospin operator. If we
assume the statesu andd are analogous to the ‘up’ and ‘down’ states of a spin-1

2 particle,
the action ofÎ3 is straightforward. Thus,

Î3u = 1
2u, Î3d = − 1

2d (A.43a)

and for the antiquarks

Î3ū = − 1
2ū, Î3d̄ = 1

2d̄. (A.43b)

The action ofÎ± is less obvious, but can again be deduced by analogy with spin-1
2 operators,

by explicitly constructing the analogous ladder operators from the Pauli spin matrices.5

The results are:

Î+u = 0, Î+d = u, Î−u = d, Î−d = 0 (A.44a)

and for the antiquarks

Î+ū = −d̄, Î+d̄ = 0, Î−ū = 0, Î−d̄ = −ū. (A.44b)

In addition,

Î±r = Î3r = 0 (A.44c)

for all other quarks and antiquarksr.
To discuss hadrons, we have to consider the action of the operators (A.42) on an arbitrary

state|A〉 composed of quarks and antiquarks. Such a state may be written

|A〉 =
∑

i

βi |Ai 〉 , (A.45)

where|Ai 〉 is any combination of quarks or antiquarks andβ i are arbitrary constants. Since
the isospin operators are linear,

Îα |A〉 =
∑

i

βi Îα |Ai 〉 , (A.46)

5 See, for example, Sections 5.2 and 5.8 of Mandl (1992).
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whereα = +, − or 3. The right-hand side of (A.46) may then be evaluated using Equations
(A.44) by exploiting the distributive laws

Îα(ab) = ( Îαa)b + a( Îαb) (A.47a)

and

Îα(abc) = ( Îαa)bc+ a( Îαb)c + ab( Îαc), (A.47b)

wherea, bandc are any quark or antiquark. It is straightforward to show from the above
equations that the operatorsÎ± and Î3 do indeed satisfy the commutation relations (A.41).

By analogy with angular momentum, the commutation relations (A.41) lead to the
existence of a family of (2I + 1) states|I , I3〉, which are simultaneous eigenstates of the
operatorsÎ3 and

Î 2 ≡ Î 2
x + Î 2

y + Î 2
z = 1

2

(

Î+ Î− + Î− Î+
)

+ Î 2
3 , (A.48a)

with eigenvalues given by

Î 2 |I , I3〉 = I (I + 1) |I , I3〉 (A.49a)

and

Î3 |I , I3〉 = I3 |I , I3〉 , (A.49b)

where

I3 = I , I − 1, · · · , − I . (A.50)

Equivalent, and in many applications more useful, relations are:

Î± |I , I3〉 = C±(I , I3) |I , I3 ± 1〉 , (A.51a)

with

C±(I , I3) = +[( I ∓ I3) (I ± I3 + 1)]1/2. (A.51b)

Equation (A.51a) shows whŷI± are called raising and lowering operators because they
increase, or decrease the values ofI3 by one unit.

A.4.2 Hadron States

We have seen in Chapter 3 that hadron states exist in multiplets, which we will write as
















|a; I , I3 = I 〉
|a; I , I3 = I − 1〉

. . .

. . .

. . .

|a; I , I3 = −I 〉

















, (A.52)

wherea labels the particle type, for example the pionπ . In this notation, the basic quark
and antiquark isodoublets are

(

u
d

)

and

(

d̄
−ū

)

, (A.53)
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so that

u =
∣

∣q; 1
2, 1

2

〉

, d =
∣

∣q; 1
2, − 1

2

〉

(A.54a)

and

ū = −
∣

∣q̄; 1
2, − 1

2

〉

, d̄ =
∣

∣q̄; 1
2, 1

2

〉

. (A.54b)

All other quarks and antiquarks are assigned to isosinglets withI = I3 = 0. Since the
strange quark is such a state, combining it with the states (A.53) does not change their
isospin properties. Thus we can deduce immediately that the states

(

us̄
ds̄

)

and

(

sd̄
−sū

)

(A.55)

are also isodoublets. With the usual quark assignments, this means that the hadron states
(

K +

K 0

)

and

(

K̄ 0

−K −

)

(A.56)

form isodoublets.
For the case of mesons that are bound states ofu andd quarks and their antiparticles,

we start from (A.54). This gives the unique identification

|I = 1, I3 = 1〉 = −ud̄, (A.57a)

where the negative sign is chosen to agree with the usual phase convention. The other
I = 1 states then follow by using the lowering operatorÎ− and Equations (A.51). Thus,

Î− |I = 1, I3 = 1〉 =
√

2 |I = 1, I3 = 0〉 (A.58)

and

Î−(−ud̄) = −( Î−u) d̄ − u( Î−d̄) = −dd̄ + uū, (A.59)

where we have used Equations (A.44) and (A.47). Comparing (A.58) and (A.59) gives

|I = 1, I3 = 0〉 =
1

√
2

(uū − dd̄). (A.57b)

Acting again withÎ− leads to the remainingI = 1 state

|I = 1, I3 = −1〉 = dū. (A.57c)

Finally, there remains the state

|I = 0, I3 = 0〉 = αuū + βdd̄, (A.60a)

where the form of the right-hand side follows from the fact thatI3 = 0. In addition, we can
use the ladder operatorÎ+ to give

Î+ |I = 0, I3 = 0〉 = 0 (A.60b)

and combining this with the normalization conditionα2 + β2 = 1, we have
α = β = 1/

√
2, i.e.

|I = 0, I3 = 0〉 =
1

√
2

(uū + dd̄), (A.61)
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where we have chosen the overall phase to agreed with the standard convention. Finally,
identifying pions with the states (A.57), we obtain the isotriplet





−π+

π0

π−



 , (A.62)

with the quark assignments

π+ = ud̄, π0 =
1

√
2

(uū − dd̄), π− = dū. (A.63)

The isosinglet (A.61) is identified with theη-meson. Similar arguments can be used to
deduce baryon multiplets.

The above formulas have been used in a number of places in the book, including Chapter
3 when we discussed various aspects of hadron spectroscopy in the quark model.
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Appendix B
Relativistic Kinematics

In particle physics, most scattering interactions take place between particles whose speeds
are comparable to the speed of lightc. This is often true even in decays, particularly if light
particles are emitted. The requirements of special relativity therefore cannot be ignored. In
nuclear physics accurate predictions can also often only be obtained if relativistic effects
are taken into account. In this appendix we review (usually without proof) some relativistic
kinematical results and the use of invariants to simplify calculations.1

B.1 Lorentz Transformations and Four-Vectors

Consider a particle ofrest mass min an inertial frame of referenceS (i.e. one moving with
a constant velocity). Its co-ordinates are (t, r ) ≡ (t, x, y, z) and its speed isu = |u|, where
u is its velocity. In a second inertial frameS′ its co-ordinates are (t ′, r ′) ≡ (t ′, x′, y′, z′)
and its speed isu′ = |u′| whereu′ is its velocity. If S and S′ coincide att = 0 andS′ is
moving with uniform speedυ in the positivezdirection with respect toS, then the two sets
of co-ordinates are related by theLorentz transformation

x′ = x; y′ = y; z′ = γ (υ) (z − υt); t ′ = γ (υ)
(

t − υz/c2
)

, (B.1)

whereγ (υ) = (1 − β2)−1/2 is the Lorentz factorand β ≡ υ/c. From the definition of
velocity and using these transformations, the particle’s speed inS′ is related to its speed in
Sby

u′ =
u − υ

1 − uυ/c2
(B.2)

1 For a more complete coverage of relativistic kinematics see, for example, Hagedorn (1964).

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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and hence

γ (u′) ≡
[

1 − (u′/c)2
]−1/2 = γ (u) γ (υ) (1 − uυ/c2). (B.3)

As υ → 0, the transformations (B.1) approach the Galilean transformations.
The most general Lorentz transformation has its simplest form in terms offour-vectors,

whose general form isa = (a0, a1, a2, a3) = (a0, a). Then (B.1) becomes

a′
0 = γ (a0 − υa3/c) ; a′

1 = a1; a′
2 = a2; a′

3 = γ (a3 − υa0/c) (B.4)

For example, the space-time 4-vector isx = (ct, r ) and when used in (B.4) reproduces
(B.1). The scalar product of two 4-vectorsa andb is defined as

a b ≡ a0b0 − a · b (B.5)

and is aninvariant, i.e. is the same in all inertial frames of references.
The basic four-vector in particle kinematics is thefour-momentum, defined by

P ≡ mu, (B.6)

whereu is thefour-velocity, whose components areu = γ (υ)(c, v), wherev is the three-
velocity andυ ≡ |v|. In terms of thetotal energy E(i.e. including the rest mass) and the
three-momentump,

P = (E/c, p). (B.7)

Thus for two 4-momentaP1 andP2 the invariant scalar product is

P1P2 = E1E2/c2 − p1 · p2 (B.8)

and forP1 = P2 = P,

P2 = E2/c2 − p2. (B.9)

But from (B.5) and (B.6) we haveu2 = c2 and henceP2 = m2c2. So combining this with
(B.9) gives

E2 = p2c2 + m2c4. (B.10)

It follows that

E = γ (υ)mc2, p = γ (υ)mv, v = c2p/E. (B.11)

The Lorentz transformations for energy and momentum follow from these definitions and
(B.4). Thus, inS′ we have

E′ = mc2γ (u′) = γ (υ) (E − υp) (B.12a)

and

p′ = mu′γ (u′) = γ (υ) (p − υE/c2), (B.12b)

wherep = |p| and p′ = |p′|. For a set ofN noninteracting particles,

p′
z = γ (υ) (pz − υE/c2); p′

x = px; p′
y = py; (B.13a)
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and

E′ = γ (υ) (E − υpz), (B.13b)

where

E =
N

∑

i=1

Ei and p =
N

∑

i=1

pi . (B.13c)

In the general case where the relative velocityv of the two frames is in an arbitrary direction,
the transformations (B.12) become

p′ = p + γ v
(

γ

γ + 1
v · p − E

)

1

c2
, E′ = γ (E − v · p). (B.14)

B.2 Frames of Reference

The two most commonly used frames of reference for particle kinematics are thelaboratory
system(LS) and thecentre-of-mass system(CMS). We will start by discussing these in
the context of two-particle scattering. In the LS, a moving projectilea in a beam strikes a
target particleb at rest, i.e.

Pa = (Ea/c, pa), Pb = (mbc, 0). (B.15)

In the CMS, the three-momenta of the two particlesa andb are equal and opposite, so that
the total three-momentum is zero,2 i.e.

Pa = (Ea/c, pa), Pb = (Eb/c, pb), (B.16a)

with

pa + pb = 0. (B.16b)

In a colliding beam accelerator, these two views become mixed. The colliding particles are
both moving, but only if they have equal momenta and collide at zero crossing angle is the
system identical to the centre-of-mass system.

The four-vectors of the initial-state particles in the two systems may be written
(L = laboratory, T = target)

Pa = (EL/c, 0, 0, pL ), PT = (mTc, 0, 0, 0) LS (B.17a)

with E2
L = m2

Bc4 + p2
Lc2 (B = beam), and

Pa = (Ea/c, 0, 0, p), Pb = (Eb/c, 0, 0, −p) CMS (B.17b)

with E2
a = m2

Bc4 + p2c2 and E2
b = m2

Tc4 + p2c2. The Lorentz transformations between
them are

p = γ
(

pL − υEL/c2
)

, Ea = γ (EL − υpL ), (B.18)

2 Although ‘centre-of-mass’ system is the most frequently used name, some authors refer to this as the ‘centre-of-momentum’
system. Logically, a better name would be ‘zero-momentum’ frame.
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where

υ =
c2 pL

EL + mTc2
, γ =

EL + mTc2

c2
√

s
, υγ =

pL√
s

(B.19)

ands is theinvariant mass squaredof the system defined by

s ≡ (pa + pb)2/c2 = [(Ea + Eb)2 − (pac + pbc)2]/c4. (B.20)

In particular, in the LS,

s = m2
T + m2

B + 2mT EL/c2. (B.21)

This result was used in Chapter 4 when comparing the relative merits of fixed-target and
colliding beam accelerators. Substituting (B.19) into (B.18) gives

p =
pLmT√

s
, Ea =

m2
Bc2 + mT EL√

s
(B.22a)

and similarly for particleb:

p =
pLmT√

s
, Eb =

m2
Tc2 + mT EL√

s
. (B.22b)

Finally, we state without proof, the transformation of scattering angles for the specific
case of laboratory and centre-of-mass systems. Consider the general scattering reaction

B(EL , pL ) + T
(

m2
T , 0

)

→ P(E, q) + · · · , (B.23)

whereB is a beam particle incident on a target particleT at rest in the laboratory system
andP is one of a number of possible particles in the final state. IfpL is taken along thez
direction, then

pL = (0, 0, pL ) and q = (0, q sinθL , q cosθL ), (B.24)

whereθL is the scattering angle in the laboratory system, i.e. the angle between the beam
direction andq. In the CMS,

p′
B + p′

T = 0, (B.25)

wherep′
B andp′

T are the CMS momenta of the beam and target, respectively. The relation
between the scattering angleθC in this system andθL is

tanθL =
1

γ (υ)

q′ sinθC

q′ cosθC + υE′/c2
, (B.26)

where

E′ = mPc2γ (u) and q′ = mPu γ (u) (B.27)

andu is the magnitude of the velocity ofP in the centre-of-mass frame.
It is instructive to consider the form (B.26) at high energies. From (B.19) the velocity of

the transformation is

υ = pLc2
(

EL + mTc2
)−1

, (B.28)
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so at high energies, whereE2
L ≈ pLc ≫ mBc2, mTc2, the velocityυ ≈ c (1 − mTc/pL ) ≈ c

and

γ (υ) ≈
(

pL

2mTc

)1/2

. (B.29)

Substituting (B.27), (B.28) and (B.29) into (B.26) gives

tanθL ≈
(

2mTc

pL

)1/2

·
u sinθC

u cosθC + c
. (B.30)

Thus, unlessu ≈ c and cosθC ≈ −1, the final-state particles will lie in a narrow cone about
the beam direction in the laboratory system. Similarly, when a high-energy particle decays,
its decay products will emerge predominantly at small angles to the initial beam direction.

B.3 Invariants

The transformations between laboratory and centre-of-mass systems for energy and mo-
mentum have been worked out explicitly above, but a more efficient way is to work with
quantities that are invariants, i.e. have the same values in all inertial frames. We have
already met one of these:s the invariant mass squared, defined in (B.20). We will find
expressions for the energy and momentum in terms of invariants for both the LS and the
CMS.

In the LS, from (B.15), we have

pB = 0, EB = mBc2. (B.31)

But from (B.23),

s = m2
B + m2

T + 2mT EL/c2, (B.32)

i.e.

EL =
(

s − m2
T − m2

B

)

c2

2mT
(B.33)

and so

p2
L =

E2
L

c2
− m2

Bc2 =
(

s − m2
B − m2

T

)2
c2 − 4m2

Bm2
Tc2

4m2
T

. (B.34)

This can be written in the useful compact form

pL =
c

2mT
λ1/2 (

s, m2
B, m2

T

)

, (B.35a)

where thetriangle functionλ is defined by

λ(x, y, z) ≡ (x − y − z)2 − 4yz. (B.35b)
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This function is invariant under all permutations of its arguments and in particular (B.35a)
can be written in the form

pL =
c

2mT

{[

s − (mT + mB)2
] [

s − (mT − mB)2
]}1/2

. (B.36)

In a similar way, it is straightforward to show that in the CMS,

p =
c

2
√

s

{[

s − (mT + mB)2
] [

s − (mT − mB)2
]}1/2

(B.37)

from which it follows that

Ea =
(

s + m2
B − m2

T

)

c2

2
√

s
, Eb =

(

s − m2
B + m2

T

)

c2

2
√

s
. (B.38)

The above formulas have many applications. For example, if we wish to produce particles
with a certain massM , the minimum laboratory energy of the beam particles is, from (B.33)

EL (min) =
M2c2 − m2

Bc2 − m2
Tc2

2mT
. (B.39)

In the case of the decay of a particleA to a set of final-state particlesi = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N,
i.e.

A → 1 + 2 + 3 + · · · + N, (B.40)

the invariant massW of the final-state particles is given by

W2c4 =

(

∑

i

Ei

)2

−

(

∑

i

pi c

)2

= E2
A − (pAc)2 = M2

Ac4. (B.41)

Hence the mass of the decaying particle is equal to the invariant mass of its decay products.
The latter can be measured if the lifetime of the particle is too short for its mass to be
measured directly.

A related example is the identification of resonances from three-particle final states in
reactions of the type 1+ 2 → 3 + 4 + 5, using so-called Dalitz plots.3 From measurements
of the kinematic variables for particles 3, 4 and 5, we can form the squared invariant masses
m2

34, m2
45 andm2

35. If we plot the first two along thex andy axes, then the third is a constant
along lines at 450 because the sum of the squared invariant masses is a constant for a given
initial energy. The physically allowed kinematic variables lie inside a well-defined region
on the plot and in the absence of resonances it can be shown that this region is uniformly
populated with events.4 Resonance behaviour in two of the final-state particles gives rise
to a band of higher density parallel to one of the coordinate axes, or along a 450 line. This
is illustrated in Figure B.1, which shows a high-statistics Dalitz plot for 712,00 final-state
events in the reaction

p + p̄ → π0 + π0 + π0,

3 There are several varieties of these. The original form was published by Dalitz (1953) and used to study the so-called
‘τ − θ puzzle’ – see footnote 1 of Chapter 6.
4 For a proof, see for example p. 310 of Burcham and Jobes (1995).
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m
2

(
0

0 )
/(

G
eV

/c
2 )

2

m2 ( 0 0)/(GeV/c2)2

0

1

2

3

1 2 30

f0(1500)

f2(1270)

f2(1565)

Figure B.1 Dalitz plot for the reactionp + p̄ → π0 + π0 + π0 using data obtained from an
experiment at the LEAR accelerator at CERN. (Adapted from Amsler (1998). Copyright (1998) the
American Physical Society, reprinted with permission).

obtained by the Crystal Barrel collaboration using the LEAR accelerator at CERN in an
experiment studying meson spectroscopy. The plot has a high degree of symmetry because
the three final-state particles are identical and therefore each event is entered six times.
Clear enhancements due to the presence of mesons resonances can be seen, three of which
are labelled with the appropriate state.

Secondly, in Chapter 2 we discussed how nuclear masses could be obtained from the
kinematics of nuclear reactions and there we quoted the relation (2.8) between the available
kinetic energy in the laboratory and centre-of-mass systems in the nonrelativistic approxi-
mation appropriate for low-energy interactions. This relation follows from the discussion
above, as follows.5 Applying the nonrelativistic relationE = p2/2m for the kinetic energy
of a particle of massm and momentump, we have

Eke(CM) =
p2

L

2mB
and Eke(Lab) =

p2

2mB
+

p2

2mT
=

p2(mB + mT )

2mBmT
, (B.42)

which, using Equations (B.36) and (B.37), gives

Eke(CM)

Eke(Lab)
=

(mB + mT )mT

s
. (B.43)

Now s may be written, using (B.21),

s = m2
B + m2

T + 2mT
[

mBc2 + Eke(Lab)
]

/c2, (B.44)

5 It can also be derived nonrelativistically, of course.
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and, as nonrelativisticallyEke(Lab) ≪ mBc2, it follows thats ≈ (mB + mT )2. So, substi-
tuting this into (B.43), gives

Eke(CM) =
(

mT

mB + mT

)

Eke(Lab), (B.45)

which is Equation (2.8).

Problems

B.1 TheMandelstam variables s, t,andu are defined for the reactionA + B → C + D
by

s = (pA + pB)2/c2, t = (pA − pC)2/c2, u = (pA − pD)2/c2,

wherepA etc are the relevant energy-momentum four-vectors.

(a) Show that

s + t + u =
∑

j =A,B,C,D

m2
j .

(b) In the case of elastic scattering show thatt = −2p2(1 − cosθ )/c2, where
p ≡ |p|, p is the centre-of-mass momentum of particleA and θ is its scatter-
ing angle in the CMS.

B.2 A pion travelling with speedυ ≡ |v| in the laboratory decays viaπ → µ + ν. If the
neutrino emerges at right angles tov, find an expression for the laboratory angleθ at
which the muon emerges.

B.3 A pion at rest decays viaπ → µ + ν. Find the speed of the muon in terms of the
masses involved.

B.4 A neutral particleX0 decays viaX0 → A+ + B−. The momentum components of
the final-state particles are measured to be (in GeV/c):

px py pz

A+ –0.488 –0.018 2.109
B− –0.255 –0.050 0.486

Test the hypotheses that the decay is (a)D0 → π+ + K − or (b)	 → p + π−.

B.5 In a fixed-targete− p scattering experiment, show that the squared 4-momentum
transfer is given byQ2 ≈ 2E2(1 − cosθ )/c2, whereE is the total laboratory energy
of the initial electron andθ is the laboratory scattering angle.

B.6 Calculate the minimum laboratory energyEmin of the initial proton for the production
of antiprotons in a fixed-target experiment using the reactionpp → pppp̄. If the
protons are bound in nuclei, show that taking the internal motion of the nucleons into
account leads to a smaller minimum energy given by

E′
min ≈ (1 − p/mPc)Emin,
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wherep is the modulus of the average internal longitudinal momentum of a nucleon.
Use a typical value ofp to calculateE′

min.

B.7 A particleA decays at rest viaA → B + C. Find the total energy ofB in terms of
the three masses.

B.8 A mesonM decays viaM → γ γ . Find an expression for the angle in the laboratory
between the two momentum vectors of the photons in terms of the photon energies
and the mass ofM .

B.9 Pions and protons, both with momentum 2 GeV/c, travel between two scintillation
counters distanceL metres apart. What is the minimum value ofL necessary to
differentiate between the particles if the time-of-flight can be measured with an
accuracy of 200 ps?

B.10 A photon is Compton scattered from a stationary electron through a scattering angle
of 60 degrees and its final energy is half its initial energy. Calculate the value of the
initial energy in MeV.
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Appendix C
Rutherford Scattering

C.1 Classical Physics

In Chapter 1 we commented on the experiments of Rutherford and his co-workers, Geiger
and Marsden, that provided evidence for the existence of the nucleus. They scattered low-
energyα particles from thin gold foils and observed that sometimes the projectiles were
scattered through large angles, in extreme cases close to 1800. If we start by ignoring the
fact that there is a Coulomb interaction present, then it is easy to show that this behaviour
is incompatible with scattering from light particles such as electrons.

Consider the nonrelativistic elastic scattering of anα particle of massmα and initial
velocity vi from a target of massmt stationary in the laboratory. If the final velocities of
the projectile and target arev f andvt , respectively, then we have the situation as shown in
Figure C.1.

Conservation of linear momentum and kinetic energy are:

mαvi = mαv f + mtvt (C.1)

and

mαυ2
i = mαυ2

f + mtυ
2
t , (C.2)

whereυi = |vi | etc. Squaring (C.1) we get

mαυ2
i = mαυ2

f +
m2

t

mα

υ2
t + 2mt (v f · vt ) (C.3)

and hence from (C.2),

υ2
t

(

1 −
mt

mα

)

= 2v f · vt . (C.4)

Thus, if the target is an electron, withmt = me ≪ mα, the directions of motion of the
outgoingα particle and the recoiling target are essentially along the direction of the initial

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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(m ,vi)

(m ,vf)

(mt ,vt)

(mt ,0)

Figure C.1 Kinematics of the Geiger and Marsden experiment.

α particle and no large-angle scatterings are possible. Such events could, in principle, be
due to multiple small-angle scattering, but the thinness of the gold foil target rules this
out.1 If, however,mt = mAu ≫ mα, then the left-hand side (C.4) will be negative and large
scattering angles are possible.

The above only makes plausible the existence of a heavy nucleus, because it has ignored
the existence of the Coulomb force, so we now have to take this into account. We will do
this firstly using nonrelativistic classical mechanics.

Consider the nonrelativistic Coulomb scattering of a projectile of massm and electric
chargezefrom a target particle of massM and electric chargeZe. The kinematics of this
are shown in Figure C.2. The target mass is assumed to be sufficiently large that its recoil
may be neglected. The initial velocity of the projectile isv and it is assumed that in the
absence of any interaction it would travel in a straight line and pass the target at a distance
b, called theimpact parameter. The derivation follows from considering the implications
of linear and angular momentum conservation.

Angular momentum conservation implies that

mυb = mr2 dφ

dt
, (C.5)

where as usualυ = |v|. Since the scattering is symmetric about they-axis, the compo-
nent of linear momentum in they-direction is initially p = −mυ sin(θ/2) and changes to

y

x

b

r

(m,ze)

(M,Ze)

/2

Figure C.2 Kinematics of Rutherford scattering.

1 For completeness one should also show that the observations cannot be due to scattering from the diffuse positive charge present.
This was done by the authors of the original experiment.
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+mυ sin(θ/2) after the interaction, i.e. the total change in momentum in they-direction is

�p = 2mυ sin(θ/2). (C.6)

The change in momentum may also be calculated by integrating the impulse in they-
direction due to the Coulomb force on the projectile. This gives

�p =
+∞
∫

−∞

zZe2

4πε0r 2
cosφ dt, (C.7)

where we have takent = 0 to coincide with the origin of thex-axis. Using (C.5) to change
variables, (C.7) may be written

2mυ sin(θ/2) =
zZe2

4πε0

(

1

bυ

)

(π−θ)/2
∫

−(π−θ)/2

cosφ dφ. (C.8)

Thus,

b =
zZe2

8πε0
.

1

Ekin
cot(θ/2), (C.9)

whereEkin = 1
2mυ2 is the kinetic energy of the projectile.

Finally, we need to calculate the differential cross-section. If the initial flux of projectile
particles crossing a plane perpendicular to the beam direction isJ, then the intensity of
particles having impact parameters betweenb andb + db is 2πbJ db and this is equal to
the rate dW at which particles are scattered into a solid angle d� = 2π sinθ dθ betweenθ
andθ + dθ . Thus

dW = 2πbJdb. (C.10)

But from (1.60) and considering a single target particle,

dW = J
dσ

d�
d� = 2π J sinθ dθ

dσ

d�
, (C.11)

i.e.,

dσ

d�
=

b

sinθ
.
db

dθ
. (C.12)

The right-hand side of (C.12) may be evaluated from (C.9) and gives

dσ

d�
=

(

zZe2

16πε0Ekin

)2

cosec4(θ/2). (C.13)

This is the final form of the Rutherford differential cross-section for nonrelativistic scat-
tering.
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C.2 Quantum Mechanics

While (C.13) is adequate to describe theα-particle scattering experiments, in the case of
electron scattering we need to take account of both relativity and quantum mechanics. This
may be done using the general formalism for the differential cross-section in terms of the
scattering potential that was derived in Chapter 1. We will neglect spin factors.

The starting equation is (1.69), which in the present notation is

dσ

d�
=

1

4π2h̄4

p′2

υυ ′

∣

∣M(q2)
∣

∣

2
, (C.14)

wherev andp are the velocity and momentum respectively of the projectile (which for
convenience we take to have a unit negative charge), because the target is assumed to be
heavy, withυ = |v|, p = |p| and the primes refer to the final-state values. The matrix
element is given by

M(q) =

∫

V(r )ei q.r/h̄d3r , (C.15)

whereq = p − p′ is the momentum transfer.V(r ) is the Coulomb potential

V(r ) = VC(r ) = −
αZ(h̄c)

r
, (C.16)

wherer = |r | andZeis the charge of the target nucleus. Inspection of the integral in (C.15)
shows that it diverges at larger . However, in practice, charges are always screened at large
distances by intervening matter and so we will interpret the integral as

MC(q) =
Lim

λ → 0

∫ (

−
Zα(h̄c)e−λr

r

)

ei q.r/h̄d3r . (C.17)

To evaluate this, takeq along the z axis, so that in spherical polar co-ordinates
q · r = qr cosθ . The angular integration may then be done and yields

MC(q) = −
4π (h̄c)Zαh̄

q
Lt

λ → 0

∞
∫

0

eλr sin(qr/h̄) dr, (C.18)

The remaining integral may be done by parts (twice) and taking the limitλ → 0 gives

MC(q) = −
4π (h̄c)Zαh̄2

q2
. (C.19)

Finally, substituting (C.19) into (C.14) gives

dσ

d�
= 4Z2α2(h̄c)2 p′2

υυ ′q4
, (C.20)

which is the general form of the Rutherford differential cross-section. To see that this is
the same as (C.13) in the nonrelativistic limit, we may substitute the approximations

p2 = p′2 = 2mEkin, and υ = υ ′ =
√

2Ekin/m, (C.21)
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together with the kinematic relation for the scattering angle

q = 2p sin(θ/2), (C.22)

into (C.20). The result (C.13) follows immediately.
Because we are assuming that the target mass is heavy, so that its recoil may be neglected,

to a good approximationp = p′ andE = E′, whereE is the total energy of the electron.
Also for relativistic electronsυ = υ ′ ≈ c and E ≈ pc. Using these conditions together
with (C.22) in (C.20), gives the general result for the Rutherford differential cross-section
in the convenient form:

dσ

d�
=

Z2α2(h̄c)2

4E2 sin4(θ/2)
, (C.23)

which is the form used in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.

Problems

C.1 Calculate the differential cross-section in mb/sr for the scattering of a 20 MeV alpha
particle through an angle 200 by a nucleus209

83Bi, stating any assumptions make.
Ignore spin and form factor effects.

C.2 Show that in Rutherford scattering at a fixed impact parameterb, the distance of
closest approachd to the nucleus is given byd = b[1 + cosec(θ/2)]/cot(θ/2), where
θ is the scattering angle.

C.3 Find an expression for the impact parameterb in the case of small-angle Rutherford
scattering. A beam of protons with speedυ = 4 × 107 m s−1 is incident normally on
a thin foil of 194

78Pt, thickness 10−5 m (density= 2.145× 104 kg m−3). Estimate the
proportion of protons that experience double scattering, where each scattering angle
is at least 50.
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Appendix D
Gauge Theories

The term ‘gauge theory’ has been used in many places in this book to describe the theories
of the standard model. These theories have a particular symmetry, called gauge invariance,
which we will describe below. Gauge theories are important because of the way that
calculations in particle physics are made in practice. This is frequently using perturbation
theory and evaluating Feynman diagrams. In this case, individual higher-order diagrams
usually lead to meaningless infinite results, but for some theories when all diagrams of
a given order for a given process are combined, the result is finite (and smaller than the
contributions from the lowest-order diagrams). A theory with this property is said to be
renormalizable. The description of renormalization is beyond the scope of this book, but
the important point is that there is a close relationship with the fact that the theory is gauge
invariant; hence the central role of gauge theories. In this section we will give a short
qualitative account of gauge invariance, then briefly describe the modifications necessary
to bring the predictions of gauge theories into agreement with experiment.1 To keep the
equations simple looking, and because the discussion will be only qualitative, uniquely in
this appendix we will use natural units,h̄ = c = 1, and also setε0 = 1.

D.1 Gauge Invariance and the Standard Model

The concept of gauge invariance has its origins in electromagnetism, so we start there. Then
we introduce the gauge principle and discuss qualitatively its application to the theories of
the standard model – QCD and the electroweak interaction.

1 These topics are usually discussed in more advanced treatments, where advantage can be taken of students’ greater knowledge
of relativity to present the formalism in an elegant way using fully covariant Lagrangians. This approach may be found in many
more advanced books, for example Chapters 12 and 13 of Mandl and Shaw (1993), or Chapter 14 of Halzen and Martin (1984).
A discussion at the level of the present book that does not use covariant notation, but is based on the relevant equations of motion,
is given in Appendix D of Martin and Shaw (2008). Our discussion is based on that appendix, but is more qualitative.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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D.1.1 Electromagnetism and the Gauge Principle

Consider the electromagnetic interaction of a particle of massm and electric chargeq
moving non-relativistically in an electromagnetic field described by the electric and mag-
netic field vectorsE(r , t) andB(r , t), respectively, or equivalently by the scalar and vector
potentialsφ(r , t) andA(r , t), defined by

E ≡ −∇φ −
∂A
∂t

and B ≡ ∇ × A. (D.1)

These definitions do not uniquely determine the potentialsφ andA, because iff (r , t) is
anarbitrary scalar function, the transformations

φ → φ′ = φ +
∂ f

∂t
, A → A′ = A − ∇ f (D.2)

leave the fieldsE and B, and hence the underlying physics, unchanged, as can easily
be demonstrated by direct substitution in (D.1). The relations (D.2) are examples of a
gauge transformationand a theory whose physical predictions remain unchanged by such
a transformation is said to begauge invariant.

We also need to consider the equation of motion for the wavefunctionψ of the particle.
Nonrelativistically, this is

i

(

∂

∂t
+ iqφ

)

ψ = −
1

2m
(∇ − iqA)2 ψ, (D.3)

which is obtained by using the usual quantum mechanical substitutions in the classical
Hamiltonian2

H =
1

2m
(p − qA)2 + qφ. (D.4)

Applying the transformations (D.2) to (D.3) and leavingψ unchanged, leads to an equa-
tion for the primed quantities that is not the same form as (D.3): Equation (D.3) is not
gauge invariant. This may be overcome by extending the definition of a gauge transfor-
mation by assuming that (D.2) implies that the wavefunction simultaneously undergoes a
transformation of the form

ψ(r , t) → ψ ′(r , t) = exp[−iq f (r , t)]ψ(r , t). (D.5)

Then, using (D.2) and (D.5), it is straightforward to show thatψ ′ obeys Equation (D.3),
but where the potentials are primed: the equation is now gauge invariant.

The equations of motion for the potentials themselves follow from Maxwell’s equations
for E andB in free space and are:

(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

φ −
∂

∂t

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

= 0 (D.6a)

2 This Hamiltonian leads to the classical equation of motion for a charged particle moving with velocityv in electric and magnetic
fields given by (D.1).
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and
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

A + ∇

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

= 0. (D.6b)

To interpret these equations, we impose a convenient subsidiary condition, without chang-
ing any of the physical predictions of the theory. In practice, for any set of potentials
(φ, A) satisfying Maxwell’s equations we can always find a transformed set that satisfies
the so-calledLorentz condition

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A = 0, (D.7)

and then Equations (D.6) become
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

φ = 0 and

(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

A = 0. (D.8)

Comparing these with the Klein-Gordon equation (1.3) for an exchanged particle of mass
m, it can be seen that they are of exactly the same form, and imply that the associated
particles, photons, have zero mass.

Photons with non-zero massesmγ (or any other massive spin-1 particles) would be
described by theProca equations

(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

φ −
∂

∂t

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

+ m2
γ φ = 0 (D.9a)

and
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

A + ∇

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

+ m2
γ A = 0. (D.9b)

These equations differ from the gauge-invariant Maxwell Equations (D.6) by the addition
of ‘mass terms’m2

γ φ and m2
γ A, which are obviously not invariant under (D.5). Hence

the Proca equations are only gauge-invariant in the casemγ = 0, when they reduce to
Maxwell’s equations. In other words, gauge invariance requires the photon to be massless.

We can conclude two things from the above discussion: (a) if the theory is to be gauge
invariant, the gauge transformation must include the transformation of the wavefunction;
and (b) the equations are only gauge invariant if the associated spin-1 mesons (photons in
the case of electromagnetism) have zero mass.

In discussing the theories of the standard model – QCD and the electroweak interaction –
we reverse the sequence of arguments above to examine the consequences ofassumingthat
the gauge invariance of the wavefunction is fundamental. This is called theprinciple of
minimal gauge invariance, or simply thegauge principle. To illustrate this we will continue
to consider the electromagnetic interaction, but now for a relativistic spin-1

2 particle.
In the absence of interactions, such a particle obeys the Dirac equation (1.1), where the

wavefunction of Equation (D.3) is replaced by the spinorψ . Using the Hamiltonian (1.2),3

3 Recall that we are using natural units.
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we have

i
∂ψ

∂t
= −i α · ∇ ψ + βmψ. (D.10)

However, this equation is not invariant under the gauge transformation (D.5), now taken as
fundamental, as is easily verified by direct substitution. This can be remedied by adding
to (D.10) terms involving the electromagnetic potentials. Specifically, if we make the
so-calledminimal substitutions

∂

∂t
→

∂

∂t
+ iqφ and ∇ → ∇ − iqA (D.11)

in (D.10), we arrive at the equation

i

(

∂

∂t
+ iqφ

)

ψ = −i α · (∇ − iqA) ψ + βmψ, (D.12)

which for the case of an electron, whereq = −e, is the equation used in quantum electro-
dynamics (QED). It is straightforward to show by direct calculation, using (D.3) and (D.5),
that (D.12) is gauge invariant and thus we conclude that imposing gauge invariance leads
to the form of the interaction, which can then be compared with experiment, in the case of
QED with spectacular success.

D.1.2 The Standard Model

An analogous procedure to that above can be applied to the strong interactions. Here the
overall state of any relativistic quark is the product of a Dirac spinorψ(r , t) and a colour
wavefunctionχC, i.e.

� ≡ ψ(r , t)χC, (D.13)

andχC is acted upon by the colour chargesF̂i (i = 1, 8) introduced in Chapter 5, which
are the source of the strong interaction, in the same way that electric charge is the source
of the electromagnetic interaction. These operators change coloured quarks into quarks of
another colour. The gauge transformation in this case involves not only the phase of the
wavefunction, but also the colour state and by analogy with (D.5) is written

�(r , t) → � ′(r , t) = exp

[

−igs

8
∑

i=1

F̂i ωi (r , t)

]

�(r , t), (D.14)

wheregs is the strong coupling, related toαs byαs= g2
s/4π , andωi are a set of eight arbitrary

gauge functions. Proceeding as in the electromagnetic case and demanding invariance under
this gauge transformation, leads to an equation of motion for� with interaction terms that
correspond to the observed interactions between quarks and the spin-1 bosons of the theory,
the gluons, and in addition implies, by colour conservation, the existence of gluon-gluon
interactions.4

4 The proof of these statements, and analogous statements to follow about the application of the gauge principle to the weak
interaction, may be found in Appendix D of Martin and Shaw (2008).
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The application of these ideas to the weak interaction is complicated by the fact that
there exist both charged and neutral currents. Consider, for simplicity, the case where we
have just electrons and electron neutrinos. Proceeding by analogy with the discussion of
QCD above, we replace the colour wavefunction by a flavour wavefunctionχ f and the
colour charge operators by weak charge operators, or equivalentlyweak isospinoperators
Î W
i , that transform electrons and neutrinos into themselves, or each other. There are three

such operators and so the gauge transformation analogous to (D.14) becomes

�(r , t) → � ′(r , t) = exp

[

−ig
3

∑

i=1

Î W
i fi (r , t)

]

�(r , t), (D.15)

whereg is an arbitrary constant andfi is a set of arbitrary gauge functions. The application
of the gauge principle then leads to interactions of the form

e− → νeW−, νe → e−W+, e− → e−W0, νe → νeW0,

in which gauge bosonsW+,−,0 of the appropriate charge are emitted or absorbed. The
charged bosons can be identified with the observedW± particles, leading to charged
current weak interactions of the type observed. However, if we identify the neutral boson
with the observedZ0, we are forced to conclude that the theory predicts weak neutral
currents with essentially the same strength as charged currents, which we have seen in
Chapter 6 is not what is observed experimentally.

The solution to this problem lies in the unification of the weak interactions with the
electromagnetic interaction. This is done firstly by incorporating electric charge into the
theory by introducing theweak hypercharge YW, defined by

Q ≡ I W
3 + YW,

whereQ is the electric charge in units ofe, and then requiring gauge invariance under both
(D.15) and theadditional transformation

�(r , t) → � ′(r , t) = exp
[

−ig′YWω(r , t)
]

�(r , t), (D.16)

whereg′ is a constant to be determined andω(r , t) is an arbitrary function. Then, just as for
electromagnetism, where the gauge principle led to interactions of the forme− → e−γ , in
this case it leads to interactions of the form

e− → e−B0, νe → νeB0,

whereB0 is a new gauge boson. Next we write the photonγ and theZ0 boson as mixtures
of theW0 andB0 bosons:

γ = B0 cosθW + W0 sinθW (D.17a)

and

Z0 = −B0 sinθW + W0 cosθW, (D.17b)

whereθW is a weak mixing angle, and choose the couplingsg andg′ so that the combination
(D.17a) has all the properties of the observed photon. It turns out that this can be achieved
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if

g sinθW = g′ cosθW,

which guarantees that there is no direct coupling to neutrinos, and

1
2(g sinθW + g′ cosθW) = e,

which ensures that the coupling of the electromagnetic field is the strength required in
QED. These two conditions are equivalent to the unification condition, Equation (6.85)5

e = g sinθW = g′ cosθW,

or alternatively

e

2
√

2
= gW sinθW = gZ cosθW,

where

gW ≡
g

2
√

2
, and gZ ≡

g′

2
√

2
.

Thus the neutral current interactions are specified in terms of the electric charge and the
weak mixing angleθW, and the successes of QED are preserved. All the above discussion
may be extended to three lepton generations and also to quarks by the use of lepton-quark
symmetry and quark mixing.

D.2 Particle Masses and the Higgs Field

There is one remaining question that has to be addressed: the prediction that gauge invari-
ance is only exact if the spin-1 bosons in the theory are massless, which we demonstrated
in Section D.1.1 for the case of the photon. While this is not a problem for QED or QCD,
it is a serious problem for weak interactions where the relevant bosons – theW± andZ0 –
are very massive. This problem is overcome by assuming that the various particles interact
with a new type of scalar field, called theHiggs field. The interactions of the Higgs field
with the gauge bosons are gauge invariant, but the Higgs field differs from other fields in
its behaviour in the so-calledvacuum state, which contains no particles of any kind. Other
fields, such as the electromagnetic field, are assumed to be zero in the vacuum state, as
one would naively expect. However, the Higgs field has a non-zero value in the vacuum;
and this value is not invariant under a gauge transformation. Because of this, the theory
is no longer gauge invariant, and the gauge bosons are no longer required to have zero
mass. This form of symmetry breaking, in which the gauge invariance of the interaction
(as opposed to the gauge invariance of the vacuum) remains exact, is calledspontaneous
symmetry breaking.6

5 Recall we are settingε0 = 1.
6 The demonstration of spontaneous symmetry breaking in a field theoretic formalism was first made by Yoichiro Nambu, who
subsequently was awarded half share of the 2008 Nobel Prize in Physics.
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(a)µ2 > 0 (b) µ2 < 0

V( ) V( )

00

Figure D.1 The potential energy densityV(η), as given by Equation (D.19), forλ > 0:
(a)µ2 > 0; (b)µ2 < 0.

Spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs whenever the vacuum state, defined as the state
of lowest energy, is not unique and is observed in other branches of physics, one of
the commonest being a simple bar magnet. When heated above its Curie temperature,
its elementary magnetic domains are randomly oriented, leading to a zero net magnetic
moment. On cooling, the domains will set in a particular direction, that of the resultant
momentM , and the rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken. However, the rotational
invariance of the interaction still manifest itself in that all the other properties of the magnet
are independent of the direction ofM .

To see how spontaneous symmetry breaking can occur in particle physics, we start by
considering the simplest case of a real scalar fieldη(r , t) with self interactions. We will
assume that the potential energy density ofη(r , t) is given by

V(η) = µ2η2(r , t) + λη4(r , t), (D.18)

whereλ andµ2 are real parameters, withλ > 0 so that the potential energy density is
bounded from below, andV(η) is invariant under the transformationη → −η. The vacuum
state is the state with minimum potential energy density, because the kinetic energy density
is either positive or zero. Ifµ2 > 0, both terms inV(η) are positive definite and the
corresponding potential energy density curveV(η) is sketched as a function ofη(r , t) in
Figure D.1(a);V(η) has a unique minimum atη(r , t) = 0. If µ2 < 0, the potential energy
curve is shown in Figure D.1(b) and there are two minima at

η(r , t) = ±
(

−
µ2

2λ

)1/2

. (D.19)

Spontaneous symmetry breaking corresponds to taking a particular value ofη(r , t) to
represent the ground state (cf. the case of the direction ofM for a bar magnet). The actual
value chosen is not significant, and it is conventional to choose the vacuum state as

η0 =
v

√
2

≡
(

−
µ2

2λ

)1/2

≥ 0, (D.20)

wherev is a constant, and the symmetry is spontaneously broken.
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To see how this affects gauge theories, we firstly letη(r , t) become complex,7 so that
it represents spin zero bosons with chargeq, and then consider the interaction with the
electromagnetic field (φ, A). To do this we generalize Equations (D.6) to the case of an
electromagnetic field describing the quantum electrodynamic interactions of such a boson.
In practice, we rewrite the theory in terms of a new fieldσ (r , t), that unlikeη(r , t), does
vanish in the vacuum state, defined by

η(r , t) ≡
1

√
2

[v+ σ (r , t)] (D.21)

For any given set of fields (φ, A, η) it is always possible to find a gauge functionf (r , t)
such that the transformed scalar field, and hence new fieldσ (r , t), is real and in this case
the required equations are:8

(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

φ −
∂

∂t

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

= −2q2η2φ (D.22a)

and
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

A + ∇

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

= −2q2η2A. (D.22b)

Substituting (D.21) into these equations, gives
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

φ −
∂

∂t

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

+ q2v2φ = −2q2vσφ − q2σ 2φ (D.23a)

and
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∇2

)

A + ∇

(

∂φ

∂t
+ ∇ · A

)

+ q2v2A = −2q2vσA − q2σ 2A, (D.23b)

as the new equations of motion for the electromagnetic field. On comparing with Equations
(D.9), we see that (D.23) are identical with the Proca equations for ‘photons’ with non-zero
mass

mγ = qv, (D.24)

whose interactions with the scalar fieldσ (r , t) are specified by the terms on the right-hand
side of (D.23). In addition, becauseσ (r , t) is real, the corresponding quanta – the Higgs
bosons – are electrically neutral. This mechanism, whereby a gauge boson acquires mass as
result of its interaction with a non-vanishing vacuum field, is called theHiggs mechanism.9

Of course the unified electroweak theory is more complicated than the above simple
model because we have three gauge bosons, of which only two have to acquire mass. We
will omit all details here and simply note that applying the Higgs mechanism to the unified
theory leads to three main consequences, as follows.

7 The generalizations of Figure D.1 then become surfaces obtained by rotating the curves about theV axis.
8 These equations are derived in Section D.5.2 of Martin and Shaw (2008).
9 A more detailed discussion is given in Section D.5 of Martin and Shaw (2008).
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1. TheW± and Z0 bosons acquire masses from the interactions of the gauge fields with
the non-zero vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field and these are in the ratio

MW/MZ = cosθW. (D.25)

2. There are electrically neutral quantaH0 associated with the Higgs field, called Higgs
bosons, in the same way that there are quanta associated with the electromagnetic field,
i.e. photons.

3. The Higgs field throws light on the origin of quark and lepton masses. In the absence of a
Higgs field, gauge invariance requires that the masses of spin-1/2 fermions with parity-
violating interactions are zero.10 Parity is conserved in strong and electromagnetic
interactions, but violated in weak interactions, so that quarks and leptons would be
massless in this case. But interactions with the Higgs field can generate fermion masses
arising from the non-zero vacuum expectation valueη0 of the Higgs field, as well as
interactions with the Higgs bosons.

Experimental questions of how the Higgs boson might be detected and its couplings
measured are discussed in Chapter 9.

10 The reason for this is discussed in Section D.7.4 of Martin and Shaw (2008).
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Appendix E
Data

The tables in this appendix contain some useful physical constants and brief summaries of
a range of properties of nuclei and particles.

E.1 Physical Constants and Conversion Factors

Quantity Symbol Value

Speed of light in vacuum c 2.998× 108 ms−1

Planck’s constant h 4.136× 10−24 GeV s
h̄ ≡ h/2π 6.582× 10−25 GeV s
h̄c 1.973× 10−16 GeV m
(h̄c)2 3.894× 10−32 GeV2 m2

electron charge (magnitude) e 1.602× 10−19 C
Avogadro’s number NA 6.022× 1026 kg − mole−1

Boltzmann’s constant kB 8.617× 10−11 MeV K−1

electron mass me 0.511 MeV/c2

proton mass mp 0.9383 GeV/c2

neutron mass mn 0.9396 GeV/c2

W boson mass MW 80.40 GeV/c2

Z boson mass MZ 91.19 GeV/c2

atomic mass unit u ≡
(

1
12 mass12C atom

)

931.494 MeV/c2

Bohr magneton µB ≡ ēh/2me 5.788× 10−11 MeV T−1

Nuclear magneton µN ≡ ēh/2mp 3.152× 10−14 MeV T−1

gravitational constant GN/h̄c 6.709× 10−39 (GeV/c2)−2

fine structure constant α ≡ e2/4πε0h̄c 7.297× 10−3 = 1/137.04
Fermi coupling constant GF/(h̄c)3 1.166× 10−5 GeV−2

strong coupling constant αs(MZc) 0.118

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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1eV = 1.602× 10−19 J 1eV/c2 = 1.783× 10−36 kg
1fermi = 1fm ≡ 10−15 m 1barn= 1b ≡ 10−28 m2

1Tesla= 0.561× 1030 MeV/c2 C−1 s−1 1y = 3.1536× 107 s

E.2 Tables of Particle Properties

The tables below summarize the main properties of the gauge bosons, leptons, quarks
and the well-established low-lying hadrons. The spins and parities of a few hadron states
have not been definitely established and the values given are those predicted by the quark
model. Errors shown in brackets refer to the last significant figures of the values given. For
unstable particles,X in the decay column stands for any state allowed by the appropriate
conservation laws. In general, only those decay modes that have a branching ratio of greater
than about 3 % are included. In the case of charge conjugate particles, decay modes are only
shown for one partner, since those of the other are just the corresponding charge-conjugated
reactions. The data sources are the tables of the 2008 edition of the Particle Data Group’s
Review of Particle Properties, referred to as Amsleret al. (2008) in the references, and
available online at http://pdg.lbl.gov.

E.2.1 Gauge Bosons

The gauge bosons all haveJ P = 1−.

Decay

Particle Mass Full width Mode Fraction (%)

g 0 (assumed) stable
γ <1 × 10−18 eV/c2 stable
W± 80.398(±25) GeV/c2 2.141(±41) GeV hadrons 67.60(±27)

τ+ντ 11.25(±20)
e+νe 10.75(±13)
µ+νµ 10.57(±15)

Z0 91.1876(±21) GeV/c2 2.4952(±23) GeV hadrons 69.91(±6)
νℓν̄ℓ (all ℓ) 20.00(±6)
τ+τ− 3.370(±8)
µ+µ− 3.366(±7)
e+e− 3.363(±4)
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E.2.2 Leptons

All the leptons are believed to haveJ P = 1
2

+
.

Decay

Particle Mass (MeV/c2) Mean lifetime (s) Mode Fraction (%)

νe <2 eV/c2 Stablea

νµ <0.19 Stablea

ντ <18.2 Stablea

e± 0.511b Stable
µ± 105.66b 2.197× 10−6c e+vev̄v 100
τ± 1776.84(±17) (2.906± 10)× 10−13 hadrons+ ντ ∼64

e+νeν̄τ 17.84(±5)
µ+νµν̄τ 17.36(±5)

a The neutrinos are shown as stable; the question of neutrino oscillations is discussed in Section 3.1.6.
b The error on thee± mass is 1.3 × 10−8 MeV/c2 and on theµ± mass is 4.0 × 10−6 MeV/c2.
c The error on theµ± lifetime is 2.1 × 10−11 s.

E.2.3 Quarks

The quarks all haveJ P = 1
2

+
. The table shows their approximate masses (see footnote

to table) and the values of the quantum numbers: baryon numberB; isospinI ; chargeQ;
strangenessS; charmC; bottomB̃; and topT. For antiquarks, the signs of all these quantum
numbers are reversed.

Name Symbol Mass (GeV/c2)a Q S C B̃ T B I

Down d ∼0.35 −1/3 0 0 0 0 1/3 1/2
Up u mu ≈ md 2/3 0 0 0 0 1/3 1/2
Strange s ∼0.5 −1/3 −1 0 0 0 1/3 0
Charmed c ∼1.5 2/3 0 1 0 0 1/3 0
Bottom b ∼4.5 −1/3 0 0 −1 0 1/3 0
Top t 171.2 ± 2.1 2/3 0 0 0 1 1/3 0

a The definition of quark masses is complicated by the fact that quarks are not observed as free particles. So-called ‘current’ quark
masses are those that appear in the QCD Hamiltonian. The masses shown in the table (with the exception of the top quark) are the
effective values obtained from the quark model of the hadron spectrum; they include contributions from the interactions between
the quarks and associated gluons. These are the so-called ‘constituent’ quark masses. The mass of the top quark is inferred directly
from its decay products.
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E.2.4 Low-Lying Baryons

Decay

Particle I , J P Mass (MeV/c2) Mean lifetime or width Mode Fraction (%)

Unflavoured states of light quarks (S = C = B̃ = 0)
Quark content:

N = (p, n) : p = uud, n = udd; �++ = uuu, �+ = uud, �0 = udd, �− = ddd

p 1
2, 1

2

+
938.27203(±8) >2.1 × 1029 yr

n 1
2, 1

2

+
939.56536(±8) 8.857(±8) × 102 s pe−ν̄e 100

� 3
2, 3

2

+
1232(±1) 118(±2) MeV Nπ 100

Strange baryons (S = −1, C = B̃ = 0)
Quark content:	 = uds; 
+ = uus, 
0 = uds, 
− = dds, similarly for 
∗s.

	 0, 1
2

+
1115.683(±6) 2.631(±20)× 10−10 pπ− 63.9(±5)

nπ0 35.8(±5)

+ 1, 1

2

+
1189.37(±7) 8.018(±26)× 10−11 pπ0 51.57(±30)

nπ+ 48.31(±30)

0 1, 1

2

+
1192.642(±24) 7.4(±7) × 10−20 	γ 100


− 1, 1
2

+
1197.449(±30) 1.479(±11)× 10−10 nπ− 99.848(±5)


∗+ 1, 3
2

+
1382.8(±4) 35.8(±8) MeV 	π 87.0(±15)


π 11.7(±15)

∗0 1, 3

2

+
1383.7(±10) 36(±5) MeV as above


∗− 1, 3
2

+
1387.2(±5) 39.4(±21) MeV as above

Strange baryons (S = −2, C = B̃ = 0)
Quark content:�0 = uss, �− = dss, similarly for �∗s

�0 1
2, 1

2

+
1314.86(±20) 2.90(±9) × 10−10 s 	π0 99.525(±12)

�− 1
2, 1

2

+
1321.71(±7) 1.639(±15)× 10−10 s 	π− 99.887(±35)

�∗0 1
2, 3

2

+
1531.80(±32) 9.1(±5) MeV 	K̄ , 
 K̄ , �π seen

�∗− 1
2, 3

2

+
1535.0(±6) 9.9(±18) MeV as above

Strange baryons (S = −3, C = B̃ = 0)
Quark content:�− = sss

�− 0, 3
2

+
1672.45(±29) 8.21(±11)× 10−11 s 	K − 67.8(±7)

�0π− 23.6(±7)
�−π0 8.6(±4)
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Decay

Particle I , J P Mass (MeV/c2) Mean lifetime or width Mode Fraction (%)

Charmed baryons (S = 0, C = +1, B̃ = 0)
Quark content:	+

c = udc; 
++
c = uuc, 
+

c = udc, 
0
c = ddc, similarly for 
∗

c s

	+
c 0, 1

2

+
2286.46(±14) 2.00(±6) × 10−13 s n + X 50(±16)

p + X 50(±16)
	 + X 35(±11)

± + X 10(±5)
e+ + X 4.5(±17)


++
c 1, 1

2

+
2454.02(±18) 2.23(±30) MeV 	+

c π+ seen


+
c 1, 1

2

+
2452.9(±4) <4.6 MeV


0
c 1, 1

2

+
2453.76(±18) 2.2(±4) MeV


∗++
c 1, 3

2

+
2518.4(±6) 14.9(±19) MeV 	+

c π+ seen


∗+
c 1, 3

2

+
2517.5(±23) <1.7 MeV


∗0
c 1, 3

2

+
2518.0(±5) 16.1(±21) MeV

Charmed strange baryons (S = −1, −2, C = +1, B̃ = 0)
Quark content:�+

c = usc, �0
c = dsc, similarly for �*

c s; �0
c = ssc

�+
c

1
2, 1

2

+
2467.9(±4) 4.42(±26)× 10−13 s several seen

�0
c

1
2, 1

2

+
2471.0(±4) 1.12(±4) × 10−13 s several seen

�0
c

1
2, 1

2

+
2697.5(±26) 6.9(±1.2) × 10−14 s several seen

�∗+
c

1
2, 3

2

+
2646.6(±14) <3.1MeV �0

cπ
+ seen

�∗0
c

1
2, 3

2

+
2646.1(±12) <5.5MeV �+

c π− seen

Bottom baryons (S = C = 0, B̃ = −1)
Quark content:	0

b = udb, �0
b = usb, �−

b = dsb

	0
b 0, 1

2

+
5620.2(±16) 1.383(±48)× 10−12s 	+

c + X 9.1(±2.3)

�
0,−
b

1
2, 1

2

+
5792.4(±3) 1.42(±35)× 10−12 s
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E.2.5 Low-Lying Mesons

In the J PC column, theC quantum number applies to just the neutral states of an isospin
multiplet.

Decay

Particle I , J PC Mass (MeV/c2) Mean lifetime or width Mode Fraction (%)

Unflavoured states of light quarks (S = C = B̃ = 0)
Quark content:

I = 1 states,ud̄, 1√
2
(uū − dd̄), dū; I = 0 states,c1(uū − dd̄) + c2ss̄ (c1,2 are constants)

π± 1, 0− 139.57018(±35) 2.6033(±5) × 10−8 s π+νµ 99.98770(±4)
π0 1, 0−+ 134.9766(±6) 8.4(±6) × 10−17 s γ γ 98.798(±32)
η 0, 0−+ 547.853(±24) 1.30(±7) keV γ γ 39.31(±20)

π0π0π0 32.56(±23)
π+π−π0 22.73(±28)
π+π−γ 4.60(±6)

ρ 1, 1−− 775.49(±34) 149.4(±10) MeV ππ ∼100
ω0 0, 1−− 782.65(±12) 8.49(±9) MeV π+π−π0 89.2(±7)

π0γ 8.92(±24)
η′ 0, 0−+ 957.66(±24) 0.205(±5) MeV π+π−η 44.6(±14)

π+π−γ 29.4(±9)
π0π0η 20.7(±12)
ωγ 3.02(±31)

φ 0, 1−− 1019.455(±20) 4.26(±6) MeV K +K − 49.2(±6)
K 0

L K 0
S 34.0(±5)

ρπ + π+π−π0 15.25(±35)

Strange mesons (S = ±1, C = B̃ = 0)
Quark content:K + = us̄, K 0 = ds̄, K̄ 0 = sd̄, K − = sū, similarly for K ∗s

K ± 1
2, 0− 493.667(±16) 1.2380(±21)× 10−8 s µ+νµ 63.54(±14)

π+π0 20.68(±13)
π+π+π− 5.59(±4)
π0e+νe 5.08(±5)
π0µ+νµ 3.35(±7)

K 0, K̄ 0 1
2, 0− 497.614(±24)

K 0
S see note a 8.953(±5) × 10−11 s π+π− 69.20(±5)

π0π0 30.69(±5)
K 0

L see note a 5.114(±21)× 10−8 s π±e∓νe(ν̄e) 40.55(±12)
π±µ∓νµ(ν̄µ) 27.04(±7)

π0π0π0 19.52(±12)
π+π−π0 12.54(±5)

K ∗± 1
2, 1− 891.66(±26) 50.8(±9) MeV Kπ ∼100

K ∗0 1
2, 1− 896.00(±25) 50.3(±6) MeV Kπ ∼100
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Decay

Particle I , J PC Mass (MeV/c2) Mean lifetime or width Mode Fraction (%)

Charmed mesons (S = 0, C = ±1, B̃ = 0)
Quark content:D+ = cd̄, D0 = cū, D̄0 = uc̄, D− = dc̄, similarly for D∗s

D± 1
2, 0− 1869.12(±20) 1.040(±7) × 10−12 s K 0 + X

plus
K̄ 0 + X 61(±5)
K − + X 25.7(±14)
K̄ ∗0 + X 23(±5)
e+ + X 16.0(±4)
K + + X 5.9(±8)

D0, D̄0 1
2, 0− 1864.84(±17) 4.101(±15)× 10−13 s K − + X 54.9(±28)

K 0 + X
plus
K̄ 0 + X 47(±4)
K̄ ∗0 + X 9(±4)
e+ + X 6.53(±17)
K + + X 3.4(±4)

D∗± 1
2, 1− 2010.27(±17) 96(±22) keV D0π+ 67.7(±5)

D+π0 30.7(±5)
D∗0, D̄∗0 1

2, 1− 2006.97(±19) <2.1 MeV D0π0 61.9(±29)
D0γ 38.1(±29)

Charmed strange mesons (S = C = ±1, B̃ = 0)
Quark content:D+

s = cs̄, D−
s = sc̄, similarly for D∗

ss

D±
s 0, 0− 1968.49(±34) 5.00(±7) × 10−13 s K 0 + X

plus
K̄ 0 + X 39(±28)
K + + X 20(±16)
φ + X 18(±13)
K − + X 13(±13)
e+ + X 8(±7)
τ+ντ 6.4(±15)

D∗±
s 0, 1− 2112.3(±5) <1.9 MeV D+

s γ 94.2(±7)
D+

s π0 5.8(±7)

Bottom mesons (S = C = 0, B̃ = ±1)
Quark content:B+ = ub̄, B0 = db̄, B̄0 = bd̄, B− = bū, similarly for B∗s

B± 1
2, 0− 5279.15(±31) 1.638(±11)× 10−12 s c̄X (see note b) 97(±4)

cX (see note b) 23.4(±20)
ℓ+νℓ + X 10.99(±28)

B0, B̄0 1
2, 0− 5279.53(±33) 1.530(±9) × 10−12 s c̄X (see note b) 95(±5)

cX (see note b) 24.6(±3)
ℓ+νℓ + X 10.33(±28)
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Decay

Particle I , J PC Mass (MeV/c2) Mean lifetime or width Mode Fraction (%)

Bottom strange mesons (S = ∓1, C = 0, B̃ = ±1)
Quark content:B0

s = sb̄, B̄0
s = bs̄

B0
s , B̄0

s 0, 0− 5366.3(±6) 1.470(±26)× 10−12 s Ds + X 93(±25)
Dsℓ

+νℓ + X 7.9(±24)

Bottom charmed mesons (S = 0, B̃ = C = ±1)
Quark content:B+

c = cb̄, B−
c = bc̄

B±
c 0, 0− 6276(±4) 4.6(±17)× 10−13 s several seen

cc̄ mesons

ηc(1S) 0, 0−+ 2980.3(±12) 26.7(±30) MeV K K̄π 7.2(±12)
ηππ 4.9(±18)
η′ππ 4.1(±17)

J/ψ(1S) 0, 1−− 3096.916(11) 93.2(±21) keV hadrons 87.7(±5)
e+e− 5.94(±6)
µ+µ− 5.93(±6)

bb̄ mesons

ηb(1S) 0, 0−+ 9388.9(±28) ?
ϒ(1S) 0, 1−− 9460.30(±26) 54.02(±125) keV η′ + X 2.94(±24)

ℓ+ℓ− all ℓ 7.46(±36)

a These states are discussed in Section 6.6.1.
b c̄ stands for any state containing ac̄ quark andc stands for any state containing ac quark.

E.3 Tables of Nuclear Properties

Data for nuclear physics are very extensive. For reasons of space, and because such data
are readily available online, the tables below are very brief. Details of online sources,
particularly on decay properties, are given in the Notes on page xvii.

E.3.1 Properties of Naturally Occurring Isotopes

Most naturally occurring isotopes are stable; a small minority are unstable, but with exceed-
ingly long half-lives. Masses are taken from the LBNL Isotopes Nuclear Data Dissemina-
tion Home Page (http://ie.lbl.gov/toi.html), and are derived from the evaluations of Audi,
Wapstra and Thibault (2003); abundances and spin-parity values are from the Nuclear Eval-
uation Laboratory of the Korea Atomic Energy Research Centre (http://atom.kaeri.re.kr).
Errors differ between isotopes, but are typically a few parts in the last one or two significant
figures shown. The errors in abundances are usually in the last significant figure shown.
There are no naturally occurring isotopes heavier than uranium.
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

1 H 1 1.007825 1/2+ 99.985
2 2.014102 1+ 0.015

2 He 3 3.016029 1/2+ 0.00014
4 4.002603 0+ 99.99986

3 Li 6 6.015123 1+ 7.5
7 7.016005 3/2– 92.5

4 Be 9 9.012182 3/2– 100

5 B 10 10.012937 3+ 19.9
11 11.009305 3/2– 80.1

6 C 12 12.000000 0+ 98.89
13 13.003355 1/2– 1.11

7 N 14 14.003074 1+ 99.634
15 15.000109 1/2– 0.366

8 O 16 15.994915 0+ 99.762
17 16.999132 5/2+ 0.038
18 17.999161 0+ 0.200

9 F 19 18.998403 1/2+ 100

10 Ne 20 19.992440 0+ 90.48
21 20.993847 3/2+ 0.27
22 21.991386 0+ 9.25

11 Na 23 22.989769 3/2+ 100

12 Mg 24 23.985042 0+ 78.99

25 24.985837 5/2+ 10.00
26 25.982593 0+ 11.01

13 Al 27 26.981539 5/2+ 100

14 Si 28 27.976927 0+ 92.23
29 28.976495 1/2+ 4.67
30 29.973770 0+ 3.10

15 P 31 30.973762 1/2+ 100

16 S 32 31.972071 0+ 95.02
33 32.971459 3/2+ 0.75
34 33.967867 0+ 4.21
36 35.967081 0+ 0.02

17 Cl 35 34.968853 3/2+ 75.77
37 36.965903 3/2+ 24.23

18 Ar 36 35.967546 0+ 0.337
38 37.962723 0+ 0.063
40 39.962384 0+ 99.600

19 K 39 38.963707 3/2+ 93.258
40 39.963998 4– 0.012
41 40.961826 3/2+ 6.730

20 Ca 40 39.962591 0+ 96.941
42 41.958618 0+ 0.647
43 42.958767 7/2– 0.135
44 43.955482 0+ 2.086
46 45.953692 0+ 0.004
48 47.952534 0+ 0.187
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

21 Sc 45 44.955912 7/2– 100

22 Ti 46 45.952632 0+ 8.25

47 46.951763 5/2– 7.44
48 47.947946 0+ 73.72
49 48.947870 7/2– 5.41
50 49.944791 0+ 5.18

23 V 50 49.947159 6+ 0.250
51 50.943960 7/2– 99.750

24 Cr 50 49.946044 0+ 4.345
52 51.940510 0+ 83.789
53 52.940649 3/2– 9.501
54 53.938880 0+ 2.365

25 Mn 55 54.938045 5/2– 100

26 Fe 54 53.939611 0+ 5.845

56 55.934938 0+ 91.754
57 56.935394 1/2– 2.119
58 57.933276 0+ 0.282

27 Co 59 58.933195 7/2– 100

28 Ni 58 57.935343 0+ 68.077
60 59.930786 0+ 26.223
61 60.931056 3/2– 1.140
62 61.928345 0+ 3.634
64 63.927966 0+ 0.926

29 Cu 63 62.929598 3/2– 69.17
65 64.927790 3/2– 30.83

30 Zn 64 63.929142 0+ 48.6
66 65.926033 0+ 27.9
67 66.927127 5/2– 4.1
68 67.924844 0+ 18.8
70 69.925319 0+ 0.6

31 Ga 69 68.925573 3/2– 60.11
71 70.924701 3/2– 39.89

32 Ge 70 69.924247 0+ 21.23
72 71.922076 0+ 27.66
73 72.923463 9/2+ 7.73
74 73.921178 0+ 35.94
76 75.921403 0+ 7.44

33 As 75 74.921597 3/2– 100

34 Se 74 73.922476 0+ 0.89
76 75.919214 0+ 9.36
77 76.919914 1/2– 7.63
78 77.917310 0+ 23.78
80 79.916521 0+ 49.61
82 81.916699 0+ 8.73

35 Br 79 78.918337 3/2– 50.69
81 80.916290 3/2– 49.31
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

36 Kr 78 77.920365 0+ 0.35
80 79.916379 0+ 2.25
82 81.913484 0+ 11.6
83 82.914136 9/2+ 11.5
84 83.911507 0+ 57.0
86 85.910611 0+ 17.3

37 Rb 85 84.911790 5/2– 72.17
87 86.909180 3/2– 27.83

38 Sr 84 83.913425 0+ 0.56
86 85.909260 0+ 9.86
87 86.908877 9/2+ 7.00
88 87.905612 0+ 82.58

39 Y 89 88.905844 1/2– 100

40 Zr 90 89.904703 0+ 51.45
91 90.905646 5/2+ 11.22
92 91.905041 0+ 17.15
94 93.906315 0+ 17.38
96 95.908273 0+ 2.80

41 Nb 93 92.906378 9/2+ 100

42 Mo 92 91.906811 0+ 14.84
94 93.905088 0+ 9.25
95 94.905842 5/2+ 15.92
96 95.904680 0+ 16.68
97 96.906022 5/2+ 9.55
98 97.905408 0+ 24.13
100 99.907478 0+ 9.63

43 Tc none

44 Ru 96 95.907599 0+ 5.52
98 97.905287 0+ 1.88
99 98.905939 5/2+ 12.7
100 99.904220 0+ 12.6
101 100.905582 5/2+ 17.0
102 101.904349 0+ 31.6
104 103.905433 0+ 18.7

45 Rh 103 102.905504 1/2– 100

46 Pd 102 101.905610 0+ 1.02
104 103.904036 0+ 11.14
105 104.905085 5/2+ 22.33
106 105.903486 0+ 27.33
108 107.903892 0+ 26.46
110 109.905153 0+ 11.72

47 Ag 107 106.905097 1/2– 51.84
109 108.904752 1/2– 48.16

48 Cd 106 105.906460 0+ 1.25
108 107.904185 0+ 0.89
110 109.903002 0+ 12.49
111 110.904178 1/2+ 12.80
112 111.902758 0+ 24.13
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

113 112.904402 1/2+ 12.22
114 113.903359 0+ 28.73
116 115.904756 0+ 7.49

49 In 113 112.904058 9/2+ 4.29
115 114.903879 9/2+ 95.71

50 Sn 112 111.904819 0+ 0.97
114 113.902780 0+ 0.65
115 114.903342 1/2+ 0.34
116 115.901741 0+ 14.54
117 116.902952 1/2+ 7.68
118 117.901603 0+ 24.22
119 118.903308 1/2+ 8.58
120 119.902195 0+ 32.59
122 121.903439 0+ 4.63
124 123.905274 0+ 5.79

51 Sb 121 120.903816 5/2+ 57.21
123 122.904214 7/2+ 42.79

52 Te 120 119.904020 0+ 0.10
122 121.903044 0+ 2.60
123 122.904270 1/2+ 0.91
124 123.902818 0+ 4.81
125 124.904431 1/2+ 7.14
126 125.903312 0+ 18.95
128 127.904463 0+ 31.69
130 129.906223 0+ 33.80

53 I 127 126.904473 5/2+ 100

54 Xe 124 123.905893 0+ 0.10
126 125.904274 0+ 0.09
128 127.903531 0+ 1.91
129 128.904779 1/2+ 26.4
130 129.903508 0+ 4.1
131 130.905082 3/2+ 21.2
132 131.904154 0+ 26.9
134 133.905394 0+ 10.4
136 135.907219 0+ 8.9

55 Cs 133 132.905452 7/2+ 100

56 Ba 130 129.906321 0+ 0.11
132 131.905061 0+ 0.10
134 133.904508 0+ 2.42
135 134.905689 3/2+ 6.59
136 135.904576 0+ 7.85
137 136.905827 3/2+ 11.23
138 137.905247 0+ 71.70

57 La 138 137.907112 5+ .09
139 138.906353 7/2+ 99.91

58 Ce 136 135.907172 0+ 0.19
138 137.905991 0+ 0.25
140 139.905439 0+ 88.48
142 141.909244 0+ 11.08
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

59 Pr 141 140.907653 5/2+ 100

60 Nd 142 141.907723 0+ 27.13
143 142.909814 7/2– 12.18
144 143.910087 0+ 23.80
145 144.912574 7/2– 8.30
146 145.913117 0+ 17.19
148 147.916893 0+ 5.76
150 149.920891 0+ 5.64

61 Pm none

62 Sm 144 143.911999 0+ 3.1
147 146.914898 7/2– 15.0
148 147.914823 0+ 11.3
149 148.917185 7/2– 13.8
150 149.917276 0+ 7.4
152 151.919732 0+ 26.7
154 153.922209 0+ 22.7

63 Eu 151 150.919850 5/2+ 47.8
153 152.921230 5/2+ 52.2

64 Gd 152 151.919791 0+ 0.20
154 153.920866 0+ 2.18
155 154.922622 3/2– 14.80
156 155.922123 0+ 20.47
157 156.923960 3/2– 15.65
158 157.924104 0+ 24.84
160 159.927054 0+ 21.86

65 Tb 159 158.925347 3/2+ 100

66 Dy 156 155.924283 0+ 0.06
158 157.924409 0+ 0.10
160 159.925198 0+ 2.34
161 160.926933 5/2+ 18.9
162 161.926798 0+ 25.5
163 162.928731 5/2– 24.9
164 163.929175 0+ 28.2

67 Ho 165 164.930322 7/2– 100

68 Er 162 161.928778 0+ 0.14
164 163.929200 0+ 1.61
166 165.930293 0+ 33.6
167 166.932048 7/2+ 22.95
168 167.932370 0+ 26.8
170 169.935464 0+ 14.9

69 Tm 169 168.934211 1/2+ 100

70 Yb 168 167.933897 0+ 0.13
170 169.934762 0+ 3.05
171 170.936326 1/2– 14.3
172 171.936381 0+ 21.9
173 172.938211 5/2– 16.12
174 173.938862 0+ 31.8
176 175.942572 0+ 12.7
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

71 Lu 175 174.940772 7/2+ 97.41
176 175.942686 7– 2.59

72 Hf 174 173.940046 0+ 0.16
176 175.941409 0+ 5.20
177 176.943221 7/2– 18.61
178 177.943699 0+ 27.30
179 178.945816 9/2+ 13.63
180 179.946550 0+ 35.10

73 Ta 180 179.947465 1+ 0.012
181 180.947996 7/2+ 99.988

74 W 180 179.946704 0+ 0.12
182 181.948204 0+ 26.50
183 182.950223 1/2– 14.31
184 183.950931 0+ 30.64
186 185.954364 0+ 28.43

75 Re 185 184.952955 5/2+ 37.40
187 186.955753 5/2+ 62.60

76 Os 184 183.952489 0+ 0.02
186 185.953838 0+ 1.58
187 186.955751 1/2– 1.6
188 187.955838 0+ 13.3
189 188.958148 3/2– 16.1
190 189.958447 0+ 26.4
192 191.961481 0+ 41.0

77 Ir 191 190.960594 11/2– 37.3
193 192.962926 3/2+ 62.7

78 Pt 190 189.959932 0+ 0.01
192 191.961038 0+ 0.79
194 193.962680 0+ 32.9
195 194.964791 1/2– 33.8
196 195.964952 0+ 25.3
198 197.967893 0+ 7.2

79 Au 197 196.966569 3/2+ 100

80 Hg 196 195.965833 0+ 0.15
198 197.966769 0+ 9.97
199 198.968280 1/2– 16.87
200 199.968326 0+ 23.10
201 200.970302 3/2– 13.18
202 201.970643 0+ 29.86
204 203.973494 0+ 6.87

81 Tl 203 202.972344 1/2+ 29.52
205 204.974428 1/2+ 70.48

82 Pb 204 203.973044 0+ 1.4
206 205.974465 0+ 24.1
207 206.975897 1/2– 22.1
208 207.976652 0+ 52.4

83 Bi 209 208.980399 9/2– 100

84 Po none
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Z El A Atomic mass (u) J P Abundance (%)

85 At none

86 Rn none

87 Fr none

88 Ra none

89 Ac none

90 Th 232 232.038055 0+ 100

91 Pa none

92 U 234 234.040952 0+ 0.006
235 235.043930 7/2– 0.720
238 238.050788 0+ 99.274
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E.3.2 The Periodic Table
The first row of each box shows the atomic number and the chemical symbol of the element and the second row gives its name. Obvious abbreviations are
used for long names. The third row shows the atomic mass in atomic mass units, weighted by the isotopic abundances as found at the Earth’s surface. The
latter often vary significantly between samples. The atomic masses are given for convenience to four significant figures, although many are known to greater
accuracies. Where an atomic mass is in brackets, this indicates that it refers to the longest-lived isotope, as no stable isotope exists. Source: WebElements
(http://www/webelements.com)

57-71

Lanthanides

89-103

Actinides
Meitner.

109 Mt

(268)
Hassium

108 Hs

(269)
Bohrium
107 Bh

(264)
Seaborg.

106 Sg

(266)
Rutherford.
104 Rf

(261)
Dubnium
105 Db

(262)
Radium
88 Ra

(226)
Francium
87 Fr

(223)

Rubidium
37 Rb

85.47
Strontium Yttrium
38 Sr

87.62

39 Y

88.91
Zirconium
40 Zr

91.22
Niobium
41 Nb

92.91
Molybd.
42 Mo

95.94
Technet.
43 Tc

(98)
Ruthenium
44 Ru

101.1
Rhodium
45 Rh

102.9
Palladium
46 Pd

106.4
Silver

47 Ag

107.9
Cadmium
48 Cd

112.4
Indium
49 In

114.8
Tin

50 Sn

118.7
Antimony
51 Sb

121.8
Tellurium
52 Te

127.6
Iodine
53 I

126.9
Xenon
54 Xe

131.3

Potassium
19 K

39.10
Calcium
20 Ca

40.08

Sodium
11 Na

22.99
Magnesium
12 Mg

24.31

Lithium
3 Li

6.941

Hydrogen
1 H

1.008

Beryllium
4 Be

9.012

Scandium
21 Sc

44.96
Titanium
22 Ti

47.87
Vanadium
23 V

50.94
Chromium
24 Cr

52.00
Manganese
25 Mn

54.94
Iron

26 Fe

55.85
Cobalt

27 Co

58.93
Nickel
28 Ni

58.69
Copper
29 Cu

63.55
Zinc

30 Zn

65.41
Gallium
31 Ga

69.72
German.
32 Ge

72.64
Arsenic
33 As

74.92
Selenium
34 Se

78.96
Bromine
35 Br

79.90
Krypton
36 Kr

83.80

Aluminium
13 Al

26.98
Silicon
14 Si

28.09
Phosphorus
15 P

30.97
Sulphur
16 S

32.07
Chlorine
17 Cl

35.45
Argon
18 Ar

39.95

Boron
5 B

10.81
Carbon
6 C

12.01
Nitrogen
7 N

14.01
Oxygen
8 O

16.00
Fluorine
9 F

19.00
Neon

10 Ne

20.18

Helium
2 He

4.003

Barium
56 Ba

137.3
Cesium
55 Cs

132.9
Hafnium
72 Hf

178.5
Tantalium
73 Ta

180.9
Tungsten
74 W

183.8
Rhenium
75 Re

186.2
Osmium
76 Os

190.2
Iridium
77 Ir

190.2
Platinium
78 Pt

195.1
Gold

79 Au

197.0
Mecury
80 Hg

200.6
Lead

82 Pb

207.2
Thallium
81 Tl

204.4
Bisbuth
83 Bi

209.0
Polonium
84 Po

(209)
Astatine
85 At

(210)
Radon
86 Rn

(222)

Lanthanide
series

Actinide
series

Lanthanum
57 La

138.9
Praseodym.
59 Pr

140.9
Neodym.
60 Nd

144.2
Prometh.
61 Pm

(145)
Samarium
62 Sm

150.4
Europium
63 Eu

152.0
Gadolin.
64 Gd

157.3
Terbium
65 Tb

158.9
Dyspros.
66 Dy

162.5
Holmium
67 Ho

164.9
Erbium
68 Er

167.3
Thulium
69 Tm

168.9
Ytterbium
70 Yb

173.0
Lutetium
71 Lu

175.0

Actinium
89 Ac

(227)
Protactin.
91 Pa

231.0

Cerium
58 Ce

140.1

Thorium
90 Th

232.0
Uranium
92 U

238.0
Neptunium
93 Np

(237)
Plutonium
94 Pu

(244)
Americium
95 Am

(243)
Curium
96 Cm

(247)
Berkelium
97 Bk

(247)
Californ.
98 Cf

(251)
Fermium
100 Fm

(257)
Einstein.
99 Es

(252)
Mendelev.
101 Md

(258)
Nobelium
102 No

(259)
Lawrenc.
103 Lr

(262)

Darmstadt. Roentgen. Ununbium Ununtrium Ununquad. Ununpent. Ununhex. Ununsept. Ununoct.
110 Ds

(281)

111 Rg

(272)

112 Uub

(285)

113 Uut

(284)

114 Uuq

(289)

115 Uup

(288)

116 Uuh

(292)

117 Uuh

(???)

118 Uuh

(294)
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Appendix F
Solutions to Problems

Problems 1

1.1 Substituting the operatorsp = −i h̄∇ andE = i h̄∂/∂t into the mass-energy relation
E2 = p2c2 + M2c4 and allowing the operators to act on the functionφ(r , t), leads
immediately to the Klein-Gordon equation. To verify that the Yukawa potentialV(r )
is a static solution of the equation, setV(r ) = φ(r ), wherer = |r |, and use

∇2 =
∂2

∂r 2
+

2

r

∂

∂r

together with the expression for the range,R = h̄/Mc.

1.2 Using the relations (1.11), gives

P̂Y1
1 =

√

3

8π
sin(π − θ )ei (π+φ) = −

√

3

8π
sin(θ )eiφ = −Y1

1 ,

and henceY1
1 is an eigenfunction of parity with eigenvalue−1.

1.3 Because the initial state is at rest, it hasL = 0 and thus its parity is
Pi = Pp Pp̄(−1)L = −1, where we have used the fact that the fermion-antifermion
pair has overall negative intrinsic parity. In the final state, the neutral pions are
identical bosons and so their wavefunction must be totally symmetric under their
interchange. This implies even orbital angular momentumL ′ between them and
hencePf = P2

π (−1)L ′ = 1 �= Pi . The reaction does not conserve parity and is thus
forbidden as a strong interaction.

Nuclear and Particle Physics: An Introduction, Second EditionBrian R. Martin
C© 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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1.4 SinceĈ2 = 1, we must have

Ĉ2 |b, ψb〉 = CbĈ
∣

∣b̄, ψb̄

〉

= |b, ψb〉 ,

implying that

Ĉ
∣

∣b̄, ψb̄

〉

= Cb̄ |b, ψb〉

with CbCb̄ = 1 independent ofCb. The result follows because an eigenstate ofĈ
must contain only particle-antiparticle pairsbb̄, leading to the intrinsic parity factor
CbCb̄ = 1, independent ofCb.

1.5 Under C-conjugation, ĈA(r , t) = Cγ A(r , t), where Cγ is the C-parity of the
photon. But we also havêCE(r , t) = −E(r , t), because electric charges change sign.
Thus, if the equationE = −∂A

/

∂t is invariant under charge conjugation,Cγ = −1.

1.6 The electric dipole moment is the expectation value of the operatord =
∑

i qi r i and
is a vector. Thusd ∝ J, the angular momentum, and sinceJ changes sign under time
reversal (classicallyJ = r × p), so doesd, whereas the electric fieldE does not. Thus
the interaction energyd · E can only be invariant under time reversal ifd ≡ 0.

1.7 From Equations (1.73) and (1.74), we have

R =
dσ (pp → π+d)/d�

dσ (π+d → pp)/d�
=

(2sπ + 1)(2sd + 1)

(2sp + 1)2
p2

π

p2
p

|Mif |2

|Mfi|2
.

By detailed balance, the two spin-averaged squared matrix elements are equal, and
so, usingsp = 1

2 andsd = 1, gives the result.

1.8 The parity of the deuteron isPd = Pp Pn(−1)L pn. Since the deuteron is an S-wave
bound state,L pn = 0 and so, usingPp = Pn = 1, givesPd = 1. The parity of the
initial state is therefore

Pi = Pπ− Pd(−1)Lπd = Pπ− ,

because the pion is at rest and soLπd = 0. The parity of the final state is

Pf = Pn Pn(−1)Lnn = (−1)Lnn

and thereforePπ− = (−1)Lnn. To find Lnn impose the Pauli principle condition that
ψnn = ψspaceψspin must be antisymmetric. Examining the spin wavefunctions (1.17)
shows that there are two possibilities forψspin: either the symmetricS = 1 state or
the S = 0 antisymmetric state. IfS = 0, thenψspacewould have to be symmetric,
implying Lnn would be even. But the total angular momentum would not then be
conserved. ThusS = 1 is implied andψspace is antisymmetric, i.e.Lnn = 1, 3, · · ·
The only way to combineLnn and S to give J = 1 is with Lnn = 1 and hence
Pπ− = −1.

1.9 aaaaaa(a) ν̄e + e+ → ν̄e + e+;

(b) p + p → p + p + π0 + π0;

(c) p̄ + n → π− + π0 + π0, π− + π+ + π−.
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1.10 aaaaaa(a) νe + νµ → νe + νµ

Z0

µ µ

ee

Figure F.1

(b) e+ + e− → e+ + e−

e- e-

e+ e+

e-e-

e+ e+

Figure F.2

(c) γ + γ → e+ + e−

e+

e+

e+

e-

e-

Figure F.3

1.11 If an exchanged particle approaches to within a distanced fm, this is equivalent to a
momentum transferq = h̄/d = (0.2/d) GeV/c. Thus,q = 0.2 GeV/c for d = 1 fm
andq = 200 GeV/c for d = 10−3 fm. The scattering amplitude is given by

f (q2) = −g2h̄2
(

q2 + m2
xc2

)−1
,

wheremx is the mass of the exchanged particle. Thus,

R(q2) ≡
fEM(q2)

fWeak(q2)
=

q2c2 + m2
Wc4

q2c2 + m2
γ c4

,

sincegEM ≈ gWeak. Usingmγ = 0 andmW = 80 GeV/C2, gives

R(0.2 GeV/c) = 1.60× 105 and R(200 GeV/c) = 1.16.

1.12 Using spherical polar co-ordinates, we have

q · r = qr cosθ and d3r = r 2dr d cosθ dφ,
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whereq = |q|. Thus, from (1.47),

M(q2) =
−g2

4π

2π
∫

0

dφ

∞
∫

0

dr r 2 e−r R

r

+1
∫

−1

d cosθ exp(iqr cosθ/h̄) =
−g2h̄2

q2 + m2c2
.

1.13 Let one of the beams (labelled by 1) refer to the ‘beam’ and let the other beam
(labelled by 2) refer to the ‘target’. Then in (1.62),

nb = nN1/2πRA and υi = 2π R/T,

whereR is the radius of the circular path. Thus the flux is

J = nbυi = nN1 f/A,

where f is the frequency. AlsoN = N2, so finally the luminosity is

L = JN = nN1N2 f/A.

1.14 From (1.57c),σ = WMA/I (ρt)NA. Since the scattering is isotropic, the total number
of protons emitted per second from the target is

W = 20× (4π/2 × 10−3) = 1.25× 105 s−1.

I can be calculated from the current, noting that the alpha particles carry two units of
charge, and isI = 3.13× 1010 s−1. The density of the target isρt = 10−32 kg fm−2.
Putting everything together givesσ = 161 mb.

1.15 Write

σ =
8πα2

3m2
e

h̄acb

and impose the dimensional condition [σ ] = [L]2. This givesa = −b = 2 and hence

σ =
8πα2(h̄c)2

3(mec2)2
.

Evaluating this givesσ = 6.65× 10−29 m2 = 0.665 mb.

Problems 2

2.1 From Equation (2.22), the accuracyA is given byA ∝
(

t
√

N
)−1

, wheret = Tobs.

For radioisotopes,N ∝ exp(−λt), with λ = ln 2/t1/2, wheret1/2 is the half-life. Thus,

A ∝
1

t
exp

(

t ln 2

2t1/2

)

,

which has a maximum att/t1/2 ≈ 2.9.

2.2 From (2.32), the form factor is

F(q2) = 3[sinb(a) − b(a) cosb(a)]b−3,
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whereb = qa/h̄. To evaluate this we need to finda andq. We can find the latter from
Figure F.4.

pi

pf q

/2

Figure F.4

Using p = |pi | =
∣

∣p f

∣

∣ andq = |q|, gives

q = 2p sin(θ/2) = 57.5 MeV/c.

Also, we know thata = 1.21A1/3 fm and so for A = 56, a = 4.63 fm and
qa/h̄ = 1.35 radians. Finally, using this in the expression forF , gives F = 0.829
and hence the reduction isF2 = 0.69.

2.3 Settingq = |q| in (2.37), we have

F(q2) =
1

Ze

∫

f (r )
∞

∑

n=0

1

n!

(

irq cosθ

h̄

)n

d3r .

Using d3r = r 2d cosθ dφdr and doing theφ integral, gives

F(q2) =
2π

Ze

∫∫

f (r )r 2

[

1 +
iqr cosθ

h̄
−

q2r 2 cos2 θ

2h̄2 + . . .

]

dr d cosθ

=
4π

Ze

∞
∫

0

f (r )r 2dr −
4πq2

6Zēh2

∞
∫

0

f (r )r 4dr + . . . .

But from (2.28),

Ze= 4π

∞
∫

0

f (r )r 2dr

and from (2.36)

Ze
〈

r 2
〉

= 4π

∞
∫

0

f (r )r 4dr,

so

F(q2) = 1 −
q2

6h̄2

〈

r 2〉 + · · ·

2.4 From (2.39),
〈

r 2
〉

= 6h̄2[1 − F(q2)]/q2,
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where

q = 2(E/c) sin(θ/2) = 43.6 MeV/c

Also, F2 = 0.65 and so
√

〈

r 2
〉

= 4.88 fm.

2.5 The charge distribution is spherical, so the angular integrations in the general result
(2.28) may be done, giving

F(q2) =





∞
∫

0

ρ(r )[sin(qr/h̄)/(qr/h̄)]4πr 2dr









∞
∫

0

ρ(r )4πr 2dr





−1

.

Substituting forρ(r ), settingx = r/a and using
∫ ∞

0 x exp(−x) dx = 1, gives, after
integrating by parts (twice),

F(q2) =
(

h̄

qa

)

∞
∫

0

e−x sin

(

qax

h̄

)

dx =
1

(

1 + q2a2/h̄2
) .

2.6 In 1 g of the isotope there are initially

N0 = (1 g/208× 1.66× 10−24 g) = 2.9 × 1021 atoms.

At time t there areN(t) = N0e−t/τ atoms, whereτ is the mean life of the isotope.
Providedt ≪ τ , the average decay rate is

N0 − N(t)

t
≈

N0

τ
=

75

0.1 × 24
hr−1.

Thus,τ = 2.4N0/75 hr≈ 1.1 × 1016 yr.

2.7 The count rate is proportional to the number of14C atoms present in the sample. If we
assume that the abundance of14C has not changed with time, and that the artifact was
made from living material and is predominantly carbon, then at the time it was made
(t = 0), 1 g would have contained 5× 1022 carbon atoms of whichN0 = 6 × 1010

would have been14C. Thus the average count rate would have beenN0/τ = 13.8 m−1.
At time t , the number of14C atoms would beN(t) = N0 exp(−t/τ ) and

N(t)/N0 = e−t/τ = 2.1/13.8,

from whicht = τ ln 6.57 = 1.56× 104 yr. The artifact is approximately 16,000 years
old.

2.8 If the transition rate for212
86Rn decay isω1 and that for208

84Po isω2 and if the numbers
of each of these atoms at timet is N1(t) andN2(t), respectively, then the decays are
governed by Equation (2.67), i.e.

N2(t) = ω1N1(0)
[

exp(−ω1t) − exp(−ω2t)
]

(ω2 − ω1)−1 .

The latter is a maximum when dN2(t)/dt = 0, i.e. when

ω2 exp(−ω2t) = ω1 exp(−ω1t),
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with

tmax = ln (ω1/ω2) (ω1 − ω2)−1 .

Using

ω1 = 4.12× 10−2 min−1 and ω2 = 6.56× 10−7 min−1,

givestmax = 268 min.

2.9 The total decay rate of both modes of138
57La is

(1 + 0.5) × (7.8 × 102) kg−1 s−1 = 1.17× 103 kg−1 s−1.

Also, since this isotope is only 0.09 % of natural lanthanum, the number of138
57La

atoms/kg is

N = (9 × 10−4) × (1000/138.91) × (6.022× 1023) = 3.90× 1021 kg−1.

The rate of decays is−dN/dt = ω N, whereω is the transition rate and in terms of
this, the mean lifetimeτ = 1/ω. Thus,

τ =
N

−dN/dt
= 3.33× 1018 s = 1.06× 1011 yr.

2.10 The energy released is the increase in binding energy. Now from the SEMF,

BE(35, 87) = aυ(87)− as(87)2/3 − ac
(35)2

(87)1/3
− aa

(87− 70)2

348
,

BE(57, 145)= aυ(145)− as(145)2/3 − ac
(57)2

(145)1/3
− aa

(145− 114)2

580
,

BE(92, 235)= aυ(235)− as(235)2/3 − ac
(92)2

(235)1/3
− aa

(235− 184)2

940
.

The energy released is thus

E = BE(35, 87)+ BE(57, 145)− BE(92, 235)
= −3aυ − 9.153as + 476.7ac + 0.280aa

which, using the values given in (2.57), givesE = 154 MeV.

2.11 The most stable nucleus for fixedA has aZ-value given by i.e.Z = β/2γ , where
from Equation (2.71),

β = aa + (Mn − Mp − me) and γ = aa/A + ac/A1/3.

Changingα would not changeaa, but would effect the Coulomb coefficient because
ac is proportional toα. For A = 111, using the value ofaa from Equation (2.57) gives

β = 93.93 MeV/c2 and γ = 0.839+ 0.208ac MeV/c2.
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For Z = 47, ac = 0.770 MeV/c2. This is a change of about 10 % from the value
given in (2.57) and soα would have to change by the same percentage.

2.12 In the rest frame of the269
108Hs nucleus,mαυα = mSgυSg, whereυ is the appropri-

ate velocity. The ratio of the kinetic energies in the centre-of-mass is therefore
ESg/Eα = mα/mSg and the total kinetic energy is

Eα

(

1 + mα/mSg
)

= 9.369 MeV.

Thus,

mHsc
2 = (mSg+ mα)c2 + 9.369 MeV= 269.133 u.

2.13 If there areN0 atoms of238
94Pu at launch, then aftert years the activity of the source

will be A(t) = N0 exp(−t/τ )/τ , whereτ is the lifetime. The instantaneous power is
then

P(t) = A(t) × 0.05× 5.49× 1.602× 10−13 W > 200W.

Substituting the value given forτ , givesN0 = 1.88× 1025 and hence the weight of
238
94Pu at launch would have to be at least

(

1.88× 1025

6.02× 1023

)(

238

1000

)

kg = 7.43 kg.

2.14 If there wereN0 atoms of each isotope at the formation of the planet (t = 0), then
after timet the numbers of atoms of205Pb is

N205(t) = N0 exp(−t/τ205), with N204(t) = N0,

so that

N205(t)

N204(t)
= exp

(

−
t

τ205

)

=
n205

n204
= 2 × 10−7

andt = −τ205 ln(2 × 10−7) = 2.4 × 108 y.

2.15 We first calculate the mass difference between
(

p + 46
21Sc

)

and
(

n + 46
22Ti

)

. Using the
information given, we have

M(21, 46)− [M(22, 46)+ me] = 2.37 MeV/c2

and Mn − (Mp + me) = 0.78 MeV/c2

and hence

[Mp + M(21, 46)] − [Mn + M(22, 46)] = 1.59 MeV/c2.

We also need the mass differences

[Mα + M(20, 43)] − [Mn + M(22, 46)] = 0.07 MeV/c2.

We can now draw the energy level diagram where the centre-of-mass energy of the
resonance is (see Equation (2.8)) 2.76× (45/47) = 2.64 MeV.
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Figure F.5

Thus the resonance could be excited in the43
20Ca(α, n)46

22Ti reaction at anα particle
laboratory energy of 10.7 × (47/43) = 11.7 MeV.

2.16 We have dN(t)/dt = P − λN, from which

Peλt = eλt

(

λN +
dN(t)

dt

)

=
d

dt

(

Neλt
)

Integrating and using the fact thatN = 0 at t = 0 to determine the constant of
integration, gives the required result.

2.17 The number of35Cl atoms in 1 g of the natural chloride is

N = 2 × 0.758× NA/molecular weight= 7.04× 1021.

The activity

A(t) = λN = P
(

1 − e−λt
)

≈ Pλt, sinceλt ≪ 1.

So

t =
A(t)

Pλ
=

A(t)t1/2

ln 2 × σ × F × N
.

SubstitutingA(t) = 3 × 105 Bq and using the other constants given, yieldst = 1.55
days.

2.18 At very low energies we may assume the scattering hasl = 0 and so in Equation
(1.80) we havej = 1

2, sn = 1
2 andsu = 0. Thus,

σmax =
πh̄2

q2
n

(ŴnŴn + ŴnŴγ )

Ŵ2/4
=

4πh̄2Ŵn

q2
nŴ

,

Therefore,Ŵn = q2
nŴσmax/4πh̄2 = 0.35× 10−3 eV andŴγ = Ŵ − Ŵn = 9.65× 10−3 eV.
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Problems 3

3.1 aaaaaa(a) Forbidden: violatesLµ conservation, becauseLµ(νµ) = 1, butLµ(µ+) = −1.

(b) Forbidden: violates electric charge conservation, becauseQ (left-hand side)= 1,
but Q (right-hand side)= 0

(c) Forbidden: violates baryon number conservation becauseB (left-hand side)= 1,
but B (right-hand side)= 0

(d) Allowed as a weak interaction: conservesLµ, B, Q etc., violatesS. (It also has
�S = �Q for the hadrons – this is discussed in Section 6.5.2.)

(e) Allowed as a weak interaction: conservesLe, B, Q etc.

(f) Forbidden: violatesLµ andLτ

3.2 A possible Feyman diagram is shown in Figure F.6.

e-

W-

+

µ

µ

Z0

e

e

Figure F.6

3.3 From (3.32) we haveL0 = 4E(h̄c)/�m2
ij c

4. Then ifL0 is expressed in km,E in GeV
and�m2

ij in (eV/c2)2, we have

L0 =
4E × (1.97× 10−13) × 1018

�m2
ij

=
E

1.27�m2
ij

km.

3.4 From Equation (3.31a), we have

P(ν̄e → ν̄x) = sin2(2θ ) sin2[�(m2c4)L/(4h̄cE)],

which for maximal mixing (θ = π/4) gives

P(ν̄e → ν̄x) = sin2[1.27�(m2c4)L/E],

whereL is measured in metres,E in MeV, �(m2c4) in (eV/c2)2 and

�m2 ≡ m2(v̄e) − m2(v̄x).

If P(ν̄e → ν̄e) = 0.9 ± 0.1, then at 95 % confidence level, 0.3 ≥ P(ν̄e → ν̄x) ≥ 0
and hence

0 ≤ �(m2c4) ≤ 6.9 × 10−3 (eV/c2)2.

3.5 From the data given, the total number of nucleons isN = 1.1 × 1057 and hence
n = 7.7 × 1038 km−3. Also the mean energy of the neutrinos from reaction (3.38)
is 0.26 MeV, so the cross-section isσ = 1.8 × 10−46 m2. Thusλ ≈ 7 × 106 km, i.e.
about 10 times the solar radius.
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3.6 aaaaaa(a) The quark compositions are:D− = dc; K 0 = ds̄; π− = dū and since the
dominant decay of ac-quark isc → s, we have

W-

d

d
u

-

D -

K 0s

c

s

d

d

d

d
c

u

s

D -

K 0

W-

-

Figure F.7

(b) The quark compositions are:� = sud; p = uud and since the dominant decay
of ans-quark iss → u, we have

d

d

u
u

u
s

W-

e-

e

p

Figure F.8

3.7 aaaaaa(a) This would be a baryon becauseB = 1 and the quark composition would bessb
which is allowed in the quark model.

(b) This would be a meson becauseB = 0, but would have to have both an̄s and ab̄
quark. HoweverQ(s̄ + b̄) = 2/3, which is incompatible with the quark model and
anyway combinations of two antiquarks are not allowed. Thus this combination
is forbidden.

3.8 ‘Lowest-lying’ implies that the internal orbital angular momentum between the quarks
is zero. Hence the parity isP = + andψspace is symmetric. Since the Pauli princi-
ple requires the overall wavefunction to be antisymmetric under the interchange of
any pair of like quarks, it follows thatψspin is antisymmetric. Thus, any pair of
like quarks must have antiparallel spins, i.e. be in a spin-0 state. Consider all possible
baryon statesqqq, whereq = u, d, s. There are 6 combinations with a single like
pair: uud, uus, ddu, dds, ssu, ssd, with the spin ofuu etc equal to zero. Adding
the spin of the third quark leads to 6 states withJ P = 1

2
+

. In principle there could be
6 combinations with all three quarks the same:uuu, ddd, sss, but in practice these do
not occur because it is impossible to arrange all three spins in an antisymmetric way.
Finally, there is 1 combination where all three quarks are different:uds. Here there
are no restrictions from the Pauli principle, so theudpair could have spin 0 or spin 1.
Adding the spin of thes quark leads to 2 states withJ P = 1

2
+

and 1 withJ P = 3
2

+
.
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Collecting the results, gives an octet ofJ P = 1
2

+
states and a singletJ P = 3

2
+

state.
This is not what is observed in nature. In Chapter 5 we will see what additional
assumptions have to be made to reproduce the observed spectrum.

3.9 The ground state mesons all haveL = 0 andS = 0. Therefore they all haveP = −1.
Only in the case of the neutral pion is their constituent quark and antiquark also
particle and antiparticle. ThusC is only defined for theπ0 and isC = 1. For the
excited states,L = 0 still and thusP = −1 as for the ground states. However, the
total spin of the constituent quarks isS = 1 and so for theρ0, the only state for which
C is defined,C = −1.

For the excited states, by definition there is a lower mass configuration with the
same quark flavours. As the mass differences between the excited states and their
ground states is greater than the mass of a pion, they can all decay by the strong
interaction. In the case of the charged pions and kaons and the neutral kaon ground
states, there are no lower mass configurations with the same flavour structure and so
the only possibility is to decay via the weak interaction, with much longer lifetimes.

In the case ofρ0 decay, the initial state has a total angular momentum of 1 and since
the pions have zero spin, theππ final state must haveL = 1. While this is possible
for π+π−, for the case ofπ0π0 it violates the Pauli Principle and so is forbidden.

3.10 In the initial state,S = −1 andB = 1. To balance strangeness (conserved in strong
interactions) in the final stateS(Y−) = −2 and to balance baryon number,B(Y−) = 1.
As charm and bottom for the initial state are both zero, these quantum numbers are
zero for theY. The quark content is thereforedss.In the decay, the strangeness of
the � is S(�) = −1 and so strangeness is not conserved. This is therefore a weak
interaction and its lifetime will be the range 10−7 to 10−13 s.

3.11 The quark composition is� = uds. Now

(Su + Sd)2 = S2
u + S2

d + 2Su · Sd = 2h̄2

and hence

Su · Sd = h̄2/4.

Then, from the general formula (3.91), settingmu = md = m, we have

M� = 2m + ms +
b

h̄2

[

Su · Sd

m2
+

Sd · Ss + Su · Ss

mms

]

= 2m + ms +
b

h̄2

[

Su · Sd

m2
+

S1 · S2 + S1 · S3 + S2 · S3 − Su · Sd

mms

]

,

which using

S1 · S2 + S1 · S3 + S2 · S3 = −3h̄2/4

from (3.96), gives

M� = 2m + ms +
b

4

[

1

m2
−

4

mms

]

.

3.12 The initial reaction is strong because it conserves all individual quark numbers. The
�− decay is weak because strangeness changes by one unit and the same is true
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for the decays of the�0, K + andK 0. The decay of theπ+ is also weak because it
involves neutrinos and finally the decay of theπ0 is electromagnetic because only
photons are involved.

3.13 The Feynman diagram is shown in Figure F.9.

W+

K+

+

+

µ

u
s

Figure F.9

The two vertices where theW boson couples are weak interactions and have strengths√
αW. The remaining vertex is electromagnetic and has strength

√
αEM. So the overall

strength of the diagram isαW
√

αEM.

3.14 Reactions (a), (d) and (f) conserve all quark numbers individually and hence are strong
interactions. Reaction (e) violates strangeness and is a weak interaction. Reaction
(c) conserves strangeness and involves photons and hence is an electromagnetic
interaction. Reaction (b) violates both baryon number and electron lepton number
and is therefore forbidden.

3.15 The doublet ofS = +1 mesons (K +, K 0) has isospinI = 1
2, with I3(K +) = 1

2 and
I3(K 0) = − 1

2. The triplet of S = −1 baryons (�+, �0, �−) has I = 1, with I3 =
1, 0,−1 for �+, �0 and�−, respectively. Thus (K +, K 0) is analogous to the (p, n)
isospin doublet and (�+, �0, �−) is analogous to the (π+, π0, π−) isospin triplet.
Hence, by analogy with Equations (3.61a,b),

M(π− p→ �−K +) = 1
3M3/2 + 2

3M1/2,M(π− p→ �0K 0) =
√

2
3 M3/2 −

√
2

3 M1/2

and

M(π+ p → �+K +) = M3/2,

whereM1/2,3/2 are the amplitudes for scattering in a pure isospin stateI = 1
2, 3

2,
respectively. Thus,

σ (π+ p → �+K +) : σ (π− p → �−K +) : σ (π− p → �0K o)

=
∣

∣M3/2

∣

∣

2
: 1

9

∣

∣M3/2 + 2M1/2

∣

∣

2
: 2

9

∣

∣M3/2 − M1/2

∣

∣

2

3.16 Under charge symmetry,n(udd) ⇋ p(duu) and π+(ud̄) ⇋ π−(dū), and since
the strong interaction is approximately charge symmetry, we would expect
σ (π+n) ≈ σ (π− p) at the same energy, with small violations due to electromagnetic
effects and quark mass differences. However,K +(us̄) and K −(sū) are not charge
symmetric and so there is no reason whyσ (K +n) andσ (K − p) should be equal.
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Problems 4

4.1 In an obvious notation,

E2
CM = (Ee + Ep)2 − (pec + ppc)2

= (E2
e − p2

ec2) + (E2
p − p2

pc2) + 2EeEp − 2pe · ppc2

= m2
ec4 + m2

pc4 + 2EeEp − 2pe · ppc2

At the energies of the beams, masses may be neglected and so withp = |p|,

E2
CM = 2EeEp − 2peppc2 cos(π − θ ) = 2EeEp[1 − cos(π − θ )],

whereθ is the crossing angle. Using the values given, givesECM = 154 GeV. In a
fixed-target experiment, and again neglecting masses,

E2
CM = 2EeEp − 2pe · ppc2,

where

Ee = EL , Ep = mpc2, pp = 0.

Thus,ECM =
(

2mpc2EL
)1/2

and forECM = 154 GeV, this gives
EL = 1.26× 104 GeV.

4.2 For constant acceleration, the ions must travel the length of the drift tube in half a
cycle of the r.f. field. Thus,L = υ/2 f , whereυ is the velocity of the ion. Since the
energy is far less than the rest mass of the ion, we can use nonrelativistic kinematics
to findυ, i.e.υ = 4.01× 107 m s−1 and finallyL = 1 m.

4.3 A particle with massm, chargeq and speedυ moving in a plane perpendicular to a
constant magnetic field of magnitudeB will traverse a circular path with radius of
curvaturer = mυ/q Band hence the cyclotron frequency isf = υ/2πr = q B/2πm.
At each traversal the particle will receive energy from the r.f. field, so iff is kept
fixed, r will increase (i.e. the trajectory will be a spiral). Thus if the final energy is
E, the extraction radius will beR =

√
2mE/q B. To evaluate these expressions we

useq = 2e = 3.2 × 10−19 C, together with

B = 0.8 T = 0.45× 1030 (MeV/c2)s−1 C−1

and thusf = 6.15 MHz andR = 62.3 cm.

4.4 A particle with unit chargee and momentump in the uniform magnetic fieldB of
the bending magnet will traverse a circular trajectory of radiusR, given byp = BR.
If B is in Teslas,R in metres andp in GeV/c, thenp = 0.3BR. Referring to Figure
F.10, we have

θ ≈ L/R = 0.3LB/p and �θ = s/d = 0.3BL�p/p2.

Solving ford using the data given, givesd = 9.3 m.
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s
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Figure F.10

4.5 The Čerenkov condition isβn ≥ 1. For the pion to give a signal, but not the kaon,
we haveβπn ≥ 1 ≥ βK n. The momentum is given byp = mυγ , so eliminatingγ
gives

β = υ/c = (1 + m2c2/p2)−1/2.

For p = 20 GeV/c,βπ = 0.99997,βK = 0.99970, so the condition on the refractive
index is

3 × 10−4 ≥ (n − 1)/n ≥ 3 × 10−5.

Using the largest value ofn = 1.0003, we have

N = 2πα

(

1 −
1

β2
πn2

) (

1

λ1
−

1

λ2

)

as the number of photons radiated per metre, whereλ1 = 400 nm andλ2 = 700 nm.
Numerically,N = 26.5 photons/m and hence to obtain 200 photons requires a detector
of length 7.5 m. (You could also use

N = 2πα

(

1 −
1

β2
πn2

) (

λ2 − λ1

λ2

)

whereλ is the mean ofλ1 andλ2, which would give 24.5 photons/m and a length of
8.2 m.)

4.6 Luminosity may be calculated from Equation (4.7) for colliders,L = n N1 N2 f /A,
wheren is the number of bunches,N1,2 are the numbers of particles in each bunch,
A is the cross-sectional area of the beam andf is its frequency. We have,

n = 12, N1 = N2 = 3 × 1011, A = (2 × 10−4) cm2,

f = (3 × 1010/8π × 105)s−1,

so finallyL = 6.44× 1031 cm−2s−1.

4.7 aaaaaa(a) Theb quarks are not seen directly, but instead, they ‘fragment’ (hadronize) to
produceB-hadrons i.e. hadrons containingb quarks. So one characteristic is the
presence of hadrons with nonzero bottom quantum numbers. As these hadrons are
unstable and the dominant decay ofb quarks is toc quarks, a second characteristic
is the presence of hadrons with nonzero values of the charm quantum number.

We need to observe the point where thee+e− collision occurred and the point of
origin of the decay products of theB hadrons. The difference between these two is
due to the lifetime of theB hadrons. As the difference will be very small, precise
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position measurements are required. The daughter particles may be detected using
a silicon vertex detector and a MWPC. In addition, any electrons from the decays
could be detected by a MWPC or an electromagnetic calorimeter. The same is
true for muons in the decay products, except they are not readily detected in the
calorimeter as they are very penetrating. However, if a MWPC is placed behind
a hadron calorimeter then one can be fairly confident that any particle detected
is a muon, as everything else (except neutrinos) will have been stopped in the
calorimeter.

(b) In the electronic decay mode, the electron can be measured in both a MWPC
and an EM calorimeter. For high energies the better measurement is made in
the calorimeter. The neutrino does not interact unless there is a very large mass
of material (1000s of tons) and so its presence must be inferred by imposing
conservation of energy and momentum. In a colliding beam machine, the original
colliding particles have zero transverse momentum and a fixed energy. If one
adds up all the energy and momentum of all the final state particles, then any
imbalance compared to the initial system can be attributed to the neutrino.

For the muonic mode, the muon can be measured in the MWPC, but cannot be
measured well in the calorimeter because it only ionizes to a very small extent.
Since the muons only interact to a small extent they (along with neutrinos) are
generally the only particles that emerge from a hadronic calorimeter. So if a
signal is registered in a small MWPC placed behind a calorimeter then one can
be confident that the particle is a muon.

4.8 To be detected, the event must have 150◦ < θ < 30◦, i.e. | cosθ | < 0.866. Setting
x = cosθ , the fraction of events in this range is

f =
+0.866
∫

−0.866

dσ

dx
dx

/ +1.0
∫

−1.0

dσ

dx
dx = 0.812.

The total cross-section is given by

σ =
∫

dσ

d�
d� =

2π
∫

0

dφ

+1
∫

−1

d cosθ
dσ

d�
= 2π

α2h̄2c2

4E2
CM

+1
∫

−1

(

1 + cos2 θ
)

d cosθ.

Using ECM = 10 GeV, gives

σ = 4πα2h̄2c2/3E2
CM = 0.866 nb.

The rate of production of events is given byLσ and sinceL is a constant, the total
number of events produced will beLσ t = 86600.

The τ± decay too quickly to leave a visible track in the drift chamber. The
e+ and theµ− will leave tracks in the drift chamber and thee+ will produce a
shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter. If it has enough energy, theµ− will pass
through the calorimeters and leave a signal in the muon chamber. There will no signal
in the hadronic calorimeter.
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4.9 Referring to Figure F.11, the distance between two positions of the particle�t apart
in time isυ �t . The wave fronts from these two positions have a difference in their
distance travelled ofc�t/n.

1
2

2

3

3

p

(a)

p

ct/n

1 3
ct

(b)

Figure F.11

These constructively interfere at an angleθ , where

cosθ =
c�t/n

υ �t
=

1

β n
.

The maximum value ofθ corresponds to the minimum of cosθ and hence the maxi-
mum ofβ. This occurs asβ → 1, whenθmax = cos−1 (1/n). This value occurs in the
ultra-relativistic or massless limit.
The quantityβ may be expressed as

β = pc/E = pc(p2c2 + m2c4)−1/2.

Hence,

cosθ =
1

n

√

p2c2 + m2c4

pc
,

which, after rearranging, gives

x ≡ (mc2)2 = p2c2(n2 cos2 θ − 1).

Differentiating this formula gives

dx/dθ = −2p2c2n2 cosθ sinθ

and the error onx is then given byσx = |dx/dθ | σθ . For very relativistic particles,
the derivative can be approximated by usingθmax, for which

cosθmax = 1/n, sinθmax =
√

n2 − 1/n.
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Hence

σx ≈ 2p2c2n2 1

n

√
n2 − 1

n
σθ = 2p2c2

√

n2 − 1σθ .

4.10 The average distance between collisions of a neutrino and an iron nucleus is the mean
free pathλ = 1/nσν , wheren ≈ ρ/mp is the number of nucleons per cm3. Using the
data given,n ≈ 4.7 × 1024 cm−3 andσν ≈ 3 × 10−36 cm2, so thatλ ≈ 7.1 × 1010 cm.
Thus if 1 in 109 neutrinos is to interact, the thickness of iron required is 71 cm.

4.11 Radiation energy losses are given by−dE/dx = E/L R, whereLR is the radiation
length. This implies thatE = E0 exp(−x/L R), whereE0 is the initial energy. Using
the data given, givesE = 1.51 GeV. Radiation losses at fixedE are proportional to
m−2, wherem is the mass of the projectile. Thus for muons, they are negligible at
this energy.

4.12 The total cross-section isσtot = σel + σcap + σfission = 4 × 102 b and the at-
tenuation is exp(−nxσtot) where nx = 10−1NA/A = 2.56× 1023 m−2. Thus
exp(−nxσtot) = 0.9898, i.e. 1.02 % of the incident particles interact and of these
the fraction that elastically scatter is given by the ratio of the cross-sections, i.e.
0.75× 10−4. Thus the intensity of elastically scattered neutrons is 0.765 s−1 and
finally the flux at 5 m is 2.44× 10−3 m−2s−1.

4.13 The total centre-of-mass energy is given byECM ≈ (2mc2EL )1/2 = 0.23 GeV and so
the cross-section isσ = 1.64× 10−34 m2. The interaction length isl = 1/nσ , where
n is the number density of electrons in the target. This is given byn = ρNAZ

/

A,
where NA is Avogadro’s number and for lead,Z = 82 and A = 208. Thus
n = 2.7 × 1030 m−3 andl = 2.3 × 103 m.

4.14 The target containsn = 5.30× 1024 protons and so the total number of interactions
per second is

N = n × flux × σtot = (5.30× 1024) × (2 × 107) × (40× 10−31) = 424 s−1.

There are thus 848 photons per sec produced from the target.

4.15 For smallυ, the Bethe-Bloch formula may be written

S ≡ −
dE

dx
∝

1

υ2
ln

(

2meυ
2

I

)

with
dS

dυ
∝

2

υ3

[

1 − ln

(

2meυ
2

I

)]

.

The latter has a maximum forυ2 = eI/2me. Thus for a proton in iron we can use
I = 10Z eV = 260 eV, so that

Ep = 1
2mpυ

2 = mp I e/4me = 324 keV.

4.16 From (4.24), E(r ) = V
/

r ln(rc
/

ra) and at the surface of the anode this is
4023 kV m−1. Also, if Ethreshold(r ) = 750 kV m−1, then from (4.24)r = 0.107 mm
and so the distance to the anode is 0.087 mm. This contains 22 mean free paths
and so assuming each collision produces an ion pair, the multiplication factor is
222 = 4.2 × 106 = 106.6.
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Problems 5

5.1 We have

m = α + β + γ ≥ n = ᾱ + β̄ + γ̄ ,

where the inequality is because baryon numberB > 0. Using the values of the colour
chargesI C

3 andYC from Table 5.1, the colour charges for the state are:

I C
3 = (α − ᾱ)/2 − (β − β̄)/2

and

YC = (α − ᾱ)/3 + (β − β̄)/3 − 2(γ − γ̄ )/3.

By colour confinement, both these colour charges must be zero for observable hadrons,
which implies

α − ᾱ = β − β̄ = γ − γ̄ ≡ p and hence m − n = 3p,

where p is a non-negative integer. Thus the only combinations allowed by colour
confinement are of the form

(3q)p(qq̄)n (p, n ≥ 0).

It follows that a state with the structureqq is not allowed, as no suitable values ofp
andn can be found.

5.2 The most general baryon colour wavefunction is

χC
B = α1r1g2b3 + α2g1r2b3 + α3b1r2g3 + α4b1g2r3 + α5g1b2r3 + α6r1b2g3,

where theαi (i = 1, 2, . . ., 6) are constants. If we apply the operatorF̂1 to the first
term and use the relations

F̂1r = 1
2g, F̂1g = 1

2r, F̂1b = 0,

we have

α1F̂1(r1g2b3) = α1(F̂1r1)g2b3 + α1r1(F̂1g2)b3 + α1r1g2(F̂1b3)

=
α1

2
(g1g2b3 + r1r2b3) .

Similar contributions are obtained by acting witĥF1 on the other terms inχC
B and

collecting these together we obtain

F̂1 χC
B =

(α1 + α2)

2
(g1g2b3 + r1r2b3) +

(α3 + α4)

2
(b1g2g3 + b1r2r3)

+
(α5 + α6)

2
(g1b2g3 + r1b2r3) .

This is only compatible with the confinement conditionF̂i χ
C
B = 0 for i = 1 if

α1 = −α2 α3 = −α4 α5 = −α6

The full set of such conditions leads to the antisymmetric form (5.2).
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5.3 aaaaaa(a)

q

q

q
g

q

q

q

g

Figure F.12

(b)

p
q

q
Z0

p

Figure F.13

(c)

e-

e+

e

W-

W+

e-

e+

W-

W+

e

Figure F.14

(d)

e-

e+

g
d

b

b

B0

B0

d

Figure F.15

There are several other alternative diagrams. For example, the photon could pro-
duce a dd̄ pair and the gluon could be radiated by either the boson or the
antiboson.
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5.4 The Feynman diagram is shown in Figure F.16.

p
q

q
p

t

t

g

Figure F.16

The 4-momenta are:

P(p) = (E/c, p) and P( p̄) = (E/c,−p),

with

P2 = m2c2 = E2/c2 − p2 and m = mp = mp̄.

Now P(q) = (x E/c, xp) and P(q̄) = (x E/c,−xp) with x = 1
6, so

E2
CM = x2c2 [ P(p) + P( p̄)]2 = x2 (2m2c4 + 2E2 + 2p2c2) .

Neglecting the masses of the proton and the antiproton at these energies, gives

E = 3ECM and p = 3 × 350= 1050 GeV/c.

5.5 Energy-momentum conservation gives,

W2c4 = [(E − E′) + EP]2 − [(p − p) + P]2c2 = invariant mass squared ofX.

Using, Q2 = (p − p′)2 − (E − E′)2/c2 andM2c4 = E2
P − P2c2, where M is the

mass of the proton, gives

W2c4 = −Q2c2 + M2c4 + 2EP(E − E′) − 2P · (p − p′)c2.

Also, 2Mν ≡ W2c2 + Q2 − M2c2 and so, in the rest frame of the proton (P = 0,

EP = Mc2), ν = E − E′. Sincesomeenergy must be transferred to the outgoing
electron, it follows thatE ≥ E′, i.e. ν ≥ 0. Also, since the lightest stateX is the
proton,W2 ≥ M2. Thus,

2Mν = Q2 + (W2 − M2)c2 ≥ Q2.

From the definition ofx, it follows thatx ≤ 1. Finally, x > 0 because bothQ2 and
2Mν are positive.

5.6 By analogy with the QED formula, we have

Ŵ(3g) = 2(π2 − 9)α6
smcc

2/9π,

wheremc ≈ 1.5 GeV/c2 is the constituent mass of thec–quark. Evaluating this gives
αs = 0.31. In the case of the radiative decay,

Ŵ(ggγ ) = 2(π2 − 9)α4
sα

2mbc2/9π,

wheremb ≈ 4.5 GeV/c2 is the constituent mass of theb–quark. Evaluating this gives
αs = 0.32. (These values are a little too large because in practiceα in the QED
formulas should be replaced by4

3αs.)
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5.7 From (5.38a)

Fℓp
2 (x) = x

[

1
9

(

d + d̄
)

+ 4
9 (u + ū) + 1

9 (s + s̄)
]

and from (5.38b) and (5.39)

Fℓn
2 (x) = x

[

4
9

(

d + d̄
)

+ 1
9 (u + ū) + 1

9 (s + s̄)
]

,

so that

1
∫

0

[

Fep
2 (x) − Fen

2 (x)
]dx

x
=

1

3

1
∫

0

[

u(x) + ū(x)
]

dx −
1

3

1
∫

0

[

d(x) + d̄(x)
]

dx.

But summing over all contributions we must recover the quantum numbers of the
proton, i.e.

1
∫

0

[u(x) − ū(x)] dx = 2;

1
∫

0

[d(x) − d̄(x)] dx = 1.

Eliminating the integrals overu andd gives the Gottfried sum rule.

5.8 Substituting (5.22) into (5.23) and settingNC = 3, gives

R = 3(1+ αs/π )
∑

e2
q,

whereαs is given by (5.11) evaluated atQ2 = E2
CM and the sum is over those quarks

that can be produced in pairs at the energy considered. At 2.8 GeV theu,d andsquarks
can contribute and at 15 GeV theu, d, s, c andb quarks can contribute. EvaluatingR
then givesR ≈ 2.17 atECM = 2.8 GeV andR ≈ 3.89 atECM = 15 GeV. WhenECM

is above the threshold fort t̄ production,R rises toR = 5(1+ αs/π ). (This ignores
the effect of weak interactions, which are not negligible at these energies.)

5.9 The Breit-Wigner form is given in Equation (1.80). SettingSe = 1
2 and J = 1 (the

annihilation proceeds via photon exchange), gives

σ f ≡ σ (e+e− → f ) =
3πh̄2

4q2
e

·
ŴeeŴ f

(E − Mc2)2 + Ŵ2/4
,

whereM andŴ are the mass and total width ofR. Also qe ≈ ECM/2c = Mc2/2c, so

σ f =
3π (h̄c)2

(Mc2)2
·

ŴeeŴ f

(E − Mc2)2 + Ŵ2/4
.

Then, using the integral given,

∫

σµµ(E)dE ≈
6π2(h̄c)2

Ŵ(Mc2)2
Ŵ2

µµ = 10 nb· GeV
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and
∫

σh(E)dE ≈
6π2(h̄c)2

Ŵ(Mc2)2
ŴµµŴh = 300 nb· GeV,

so thatŴh = 30Ŵµµ. Now, Ŵ = Ŵee+ Ŵµµ + Ŵττ + Ŵh, which using lepton univer-
sality becomes

Ŵ = Ŵh + 3Ŵµµ = 33Ŵµµ.

Finally, from theŴh integrated cross-sections we have, usingŴ/Ŵh = 33/30,

Ŵµµ = 1.4 × 10−3 MeV and henceŴh = 4.2 × 10−2 MeV.

5.10 For elastic scattering,W2 = M2 and so from the definition (5.24) 2Mν = Q2 and
hence

x ≡ Q2/2Mν = 1.

From the definition

Q2 ≡ (p − p′)2 − (E − E′)2/c2,

we have

Q2 = p2 − 2p · p′ + p′2 − E2/c2 + 2EE′/c2 − E′2/c2.

If we ignore the lepton masses, thenp ≡ |p| = E/c and p′ ≡
∣

∣p′
∣

∣ = E′/c, so that

Q2 =
2EE′

c2
(1 − cosθ ).

Also, in the rest frame of the proton,ν = E − E′, so substituting this and the expres-
sion for Q2 into the relation 2Mν = Q2 gives the result.

5.11 A proton has the valance quark contentp = uud. Thus from isospin invariance theu
quarks in the proton carry twice as much momentum as thed quarks, which implies
a = 2b. In addition, we are told that

1
∫

0

x Fu(x)dx +
1

∫

0

x Fd(x)dx =
1

2

Using the form of the quark distributions witha = 2b givesa = 4
3 andb = 2

3.

5.12 The peak value of the cross-section is whereE = MWc2, i.e.

σmax =
π (h̄c)2(2/MWc2)2Ŵud̄

3Ŵ
=

4

3

π (h̄c)2

(MWc2)2
br(W+ → ud̄) = 84 nb.

The required integral is

σpp̄(s) =
1

∫

0

1
∫

0

σud̄(E)u(xu)d(xd)dxudxd
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where we have usedC-invariance to relate the distribution functions for protons and
antiprotons. In the narrow width approximation and using the quark distributions
from Question 5.11,

σpp̄(s) = C

1
∫

0

1
∫

0

(1 − xu)3

xu

(1 − xd)3

xd
δ

[

1 −
xus

(MWc2)2
xd

]

dxudxd

where

C ≡
8π

9

ŴW

MWc2
σmax and E2 = xuxds.

Thus,

σpp̄(s) = C

1
∫

k

(1 − xu)3

xu

(

1 −
k

xu

)3

dxu,

wherek ≡ (MWc2)2/s and the lower limit is becausek < xu < 1. The integral yields

σpp̄(s) =
8π

9

ŴW

MWc2
σmax

[

−(1 + 9k + 9k2 + k3) ln k − 11
3 − 9k + 9k2 + 11

3 k3
]

.

Evaluating this for
√

s = 1 TeV givesk = 0.00646 andσpp̄ = 10.1 nb which is about
a factor of two larger than experiment.

Problems 6

6.1 A charged current weak interaction is one mediated by the exchange of a charged
W± boson. A possible example isn → p + e− + ν̄e. A neutral current weak is one
mediated by a neutralZ0 boson. An example isνµ + p → νµ + p. Charged current
weak interactions do not conserve the strangeness quantum number, whereas neutral
current weak interaction do. Forνµ + e− → νµ + e−, the only Feynman diagram
that conserves bothLe andLµ is shown in Figure F.17.

µ
µ

e- e-

Z0

Figure F.17

which is a weak neutral current. However, forνe + e− → νe + e−, there are two
diagrams (see Figure F.18).
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e- e-

Z0

e-

e-
e e e

e

W+

Figure F.18

Thus the reaction has both neutral and charged current components and is not unam-
biguous evidence for weak neutral currents.

6.2 The lowest-order electromagnetic Feynman diagram is shown in Figure F.19.

e+

e- -

+

Figure F.19

The total cross-section is given by

σ =
2π
∫

0

dφ

1
∫

−1

d cosθ
dσ

d�
=

2πα2h̄2c2

4E2
CM

[

cosθ +
1

3
cos3 θ

]1

−1

=
4πα2h̄2c2

3E2
CM

= 0.44 nb.

The lowest-order weak interaction diagram is shown in Figure F.20.

e+

e- -

+

Z0

Figure F.20

With the addition of the weak interaction term,
(

dσ

d�

)

=
(

dσ

d�

)

em

+
(

dσ

d�

)

wk

=
α2h̄2c2

4E2
CM

[

1 + Cwk cosθ + cos2 θ
]

.

Then, using

σF = C
∫ 1

0

[

1 + Cwk cosθ + cos2 θ
]

d cosθ
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and

σB = C
∫ 0

−1

[

1 + Cwk cosθ + cos2 θ
]

d cosθ,

whereC ≡ 2πα2h̄2c2/4E2
CM, gives

σF = C

[

4

3
+

Cwk

2

]

and σB = C

[

4

3
−

Cwk

2

]

and so

AFB =
Cwk

2(4/3)
, i.e. 8AFB = 3Cwk.

6.3 The Feynman diagram is shown in Figure F.21.

u

W-

p

-

d
u
s

d

d

u
u

Figure F.21

The amplitude has two factors of the weak couplinggW and oneW propagator
carrying a momentumq, i.e.

amplitude∝
g2

W

q2c2 − M2
Wc4

∝
g2

W

M2
W

,

becauseqc ≈ M�c2 ≪ MWc2. Now,

Ŵ(� → pπ−) ∝ (amplitude)2 ∝ g4
W/M4

W

and so doublinggW and reducingMW by a factor of four will increase the rate by a
factor

[

24
]

/[

(

1
/

4
)4

]

= 4096.

6.4 The most probable energy is given by

d

dEe

(

dω

dEe

)

= 0,

which gives

2G2
Fm2

µ

(2π )3(h̄c)6

(

2Ee −
4E2

e

mµc2

)

= 0, i.e. Ee = mµc2/2.
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WhenEe ≈ mµc2/2, the electron has its maximum energy and the two neutrinos must
be recoiling in the opposite direction. Only left-handed particles (and right-handed
antiparticles) are produced in weak interactions. Since the masses of all particles
are neglected, states of definite handiness are also states of definite helicity, so the
orientations of the momenta and spins are therefore as shown:

pe

p

p

S

S

Sµ

Se

Figure F.22

Integrating the spectrum gives

Ŵ =
2G2

F (mµc2)2

(2π )3(h̄c)6

mµc2/2
∫

0

[

E2
e −

4E3
e

3mµc2

]

dEe =
G2

F (mµc2)5

192π3(h̄c)6
.

Numerically,Ŵ ≈ 3.0 × 10−19 GeV, which gives a lifetime
τ = h̄/Ŵ ≈ 2.2 × 10−6 s.

6.5 aaaaaa(a) In addition to the decayb → c + e− + ν̄e, there are two other leptonic decays
(ℓ = µ−, τ−) and by lepton universality they will all have equal decay rates. There
are also hadronic decays of the formb → c + X whereQ(X) = −1. Examining
the allowedWqq̄ vertices using lepton-quark symmetry shows that the only
forms thatX can have, if we ignore Cabibbo-suppressed modes, aredū andsc̄.
Each of these hadronic decays has a probability three times that of a leptonic
decay because the quarks exist in three colour states. Thus, there are effectively
6 hadronic channels and 3 leptonic ones. So finally,

BR(b → c + e− + ν̄e) = 1/9.

(b) The argument is similar to that of (a) above. Thus, in addition to the decay
τ− → e− + ν̄e + ντ , there is also the leptonic decayτ− → µ− + ν̄µ + ντ

with equal probability and the hadronic decaysτ− → ντ + X. In principle,
X = dū andsc̄, but the latter is not allowed becausems + mc > mτ . So the
only allowed hadronic decay isτ− → d + ū + ντ with a relative probability of 3
because of colour. So finally,

BR(τ− → e− + ν̄e + ντ ) = 1/5.

(The measured rate is 0.18, but we have neglected kinematic corrections.)

6.6 For neutrinos,gR(ν) = 0 andgL (ν) = 1
2. So,

Ŵνe = Ŵνµ
= Ŵντ

= Ŵ0/4,
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where

Ŵ0 =
GF M3

Zc6

3π
√

2(h̄c)3
= 668 MeV.

Thus the partial width for decay to neutrino pairs isŴν = 501 MeV. For quarks,

gR(u, c, t) = − 1
6 andgL (u, c, t) = 1

3.

Thus,Ŵu = Ŵc = 10
72Ŵ0. Also,

gR(d, s, b) = 1
12 and gL (b, s, d) = − 5

12.

Thus,Ŵd = Ŵs = Ŵb = 13
72Ŵ0. Finally,

Ŵq =
∑

i
Ŵi , wherei = u, c, d, s, b – no top quark because 2Mt > MZ . So,

Ŵq =
(

3 × 13

72
+

2 × 10

72

)

Ŵ0 =
59

72
Ŵ0 = 547 MeV.

Hadron production is assumed to be equivalent to the production ofqq̄ pairs fol-
lowed by fragmentation with probability unity. ThusŴhadron = 3Ŵq, where the
factor of three is because each quark exists in one of three colour states. Thus
Ŵhadron = 1641 MeV.

If there areNν generations of neutrinos withMν < MZ/2, so thatZ0 → νν̄ is
allowed, then

Ŵtot = Ŵhadron+ Ŵlepton+ NνŴνν̄

whereŴνν̄ is the width to a specificνν̄ pair. Thus

Nν =
Ŵtot − Ŵhadron− Ŵlepton

Ŵνν̄

=
(2490± 7) − (1738± 12)− (250± 2)

167
= 3.01± 0.05,

which rules out values ofNν greater than 3.

6.7 The quark compositions are:D0 = cū; K − = sū; π+ = ud̄. Since preferentially
c → s, we have

u

u
s

u

W+

K –

D 0

+

c

d

Figure F.23
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i.e. a lowest-order charge current weak interaction. However, forD+ → K 0 + π+,
we have

D+ = cd̄; K 0 = ds̄; π+ = ud̄.

Thus we could arrangec → d via W emission and theW+ could then decay toud̄,
i.e. π+. However, this would leave thēd quark in theD+ to decay to an̄s quark in
the K 0 which is not possible as they both have the same charge.

6.8 The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure F.24.

d
u

W-

μ

-

- q q
q

0

Figure F.24

In the case of the charged pion, there are two vertices of strength
√

αW, and there will
be a propagator

1

Q2 + M2
Wc2

≈
1

M2
Wc2

,

because the momentum transfer (squared)Q2 carried by theW is very small compared
to the mass of theW. Thus the decay rate will be proportional to

(√
αW

√
αW

M2
W

)2

=
α2

W

M4
W

.

In the case of the neutral pion, there are two vertices of strength
√

αem, but no
propagator with aW-mass factor. (The effective propagator will depend on the mass
of the quark.) Thus the decay rate will be proportional toα2

em and sinceαem ≈ αW,
the decay rate for the charged pion will be much smaller than that for the neutral
decay, i.e. the lifetime of theπ0 will be much shorter.

6.9 The two Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure F.25.

d
u

-

-

μ

W-
s
u

-

μ

W-

K -

Figure F.25

Using lepton-quark symmetry and the Cabibbo hypothesis, the two hadron vertices
are given by

gudW = gW cosθC and gusW = gW sinθC.
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So, if we ignore kinematic differences and spin effects, and useθC = 130, we would
expect the ratio of decay rates is given by

R =
Rate (K − → µ− + ν̄µ)

Rate (π− → µ− + ν̄µ)
∝

g2
usW

g2
udW

= tan2 θC ≈ 0.05

The measured ratio is actually about 1.3, which shows the importance of the neglected
effects. For example, theQ–value for the kaon decay is about 10 times that for pion
decay.

6.10 To a first approximation the difference in the two decay rates is due to two effects.
Firstly,�− → n + e− + ν̄e has|�S| = 1 and hence is proportional to sin2 θC, where
θC ≈ 130 is the Cabbibo angle, whereas�− → � + e− + ν̄e has|�S| = 0 and is
proportional to cos2 θC. Secondly, theQ–values are different for the two reactions.
Thus, using Sargent’s Rule,

R ≈
sin2 θC

cos2 θC

(

Q�n

Q��

)5

≈ 0.053

(

258

82

)5

= 16.6.

(The experimental value is 17.8.)

6.11 The required number of events produced must be 20,000, taking account of the
detection efficiency. If the cross-section is 60 fb= 6 × 10−38 cm2, then the integrated
luminosity required is

2 × 104/6 × 10−38 = (1/3) × 1042 cm−2

and hence the instantaneous luminosity must be 3.3 × 1034 cm−2s−1.
The branching ratio forZ0 → bb̄ is found from the partial widths to be 15 %.

Thus, if b quarks are detected, the much greater branching ratio forH → bb̄ will
help distinguish this decay from the background ofZ0 → bb̄.

6.12 By ‘adding’ an I = 1
2 particle to the initial state we can assume isospin invariance

holds. Consider�− + S0 → � + π−. The final state is|I = 1, I3 = −1〉 and so is
the initial state becauseI3(S0) = − 1

2. Thus the transition is pureI = 1 and the rate
is |M1|2. For�0 + S0 → � + π0, the final state is again pureI = 1 but with I3 = 0.
However the initial state is an equal mixture ofI = 0 andI = 1, i.e.

∣

∣�−S0
〉

= 1√
2
|I = 1, I3 = 0〉 ± 1√

2
|I = 0, I3 = 0〉

and so the rate is12 |M1|2. ThusR = 2. (The measured value is about 1.8.)

6.13 Integrating the differential cross-sections overy (from 0 to 1) gives for a spin-12 target
with a specific quark distribution

σNC(ν)

σCC(ν)
=





1
∫

0

[

g2
L + g2

R(1 − y)2
]

dy









1
∫

0

dy





−1

= g2
L + 1

3g2
R
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and

σNC(ν̄)

σCC(ν̄)
=





1
∫

0

[

g2
L (1 − y)2 + g2

R

]

dy









1
∫

0

(1 − y)2dy





−1

= g2
L + 3g2

R.

For an isoscalar target, we must add the contributions foru andd quarks in equal
amounts, i.e.

σNC(ν)

σCC(ν)
(isoscalar)= g2

L (u) + 1
3g2

R(u) + g2
L (d) + 1

3g2
R(d)

and

σNC(ν̄)

σCC(ν̄)
(isoscalar)= g2

L (u) + 3g2
R(u) + g2

L (d) + 3g2
R(d)

Substituting for the couplings finally gives for an isoscalar target

σ NC(ν)

σCC(ν)
= 1

2 − sin2 θW + 20
27 sin4 θW,

σ NC(ν̄)

σCC(ν̄)
= 1

2 − sin2 θW + 20
9 sin4 θW

6.14 The decay in question isB → Dℓνℓ and the appropriate matrix element isVcb. The
analogous formula for the lifetimeτB is therefore

1

τB
=

G2
F (mbc2)5

192π3h̄(h̄c)6

|Vcb|2

B(B → Dℓν)
,

where mb is the mass if the bottom quark, andB(B → Dℓν) is the branching
ratio.

UsingB = 0.11,τB = 1.6 × 10−12 s andmb ≈ 4.5 GeV/c2 from Appendix E, and
GF/(h̄c)3 = 1.17× 10−5 GeV−2, gives|Vcb| = 0.032. (The actual value is 0.04.)

6.15 Direct substitution, withA0 real, gives

M(K 0
S → π0π0) ≈

2N
√

3

[√
2ei δ2 ReA2 − ei δ0 A0

]

and

M(K 0
L → π0π0) ≈

2N
√

3

[

i
√

2ei δ2 ImA2 − εei δ0 A0

]

where second-order terms have been neglected. Thus

η00 =
ε − i

√
2ei� ImA2

/

A0

1 −
√

2ei� ReA2
/

A0

≈ ε − i
√

2 exp(i �)
ImA2

A0
,

where� ≡ δ2 − δ0 and again second-order terms have been neglected.
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Problems 7

7.1 For the7
3Li nucleus,Z = 3 andN = 4. Hence, from Figure 7.4, the configuration is:

protons:
(

1s1/2
)2 (

1p3/2
)1

; neutrons:
(

1s1/2
)2 (

1p3/2
)2

By the pairing hypothesis, the two neutrons in the 1p3/2 sub-shell will have a total
orbital angular momentum and spinL = S = 0 and henceJ = 0. Therefore they will
not contribute to the overall nuclear spin, parity or magnetic moment. These will be
determined by the quantum numbers of the unpaired proton in the 1p3/2 subshell.

This hasJ = 3
2 andl = 1, hence for the spin-parity we haveJ P = 3

2
−

. The magnetic
moment is given by

µ = jgproton = j + 2.3 (since j = l + 1
2) = 1.5 + 2.3 = 3.8 nuclear magnetons.

If only protons are excited, the two most likely excited states are:

protons:
(

1s1/2
)2 (

1p1/2
)1

; neutrons:
(

1s1/2
)2 (

1p3/2
)2

,

which corresponds to exciting a proton from thep3/2 subshell to thep1/2 subshell,
and

protons:
(

1s1/2
)−1 (

1p3/2
)2

; neutrons:
(

1s1/2
)2 (

1p3/2
)2

,

which corresponds to exciting a proton from thes1/2 subshell to thep3/2 subshell.

7.2 A state with quantum numberj = l ± 1
2 can contain a maximum number

N j = 2(2j + 1) nucleons. Therefore, ifN j = 16 if follows that j = 7
2 andl = 3 or 4.

But we know that the parity is odd and sinceP = (−1)l , it follows thatl = 3.

7.3 The configuration of the ground state is:

protons: (1s1/2)2(1p3/2)4(1p1/2)2(1d5/2); neutrons: (1s1/2)2(1p3/2)4(1p1/2)2

To get j P = 1
2

−
, one could promote ap1/2 proton to thed5/2 shell, giving:

protons: (1s1/2)2(1p3/2)4(1p1/2)−1(1d5/2)2.

Then by the pairing hypothesis, the twod5/2 protons could combine to givej P = 0+,
so that the total spin-parity would be determined by the unpairedp1/2 proton, i.e.

j P = 1
2

−
. Alternatively, one of thep3/2 neutrons could be promoted to thed5/2 shell,

giving

neutrons: (1s1/2)2(1p3/2)−1(1p1/2)2(1d5/2)

and thed5/2 proton andd5/2 neutron and could combine to givej P = 2+, so that when

this combines with the single unpairedj P = 3
2

−
neutron (the other twoj P = 3

2
−

neutrons would pair to givenj P = 0+), the overall spin-parity isj P = 1
2

−
. There are

other possibilities.

7.4 For93
41Nb, Z = 41 andN = 52. From the filling diagram Figure 7.4, the configuration

is predicted to be:

proton: . . . (2p3/2)4(1 f5/2)6(2p1/2)2(1g9/2)1; neutron: . . . (2d5/2)2.
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Sol = 4, j = 9
2 ⇒ j P = 9

2
+

(which agrees with experiment). The magnetic dipole
moment follows from the expression forjproton in (7.31) with j = l + 1

2, i.e.
µ = ( j + 2.3)µN = 6.8µN . (The measured value is 6.17µN .)

For 33
16S, Z = 17 andN = 17. From the filling diagram Figure 7.4, the configura-

tion is predicted to be:

proton: · · · (1d5/2)6(2s1/2)2; neutron: · · · (1d5/2)7(2s1/2)2(1d3/2)1.

Sol = 2, j = 3
2 ⇒ j P = 3

2
+

(which agrees with experiment). The magnetic dipole
moment follows from the expression forjneutron in (7.31) with j = l − 1

2, i.e.
µ = [(1.9 j )

/

( j + 1)]µN = 1.14µN . (The measured value is 0.64µN .)

7.5 From (7.32),

eQ =
∫

ρ(2z2 − x2 − y2)dτ

with ρ = Ze/( 4
3πb2a) and the integral is through the volume of the spheroid

(x2 + y2)/b2 + z2/a2 ≤ 1. The integral can be transformed to one over the volume
of a sphere by the transformationsx = bx′, y = by′ andz = az′. Then

Q =
3Z

4π

∫∫∫

dx′ dy′ dz′ (2a2z′2 − b2x′2 − b2y′2).

But

∫∫∫

x′2dx′ dy′ dz′ =
1

3

1
∫

0

r ′24πr ′2dr ′ =
4π

15
,

and similarly for the other integrals. Thus, by direct substitution,Q = 2
5 Z(a2 − b2).

7.6 From Question 7.5 we haveQ = 2
5 Z(a2 − b2) and using Z = 67 this gives

a2 − b2 = 13.1 fm2. Also, from Equation (2.32) we haveA = 4
3πab2ρ, where

ρ = 0.17 fm−3 is the nuclear density. Thus,ab2 = 231.7 fm3. The solution of these
two equations givesa ≈ 6.85 fm andb ≈ 5.82 fm.

7.7 From Equation (7.53),

t1/2 = ln 2/λ = aRln 2 exp(G),

wherea is a constant formed from the frequency and the probability of forming alpha
particles in the nucleus. Thus

t1/2(Th) = t1/2(Cf)R(Th)exp[G(Th) − G(Cf)]R(Cf).

The Gamow factors may be calculated from the data given. Some intermediate quan-
tities are:

R = 9.268 fm (Th), 9.439 fm (Cf),

(using R = 1.21(A1/3 + 41/3) and recalling that (Z, A) refers to the daughter nu-
cleus). These give

G = 66.4 (Th), 54.8 (Cf)
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and

t1/2(Th) = 0.98e11.6 × t1/2(Cf) ≈ 3.9 yr.

(The measured value is 1.9 yr.)

7.8 The J P values of the�0 and the� are both1
2

+
(see Chapter 3), so the photon has

L = 1 and as there is no change of parity the decay proceeds via an M1 transition.
The�0 hasJ P = 3

2
+

and again there is no parity change. Therefore both M1 and E2
multipoles could be involved, with M1 dominant (see Section 7.8.2). If we assume
that the reduced transition probabilities are equal in the two cases, then from Equation
(7.89), in an obvious notation,

τ (�0) =
[

Eγ (�0)

Eγ (�0)

]3

τ (�0).

Thus,

τ (�0) = (292
/

77)3 × (0.6 × 10−23)
/

0.0056= 5.8 × 10−20 s.

(The measured value is (7.4 ± 0.7) × 10−20 s.)

7.9 In the centre-of-mass system, the threshold for34S+ p → n + 34Cl is
6.45× (34/35) = 6.27 MeV. Correcting for the neutron-proton mass difference
gives the Cl-S mass difference as 5.49 MeV and since in the positron decay
34Cl → 34S+ e+ + νe, the energy released is

Q = M(A, Z) − M(A, Z − 1) − 2me,

the maximum positron energy is 4.47 MeV.

7.10 We need to calculate the fraction

F ≡





T0
∫

T0−�

I (T) dT









T0
∫

0

I (T) dT





−1

where� = 5 eV andI (T) = T1/2(T0 − T)2 with T0 = 18.6 keV. Evaluating the de-
nominator gives 16T7/2

0 /105 and using the integral given, the numerator isT1/2
0 �3/3.

Thus

F =
T1/2

0 �3

3
·

105

16T7/2
0

= 2.19

(

�

T0

)3

= 4.25× 10−11.

7.11 The mean energȳT is defined by

T̄ ≡





T0
∫

0

T dω(T)









T0
∫

0

dω(T)





−1

.

The integrals are:
∫

T3/2(T0 − T)2dT = 2
315T5/2

[

63T2
0 − 90T0T + 35T2

]
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and
∫

T1/2(T0 − T)2dT = 2
105T3/2

[

35T2
0 − 42T0T + 15T2

]

.

Substituting the limits gives̄T = 1
3T0, as required.

7.12 The possible transitions are as follows:

Initial Final L �P Multipoles

3
2

− 5
2

−
1, 2, 3, 4 No M1, E2, M3,. . .

3
2

− 1
2

−
1, 2 No M1, E2

5
2

− 1
2

−
2, 3 No E2, M3

From Figure 7.13, the dominant multipole for a fixed transition energy will be M1
for the 3

2
− → 5

2

−
and 3

2
− → 1

2
−

transitions and E2 for the52
− → 1

2
−

transition. Thus
we need to calculate the rate for a M1 transition withEγ = 178 keV. This can be
done using Equation (7.89) and givesτ1/2 ≈ 3.9 × 10−12 s. The measured value is
3.5 × 10−10 s, which confirms that the Weisskopf approximation is not very accurate.

7.13 Set L = 3 in (7.88a), substitute the result into (7.86) and useŴγ = h̄T to give
Ŵγ (E3) = (2.3 × 10−14)E7

γ A2 eV, whereEγ is expressed in MeV.

Problems 8

8.1 To balance the number of protons and neutrons, the fission reaction must be

n + 235
92U → 92

37Rb+ 140
55Cs+ 4n.

The energy released is the differences in binding energies of the various nuclei,
because the mass terms in the SEMF cancel out. We have, in an obvious notation,

�(A) = 3; �(A2/3) = −9.26; �

[

(Z − N)2

4A

]

= 0.28; �

[

Z2

A1/3

]

= 485.9.

The contribution from the pairing term is negligible (about 1 MeV). Using the nu-
merical values for the coefficients in the SEMF, the energy released per fission is
EF = 158.5 MeV. The power of the nuclear reactor is

P = nEF = 100 MW = 6.25× 1020 MeV s−1,

wheren is the number of fissions per second. Since one neutron escapes per fission
and contributes to the flux, the fluxF is equal to the number of fissions per unit area
per second, i.e.

F =
n

4πr 2
=

P

4πr 2EF
= 3.10× 1017 s−1 m−2.

The interaction rateR is given by

R = σ × F × (number of target particles).
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The latter is given bynT = n × NA, where is Avogadro’s number andn is found
from the ideal gas law to ben = PV/RT, whereR is the ideal gas constant. Using
T = 298 K , P = 1 × 105 Pa andR = 8.31 Pa m3 mol−1 K−1, givesn = 52.5 mol
and hencenT = 3.2 × 1025. Using the cross-sectionσ = 10−31 m2, the rate is
9.8 × 1011 s−1.

8.2 The neutron speed in the CM system is

υ − mυ
/

(M + m) = Mυ
/

(M + m)

and if the scattering angle in the CM system isθ , then after the collision the neutron
will have a speed

υ(m + M cosθ )
/

(M + m)

in the original direction and

Mυ sinθ
/

(M + m)

perpendicular to this direction. Thus the kinetic energy is

E(cosθ ) =
mυ2(M2 + 2mM cosθ + m2)

2(M + m)2

and the average value is

Efinal = Ē ≡





1
∫

−1

E(cosθ ) d cosθ









1
∫

−1

d cosθ





−1

= REinitial ,

where the reduction factor isR = (M2 + m2)/(M + m)2. For neutron scattering
from graphite, R ≈ 0.86 and afterN collisions the energy will be reduced to
Efinal = RN Einitial . The average initial energy of fission neutrons from235U is
2 MeV and to thermalize them their energy would have to be reduced to about
0.025 eV. Thus

N ≈ ln(Efinal
/

Einitial )
/

ln(0.86) ≈ 120.

8.3 From (1.57a), for the fission of235U, Wf = JN(235)σ f and the total power output
is P = Wf E f , whereE f is the energy released per fission. For the capture by238U,
Wc = JN(238)σc. Eliminating the fluxJ, gives

Wc =
N(238)σc

N(235)σ f

(

P

E f

)

.

Using the data supplied, givesWc = 1.08× 1019 atoms s−1 ≈ 135 kg y−1.

8.4 Consider fissions occurring sequentially separated by a small time intervalδt . The
instantaneous power is the sum of the power released from all the fissions up to that
time. If E is the energy released in each fission, then over the lifetime of the reactor, i.e.
up to timeT , the power is given byP0 = nE/T , wheren is the total number of fissions
andδt = E/P0. The power after some timet after the reactor has been shut down is

P(t) = 3(T + t)−1.2 + 3(T + t − δt)−1.2 + 3(T + t − 2δt)−1.2 · · · 3t−1.2.
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In this formula, the first term is the power released from the first fission and the last
term is the power released from the last fission before the reactor was shut down. To
sum this series, we convert it to an integral:

P(t) = 3
n=P0T E
∑

n=0

(T + t − nE P0)−1.2 ≈ 3

T P0/E
∫

0

(T + t − nE/P0)−1.2dn.

Settingu = (T + t − nE/P0), gives

P(t) = −3
P0

E

t
∫

T+t

u−1.2 du = 0.075P0
[

t−0.2 − (T + t)−0.2
]

.

UsingT = 1 yr andt = 0.5 yr, gives a power output of approximately 1.1 MW after
six months.

8.5 The PPI chain overall is:

4(1H) → 4He+ 2e+ + 2νe + 2γ + 24.68 MeV.

Two corrections have to be made to this. Firstly, the positrons will annihilate with
electrons in the plasma releasing a further 2mec2 = 1.02 MeV per positron. Sec-
ondly, each neutrino carries off 0.26 MeV of energy into space that will not be de-
tected. So, making these corrections, the total output per hydrogen atom is 6.55 MeV.
The total energy produced to date is 5.60× 1043 Joules= 3.50× 1056 MeV. Thus,
the total number of hydrogen atoms consumed is 5.34× 1055 and so the fraction
of the Sun’s hydrogen used is 5.9% and as this corresponds to 4.6 billion years,
the Sun has another 73 billion years to burn before its supply of hydrogen is
exhausted.

8.6 A solar constant of 8.4 J cm−2 s−1 is equivalent to 5.25× 1013 MeV cm−2 s−1 of
energy deposited. If this is due to the PPI reaction

4(1H) → 4He+ 2e+ + 2νe + 2γ,

then this rate of energy deposition corresponds to a flux of
(

5.25× 1013/2 × 6.55
)

≈ 4 × 1012 neutrinos per cm2 per second.

8.7 For the Lawson criterion to be just satisfied, from (8.47),

L =
nd 〈σdtυ〉 tcQ

6kT
= 1.

We havekT = 10 keV and from Figure 8.7 we can estimate〈σdtυ〉 ≈ 10−22 m3 s−1.
Also, from (8.46),Q = 17.6 MeV. So, finally,nd = 6.8 × 1018 m−3.

8.8 The mass of ad-t pair is 5.03 u= 8.36× 10−24 g. The number ofd-t pairs in a 1 mg
pellet is therefore 1.2 × 1020. From (8.46), eachd-t pair releases 17.6 MeV of energy.
Thus, allowing for the efficiency of conversion, each pellet releases 5.3 × 1026 eV.
The output power is 750 MW= 4.7 × 1027 eV/s. Thus the rate of pellets required is
8.9 ≈ 9 per sec.

8.9 Assume a typical body mass of 70 kg, roughly half of which is protons. This cor-
responds to 2.1 × 1028 protons and after 1 yr the number that will have decayed
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is 2.1 × 1028[1 − exp(−1/τ )], whereτ is the lifetime of the proton in years. Each
proton will eventually deposit almost all of its rest energy, i.e. approximately 0.938
GeV, in the body. Thus in 1 yr the total energy in Joules deposited per kg of body
mass would be 4.5 × 1016[1 − exp(−1/τ )] and this amount will be lethal if greater
than 5 Gy. Expanding the exponential gives the result that the existence of humans
impliesτ > 0.9 × 1016 yr.

8.10 The approximate rate of whole-body radiation absorbed is given by Equation (8.54a).
Substituting the data given, we have

dD

dt
(µSvh−1) =

A(MBq) × Eγ (MeV)

6r 2(m2)
= 1.67× 10−2µSv h−1

and so in 18 h, the total absorbed dose is 0.30 µSv.

8.11 If the initial intensity is I0, then from Equation (4.17), the intensities after passing
through the bone (surrounded by tissue),Ib, and tissue onlyI t , are

Ib ≈ I0 exp[−(µbb + 2µt t)] and I t ≈ I0 exp[−µt (b + 2t)].

Thus

R = exp[−b(µb − µt )] = 0.7

and hence

b = − ln(0.7)/(µb − µt ) = 2.5 cm.

8.12 From Figure 4.8, the rate of ionization energy losses is only slowly varying for
momenta above about 1 GeV/c and given that living matter is mainly water and
hydrocarbons a reasonable estimate is 3 MeV g−1 cm2. Thus the energy deposited in
one year is 2.37× 109 MeV kg−1, which is 3.8 × 10−4 Gy.

8.13 In general, the nuclear magnetic resonance frequency isf = |µ| B/ jh. The numerical
input we use is:j = 5

2, B = 2 T, µ = 3.46 µN, giving f = 10.8 MHz.

Problems B

B.1 aaaaaa(a) From the definitions ofs, t andu, we have

(s + t + u)c2 = (p2
A + 2pA pB + p2

B) + (p2
A − 2pA pC + p2

C)

+ (p2
A − 2pA pD + p2

D),

which usingp2
A = m2

Ac2 etc, becomes

(s + t + u)c2 = 3m2
Ac2 + m2

Bc2 + m2
Cc2 + m2

Dc2 + 2pA(pB − pC − pD).

But from 4-momentum conservation,pA + pB = pC + pD, so that

(s + t + u)c2 = 3m2
Ac2 + m2

Bc2 + m2
Cc2 + m2

Dc2 − 2p2
A
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and hence

(s + t + u) =
∑

j =A,B,C,D

m2
j .

(b) From the definition oft ,

c2t = p2
A + p2

C − 2pA pC = m2
Ac2 + m2

Cc2 − 2

(

EAEC

c2
− pA · pC

)

.

For elastic scattering,A ≡ C. ThusEA = EC and|pA| = |pC| = p, so thatpA ·
pC = p2 cosθ . Then

c2t = 2m2
Ac2 − 2

(

E2
A/c2 − p2 cosθ

)

and usingE2
A = p2c2 + m2

Ac4, givest = −2p2(1 − cosθ )/c2.

B.2 Energy conservation givesEπ = Eµ + Eν , where

Eπ = γ mπc2, Eµ = c(m2
µc2 + p2

µ)1/2, Eν = pνc

and hence
(

γ mπc2 − pνc
)2 = c2

(

m2
µc2 + p2

µ

)

. (1)

But 3-momentum conservation gives

pµ cosθ = pπ = γ mπυ, pµ sinθ = pv = Eν/c. (2)

Eliminating pµ and pν between (1) and (2) and simplifying, gives

tanθ =
(m2

π − m2
µ)

2βγ 2m2
π

.

B.3 Conservation of 4-momentum ispµ = pπ − pν , from which
p2

µ = p2
π + p2

ν − 2pπ pν . Now p2
j = m2

j c
2 for j = π,µ andν, and

pπ pv =
Eπ Eν

c2
− pπ · pν = mπ Eν = mπ |pν | c,

becausepπ = 0 andEπ = mπc2 in the rest frame of the pion. But|pν | =
∣

∣pµ

∣

∣ ≡ p
because the muon and neutrino emerge back-to-back. Thus,p = (m2

π − m2
µ)c/2mπ .

But p = γ mµυ, from whichυ = pc(p2 + m2
µc2)−1/2. Finally, substituting forpgives

υ =

(

m2
π − m2

µ

m2
π + m2

µ

)

c.

B.4 By momentum conservation, the momentum components ofX0 are:

px = −0.743 (GeV/c), py = −0.068 (GeV/c), pz = 2.595 (GeV/c)

and hencep2
X = 7.291. Also,

p2
A = 4.686 (GeV/c)2 and p2

B = 0.304 (GeV/c)2.
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Under hypothesis (a):

EA = (m2
πc4 + p2

Ac2)1/2 = 2.169 GeV and

EB = (m2
K c4 + p2

Bc2)1/2 = 0.740 GeV.

ThusEX = 2.909 GeV andMX = (E2
X − p2

Xc2)1/2c−2 = 1.082 GeV/c2.
Under hypothesis (b):

EA = (m2
pc4 + p2

Ac2)1/2 = 2.359 GeV and

EB = (m2
πc4 + p2

Bc2)1/2 = 0.569 GeV.

ThusEX = 2.928 GeV andMX = (E2
X − p2

Xc2)1/2c−2 = 1.132 GeV/c2.
SinceMD = 1.86 GeV/c2 andM� = 1.12 GeV/c2, the decay is� → p + π−.

B.5 If the 4-momenta of the initial and final electrons arep = (E/c, q) and
p′ = (E′/c, q′), respectively, the squared 4-momentum transfer is defined by

Q2 ≡ −(p′ − p)2 = −2m2c2 + 2EE′/c2 − 2q · q′.

But E = E′ and |q| =
∣

∣q′
∣

∣ ≡ q, so neglecting the electron mass,
Q2 ≈ 2q2(1 − cosθ ). The laboratory momentum may be found from (B.36):

q2 =
c2

4m2
P

[

s − (mP − me)
2
] [

s − (mP + me)
2
]

≈
c2(s − m2

P)2

4m2
P

,

where the invariant mass squareds is defined bys ≡ (p + P)2/c2 and P is the
4-momentum of the initial proton, i.e.P = (mPc, 0). Thus,

s = m2
e + m2

p + 2mpE/c2 ≈ m2
P + 2mpE/c2.

Substituting into the expression forQ2 gives

Q2 ≈ 2E2(1 − cosθ )/c2.

B.6 The total 4-momentum of the initial state is

ptot =
[(

E + mpc2
)

/c, pL
]

.

Hence the invariant massW is given by

(Wc2)2 = (EL + mpc2)2 − p2
Lc2,

wherepL ≡ |pL |. The invariant mass squared in the final state evaluated in the centre-
of-mass frame has a minimum value (4mp)2 when all four particles are stationary.
Thus,Emin is given by

(Emin + mpc2)2 − p2
Lc2 = (4mpc2)2

which expanding and using

E2
min − p2

Lc2 = m2
pc4,

givesEmin = 7mpc2 = 6.6 GeV.
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For a bound proton, the initial 4-momentum of the projectile is (E′
L/c, p′

L ) and that
of the target is (E/c,−p), wherep is the internal momentum of the nucleons, which
we have taken to be in the opposite direction of the beam because this gives the
maximum invariant mass for a givenE′

L . The invariant massW′ is now given by

(W′c2)2 = (E′
L + E)2 − (p′

L − p)2c2 = 2m2
pc4 + 2E E′

L + 2pp′
Lc2.

Since the thresholdsEmin andE′
min correspond to the same invariant mass 4mp, we

have

2mpc2Emin = 2E E′
min + 2pp′

minc
2.

Finally, since the internal momentum of the nucleons is∼ 250 MeV/c (see Chapter
7), E ≈ mpc2, while for the relativistic incident protonsp′

min ≈ E′
min/c, so using

these gives

E′
min ≈

(

1 − p/mpc
)

Emin = 4.8 GeV.

B.7 The initial total energy is Ei = EA = mAc2 and the final total energy is
E f = EB + EC, where

EB = (m2
Bc4 + p2

Bc2)1/2, and EC = (m2
Cc4 + p2

Cc2)1/2,

with pB = |pB| andpC = |pC|. But by momentum conservation,pB = −pC ≡ p and
so

[

mAc2 − (m2
Bc4 + p2c2)1/2

]2 =
(

m2
Cc4 + p2c2

)

,

which on expanding givesEB =
(

m2
A + m2

B − m2
C

)

c2/2mA.

B.8 If the 4-momenta of the photons arepi = (Ei /c, pi )(i = 1, 2), then the invariant mass
of M is given by

M2c4 = (E1 + E2)2 − (p1 + p2)c2 = 2E1E2(1 − cosθ ),

since
p1 · p2 = E1E2(1 − cosθ )/c2 for zero-mass photons. Thus,

cosθ = 1 − M2c4/2E1E2.

B.9 A particle with velocity υ will take time t = L/υ to pass between the two
counters. Relativistically,p = mυγ with γ = (1 − υ2/c2)−1/2. Solving, gives
υ = c(1 + m2c2/p2)−1/2 and hence the difference in times-of-flight (assuming
m1 > m2) is

�t =
L

c

[

(

1 +
m2

1c2

p2

)1/2

−
(

1 +
m2

2c2

p2

)1/2
]

Using

m1c2 = mpc2 = 0.938 GeV, m2c2 = mπc2 = 0.140 GeV and pc = 2 GeV,

gives�t = (1.105− 1.002)(L/c) andLmin = 0.58 m.
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B.10 In an obvious notation, the kinematics in the lab frame are:

γ (Eγ , pγ ) + e−(mc2, 0) → γ (E′
γ , p′

γ ) + e−(E, p).

Energy conservation givesEγ + mc2 = E′
γ + E and momentum conservation gives

pγ = p′
γ + pe. From the latter we have

E2
e − m2c4 = c2(p2

γ + p
′2
γ − 2pγ .p′

γ ).

But pγ c = Eγ , p′
γ c = E′

γ and the scattering angle isθ , so we have

E2
e − m2c4 = E2

γ + E
′2
γ − 2Eγ E′

γ cosθ.

EliminatingE between this equation and the equation for energy conservation gives

E′
γ = Eγ [1 + Eγ (1 − cosθ )

/

mc2]−1.

Finally, usingE′
γ = Eγ /2 andθ = 600, givesEγ = 2mc2 = 1.02 MeV.

Problems C

C.1 The assumptions are: ignore recoil of target nucleus because its mass is much greater
than the total energy of the projectileα particle; use nonrelativistic kinematics because
the kinetic energy of theα particle is very much less than its rest mass; assume
Rutherford formula (i.e. the Born approximation) is valid for small-angle scattering.
The relevant formula is then (C.13) and it may be evaluated usingz = 2, Z = 83,
Ekin = 20 MeV andθ = 200. The result is dσ/d� = 98.3 b/sr.

C.2 From Figure C.2, the distance of closest approachd is whenx = 0. Forx < 0, the
sum of the kinetic and potential energies isEke = 1

2mυ2 and the angular momentum
is mυb. At x = 0, the total mechanical energy is

mu2

2
+

Zze2

4πε0d

and the angular momentum ismud, whereu is the instantaneous velocity. From
angular momentum conservation,u = υb/d and using this in the conservation of total
mechanical energy givesd2 − Kd − b2 = 0, where, using (C.9),K ≡ 2b/cot(θ2).
The solution ford ≥ 0 is

d = b
[

1 + cosec(θ
/

2)
]/

cot(θ
/

2).

C.3 The result for small-angle scattering follows directly from (C.9) in the limitθ → 0.
Evaluatingb, we have, using the data given,

b =
zZe2

2πε0mυ2θ
= 2zZ

(

e2

4πε0h̄c

)

h̄c

mc2

1

(υ/c)2θ
= 1.55× 10−13 m.

The cross-section for scattering through an angle greater than 50 is thus
σ = πb2 = 7.55× 10−26 m2 and the probability that the proton scatters through
an angle greater than 50 is P = 1 − exp(−nσ t), wheren is the number density of the
target. Usingn = 6.658× 1028 m−3, givesP = 4.91× 10−2. SinceP is very small
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but the number of scattering centres is very large, the scattering is governed by the
Poisson distribution and the probability for a single scatter is

P1(m) = me−m = 4.91× 10−2, giving m ≈ 0.052.

Finally, the probability for two scattering is

P2 = m2 exp(−m)
/

2! ≈ 1.3 × 10−3.
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Below are brief notes on a few books on nuclear and particle physics at the appropriate
level that I have found particularly useful. Other, more specialized, texts are listed in the
references section.

1. Nuclear Physics

There are very few up-to-date books at an introductory level, but some of the older books
are still very useful. Two such examples of readable concise texts at about the level of the
present book, although covering more topics are: W.N. Cottingham and D.A. Greenwood,
An Introduction to Nuclear Physics, Cambridge University Press, 2nd edn. 2001; and N.A.
Jelley,Fundamentals of Nuclear Physics, Cambridge University Press, 1990. Both deal
with theoretical aspects only; there is nothing about experimental methods. Both provide
some problems for each chapter with either full answers or brief hints on solutions. Another
good book at this level is: J. Lilley,Nuclear Physics – Principles and Applications, John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2001. This is in two parts. The first covers the principles of nuclear
physics, including experimental techniques, and the second discusses a wide range of
applications, including industrial and biomedical uses. An extensive range of problems
is provided, with detailed notes on their solutions. A modern text, but at a higher level,
is: C.A. Bertulani,Nuclear Physics in a Nutshell, Princeton University Press, 2007. This
provides problems, but no solutions.

Two good examples of comprehensive texts covering both theory and experiment are:
K.S. Krane, Introductory Nuclear Physics, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 1988; and P.E.
Hodgson, E. Gadioli and E. Gadioli Erba,Introductory Nuclear Physics, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1997. Both provide problems, but without solutions.

Finally there is the unique set of (hand written!) notes based on lectures given by Fermi:
E. Fermi,Nuclear Physics, University of Chicago Press, 1950. Although old, these are still
well worth reading.

2. Particle Physics

There are several books covering particle physics at the appropriate level, For obvious
reasons, the one closest to the present book is: B.R. Martin and G. Shaw,Particle Physics,
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John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 3rd edn. 2008. Some of the material on particle physics in the
present book has been developed from this book. It covers both theory and experimental
methods. Problems with full solutions are provided for each chapter.

Some of the others texts available are now rather dated, but one that is not is: D.H.
Perkins,Introduction to High Energy Physics, Cambridge University Press, 4th edn. 2000.
This book is well-established and has changed substantially over the years. It goes further
than the present book in its use of relativistic calculations. The latest edition has far less
discussion of experimental methods than earlier editions, but an expanded chapter on
astroparticle physics. It is therefore worth looking at the 3rd edition also. Problems are
provided, some with answers, but not full solutions.

Another older book, but still relevant, is: D. Griffiths,Introduction to Elementary Particle
Physics, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 1987. Griffiths’ book is written in a conversational style,
with interesting footnotes (and extensive notes at the end of most chapters), giving further
details and background. It is exclusively theoretical – there is nothing on experimental
techniques. It goes well beyond the present text, as at least half the book involves detailed
evaluation of Feynman diagrams. A wealth of interesting problems is provided at the end
of each chapter, but without detailed solutions.

3. Nuclear and Particle Physics

There are not many books that treat nuclear and particle physics together and some of those
are out-of-date. Five that are appropriate are:

R.A. Dunlap,The Physics of Nuclei and Particles, Thomson Learning – Brooks/Cole, 2004.
Das and T. Ferbel,Introduction to Nuclear and Particle Physics, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1994.
W.S.C. Williams,Nuclear and Particle Physics, Oxford University Press, 1991.
W.E. Burcham and M. Jobes,Nuclear and Particle Physics, Longman Scientific and Technical, 1995.
Povh, K. Rih, C. Scholz and F. Zetsche,Particles and Nuclei, Springer, 2nd edn. 1995.

The first two books are concise readable introductions, although in Dunlap’s case the
particle physics part is very short – just fifty pages. This book is exclusively about theory,
whereas the book of Das and Ferbel also discusses experimental methods. Both books
provide problems, but neither supplies solutions, although in the latter case a separate
solutions’ manual is available. The book by Williams is fairly comprehensive, although
now somewhat old. The style is rather discursive. There is a wealth of illustrations and
many problems are given, with answers to some of them supplied. A full solutions’ manual
is available as a separate volume. The book by Burcham and Jobes is also comprehensive
and goes further than the present text. There are many problems, all with solutions. Both
of the latter two books treat nuclear and particle physics as almost independent subjects.
The book by Povhet al. is closest in its coverage to the present book and at a similar level,
although experimental methods are only discussed in a brief appendix. Some problems
with solutions are provided for all chapters.
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Accelerator driven systems (ADS)

(seeNuclear power)
Accelerators

alternating current 112–118
ATLAS linear accelerator, Argonne, USA

113
CEBAF, Jefferson Laboratory, USA

113–114
CERN complex 117–118
Cockcroft-Walton 111
colliders 110–111, 117–118
COSY, J̈ulich, Germany 117
cyclic 114–118
cyclotron 114
direct current 111–112
fixed-target 109
International Linear Collider (ILC) 117–118
LHC, CERN, Switzerland 117–118
linear (linac) 112–114
RHIC, BNL, USA 1118
SLC, Stanford, USA 113
storage rings 117
synchrotron 115
Van de Graaff machine 111–2

Activation energy in fission 61–62
Activity 53
ADS (seeNuclear power)
Allowed transitions in beta decay 242
α decay 235–238

Gamow factor 237
Geiger-Nuttall relation 238, 239
potential well 236
tunnelling mechanism 236–238

α rays, discovery 1
Amplification factor in gas detectors 128–129
Amplitude

invariant 21
nonrelativistic 20–21

Anomaly condition 208

Antiparticles
discovery 8
predicted from Dirac equation 7

Antiscreening 158
Askaryan effect 327
Associated production 119
Asymmetry term in SEMF 48
Asymptotic freedom 151, 156–158
ATLAS detector at LHC 142–143
ATLAS linear accelerator, Argonne, USA, 113
Atomic mass unit 29, 56, 377
Atomic number 31
Axion 303, 329

BaBar detector 202
Barn (unit of area) 28
Barrier penetration

alpha-decay 236–238
fission 61
fusion 263
quantum theory 339–341

Baryon-antibaryon asymmetry in universe
330–331

Baryon number
conservation 92
violation in grand unified theories 317–318

Baryons
colour wavefunction 149
magnetic moments in quark model 102–103
masses in quark model 103–104
mass splittings within multiplets 103–104
multiplets in quark model 96–101

Beams (seeParticle beams)
Beauty quantum number 90
Becquerel (unit of radioactivity) 53
Belle detector 202
Bending magnet 1l5–116
β decay

allowed transitions 242
comparative half-life (ft) 246
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β decay (Continued)
condition for stability from SEMF 56
density of states 241
doubleβ decay 58
double electron capture 58
electron capture 57–58
electron momentum distribution 240–242
even-mass nuclei 58–59
Fermi screening factor 243
Fermi theory 239–240
Fermi transitions 239
forbidden transitions 243
Gamow-Teller transitions 239–240
Kurie plot 243–244
neutrino mass fromβ decay of tritium

245–246
neutrinoless doubleβ decay 186, 312–314
odd-mass nuclei 56–58
selection rules 242–243
total decay rate 246

β rays, discovery 1
Bethe-Bloch formula 122–124
Big bang model 327
Binding energy 45

experimental data 47
semi-empirical mass formula 47–51
theoretical predictions 300–301

Biological effects of radiation 278–281
cell damage 279–281
oxygen effect 281
production of free radicals 280
units of radiation 278–279

B-L quantum number 317
Born approximation 24
Bottomium 153–155

bottom threshold 153
OZI rule 152–153
table of states 154

Bottom quantum number 90
Bragg curve 123
Bragg peak 123
Branching ratio 26

isospin predictions for 94–96
Brane 322
Breit-Wigner formula 26–28
Bremsstrahlung 124

Cabibbo allowed/suppressed decays 190
Cabibbo angle 190
Cabibbo hypothesis 190
Callan-Gross relation 168
Calorimeters 135–138
Carbon dating 54
CEBAF accelerator 113–114
Centre-of-mass system 353

C̆erenkov counter 134–135
C̆erenkov radiation 134
CERN complex 117–118
Chandrasekar limit 323
Charge conjugation

C parity, definition 10–11
fermion-antifermion pair 11–12
violation in weak interactions 180–181

Charged current weak interactions 177
W-lepton vertices 189–191
W-quark vertices 190–192

Charge distribution of nuclei 40–43
Charge independence of nuclear force 93,

218
Charge symmetry of nuclear force 218
Charm quantum number 98
Charmed particles 99
Charmonium 152–155

charm threshold 152
OZI rule 152–153
table of states 154

Chirality 184–186
Chromomagnetic interaction 104, 219
CKM matrix 192, 205–207
CNO chain 267–268
Cockcroft-Walton machine 111
Collective model 234, 235
Colliders 110–111, 117–118

advantages and disadvantages 110
luminosity 111

Collision length 121
Colour 147–149

confinement 148
evidence frome+e− annihilation 163–165
heavy quark spectroscopy 151–155
hypercharge and isospin 148
quantum numbers for gluons 148
role in QCD 158–159
singlet 148
wavefunction 148–49

Colour confinement 148
confining potential 154

Complex nuclear potential 44–45
Compound nucleus 64
Compton scattering 125–126
Computed tomography 286–287
Confinement (seeColour)
Conservation laws

angular momentum 8
baryon number 92
B-L quantum number 317
charge conjugation 10
colour 147–149
CP 181–183, 197–199
isospin 93–96
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lepton number 73–74
linear momentum 8
parity 9
quark numbers 91–92
strangeness, charm, bottom and top 98

Constituent quarks 90
Control rods 259–260
Cosmic baryon asymmetry 330–331
Cosmic rays 54
COSY accelerator, Jülich, Germany 117
Coulomb barrier

alpha decay 61–62, 236–238
fusion 263

Coulomb term in SEMF 48
Coupling constant 19
C-parity

fermion-antifermion pairs 11–12
violation in weak interactions

181–182
CP symmetry

consequences for muon decay
181–182

violation in B decays 201–203
violation in neutralK decays 199–201

CPT theorem 13
experimental tests 305

CP violation
standard model predictions 205–207
in B decays 201–203
in neutralK decays 199–201

Cross-sections
Born approximation 24
deep inelastic scattering 65, 165–167,

195–197
definition 23
differential 23
elastic scattering from nuclei 41
flux 23
low-energy neutrons 67
luminosity 23
Mott scattering 39
neutron-uranium 254–255
partial 23
photon scattering 126
Rutherford scattering 39
spin factors 26
total 23

CT (seeComputed tomography)
Curie (unit of radioactivity) 53
Current quarks 97
Cyclotron 114
Cyclotron frequency 34, 143

Dalitz plot 356–357
Dark energy 328

Dark matter 328
inflationary big bang model 328
MACHOs 328
WIMPs 329–330

Data
gauge bosons 378
isotopes 384–391
leptons 379
low-lying baryons 380–381
low-lying mesons 382–384
periodic table 392
physical constants and conversion factors

377
quarks 379

Decay constant 53
Decay width 26
Deep inelastic scattering

Callan-Gross relation 168
charged lepton-nucleon 165–170
EMC effect 299–300
Gottfried sum rule 175
neutrino-nucleon 195–197
nuclear 65
parton model 167–170
sea quarks 169
scaling 165–167
scaling violations 170–173
structure functions 166

Deformation parameter 60–61, 233
Degeneracy pressure 323
Delayed neutron emission 257, 259–260
Delta resonance 94–96
Density of states

β decay 241
cross-section definition 24–25
quantum theory 341–343

Density of the universe 328–329
�I = 1

2 rule 194–195
�S = �Q rule 193
Detectors (seeParticle detectors)
Deuteron 218
Differential cross-section 23
Dipole transitions 248
Diquarks 219
Dirac equation 7

magnetic moment 5
parity for fermion-antifermion pairs 10
solutions as spinors 7

Direct nuclear reaction 64
Doubleβ decay 58, 312–314
Drift chamber 131
Drift tube 112

Effective dose 279
Elastic scattering, definition 14
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Electric dipole moments 303–304
Electric quadruple moments 231–234
Electromagnetic interactions 15–16

pair production and annihilation 125–126
typical lifetimes 102

Electromagnetic showers 37–138
Electron

discovery 2
magnetic moment 5

Electron capture 57–58
Electron neutrinos 71–72
Electron number 73
Electron-positron annihilation

evidence for colour 163–165
hadron production 163–165
three-jet events 163
two-jet events 88–89

Electron-positron pair production 125–126
Electron volt (unit of energy) 28
Electroweak unification 207–210

anomaly condition 208
confirmation in experiments 211–213
manifestation at high energies 211
unification condition 208

Elementarity 4–5
EMC effect 299–300
Energy losses by particles in matter

ionization losses 122–124
photons 125–127
radiation losses 124–125
short-range interactions with nuclei 120–121

Equivalent dose 279
Exotic hadrons 149

Fast breeder reactor 261
Fermi (unit of length) 28
Fermi coupling constant 22
Fermi gas model 220–222, 235
Fermi’s Golden Rule (seeGolden Rule)
Fermi transitions 239, 242
Feynman diagrams 15–17

Feynman rules 20
gluon vertices 150, 158
multiparticle exchange 22
order of 22
vertices in electroweak interactions

189–191, 190–192, 210–211
Feynman rules 20
Fine structure constant 19
Fissile nuclei 254–255
Fission

activation energy 61–62
chain reactions 255–257
condition for stability 60–61
delayed neutrons 259–260

energy of fragments 60
fissile materials 253–255
importance of pairing energy 62
induced 53, 62
prompt neutrons 254
reactors 257–262
spontaneous 53

Fixed-target experiment 109–110, 117
Flavour oscillations 203–205
Flux 23
Focusing magnet 115
Forbidden transitions in beta decay 243
Form factor 40
Four-momentum 352
Four-vector 352–353
Fragmentation 88, 156, 162
Fusion

Coulomb barrier 262–263
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 273
reaction rates 264–266
reactions 265–269
reactors 268–271
stellar fusion 266–268
tunnelling 263

Fusion reactors
deuterium-deuterium reaction 268–269
deuterium-tritium reaction 269
HiPER 333
inertial confinement 276, 333–334
ITER 333–334
Lawson criterion 270
magnetic confinement 270–271
tokamak 271

γ emission 62–63, 247–250
mutipole radiation 247
radiative width 250
role of angular momentum 63, 247–248
selection rules 247–248
transition rates 248–250
Weisskopf approximation 249

γ rays
attenuation in matter 125–127
use in medical imaging 283–287

Gammasphereγ ray detector 139–140
Gamow factor 237, 263
Gamow-Teller transitions 240, 242–243
Gas amplification factor 128–129
Gauge bosons 6
Gauge bosons: role in standard model 5–6
Gauge invariance

electromagnetism 368–370
gauge principle 369
Higgs field 372
Higgs mechanism 374
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lattice gauge theory 151
Lorentz condition 369
spontaneous symmetry breaking 372–375
standard model 370–372
unification condition 372
weak hypercharge 371
weak isospin 371

Geiger-Muller counter 132
Geiger-Muller region 129, 132
Geiger-Nuttall relation 238–239
g-factor 228
Glueballs 151
Gluino 319
Gluons

determination of spin in electron-positron
annihilation 163

gluon-gluon scattering 150–151
Golden Rule 343–345
Gottfried sum rule 175
Grand unified theories (GUTs)

B-L quantum number 317
fundamental vertices 316–317
nonconservation of baryon and lepton

numbers 316–317
proton decay 317–318
‘see-saw mechanism’ for neutrino masses

318
unification mass 315
weak mixing angle 317
X and Y bosons 316–317

Gray (unit of radiation dosage) 278–279
GUTs (seeGrand unified theories)

Hadronic showers 138
Hadrons

charge independence of nuclear forces 93,
218

charge symmetry 93
decays in quark model 100–101
excited states in quark model 99–100
exotic states 149
glueballs 151
heavy quark bound states 151–156
magnetic moments in quark model

102–103
masses in quark model 103–107
multiplets 98–100
semileptonic weak decays 189–192

Half-life 54
Halo nuclei 44, 302
Heavy quark bound states 151–156

bottomium 153–155
bottom threshold 153
charmonium 152–155
charm threshold 152

OZI rule 152–153
table of states 154

Helicity 182
measurement for neutrinos 183–184
right-handed and left-handed states 182
role in muon decay 185–186
role in pion decay 184–185
states for particles with mass 184–186

Higgs boson 6
experimental searches 307–311
Higgs mechanism 306
mass limits from experiment 307–308
origin of mass problem 305–307
predictions from standard model 306–307
predictions in supersymmetry (MSSM) 306

Higgsino 319
Hypercharge quantum number 98–99
Hyperfine interaction 104
Hypernucleus 299

Impact parameter 362
Inelastic scattering, definition 14–15
Internal conversion 248
International Linear Collider (ILC), 117–118
Invariant amplitude (seeAmplitude)
Invariant mass 354
Inverse beta decay 76–77
Ionization chamber 128–129
Ion trap 34
Isobar 31
Isospin symmetry 93–96

branching ratio predictions 94–96
formalism 345–349
�S = �Q rule 193
hadron multiplets 97–101

Isotone 31
Isotope 2
ITER 333

Jet chamber 131
Jets 88–89

e+e− annihilation 161–163
evidence for quarks 88–89
fragmentation 87
gluon spin determination 166
3-jet events 163
2-jet events 88–89
QCD 161–153

Kaons 98
K-capture 52, 57
Klein-Gordon equation 7
Kurie plot 243–244

Land́e g factor 228
Large Hadron Collider 117–118
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Larmor frequency 290
Lattice gauge theory 151
Lawson criterion 271
Lepton number conservation 73
Leptons 5

decays 72
lepton numbers 71–74
lepton-quark symmetry 189
multiplets 71–75
number of 75
scattering as evidence for quarks 88
universal weak interactions 74–75

Lepton-quark symmetry 189
Lepton universality 74–75
LET (seeLinear energy transfer)
LHC (seeLarge Hadron Collider)
Lifetime 26, 54
Linac (seeLinear accelerator)
Linear accelerator 112–114
Linear energy transfer (LET) 281–282
Liquid drop model (seeSemi-empirical mass

formula)
Luminosity 23

MACHOs 328
Magic number 224–225
Magnetic moment

Dirac equation prediction 5
nuclei 227–229
nucleon 6
quark model predictions 102–103

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
basic theory 290–292
BOLD images 293
imaging elements other than hydrogen

292–293
Larmor frequency 290
nuclear resonance frequency 293
recent developments 333
relaxation times 291–292
spatial encoding 292
spin echos 292

Magnetic deflection spectrometer 32–33
Mass deficit 46
Masses in quark model 103–107
Mass number 32
Mass spectroscopy

deflection spectrometers 32–33
kinematic analysis 33
Penning trap measurements 34–38

Matter-antimatter asymmetry 330–331
Matter distribution in nuclei 44
Mean life 48
Medical imaging

computed tomography (CT) 286–287
CT scanner 287

equivalent and effective doses 279
functional MRI 292–293
γ camera 285
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 289–293
oxygen effect 282
positron emission tomography (PET)

288–289
projected images 284–286
proton beams 282–283
single-photon emission CT (SPECT)

287–288
Mesons

bound states of heavy quarks 151–156
glueballs 151
kaons 99
masses in quark model 103–107
pions 6, 97–99
quark structure 97

Microstrip detector 133
Minimum ionization 122–123
Mirror nuclei 93–94
Moderator 259
Mott cross-section 39
MRI (seeMagnetic resonance imaging)
MSSM (seeSupersymmetry)
M-theory 322
Multiplication factor in gas detectors 128–129
Multipole radiation 247–248
Multiwire proportional chamber MWPC

(seeParticle detectors)

Natural units 28
Nature of the neutrino 311–312
Neutral current weak interactions 178

conservation of quark numbers 210
electroweak unification 210–213
Z0 vertices 210–211

Neutralino 320
NeutralK decays 197–201

CPT theorem 205
CP violation 199–201
flavour oscillation 203–205
strangeness oscillation 203

Neutrino
Dirac or Majorana neutrino? 186, 311–312
emitted in supernova explosions 323–325
helicity states 182
limits of number of neutrinos 75
masses 84–96
masses from oscillation measurements

80–85
mass ofve from beta decay of tritium 76
mixing 77–79
multiplets 71–72
oscillations 77–79
postulated inβ decay 3–4
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scattering from electrons 195–196
scattering from nucleons 196–197
solar neutrinos 82–84

Neutrino astrophysics
Amanda experiment 325–326
Anita experiment 327
Askaryan effect 327
Chandrasekhar limit 323
detection of supernova neutrinos 324–325
IceCube experiment 326
neutron star 323
supernova mechanism 323–324
ultra high-energy neutrinos 325–327

Neutrino experiments
Amanda 325–326
Anita 327
GALLEX 83
IceCube 326
Kamiokande II 83
NEMO3 314
SAGE 83
SNO 84
SuperKamiokande 80–82

Neutrinoless doubleβ decay 186, 312–315
Neutrino masses

from cosmological models 86, 329
from oscillation measurements 80–85
from supernova explosion 324–325
mass ofve from beta decay of tritium 76

Neutron
capture 65, 67
decay 189
discovery 3
magnetic moment 7, 102–103
scattering 65, 67, 254–255

Neutron number 32
Neutron star 323
Nonspherical nuclei

collective model 234
electric quadruple moment 231–234
shape oscillations 234

Nuclear chain reaction
criticality condition 256
critical size for explosive release of energy

256–257
use in power production 257–261

Nuclear charge distribution 40–43
form factor 40
mean square charge radius 43

Nuclear density 44
Nuclear force (seeStrong nuclear force)
Nuclear form factor 40–41
Nuclear fusion (seeFusion)
Nuclear instability 52–53

α decay 235–238
β decay 56–59, 238–246, 312–315

fission 59–62
γ emission and internal conversion 47,

247–250
one-proton decay 301

Nuclear matter distribution 43–45
density 44
optical model 44–45

Nuclear models
collective model 234
Fermi gas 220–222
liquid drop 45–52
shell 222–231
summary of properties 234–235

Nuclear physics
data 384–392
origins and history 1–3

Nuclear power
accelerator driven system (ADS)

335–338
fast breeder reactor 261–262
fusion reactors 268–271, 333–334
thermal nuclear reactors 257–261

Nuclear radius 43
Nuclear reactions 63–67

compound nucleus reaction 64
deep inelastic scattering 65
pickup reaction 64
stripping reaction 64

Nuclear fission reactors (seeThermal nuclear
reactorandFast breeder reactor)

Nuclear shape and sizes 38–43
Nuclear waste disposal problem 261–262,

335–337
Nuclear weapons

fission devices 273–275
fission/fusion devices 275–278
gun assembly 273
implosion assembly 273–274
Teller-Ulam technique 276–277

Nucleon 3
Nucleon-nucleon force 217–219

three-body contribution 300
Nucleon-nucleon potential 217–220
Nucleon number 32
Nucleosynthesis 302
Nuclide 31
N-Z nuclide distribution 52

Oblate nuclei 232
Observables

amplitudes 21–22
cross-sections 22–26
decay rates 26–28

�− particle 147, 194
Optical model 44–45
Order of Feynman diagrams 22
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Oxygen effect 281
OZI Rule 152

Pairing term in SEMF 49
Pair production 125–126
Parity

associated with angular momentum 9–10
definition 10
fermion-antifermion pair 10
gamma emission 248
intrinsic 9
leptons 11
quarks 11
violation in weak interactions 178–181

Partial width 26
Particle accelerators (seeAccelerators)
Particle astrophysics

dark matter 327–328
matter-antimatter asymmetry 330–331
neutrino astrophysics 323–327

Particle beams
neutral and unstable particles 119–120
neutron beams 119
stability 115–116

Particle detectors 127–128
BaBar 202
Belle 202
bubble chamber 128
calorimeters 135–138
C̆erenkov counter 134–135
cloud chamber 128
drift chamber 131
emulsion 128
Gammasphere 139–140
gas detectors 128–132
Geiger-Muller counter 132
ionization chamber 128–129
jet chamber 131
microstrip gas chamber 131–132
multicomponent detector systems

138–143
multiwire proportional chamber 130
NEMO3 314
pixel detector 133
photomultiplier tube 133
proportional counter 130
scintillation counter 132–133
semiconductor detectors 133–134
silicon microstrip detector 133
spark chamber 132
streamer chamber 132
Super Kamiokande 80
time-projection chamber 131–132
track chambers 130
vertex detector 134

wavelength shifter 133
wire chambers 130–132

Particle interactions with matter 120
interaction of photons 125–127
ionization energy losses 121–124
radiation energy losses 124–125
short-range interactions with nuclei 120–121

Particle physics
data 378–384
emergence from nuclear physics 3

Parton model 167–169
Penning trap 34–38
Perturbation theory 343–345
PET (seeMedical imaging)
Photino 319
Photodetector 133
Photoelectric effect 125–126
Photomultiplier tube 133
Photon interactions in matter 125–127
Physical constants and conversion factors 377
Pickup reaction 64
Pions 6

decays 101
role in nuclear forces 17, 219

Planetary model of atoms 2
Planck mass 322
Plum pudding model of atoms 2
Positron, discovery of 8
Positron emission tomography (seeMedical

imaging)
Principle of detailed balance 13
Prolate nuclei 232
Prompt neutron emission 254
Propagator 21
Proportional counter 130
Proton

decay 317–318
magnetic moment 6
quark distributions 170–173
‘spin crisis’ 298–299

Proton-proton cycle 266–267

QCD 149–151
asymptotic freedom 151, 156–159
colour confinement 151
energy dependence of strong coupling

156–159
exchange of gluons 17, 150–151
jets in QCD 161–163
quantum fluctuations 157–158
role of gauge invariance 149
scaling violations 170–173
vacuum polarization 157

Quadrupole moment 231–234
Quadrupole transition 247–250
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Quantum chromodynamics (seeQCD)
Quark-gluon plasma 160–161
Quark model

excited states 100
mass predictions 103–107
magnetic moment predictions 102–103
postulated by Gell-Mann and Zweig 4
proton ‘spin crisis’ 298–299
spectroscopy 96–101

Quarks 96–97
constituent quarks 90
current quarks 97
determination of quark charges 168–170
determination of quark spin 168
distributions in nuclei 176, 299–300
distributions in nucleons 299–300
evidence from hadron spectroscopy 88
evidence from jet production 88–89
evidence from lepton scattering 88
flavour independence of interactions 92–93
flavours 90
generations 90
lifetimes 90
masses 90
mixing of quark states 190–192
quark numbers 91–92
sea quarks 97, 196–197
spectator model 91
static properties 4, 90
valence quarks 97, 171

Rad (unit of radiation dosage) 279
Radiation (seeBiological effects of radiation)
Radiation length 125
Radiation therapy

using heavy ions and antiprotons 331–332
using photons and protons 281–283

Radioactive dating 54
Radioactive decay

activity 53
chains 54–55
decay constant 53
discovery 1
half-life 54
law 53

Rayleigh scattering 125–126
Range-energy relation 123
Range of forces

from particle exchange 17–18
strong nuclear force 18
Yukawa potential 19–20

Range of particle in matter 123
Relativistic kinematics

centre-of-mass system 353
Dalitz plot 356–357

four-vectors 352–353
frames of reference 353–355
invariant mass 354
invariants 355–358
laboratory system 353
Lorentz transformations 351–353

Relativistic wave equations 7
Resonances

Breit-Wigner formula 26–28
quark model predictions 99–100

RHIC accelerator 118
Rotational states 234
Running coupling in QCD 156
Rutherford scattering

classical derivation 361–363
quantum mechanical derivation

364–365

Sargent’s Rule 75, 246
Scaling 165–167
Scaling violations 170–173
Scattering

charged lepton-nucleon 165–173
elastic 14
e+e− annihilation 163–165
diffraction 44 inelastic 14
low-energy neutron scattering 67
neutrino-electron 195–196
neutrino-nucleon 196–197
Mott 39
nuclear reactions 63–67
optical model 44–45
polarized electrons 211–212
Rutherford 39

Schmidt lines 229–230
Sea quarks 96, 169
Second Golden Rule 343–345
‘See-saw’ mechanism 318
Segŕe plot 52
Selectron 319
SEMF (seeSemi-empirical mass formula)
Semiconductor detectors 133–134
Semi-empirical mass formula (SEMF)

condition for stability againstβ decay
56

correction terms 48–49
fit to binding energy data 51
mass term 48
numerical values of coefficients 49
physical basis of formula 48–49
size of terms 51
use in analysingβ decay 55–59

Scintillation counters 132–133
Screening 157–158
Separation energy 51
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Shell model
applied to atoms 222–223
configuration 226–227
evidence for 225
excited states 229–231
magic numbers 224–227
magnetic dipole moments 228–229
pairing hypothesis 227
parities 227–228
spin-orbit potential 225–226
spins 227
summary 235

Showers 137–138
Sievert (unit of radiation dosage) 279
Silicon strip detector 134
Single-photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) 287–288
SLC accelerator 113
Sleptons 319
Solar neutrinos 82–84
Solar neutrino problem 83, 268
Spallation process 119
Spark chamber 132
SPECT 287–288
Spectator quark model 91
Spin dependence of nuclear forces 218
Spin-lattice relaxation 291–292
Spinor 7
Spin-orbit interaction 225
Spins of nuclei 227
Spin-spin interaction 104
Spin-spin relaxation 292
Spontaneous symmetry breaking 372–374
Squarks 319
Standard model: basic postulates 4–6
STAR detector 139, 141
Stellar fusion

CNO chain 267–268
production of heavy elements 268
proton-proton cycle 266–267
solar neutrino problem 268

Storage rings 117
Strangeness quantum number 97
Streamer chamber 132
Strings

branes 322
M-theory 322
Planck mass 322
unification point 319

Stripping reaction 64
Strong nuclear force 3

boson exchange model 219
charge independence 93, 218
charge symmetry 93, 218
isospin symmetry 93

quark model interpretation 218–219
saturation 48, 218
short-range repulsion 217

Structure functions 166
Superheavy elements 301
Supernova 323–324, 316
Superparticles 318–319
Supersymmetry (SUSY)

branes 322
detection of superparticles 319–321
electron dipole moments 320
Minimal Super symmetric Standard Model

(MSSM) 319
M-theory 322
neutralino 320
Planck mass 322
proton lifetime 319
strings 321–322
superparticle quantum numbers 318–319
unification point 319

Surface term in SEMF 48
SUSY (seeSupersymmetry)
Synchrotron 115
Synchrotron radiation 115

Tandem van de Graaff 111–112
Tau lepton 72
Teller-Ulam configuration 276–277
Thermal neutron 67
Thermal nuclear fission reactor

control rods 259–260
efficiency 260
fuel elements 257–259
moderator 259–260
radioactive waste disposal problem 261–262
role of delayed neutrons 259–260

Time-of-flight method 134
Time-projection chamber 131–132
Time reversal

definition 12
principle of detailed balance 13

Tokamak 270–271
Top quantum number 90
Track chamber 130
Transmission coefficient 340
Truth quantum number 90
Tunelling (seeBarrier penetration)

Unification condition 208, 372
Unification mass 315
Units 28–29
Universality of lepton interactions 74–75
Universe

critical density 328
inflationary big bang theory 327–328
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Unstable states
branching ratio 26
Breit-Wigner formula 26–27

Vacuum polarization 157
V-A interaction 184
Valence quarks 97, 171–173
Van de Graaff accelerator 111–2
Van der Waals force 20, 218
Vibrational states 234
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